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Glossary

Summary
1.

On 26 June 2014 the Gas and Electricity Markets Authority made a
reference to the Competition and Markets Authority (CMA) for an
investigation into the energy market in Great Britain.1 The terms of reference
for this investigation allow us to look at any competition issue connected with
the supply or acquisition of gas and electricity in Great Britain, including both
retail and wholesale markets, except that, in the case of retail markets, only
the retail supply of households and microbusinesses are included within the
reference.

2.

In the provisional findings report, published in July 2015, and the addendum
to provisional findings, published in December 2015, we provisionally found
that there are features of the markets for the supply of energy in Great
Britain that result in an adverse effect on competition (AEC).2

3.

Where we find that there is an AEC, we have a duty to decide whether we
should take action ourselves and/or whether we should recommend others
to take action to remedy, mitigate or prevent the AEC or any resulting
detrimental effects on customers. In deciding these questions we have a
duty to achieve as comprehensive a solution as is reasonable and
practicable to the AEC and any resulting detrimental effects on customers.

4.

This document sets out our provisional decision on remedies from this
investigation.

Wholesale electricity market remedies
5.

The wholesale price of electricity represents just under half the total cost of
supplying electricity to domestic customers, and it is therefore vital, in the
interests of ensuring that the overall prices paid by customers are
competitive, to ensure that competition operates well in the wholesale
market.

6.

In our provisional findings report, we provisionally found that two aspects of
the regulatory regime governing wholesale market operation led to AECs:
(a) the mechanisms for allocating Contracts for Difference (CfDs); and
(b) the absence of locational charging for transmission losses.

1
2

Energy market investigation terms of reference.
This is defined in section 134(2) of the Enterprise Act 2002.

1

Allocation of Contracts for Difference
7.

In our provisional findings report we welcomed the introduction of CfDs as
the main mechanism for incentivising investment in low carbon generation,
partly because, by enabling a competitive process to set the level of subsidy
to low carbon generators, CfDs should provide a more efficient means of
providing support.

8.

However, we expressed a concern that some elements of the CfD allocation
process currently in place potentially restrict the use of competition in setting
the level of support, which could result in higher bills for customers. Notably,
the Energy Act 2013 gives the Department of Energy & Climate Change
(DECC) powers to award CfDs directly to parties through a non-competitive
process in the future. We therefore provisionally found that the mechanisms
for allocating CfDs give rise to an AEC due to the absence of an obligation
for DECC to:
(a) carry out, and disclose the outcome of, a clear and thorough impact
assessment supporting a proposal to use its powers to allocate CfDs
outside a competitive process; and
(b) monitor the division of technologies between different pots, which form
the basis of CfD auctions, and provide a clear justification when deciding
on the allocation of budgets between the pots for each auction.

9.

The government is set to invest billions of pounds in decarbonising electricity
generation over the next few years. The spending cap under the Levy
Control Framework – which covers the Renewables Obligation (RO), Feedin Tariffs and CfDs – will rise to £7.6 billion for the period 2020/21.

10.

With such large sums of money at stake, suboptimal regulatory design can
lead to substantial customer detriment. Indeed, we estimate that the cost of
supporting an early form of CfDs (under the FIDeR framework3) allocated
outside the context of a competitive auction is £250–£310 million per year
higher than it likely would have been had the FIDeR projects been awarded
CfDs through a competitive auction. This is roughly equivalent to 1% of all
customers’ electricity bills.

11.

This evidence illustrates the significant impacts that DECC’s decisions in this
area can have on the costs faced by energy customers. It is essential,
therefore, when DECC makes such decisions in the future, that they are
based on rigorous analysis, and that the impacts are communicated in a

3
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clear and transparent manner. We believe our remedies will help ensure that
this happens.
DECC to undertake and consult on an impact assessment before awarding CfDs
outside the auction mechanism
12.

The aim of this proposed remedy is to ensure that, in the future, if DECC is
considering allocating a CfD outside the competitive auction process, it
undertakes a clear and rigorous analysis of the impact of doing so and
consults on this basis before reaching a final decision.

13.

We note that, in principle, there may be circumstances under which
allocating CfDs outside the competitive auction process could result in lower
costs to customers. For example, there may be cheap projects with a
lifespan and other operating characteristics that are so different to the
characteristics of potentially competing projects that it is difficult to compare
them within an auction framework. Since an element of judgement will be
required in making these assessments we have not considered it
appropriate to recommend imposing absolute rules determining the
situations in which non-competitive allocation would be allowed.

14.

Before deciding to allocate support on a non-competitive basis, however, we
recommend that DECC set out clearly in an impact assessment why it
considers that it is not feasible for the project to compete in the competitive
auction process and why the benefits to customers of non-competitive
allocation are likely to exceed the costs.4

15.

We recommend that DECC consult on the basis of impact assessments at
two stages: before entering into negotiations with prospective generators, in
order to identify the possible costs and the benefits that may arise from
supporting a given technology; and after the negotiations with prospective
generators and the provisional agreement of a strike price, to expose the
specific impacts on customers expected to arise from the proposed contract.

DECC to undertake and consult on an impact assessment before allocating
technologies between ‘pots’ and the CfD budget to the different pots
16.

In allocating CfDs on a competitive basis, DECC separates technology into
separate ‘pots’, to which it assigns separate budgets. Since only
technologies within the same pot compete against each other, decisions on

4

We note that no such assessment was carried out in relation to the FIDeR projects. If any such assessment had
been carried out, we do not believe that it would have led to the conclusion that it was in customers’ interests to
allocate the FIDeR projects outside of the auction.
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these parameters influence the intensity of competition and the level of
support provided through the scheme.
17.

We recommend that DECC undertake an impact assessment and consult
before allocating technologies between pots and the CfD budget to the
different pots. As part of its analysis and consultation, DECC should
estimate the extent to which the short-run costs of supporting low carbon
generation are affected by its decision. This can then be weighed against
any long-run benefits (eg cost reductions of future projects), to assess
overall impacts on customers.

18.

We recommend that DECC should undertake an assessment of the
appropriate allocation of technologies and budgets to pots prior to each CfD
auction and consult on this basis. To ensure that potential bidders are able
to make informed decisions about whether to progress a project in advance
of the auction, DECC should finalise its proposals for the allocation of
technologies and budgets at least one year ahead of the auction.

Locational adjustments for transmission losses
19.

Energy is lost when electricity is transported from one part of the country to
another, and the greater the distance travelled, the higher the losses. The
costs of these transmission losses therefore vary considerably by
geographical location – in an area with relatively low levels of demand and
high levels of generation, for example, consuming electricity will be
associated with low losses and generating electricity will be associated with
high losses. However, despite this locational variation in the costs of losses,
under the current regulatory regime, these costs are allocated to generators
and customers in a way that takes no account of their geographical location.

20.

We have provisionally found that the absence of locational pricing for
transmission losses is a feature of the wholesale electricity market in Great
Britain that gives rise to an AEC, as it is likely to distort competition between
generators, raise bills to customers and to have both short- and long-run
effects on generation and demand:
(a) In the short run, costs will be higher than would otherwise be the case,
because cross-subsidisation will lead to some plants generating when it
would be less costly for them not to generate, and other plants, which it
would be more efficient to use, not generating.
(b) In the long run, the absence of locational pricing may lead to inefficient
investment in generation, including inefficient decisions over the

4

extension or closure of plant. There could also be inefficiency in the
location of demand.
21.

Our proposed remedy is to require that variable transmission losses are
priced on the basis of location, and to assign 100% of losses to generators,
rather than 45% as under current charging arrangements.

22.

We have conducted a modelling exercise to assess the benefits that might
be expected to arise from the introduction of locational charges for losses.
The model results suggest that the total cost of meeting the electricity
demand of customers in Great Britain will fall by between £158 million and
£190 million over the period 2017 to 2026 due to the proposed remedy,
depending on the future level of fossil fuel prices. The additional efficiency
gain of requiring generators to bear 100% of transmission losses is
estimated to be worth between £14 million and £31 million. The model also
estimates that there will be a moderate additional environmental benefit from
the reduction in SO2 and NOX emissions from the proposed remedy, valued
at between £0.4 million and £14.4 million over the period.

23.

The results of our modelling are similar, overall, to those from previous
modelling exercises conducted in support of previous proposals to introduce
locational charging for transmission losses. We have not attempted to model
the dynamic benefits from the proposed remedy, in terms of more efficient
investment, due to the complications and uncertainties of such modelling. All
in all, expected benefits from the remedy – considering both benefits we
have modelled and those we have not – exceed by far expected
implementation costs, which are less than £10 million.

24.

In summary, based on the modelling work we have conducted and other
analysis, our provisional conclusion is that introducing locational charging for
transmission losses will reduce costs and be in the long-term interests of
customers. We propose to implement the remedy by means of an order
imposed on National Grid, as system operator, to calculate imbalance
charges taking into account transmission losses calculated on a locational
basis and according to which 100% of losses would be borne by generators.

Updated assessment of AECs and detriment affecting domestic customers
25.

In our provisional findings report, we provisionally found four AECs
concerning domestic retail energy markets. We provisionally found: one AEC
relating to weak customer response (the Domestic Weak Customer
Response AEC); and three AECs relating to aspects of the regulatory
framework – the electricity and gas settlement systems and elements of the
‘simpler choices’ component of the Retail Market Reform (RMR) rules.
5

26.

In addition, in the addendum to provisional findings we set out features that
in our provisional view give rise to a fifth AEC in the domestic retail markets,
relating specifically to prepayment customers (the Prepayment AEC). We
provisionally found that these features, in combination, reduce retail
suppliers’ incentives (and, for some, their ability) to compete to acquire
prepayment meter customers (in particular, customers with an outstanding
debt or a poor credit history) and to offer tariffs that meet customers’
demand. As a result, the tariffs available in the prepayment meter segments
are not competitively priced compared with the direct debit segments.

27.

We have conducted updated analysis of the relative strength of these
provisional AECs and the features contributing to them, including: an update
of analysis of the gains available to customers from switching; an updated
analysis of the provisional AECs and features affecting customers on
prepayment meters; and an analysis of the provisional AECs and features
affecting customers on restricted meters.

Updated analysis of gains from switching
28.

In the provisional findings report, we reviewed a number of pieces of
evidence that showed that domestic customers exhibited weak customer
response, including: our customer survey, in which 34% of respondents said
they had never considered switching; the numbers of customers on default
tariffs; and the existence of material, persistent gains from switching
supplier, tariff and/or payment method that go unexploited by such
customers.

29.

We have updated our gains from switching analysis, extending the period of
the analysis from Q1 2012 to Q2 2015, extending the calculations of annual
potential savings to customers of the four Mid-tier Suppliers5 and making
certain methodological improvements.

30.

The gains available to customers differ quite substantially according to the
scenario chosen and category of customer concerned (and in particular, the
supplier they are with, the type of tariff they are on and the payment method
they employ). Overall, the results demonstrate that:
(a) there were material, persistent savings available to customers of the Six
Large Energy Firms6 over the period;

5

Co-operative Energy, First Utility, Ovo Energy and Utility Warehouse.
The Six Large Energy Firms are Centrica plc (Centrica), EDF Energy plc (EDF Energy), E.ON UK plc (E.ON),
RWE npower plc (RWE), Scottish and Southern Energy plc (SSE) and Scottish Power. These firms are the
former monopoly suppliers of gas (Centrica) and electricity (EDF Energy, E.ON, RWE, SSE and Scottish Power)
to GB customers.
6

6

(b) the savings available to customers on standard variable tariffs were, on
average, larger than savings available to non-standard tariff customers;
and
(c) the savings available to standard credit customers were, on average,
higher than those available to customers on other payment methods.
31.

We also note that the savings available to customers on prepayment meters
were, on average, substantially lower than those available to other
customers, reflecting the more restricted range of tariffs available to them.
This is discussed further below.

32.

The table below shows average period results for the domestic customers of
the Six Large Energy Firms under the most liberal scenario for customer
choice (scenario 5x).7 Overall, we calculated that the weighted average
gains to all the dual fuel customers of the Six Large Energy Firms over the
entire period was £164 under this scenario.

Table1: Weighted average savings under scenario 5x for domestic customers of the Six Large
Energy Firms on different tariffs and payment methods, Q1 2012 to Q2 2015
Tariff type

Payment type

Average savings
(£)

Average savings
(%)

Dual
Dual
Dual
Dual

Non-standard
SVT
SVT
SVT

All
Direct debit
Standard credit
Prepayment

109
205
245
70

9
16
23
8

Single gas
Single gas
Single gas
Single gas

Non-standard
SVT
SVT
SVT

All
Direct debit
Standard credit
Prepayment

96
132
142
48

14
19
24
13

Single electricity
Single electricity
Single electricity
Single electricity

Non-standard
SVT
SVT
SVT

All
Direct debit
Standard credit
Prepayment

55
95
118
45

9
15
23
8

Dual or single fuel

Source: CMA analysis. Scenario 5x.
Note: SVT = standard variable tariff.

33.

We have also assessed how the potential savings to customers have
evolved over time. The figure below shows the annual potential savings from
switching (% of the bill) available to the dual fuel standard variable tariff
customers (excluding those on prepayment meters) of each of the Six Large
Energy Firms over time under scenario 5x. It shows that annual potential
savings for these customers have risen substantially over the past two
years, and have reached their highest level in the most recent period of the

7

In this scenario, customers are able to switch supplier, tariff, payment method (except for prepayment
customers, reflecting the greater barriers they face in using other payment methods), and gains are reduced to
reflect the exit fees a customer may incur in moving from a non-standard tariff. Appendix 3.2 presents the results
of a broad range of scenarios, which differ according to the parameters of choice available to the customer.

7

analysis, Q2 2015, reaching an equivalent of between £310 and £360. There
is a similar trend for the standard variable tariff customers of the Mid-tier
Suppliers, although there is a bigger disparity in the positions of individual
suppliers.
Figure 1: Weighted average potential savings (% of bill) available to the dual fuel SVT
customers (excluding prepayment) of the Six Large Energy Firms under scenario 5x
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Source: CMA analysis.
Notes:
1. Within each quarter the weighted average is calculated using data on the distribution of consumption and the weights reflect
the number of accounts that belong to each tariff.
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34.

We note that in February 2016, the Six Large Energy Firms announced a
reduction in the price of their standard variable gas tariffs, ranging from 5 to
5.4%, and expected to come into effect from February to March 2016. 8
However, we do not believe this will materially change the pattern of results
seen in the chart above. Indeed, gains may even have increased further,
since we would expect the acquisition tariffs to follow more closely the
reduction in wholesale gas and electricity prices, which comprise roughly
50% of the total costs incurred in supplying gas and electricity and have
fallen around 33% and 20% since Q2 2015, respectively.

Customers on prepayment meters
35.

The proportion of customers on prepayment meters has increased steadily
over the last 20 years, from 7% in 1996 to 16% currently. Unlike the choice
of whether to pay by direct debit or standard credit, prepayment is not

8

EDF Energy announced a price cut of 5%; British Gas announced a price cut of 5.1%; E.ON announced a price
cut of 5.1%; RWE npower announced a price cut of 5.2%; SSE announced a price cut of 5.3% and Scottish
Power announced a price cut of 5.4%.
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generally a choice on the part of the customer. Prepayment meters are
generally installed where a customer has had a poor payment history or in
certain types of accommodation such as student accommodation. Nearly all
prepayment customers are on standard variable tariffs, reflecting the limited
choice of non-standard tariffs they face.
36.

In our addendum to provisional findings, we identified particular supply-side
constraints affecting customers on ‘dumb’ (ie non-smart) prepayment meters
and which limit the extent of competition in the segments. These constraints,
arising from the dumb prepayment infrastructure, take the form of limitations
on the numbers of tariffs that suppliers can offer due to the limited number of
gas and electricity tariff ‘slots’. We found these constraints to be particularly
binding for new entrants in gas on account of the low availability of gas tariff
slots – over 85% of which were held by the Six Large Energy Firms,
including a large proportion that they were not using.

37.

We also provisionally found softened incentives for all suppliers, and in
particular new entrants, to compete to acquire all prepayment customers,
whether on smart or dumb prepayment meters. This was due to actual and
perceived higher costs to engage with, and acquire, these customers
compared with other customers, and the low prospect of successfully
completing the switch of indebted customers (who represent about 15% of
prepayment customers).

38.

Our provisional analysis of the prepayment segments suggested that
competition is significantly weaker than in the wider GB domestic retail
energy markets. We found that entry and expansion by suppliers other than
the Six Large Energy Firms in the prepayment segments is slower, and that
entry is limited to fewer suppliers, than we have observed in the broader
domestic markets. We also found that the range of tariffs available to
prepayment customers is significantly more limited than those available in
the credit meter segments, and that the cheapest tariffs that are offered by
suppliers to prepayment customers are significantly higher (even accounting
for differentials in the costs to serve) than the cheapest tariffs in the direct
debit segments.

39.

We have examined more recent data to assess, as was put to us by some of
the respondents, whether competition in the prepayment segments has
recently intensified.

40.

We first looked at our extended gains from switching data set which covers
the period from Q1 2012 to Q2 2015. We observed that the gains from
switching available to dual fuel customers on prepayment meters have been
fairly static, with gains available as of Q2 2015 of between £70 and £120,
9

depending on the customer’s supplier. This is in contrast with a sharp
increase in the gains available to prepayment customers if they were to
switch to a credit meter, which doubled between 2013 and 2015, reaching
between £290 and £370 as of Q2 2015, depending on the supplier.
41.

We also conducted a search on a price comparison website (PCW) in order
to look at the most recent pricing data. We found that, as of 1 March 2016,
there were large differences between the cheapest prepayment and direct
debit tariffs, between £260 and £330, depending on the region. This is well
in excess of our estimate of the cost differential between the two payment
methods of £54.

42.

We also looked at the customer numbers in the prepayment segments, and
how they changed over time, for both the independent suppliers and the Six
Large Energy Firms. We observed an increase in the share of independent
suppliers in the prepayment segments over time, reaching 8% for gas and
7% for electricity as of Q2 2015.

43.

Overall, while there has been an increase in the share of independent
suppliers, we have seen no evidence of improving outcomes for prepayment
customers relative to the position we documented in the addendum to
provisional findings.

44.

We have also reviewed the available evidence on the extent to which the
Domestic Weak Customer Response AEC applies to customers on
prepayment meters. The evidence suggests that a higher proportion of
prepayment customers are less engaged than direct debit customers (but
not less engaged than standard credit customers), particularly in terms of
whether they have ever considered switching or are likely to consider
switching in the next three years, and their awareness of their ability to
switch.

45.

There are a number of factors that may explain this:
(a) Prepayment customers face particular restrictions on accessing and
assessing information about switching (including relatively low access to
the internet and confidence in using PCWs).
(b) Prepayment customers include higher proportions of individuals: with
low levels of income; with low levels of education; living in social rented
housing; and having a disability – demographic characteristics that we
have found to be associated with low levels of engagement in retail
energy markets.
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(c) While the need to top up prepayment cards regularly is likely to increase
awareness of retail energy markets among prepayment customers, low
levels of engagement may have in part been influenced by the outcomes
we have observed arising from the Prepayment AEC – notably the lower
gains from switching and the confusion surrounding rights to switch
when the customer has outstanding debt.
46.

The overall weight of evidence supports a provisional finding that
disengagement and weak customer response is a more significant problem
among prepayment customers compared with domestic customers on direct
debit.

Customers on restricted meters
47.

Restricted meters include any metering arrangement whereby a domestic
customer’s consumption at certain times and, in some cases, for certain
purposes (for example, heating) is separately recorded. These meters allow
for customers to be charged lower rates for electricity used at times when
overall demand is lower.

48.

There are currently over 4 million restricted meters (around 17% of all
customer accounts) of which around 700,000 (about 2% of all customer
accounts) are non-Economy 7 restricted meters.9 Our analysis has focused
on the position of non-Economy 7 restricted meters, about which we have
heard specific concerns (and henceforth refer to this group as ‘customers on
restricted meters’ unless otherwise specified).

49.

Our further analysis shows that customers on restricted meters face
particularly strong barriers to accessing and assessing information and
barriers to switching supplier and/or tariff.

50.

As regards facing specific barriers to accessing and assessing information,
we have found that this is partly because restricted meter tariffs are not
supported by PCWs or suppliers’ online search tools. As regards facing
barriers to switching supplier and/or tariff, we have been told that many
restricted meter customers do not have a choice of supplier offering bespoke
tariffs. They can in principle switch to a single-rate or an Economy 7 tariff
offered by their supplier or rival suppliers, but some suppliers would require
their existing meter to be replaced at a cost to the customer and loss of
functionality. Changing meters might also involve some rewiring in the home.

9

Economy 7 customers are included in our assessment of gains from switching discussed above.
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51.

All this means that, for customers on restricted meters, understanding the
options available to them and switching supplier is substantially more difficult
than it is for customers on other meter types. Reflecting this, we have found
that, across Great Britain the historical incumbent supplier’s share of supply
in restricted meters is 79% which is significantly higher than the equivalent
figure for all electricity (33%) and gas (37%) customers. For certain types of
restricted meter, the incumbent supplier still supplies nearly 100% of
customers on these meters.

52.

Despite the cost advantages to suppliers of serving customers on restricted
meters, we have found, using data from Q2 2015, that 69% of customers on
restricted meters would have had lower bills if they were on the cheapest
single-rate tariffs available on the market and that those who could have
saved would have saved an amount equivalent to around 18% of their bill.
We note that the results differ significantly depending on the supplier in
question – for two of the Six Large Energy Firms, over 85% of their
customers would have been better off on the cheapest single-rate tariff.

Updated analysis of detriment
53.

To assist us in deciding on appropriate remedies, we have assessed the
nature and extent of detrimental effects on domestic energy customers
resulting from the AECs that we have provisionally identified.

54.

Our approach to assessing the scale of detriment is to consider to what
extent the outcomes that we have observed in the retail energy markets are
worse than we would expect to see in well-functioning competitive markets,
including the extent to which domestic energy customers are, on average,
paying higher prices than they would do in well-functioning competitive
markets and receiving poorer quality of service. Most of our analysis has
focused on the first source of detriment – excessive prices – since we
believe that this is likely to be the most significant form of detriment suffered
by energy customers, given the homogenous nature of gas and electricity.

55.

We have adopted two approaches to assessing the extent to which prices
have exceeded those we would expect in a well-functioning market:
(a) a ‘direct’ approach, which involves comparing the average prices
charged by different suppliers, while controlling for those differences in
each supplier’s customer base that are likely to affect costs; and
(b) an indirect approach, which involves assessing both:
(i) suppliers’ levels of profitability (and in particular whether the Return
on Capital Employed by suppliers exceeds their cost of capital); and
12

(ii) the extent to which suppliers have incurred costs inefficiently (ie
whether costs are higher than we estimate an efficient supplier
would incur).
56.

The benefit of the direct approach is that it gives us a more direct measure
of customer detriment based on actual market prices – and prices are
ultimately what matter to a customer, rather than a supplier’s level of
profitability or cost efficiency. Further, the direct approach allows for a much
more granular breakdown of detriment, not just by supplier but by customer
type, including type of tariff and payment method.

57.

The indirect approach provides information on profitability and cost efficiency
which can be a useful proxy for customer detriment. It can therefore provide
a useful independent cross check on our direct analysis, as it is based on a
separate data set and methodology.

Direct approach
58.

Our direct approach to assessing detriment involves calculating the average
prices offered by different suppliers to their customers and comparing these
to a ‘competitive benchmark price’, which is constructed as the average
prices offered by the most competitive suppliers. In making this comparison,
we adjusted for exogenous cost differences relating to network costs and the
costs associated with different payment methods, to ensure the comparison
is on a broad like-for-like basis.

59.

Using this approach, we estimated the detriment from excessive prices to
the domestic customers of the Six Large Energy Firms to be about
£1.7 billion a year on average over 2012 to 2015, the entire period for which
we had data, with a marked trend upwards year on year, reaching almost
£2.5 billion in 2015. We consider this our headline estimate of the annual
detriment arising from high domestic retail market prices.

60.

We have also considered the extent to which the scale of excessive pricing
by the Six Large Energy Firms varies between different payment methods.
This is shown in the table below.
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Table 2: Detriment of the domestic customers of the Six Large Energy Firms by customer
category and fuel type, Q1 2012 to Q2 2015
Dual or single fuel

Direct debit
(% of bill)

Standard credit
(% of bill)

Prepayment
(% of bill)

All
(% of bill)

Dual fuel
Single fuel electricity
Single fuel gas

10%
9%
18%

11%
11%
16%

15%
13%
17%

11%
10%
17%

Source: CMA analysis. Analysis based on Ofgem’s medium Typical Domestic Consumption Values. Bills are calculated net of
network costs and adjusted for the costs of different payment methods.

61.

For dual fuel customers (the majority of all the customers of the Six Large
Energy Firms) and single fuel electricity customers (31% of their electricity
customers), we found that the detriment across all of the Six Large Energy
Firms is biggest for prepayment customers, followed by standard credit
customers and then direct debit customers. We found no such difference for
single fuel gas (19% of their gas customers), though we note that the
observed detriment overall is higher for single fuel gas than for dual fuel and
single fuel electricity customers.

62.

We also note that there is considerable variation (both within the Six Large
Energy Firms and the Mid-tier Suppliers) in the extent to which individual
suppliers price above the competitive level. For the Six Large Energy Firms,
for example, average detriment experienced by their dual fuel customers
over the period ranges from between 5% and 13% of the bill depending on
the supplier. At this stage we have not identified the suppliers concerned in
order to give parties the opportunity to respond to our analysis first. We
intend to do so in our final report.

Indirect approach
63.

We have also estimated customer detriment from excessive prices indirectly
from the financial results of the Six Large Energy Firms which involved
assessing both suppliers’ level of profitability and the extent to which
suppliers have incurred costs inefficiently.

64.

The analysis using the indirect approach yields a total estimate of customer
detriment from excessive prices of between £660 million and £1.1 billion a
year, depending on the choice of the efficiency benchmark. There are a
number of reasons why the indirect approach gives a lower estimate of
detriment than the direct approach, including that the indirect approach
covers a longer time span which includes two years when several of the Six
Large Energy Firms made losses, and that the indirect approach takes a
conservative approach to identifying the level of economic profits made and
the efficient indirect cost base of the Six Large Energy Firms. It also does
not seek to identify the efficient level of wholesale energy costs.
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65.

Overall, we place greater weight on the direct approach, as it is a more
relevant and granular measure of domestic customer detriment. We note,
however, that detriment calculated under this approach is far in excess of
the net profits earned by the Six Large Energy Firms from their sales to
domestic customers (eg assessed detriment in 2014 is almost double the
Earnings Before Interest and Tax from domestic sales of the Six Large
Energy Firms in 2014). The implication is that there is a high degree of
inefficiency in current prices.

Quality of service and innovation
66.

In relation to quality of service, we observed that there are several metrics
which suggest that energy customers receive a poorer quality of service
from the Six Large Energy Firms than they would do in well-functioning
competitive markets. Those include the data which shows that the smaller
suppliers have achieved consistently higher net promoter scores than the
Six Large Energy Firms, and that there has been a marked increase in
recorded customer complaints since 2008 and 2013 which resulted in a
number of enforcement actions brought by Ofgem against the Six Large
Energy Firms.

67.

We have also found that some regulatory interventions, in particular the
recent RMR rules, have served to reduce innovation in recent years, and
that the absence of an accurate settlement system has inhibited the
development of time-of-use tariffs which could bring substantial benefits in
terms of reduced costs.

Summary
68.

Overall, we consider there to be a material customer detriment arising from
the provisional AECs that we have identified in retail energy markets. We
estimated that the customer detriment associated with high prices was about
£1.7 billion a year on average for the period 2012 to 2015 with a marked
upwards trend. We also found evidence which is indicative of harm to
customers from poor quality of service and restrictions on innovation, but by
its nature this type of harm is less readily quantifiable.

Domestic retail remedies
69.

We have drawn on the above analysis in developing our remedies and in
assessing the proportionality and effectiveness of the package of remedies
as a whole. At a high level, our proposed package of remedies for domestic
customers comprises three strategic components:
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(a) creating a framework for effective competition;
(b) helping customers to engage to exploit the benefits of competition; and
(c) protecting customers who are less able to engage to exploit the benefits
of competition.
Creating a framework for effective competition
70.

If competition in retail energy markets is to serve customers’ interests, it is
vital that the regulatory and technical framework allows suppliers to compete
effectively. Provided customers are sufficiently engaged, this will help drive
down prices and improve quality of service.

71.

We have identified a number of aspects of the regulatory framework that we
believe undermine effective and efficient competition and propose three
categories of remedy that we believe will help improve this framework:
(a) the withdrawal of the simpler choices component of the RMR;
(b) reform of the settlement systems for gas and electricity; and
(c) measures to address the technical and regulatory constraints impeding
competition for prepayment meter customers.

Withdrawal of the simpler choices component of the RMR rules
72.

In the provisional findings report we set out evidence on the impact that the
‘simpler choices component’ of the RMR rules has had on the ability and
incentives of suppliers to compete on the range of tariffs and discounts
offered to domestic customers. We also consider that the simpler choices
component of RMR rules (in particular the four-tariff rule) limits the scope for
competition between PCWs for customers switching energy suppliers to
exert downward pressure on energy prices.

73.

We are therefore proposing a remedy, the aim of which is to:
(a) promote competition and innovation between retail energy suppliers in
the retention and acquisition of domestic customers by allowing them to
offer a wider range of tariffs than permitted by the ‘simpler choices’
component of the RMR rules, including tariffs designed to appeal to
certain customer groups; and
(b) facilitate competition between PCWs by allowing them to negotiate
exclusive tariffs with domestic energy suppliers and to offer discounts
funded by the commissions they receive from suppliers.
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74.

The proposed remedy takes the form of a recommendation to Ofgem to
remove a number of standard licence conditions relating to the simpler
choices component of the RMR rules. These include: the ban on complex
tariffs; the four-tariff rule; the ban on certain discounts; and the ban on
certain bundled products.

Settlement reform
75.

Energy suppliers generally attempt to purchase in advance the electricity
and gas that they expect their customers to consume, to help them manage
price and volume risks. But both gas and electricity demand are driven by a
range of factors that are difficult to predict accurately, such that there will
always be some disparity between the volumes of energy covered by
suppliers’ contracts and the volumes their customers actually use in real
time. Settlement is the system by which such disparities are identified,
reconciled and paid for.

76.

Accurate and timely settlement is fundamental to well-functioning retail
energy markets, since without this, suppliers will not have the right
incentives to minimise the overall costs of energy – which are ultimately
borne by customers. However, in our provisional findings report we
expressed concerns that elements of the settlement systems of both gas
and electricity lead to inaccuracies and delays that distort competition
between energy suppliers.
Electricity settlement reform

77.

Electricity settlement takes place every half hour but the majority of domestic
and microbusiness customers do not have meters capable of recording halfhourly consumption. Therefore, their consumption must be estimated on an
ex ante basis. This is done by assigning customers to one of eight profile
classes, which are used to estimate a profile of consumption over time and
allocate energy used to each half-hour period.

78.

Our main concern in relation to electricity settlement is that such estimates
fail to charge suppliers for the true cost of their customers’ consumption.
This means that suppliers are not incentivised to encourage their customers
to change their consumption patterns, as the supplier will be charged in
accordance with their customers’ profile regardless of their actual
consumption behaviour. This in turn distorts suppliers’ incentives to innovate
and bring in new products and services such as time-of-use tariffs, which
reward customers for shifting consumption away from peak periods. Further,
the Smart Energy Code currently prohibits suppliers from collecting
consumption data with greater than daily granularity unless a customer has
17

given explicit consent to do so. We believe that this opt-in clause is a major
barrier to the development of static and dynamic time-of-use tariffs.
79.

Our proposed remedy package in relation to electricity settlement comprises
recommendations: to DECC to consult on amending the provisions of the
Smart Energy Code; to Ofgem that it conduct a full cost-benefit analysis of
the move to mandatory half-hourly settlement and consider options for
reducing the costs of elective half-hourly settlement; and to DECC and
Ofgem that they publish and consult jointly on a plan setting out timescales
and responsibilities relating to the introduction of half-hourly settlement.
Gas settlement reform

80.

Our concern in relation to the current system of gas settlement is that it
leads to an inefficient allocation of costs to parties and creates scope for
gaming, which reduces the efficiency and, therefore, the competitiveness of
domestic retail gas supply.

81.

We note that a modification process currently underway – Project Nexus – is
likely to address most of the current inefficiencies in the gas settlement
system. However, we were concerned that even after implementation of
Project Nexus, the gas settlement process would still be characterised by
the presence of a (residual) amount of unidentified gas, inefficiencies in the
allocation of the cost of this residual unidentified gas, as well as incentives
that shippers face to place a higher priority on adjusting Annual Quantities
(AQs) down.

82.

Our proposed remedies in relation to gas settlement comprise: a
recommendation to Ofgem to ensure implementation of Project Nexus by
1 October 2016; an order on gas suppliers to submit all meter readings for
non-daily metered supply points in Great Britain to Xoserve as soon as they
become available and at least once a year, except for smart meters where
meter readings must be submitted monthly; and a recommendation to
Ofgem to take responsibility for the development and delivery of a
performance assurance framework concerning unidentified gas as soon as
reasonably practicable.

Remedies to address constraints on competition for prepayment customers
83.

In addition, we believe that there are features of the domestic retail energy
markets that give rise to two distinct, but related, AECs concerning
prepayment meter customers: one on the demand side (the Domestic Weak
Customer Response AEC); and one principally concerning the supply side
(the Prepayment AEC).
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84.

In relation to the constraints imposed by the dumb prepayment
infrastructure, we are proposing a range of remedies that will make better
use of the available tariff slots, so as to reduce the impact of the dumb
prepayment meter technical constraints on the ability of suppliers, and in
particular new entrants, to innovate by offering tariff structures that meet
demand from prepayment meter customers who do not have a smart meter.

85.

The proposed remedies include recommendations to Ofgem that it: take
responsibility for the efficient allocation of gas tariff pages; and, if necessary,
change gas suppliers’ standard licence conditions to impose a cap on the
number of gas tariff pages that any supplier can hold and to enable Ofgem
to mandate the transfer of gas tariff codes to another supplier.

86.

To further mitigate the impact of tariff codes on competition for customers on
dumb prepayment meters, we recommend that Ofgem change Standard
Licence Condition 22B.7(b) to allow suppliers to set prices to prepayment
customers on the basis of grouping regional cost variations and deprioritise
potential enforcement action against suppliers in relation to this licence
condition pending the change. This will allow suppliers to make better use of
their limited tariff codes.

87.

We are also proposing a remedy to enhance prepayment customers’ ability
and incentives to engage in the markets and to switch to other suppliers
(including by switching to tariffs available on standard meters). This takes
the form of a recommendation to Ofgem to take appropriate steps to ensure
that changes to the Debt Assignment Protocol (currently being developed by
Ofgem and the industry) are implemented by the end of 2016, and in
particular in areas relating to objection letters, complex debt and issues
relating to multiple registrations.

Helping customers engage to exploit the benefits of competition
88.

Engaged customers are an essential component of well-functioning energy
markets. If customers are not fully aware of the options available to them,
unable to make an informed choice about the relative merits of those options
or, having made a choice, are unable to switch, then competitive pressures
on suppliers to reduce prices and improve quality of service will be
substantially reduced.

89.

In our provisional findings report we found that considerable numbers of
customers were disengaged, leading to our provisional finding of a Domestic
Weak Customer Response AEC. From our customer survey we found that
34% of respondents said they had never considered switching supplier,
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while 56% of respondents said they had never switched supplier, did not
know if it was possible or did not know if they had done so.
90.

We also note that currently around 70% of customers are on the relatively
expensive default tariff – the standard variable tariff – and that there are
material, persistent gains from switching supplier, tariff and/or payment
method that go unexploited by many customers.

91.

We have proposed a wide range of remedies that attempt to improve
domestic customer engagement by addressing aspects of the features
contributing to the Domestic Weak Customer Response AEC. We propose
five broad categories of remedy, which focus on the role of different
participants in the retail markets – namely, Ofgem, the customer’s own
supplier, third party intermediaries (TPIs), and rival suppliers – in
strengthening domestic customer engagement. In particular, the proposed
remedies provide for:
(a) the establishment by Ofgem of a programme to provide customers –
directly or through their own suppliers – with information to prompt them
to engage;
(b) Ofgem making greater use of principles rather than prescriptive rules in
addressing potential adverse supplier behaviour concerning the
comparability of their tariffs;
(c) enhancing the ability and incentives of TPIs to promote customer
engagement in the retail energy markets;
(d) creating an Ofgem-controlled database of ‘disengaged customers’ on
default tariffs, to allow rival suppliers to prompt these customers to
engage in the retail energy markets (the Database remedy); and
(e) requiring all suppliers to make all their single-rate tariffs available to
domestic customers on any type of restricted meter, without making
switching conditional on a restricted meter being replaced and to provide
additional information to customers on restricted meters.

92.

The different market participants identified above differ substantially in terms
of the incentives they have to engage customers and their ability to do so
and our range of proposed remedies reflects this.
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Regulatory interventions to improve engagement/mitigate incentives to keep
customers disengaged
93.

We consider that customers’ current suppliers have the ability to engage
their customers – through the regular communications they send to them –
but are likely to face limited incentives to do so in a way that encourages
customers to engage in the markets. Indeed, since those customers that
have not engaged in the markets recently are both less likely to switch and
generally on higher tariffs than those who have recently engaged, their
suppliers are likely to face a financial incentive to keep them as disengaged
as possible.

94.

In these circumstances, we recognise that there is an argument for Ofgem to
intervene directly to facilitate customer engagement, through influencing the
form, content and frequency of communication between suppliers and their
existing customers. Ofgem has also recognised the importance of clear
information in facilitating customer engagement and introduced the ‘clearer
information’ component of the RMR rules in an attempt to ensure that
suppliers’ routine communications to customers were clear, easy to
understand and personalised to them.

95.

However, our concern with these provisions is that they were not subject to
adequate testing prior to (or after) their introduction. Without adequate
testing it is not possible to know which approach will work best in practice.
Further, even if testing is conducted ex ante, changes in technology and
cultural practices are likely to mean that what works changes over time.
Ofgem-led programme

96.

Our proposed remedies therefore call for a more evidence-based approach
to developing such interventions in the future, through the use of rigorous
testing and trialling, where appropriate through Randomised Controlled
Trials, with a recommendation to focus such trials on a shortlist of measures.
If such trials are to provide relevant information that can provide a robust
basis for regulatory changes, it is essential that suppliers be required to
participate, where the trial design requires it, and our remedies therefore
seek to ensure such participation.

97.

In particular, the remedies comprise: a recommendation to Ofgem to
establish an ongoing programme of identifying, testing and implementing
measures to promote engagement in the domestic retail energy markets;
and an invitation for all suppliers to offer undertakings to participate in the
programme (failing which we would pursue alternative methods of ensuring
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compliance such as the use of our order-making powers, changes to licence
conditions or legislative change).
Principles rather than rules
98.

Our remedies also place a greater emphasis on the use of principles rather
than detailed rules in seeking to address potential adverse supplier
behaviour, reflecting our concern that prescriptive rules can never be fully
exhaustive and risk encouraging gaming behaviour on the part of suppliers.
In particular, we recommend that Ofgem introduce an additional ‘standard of
conduct’ into Standard Licence Condition 25C that would require suppliers to
have regard in the design of tariffs to the ease with which customers can
compare ‘value for money’ with other tariffs they offer.

Harnessing the incentives of rival suppliers and third party intermediaries to engage
customers
99.

Where market participants have an active incentive to engage customers –
this category includes rival suppliers and TPIs – the proposed remedies
serve to enhance these parties’ ability to engage domestic customers. The
proposed remedies seek to achieve this through:
(a) lifting certain regulatory restrictions that dull PCWs’ incentives to
compete to engage customers (amending provisions of the PCW
confidence code that undermine incentives for them to be active in the
retail energy markets);
(b) liberalising access to data by:
(i) giving PCWs access to the ECOES and SCOGES databases10 and
bolstering the Midata programme to allow TPIs to make more
effective use of customer data; and
(ii) creating an Ofgem-controlled database of ‘disengaged customers’
who have been on the default tariff for three years or more, to allow
rival suppliers to prompt these customers to engage in the retail
energy markets.

10

The Electricity Central Online Enquiry Service (ECOES) database includes certain data to assist electricity
suppliers in the transfer of customers, while the Single Centralised On-Line Gas Enquiry Service (SCOGES)
database comprises similar data for gas.
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Enhancing the ability and incentives of third party intermediaries to promote
customer engagement
100.

We consider that TPIs such as PCWs are an important means by which
customer engagement can improve and effective competition can develop in
the domestic retail markets. PCWs have a strong commercial incentive to
engage with domestic customers and provide access to their services both
online and by telephone. PCWs are also well-placed to: raise awareness
among customers of their ability to switch and the potential benefits from
doing so; reduce search costs for customers; and exert competitive pressure
on energy suppliers by enhancing price transparency and facilitating the
purchasing process for customers.

101.

Our aim in our proposed remedies relating to TPIs in the domestic retail
markets is to help ensure that this potential for PCWs to promote
competition to the benefit of customers can be realised by removing
regulatory burdens that inhibit this role.

102.

To strengthen PCWs’ role in facilitating switching our remedies take the form
of: orders to Gemserv and Xoserve to give PCWs access upon request to
the ECOES and SCOGES databases respectively on reasonable terms and
subject to satisfaction of reasonable access conditions.

103.

To strengthen PCWs’ incentives to engage customers, we are proposing to
recommend to Ofgem that it remove the Whole of the Market Requirement in
the Confidence Code and introduce a requirement for PCWs accredited
under the Confidence Code to be transparent over the market coverage they
provide to energy customers. Further, we are proposing to recommend to
DECC several changes to the Midata programme that (subject to customer
consent) would give PCWs increased access to more customer data and, in
so doing, enable PCWs to monitor the market on behalf of their customers
and advise them of savings.

104.

We are aware of the concerns around trust that led to the Confidence Code
requirement that PCWs list all tariffs on the market rather than just those for
which they earn a commission. We believe that such concerns around trust
can be addressed – without undermining TPIs’ incentives to engage
customers – in two ways.

105.

First, there should be greater clarity around the role of PCWs – effectively
acting as brokers offering customers good deals and facilitating switches
rather than repositories of all available tariffs. Second, we considered
recommending that Ofgem establish a non-transactional PCW listing all
tariffs. We note, however, that Citizens Advice is now operating a non-
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transactional PCW which lists all tariffs through a web-based service, which
we believe will meet the needs of those customers who wish to see the
whole of the market (and therefore do not propose to pursue a
recommendation that Ofgem provide such a service).
Ofgem-controlled database of ‘disengaged customers’
106.

Around 70% of the customers of the Six Large Energy Firms are on the
standard variable default tariff – ie a tariff that, for many, they did not actively
choose. In our provisional findings report, we found that over 30% of the
standard variable tariff customers of the Six Large Energy Firms had been
on the standard variable tariff with the same supplier for more than five
years.

107.

In order to enable suppliers to prompt domestic customers of rival suppliers
on default tariffs, our proposed remedy would require energy suppliers to
disclose certain details of their domestic customers (on any meter type) who
have been on their standard variable tariff (or any other default tariff) for
three or more years (the ‘Disengaged Domestic Customers’) to Ofgem, and
would recommend that Ofgem retain, use, and disclose this data (via a
centrally managed database) to rival suppliers. The Disengaged Domestic
Customers would have the option to opt out of the disclosure process at any
point in time.11

108.

The aim of the proposed remedy would be to enable rival retail energy
suppliers to identify the Disengaged Domestic Customers that have not
opted out and prompt such customers to engage in the markets. The
ultimate aim of this proposed remedy would be to partly address two of the
features identified in the provisional findings report giving rise to the
Domestic Weak Customer Response AEC (and resulting detriment), ie that
domestic customers have limited awareness of, and interest in, their ability
to switch energy supplier and that domestic customers face actual and
perceived barriers to accessing and assessing information.

109.

We recognise that there is a trade-off between the benefits of liberalising
channels of engagement and the need to protect customers from excessive
and/or misleading marketing. In respect of each of our proposed remedies to
liberalise access to customer data, such data will only be available if
customers actively choose to make it available (except in relation to
communication with customers on the default tariff database, where

In the design of this remedy, we have drawn on discussions with the Information Commissioner’s Office
concerning the implications of the Data Protection Act 1998 and the Privacy and Electronic Communications
Regulations 2003.
11
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customers will still have the right to opt out beforehand, and will only be
contacted by post unless the customer agrees otherwise).
110.

Any communications from suppliers will be subject to standards regarding
the form they must take to ensure they are sufficiently clear and informative
and a failure to comply with these standards may result in access to the
database being withdrawn by Ofgem.

Remedies for customers on restricted meters
111.

We believe that the above proposed remedies will help customers on any
meter type engage effectively in retail energy markets. Further, to address
the specific problems faced by customers on restricted meters in shopping
around for better deals and in switching, we propose a set of additional
remedies that: require all suppliers to make all their single-rate tariffs
available to any domestic customer on any type of restricted meter, without
making switching conditional on a restricted meter being replaced; and
ensure that domestic customers on restricted meters have access to
information on the options available to them.

The impact of smart meters on competition and engagement
112.

The roll-out of smart meters to domestic customers is due to be completed
by the end of 2020.

113.

The introduction of fully-functional (SMETS 2) smart meters will address the
technical constraints arising from the dumb prepayment infrastructure.
Notably, the problems arising from tariff slots, and their allocation between
suppliers, will cease to exist. We also consider that smart meters should
address the specific barriers to engagement experienced by customers on
restricted meters, although we note that smart meter equivalents are not
currently available for all restricted meter types.

114.

In relation to customer engagement more generally, we consider it likely that
smart meters will help improve customer engagement by making the
relationship between prices and consumption more visible and improving the
accuracy of bills, although the extent of this effect is uncertain.

115.

In view of the benefits of smart meters for competition and engagement, and
more specifically for helping to address some of the features we have
identified, we believe is it vitally important that the prescribed timetable for
their roll-out is adhered to. Ofgem has the power to impose penalties on
suppliers in the event that the prescribed timetables are not met and we
would expect it to use these tools effectively to ensure that suppliers comply
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with their obligation to take all reasonable steps to complete the roll-out by
2020.
Expected costs and benefits from our remedies package
116.

We have considered the likely costs and benefits of our proposed remedies
package, distinguishing between those measures that will have an effect
solely during the transitional period of the smart meter roll-out and those that
will have an enduring effect, particularly from around 2019/20 onwards.

Remedies that will have an effect solely during the transitional period
117.

Some of our proposed remedies will apply only during the period before the
completion of the roll-out of smart meters (end 2020) or earlier. These are:
the remedies relating to the allocation of gas tariff pages; the remedies
giving TPIs access to the SCOGES and ECOES database; and the
remedies designed to improve engagement for customers on restricted
meters.

118.

We consider that the costs of implementation of the above remedies are
very low. In relation to the first two, there would a minimal administrative cost
for Ofgem, Gemserv and Xoserve respectively. In relation to the third, there
would be a small additional cost for suppliers arising from the need to
aggregate consumption volumes in different registers for the purposes of
single rate billing.

119.

Given the short space of time over which these remedies will be relevant
and the inevitable lag between the implementing of the remedy, effectively
addressing the feature and reducing detriment, we do not expect that these
remedies alone will have very substantial effects in terms of reducing
customer detriment. However, given the scale of the total customer
detriment that we have identified for prepayment customers almost
£500 million in 2015, and customers on restricted meters around £40 million
in Q2 2015 even very small reductions in prices during the transitional period
would lead to benefits that would far exceed any implementation costs.

Remedies that will have an enduring effect
120.

The other remedies that we have proposed – settlement reform, the
withdrawal of aspects of the simpler choices component of the RMR rules
and the engagement remedies other than the transitional measures
discussed above – would work together on an enduring basis as a package.
We have accordingly considered their benefits jointly, while noting their
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relative contribution to the package and identifying their costs, where
material, on an individual basis.
121.

We first assess costs and benefits for electricity settlement reform
separately, as this reform has benefits in terms of load shifting that are
additional to those of the package as whole (although we consider that they
would also make a contribution to improving customer engagement).
Electricity settlement reform

122.

There are potentially substantial savings from domestic peak load shifting,
arising primarily from reductions in the cost of generation and distribution.
One recent study estimated savings from the introduction of time-of-use
tariffs within the domestic retail markets of between roughly £50 million and
£100 million in 2020 and between roughly £100 million and £350 million a
year by 2025.12 Expected savings increase with the roll-out of automated
and dynamic time-of-use tariffs (for which settlement reform is necessary)
and with increased penetration of low carbon technologies. We note in
relation to this latter factor that the demand and supply of heat pumps, smart
appliances and electric vehicles will be driven in large part by the availability
of opportunities to exploit within-day price differentials. Therefore we would
argue that a move to half-hourly settlement will be a necessary step in
achieving the higher end of potential benefits from demand-side response.

123.

In terms of implementation costs, we consider that these will be very low or
nil for distribution network operators and that half-hourly settlement will
overall result in a reduction in costs for Elexon. Suppliers indicated to us that
the reform would involve substantial upfront and ongoing costs, although we
did not receive sufficient information from enough firms to build a consistent,
robust picture of the likely costs.

124.

Our recommendation is that Ofgem conduct a full cost-benefit analysis of the
move to mandatory half-hourly settlement, but overall, and based on the
evidence we have seen, there are good reasons to expect the benefits from
half-hourly settlement to outweigh the costs of its implementation by a
substantial degree.
Effect of the package on engagement

125.

In relation to the rest of the package, we consider that the main enduring
benefit will accrue from improving customer engagement and therefore

Baringa and Element Energy (August 2012), Electricity System Analysis – future system benefits from selected
DSR scenario.
12
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overcoming the Domestic Weak Customer Response AEC. We note that,
almost 15 years after full price liberalisation, around 70% of the customers of
the Six Large Energy firms are on the default tariff, despite very large and
growing potential gains from switching. Nevertheless, we believe that our
reforms will succeed in improving engagement where other interventions
have failed.
126.

First, past interventions have been based largely on a priori reasoning, with
little attempt systematically to test hypotheses through rigorous trials or other
forms of testing before the intervention is implemented. A priori reasoning
can provide useful insights into the sorts of interventions that may help, but
rigorous evidence is needed to ensure that those interventions that are most
likely to make a difference for given customers at a given point in time are
implemented. The Ofgem-led programme that we proposed to recommend is
therefore essential to ensure that future interventions are based on what
works in practice.

127.

Second, our proposed remedies seek to harness the incentives of TPIs and
rival suppliers to unlock customer engagement, by giving them greater
access to the data they need to perform this role more effectively and at
lower cost. TPIs have grown considerably as an acquisition channel over the
past few years and we believe that through our remedies they can continue
to grow in importance, lowering acquisition costs for suppliers and lowering
search costs for customers.

128.

In relation to the Database remedy, we recognise that any proposal to free
up access to customer data may be controversial, but we believe that such
measures are necessary if customers who have not engaged for years are
to consider switching in the future. We propose to put in place safeguards to
ensure that such data is used appropriately.
Costs and benefits of engagement remedies

129.

In relation to the costs of implementing the remedies, these are generally
very low compared with the size of the detriment. For example, in relation to
the Database remedy, we have estimated that the costs of setting up a
secure cloud database in which to store details of the Disengaged Domestic
Customers could be in the region of £50,000–100,000.

130.

The largest cost would be imposed by the Ofgem-led programme, as it
would require an ongoing system of testing and trialling interventions. We
note that costs may vary substantially, depending on the size and complexity
of the trial. In designing the programme and, in particular, the extent of any
supplier participation that might be needed, we note that Ofgem will be
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required to assess the proportionality of the various stages involved in the
programme.
131.

We believe that the benefits of our remedies will be seen in part through a
reduction in the average gains from switching that go unexploited by
customers. However, crucially, this would not be achieved by a levelling up
of prices (a potential risk of regulatory interventions that seek to constrain
price differences) but by a gradual reduction in prices towards the
competitive benchmark level, as more efficient suppliers gain customers
from the less efficient.

132.

Given the size of the detriment we have identified (about £1.7 billion a year
since 2012, with an upwards trend), it would only take a very small (less than
1%) reduction in this detriment to offset the costs of even a highly
comprehensive, onerous set of trials conducted through the Ofgem-led
programme. We believe that our package of remedies will be much more
effective than this in reducing customer detriment on a sustained basis, and
that it therefore represents an effective and proportionate response to the
problems we have identified.

Transitional price cap for prepayment customers
133.

We believe that competitive retail energy markets, in which energy suppliers
operate free of inefficient technical and regulatory restrictions, and
customers make informed decisions about the range of choices available to
them, represent the best long-term approach to delivering positive outcomes
for energy customers.

134.

We have identified substantial problems on both the supply- and the
demand-side of the retail energy markets, and we believe that our remedies
package will provide a long-term solution to them, by putting downwards
pressure on prices towards the competitive benchmark level.

135.

However, our proposed remedies will take time to implement before they
start to address the features that we have identified and, in turn, reduce the
detriment to domestic customers arising from them. As a result, we expect
that the detriment arising from the Domestic AECs we have provisionally
identified will persist in substantial form for the next few years. Given the
size of the detriment we have observed, of around £1.7 billion a year over
the last three and a half years, with a marked increase in detriment year on
year, we have therefore considered the need to intervene to address
domestic customer detriment directly in this transitional period, through a
price cap.
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136.

We have provisionally concluded that a price cap should apply to domestic
customers on prepayment meters for a transitional period (2017 to the end
of 2020). In reaching this provisional decision, we have given consideration
to a number of factors, including: the strength of the features contributing to
the Prepayment AEC and the Domestic Weak Customer Response AEC as
it applies to prepayment customers; and the level of detriment suffered by
prepayment customers.

137.

The level of detriment suffered by prepayment customers is particularly high.
Over the period 2012 to Q2 2015, detriment expressed as a proportion of the
bill for prepayment customers was substantially higher than that for direct
debit and standard credit customers for both dual fuel customers and single
fuel electricity customers, as set out above. Further, we note that, unlike
other customers, where prepayment customers pay too high a price, part of
the detriment is likely to be felt in abruptly curtailed consumption.

138.

We also consider that a cap covering a relatively restricted proportion of
customers, such as prepayment customers (about 16% of the total customer
base), is likely to be less prone to adverse consequences than a cap
covering a broader group and that the use of an easily identifiable criterion
for qualification (such as being on a prepayment meter) will help ensure that
the remedy is easily implementable within a short period of time.

139.

We have provisionally decided to implement a ‘reference price and cost
index approach’ to set the cap for prepayment customers, which would
involve setting an initial level of the prepayment cap based on our
competitive benchmark analysis (as discussed above) and then allowing the
cap to change over time according to movements in exogenous cost indices,
including wholesale costs, network costs, policy costs and inflation.

140.

In considering the design and stringency of the cap, we have been
particularly mindful of the need to avoid distortions to competition, while
reducing customer detriment. Notably the design – unlike alternatives we
considered – does not lead to a risk of perverse incentives on the part of
suppliers. Further, the fact that the cap is strictly time-limited and will be
implemented according to an objective formula, will help minimise the risk of
regulatory gaming behaviour.

141.

In determining the overall level of the cap, we have provisionally decided to
include headroom of £25 per fuel per year (ie £50 headroom in a dual fuel
cap). This will mitigate the risk that the cap does not allow for the recovery of
efficient costs and help ensure that competition in the prepayment segments
can coexist with the cap. Indeed, the proposed level of the cap as of
Q2 2015 is generally in line with the cheapest prepayment tariff prices in
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many regions and we believe that it will be possible for competitive tariffs to
undercut the level of the cap.
142.

At the current proposed level, we anticipate that the cap will materially
reduce detriment for prepayment customers. Had it applied in Q2 2015, it
would have reduced prepayment customer detriment – and, equivalently, the
revenues of the Six Large Energy Firms – by about £300 million per year,
equivalent to a reduction in the average bills paid by prepayment customers
of over 8%.

143.

We note that the proposed price cap would also apply to Mid-tier Suppliers
and smaller suppliers and will therefore result in revenue reductions outside
of the Six Large Energy Firms. The extent of revenue reductions for each
supplier will be determined by the level of detriment currently experienced (in
the form of high prices) by their prepayment customers.

144.

We anticipate that, as our remedies to address supply-side constraints and
improve customer engagement begin to take hold towards the end of the
cap, and as smart meter roll-out increases, competition rather than the cap
will be determining the prices paid by most customers. There will therefore
be a graduated glide path to the termination of the cap at the end of 2020.

145.

While the detriment suffered by prepayment customers is particularly high,
we note that other domestic customers will also suffer detriment during the
transitional period before full implementation of our remedies, and have
therefore given consideration to the application of a price cap to broader
categories of customers, notably all customers on the standard variable
tariff.

146.

Our provisional view is that the costs of attempting to address the detriment
of all customers on the standard variable tariff through a price cap would
likely be disproportionate. We believe that attempting to control outcomes for
the substantial majority of customers would – even during a transitional
period – run excessive risks of undermining the competitive process, likely
resulting in worse outcomes for customers in the long run. This risk might
occur through a combination of reducing the incentives of suppliers to
compete, reducing the incentives of customers to engage and an increase in
the perception of regulatory risk.

147.

Since, as noted above, a large part of the detriment we have observed in the
form of high prices is likely due to inefficiency rather than excess profits, we
believe the best, most sustainable approach to reducing this detriment in the
long term is through fully competitive markets, in which more efficient
suppliers gradually replace less efficient suppliers. Having considered very
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closely both the short-term benefits to customers and the longer-term risks
that a broader cap may create, set against the features of the Domestic
Weak Customer Response AEC, we have therefore provisionally decided,
on balance, not to propose an intervention to control prices across all
customers on standard variable tariffs
Microbusiness retail remedies
148.

In the provisional findings report, we found that a combination of features of
the markets for the retail supply of gas and electricity to small and mediumsized enterprises (SMEs) in Great Britain gave rise to an AEC through an
overarching feature of weak customer response from microbusiness
customers. We said that this gave suppliers a position of unilateral market
power over their inactive microbusiness customers, which the suppliers were
able to exploit through their pricing policies or otherwise (the Microbusiness
Weak Customer Response AEC).

Detriment suffered by microbusinesses
149.

We have updated our analysis of the detriment arising from the
Microbusiness Weak Customer Response AEC. Our revised estimate is that
the profits in excess of the cost of capital earned by the Six Large Energy
Firms from the supply of gas and electricity to SME customers amounted to
approximately £280 million per year from 2007 to 2014,13 of which we
estimate that approximately £230 million per year related to microbusiness
customers.

150.

We consider that this is a conservative estimate of detriment, as we have
confined our estimate of detriment to a consideration of profits in excess of
the cost of capital – that is, we have not included any estimate of
inefficiency. We also note that we have not been able to conduct an analysis
of supplier bills to produce an alternative, and more direct, estimate of
detriment, as we have done for domestic customers.

151.

Despite this conservative approach, we believe that the size of the detriment
that we have identified is significant. The annual profits in excess of the cost
of capital amounted to 6% of average annual microbusiness revenues for
the Six Large Energy Firms from FY 2007 to FY 2014. This suggests that
prices may have been on average 6% higher between FY 2007 to FY 2014
than would have been the case in a better-functioning market.

13

The years referred to are financial years.
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Remedies for microbusinesses
152.

We have assessed remedies for microbusiness customers considering the
same strategic themes as for domestic customers: creating a framework for
effective competition; helping customers engage; and protecting customers
who are less able to engage to exploit the benefits of competition.

Creating a framework for effective competition
153.

Our proposed remedies concerning the electricity and gas settlement
systems, as discussed above, would also apply to microbusiness customers.
In particular, the plan to move customers in profile classes 1 to 4 to
mandatory half-hourly settlement in electricity would affect the majority of
microbusiness customers (around 90% of which currently fall into profile
classes 3 and 4). Similarly, the proposed remedy to increase the accuracy of
the gas settlement system will benefit microbusiness as well as domestic
customers.

154.

The other remedies that we are proposing with a view to improving the
framework for competition for domestic customers either affect very few
microbusiness customers or do not apply at all in the microbusiness
segments.

Helping microbusiness customers engage to exploit the benefits of competition
155.

The main remedies we are proposing regarding microbusiness customers
are those designed to help them engage to exploit the benefits of
competition. These include remedies to:
(a) increase price transparency;
(b) end auto-rollover contracts14 with certain restrictions (such as
termination fees) that restrict microbusiness customers’ ability to switch;
(c) establish a programme to provide microbusiness customers with
information to prompt them to engage; and
(d) provide prompts to microbusiness customers on default contracts by
enabling rival suppliers to contact them.

14

Auto-rollover contracts are fixed-term, fixed-price contracts that microbusiness customers can be moved onto
if they fail to negotiate new terms when their existing contract comes to an end.
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156.

We believe that our engagement remedies will play a key role in addressing
the features giving rise to the Microbusiness Weak Customer Response
AEC, and the resulting customer detriment.
Price transparency remedy

157.

The price transparency remedy would require suppliers to disclose the
prices of all their available acquisition and retention contracts to a large
proportion of their microbusiness customers. As an additional measure, it
would also require suppliers to disclose their out-of-contract (OOC) and
deemed contract prices on their websites. The measure in relation to
acquisition and retention contracts would significantly increase
microbusiness customers’ abilities to access and assess price information. It
would also facilitate the development of PCWs catering for microbusiness
customers, which would further reduce the high search costs faced by
microbusiness customers. As a result, the price transparency remedy would
address barriers to accessing and assessing information experienced by
microbusinesses.
Auto-rollover remedy

158.

The auto-rollover remedy would address certain barriers to switching that
microbusiness customers on auto-rollover contracts face by: (a) increasing
the time window during which microbusiness customers would be able to
give their termination notice to suppliers; and (b) prohibiting suppliers from
including certain restrictions (prohibiting both termination fees and the use of
no-exit clauses).

159.

Our proposed remedies will also prohibit termination fees in relation to
evergreen and OOC contracts. This measure, together with the measure to
prohibit termination fees in relation to auto-rollover contracts, would
effectively ensure that suppliers would not be permitted to charge
termination fees on default contracts with their microbusiness customers,
thereby reducing the barriers to switching for microbusiness customers on
evergreen and OOC contracts.
Programme to provide microbusiness customers with information to prompt
them to engage/Database remedy

160.

The remedies to establish a programme to identify additional (or new)
information from suppliers to prompt microbusiness customers to engage,
and to disclose the details of their most disengaged microbusiness customers to rival suppliers would increase the engagement of microbusiness
customers on default contracts. By incentivising microbusiness customers to
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engage, we would expect the competitive constraint on energy suppliers to
increase. This would incentivise suppliers to reduce the prices of their
available acquisition and retention contracts for microbusiness customers.
Protecting customers who are less able to engage to exploit the benefits of
competition
161.

We have also considered the case for introducing a price cap for
microbusiness customers on prepayment meters. We have provisionally
decided not to do so, on the grounds that the costs associated with
implementing a price cap for the microbusiness segments would be large
relative to the potential benefits, which would accrue to a very small number
of microbusiness customers (less than 1% of whom are on prepayment
meters).

Costs and benefits of the remedies package
162.

In developing our proposed remedies, we have been mindful to ensure that
they work together as a coherent package, which, as a whole, provides an
effective and proportionate means of addressing the Microbusiness Weak
Customer Response AEC, and the resulting customer detriment.

163.

We have considered whether the benefits of the remedies package as a
whole would be likely to exceed the overall costs of the package.

164.

In relation to costs, we estimate that the price transparency remedy would
be likely to impose a one-off cost on the Six Large Energy Firms of
approximately £750,000; and on all suppliers these costs could amount to
approximately £4.5 million if they all adopted the more expensive online
quotation tool option. We do not expect the auto-rollover remedy to impose
substantial costs on suppliers, and we estimate that the costs of extending
the remedy that would enable prompts to microbusiness customers on
default contracts to the microbusiness segments would be minimal for
suppliers.

165.

The costs of the Ofgem-led programme may be more substantial but we
note that, in designing the programme and, in particular, the extent of any
supplier participation that might be needed, Ofgem will be required to assess
the proportionality of the various stages involved in the programme.

166.

In relation to benefits, we consider that there is substantial scope for price
reductions and that the remedies would still be proportionate if they led to
only a small reduction in prices for microbusiness customers. On the basis of
our profitability analysis, we consider that prices for the microbusiness
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customers of the Six Large Energy Firms could have been on average 6%
lower between FY 2007 and FY 2014 in a better-functioning market,
equivalent to £230 million a year – and we expect a material reduction in
prices from the introduction of our remedies.
167.

We have therefore concluded that the benefits of the remedies package for
all microbusiness customers are likely to substantially exceed the costs that
it would impose on all suppliers in the microbusiness segments.

Remedies relating to the governance of the regulatory framework
168.

Efficient and robust rules and regulations are fundamental to well-functioning
energy markets. In the provisional findings report, we provisionally identified
a number of features of the regulatory framework governing energy markets
that led to AECs. We found in particular that these features were likely to
increase the risk of policies being developed in the future that are not in
customers’ interests and inhibit the development of policies that are in their
interests.

169.

In relation to the governance of the broader regulatory framework, we have
provisionally found that:
(a) Ofgem’s statutory objectives and duties may constrain its ability to
promote effective competition;
(b) there is a lack of a formal mechanism through which disagreements
between DECC and Ofgem over policy decision-making and
implementation can be addressed transparently;
(c) the impact of government and regulatory policies over energy prices and
bills has not been effectively communicated; and
(d) there is a lack of a regulatory requirement for clear and relevant financial
reporting concerning generation and retail profitability.

170.

As regards the governance of industry codes, where many of the detailed
rules underpinning market operation are specified, we have provisionally
found that parties have conflicting interests and/or limited incentives to
promote and deliver policy changes and that Ofgem has insufficient ability to
influence the code modification process.

Detriment arising from problems in the regulatory framework
171.

The problems we have identified relate to the processes, structures and
institutions involved in regulatory decision-making in the energy sector. They
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are systemic in nature, having an impact across all of the energy markets
that we have identified. While the detriment arising from these provisional
AECs is, by its nature, difficult to quantify, we consider that it is likely to be
very substantial.
172.

First, the costs of energy policies – the transfers and subsidies put in place
to achieve government policy objectives such as reducing greenhouse gas
emissions – will comprise an increasing proportion of customers’ energy
bills. On the basis of current announced plans, DECC estimates that climate
and energy policies will add 37% to the retail price of electricity paid by
households in 2020.15 Further, some policies – such as the roll-out of smart
meters – are expected to improve energy efficiency and hence reduce
energy bills. Given the central role that government policies are expected to
play in determining energy bills in the future, we believe it is vital that policy
decisions are robust, and informed by a transparent analysis of their impacts
on customers.

173.

Second, energy markets are highly regulated, and the nature of competition
in these markets is shaped by the design of the regulatory regime to a much
greater extent than in most other markets. This is particularly the case for
wholesale markets, which currently comprise around 50% of the costs faced
by electricity and gas customers, and where the nature and size of
technological and regulatory changes expected over the next few years are
substantial. We also note that many of the competition problems that we
have identified in the retail energy markets – the settlement systems for gas
and electricity, which fail to give suppliers the right incentives, the
introduction of the RMR simpler choices reforms, which have stifled
innovation – are regulatory in nature, reflecting specific provisions in
legislation, licence conditions and industry codes.

Package of remedies
174.

We have developed a package of proposed remedies designed to improve
the governance of the regulatory framework. The proposed remedies relate
to five specific areas: Ofgem’s duties and objectives; the relationship
between DECC and Ofgem; the analysis of the impacts of policy and
regulation; the regime for financial reporting; and governance of the industry
codes.

175.

While the proposed package is broad, affecting the full range of regulatory
instruments and processes (legislation, licence conditions and industry

15

2014 prices. Source: DECC (November 2014), Estimated impact of energy and climate change policies on
energy prices and bills.
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codes), it is based on a simple set of principles, which recognise the
importance of: well-defined powers and objectives aligned with the interests
of customers; clear responsibilities and transparent, coordinated
implementation; robust analysis underpinning decision-making and
improving transparency; and an independent and authoritative regulator.
Ofgem’s duties and objectives
176.

Our provisional view is that Ofgem’s statutory objectives and duties may, in
certain circumstances, constrain its ability to promote effective competition.
In particular, Ofgem told us that it considered that its duty to pursue its
principal objective by ‘wherever appropriate promoting effective competition’
had been progressively downrated relative to other duties over the last ten
years.

177.

Our proposed remedy is a recommendation to DECC to amend primary
legislation in order to clarify Ofgem’s statutory objectives and duties and
thereby remove any constraint (actual or perceived) on Ofgem’s ability to
pursue its principal objective (protecting the interests of existing and future
customers) by promoting effective competition where it considers this
appropriate.

Relationship between DECC and Ofgem
178.

DECC and Ofgem have complementary and, in some cases, overlapping
responsibilities in relation to regulatory and policy development in the energy
sector. In some cases, the implementation of a particular energy policy
requires a combination of measures taken by DECC (mainly through
legislation), Ofgem (mainly through licence conditions) and indeed the
industry (through the amendment of codes).

179.

We have two concerns regarding the relationship between DECC and
Ofgem. First, we noted in our provisional findings report that two of Ofgem’s
most important decisions in recent years (neither of which we consider to
have benefited customers)16 were taken against a backdrop of DECC taking
powers – or stating its readiness to take powers – to implement changes in
primary legislation in the event that Ofgem did not act, and that the
coincidence of DECC’s and Ofgem’s actions risked creating the perception
of a lack of independence on the part of Ofgem. Second, we identified
inefficiencies in the implementation of certain policy objectives (for example,

16

The introduction of the simpler choices component of the RMR reforms in 2013 and of Standard Licence
Condition 25A in 2009, prohibiting regional price discrimination.
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the introduction of 17-day switching and half-hourly settlement for certain
categories of customer) due to a lack of effective coordination.
180.

We propose two remedies that are designed to recalibrate the relationship
between DECC and Ofgem in a way that recognises Ofgem’s independence
while allowing for appropriate coordination of activities to deliver overarching
policy goals:
(a) First, we propose to recommend legislation to establish a clear process
requiring Ofgem to publish opinions on all draft legislation and policy
proposals that are relevant to its statutory objectives and that are likely
to have a material impact on the GB energy markets.
(b) Second, we propose to recommend to DECC and Ofgem that they
publish detailed joint statements setting out action plans for the
implementation of proposed DECC policy objectives that are likely to
necessitate Ofgem interventions, with clear responsibilities and
timetables.

Transparent analysis of the impacts of policy and regulation
181.

As noted above, government policies are having an increasing impact of
energy bills and yet we have provisionally found that there is a lack of
effective communication concerning the forecast and actual impact of
government and regulatory policies on energy prices and bills. This has led
to a lack of trust between stakeholders and is one of the features
contributing to an overarching feature of a lack of robustness and
transparency in regulatory decision-making.

182.

To help address this, we propose to recommend to Ofgem that it publish
annually a state of the market report which would provide analysis regarding
issues such as the evolution of energy prices and bills over time; the
profitability of key players in the markets; the social costs of policies and
distributional impacts arising from them; and the impact of initiatives relating
to decarbonisation and security of supply. We also propose to recommend
the creation of a team within Ofgem to take this work forward.

Regime for financial reporting
183.

We have provisionally found that current regulatory requirements do not
provide for clear and relevant financial reporting of generation and retail
profitability. Our proposed remedy seeks to address this, and in so doing to
help ensure that Ofgem will be better placed in the future to make decisions
using relevant financial information and to provide a clear and trusted
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assessment of the GB energy markets. This in turn should inform the public
debate and support the development of appropriate policies.
184.

Our proposed remedy will require the Six Large Energy Firms to:
(a) report their generation and retail supply activities on market rather than
divisional lines;
(b) report a balance sheet as well as a profit and loss account separately for
their generation and retail supply activities;
(c) disaggregate their wholesale energy costs for retail supply between a
standardised purchase opportunity cost and a residual element; and
(d) report prior year figures prepared on the same basis.

185.

We propose to implement this remedy by means of a recommendation to
Ofgem to introduce relevant changes in the licence conditions of the Six
Large Energy Firms.

Governance of industry codes
186.

Industry codes are multilateral agreements that define the terms under which
industry participants can access the electricity and gas networks, and the
rules for operating in the relevant markets. Industry participants have a key
role in the governance of these codes, and, under the current regime,
proposed reforms that can have substantial impacts on competition and the
delivery of policy objectives are implemented through code changes (the
proposals to introduce half-hourly settlement and cash-out reforms are
recent examples).

187.

In our provisional findings report, we provisionally found that the current
system of industry code governance limits innovation and pro-competitive
change and causes the energy markets to fail to keep pace with relevant
policy objectives. We found that this was due in particular to:
(a) parties’ conflicting interests and/or limited incentives to promote and
deliver policy changes; and
(b) Ofgem’s insufficient ability to influence the development and
implementation phases of a code modification process.

188.

Current governance structures give industry participants a key role in
decision-making even though their incentives are often not aligned with
those of customers. Further, we note that incentives often differ between
firms, leading to lengthy and costly regulatory processes and delays in
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decision-making. Examples of this include the long-running deliberations
over whether to introduce locational charges for transmission losses over the
past 25 years and discussions regarding gas settlement reform.
189.

We are also surprised to note that some decisions that appear to us to be
fundamental to ensuring effective competition and meeting the needs of
customers appear to be loosely governed under the industry codes, and not
to have involved any formal role for Ofgem. For example, in relation to
competition for customers on prepayment meters we understand, based on
the relevant provisions set out in the Supply Point Administration Agreement,
that there are no formal mechanisms in place to monitor the allocation of gas
tariff pages and to govern the distribution of tariff pages between suppliers.
This is of particular concern since the lack of access to gas tariff pages has
been one of the factors inhibiting new entry into the prepayment segments,
to the detriment of prepayment customers.

190.

Our proposed remedy will see Ofgem taking a more proactive role in code
development, by setting a Strategic Direction and engaging actively in the
code modification process through its influence over licensed code bodies.
Further, we recommend that Ofgem take powers to initiate code
modifications where these are necessary to deliver the Strategic Direction
and be given powers to take substantive control of any ongoing strategically
important modification proposals, as appropriate.

191.

We propose to recommend to DECC that it seek to pass legislation: giving
Ofgem the ability directly to modify industry codes in certain exceptional
circumstances; and making the provision of code administration and delivery
services activities that are licensed by Ofgem. This will give Ofgem a means
of requiring code bodies to take on an expanded role to deliver code
modifications consistent with the Strategic Direction.

Overview of the proposed new regulatory framework
192.

Our proposed remedies are individually incremental but in combination
represent a substantial reform package. They represent a ‘reset’ of the
regulatory framework governing the energy sector, clarifying and
recalibrating the roles and responsibilities of Ofgem, DECC and industry to
help ensure that regulatory and policy decisions in the future are robust,
efficient and timely, and driven by a concern for the interests of current and
future customers.

193.

Ofgem will be at the heart of this new regulatory framework, with a simpler
and clearer focus on the interests of customers, an additional role to
scrutinise and comment on government policies, greater access to relevant
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financial information from industry and greater powers to drive through
changes to industry codes when these are needed to meet broader policy
objectives and are in the interests of customers and competition.
194.

We believe that the individual elements of our remedies package are
mutually reinforcing. For example, the roles given to Ofgem to comment on
and scrutinise the impacts of government policies on the one hand, and
undertake greater scrutiny of companies’ financial returns on the other, will
help both to:
(a) improve the robustness of the decision-making process, the quality of
regulatory decisions and transparency in public debates about energy;
and
(b) bolster the perception of Ofgem as an authoritative, trusted and
independent regulator, consistent with the greater responsibilities it will
have in relation to code governance and reform.

195.

We consider that our proposed reforms are fully consistent with the
government’s Principles for Economic Regulation17 and its Better Regulation
Framework Manual.18 In particular, our proposed remedies should ensure
that new policy proposals and existing policies and regulations are subject to
robust scrutiny in terms of their costs and benefits. Further, our proposed
remedies relating to the code governance process and mechanisms to
improve coordination between DECC and Ofgem should serve to streamline
and rationalise the policymaking process, reducing overall regulatory
burdens.

Dissenting view
196.

One panel member, Martin Cave, felt that the provisional retail remedy
package was unlikely to succeed in reducing, in a timely way, the significant
level of detriment identified. In his current view, a short-term price cap,
covering a substantially larger number of customers, is required to reset the
market.

Provisional decision on remedies
197.

17
18

A comprehensive list of remedies is provided in Section 11 of this report.

BIS (April 2011), Principles for Economic Regulation.
BIS (March 2015), Better Regulation Framework Manual: Practical Guidance for UK Government Officials.
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Provisional decision on remedies
1.

Introduction

Background on reference and investigation
1.1

On 26 June 2014, the Gas and Electricity Markets Authority in exercise of its
powers under sections 131 and 133 of the Enterprise Act 2002 (the 2002
Act) (as provided for by section 36A of the Gas Act 1986 (GA86) and
section 43 of the Electricity Act 1989 (EA89)), made an ordinary reference to
the Chair of the Competition and Markets Authority (CMA) for the
constitution of a group under Schedule 4 to the Enterprise and Regulatory
Reform Act 2013 for an investigation into the supply and acquisition of
energy in Great Britain.

1.2

In our provisional findings report, a summary of which was published on
7 July 2015, and in the addendum to provisional findings (the Addendum),
published on 16 December 2015, we provisionally found that there are a
number of features of the markets for the supply of energy in Great Britain
that, on their own or in combination, give rise to adverse effects on
competition (AECs) within the meaning of section 134(2) of the 2002 Act.

1.3

Where the CMA finds that there is an AEC, it has a duty to decide whether it
should take action itself and/or whether it should recommend others to take
action to remedy, mitigate or prevent the AEC or any resulting detrimental
effects on customers. If the CMA decides that such action is appropriate it
must also decide what action should be taken and what is to be remedied,
mitigated or prevented. In deciding these questions the CMA has a duty to
achieve as comprehensive a solution as is reasonable and practicable to the
AEC and any resulting detrimental effects on customers.

1.4

We published a notice of possible remedies (Remedies Notice) with the
provisional findings report on 7 July 2015, a supplemental notice of possible
remedies on 2 October 2015 and a second supplemental notice of possible
remedies on 16 December 2015 (together, the Remedies Notices). These
set out a number of measures that we considered could address the AECs,
and the resulting detrimental effects, and invited comments from all
interested parties.

1.5

We received a large number of responses to our Remedies Notices and
have held response hearings and meetings with relevant parties. Nonconfidential versions of such responses and summaries of response
hearings held can be found on our webpages. We commissioned further
research from NERA Economic Consulting with respect to transmission
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losses and Ipsos MORI in relation to any potential barriers faced by tenants
to engaging in the retail domestic energy market. These pieces of research
are published as Appendix 2.2 and Appendices 6.5 to 6.7 of this document.
1.6

This document, together with its supporting appendices, constitutes our
provisional decision on remedies required to remedy the AECs and the
resulting customer detriment we have provisionally found, and serves as a
basis for further consultation with interested parties. Our provisional decision
has been reached based on our consideration of all the evidence we have
received to date through the course of our inquiry.

1.7

We have not, at this stage, made a final decision regarding the existence
and form of any AEC and/or resulting customer detriment. Our provisional
decision therefore proposes remedies that address the AECs as set out in
our provisional findings and as supplemented by the Addendum. In some
areas our assessment of the features leading to AECs and the detriment
arising from AECs has developed and where this is the case we set out our
updated analysis in this document, for the purposes of assessing the
proportionality of potential remedies. Our final decision on any AEC, and
appropriate remedies, will take into account all evidence received and
submissions made including the responses to our provisional findings and
provisional decision on remedies.

1.8

Interested parties should provide any views on the analysis and proposed
remedies in this provisional decision in writing no later than 7 April 2016. We
are required to publish our final report by 25 June 2015.

Summary of provisional findings
1.9

Our current view, as set out in our provisional findings report and the
Addendum, is that a number of features, on their own or in combination, give
rise to AECs in the markets for the generation and retail supply of electricity
and gas in Great Britain. Where our thinking has developed in light of
parties’ responses to our provisional findings report and the Addendum, this
is set out in Sections 2 to 10.

Framework for the assessment of remedies
1.10

Having identified in our provisional findings report and the Addendum a
number of features of the markets for energy generation and supply in Great
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Britain that give rise to the AECs, we are required to decide the following
additional questions:19
(a) whether action should be taken by the CMA for the purpose of
remedying, mitigating or preventing the AEC concerned or any
detrimental effect on customers so far as it has, or may be expected to
result from, the AEC;
(b) whether the CMA should recommend the taking of action by others for
the purpose outlined in paragraph 1.12) above; and
(c) in either case, if action should be taken, what action should be taken and
what is to be remedied, mitigated or prevented.
1.11

A detrimental effect on customers includes such an effect on future
customers and is defined as one taking the form of:20
(a) higher prices, lower quality, or less choice of goods or services in any
market in the UK (whether or not the market to which the feature or
features concerned relate); or
(b) less innovation in relation to such goods and services.

1.12

In choosing appropriate remedial action, we have had regard to our statutory
obligation to achieve as comprehensive a solution to the AECs we have
provisionally identified and any resulting detrimental effect on customers as
is reasonable and practicable.21 In light of this requirement, we have
considered how comprehensively the proposed remedies (and packages of
remedies) set out in this document would address the AECs we have
provisionally identified and resulting detrimental effects on customers.
Pursuant to our guidelines, we have sought to identify remedies that address
the causes of the AEC directly. However, where this is not possible, or as an
interim solution, we have proposed to introduce measures to mitigate the
harm to customers created by the AEC.

1.13

In deciding what remedies would be appropriate, we have looked for
remedies that would be effective and proportionate in achieving their aims.
The CMA has made several general observations in its guidance about
factors relevant to its consideration of effectiveness and proportionality.22

19

Section 134(4) of the 2002 Act.
Section 134(5) of the 2002 Act.
21 Section 134(6) of the 2002 Act.
22 Guidelines for market investigations: Their role, procedures, assessment and remedies (CC3), paragraphs
334–344.
20
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1.14

Some of the proposed remedies set out in this document would require a
modification to certain licence conditions. Pursuant to section 168 of the
2002 Act, where relevant in proposing these remedies we have had regard
to Ofgem’s statutory functions.

1.15

In reaching a judgement about whether to propose a particular remedy, we
have also considered the potential effects on those persons most likely to be
affected by it, generally customers and the businesses subject to the remedies. We have sought to assess the impact of our remedies in accordance
with the relevant considerations set out in our guidelines.23 In particular, we
have sought to quantify the costs and benefits associated with a remedy
where it is reasonably practical to do so, taking into account any relevant
customer benefits arising from the adverse feature or features of the market
concerned.24 In practice, our proposed remedies consist in several discrete
actions to be taken by the CMA and several discrete recommendations to
other public bodies.

1.16

Where we propose to make recommendation, we have had regard to the
relevant considerations set out in our guidelines.25 We have noted that, while
it will be for the person to whom the recommendation is addressed to decide
whether to act on the recommendation, the government has made a
commitment to give a public response to any recommendation made to it
within 90 days of the publication of a CMA report. As per our guidelines, we
will consult with the relevant body prior to making the recommendation.26

Excisions and confidentiality
1.17

We have excluded from this published version of the provisional decision on
remedies certain information submitted to us within the context of this
investigation (ie specified information, as defined in Part 9 of the 2002 Act).
Within this context, we have considered parties’ views on the confidentiality
of such specified information; whether disclosing this information would
facilitate the CMA’s statutory functions; and the duty to have regard to the
considerations set out in section 244 of the 2002 Act.27

23

CC3, paragraphs 348–353.
Section 134 (7) and (8) of the 2002 Act.
25 CC3, paragraphs 379, 380, 390 & 391.
26 CC3, paragraph 380.
27 These relevant considerations are:
- The need to exclude from disclosure (so far as practicable) any information whose disclosure we think is
contrary to the public interest.
- The need to exclude from disclosure (so far as practicable) commercial information whose disclosure the
authority thinks might significantly harm the legitimate business interests of the undertaking to which it
relates, or information relating to the private affairs of an individual whose disclosure the authority thinks
might significantly harm the individual’s interests.
- The extent to which the disclosure of the information mentioned in subsection (3)(a) or (b) above is
necessary for the purpose for which the authority is permitted to make the disclosure.
24
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1.18

In addition, we have also decided to exclude from the published version of
this document the identity of parties with respect to certain results of our
analysis of prices and bills, including our analysis of the gains from switching
and the detriment suffered by domestic customers. We consider that it is
desirable to disclose some of these results (with the identity of the relevant
parties), where already publicly available, so that the main issues concerning
our investigation are identified. However, we wish to give an opportunity to
these parties to comment on the accuracy of our analysis and interpretation
prior to any such publication. In reaching this view, we considered the impact
that publication of inaccurate or misleading results may have on the parties’
business interests.

1.19

We currently propose, subject to parties’ further submissions, to make the
identity of the relevant parties available to the public in our final report.

Dissenting view
1.20

One panel member, Martin Cave, felt that the provisional retail remedy
package was unlikely to succeed in reducing, in a timely way, the significant
level of detriment identified. In his current view, a short-term price cap,
covering a substantially larger number of customers, is required to reset the
market.

Structure of our provisional decision
1.21

As noted above, we have provisionally identified a wide range of features of
the energy markets in Great Britain that give rise to AECs. We have
organised our discussion of our proposed remedies to these features into
the following sections:
(a) In Section 2, we set out our proposed remedies to address the features
identified in the wholesale electricity market.
(b) In Section 3, we present an updated analysis of the relative strength of
the features contributing to AECs in the retail energy markets and an
updated analysis of the detriment suffered by domestic energy
customers.
(c) In Sections 4 to 8, we set out our remedies to address the features
identified in the domestic retail energy markets, and in particular:
(i) in Section 4 we provide an overview of our proposed remedies
package, highlighting key strategic themes, timescales for
implementation and expected costs and benefits;
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(ii) in Section 5, we set out our proposed remedies designed to help
create a framework for effective competition in the domestic retail
energy markets;
(iii) in Section 6, we set out our proposed remedies designed to help
domestic consumers engage to exploit the benefits of competition;
(iv) in Section 7, we set out our proposed remedy designed to protect
domestic customers who are less able to engage to exploit the
benefits of competition, through the introduction of a price cap for
customers on prepayment meters; and
(v) in Section 8, we present our assessment of the effectiveness and
proportionality of the package of remedies in the domestic retail
energy markets.
(d) In Section 9, we set out our proposed remedies to address the features
identified relating to microbusiness customers.
(e) In Section 10, we present our proposed remedies relating to the
governance of the regulatory framework and industry codes governance.
(f) In Section 11, we present our provisional decision on remedies, which
provides a comprehensive list of all our proposed remedies.
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2.

Wholesale electricity market rules and regulations

2.1

The wholesale price of electricity represents just under half the total cost of
supplying electricity to customers, and it is therefore vital, in the interests of
ensuring that the overall prices paid by customers are competitive, to ensure
that competition operates well in the wholesale market.

2.2

In our provisional findings report, we considered a range of aspects of
electricity wholesale market design and operation. Generally we found that
the wholesale electricity market appears to be working well. In particular:
(a) generating plant appears to be dispatched in merit order, minimising
short-term generating costs; and
(b) our provisional view was that our analysis of profitability does not
provide evidence that overall, the Six Large Energy Firms earned
excessive profits from their generation business over the period or that
wholesale market prices were above competitive levels.

2.3

However, we provisionally identified two aspects of the regulatory regime
governing wholesale market operation that led to AECs:
(a) the absence of locational charging for transmission losses; and
(b) the mechanisms for allocating CfDs.

2.4

In this section, we set out our proposed remedies to each of the AECs we
have provisionally identified. While the proposed remedies are quite
different, they have a similar high-level objective: to help ensure that
competitive pressures are brought fully to bear on wholesale cost of
electricity, helping to reduce the prices paid by electricity customers.

Locational adjustments for transmission losses
2.5

In our provisional findings report, we described the way in which variable
transmission losses are priced. We noted that, due to the limits of the
transmission network, electricity that is transported from one part of the
country to another incurs losses, and the greater the distance travelled, the
higher the losses. The costs of losses therefore vary considerably by
geographical location – in an area with relatively low levels of demand and
high levels of generation, for example, consuming electricity will be
associated with low losses and generating electricity will be associated with
high losses.
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2.6

However, despite this locational variation in the costs of losses, under the
current regulatory regime, these costs are allocated to generators and
customers in a way that takes no account of their geographical location. It
follows that there are currently situations in which electricity could be
generated at lower avoidable costs (ie incurring lower losses), but that this
does not happen because generators do not, under the current market
design, bear the incremental avoidable costs of the losses that their
production is responsible for.

2.7

We have provisionally found that the absence of locational pricing for
variable transmission losses is a feature of the wholesale electricity market
in Great Britain that gives rise to an AEC, as it is likely to distort competition
between generators, raise bills to customers and is likely to have both shortand long-run effects on generation and demand:
(a) In the short run, costs will be higher than would otherwise be the case,
because cross-subsidisation will lead to some plants generating when it
would be less costly for them not to generate, and other plants, which it
would be more efficient to use, not generating. Similarly, cross-subsidies
will result in consumption failing to reflect fully the costs of providing the
electricity, although we would expect this effect to be small compared to
the supply-side effect.
(b) In the long run, the absence of locational pricing may lead to inefficient
investment in generation, including inefficient decisions over the
extension or closure of plant. There could also be inefficiency in the
location of demand, particularly high-consumption industrial demand.

2.8

We noted that modelling conducted to inform consideration of a recent
proposal to introduce locational charges for losses suggested that the
current mechanism of averaging the cost of transmission losses irrespective
of location added costs of approximately £160 million to £275 million (on a
net present value basis) to the system over a ten-year period.28 In our
provisional AEC finding, we also noted that we had seen no evidence to
suggest that such a reform might lead to a net loss of efficiency.

2.9

We also noted that proposals to modify the relevant industry codes in order
to introduce locational charges for transmission losses had been raised in

28

The cost-benefit analyses were undertaken in relation to the P229 modification proposal by LE/Ventyx (for
Elexon) and Redpoint (for Ofgem), while a third group of experts, Brattle, reviewed the LE/Ventyx work for
Ofgem. The analyses reported a ten-year net present value benefit from the introduction of locational pricing for
transmission losses of between £160 million (Redpoint) and £275 million (LE/Ventyx), arising from an average
annual reduction in losses of 211 GWh (equivalent to about 5% of losses).
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the past. The last time a modification proposal was submitted to Ofgem
(Balancing and Settlement Code (BSC) modification proposal P229,
September 2011), Ofgem concluded that the proposed modification would
not be consistent with its principal objective and statutory duties.29 In its
decision, Ofgem recognised however that P229 would have led to more
efficient dispatch decisions due to cost signals allowing variable losses to be
taken into account. This in turn would have led to production cost savings,
reduced losses and reduced emissions. It also stated that, in general,
competition was likely to be more effective if the costs which parties impose
were reflected in their charges and therefore their decision-making process.
Ofgem found that, on balance, the improvements in cost reflectivity in the
P229 proposals would help create a better level playing field for generators.
It also noted that not all generators needed to be able and willing to respond
to achieve the benefits of the proposal.
2.10

However, Ofgem concluded that it could not satisfy itself that the
implementation of P229 was in the best interest of existing and future
customers. Specifically, Ofgem was concerned by:30
(a) the large distributional impact both between individual generators and
between suppliers/customers, although Ofgem acknowledged that the
these distributional impacts might be justified by the longer-term benefit
from a more efficient, cost-reflective market (we discuss in more detail
this point in paragraphs 2.59 to 2.61 below);
(b) the uncertainty around long-term benefits of this intervention, due to the
changing regulatory environment; it noted in particular:
(i) a debate at EU level for greater integration of electricity markets
focused on market-splitting approaches that create multiple price
areas within a national system which could have superseded P229
before the full benefits had been realised, possibly as soon as 2015;
and
(ii) in the UK, changes to the incentives for the construction of new
generating capacity in Great Britain that the government was
considering at the time, which may have resulted in some change to
the existing GB market arrangements in the medium term that would
have undone the benefits of the P229 proposals before any longterm market efficiencies had been realised;

29

Ofgem modification proposal decision (September 2011), Balancing and Settlement Code (BSC) P229:
Introduction of a seasonal Zonal Transmission Losses scheme (P229).
30 ibid, pp6–7.
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(c) the modest benefits arising from P229 in the short term (ie two years
from implementation).
2.11

As noted in paragraphs 5.62 and 5.63 of our provisional findings report, we
have found it difficult to reconcile Ofgem’s decision with the evidence and
analysis it commissioned and summarised in its impact assessment:
(a) Specifically on distributional impacts (paragraph 2.10(a)), Ofgem’s
consultants did not suggest that significant redistribution from customers
to generators was likely.
(b) With respect to the long-term benefits of the proposed policy (paragraph
2.10(a)), we understand that Ofgem’s concerns were linked to one of the
EU network codes, ie the Capacity Allocation and Congestion
Management regulation (which at the time of Ofgem’s decision was in an
early stage of development) as well as changes to the incentives for the
construction of new generating capacity (ie the capacity market).
However, this EU network code entered into force in August 2015 and
does not contain provisions that in our view would prevent, or
undermine, the mechanism set out in our proposed remedy. Further, we
have not seen any evidence to suggest that P229 or our remedy would
be incompatible with the capacity market currently being implemented by
DECC.

2.12

Therefore, in view of these recent developments, we believe that longer-term
benefits are relevant to assessing the impact of the introduction of
transmission charges for losses on existing and future GB customers. For
the reasons set out in this section, taking into account both long-term
impacts and distributional effects, we believe that the introduction of
transmission charges for losses would be in the best interests of existing and
future customers.

2.13

In our Remedies Notice, we identified a potential proposed remedy, which
would involve introducing in relevant standard licence conditions a new
condition to require that variable transmission losses are priced on the basis
of location in order to achieve technical efficiency.

Aim of the proposed remedy
2.14

The aim of this proposed remedy is to improve the accuracy with which the
avoidable costs of variable transmission losses are borne by those who
cause them, thus reducing waste, reducing the cost of electricity generation,
and ultimately reducing total bills to end customers. Ultimately, then, the aim
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of this proposed remedy is to address comprehensively the feature set out in
paragraph 2.7 above, and the detriment associated with it.
Parties’ views on the proposed remedy
2.15

We received responses from parties including the Six Large Energy Firms,
the Mid-tier Suppliers,31 independent power generators,32 National Grid and
consumer groups.33 In particular parties said the following in relation to
whether this remedy would be effective and proportional:
(a) Some of the Six Large Energy Firms,34 some Mid-tier Suppliers,35
Ofgem36 and one independent power generator37 supported the principle
of introducing locational pricing for variable transmission losses.
E.ON38and RWE39 considered that the latest code modification proposal,
P229, for the introduction of locational pricing for losses provided a
solution with a net predicted benefit and that it could be implemented
relatively easily, as the parameters needed for its introduction were
already contained in the BSC.
(b) RWE submitted a new set of simulation scenario results showing that,
under certain input and methodological assumptions, charging for losses
would yield a net present value of net benefits in the hundreds of millions
of pounds.40
(c) Scottish Power agreed that the introduction of locational pricing for
variable transmission losses merited further consideration.41
(d) Ofgem42 and some of the Six Large Energy Firms,43 however,
considered that the empirical evidence supporting the remedy needed to
be updated to reflect changes in market conditions (since P229) before a
final conclusion was reached. They considered that a cost-benefit

31

In particular First Utility, Ovo Energy, Good Energy, Co-operative Energy and Ecotricity.
Eggborough Power and Intergen.
33 Which? and Citizens Advice.
34 Centrica response to provisional findings and Remedies Notice, p51; E.ON response to provisional findings,
p3, paragraph 13; RWE response to provisional findings, p2 paragraphs 50–54;
35 Co-operative Energy response to RN, p1; Ovo Energy response to Remedies Notice, p10; Good Energy
response to Remedies Notice, p4.
36 Ofgem response to Remedies Notice, p1.
37 Intergen response to Remedies Notice, p4;
38 E.ON response to Remedies Notice, p10.
39 RWE response to Remedies Notice, p19.
40 RWE’s submission to the CMA, 3 September 2015.
41 Scottish Power response to Remedies Notice, p2, paragraph 1.1.
42 Ofgem response to Remedies Notice, p1.
43 EDF Energy response to provisional findings, p9; Centrica response to provisional findings and Remedies
Notice, p51;
32
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analysis should be conducted and that it should take into account
distributional impacts.
(e) EDF Energy supported the principle of cost-reflectivity, and agreed that
locational pricing for losses might theoretically result in lower costs for
customers. However, it was not convinced that a locational losses
scheme would bring customer benefits in practice, because of
uncertainty about the exact method to be adopted; real future market
scenarios; and the actual responses of participants to such a scheme. It
also questioned the proportionality given the large distributional effects
compared with net benefits.44
(f) SSE, instead, said that the CMA had not made the case to support the
introduction of locational pricing of transmission losses adequately and
considered that the proposed remedy was disproportionate to the
potential advantages that had been identified. It considered the analysis
and modelling of benefits for locational pricing of transmission losses
described in the preliminary findings to be unsound.45 Other suppliers
(Haven Power,46 Ecotricity,47 Dong Energy48) also did not support the
remedy. Haven Power, in particular, said that the remedy was
disproportionate and would have few benefits for customers.
(g) Scottish Power49 considered that the problem was not so much one
between generators in the UK, but more one of a level playing field
between UK generators and imports. It said that the current system
created a competitive advantage for importers over UK generators,
whereby various charges (including transmission charges, balancing
charges and the carbon price support tax) were paid by GB generators
but not by overseas generators. SSE also noted this existing distortion
and expressed the concern that the introduction of locational pricing
could exacerbate the existing market distortion, placing GB generators
at a material competitive disadvantage to interconnected continental
European generators.50
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EDF Energy response to provisional findings (August 2015), p3 and paragraph 4.5, and EDF Energy response
to Remedies Notice (August 2015), paragraph 1.6.
45 SSE response to Remedies Notice, p16.
46 Haven Power response to provisional findings and Remedies Notice, p3.
47 Ecotricity response to Remedies Notice, p2.
48 Dong Energy response to Remedies Notice, p1.
49 Scottish Power response to Remedies Notice, p3, paragraph 1.3.
50 SSE response to Remedies Notice, p16.
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(h) Which?51 and Citizens Advice52 expressed some concerns about the
potential distributional impacts on customers. Specifically, Citizens
Advice53 noted potential benefits from the introduction of locational
losses, although expressed scepticism that it would be a big enough
factor in end user costs to move the location of demand. While it did not
think the distributional impact on households would be profound (given
that transmission losses only make up a small component of household
bills), it suggested that a more detailed assessment of its distributional
impacts should be conducted if this remedy were taken forward.
2.16

Some parties considered that the introduction of locational pricing for losses
would not have a significant impact on technical efficiency, investment or
dispatch decisions while having large distributional impacts. In particular:
(a) EDF Energy said that a balance needed to be struck between the
predictability of loss factors and their cost reflectivity. It considered that
averaged loss factors determined in advance based on past circumstances might not be cost-reflective for the present, yet participants
might not be able to respond effectively to theoretically more accurate
loss factors determined at short notice for the actual circumstances.
Overall it considered that technical efficiency expected from locational
pricing signals would be suboptimal and that theoretical gains could not
readily translate to practical benefits.54
(b) Eggborough Power 55considered that while the introduction of locational
transmission loss factors would represent a more efficient outcome, the
benefits of this change were likely to be limited.
(c) DONG Energy56 submitted that historical modelling performed for P229
and previous modification proposals had repeatedly shown that the
distributional impacts were much higher than any calculated benefit or
harm.

51

Which? response to provisional findings and Remedies Notice, p2.
Citizens Advice response to Remedies Notice, pp1–3.
53 Citizens Advice response to Remedies Notice, pp1–3.
54 EDF Energy response to Remedies Notice (August 2015), paragraph 1.2 onwards and EDF Energy response
to provisional findings, August 2015, paragraph 4.8.
55 Eggborough Power response to Remedies Notice, p1.
56 Dong Energy response to Remedies Notice, p1.
52
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(d) E.ON57 and RWE58 said that the CMA should not take into account the
distributional impacts among generators in coming to a view on the
proportionality of this remedy.
(e) SSE59 said that dispatch decisions were driven by a wide range of
factors and therefore would be largely unaffected by the introduction of
locational pricing. Scottish Power60 concurred with this view and said
that it was not convinced that locational pricing would have a significant
impact on both investment and dispatch decisions. Renewable UK61
added that it was very doubtful that a system of location charging for
losses would have any meaningful impact on siting decisions for
renewable generation as TNUoS already contained a substantial
locational element. Ecotricity62 concurred with these views and believed
that a slight increase in transmission charges was highly unlikely to have
a substantial impact on whether or not a generation project was built. It
said that the location of generating stations was very heavily regulated
through governmental and planning policies and that this was especially
true for renewable generation, which was also heavily influenced by
natural factors such as wind yield.
2.17

SSE63 also submitted that the CMA’s analysis had failed to consider a
number of other relevant factors. Specifically, it said that the CMA ignored
the impact that locational pricing for transmission losses would have on:
(a) the provision of ancillary services, and the CMA had concluded, without
any evidence in support, that even the increased cost of these ancillary
services ‘would not depart from the economic case for cost-reflective
pricing’;64
(b) renewable generation, as pricing signals produced by locational pricing
for losses would work in the opposite direction to the government’s
policy on carbon reduction.

57

E.ON added that this was in order to be consistent with the approach taken on other similar modifications such
as CMP213 (Project Transmit).
58 RWE response to Remedies Notice, p23.
59 SSE response to Remedies Notice, p16.
60 Scottish Power response to Remedies Notice, p2, paragraph 1.1.
61 Renewable Energy UK response to RN, p2.
62 Ecotricity response to Remedies Notice, p2.
63 SSE response to Remedies Notice, p16.
64 Provisional findings report, Appendix 5.2, paragraph 44.
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Assessment of costs and benefits of the introduction of location charging for losses
2.18

Following the publication of our provisional findings report, we decided to
carry out a cost-benefit analysis for the introduction of locational charges for
variable transmission losses, as set out in the Remedies Notice. The aim of
this simulation modelling was to add to our evidence basis, specifically about
the orders of magnitude of the net benefits of the possible proposed remedy
and their sensitivity to some input parameters.65

2.19

In this section we set out some of the key principles informing our analysis of
costs and benefits, describe the approach to modelling and the range of
scenarios used, before presenting the results and drawing overall
conclusions from our analysis.
Principles

2.20

In order to reach a view on the effectiveness and proportionality of a
proposed remedy seeking to introduce locational charges for transmission
losses, we need to assess whether it is more likely than not that there will be
a net benefit from the proposed remedy to GB customers.

2.21

Before describing the modelling and results, we set out some important
concepts and principles that have guided our overall assessment. In
particular, we distinguish between, on the one hand, the social costs and
benefits that might be expected to arise from the introduction of locational
charges from losses and, on the other, the transfers that it might lead to. We
also distinguish between effects that we believe a priori are likely to hold for
all or most plausible scenarios (ie that are systematically related to the
proposed remedy) and those that are likely to be more uncertain.


2.22

Social costs and benefits

In terms of social costs and benefits (ie efficiency savings or costs that
accrue to society as a whole), we would expect these to comprise:
(a) short-run efficiency gains from the reduction in losses and hence
reduction in generation costs (these are systematically associated with
the proposed remedy); 66

CMA (8 December 2015), Notice regarding assessment methodology for losses proposed remedy –
consultation on methodology and scenarios.
66 By ‘systematically’ we mean that we would expect to see these in all cases in which the remedy is
implemented.
65
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(b) short-run costs from implementing the proposed remedy (these are
systematically associated with the proposed remedy);
(c) short-run costs or benefits from impacts on air quality (these are
uncertain and not systematically associated with the proposed
remedy);67 and
(d) dynamic benefits arising from more efficient investment in generation
and energy-intensive demand (these are systematically associated with
the proposed remedy).
2.23

We have attempted to quantify the first three elements in our cost-benefit
assessment, but not the fourth. More efficient prices are likely to bring
dynamic as well as static effects, but we considered that attempting to
incorporate such investment benefits within the model would overcomplicate
the modelling with insufficient benefit in terms of model realism.

2.24

Therefore our principal interest in modelling social costs and benefits was to
establish whether the short-run efficiency gains from reduced losses are
likely to exceed the costs of implementation under a range of scenarios. We
also wished to establish whether air quality effects were generally positive or
negative and whether their inclusion might affect the overall cost-benefit
analysis.


2.25

Transfers

The introduction of the proposed remedy may also be expected to lead to
three distinct types of transfers:68
(a) Regional transfers within Great Britain: the proposed remedy will be
expected to lead to transfers from customers in areas of low generation
relative to demand to customers in areas of high generation relative to
demand, with transfers between generators flowing in the opposite
direction (these effects are systematically associated with the proposed
remedy).
(b) Transfers between generators and customers, as a result of the change
in the wholesale price of electricity, with the direction of transfer

67

If plants with relatively high emissions tend to have their generation reduced by the policy, the policy will have
a net benefit in terms of air quality effects. If the opposite is true, the policy will entail a net cost.
68 A transfer is simply a redistribution of money from one party to another, without entailing any social cost or
benefit.
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dependent on whether the price increases or falls (these transfers are
not systematic a priori and highly uncertain).
(c) Transfers between Great Britain and the rest of the EU through the
effect on import prices (these transfers are again not systematic).
2.26

Of these transfers, only the first is systematically associated with the
introduction of locational pricing for transmission losses. The other two types
of transfer are uncertain a priori – both in terms of direction and magnitude.
Considering in particular transfers between generators and customers, these
depend on whether the wholesale price increases or falls as a result of the
change, which itself depends on whether marginal generators pay for a
greater share of losses under the locational charging regime (in which case
the price increases) or a lower share of losses under the locational regime
(in which case the price falls).

2.27

The short-run effect on the wholesale price depends therefore on the
location of the marginal plant. As shown in the diagram below, the GB merit
order has been such in recent years that the marginal plant can change due
to small changes in relative fuel costs or other factors. Therefore, the overall
short-run impact of the proposed remedy on wholesale price is likely to be
uncertain (and indeed may vary from half hour to half hour, reducing the
price in certain periods and increasing it in others).69 The total effect on the
cost – and in a well-functioning market, the price – of meeting energy service
demand is unambiguously to reduce it, but the short-run effect on the
wholesale price component may be ambiguous.

69

It should be noted that the remedy will affect consumer bills through other avenues than the wholesale price
effect. We expect that bids and payments in the capacity market will be affected, and that the quantity of energy
billed to suppliers will fall because of reduced total losses. Therefore, the short-run effect on the wholesale price
is not equivalent to the impact of the remedy on customers.
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Figure 2.1: Representation of GB merit order, winter 2013
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2.28

Our modelling has attempted to estimate the short-run impacts of the
proposed remedy on customer bills and generator margins and hence has
simulated both short-run wholesale price effects and transfers between
Great Britain and the rest of the EU. For the reasons discussed above,
however, we note that the results are likely to be highly uncertain.


Conclusion on modelling and uncertainty

2.29

When considering the results of our simulation modelling, we have been
mindful of the limitations of such exercises and the evidential weight that can
be attached to them. Simulation models of energy systems are relatively
sophisticated but their results are uncertain and can be hard to interpret,
particularly far into the future. It is not usually possible to ascribe exact
probabilities to complex input scenarios, and therefore results should be
taken as being indicative only. Sensitivity analysis is helpful in this context,
but we note that even the most sophisticated simulation models of this sort
are necessarily partial, so judgement has to be brought to an overall
assessment of results.

2.30

We also note, as discussed above, that some elements of the modelling are
likely to be more uncertain than others. In particular, while it should be
possible to produce reasonable estimates of the social costs and benefits of
the proposed remedy, the short-run transfers arising from wholesale price
effects are likely to be uncertain in direction and magnitude, contingent on a
number of factors and difficult to model precisely within a medium- to longterm modelling exercise.

60

2.31

Finally, while dynamic benefits have been excluded from the modelling for
reasons of complexity,70 the existence of such benefits (more efficient
location of generation investment) should, in a competitive market, result in
lower long-run costs for customers, regardless of whether there is a shortterm increase in the price.
Modelling methodology

2.32

The modelling methodology adopted by our consultants (NERA) was
shaped, reviewed and approved by us. It is described in detail in Appendix
2.2. Parties also had the opportunity to comment on it, as described in
paragraph 2.40.

2.33

At a high level, the method adopted can be described as involving the
following steps:
(a) Construct plausible sets of input assumptions (that is, scenarios)
covering the major variables that will affect the electricity system over
the next 20 years, including:
(i) environmental policy;
(ii) technological developments and their costs (including costs of sites,
for example for new nuclear build);
(iii) fuel prices and renewable resource endowments (eg wind levels and
profiles);
(iv) the level and location of customer demand; and
(v) regulatory behaviour with respect to transmission network charging.
(b) For each scenario, determine what capital equipment will produce the
electricity needed to meet demand and where plausibly it will be located
(based, for example, on the existence of sites that have previously been
used for generation), producing a view of the generation and demand
aspects of the system.
(c) For each such system, simulate the building of a consistent transmission
grid.

70

Modelling the dynamic benefits would have added another layer of complexity to the modelling and required
another iteration. Further, it would have also required the treatment of Transmission Network use of the system
charges as an endogenous variable.
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(d) Simulate generation to determine loss factors on that grid.
(e) Examine the pattern of generation with and without losses to determine
a consistent picture of the impact of the introduction of locational pricing
for transmission losses.
2.34

There are many approximations and judgements involved in a modelling
exercise of this sort. We met with parties in order to expose the methodology
and allow others to propose alternative approaches and results. There was a
technical discussion about the likely impact of some of the approximations
made. Some of this is reflected in the scenarios we have developed, as
explained in Appendix 2.2. However, given the purpose of the modelling – as
described above – we did not conclude from this discussion that the
methodology itself required changes.
Scenarios

2.35

The input assumptions that we have collected into scenarios are described
in detail in Appendix 2.2. Table 2.1 below provides a high-level description of
two key inputs, fuel and carbon prices, under the three scenarios considered
in the modelling exercise.

Table 2.1: Fuel and carbon prices under the scenario modelled

Reference case

Low case

High case

UK Carbon Price Support
rate remains frozen at its
current level of £18/tCO2
indefinitely.

Carbon Price Support is
scrapped entirely from
2016/17 onwards, with the
Carbon Price Support at
zero £/tCO2.

Carbon Price Support is
£18/tCO2 until 2019/20 and
then £30/tCO2 in 2020, rising
to £70/tCO2 in 2030.

Merit order of coal and gas
based on the International
Energy Agency New
Policies commodity prices
scenario and assumptions
on coal and CCGT plants’
efficiencies.

Merit order is most
advantageous to coal
relative to gas; based on
DECC Low case commodity
prices scenario and
assumptions on coal and
CCGT plants’ efficiencies.

Merit order is least advantageous to coal relative to gas;
based on the International
Energy Agency 450 scenario
commodity prices scenario
and assumptions on coal and
CCGT plants’ efficiencies.

Source: NERA (2015). Modelling the Impact of Zonal Transmission Loss Multipliers.
CCGT = combined cycle gas turbine.

2.36

The most direct mechanism through which charging for losses has an impact
on generation costs arises when it is possible to substitute between different
generating plant in different locations.
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2.37

For each input scenario, we consider two options for introducing locational
pricing for transmission losses: one in which the costs of losses are split
55/45% (option A) between generators and customers, as in the current
arrangements; and another in which losses are borne entirely by generators
(option B).

2.38

We met parties to present and discuss these scenarios. Many suggestions
were made of other scenarios to consider. These included scenarios with
more rapid penetration of renewable technologies. We did not make major
changes to our existing scenarios but encouraged parties to present their
own analysis of charging for losses based on those scenarios. A summary of
parties’ views on the methodology employed and scenarios used is
presented below.
Parties’ views on methodology and scenarios

2.39

In our consultation on the assessment of the losses proposed remedy,71 we
encouraged parties to submit comments on both the methodology and
scenarios proposed by our consultants, NERA, to assist the inquiry group in
deciding how much evidential weight to put on this work. We also invited
parties wishing to conduct their own analyses to submit their results to the
CMA.

2.40

We received responses from the Six Large Energy Firms (except for E.ON
and Scottish Power), National Grid, Dong Energy and Ofgem. We
summarise their views below.

2.41

Most parties provided responses on the methodology, scenario and
assumptions proposed by NERA. SSE and Dong Energy also provided more
general comments.

2.42

In particular, SSE noted that economic modelling of the type proposed in the
Notice could not be relied upon to simply provide the ‘right answer’; instead,
it should only be considered as one part of the evidence towards better
understanding of the question of zonal losses. It said that as a relevant
comparison, Ofgem’s decision regarding MP213 was based on a broad
spectrum of economic modelling, peer review and detailed economic
analysis and that Ofgem did not rely on any single modelling result.

2.43

Dong Energy expressed concerns over whether the benefits of locational
pricing could justify the added transaction costs and complexity. It added

CMA (8 December 2015), Notice regarding assessment methodology for losses proposed remedy –
consultation on methodology and scenarios.
71
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that the introduction of locational pricing for transmission losses would have
a disproportionate impact on smaller suppliers who might find it more difficult
to precisely factor in the additional costs. It considered that this could result
in additional risk premiums that would drive additional costs for customers.72
2.44

The majority of parties commented on the overall approach adopted by
NERA.
(a) Dong Energy considered that the modelling approach seemed
appropriate for an initial evaluation of the effects of more accurately
reflecting transmission losses in the costs to generators and customers.
(b) RWE said that the approach adopted by NERA and Imperial College
provided a comprehensive basis for the assessment of a zonal
transmission losses scheme.
(c) Ofgem noted the complexity and interactions between assumptions in
modelling of this type and considered that small changes in assumptions
could significantly change results. It encouraged the CMA to carefully
consider all the assumptions made by NERA in its model.
(d) SSE expressed a number of ‘significant’ concerns with the modelling
methodology and assumptions proposed by NERA. It said that critical
assumptions (eg simplified treatment of continental European
interconnectors, Aurora’s model to optimise the generation mix) affecting
the modelling results were not clearly explained in the notice and that a
thorough peer review of the modelling results was necessary in order to
draw robust conclusions from the NERA/Imperial College models.73
(e) National Grid said that adopting an ex ante approach to the derivation of
transmission losses (such as P229 and the one proposed by the CMA),
while having the benefit of being predictable, was likely to constrain the
accuracy that could be achieved in capturing a given party’s real-time
impact on losses. It considered that losses would be sensitive to actual
system conditions, which would be subject to short-term variability due
to wind production and power demand. Further it noted that
inconsistencies between locational pricing for losses such as envisaged

72

As discussed in paragraph 2.86(d) and 2.104(b), our proposed remedy would involve the calculation of annual
transmission loss factors, which would be made available to parties at least three months before being used. We
therefore consider that all parties, including smaller suppliers, would have sufficient time to factor in the additional
costs.
73 We address this comment in paragraph 2.122. We also note that parties have had several opportunities to
comment on our methodology and were invited to submit the results of their own analysis to the CMA. As
discussed in paragraph 2.122, we do not believe that further analysis, including a peer review, would alter our
view on the merits of the proposed remedy given the substantial body of evidence on the merits, including
technical benefits, of the remedy.
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under P229 and new pricing zones might emerge as a result of the
implementation of the EU’s Capacity Allocation and Congestion
Management regulation.
(f) EDF Energy said that the exact form of the zonal transmission losses
scheme proposed by the CMA was not clear, nor were the potential
options being considered, for instance a seasonal or hourly approach. It
added that as part of this new analysis it was important that sufficient
information was provided to identify the estimated economic benefits for
GB customers, GB producers, the national economic benefit and
impacts on the economic benefit for producers and customers in the EU
as a whole.
(g) Additionally, EDF Energy considered a comprehensive cost-benefit
analysis of the introduction of locational pricing required estimation of
the implementation costs of locational pricing for losses and that costs
would differ depending on the approach being implemented (eg costs
would be lower for a seasonal zonal implementation approach).
2.45

We also received a number of detailed comments on the assumptions and
scenarios proposed by NERA, which we report in Appendix 2.1.
Results

2.46

In this section we discuss the modelling results. First we consider the time
frame of the analysis, before presenting the results according to the
categorisation presented above, considering first the social benefits from the
proposed remedy and then the transfers that it might lead to.


Time frame of the analysis

2.47

In reviewing the results, we have focused on those relating to the next ten
years (2017 to 2026). We note that the model simulated the system to 2035,
but we have put no evidential weight on the results from these later years
because we cannot be confident that the results beyond 2026 are
meaningful. Indeed, we believe these are largely the results of a modelling
artefact. In particular, beyond 2026 in the simulations, the geographic
structure of the GB energy system inverses, with the North on average
becoming an importing region and the South an exporting region. Therefore
from 2026 the results essentially model a system which is the inverse of the
system we see today.

2.48

This switch in the model is driven not by the losses charging regime itself,
but by assumptions about the evolution in Transmission Network Use of
65

System (TNUoS) charges, which are the main determinant of plant location
decisions in the model. The assumed TNUoS charges are taken from
NERA’s and Imperial College’s work during Project Transmit74. However, the
TNUoS charges are not recomputed for each investment scenario. Thus, the
incentive to locate plant in the South does not abate as the amount of plant
in the South increases in our scenarios. We consider that it is in large part
the fact that we did not model this feedback which has led to the switch in
energy flows and losses.
2.49

For these reasons, we do not consider the results based from the later years
of the model to provide useful information about the impact of the proposed
remedy. In the next ten years, we would expect the non-modelled dynamic
benefits to have only a modest impact, since there is less locationally
incentivised investment on the system.


Technical efficiency benefits

2.50

Table 2.2 summarises the total efficiency benefits over the medium term (ie
next ten years) of the proposed remedy under our three sets of input
assumptions and two scenarios. The measure shown is the reduction in the
cost of meeting the electricity demand of GB customers due to the proposed
remedy. Total technical benefits vary between £144 million and £159 million
for option A and £158 million and £190 million for option B. Option B (in
which 100% of losses are assigned to generators) always yields greater
benefits than option A.75

2.51

The order of magnitude of the results appear stable and robust, in that the
estimated benefits are not very sensitive to our scenario input assumptions.
This result of our modelling exercise should be interpreted as showing that,
as modelled, the cost of meeting GB electricity demand would fall by this
order of magnitude under our proposed remedy.

2.52

The additional efficiency gain of moving to a 100/0% split from the current
45/55% split (moving from option A to option B) is simulated to be worth
between £14 million and £31 million. This effect is as expected, since the
supply side of the market is the one that is most able to respond to shortterm locational signals by changing the geographic pattern of generation.

Project TransmiT is Ofgem’s review of electricity transmission charging and associated connection
arrangements.
75 This approach to estimating cost savings values changes in net imports based on the change in generation
costs in neighbouring jurisdictions. We believe that this is a more reliable estimate of the social benefits of the
policy than the alternative approach, which values changes in net imports and prevailing market prices, and
which produces a range of benefits of between £97 million and £205 million for option A and £122 million and
£246 million for option B.
74
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Table 2.2: Total efficiency gain from introduction of locational pricing for losses, 2017 to 2026
2015, £ million
Reference case
A
B
Total efficiency gain

High case
A
B

Low case
A
B

144

158

134

151

159

190

Change in generator fuel,
CO2 and operating and
maintenance costs

–7

–20

–8

–24

–4

–26

Change in cost of
transmission losses

27

49

42

71

43

91

124

128

101

103

120

126

Change in cost of
constraint management

Source: CMA scenarios with Imperial College and NERA calculations.
Notes:
1. All values are £ million net present value from 2017 to 2026 at a discount rate of 3.5%. Positive numbers are benefits from
the introduction of locational pricing for losses (no intervention minus costs of the proposed remedy shown). Case A refers to
the 55/45% split and Case B to the 100/0% split.
2. Change in cost of constraint management refers to the cost of managing situations when power cannot be transmitted to
where it is needed, due to congestion at one or more points on the electricity transmission network.

2.53

The model also estimates that there will be a moderate additional environmental benefit from the reduction in SO2 and NOX emissions from the
proposed remedy, valued at between £0.4 million and £14.4 million over the
period.

2.54

As noted, we have not attempted to model the dynamic benefits from the
proposed remedy, in terms of more efficient investment, due to the
complications and uncertainties of such modelling.


2.55

Changes in customer bills and generator margins

The tables below show the modelled impact of the proposed remedy on
customer bills and generator margins.

Table 2.3: Impact of introduction of locational pricing for losses on customer bills and
generator margins, 2017 to 2026
2015, £ million
Reference case
A
B

High
A

B

Low case
A
B

Total aggregate change in
customer bills

1,560.63

1,637.78

–200.81

–214.53

38.26

278.80

Change in generator margin

–897.87

–705.89

312.55

660.80

337.57

719.50

Source: CMA scenarios with Imperial College and NERA calculations.
All values are £ million net present value from 2017 to 2026 at a discount rate of 3.5%. Positive numbers are benefits from the
introduction of locational pricing for losses (no intervention minus costs of the proposed remedy shown). Case A refers to the
55/45% split and Case B to the 100/0% split.

2.56

In relation to customer bills, the modelling results generate a reduction in
bills in the reference and low fossil fuel scenarios and an increase in the high
fossil fuel scenario. Generator margins fall in the reference scenario and rise
in the high and low scenarios. These results arise largely out of the impact of
the introduction of locational pricing for losses on the wholesale price which,
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for the reasons discussed above, is highly uncertain. The magnitude of the
effect on wholesale prices is also relatively small. The largest impact in any
scenario in any year is £0.4/MWh, compared with a projected wholesale
energy price of between £70/MWh and £90/MWh.76
2.57

Overall, we do not believe that the short-run effect of the proposed remedy
on wholesale prices is systematic or stable, or likely to be very large. 77 In this
sense, our view is similar to that expressed in Ofgem’s impact assessment
for the P229 code modification, which concluded that ‘it is reasonable to
conclude that the impact on wholesale prices is likely to be minimal’.78

2.58

Further, as argued below in paragraph 2.76, we have good reason to believe
that benefits in sufficiently competitive GB electricity markets will, whichever
the mechanism that allows this transfer, lead to lower bills for customers. We
therefore do not consider that the risk of generators capturing the efficiency
gain through a transfer from customers as a result of the proposed remedy is
a significant one.


2.59

Regional transfers

Table 2.4 shows the simulated change in annual bills within different regions
as a result of the proposed remedy. In our reference case, average bills fall
in all regions. In the other cases, the picture is more varied. The North of
Scotland shows falling bills in all scenarios. We note that the absolute
magnitude of the effects are again small – of the order of 0.1% of annual
bills.

Table 2.4: Changes in customer bills in different regions as a result of the introduction of
locational pricing for losses (positive number shows reduction in bills), net present value
average of £ per customer per year, 2017 to 2026
£
Change in annual customer
bill
National average
North Scotland
South Scotland
North England/Wales
Midlands of England/Wales
South England/Wales

Reference case
A
B
1.69
2.57
1.69
0.43
1.02
0.70

1.77
2.66
1.77
0.51
1.10
0.79

High case
A
B
–0.22
0.77
–0.22
–1.27
–0.51
–0.94

–0.23
0.75
–0.23
–1.29
–0.53
–0.96

Low case
A
B
0.04
1.08
0.04
–1.12
–0.39
–0.80

0.30
1.34
0.30
–0.86
–0.13
–0.54

Source: CMA, with Imperial College and NERA calculations.
Note: Positive numbers are GB benefit from the introduction of locational pricing for losses (no intervention minus costs of the
proposed remedy shown). Case A refers to the 55/45% split and Case B to the 100/0% split.

76

NERA report, section 4.4.2.
Although the effect is not large relative to the price of electricity, the modelled effect is large because it
multiplies a small price effect by a large quantity.
78 Ofgem (2011), Impact Assessment on RWE proposal P229 - seasonal zonal transmission losses scheme,
paragraph 4.28.
77
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2.60

We note that these results are the combination of a systematic effect and an
uncertain effect. The systematic effect, as discussed above, is that the
introduction of locational pricing for losses will result in a transfer from
customers in areas where consumption is high relative to generation to
areas where consumption is low relative to generation. This pattern is borne
out in the pattern of relative beneficiaries in the table above: customers in
the North of Scotland tend to benefit to a greater extent than customers in
the South of England, for example. However, the impact on customers in
each region is also driven by wholesale price effects (for example, in the
reference case all customers benefit in each region of Great Britain) which,
as discussed above, is highly uncertain.

2.61

We note that distributional effects were one of the grounds for Ofgem’s
rejection of P229 (see above paragraph 2.10). The main distributional
impacts examined by Ofgem were from generators in the North to customers
in the North and generators in the South. However, the main conclusion that
we draw from an examination of regional transfers is that we do not believe
that these are such as would undermine the effectiveness of the remedy (as
described above in paragraph 2.9).


Impact on GB/EU transfers

2.62

Table 2.5 shows the details of modelled financial flows to and from
continental Europe. Details of the calculations are contained in the NERA
report.

2.63

The second line in the table below shows the change in the total cost of
imports due to the introduction of locational pricing for transmission losses.
This is composed of two effects: the increase in volumes of non-GB
generation and the average price at which they are imported. In the
reference case, GB average import prices fall and counteract the increase in
generation costs, and in the other cases they rise. We do not believe that
average price changes at times of import are linked to the proposed remedy
in any systematic direction.

2.64

The first line shows the change in the cost of generation outside GB due to
the proposed remedy. In all cases, the costs of generation outside GB
increase. This is entirely due in the model to an increase in generation
outside GB. Although we have not modelled the non-GB European market in
great detail, we believe this is a plausible impact of the proposed remedy,
since it will tend to reduce generation in distant locations and increase
imports which are, under the current implementation of EU regulations,
subject to a different mechanism for losses charging. In this context, we
would welcome any move by Ofgem and the Agency for the Cooperation of
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Energy Regulators (ACER) to implement a more cost-reflective mechanism
for the pricing of intra-EU losses, but we do not consider that the absence of
such an improved regime is a reason to delay improvement to the system of
charging for losses in the GB wholesale electricity market.
Table 2.5: Proposed remedy impact on GB import costs
£ million, net present value
Reference case
A
B
Total change in generation
costs outside GB
Total change in net import cost
valued at GB market prices

High case
A
B

Low case
A
B

–23

–32

–19

–17

–127

–224

37

56

–56

–46

–138

–209

Source: CMA with Imperial College and NERA calculations.
Note: All values are £ million net present value from 2017 to 2026 at a discount rate of 3.5%. Positive numbers are GB benefit
from the introduction of locational pricing for transmission losses (no intervention minus costs of the proposed remedy shown).
Case A refers to the 55/45% split and Case B to the 100/0% split.

2.65

The modelling of import prices and EU production changes provides us with
indications that benefits of the proposed remedy to the GB economy do not
flow primarily from reducing overall efficiency within connected electricity
markets. If in some scenarios payments to EU generators increase, this is
because supplying the GB market from imports is sometimes a cheaper
solution. In such cases, the net benefit to GB customers is positive.


Summary of modelling results

2.66

The simulation modelling was primarily intended to answer a question about
the order of magnitude of the technical efficiencies that could be expected
from the introduction of locational pricing for transmission losses. In view of
the results of our modelling for the period 2017 to 2026, we believe that
these technical efficiencies arising from short-term effects are likely to be
between £130 million and £190 million, with a slight increase in expected
benefits under option B, where losses are fully assigned to generators 79.

2.67

We believe that the transfers arising from the introduction of locational
pricing for transmission losses – particularly insofar as effects on the
wholesale price and import price effects are concerned – are highly
uncertain and not systematically correlated with the introduction of locational
pricing for losses.

2.68

The simulation modelling results have therefore been useful in confirming
the broad order of magnitude of quantitative results that were referred to in
our provisional finding of an AEC. They have also been useful in providing

79

See paragraph 2.50 for a definition of option B.
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some evidence that, unlike in the modelling exercise submitted to us by
RWE, the benefit is not driven to any large extent by reductions in transfers
to continental Europe. Similarly, any increase in payments to continental
Europe that we see are the result of minimising the costs of meeting GB
customer demand.
Our updated assessment
2.69

Based on the modelling work we have conducted and other analysis, our
provisional conclusion is that introducing locational charging for transmission
losses will reduce costs and be in the long-term interests of customers.

2.70

The aim of the proposed remedy is to improve the accuracy with which
avoidable costs of losses are borne by those who cause them, thus reducing
waste and reducing the overall cost of electricity production. In a wellfunctioning market, we would expect unnecessary technical costs to be
stripped out of production processes and those cost savings to be passed on
to customers. In the energy markets, competition ought to put pressure on
firms to reduce avoidable production costs to pass on technical efficiencies
ultimately to customers.

2.71

As a result of the proposed remedy , we would expect:
(a) Efficiency gains arising from short-run effects: costs will be higher for
less efficient generation plants (ie subject to a higher level of losses) and
lower for more efficient plants, leading to a more efficient use of the
overall generation capacity.
(b) Efficiency gains arising from long-run effects: investment decisions
relating to generation plants (ie extension, closure or new plants) would
take into consideration the costs of transmission losses and there could
also be increased efficiency in the location of demand, particularly in
investment decisions relating to the location of high-consumption
industrial demand.
(c) Efficiency gains to be passed through to GB customers: in a wellfunctioning market, the reduction of production costs would eventually
be passed through to customers through their bills.

2.72

Our simulation modelling confirms the efficiency gains arising from the shortrun effects outlined above. Over the next ten years, the model provides an
estimate of total efficiency benefits of between £134 million and £159 million
for option A and £158 million and £190 million for option B. Option B (in
which 100% of losses are assigned to generators) always yields greater
benefits than option A. While our model also provides an estimate for the
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period until 2035, for the reasons set out in paragraph 2.47 above we do not
believe the results for this later period are reliable. We note, however, that
under all scenarios, benefits remain positive over this period.
2.73

In our simulation modelling we have not tried to model the efficiency gains
arising from long-run effects. However, we believe that in the long run, these
efficiencies will eventually lead to lower prices for customers through the
process of competition as a result of lower production costs in GB and/or
lower GB wholesale prices.

2.74

We note that our arguments relating to the transfer of benefits to customers
rely on GB wholesale electricity markets being broadly competitive. We have
seen no evidence that these transfers would systematically disadvantage
customers. We would therefore expect that, as a matter of principle, by
virtue of competition in the wholesale and supply markets, increased
technical efficiency will benefit GB customers. In the next section we
consider two arguments that have been put to us suggesting that the
existence of imperfections elsewhere in wholesale electricity markets might
undermine this principle, and therefore the case for a move to locational
pricing of transmission losses.


Potential imperfections in wholesale market operation

2.75

In order to be confident that it is more likely than not that the technical
efficiency gain we expect in light of the above will benefit GB customers
rather than generators, we need to be confident that competition will work
effectively in the wholesale electricity market as well as in all of the design
mechanisms that have been put in place within this market (for example, the
capacity market, the balancing mechanism, the CfD auctions etc).

2.76

Our assessment of the wholesale market and associated mechanisms as
presented in our working papers and provisional findings report 80 is that
these function competitively. Where we have concerns over the proper
functioning of competition, we are addressing these elsewhere in this report.
We therefore consider it right to assume that the wholesale electricity market
and associated mechanisms work competitively for the purpose of assessing
this proposed remedy.

80

See Gas wholesale market working paper.
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2.77

The first argument concerns the market for ancillary services.81 SSE has
submitted (see paragraph 2.17(a) that the cost of providing voltage support
(a location-specific ancillary service) to maintain system stability could
increase as a direct consequence of the proposed remedy, resulting in
excessive costs for disproportionately low returns.82

2.78

We consider that SSE’s argument would count against locational pricing of
transmission losses if there was a good reason for ancillary services not to
be priced in a cost-reflective way. However, in such a case we do not
consider that locational pricing for transmission losses ought to be used to
correct in a contingent, non-systematic way another pricing mechanism that
may not be cost-reflective. We, in any case, do not believe that the market in
ancillary services has any reason not to be cost-reflective. We also consider
that locational pricing should make it easier for the system operator (ie
National Grid) to efficiently and competitively procure ancillary services by
making trade-offs explicit and transparent.

2.79

A second argument relates to interconnectors. SSE and Scottish Power put
to us that (see above parties’ views, paragraph 3(d)) that the proposed
remedy would create market distortions as interconnected continental
European generators are not liable for transmission losses. We understand
that transmission system operators (eg National Grid Transmission) receive
compensation for transmission losses for hosting cross-border electricity
flows on their network under the inter-transmission system operator
compensation mechanism.83 However, we note that this mechanism
presents pricing imperfections as it operates ex post (annually) and as such
it does not provide signals allowing variable losses to be taken into account
in generators’ dispatch decisions across interconnectors.

2.80

We believe that Ofgem, ACER and other European regulators should
consider whether the system should be reformed to address the views put to
us by SSE and Scottish Power. However, we consider that the inefficiencies
in the inter-transmission system operator compensation mechanism do not
invalidate our case for having a more efficient allocation of transmission
losses within Great Britain. As discussed above, our analysis shows that,
despite pricing inefficiencies the inter-transmission system operator
compensation mechanism, the remedy results in the net benefits of the order
of over a hundred million pounds in Great Britain.

81

Ancillary services can be defined as specialty services and functions provided by the system operator that
facilitate and support the continuous flow of electricity so that supply will continually meet demand.
82 SSE response to Remedies Notice, paragraphs 3.2.5 & 3.2.6; SSE’s response to provisional findings,
paragraphs 9.6.2–9.6.4.
83 ITC Transit Losses Data Report.
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2.81

Overall, given a reduction in the cost to meet electricity demand in GB of
over a hundred million pounds, we believe that it is more likely than not that,
given our assessment of competition in the wholesale electricity market set
out in our provisional findings report, a substantial portion of that cost
reduction will benefit GB customers over the next ten years.

Design considerations
Scope of the proposed remedy
2.82

As contemplated in previous modification proposals seeking to introduce
locational pricing for losses (eg code modification P22984), the proposed
remedy would apply to generators and suppliers located within Great Britain.
Interconnectors are exempt from variable transmission losses in Great
Britain85 (see paragraphs 2.79 and 2.80).
Proposed implementation for the proposed remedy

2.83

We have taken as a starting point the design that was chosen for P229
because it has the virtue of having already been thoroughly described and
assessed. In the next section we discuss alternative possible remedies and
why we do not believe these to be capable of effective and timely
implementation.

2.84

We are proposing to implement this remedy by way of an order rather than
recommending that Ofgem (or the industry) raise a code modification
proposal. Experience to date shows that it has been extremely difficult to
introduce locational charging of transmission losses through code
modification processes. We believe that much of that is due to the possible
differential impact of the introduction of locational pricing for losses on some
producers who have found it to be in their commercial interest to slow down
the pace of change, often to such an extent as to preclude it altogether.86

2.85

We are therefore proposing to implement this proposed remedy as set out
below.

2.86

First, an order would be imposed on National Grid, as system operator, to
calculate imbalance charges taking into account transmission losses

84

See Elexon, Final Modification Report P229: Introduction of a seasonal Zonal Transmission Losses scheme,
p6.
85 They are considered as ‘a transmission line which crosses or spans a border between Member states and
which connects the national transmission systems of Member States’ Third Energy package. Electricity
Regulation 714/2009, Article 2(1).
86 See provisional findings report, paragraphs 5.42–5.43 and 5.48–5.50.
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calculated as per the principles that would be set out in the order.
Specifically, the order (largely inspired by P229) would set out, among other
things:
(a) the formula to calculate the transmission loss factors (which ultimately
feeds into the imbalance charges) for this purpose;
(b) an obligation on National Grid to create a Load Flow Model;
(c) an obligation on National Grid to create a networking mapping statement
and collect annually relevant network data;
(d) an obligation on National Grid to appoint third party agents to collect
metered volumes data and to calculate annually the transmission loss
factors pursuant to the principles set out in the order and using the
models created, and information collected, pursuant to the order;
(e) an obligation on National Grid to direct Elexon, as appropriate, to update
the networking mapping statement and carry out other administrative
tasks that are necessary to the calculation by the third party agents; and
(f) an obligation on National Grid to raise any consequential code
modification. Further, we have also provisionally decided to make a
recommendation to Ofgem to support National Grid by taking necessary
steps that might facilitate the implementation of the order above.
2.87

This order would include a provision modifying National Grid’s licence
conditions to reflect the above. This would allow Ofgem to monitor
compliance with the principles of this order (as reflected in National Grid
licence conditions).

2.88

We propose that this order would modify the formula contained in the BSC
that allocated 45% of losses to generators with a formula that has 100% of
losses borne by generators. The reason for this, as confirmed by the
modelling (see paragraph 2.52), is that it is the supply side of the market that
can respond more efficiently to locational signals, and that in the light of our
modelling exercise, the benefits of the proposed remedy should be
materially higher for the 100/0% case than for the 45/55% case.87

87

Note that the benefits are to the consumer, but the mechanism through which the consumer benefits is through
adjustments of the supply side of the market.
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2.89

Second, we would recommend that Ofgem support National Grid by taking
necessary steps which might facilitate the effective and timely
implementation of the proposed remedy.
Possible alternative design mechanisms

2.90

We have also considered whether other possible designs would be effective
in achieving the aim of this proposed remedy.

2.91

National Grid88 has provided a submission to the inquiry that sets out its
early thinking on a possible direction of the GB mechanisms for locational
pricing. Under the EU’s Capacity Allocation and Congestion Management
framework, each EU system operator (National Grid in the case of the GB
market) must submit, at least every three years, its thinking on whether or
not to ‘split’ previously integrated markets to account for both losses and
transmission constraints.89 National Grid’s submission describes the way in
which the GB balancing market mechanism could be used to accommodate
market splitting compatible with the EU’s preferred ‘Target’ model.

2.92

The Target Model envisages that where constraints and/or losses are large
enough, it makes sense to have separate price-setting mechanisms. Trade
between zones is facilitated by the creation of tradable transmission capacity
permits and the simultaneous clearing of spot market auctions (‘market
coupling’). If all of the European markets were operated in this way and were
competitive, an outcome close to technically efficient dispatch would be
achieved, and the relevant ‘borders’ in the system would not be national but
zonal.

2.93

The design relies on the idea of splitting the GB market into a number of
zones – perhaps 4 – and having the system operator run a balancing
mechanism in each of these zones. In the absence of contracts, a generator
in one zone would have a positive imbalance in that zone, while a source of
demand in another zone would have a negative imbalance there. The two
parties could trade those exposures just as they do today in a single zone.
Losses and constraints could be accommodated in various ways in such a
mechanism: for example, if imbalance is defined at the level of the zone, a
generator wanting to contract to satisfy the demand of a supplier in another
zone will have to produce enough to cover the supplier’s metered quantity in
that zone and will receive a payment from balancing based on their supply to

National Grid response to Notice regarding assessment methodology for losses proposed remedy –
consultation on methodology and scenarios.
89 Article 34 actually requires an evaluation of bidding zone configuration on market efficiency, with specific
reference to congestion. National Grid suggested that losses could be addressed through this.
88
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another zone. The price differences between zones can therefore reflect loss
factors.
2.94

There are several potentially attractive features of this sort of design:
(a) It can use measured quantities, property rights and trading to determine
the level of pricing for losses and constraints simultaneously.
(b) In the absence of market power, this should lead to close to the marginal
cost of losses and constraints.
(c) It is consistent with the market design that over time should apply in the
rest of the EU, reducing the distortions that apply today to the treatment
of losses across EU borders.
(d) It is an evolution of the balancing-market-based mechanism that British
Electricity Trading and Transmission Arrangements (BETTA) operates
today and change should therefore be less costly and more incremental
than other potential solutions to the locational pricing problem.

2.95

In principle, there are therefore some reasons to believe that a mechanism
such as the one described by National Grid might in theory be more efficient
than the P229 mechanism. However, as noted in paragraphs 5.73 to 5.80 of
our provisional findings report, the impact on competition of locational pricing
for congestion is much less clear-cut than it is for transmission losses.
Although there are arguments in principle for locational pricing of congestion
– through the creation of split markets – no comprehensive cost-benefit
analysis has been conducted into even the short-run benefits of such a
move. Further, there are complexities of implementation and the potential for
unintended consequences (such as a possible reduction in liquidity), neither
of which apply to locational charging for transmission losses.

2.96

We do not therefore intend to propose this alternative remedy. National
Grid’s model is at a very early stage of development and might take several
years to be implemented or not be implemented at all. Further, even if we
did wish to implement such an approach, we would not be confident that an
order or a recommendation to Ofgem could be sufficiently precise so as to
ensure implementation of a remedy based on National Grid’s design in a
timely and effective manner. In contrast, we believe, for the reasons set out
below, that our proposed remedy is capable of timely and effective
implementation by 1 October 2017.

2.97

For these reasons, we consider that our proposed remedy would be more
effective in the short and medium term. We also note that our proposed
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remedy does not rule out a later move towards National Grid’s proposed
design, if this is considered appropriate.
Costs of implementing the proposed remedy
2.98

The costs of implementing the P229 proposal were estimated by LE/Ventrix
as part of the modelling commissioned by Elexon. LE/Ventrix identified two
categories of upfront (one-off) implementation costs: costs to BSC parties
and central systems costs.90

2.99

It estimated that the costs to BSC parties, which mostly relate to IT systems
(billing and metered volumes), would range between £2.8 million and
£4.1 million, with a midpoint estimate of £3.4 million. Central system costs
consisting of changes to central BSC IT systems were estimate to be £0.4
million. Total upfront costs would therefore be £3.8 million when the midpoint
estimate is considered.

2.100

In addition to these upfront costs, LE/Ventrix also estimated that there would
be some ongoing costs for systems maintenance. These were estimated at
approximately £0.2 million per year.

2.101

The costs estimated by LE/Ventrix were later reviewed by the Brattle Group,
which considered them prudent when compared with implementation cost
estimates from previous similar proposals.91

2.102

We consider that parties would incur similar costs for implementing the
proposed remedy proposed here. Taking a net present value of these costs
at 3.5% yields a present cost of well under £10 million for the proposed
remedy.
Time frame for implementation

2.103

The P229 Assessment Report prepared by the BSC code panel indicated
that most parties required six to nine months to implement P229 and that the
relevant transmission loss factors needed to be made available to relevant
parties at least three months before being used in calculating imbalance
charges for the purpose of the settlement process. This would allow parties
to take into account the effects of the proposed remedy in their contracts.92

Ofgem (2011), Impact assessment on RWE proposal P229 – seasonal zonal transmission losses scheme,
pp37 & 38.
91 Ofgem (2011), Impact assessment on RWE proposal P229 – seasonal zonal transmission losses scheme,
p38.
92 See P229: Introduction of a seasonal Zonal Transmission Losses scheme, Assessment report, p19.
90
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2.104

Specifically, the following activities/steps will need to be undertaken before
the remedy can become effective:
(a) National Grid to carry out the steps set out in paragraphs 2.86 and 2.86
(eg appoint third party agents, establish a load flow model, and calculate
the relevant transmission loss factors).
(b) Relevant transmission loss factors to be published at least three months
before being used in settlement.

2.105

Parties to amend their own systems, processes and documentation before
the transmission losses factors are first published. We note that industry,
throughout the BSC Panel, proposed an implementation date for P229 of
either 1 April or 1 October due to existing contractual arrangements. We
propose to follow this recommendation in designing our remedy.

2.106

Further, we consider that the implementation of the proposed remedy shall
not be phased in and that there should be no gradual introduction of nonzero transmission loss factors.93

2.107

In view of the above, and taking into consideration the time necessary for the
CMA to make an order, we consider that the proposed remedy could be
implemented by 1 October 2017.

Assessment of effectiveness
2.108

For the reasons set out above we believe that the implementation of the
proposed remedy would bring a net benefit over (at least) the next ten years
due to an enhancement in technical efficiency. The evidence from our
simulation model provides a robust indication of the magnitude of the overall
efficiency benefits that will arise from short-run effects of this proposed
remedy. These will be (on a net present value basis) of the order of £130–
£190 million over the next ten years for option A, and of £160–£190 million
for our preferred option B, substantially in excess of the costs of
implementing the proposed remedy. Positive benefits of a similar magnitude
were estimated by previous models, as set out in our provisional findings
report. In addition, we have identified efficiency benefits arising from longterm effects that we have not sought to quantify (although we consider these
unlikely to be material).

2.109

While it is not possible to give a precise quantification of the distribution of
the overall efficiency benefits, we believe that it is more likely than not that,

93

ibid, p19.
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through the process of competition, these benefits will be passed through to
GB customers, at least in the medium term.
2.110

Additionally, we note that our proposed remedy might have an impact on the
costs of ancillary services provided by National Grid and the future
development and location of renewable generation within Great Britain (see
parties’ views, paragraphs 2.16(e), 2.17(a) and 2.17(b). However, we have
not seen evidence that any such effects would systematically add to total
system costs. Any such impacts can be mitigated through other existing
market mechanisms or appropriate changes to policy. For instance, the
auction price of CfDs can take into account pricing for variable transmission
losses.

2.111

As noted above, the experience of the industry to date has been that it has
been extremely difficult to move from a position of not charging for losses to
one of imposing some charges. We believe, however, that our proposed
remedy, which sets out the key principles to calculate locational charges,
and which clearly allocates responsibility for implementation, is capable of
effective implementation and monitoring. This is because:
(a) National Grid has the expertise and ability to obtain the necessary
information to implement this proposed remedy and calculate locational
charges;
(b) any incentives that National Grid and the industry participants have to
alter, undermine or delay implementation of our proposed remedy will be
constrained by our order and Ofgem’s supervision; and
(c) Ofgem has the duty to monitor compliance with the licence condition and
the ability to further support timely implementation.

2.112

Implementation of our remedies will require National Grid to take a number
of steps (see paragraphs 2.86 and 2.86). Based on our review of the P229
Assessment report, we believe that National Grid would be in a position to
calculate the relevant transmission loss factors and reflect them in its
calculation of the imbalance charges for the purpose of the settlement
process by 1 October 2017. In view of the potential impacts to GB
generators and customers arising from the proposed remedy, the inherent
complexity of the transmission network and proposed remedy, and the need
to ensure that the transmission losses factor are calculated in a robust
manner, we believe that this time frame is appropriate and timely.

2.113

For these reasons, we believe that the proposed remedy is effective in
addressing the feature that gives rise to the AEC we have provisionally
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identified, as well as remedying the associated detriment, and that it is
capable of effective and timely implementation.
Assessment of proportionality
2.114

For the reasons set out above, we consider that the proposed remedy is
effective in achieving its aim by addressing the feature giving rise to the AEC
we have provisionally identified, and associated detriment. We have then
considered whether our proposed remedy, implemented by way of an order,
was no more onerous than necessary and the least onerous proposed
remedy of the options available.

2.115

As noted above, implementation of our proposed remedy will require
National Grid to take a number of steps. The proposed remedy will also have
implementation costs for parties. As noted in paragraphs 2.98 to 2.102,
estimated implementation costs are a small fraction (a net present value of
under £10 million) of the overall likely net benefits arising from the proposed
remedy.

2.116

In our view, each of the implementation steps set out in our proposed remedy is necessary to ensure that transmission losses factors are calculated in
a robust manner. This in turn should increase the effectiveness of the
proposed remedy and avoid unintended consequences.

2.117

We have also considered alternative designs for implementing locational
pricing for transmission losses.

2.118

We considered an alternative proposal raised by National Grid. However, for
the reasons set out above in paragraphs 2.90 to 2.96, we do not believe that
these alternative proposals are capable of effective and timely
implementation.

2.119

We have also considered whether a different allocation of variable
transmission losses between generators and demand would be more
efficient or less onerous. For the reasons set out above, we believe that
allocating these losses entirely to generators will achieve higher efficiency,
and will not be more onerous in its implementation costs than a different
generation/demand split.

2.120

We have also considered whether it would be more appropriate to take
action by way of an order (as set out above in paragraphs 2.83 to 2.96) or a
recommendation.

2.121

The latter could lead either to Ofgem modifying licence conditions, or to a
modification proposal being raised for the industry to develop a modification
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proposal (similar to the process followed in the past, eg P229). In principle,
this approach would give an additional opportunity to Ofgem and/or the
industry to carry out further analysis and consult upon it (eg a more detailed
simulation model).
2.122

Having compared the analysis performed by the CMA with the analysis
carried out in the context of previous modification proposals, we do not see
merit in recommending that Ofgem carry out further analysis concerning the
merits of this proposed remedy. The central purpose of modelling is to
provide for an order of magnitude of technical benefits. Having consulted
with third parties regarding NERA analysis, we do not believe that other
credible sets of input parameters or different types of model will alter the
type or magnitude of effect that we have identified to a substantial extent.

2.123

In addition, we are concerned that a recommendation to Ofgem or the
industry would lead to unnecessary delays. As noted above, previous
experience shows the difficulty in implementing this proposed remedy.
Ofgem’s process to modify licence conditions would likely, within the context
of a historically controversial measure such as this one, be longer than the
CMA’s process to impose an order (which is constrained by a statutory time
frame). As noted in our provisional findings report, the code modification
process, in particular when incentives are misaligned (as it is the case within
this context), may lead to long delays. Moreover, a recommendation by the
CMA, compared with an order, would increase the risk of the proposed
remedy not being implemented at all. We consider that an order by the CMA
would lead to a simpler, less costly, implementation process.

2.124

For these reasons, we believe that our proposed remedy is no more onerous
than necessary to achieve its aim and the least onerous of the alternative
proposals that we have considered.

2.125

We have also considered whether this proposed remedy may have
disadvantages that are disproportionate to its aim. We noted that the
proposed remedy will have distributional effects, including transfers between
generators in different regions, customers in different regions and between
the GB market and generators (and possibly customers) in the rest of
Europe. While we have not tried to assess the magnitude of these transfers
with precision, we believe for the reasons set out above that it is more likely
than not that the proposed remedy will have a positive impact on GB
customers’ bills overall. Even if customers in certain regions of GB were to
see their bills increase as a result of the proposed remedy (to the benefit of
other GB customers) we would expect this effect to be small (for individual
domestic customers, under a few pounds per year).
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2.126

We have also sought to examine whether the proposed remedy may have
unintended consequences on the environment, as a result of a shift of
production from cleaner to more polluting plants (ie overall increase in CO2),
or a shift from generation in areas with low density population to high density
population (ie SO2 and NOX emissions affecting a larger population).
However, based on our modelling exercise (albeit acknowledging its
limitations), and the absence of evidence pointing in the opposite direction,
the reduction in overall generation of electricity to satisfy demand should
overall have a beneficial environmental impact.

2.127

Further, we have discussed above (see paragraphs 2.79 to 2.81) the
inefficiencies of the losses charging mechanism for interconnectors and
noted that it does not provide signals allowing variable transmission losses
to be taken into account in generation dispatch decisions. While we believe
that Ofgem, ACER and other European regulators should consider how the
charging mechanism should be reformed, we consider that this does not
invalidate our case for having a more efficient allocation of transmission
losses within Great Britain given that net benefits arise from it. It is possible
that a reformed charging mechanism for interconnectors, which includes
locational signals would bring even higher net technical efficiency benefits.

Assessment of the proposed remedy against the relevant statutory functions of
Ofgem
2.128

Where the CMA is considering whether to modify the licence conditions of
entities involved in the transmission of electricity, it must ‘have regard’ to the
relevant statutory functions of Ofgem in deciding whether such action would
be reasonable and practicable94

2.129

Ofgem’s statutory functions concerning the transmission of electricity are set
out in Part 1 of the EA89, as amended by the Energy Act 2010 (EA10), and
include (among other things) granting transmission licenses, promoting
efficiency and economy on the part of persons authorised by licences or
exemptions to transmit, distribute or supply electricity, and to secure a
diverse and viable long-term energy supply. Ofgem, as the regulator, sets
price controls for the companies that operate GB gas and electricity
networks.95

94
95

Section 168 of the 2002 Act and CC3, paragraph 347.
Ofgem factsheet: Price Controls Explained.
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2.130

Ofgem’s principal objective in carrying out such functions is to protect the
interests of existing and future customers of gas and electricity supply.96 The
interests of such customers are taken as a whole, including their interests in
(a) the reduction of greenhouse gases; (b) the security of supply; and (c) the
fulfilment by Ofgem of the objectives set out in Article 36(a) to (h) of the
Electricity Directive.97

2.131

In reaching a decision to modify a licence condition, we must therefore
assess the proposed remedy against Ofgem’s principal objective, as set out
above. As part of our own application of the legal framework requiring us to
decide upon proposed remedies that are effective and proportionate,98 we
have explicitly taken into account many of the above factors to which Ofgem
must have regard when doing carrying out its functions. In particular, we
have noted the expected net benefits of our proposed remedy for GB
electricity customers. We have therefore concentrated below on those
considerations not explicitly taken into account elsewhere in this section.

2.132

We believe that the proposed remedy is consistent with Ofgem’s environmental objective of reducing greenhouses gases. As noted above, our
modelling exercise estimates that there will be a moderate additional
environmental benefit from the reduction in SO2 and NOX emissions from
the proposed remedy.

2.133

While the proposed remedy would have an impact on decisions relating to
investment in, and dispatch of, capacity, we have seen no evidence that this
would have any negative impact on the overall level of generation capacity in
GB. On the contrary, increased efficiency in system performance is in our
view consistent with the aim of achieving security of supply.

2.134

Our proposed remedy will directly promote some of the objectives set out in
the Electricity Directive, namely it will provide system operators and system
users with the appropriate incentives, in both the short and the long term, to
increase efficiencies in system performance. With locational pricing for

96

See, among others, section 3A and section 6B of the EA89.
Directive 2009/72/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council of 13 July 2009 concerning common rules
for the internal market in electricity and repealing Directive 2003/54/EC, OJ L211/55 (the Electricity Directive).
98 CC3, paragraph 327. These objectives include, among other things, a requirement on the national regulator to
take all reasonable measures for a competitive, secure and environmentally sustainable internal market in
electricity within the European Union, and ensuring appropriate conditions for (i) the effective and reliable
operation of electricity networks, taking into account long-term objectives; (ii) developing competitive and properly
functioning regional markets within the European Union; (iii) eliminating restrictions on trade in electricity between
member states; (iv) eliminating restrictions on trade in electricity between member states; (v) facilitating access to
the network for new generation capacity; (vi) ensuring that system operators and system users are granted
appropriate incentives, in both the short and the long term, to increase efficiencies in system performance and
foster market integration; (iv) ensuring that customers benefit through the efficient functioning of their national
market; and (viii) helping to achieve high standards of universal and public service in electricity supply,
contributing to the protection of vulnerable customers.
97
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losses, generators will have incentives to dispatch electricity more efficiently
thus reducing the total amount of losses generated to meet demand. A more
efficient pricing mechanism for losses will therefore promote the development of a competitive and properly functioning market in Great Britain and in
turn may foster market integration with other regional markets. In this
respect, we noted above that it is more likely that the GB system will evolve
to an even better mechanism for locational pricing if it starts from a position
of some locational pricing rather than none.
2.135

As discussed in paragraphs 2.9 and 2.10 above, Ofgem concluded in
September 2011, with respect to P229, that the proposed modification would
not be consistent with its principal objective and statutory duties.99 In its
decision, Ofgem noted however that increased cost reflectivity as per P229
(as per our proposed remedy) should result in more efficient dispatch due to
cost signals allowing variable losses to be taken into account leading to
production cost savings, reduced losses and reduced emissions. It also
stated that, in general, competition is likely to be more effective if the costs
which parties impose are reflected in their charges and therefore their
decision-making process. For the reasons set out in paragraphs 2.11 and
2.11(b) above, and in paragraphs 5.62 and 5.63 of our provisional findings
report, we have found it difficult to reconcile Ofgem’s decision on P229 with
the evidence and analysis Ofgem commissioned and summarised in its
impact assessment. We also noted in paragraph 2.11(b) above that some of
the concerns relating to the long-term benefits of the introduction of
locational pricing for transmission losses were in our view unlikely to
materialise in the light of recent development at EU level.

2.136

Therefore, while we note the decision taken by Ofgem in 2011, for the
reasons set out in this section, and in particular the expected net benefits for
GB customers in the next ten years, we consider that the proposed remedy
is consistent with Ofgem’s principal objective of promoting the best interests
of existing and future customers.

Allocation of Contracts for Difference
Introduction
2.137

As set out in our provisional findings report, we consider that one of the key
benefits of moving from the system of Renewables Obligation Certificates
(ROCs) to CfDs is the ability to allocate CfDs using a competitive auction

99

Ofgem modification proposal decision (September 2011), Balancing and Settlement Code (BSC) P229:
Introduction of a seasonal Zonal Transmission Losses scheme (P229).
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process. Allocating CfDs via an auction ensures that CfDs are awarded to
those projects that require the lowest level of support, and therefore that
they are allocated in an efficient manner. Since customers will pay for this
support through increased bills, ensuring an efficient allocation of CfDs is
likely to minimise the costs they face in meeting GB decarbonisation targets.
2.138

Given DECC’s estimate that CfD support payments will increase steadily,
reaching an estimated £2.5 billion per year by 2020/21,100 it is essential that
future CfD auctions are designed in such a way that future costs to
customers are minimised.

2.139

We noted that DECC has retained its ability, in exceptional circumstances, to
allocate CfDs outside an auction. We also identified concerns relating to the
insufficient disclosure of analysis around the division of technologies and
budgets into pots. Given the significant amounts of support being allocated
to renewable generators, it is important that DECC bases its decisions on
robust analysis, demonstrating clearly why it considers that its preferred
course of action can be expected to benefit customers, and communicates
its findings to stakeholders in a transparent manner.

2.140

Accordingly, we provisionally found that the mechanisms for allocating CfDs
are a feature of the GB wholesale electricity market giving rise to an AEC
due to the absence of an obligation for DECC to:
(a) carry out, and disclose the outcome of, a clear and thorough impact
assessment supporting a proposal to use its powers to allocate CfDs
outside a competitive process; and
(b) regularly monitor the division of technologies between different pots,
which form the basis of CfD auctions, and provide a clear justification
when deciding on the allocation of budgets between the pots for each
auction.

2.141

The Remedies Notice proposed two possible remedies that we have
considered in more detail below:
(a) DECC to undertake and consult on a clear and thorough impact
assessment before awarding any CfD outside the CfD auction
mechanism (‘non-competitive allocation proposed remedy’).

100

In 2011/12 prices. The remaining budget to 2020/21 under the Levy Control Framework is set out in DECC
(October 2014), Annual energy statement 2014, p75.
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(b) DECC to undertake and consult on a clear and thorough assessment
before allocating technologies between pots and the CfD budget to the
different pots (‘pot design proposed remedy’).
2.142

This section considers these two remedies in turn. It sets out the aim of each
proposed remedy, and parties’ views on each proposed remedy in response
to the Remedies Notice, before setting out the main design considerations.
The section then concludes by setting out (for both remedies together) why
we consider these remedies to be effective and proportionate and our
provisional decision.

DECC to undertake and consult on a clear and thorough impact assessment before
awarding any CfD outside the CfD auction mechanism
2.143

In our provisional findings report, we set out our provisional finding that the
mechanisms for allocating CfDs are a feature of the GB wholesale electricity
market giving rise to an AEC due to the absence of an obligation for DECC
to carry out, and disclose the outcome of, a clear and thorough impact
assessment supporting a proposal to use its powers to allocate CfDs outside
a competitive process.

2.144

As set out in our provisional findings report, we estimate that DECC’s
decision to award CfDs outside the competitive auction process through
Final Investment Decision enabling for Renewables (FIDeR) was likely to
have resulted in considerable overcompensation of the generators securing
these contracts. Had the strike prices for the offshore wind projects awarded
under FIDeR in 2014 been in line with the strike prices for offshore wind
projects under the first CfD competitive auction concluded in February 2015,
the level of support to those projects would have been approximately £250–
£310 million per year lower.

2.145

We note that any decision to allocate CfDs outside a competitive process
must be notified to the European Commission under state aid rules. Also,
parties could challenge such a decision by judicial review. However, we are
concerned that the absence of requirements on DECC to carry out and
disclose a clear and thorough explanation of the basis of any decision to use
its powers to allocate CfDs in a non-competitive way might make such
challenges more difficult.

2.146

We set out in the Remedies Notice our view that without some further
constraints on DECC’s ability to award contracts outside the competitive
process, further contracts may be awarded that result in excessive costs to
energy customers.
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Aim of the proposed remedy
2.147

The aim of this proposed remedy is to increase the likelihood that, in future,
if DECC is considering allocating one or more CfDs outside the competitive
auction process, it undertakes and consults on a clear and rigorous analysis
of the impact of doing so.

2.148

We consider that there are the following likely benefits of DECC undertaking
and consulting on impact assessments before allocating CfDs outside the
competitive auction process:
(a) Improved decision-making: The proposed remedy aims to improve
DECC’s decision-making process by encouraging it to undertake a
rigorous analysis before making decisions with potentially costly
outcomes. By consulting on such analysis, this will further ensure that
DECC has undertaken a rigorous analysis. In doing so, this will increase
the likelihood of DECC following the lowest cost path to achieving
decarbonisation targets and minimising costs for energy customers.
(b) Increased transparency: In addition to enabling stakeholders to provide
feedback and challenge to DECC’s proposals (which as noted above will
reinforce the robustness of DECC’s decision-making), increased
transparency may increase stakeholders’ trust in the energy markets. To
the extent that this proposed remedy gives stakeholders greater clarity
around the budget available for future CfD auctions, it may also enable
developers to make better-informed decisions regarding whether to
develop future projects to the stage where they can bid in CfD auctions.
Parties’ views

2.149

Below is a summary of parties’ responses to our provisional findings.101 A
large number of parties set out that they broadly supported our proposal for
DECC to undertake and consult on a clear and thorough impact assessment
before awarding any CfDs outside the CfD auction mechanism.102 However,
two parties (Citizens Advice and Ecotricity) set out their concerns that the
proposed remedy might fail to change DECC’s approach to awarding CfDs
in practice.

2.150

A number of parties set out their view that there might be circumstances
under which it might be appropriate for DECC to award CfDs outside the

101

See Responses to provisional findings and notice of possible remedies.
included Citizens Advice, Co-operative Energy, Drax, Ecotricity, EDF Energy, ENGIE, EON, Good
Energy, Opus, RWE, Scottish Power, SSE and Which?
102 This
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competitive auction.103 However, a number of these parties set out their view
that this should be only in limited circumstances, with parties expressing a
range of views around the specific circumstances under which this might be
appropriate.
2.151

Regarding the degree of flexibility DECC should have in determining the
types of project to which it may award a CfD outside the auction, Carbon
Capture & Storage Association, EDF Energy, Scottish Power and Shell set
out their views that DECC should retain a degree of flexibility. 104 In contrast,
Energy Action Scotland set out its concerns with DECC maintaining a high
level of discretion in this area.

2.152

A number of parties set out their concerns that previous non-competitive
allocation of CfDs might not have been in customers’ best interests.105

2.153

A large number of parties had comments relating to the transparency of
DECC’s decision-making in this area. Co-operative Energy, E3G, the
Highlands and Islands Housing Associations Affordable Warmth Group, [],
RWE and Scottish Power set out their views around the need for greater
transparency. National Grid recognised the value of a transparent process
for allocating CfDs. In addition, CCSA, Centrica, Citizens Advice, EDF
Energy, ESB and RWE all set out their views that our proposed remedy
should result in increased transparency in this area.
Design considerations

2.154

In this section we set out our provisional views on the circumstances under
which it may be appropriate for DECC to award CfDs outside the competitive
auction process. We then consider when DECC should undertake and
consult on impact assessments on its decision to award CfDs outside the
competitive process, and set out our thoughts on the sorts of analysis that
should form part of these assessments.


2.155

DECC to set out why the project should not compete in the competitive
auction process

As noted in our provisional findings report, awarding CfDs through a
competitive auction process is likely to drive costs down, relative to awarding
CfDs in a non-competitive (eg bilaterally negotiated) manner. As a result, we

103

This included CCSA, Centrica, EDF Energy, [], ENGIE, EON, Good Energy, Renewable UK, [], RWE,
Scottish Power, Shell.
104 Shell considered that this should be for a transitory period of time.
105 See for example Energy Policy Group (Exeter University), EON, Ovo Energy, REG Group and Which?
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believe that DECC should allocate support to low carbon generators through
the competitive auction process, unless there is objective and compelling
justification for departing from this approach. If DECC considers it appropriate to award a CfD directly, it should set out in its impact assessment
clearly why it considers a direct award to be preferable to making the project
compete in the competitive auction process. However, the default should be
to award CfDs through a competitive process.
2.156

As part of this proposed remedy, we do not propose to recommend absolute
restrictions on the types of project to which DECC should award CfDs
outside the competitive process, or the specific situations in which it should
do so. As a general principle, we consider that DECC should allocate a CfD
outside the competitive auction process only where it can demonstrate that
the benefits to customers of doing so can be expected to exceed the
costs.106 We note that there may be particular circumstances under which
allocating CfDs directly (outside the competitive auction process) could
potentially result in an efficient mix of generating technologies in the long run
and/or minimise costs to customers:
(a) Firstly, there may be technologies and projects to which it would be
efficient to allocate CfDs, but that might not be able to compete in the
competitive auction process. For example, there may be potential
projects with a lifespan and other operating characteristics that are so
different to the characteristics of potentially competing projects that it is
difficult to compare them on a like-for-like basis. If it would be efficient to
award CfDs to such projects (ie they face lower costs than other low
carbon technologies that would otherwise receive support), it may be in
customers’ interests to award CfDs directly to these projects outside the
competitive auction process.
(b) Secondly, there may be positive externalities associated with supporting
particular types of technology now. For example, some currently less
developed (and higher cost) technologies may require support now in
order to reduce the costs of similar projects in the future. If this is the
case, even though these technologies may be part of the efficient energy
mix over the long run, a technology neutral competitive auction (or one
of similar levels of neutrality to the competitive auction process) may fail
to award them CfDs. This may prevent them from successfully reducing

While we consider it highly unlikely that it would be in consumers’ best interests to award further CfDs outside
the competitive auction process to technologies of the kind that were allocated CfDs under FIDeR (since they are
allocated to auction pots and should therefore be able to compete in the competitive auction process), we are not
minded to make a recommendation that DECC’s powers to do so should be limited.
106
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their costs over time, and eventually becoming part of an efficient energy
system. In such cases, there may be an argument for DECC to award
CfDs directly to these projects outside the competitive auction
process.107
2.157

An element of judgement will be required in making these assessments in
any individual case (albeit based on a more rigorous analysis of costs and
benefits) and we have therefore not considered it appropriate to recommend
imposing absolute rules determining the situations in which non-competitive
allocation would be allowed. We do consider, however, that before deciding
to allocate support on a non-competitive basis, DECC should set out clearly
in its impact assessment why it considers that it is not feasible (or appropriate) for the project to compete in the competitive auction process and why
the benefits of non-competitive allocation are likely to exceed the costs.


When should DECC undertake (and consult on) impact assessments?

2.158

In order to achieve the aim of this proposed remedy, we believe that DECC
should undertake impact assessments seeking to establish whether it is
appropriate for the government, in the light of the UK’s long-term objectives
of decarbonisation and security of supply, to support a type of project that,
due to its particular characteristics, could not be allocated (or would not be
appropriate to allocate) through the competitive auction process.

2.159

In our view, DECC should seek to address this question in two phases.
DECC should first undertake and consult on a high-level impact assessment
at an early stage (ie before entering into negotiations with prospective
generators), in order to identify the possible costs and the benefits that may
arise from supporting a given technology. Within that context, it should
explain why CfDs could not be allocated to that type of project through the
competitive auction process (eg due to its size/and or technology). In the
second phase, after the negotiations with the prospective generators and the
provisional agreement of a strike price, DECC should present a detailed
assessment of whether supporting the project in question is in customers’
best interests.

2.160

At both phases, the expected costs and benefits of the proposal should be
exposed transparently for public consultation, and DECC should set out both
the social costs and benefits of the proposal and expected distributional

107

We note that DECC has designed the CfD auction process in such a way that it sets aside some of the
available budget to support less developed technologies. We discuss this in more detail in paragraphs 2.184–
2.215 below.
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impacts with respect to both firms and customers (notably, the forecast
impact on customers’ bills).
2.161

In a hearing with the CMA, DECC raised concerns that the timing of the publication of an impact assessment could jeopardise its ongoing negotiations.
We have reflected on these concerns and consider that under the present
formulation of this proposed remedy, there is minimal risk of this taking
place. We consider that the initial impact assessment would be relatively
high level, and may rely largely on already publicly available information
(such as DECC’s published estimates of the cost of the relevant technology,
and potentially information provided by the developer),108 and that as a result
it should not unduly affect DECC’s negotiating position.

2.162

Likewise, undertaking an impact assessment following the conclusion of
negotiations would not jeopardise DECC’s negotiation position (although we
accept that certain details of the terms of the agreement might need to be
kept confidential) and need not delay the overall decision-making process.
Any CfD agreed outside the competitive process mechanism would need to
be cleared by the European Commission under state aid rules. Within the
context of this process, DECC could publish its impact assessment after
reaching the initial agreement with the counterparty, consulting on it in
parallel to the formal state aid notification of this agreement.109


2.163

Assessing the impacts of allocating CfDs outside the competitive auction
process

In this section, we give a brief overview of the various impacts that might
result from allocating CfDs outside the competitive auction process, and how
we believe DECC should assess them. Broadly, we consider that DECC
should assess the impact on costs, the externalities that may result, and any
other impacts that may be expected. To the extent possible, these impacts
should be quantified.

108 For

example, DECC sets out its estimates of the costs of different generating technologies in DECC (2013),
Electricity Generation Costs. In the case of Swansea Bay Tidal Lagoon, the developer has set out that it would
require a strike price of £168/MWh. See Pöyry (March 2014), Levelised costs of power from tidal lagoons – A
report to Tidal Lagoon Power plc.
109 We note that, in the case of Hinkley Point C, the initial agreement – including strike price – was publicly
announced on 21 October 2013, the formal notification to the European Commission was filed on 22 October
2013, the decision to open an in-depth investigation was taken on 18 December 2013 and the positive decision
was taken on 8 October 2014. See press release (21 October 2013), Initial agreement reached on new nuclear
power station at Hinkley and the case page on the European Commission website.
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o

Costs

2.164

When setting out its estimates of costs, as well as presenting the overall cost
of supporting a given project, DECC should present the costs of a given CfD
compared with those that would have arisen under the counterfactual
scenario under which it does not allocate a CfD outside the competitive
auction process. That is, DECC should set out its estimate of the
incremental cost of awarding the CfD in question outside the competitive
auction process. By doing so, it would provide transparency to stakeholders
around the additional cost (if any) of DECC’s proposed policy.

2.165

By awarding a CfD outside the competitive auction process, the amount of
low carbon generation required to meet decarbonisation targets will be
reduced (along with the overall CfD budget available for other projects). As a
result, another low carbon project (or projects) that would have been built
had this particular CfD not been awarded outside the competitive auction
process may be displaced. The incremental cost to customers of awarding a
CfD outside the competitive auction process would be the cost of supporting
the project under consideration relative to the cost of supporting any projects
displaced. As part of the impact assessment, DECC should consider the
suitable counterfactual in undertaking its assessment of costs.110

2.166

These incremental costs could be either positive or negative. If awarding a
CfD outside the competitive auction process increases the costs relative to
the counterfactual (eg if a tidal lagoon project displaces lower cost offshore
wind projects), doing so will result in a positive incremental cost. However, if
awarding a CfD outside the competitive auction process results in lower
costs than would have resulted under the counterfactual (eg if a nuclear
power station displaces higher cost offshore wind projects), the incremental
costs would be negative.

2.167

In order to ensure maximum transparency, we consider that DECC should
set out the incremental costs in terms of total costs (net present value), total
annual costs, and average impact on customer bills.
o

2.168

Externalities

Where the case for supporting a high cost project is based on it resulting in
lower costs for similar projects in future – ie it results in long-run externalities

110

For example, if DECC opts to award a CfD to a tidal lagoon generator, the incremental cost would be the cost
of supporting that project minus the cost of providing that volume of generation from the projects that are
displaced as a result (eg offshore wind).
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– DECC should set out the evidence informing its view that supporting the
project will result in lower total costs to customers over the long run. In doing
so, DECC should demonstrate that supporting a given technology will result
in cost reductions that would not materialise absent support.111 Any impact
of these externalities should be weighed against any incremental costs
identified above.
2.169

Supporting a given technology could result in either positive or negative
externalities. If awarding a CfD outside the competitive auction process
decreases the costs of future projects of the same technology, this may
reduce long-run costs (ie a positive externality). However, if the project
displaces other projects, it is possible that this could increase the costs of
projects involving that technology in the long run (ie a negative externality).
DECC should take both these impacts into account.

2.170

It is important to note that demonstrating cost reductions alone does not
necessarily indicate that there is a case for supporting a given technology. In
order for there to be benefits to customers, the future costs would need to be
low enough that this technology would form part of the future energy system
(ie it would actually need to be deployed at this lower cost). If this were not
the case, any future cost reductions would not deliver a lower cost energy
system in future.112

2.171

Where it is not possible to quantify these impacts, DECC should nevertheless be transparent about the trade-offs it is making in reaching its decisions.
For example, if it has quantified the incremental cost of allocating a CfD outside the competitive auction process, but is unable to quantify the benefits
(positive externalities), it should be able to articulate clearly why it considers
that the benefits can be expected to exceed the costs.

111

As noted above, there may also be projects where DECC is considering allocating a CfD outside the competitive auction process, without the expectation of significant future cost reductions. For example, DECC’s main
rationale for allocating a CfD to Hinkley Point C was not to reduce the cost of future nuclear plants. Rather it considered that securing reliable, long-term, low carbon baseload generation at the agreed strike price represented
good value for consumers (without relying on future cost reductions). While its case for awarding a CfD outside
the competitive auction process in such cases does not rely on future cost reductions for nuclear power stations,
DECC should nevertheless consider the impact on the future costs of any technologies displaced by its decision
to award a CfD directly (ie whether there are any negative externalities from supporting the project in question).
112 Take the example of a project that requires support of £200/MWh now, in order to reduce the required support
of future projects to £150/MWh in the 2020s (instead of remaining at £200/MWh without support). While supporting this technology would clearly reduce the costs of future projects involving that technology, even following this
reduction the cost may be prohibitively high. As a result, such a technology may be unlikely to form part of an
efficient future energy system, despite reducing its cost. As a result, despite support leading to a reduction in cost
of the technology in the long run, it is unlikely to deliver benefits to consumers.
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o

Other impacts

2.172

In addition to considering the impacts outlined above, DECC should also
consider a range of broader impacts. As with the direct impact on costs and
externalities set out above, these impacts should be considered relative to
the counterfactual of not awarding a CfD outside the competitive auction
process.

2.173

These broader benefits could be either positive or negative. For example,
where a particular technology results in lower ‘system-wide costs’,113 or
where supporting a given technology would result in a more diverse energy
system,114 these may result in positive impacts that DECC may want to take
into account. Conversely, where DECC is considering awarding a CfD to a
project that has certain, less desirable characteristics (eg risks around waste
disposal for nuclear, or impacts on air quality for other types of plant), DECC
should factor this into its assessment of the costs and benefits of awarding a
CfD outside the competitive auction process.

2.174

This does not provide an exhaustive list of the other factors DECC may wish
to consider in its impact assessment. As with the other impacts, it should aim
to quantify these where possible. Where it is unable to do so, it should
articulate clearly why it places value on them, the trade-offs it is making, and
why it considers these to be in the best interests of customers.115

2.175

As set out above, we are proposing to recommend that DECC undertakes
and consults on impact assessments at two stages when it is considering
allocating CfDs outside the competitive auction process. We set out below
the types of analysis we would expect DECC to undertake for each of these
assessments.

113

For example, if DECC is considering supporting a given low carbon technology that is readily dispatchable or
has a more predictable output than the technology that is displaced (i.e. the technology that would be deployed
under the counterfactual), there may be benefits of supporting this technology that cannot be measured by
comparing only the required levels of support (strike price).
114 It is impossible to predict the precise characteristics of a future efficient energy system. As a result, there is
likely to be some value in ensuring that GB low carbon generation consists of a diverse range of technologies.
Ensuring this diverse mix may come at a cost (as it may require not always deploying the lowest cost
technologies), but may deliver benefits through added resilience.
115 For example, it should set out the incremental costs of its proposed course of action (as set out above), and
why it considers that the benefits of securing a source of dispatchable low carbon generation can be expected to
outweigh these costs (even if it is unable to quantify the benefits).
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Assessments before and after negotiations

o

Before entering into negotiations with a party

2.176

An impact assessment at this early stage would be strategic in nature, as it
would not, for example, be able to reflect detailed contractual provisions that
would be negotiated at a later date.116 However, we consider that there is
value in DECC setting out at a ‘high level’ why it considers that awarding a
CfD directly may be in customers’ best interests at this stage, and why it
considers that the project in question should not have to compete for a CfD
in the competitive auction process (as discussed above). While DECC’s
understanding of the underlying costs and benefits of awarding a CfD is
likely to be limited at this stage, it should be in a position to articulate why it
is planning to do so, and the range of potential impacts.117

2.177

On assessing the incremental costs, DECC should undertake assessments
of the underlying costs of different generating technologies on a regular
basis.118 While it should undertake considerably more detailed assessments
of costs before reaching a decision to award a CfD outside the competitive
auction process (including an in-depth assessment of the specific project’s
claimed costs), these broad estimates should enable DECC to set out the
approximate costs of entering into a CfD with a given project. By making
reasonable assumptions about the deployment of technologies under the
counterfactual, DECC should be able to undertake an analysis of the incremental cost of awarding a CfD outside the competitive auction process.119

2.178

As with assessing the direct impact on costs, DECC may be unable to
undertake a full assessment of the externalities at this early stage. However,
we consider that DECC should have developed a good understanding of the
nature of the technology ahead of entering into negotiations, and as a result
should be able to set out at a high level its assessment of the potential for
supporting a project to enable future cost reductions. As a result, where
DECC’s case for allocating a CfD outside the competitive auction process

116

The level of detail with which DECC could set out the costs and benefits at this early stage is likely to vary with
different types of project, based on its knowledge of different technology types.
117 DECC did consult on its decision to enter into negotiations with Swansea Bay Tidal Lagoon, but did not
publish an assessment of the likely costs and benefits of doing so.
118 We understand that DECC currently does this. See for example DECC (2013), Electricity Generation Costs.
119 In addition to DECC’s own estimates of cost, potential developers may already set out the strike price they
would require to invest (for example, in the case of Swansea Bay Tidal Lagoon, the developer has set out that it
would require a strike price of £168/MWh – see Pöyry (March 2014), Levelised costs of power from tidal lagoons
– A report to Tidal Lagoon Power plc). While DECC should not put too much weight on this figure, given the
potential incentives for the developer to behave strategically in stating the level of subsidy it requires, it does
provide a starting point (potentially an upper bound) for assessing the potential costs of supporting a project.
Indeed, if developers thought that overstating these costs at an early stage could result in failing to get beyond
this initial stage, they may face greater incentives to report their required level of support truthfully.
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relies on these types of positive externality, it should be able to articulate at
a high level why it considers that these benefits are likely to outweigh any
costs identified.
2.179

Regarding its assessment of other impacts, DECC should be able to set out
at this early stage its understanding of the characteristics (both positive and
negative) of the generating technology it is considering supporting (eg
predictability of output).

2.180

Overall, we consider that DECC should have sufficient information at this
stage to set out its broad assessment of the likely costs and benefits of
awarding a CfD outside the competitive auction process.
o

Following negotiations with a party

2.181

After concluding negotiations with a party, DECC should have a detailed
understanding of the project’s costs and the strike price it would require. 120
In addition, we would expect that by this point, DECC would have firmed up
its view of the likely counterfactual (or set out a range of possible scenarios,
if necessary). This should enable it to assess the likely incremental costs of
supporting a given project in a considerably more detailed and robust
manner than it would have been able to do under the initial high-level impact
assessment.121

2.182

By this late stage of the process, DECC should have developed a good
understanding of the extent to which there is scope for cost reductions in
future (where applicable), and the extent to which these are dependent on
supporting the technology now. As DECC’s understanding of the project’s
costs would have improved over the course of the negotiations (through
rigorous and independent assessment of its reported costs), so should
DECC’s understanding of the technology’s cost structure more generally,
and therefore the potential for cost savings in the future, and the extent to
which any future cost savings are dependent on supporting the project in
question.122

We would expect DECC to undertake independent verification of the project’s reported costs as part of its
assessment.
121 As noted above, we consider that DECC should set out its estimates of the incremental cost in terms of total
amount (net present value) for the project, total annual costs, and average impact on consumer bills.
122 Where DECC is unable to quantify the impact of these externalities, having identified its estimate of the costs
of supporting a project, it should be able to set out the thresholds for future cost savings and levels of deployment
beyond which it would expect the benefits of the externalities to outweigh any incremental costs identified. For
example, DECC may conclude that given the costs of supporting a project, it would have to reduce the strike
price required for future projects by £50/MWh and achieve deployment of 2 GW in order for the benefits of these
externalities to outweigh the costs. DECC should be sufficiently well-informed by this point to be able to explain
120
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2.183

By this late stage, DECC should have a more refined view of the value it
places on any of the other impacts identified, and should therefore have
more advanced thinking around the value of trading off the level of support
(cost) for these other characteristics.123

DECC to undertake and consult on a clear and thorough assessment before
allocating technologies between pots and the CfD budget to the different pots
2.184

In our provisional findings report, we set out our provisional finding that the
mechanisms for allocating CfDs are a feature of the GB wholesale electricity
market giving rise to an AEC due to the absence of an obligation for DECC
to (among other things) regularly monitor the division of technologies
between different pots, which form the basis of CfD auctions, and provide a
clear justification when deciding on the allocation of budgets between the
pots for each CfD auction.

2.185

As set out in the introduction to this section, we consider that a technology
neutral competitive auction should be DECC’s starting point when
considering how to allocate CfDs, as it ensures that CfDs are allocated to
the projects with the lowest costs from the entire pool of potential bidders.

2.186

DECC’s decision to separate technologies and budgets into different pots
risks allocating CfDs to currently more costly (less efficient) projects, while
excluding less costly (more efficient) ones. Given the large amounts of
support being allocated to renewable generators, decisions in this area have
the potential to have considerable impacts on customers’ bills.

2.187

We recognise that there may be cases where a technology neutral
competitive auction could not be expected to result in an efficient outcome
over the long term, for example if supporting less developed technologies
enables them to lower their costs in future (ie positive externalities). Indeed,
even where a technology neutral competitive auction may result in an
efficient outcome, it may nevertheless not result in an outcome that
minimises costs to customers now or in the longer run (eg if it results in
successful projects receiving considerably more support than they require).

whether it considers this to be a likely scenario, and therefore whether the benefits of supporting a project are
likely to outweigh the costs.
123 We note that no such assessment was carried out in relation to the FIDeR projects. If any such assessment
had been carried out, we do not believe that it would have led to the conclusion that it was in customers’ interests
to allocate the FIDeR projects outside of the competitive auction process. As noted in our provisional findings
report, we consider that the CfDs awarded to offshore wind projects under FIDeR resulted in consumers paying
approximately £250–£310 million per year more than had these CfDs been awarded at the strike price received
by the two offshore wind projects that were successful in the first competitive CfD auction. We noted that the cost
characteristics of the FIDeR projects were very similar to the projects awarded CfDs through the competition
auction process less than a year later.
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2.188

However, as set out in our provisional findings report, we have not been
made aware of any significant analysis undertaken by DECC on the
rationale for its decision on how to allocate the technologies and budget
between the pots for the first CfD auction in the manner it chose to do so.

2.189

In our provisional findings report, we did not quantify customer detriment
arising from DECC’s initial decision to allocate budgets to pots for the first
CfD auction, but we noted that the absence of robust analysis increases the
risk of customer detriment in the future. Recent modelling work undertaken
by NERA124 (discussed in more detail below) estimates that for a potential
CfD auction in 2017, holding a technology neutral competitive auction would
result in a cost reduction of £50 million per year compared with keeping the
same allocation of technologies and budgets to pots as in the 2015 CfD
auction. This illustrates the significant impacts that DECC’s decisions in this
area can have on the costs faced by customers (who ultimately pay for the
support to low carbon generators). It is essential, therefore, that DECC
makes such decisions based on rigorous analysis, and communicates this in
a clear and transparent manner.
Aim of the proposed remedy

2.190

The aim of the proposed remedy is to ensure that, in future, when making
decisions about the technologies and budgets to allocate to different auction
pots, DECC undertakes a rigorous and transparent analysis of the impacts
of its decisions. As with the proposed remedy discussed above concerning
undertaking and consulting on impact assessments before allocating CfDs
outside the competitive auction process, we consider that there are the
following likely benefits of DECC undertaking and consulting on such an
assessment:
(a) Improved decision-making: The proposed remedy aims to improve
DECC’s decision-making process by encouraging it to undertake a
rigorous analysis before making decisions with potentially costly
outcomes. By consulting on such analysis, this will further ensure that
DECC has undertaken a rigorous analysis. In doing so, this will increase
the likelihood of DECC following the lowest cost path to achieving
decarbonisation targets and minimising costs for energy customers.
(b) Increased transparency: In addition to enabling stakeholders to provide
feedback and challenge to DECC’s proposals (which as noted above will
reinforce the robustness of DECC’s decision-making), increased

NERA (October 2015), Modelling the GB Renewable Electricity CfD Auctions – the cost of excluding onshore
wind and maintaining separate pots – A project for Citizens Advice – Final Report.
124
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transparency may increase stakeholders’ trust in the energy markets. To
the extent that this proposed remedy gives stakeholders greater clarity
around the budget available for future CfD auctions, it may also enable
developers to make better-informed decisions regarding whether to
develop future projects to the stage where they can bid in CfD auctions.
2.191

We note that the European Commission cleared the CfD regime under state
aid rules.125 It may, however, under Article 108 of the Treaty on the
Functioning of the European Union (TFEU), review this regime. If the
European Commission finds that the CfD regime is no longer compatible or
is being misused, it may decide to require the UK government to abolish or
alter such regime. In addition, parties are able to challenge decisions to
allocate CfDs by judicial review.

2.192

In addition, we consider it unlikely that the European Commission will revisit
the allocation of technologies and budgets on a regular basis. It is therefore
important that DECC undertakes regular reviews in order to ensure that the
allocation of technologies and budgets to pots remains in the interests of
customers.
Parties’ views

2.193

Below is a summary of parties’ responses to our provisional findings. 126 A
number of parties set out their support for our proposed remedy.127 In
addition, a number of parties (Drax, EDF Energy, Renewable UK, [] and
Scottish Power) all set out more general views around the need to move
towards technology neutral competitive auctions. Citizens Advice and E.ON
also set out that the process of reviewing the allocation of technologies to
pots should enable DECC to establish which technologies had developed
sufficiently to move into the ‘more established’ technologies pot (Pot 1).
EDF Energy noted that less established technologies that failed to reduce
costs should not be supported indefinitely and that those that did reduce
costs should be moved into Pot 1 at the appropriate time.

2.194

A large number of parties agreed that the proposed remedy would increase
transparency around DECC’s decision-making.128 However, Ecotricity set
out its view that despite increasing transparency, our proposed remedy
would not ensure that DECC was obliged to act on the findings of its

125

The CfD scheme was approved by the European Commission under state aid rules (European Commission
(July 2014), Letter to the United Kingdom, State aid SA.36196 (2014/N) – electricity market reform – contract for
difference for renewables.
126 See responses to provisional findings and notice of possible remedies.
127 These included Co-operative Energy, Drax, E.ON, Good Energy, RWE, SSE, Which?
128 These included Carbon Capture & Storage Association, Centrica, Ecotricity, EDF Energy, ENGIE, E.ON, SSE.
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analysis. National Grid recognised the value of a transparent process for
allocating CfDs.
2.195

We received a range of responses regarding the regularity with which DECC
should undertake analysis of the appropriate allocation of technologies to
pots:
(a) Citizens Advice, EDF Energy and E.ON set out that DECC should
undertake this analysis ahead of each auction;
(b) Ecotricity and ENGIE set out that this should be done annually;
(c) Centrica set out that this should take place every two years as a default,
if an earlier consultation had not been triggered by proposed changes in
approach;
(d) Co-operative Energy set out that this should take place at a minimum of
every two years; and
(e) Scottish Power considered that this should take place ‘once every few
years’.

2.196

Two parties (Renewable UK and Good Energy) also set out that it was
important for DECC to make any announcement around the allocation of
technologies to pots considerably ahead of the auction in order to ensure
predictability for investors. Renewable UK suggested that there should be
clarity around the allocation of technologies two auctions ahead, while Good
Energy considered that changes should be signalled several auctions ahead
of time. On a similar note, Citizens Advice and [] both set out that it was
hard to predict the amount of levy control framework budget remaining, and
that it was important to have clarity on this to reduce risks to investors.

2.197

All parties offering an opinion (Centrica, EDF Energy, E.ON and ENGIE) set
out that they did not consider that DECC should face absolute limits on the
proportion of budget it was able to allocate to each of the pots.
Design considerations

2.198

In this section we set out our provisional views on the sort of analysis DECC
should undertake when deciding whether and how to allocate different
technologies to different pots in the CfD auctions, and how to allocate the
budget between the CfD pots.

2.199

As set out in paragraph 2.156 above, there may be objective and compelling
justification for DECC to depart from allocating CfDs under a single,
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technology neutral competitive auction. As part of our proposed remedy, we
do not propose to recommend absolute restrictions on the circumstances in
which DECC can depart from allocating CfDs under a single, technology
neutral competitive auction. However, we set out below two possible
justifications for separating technologies and budgets into pots in the CfD
auctions:
(a) As noted above in the context of awarding CfDs outside the competitive
auction process, there may be positive externalities associated with
supporting particular types of currently less developed technology. In
such cases, there may be an argument for DECC to support these
technologies now, in order to reduce the costs of future projects of the
same technology.
(b) In addition, it is possible that customers may be better off if DECC
allocates ‘high cost’ and ‘low cost’ technologies to separate pots, with
separate auctions held for each, despite the risk of inefficient allocation.
Under a single, technology neutral competitive auction, low cost bidders
could be expected to receive a level of support considerably above the
amount they require.129 By separating the auction into different pots,
DECC may be able to price discriminate, to ensure that lower cost
technologies receive only the low clearing price of the ‘low cost’ auction
rather than receiving the higher clearing price of a single auction. We
note, however, that this approach places a strong onus on DECC’s
ability accurately to estimate the different costs of different projects; if it
is wrong in its estimations it may well increase the cost to customers. As
a result, DECC should seek compelling evidence of the benefits to
customers in order to justify departing from a technology neutral
competitive allocation for this reason.


2.200

DECC to estimate increased costs of auction relative to technology
neutral competitive auction

We consider that a technology neutral competitive auction should be
DECC’s default approach to allocating CfDs, absent any objective and
compelling reason for departing from this. As set out above, departing from
this approach (by separating technologies and budget into pots) risks an

Under a single ‘pay as clear’ auction, all successful bidders would receive the clearing price set by the highest
successful bid; under a ‘pay as bid’ auction, bidders would likely face incentives to bid close to the amount they
expect the highest successful bidder to bid. That is, under either design, in a single auction we would expect low
cost projects to secure strike prices above the level they require.
129
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inefficient allocation of CfDs, and potentially increases the costs of
supporting low carbon generation.
2.201

In the first CfD auction, DECC opted to divide the technologies and budget
into three separate pots, in order to support less developed technologies, in
the belief that it would decrease the costs of these technologies in the future
– to the long-run benefit of customers.

2.202

We consider that, in order to demonstrate that separating technologies and
budget into separate pots can be expected to be beneficial to customers,
DECC should estimate the extent to which the short-run costs of supporting
low carbon generation are affected by its decision. This can then be weighed
against any long-run benefits (eg cost reductions of future projects), to arrive
at the outcome that is best for customers.

2.203

We also propose to recommend that as part of its analysis DECC undertakes a modelling exercise to understand the likely impact of its decisions
concerning the allocation of technologies and budgets to pots in the CfD
auctions. We are aware that NERA has undertaken a similar exercise,130
which provides a useful example of the sort of work that can be done to
estimate the additional short-run costs of supporting less developed
technologies in the CfD auctions.

2.204

In its model, NERA constructed a supply curve of potential bidders based on
information about the pipeline of potential renewable generation projects and
assumptions around the strike prices that each project would require (and
therefore the level at which each project could be expected to bid). Using
this supply curve, it was able to compare the auction outcomes under a
range of different scenarios, including a technology neutral competitive
auction, and an auction that takes the same form as the completed 2015
auction (ie the same allocation of technologies and budgets to pots). As
noted above, NERA’s analysis suggests that the cost of support could be
reduced by £50 million per year131 by adopting a technology neutral
competitive auction.132

2.205

By undertaking (and consulting on) its own analysis of the likely auction
outcomes under different design parameters, DECC would be able to
estimate the impact on short-run costs of its decision to depart from a
technology neutral competitive auction. We would expect that with its

NERA (October 2015), Modelling the GB Renewable Electricity CfD Auctions – the cost of excluding onshore
wind and maintaining separate pots – A project for Citizens Advice – Final Report.
131 For each of the 15 years of the CfD.
132 Compared to adopting the same split of technologies and allocation of budgets to pots as DECC did in the first
CfD auction.
130
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understanding of the sector, DECC should be in a good position to make
sound assumptions about the pipeline of projects and their underlying costs
with which to populate such a model.
2.206

As set out above, it is possible that separating the CfD auction into different
pots could reduce the total costs to customers, if it reduces the extent to
which projects are able to secure a level of support above that which they
require. Undertaking a modelling exercise as outlined above should enable
DECC to assess whether separating the auction into pots would be justified
on these grounds.

2.207

It is worth noting that we consider it important to consider (a) the impact of
the decision to allocate technologies into different pots, and (b) the decision
concerning the allocation of budget to pots, together. In our view, it is not
possible to assess the impact of allocating different technologies to different
pots without reference to the level of budget that will be made available and
how it is to be split between the different pots.


DECC to assess long-run benefits of supporting less developed
technologies

2.208

Where possible, DECC should aim to quantify the extent to which the future
levels of cost for a given technology are likely to depend on the level of
support the technology receives in GB. This will enable it to weigh the
benefits of any long-run cost reductions against any increase in short-run
costs identified. While we do not expect that DECC will be able to predict
with certainty the precise impact of supporting a given technology on its
future costs, we consider that DECC should be able to gain a sufficient
understanding to make a well-reasoned argument for whether supporting a
given technology is likely to result in cost savings that would not otherwise
materialise.

2.209

We noted in our provisional findings report that The Crown Estate’s Offshore
Wind Cost Reduction Pathways report set out the potential for a 39%
decrease in the levelised cost of energy for offshore wind for projects
reaching final investment decision in 2020 compared with those that reached
final investment decision in 2011. Some of the possible future cost
reductions highlighted in the study, such as deploying larger wind turbines
as they are developed, may materialise without needing to support their
deployment in GB. Conversely, some other potential cost reductions – such
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as those that result from developing the GB supply chain for offshore wind
components – may be dependent on levels of GB deployment.133
2.210

We consider that DECC should, for instance, be able to make reasonable
estimates of the extent to which these different categories of potential cost
reduction may materialise both with and without GB support for offshore
wind. In addition, we would encourage DECC to undertake similar analysis
for other technologies it is considering supporting in this manner.

2.211

As noted in the previous section, cost reductions will benefit customers only
where the technology in question can be expected to be deployed in a future
efficient energy system. As a result, DECC should take this into account
when considering whether supporting a given technology is likely to result in
the long-run lowest cost path to meeting GB decarbonisation targets. In
addition, where supporting a given technology results in other projects being
displaced (not receiving CfDs when they would have under a technology
neutral competitive auction), DECC should consider the extent to which its
decision affects the future cost of the displaced technologies.


When should DECC undertake (and consult on) impact assessments?

2.212

In considering when, and how frequently, DECC should undertake and
consult on the analysis outlined above, there are two main factors to
consider. Firstly, it is important that the allocation of technologies and
budgets to pots takes place frequently enough that the CfD auctions result in
an efficient outcome (and therefore minimise costs to customers).

2.213

Secondly, it is important that potential bidders have sufficient foresight of the
auction parameters that they are able to make well-informed decisions about
whether to bid. Progressing a project to the point where it can bid in a CfD
auction can be costly, so ensuring that bidders are able to respond to
changes that may affect their likelihood of securing a CfD may minimise the
risks they face in developing projects. A number of respondents to our
provisional findings noted that the uncertainty around the future budgets
available to each technology may undermine the case for developing
projects to the point where they can compete in auctions (given the high
costs).

2.214

On balance, we consider that DECC should undertake and consult on an
assessment of the appropriate allocation of technologies and budgets to
pots prior to each CfD auction. In order to ensure that bidders have sufficient

133 Provisional

findings, Appendix 5.3.
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understanding of the budget available in order to make well-informed
decisions around whether to progress a project, DECC should finalise its
proposals for the allocation of technologies and budgets at least one year
ahead of each CfD auction.
2.215

We recognise that setting out these parameters a long time ahead of each
CfD auction will remove DECC’s flexibility to adjust the budget closer to the
date of the auction. However, we consider it important that potential bidders
are able to make well-informed decisions around whether to participate in
each auction. If they are unable to do so, it could reduce the pool of willing
bidders, potentially resulting in a less competitive auction and potentially
higher costs to customers.

Assessment of effectiveness and proportionality of remedies package
2.216

For the reasons set out above, we are proposing the following remedies
package to address the CfDs AEC and/or associated detriment:
(a) A recommendation to DECC to undertake and consult on a clear and
thorough impact assessment before awarding any CfD outside the CfD
auction mechanism.
(b) A recommendation to DECC to undertake and consult on a clear and
thorough assessment of the appropriate allocation of technologies and
CfD budgets between pots.
Assessment of effectiveness

2.217

In assessing the effectiveness of this proposed remedy, we believe this
proposed remedy package would be effective because it:
(a) meets its aim;
(b) is capable of effective implementation; and
(c) will be implemented in a timely manner.

2.218

The proposed remedies set out above seek to improve certain aspects of the
process for the allocation of CfDs, with a view to bolstering DECC’s ability to
achieve its decarbonisation objectives efficiently, improve the robustness of
DECC’s decision-making, increases stakeholders’ understanding of DECC’s
decisions (and therefore increase trust in the energy markets), and thereby
to reduce the risk of detriment identified in the AEC we have provisionally
found.
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2.219

Our proposed remedy relating to the non-competitive allocation of CfDs will
encourage DECC to carry out a rigorous and clear analysis required to reach
a decision that is cost-effective for customers, which will in our view reduce
the risk of CfDs being allocated to projects outside a competitive auction
process which may result in customer detriment.

2.220

Our proposed remedy regarding the allocation of technologies between
different pots will encourage DECC to monitor on an ongoing basis the
evolution of low carbon technologies, and their relative costs and benefits.
This will allow DECC to maintain a good understanding of the evolving costs
and externalities associated with each low carbon technology, again
minimising the risk of outcomes that are not in customers’ interests.

2.221

As a result of the implementation of these two remedies, we believe that the
CfD regime as a whole will be a more cost-effective mechanism for
achieving the UK decarbonisation objectives.

2.222

We note that the responsibility of any future decision concerning the award
of CfDs outside the competitive auction process, and the quality of such
decisions, rests with DECC. While more robust processes as per our
proposed remedy package will reduce the risk of suboptimal interventions, it
is in our view essential that DECC complies with the broader spirit of our
remedial action (see, for example, our proposed remedy package noted in
Section 10 below).

2.223

As noted in our guidelines, before deciding to implement a proposed remedy
by way of a recommendation to another public body, the CMA will form a
view as to the likelihood that the recommendation will be acted upon. In
reaching this view, the CMA must have regard to the stated policy of the
body to which the recommendation is to be directed. In this regard, we note
the government’s commitment to respond in writing to CMA recommendations within 90 days.134 Further, we believe that our recommendations are
consistent with the government’s stated policy, as set out in the its Green
Book on policy appraisal,135 which emphasises among other things the
importance of robust cost-benefit analysis prior to decisions being made,
and of reviewing policies to assess whether existing measures can be
improved.

2.224

In the light of the above, we believe that DECC will be well placed to implement our recommendations, and that DECC can implement the recommendations promptly after our final report (ie as regards any subsequent CfD

134
135

CC3, paragraph 327.
HM Treasury, The Green Book – Appraisal and Evaluation in Central Government.
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awards or auction processes). This is particularly the case given that the
remedies do not require any legislative changes. As noted above, these
recommendations are also consistent with the other aspects of our overall
proposed remedy package, including the remedies we have provisionally
decided upon concerning the governance AEC as set out in Section 10.
Assessment of proportionality
2.225

Based on the design features above, we believe this proposed remedy
package would be proportionate because it:
(a) is effective in achieving its legitimate aim;
(b) is no more onerous than needed to achieve its aim;
(c) is the least onerous if there is a choice between several effective
measures; and
(d) does not produce disadvantages which are disproportionate to the
aim.136

2.226

For the reasons noted in paragraphs 2.217 to 2.224 above, we believe the
proposed remedy package would be effective in achieving its legitimate aim.

2.227

As regards not producing disadvantages that are disproportionate to its aim,
we set out above the scale of the potential cost to customers from departing
from a technology neutral competitive auction. The scale of the support
available to renewable generation projects is considerable, meaning that
decisions around how to allocate CfDs can have enormous impacts on the
costs faced by customers.

2.228

In the case of the ‘non-competitive allocation proposed remedy’, we set out
that in awarding CfDs outside the competitive process under FIDeR,
customers are likely to face costs of approximately £250–£310 million higher
than may have been the case had these CfDs been awarded at the strike
price at which the first CfD auction cleared.

2.229

In the case of the ‘pot design proposed remedy’, while we did not quantify
the impact of DECC’s decision to allocate the majority of the CfD auction
budget to less developed technologies, more detailed modelling from NERA
suggests that the level of support to successful bidders was considerably

136

CC3, paragraph 344, citing the principles established in the Fedesa case, Case C-331/88, the Queen v
Minister of Agriculture, Fisheries and Food and Secretary of State for Health, ex parte: Fedesa and others, (1990)
ECR I-4023, paragraph 13.
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higher than it would have been under a technology neutral competitive
auction. NERA estimates that for a potential CfD auction in 2017, holding a
technology neutral competitive auction would result in a cost reduction of
£50 million per year compared with keeping the same allocation of
technologies and budgets to pots as in the 2015 auction.
2.230

We expect that the cost to DECC from implementing recommendations
would be low, both in terms of the additional resource needed to produce
and publish robust and clear impact assessments (as it already has
substantial expertise in undertaking this sort of analysis) and in terms of the
additional time it will take to hold the relevant consultations and consider
stakeholders’ responses (where such consultations are held at the points in
DECC’s timetable as noted above, we would expect DECC to factor this into
its project plans).

2.231

Given the scale of the costs identified and therefore the scope for overpayment if these decisions are not efficient, we believe that the costs and
timing implications of undertaking and consulting on the analysis outlined
above would be more than offset and, therefore, both would be proportionate
remedies. Even if undertaking this analysis improves the allocation of CfDs
only fractionally, it could have a significant impact on the costs to customers;
likely considerably in excess of the costs of undertaking such an analysis. As
a result, we consider that these remedies are no more onerous than is
needed to achieve their aims.

2.232

As set out above, we considered versions of these remedies that would have
been more onerous. Regarding DECC’s ability to allocate CfDs outside the
competitive auction process, we considered whether it would be appropriate
to recommend certain circumstances or types of project where DECC should
not allocate CfDs outside the CfD auction. However, we considered that the
version of the proposed remedy set out above (without such restrictions)
would be effective and less onerous. In addition, we considered whether it
would be appropriate to recommend limits on how DECC should allocate
budgets to pots in the CfD auction. However, we considered that the
proposed remedy would be effective and less onerous.
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3.

Retail supply to domestic customers: provisional AECs and associated
detriment

Introduction
3.1

In our provisional findings report and addendum we provisionally identified a
number of AECs affecting domestic retail energy markets, leading to
substantial levels of detriment for domestic customers (that is, outcomes that
were substantially worse than we would expect to see in a well-functioning
market).

3.2

In this section we have summarised our updated thinking and analysis
concerning the features contributing to these provisional AECs and the
detriment arising from them, distinguishing in both cases between domestic
customers according to a variety of dimensions, including tariff type, meter
type and payment method.

Summary of provisional AECs and updated analysis of features
3.3

In our provisional findings report published in July 2015, we provisionally
found four AECs concerning domestic retail energy markets. We
provisionally found: one AEC relating to weak customer response (the
Domestic Weak Customer Response AEC); and three AECs relating to
aspects of the regulatory framework (the Regulatory AECs). These relate to:
the ‘simpler choices’ component of the RMR rules (the RMR AEC); the gas
settlement system; and the absence of a firm plan for moving to half-hourly
settlement for domestic electricity customers (the Settlement AECs).137

3.4

In relation to the Domestic Weak Customer Response AEC, we provisionally
found that:
(a) a combination of features of the markets for domestic retail supply of gas
and electricity in GB give rise to an AEC through an overarching feature
of weak customer response, which, in turn, gives suppliers a position of
unilateral market power concerning their inactive customer base which
they are able to exploit through their pricing policies or otherwise. More
particularly, these features are as follows:
(i) Customers’ limited awareness of and interest in their ability to switch
energy supplier.

137

The Settlement AECs also concern the SME retail energy markets.
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(ii) For certain customers, actual and perceived barriers to accessing
and assessing information relating to domestic retail gas and
electricity supply.
(iii) Actual and/or perceived barriers to switching.
(iv) Prepayment meters place technical constraints on customers on
such meters from engaging fully with the markets.
3.5

In relation to the Regulatory AECs, we provisionally found that:
(a) the ‘simpler choices’ component of the RMR rules gives rise to an AEC
through reducing retail suppliers’ ability to innovate in designing tariff
structures to meet customer demand, in particular, over the long term,
and by softening competition between PCWs;
(b) the current system of gas settlement gives rise to an AEC through the
inefficient allocation of costs to parties and the scope it creates for
gaming, which reduces the efficiency and, therefore, the
competitiveness of domestic and microbusiness retail gas supply; and
(c) the absence of a firm plan for moving to half-hourly settlement for
domestic electricity customers gives rise to an AEC through the
distortion of suppliers’ incentives to encourage their customers to
change their consumption profile, which overall reduces the efficiency
and, therefore, the competitiveness of domestic and microbusiness retail
electricity supply.

3.6

In addition, on 16 December 2015, we published an addendum setting out
features that in our view give rise to a fifth AEC in the domestic retail
markets, separate from and additional to the Domestic Weak Customer
Response AEC and the Regulatory AECs that we had previously identified,
relating specifically to prepayment customers (the Prepayment AEC). We
have provisionally found that these features, in combination, reduce retail
suppliers’ incentives (and, for some, their ability) to compete to acquire
prepayment customers (in particular, customers with an outstanding debt or
a poor credit history) and to innovate by offering tariff structures that meet
customers’ demand. As a result, the tariffs available in the prepayment meter
segments are not competitively priced compared with the direct debit
segments.

3.7

These features are as follows:
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(a) Technical constraints that limit the ability of all suppliers, and in
particular new entrants, to innovate by offering tariff structures that meet
demand from prepayment customers who do not have a smart meter.
(b) Softened incentives for all suppliers, and in particular new entrants, to
compete to acquire prepayment customers due to:
(i) actual and perceived higher costs to engage with, and acquire,
prepayment customers compared with other customers; and
(ii) a low prospect of successfully completing the switch of indebted
customers, who represent about 15% of prepayment customers.
3.8

We received many responses from parties to our provisional findings report
and the addendum, and have conducted further analysis. As a result, our
understanding of two of the provisional AECs – the Domestic Weak
Customer Response AEC and the Prepayment AEC – has developed. In the
rest of this section, we set out our updated thinking on the relative strength
of these provisional AECs and the features contributing to them for three
different categories of customer, defined according to the meter they use:
(a) Customers on single-rate credit meters and Economy 7 credit meters:
we have updated our gains from switching analysis to assess the most
recent evidence on the Domestic Weak Customer Response AEC for
these customers.
(b) Customers on prepayment meters: we have considered parties’
responses and reviewed recent evidence in relation to both the
Prepayment AEC and the Domestic Weak Customer Response AEC for
these customers.
(c) Customers on restricted meters: we have considered parties’ responses
and conducted new analysis to assess the extent to which the Domestic
Weak Customer Response AEC applies to these customers.

Customers on standard and Economy 7 meters
3.9

Domestic customers on single-rate credit meters (henceforth referred to as
‘standard meters’) and Economy 7 credit meters comprise the substantial
majority of all domestic customers. Most of our analysis in the provisional
findings report concerned these categories of customer.

3.10

In the provisional findings report, we noted a number of pieces of evidence
that were consistent with these customers exhibiting weak customer
response, including our customer survey, evidence on the numbers of
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customers on default tariffs and the existence of material, persistent gains
from switching supplier, tariff and/or payment method that go unexploited by
such customers. We do not summarise this evidence here, but present the
results of updated analysis of gains from switching.
Updated analysis of gains from switching
3.11

Since the publication of our provisional findings report, we have updated the
gains from switching analysis, as follows:
(a) We have extended the Relevant Period of the analysis from Q1 2012 to
Q2 2015.138
(b) We have extended the calculations of annual potential savings to
customers of the four Mid-tier Suppliers (ie Co-operative Energy, First
Utility, Ovo Energy, Utility Warehouse).
(c) We have improved the quality of all existing data, such as missing
observations and erroneous entries.
(d) We have defined new switching scenarios to shed light on the potential
range of customer choices.139
Summary of results

3.12

The revised results are set out in full in Appendix 3.2. As expected, and
consistent with previous results, the gains available to customers differ quite
substantially according to the scenario chosen and category of customer
concerned (and in particular, the supplier they are with, the type of tariff they
are on and the payment method they employ). The table below shows
average period results for the domestic customers of the Six Large Energy
Firms under the most liberal scenario for customer choice taking into
account exit fees (scenario 5x).140

138

The analysis presented in the provisional findings report covered the period Q1 2012 to Q2 2014.
Appendix 3.2 provides a full description of the new data, the updated methodology we have employed and the
new scenarios we have defined.
140 In this scenario, customers are able to switch supplier, tariff, payment method (except for prepayment
customers, reflecting the greater barriers they face in using other payment methods), and gains are reduced to
reflect the exit fees a customer may incur in moving from a non-standard tariff. Appendix 3.2 presents the results
of a broad range of scenarios, which differ according to the parameters of choice available to the customer.
139
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Table 3.1: Weighted average savings under scenario 5x for domestic customers of the Six
Large Energy Firms on different tariffs and payment methods Q1 2012 to Q2 2015
Dual or single fuel
Dual
Dual
Dual
Dual
Single gas
Single gas
Single gas
Single gas
Single electricity
Single electricity
Single electricity
Single electricity

Tariff type

Payment type

Non-standard
SVT
SVT
SVT
Non-standard
SVT
SVT
SVT
Non-standard
SVT
SVT
SVT

All
Direct debit
Standard credit
Prepayment
All
Direct debit
Standard credit
Prepayment
All
Direct debit
Standard credit
Prepayment

Average savings
under scenario 5x, £

Average savings
under scenario 5x, %

109
205
245
70
96
132
142
48
55
95
118
45

9
16
23
8
14
19
24
13
9
15
23
8

Source: CMA analysis.
Note: SVT = standard variable tariff.

3.13

In summary, the results are broadly consistent with those we found at
provisional findings:
(a) there were material, persistent savings available to customers of the Six
Large Energy Firms over the period;
(b) the savings available to SVT customers were, on average, larger than
savings available to non-standard tariff customers; and
(c) the savings available to standard credit customers were, on average,
higher than those available to customers on other payment methods.

3.14

We also note that the savings available to customers on prepayment meters
were, on average, substantially lower than those available to other
customers, reflecting the more restricted range of tariffs available to them.
This is discussed in more detail in the section on prepayment customers
below.

3.15

We note that the overall gains available to customers of the Six Large
Energy Firms are somewhat higher than previously calculated. For example,
we previously calculated that the weighted average gains to all the dual fuel
customers of the Six Large Energy Firms was £159,141 and this has now
risen to £164 per dual fuel customer, as a result of improvements to data
quality, methodology and the extended period of analysis.

141

Note that this £159 figure is based on the most flexible scenario without taking into account exit fees (scenario
5) and this is therefore not a like for like comparison. For scenario 5 the weighted average gains to all the dual
fuel customers of the Six Large Energy Firms has now risen to £172. In scenario 5, customers are able to switch
supplier, tariff and payment method (except for prepayment customers, reflecting the greater barriers they face in
using other payment methods). Appendix 3.2 presents the results of a broad range of scenarios, which differ
according to the parameters of choice available to the customer.
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Differences in savings by supplier
3.16

We also found that the savings available to customers of the Six Large
Energy Firms were on average higher than those for the customers of the
Mid-tier Suppliers. However, there were large differences between firms
within each category:
(a) the savings available to dual fuel customers of the Six Large Energy
Firms, with period savings under scenario 5x highest for the customers
of [] and lowest for the customers of []; and
(b) the savings available to dual fuel customers of the Mid-tier Suppliers,
with period savings highest for the customers of [] and lowest for the
customers of [].

3.17

We draw on the data and other analysis in making our assessment of the
competitive benchmark price as set out in the section on the analysis of
detriment below.
Comparison of savings by supplier over time

3.18

We have also assessed how the potential savings to customers have
evolved over time. Figure 3.1 below shows the annual potential savings from
switching (% of the bill) available to dual fuel SVT customers (excluding
those on prepayment meters) of each of the Six Large Energy Firms over
time under scenario 5x.
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Figure 3.1: Weighted average potential savings (% of the bill) available to the dual fuel SVT
standard meter customers (excluding prepayment) of the Six Large Energy Firms and of the
Mid-tier Suppliers under scenario 5x
Six Large Energy Firms
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Mid-tier Suppliers

Source: CMA analysis.
Notes:
1. Within each quarter the weighted average is calculated using data on the distribution of consumption and the weights reflect
the number of accounts that belong to each tariff.
2. In Q1 2012, Q2 2012 and Q3 2013, First Utility did not have a standard evergreen product.
3. Base: all dual fuel SVT customers (excluding prepayment).

3.19

Figure 3.1 shows that, for the SVT customers (excluding those on
prepayment) of the Six Large Energy Firms, annual potential savings fell
somewhat between Q1 2012 and Q3 2013 but have risen substantially over
the past two years, and have reached their highest level in the most recent
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period of the analysis, Q2 2015, reaching an equivalent of between £310
and £360.142 There is a similar pattern for the SVT customers of the Mid-tier
Suppliers, although there is a bigger disparity in the positions of individual
suppliers. We also note that the Mid-tier Suppliers have far fewer customers
on the SVT than the Six Large Energy Firms: 26% of their gas customers
and 28% of their electricity customers are subscribed to SVT143 compared to
around 70% of the customers of the Six Large Energy Firms for gas and
electricity separately.144
3.20

We note that in February 2016, the Six Large Energy Firms announced a
reduction in price of their gas tariffs, ranging from 5 to 5.4%.145 These
announcements relate mainly to their SVTs (see Appendix 8.5 of our
provisional findings report). The cuts are expected to come into effect from
February to March 2016.

3.21

However, we do not believe this will materially change the pattern of results
seen in the chart above. Indeed, gains may even have increased further,
since we would expect the acquisition tariffs to follow more closely the
reduction in wholesale gas and electricity prices, which comprise roughly
50% of the total costs incurred in supplying gas and electricity and have
fallen around 33% and 20% since Q2 2015, respectively.

3.22

Figure 3.2 and Figure 3.3 show the day-ahead146 baseload147 price as
monthly average for the period January 2012 to February 2016 separately
for gas and electricity. We note that wholesale gas prices have been on a
broadly downward trend since their highs in 2013. Particularly, we note that
prices in February 2016 were on average 42% down compared to the same
period the previous year. Electricity wholesale prices reflect changes to the
price of gas as a key fuel source used to generate electricity in Great Britain.

142

See Appendix 3.2.
CMA analysis of Mid-tier Suppliers’ tariff data used in the analysis of the potential gains from switching, see
Appendix 3.2, Table 83 and Table 84.
144 CMA analysis of customer accounts data for the Six Large Energy Firms.
145 EDF Energy announced a price cut of 5%; British Gas announced a price cut of 5.1% (British Gas also cut its
gas prices by 5% in August 2015); E.ON announced a price cut of 5.1%; RWE npower announced a price cut of
5.2%; SSE announced a price cut of 5.3%; and Scottish Power announced a price cut of 5.4%.
146 We note that day-ahead prices are just one measure of the price of gas and they do not reflect the price that
suppliers will have paid for their gas.
147 The baseload rate refers to a contract for electricity that is produced continually throughout the day and is
distinct from ‘peak rates’ when electricity is bought/sold for consumption at peak times (7am to 7pm).
143
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Figure 3.2: Wholesale gas day-ahead price – monthly average (GB)
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Source: CMA analysis of data provided by ICIS Heren.

Figure 3.3: Wholesale electricity day-ahead price – monthly average (GB)
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Source: CMA analysis of data provided by ICIS Heren.

Provisional conclusion
3.23

Our most recent analysis of the gains from switching available to customers
has strengthened our view that substantial numbers of domestic customers
on standard meters and Economy 7 meters exhibit weak customer response.
Indeed the most recent evidence demonstrates that the gains available to –
but not exploited by – SVT customers (who still make up the substantial
majority of the customers of the Six Large Energy Firms) have increased
considerably over the last two years.
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Customers on prepayment meters
3.24

This section sets out our updated views on the nature and importance of the
constraints facing prepayment customers, considering both:
(a) the Prepayment AEC; and
(b) the Domestic Weak Customer Response AEC.
Prepayment AEC

3.25

The proportion of customers on prepayment meters has increased steadily
over the last 20 years, from 7% in 1996 to 16% currently.148 Unlike the
choice of whether to pay by direct debit or standard credit, prepayment is not
generally a choice on the part of the customer. Prepayment meters are
generally installed where a customer has had a poor payment history or in
certain types of accommodation such as student accommodation. Nearly all
prepayment customers are on SVTs, reflecting the limited choice of nonstandard tariffs they face.

3.26

In our addendum to provisional findings, we identified particular supply-side
constraints affecting customers on ‘dumb’ (ie non-smart) prepayment meters
and which limit the extent of competition in the segments. These constraints,
arising from the dumb prepayment infrastructure, take the form of limitations
on the numbers of tariffs that suppliers can offer due to the limited number of
gas and electricity tariff ‘slots’. We found these constraints to be particularly
binding for new entrants in gas on account of the low availability of gas tariff
slots – over 85% of which were held by the Six Large Energy Firms,
including a large proportion that they were not using.149

3.27

We also provisionally found softened incentives for all suppliers, and in
particular new entrants, to compete to acquire all prepayment customers,
whether on smart or dumb prepayment meters. This was due to actual and
perceived higher costs to engage with, and acquire, these customers
compared with other customers, and the low prospect of successfully
completing the switch of indebted customers (who represent about 15% of
prepayment customers).150

148

We note that as at Q2 2015 for electricity roughly 16% of customers were on prepayment meters, roughly
24% of customers paid by standard credit and 60% paid by direct debit. For gas roughly 15% of customers were
on prepayment meters, roughly 23% of customers paid by standard credit and 62% paid by direct debit. CMA
analysis of data provided by the Six Large Energy Firms, Mid-tier Suppliers, Utilita and Economy Energy.
149 See the addendum.
150 See the addendum.
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3.28

Our provisional analysis of the prepayment segments suggested that
competition is significantly weaker than in the wider GB domestic retail
energy markets. We found that entry and expansion by suppliers other than
the Six Large Energy Firms in the prepayment segments is slower, and that
entry is limited to fewer suppliers, than we have observed in the broader
domestic markets. We also found that the range of tariffs available to
prepayment customers is significantly more limited than those available in
the credit meter segments, and that the cheapest tariffs that are offered by
suppliers to prepayment customers are significantly higher (even accounting
for differentials in the costs to serve) than the cheapest tariffs in the direct
debit segments.

3.29

As part of our provisional analysis, we also considered in detail a number of
characteristics of the prepayment meter segments that may account for the
outcomes we found, including:
(a) technical constraints in the prepayment meter segments;
(b) higher costs of acquiring customers in the prepayment meter segments,
and especially so for new entrants;
(c) the complexities involved in the assignment of customer debt in some
prepayment meter switches; and
(d) the opportunity costs that the four-tariff rule imposes on suppliers
seeking to target particular segments of the market with competitive
offerings.
 Responses to the addendum

3.30

We received a large number of responses to the addendum. The majority of
respondents, including some of the Six Large Energy Firms, agreed that
some of the constraints that we identified in the addendum have contributed
to the poor outcomes in these market segments.

3.31

Several independent suppliers gave us examples of the difficulties that they
encountered when they tried to secure a gas tariff page in order to enter or
expand their offering in the prepayment meter segments. Robin Hood
Energy told us that it signed a contract with Siemens in May 2015 but this
contract could not be fulfilled due to a lack of slot availability. Robin Hood
Energy contacted Ofgem in September of the same year, complaining that
this was a barrier to entry, and a few weeks later it eventually received a slot
from Siemens which had been returned by a party that was not using it.
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3.32

Ovo Energy explained that it had not had difficulty in acquiring one gas tariff
page from Siemens in May 2013. However, Ovo Energy explained that in
order to offer fixed-rate tariffs, as well as an SVT, one gas tariff page was not
enough and therefore it had requested an additional tariff page from the
Supply Point Administration Agreement forum.151 Ovo Energy told us that
although it had received a gas tariff page in September 2015 it had
experienced difficulty in doing so. In particular, it had tried to engage with the
Supply Point Administration Agreement forum first through Siemens in July
2015 and subsequently directly at the Supply Point Administration
Agreement’s September 2015 meeting. Ovo Energy told us that after its
experience at the September 2015 meeting it had not expected to find a
resolution to its problem at the Supply Point Administration Agreement forum
and had raised the issue with Ofgem. Ovo Energy explained that [].

3.33

First Utility has [] gas tariff [], which [] assigned to it in April 2015. It
has asked Siemens []. Siemens has told []. First Utility also noted that
the prepayment meter segments are not considered to be []

3.34

Economy Energy told us that it had started selling in the prepayment meter
segments in Q3 2012 and had no problems procuring the required electricity
or gas tariff pages necessary to enter. It currently offered a one-year fixed
tariff and an SVT to prepayment customers.

3.35

Some of the respondents suggested that within the four broad categories of
the constraints, there are other issues which we have not identified, and
which impact adversely on the ability and/or incentives of suppliers,
particularly the independent suppliers, to compete for customers in the
prepayment meter segments.

3.36

Those other issues are:
(a) Entrants wanting to compete to supply customers with ‘dumb’
prepayment meters may incur higher metering costs than the incumbent
suppliers, see paragraphs 3.37 to 3.39.
(b) The current Debt Assignment Protocol is not only a barrier to switching,
which reduces the likelihood of successfully acquiring customers (as
suggested in the addendum), but it also adds to suppliers’ costs, see
paragraphs 3.43 and 3.44. Some independent suppliers’ also suggested
that their growth rate in the prepayment meter segments may be

151

Supply Point Administration Agreement forum is the industry forum in which suppliers discuss a range of
issues relating to gas.
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constrained by capex (and its impact on cost of capital) required to take
on customers with debt, see paragraphs 3.41 and 3.42.
(c) Certain RMR rules may adversely affect suppliers’ strategy in the
prepayment meter segments, see paragraphs 3.45 to 3.49.
(d) Marketing channels for prepayment customers may be more expensive
compared to other customers, see paragraphs 3.50 and 3.51.
3.37

We understand that there are two options for a new entrant when supplying
customers with a dumb prepayment meter:
(a) allow the customer to continue to use their previous supplier’s
prepayment card and collect the payments from the previous supplier; or
(b) issue a new prepayment card to the customer so that the customer can
be directly billed by the new entrant.

3.38

Good Energy told us that it used both options. First, prepayment customers
that switched to Good Energy continued to use their previous supplier’s
prepayment card and Good Energy had to collect the payments from the
previous supplier. Good Energy told us that it was not always possible to
recoup all payments made by the customer and that there could be
difficulties in changing tariff rates. Second, for Good Energy’s existing
customers who fell into debt it had agreements with prepayment
infrastructure providers to install prepayment meters and issue prepayment
cards for these customers. Good Energy also told us that the prepayment
meter segments were not a priority for it and it was obliged to serve it as it
recently passed the 50,000 customer threshold (see similar points made by
another independent supplier, paragraph 3.77 below).152 Therefore Good
Energy told us that it had not devoted a great deal of corporate effort into
optimising its processes or offering in the prepayment meter segments.

3.39

Ovo Energy entered the prepayment meter segments with a smart solution
in May 2014 where a customer’s dumb prepayment meter was changed to a
smart meter on switching to Ovo Energy. Ovo Energy found that due to the
difficulty in scheduling the change in supplier and meter for the same point in
time there was an interim period where a customer would be supplied by
Ovo Energy and still have a dumb meter. For this interim period Ovo Energy

152

SLC 27.2.
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had [] prepayment infrastructure []153 for what was a short interim period
before a smart prepayment meter was installed.154
3.40

In addition, we understand that the interim period during which new Ovo
Energy customers are on a dumb prepayment meter constrains the number
of tariffs Ovo Energy can offer on its smart solution. This is because Ovo
Energy is constrained to offer the same tariffs for the interim period and
when the new smart meter has been installed. This means that Ovo
Energy’s smart offering is constrained by the technical constraints related to
dumb prepayment meters. First Utility also told us that its offering on smart
prepayment meters, which it installed for its existing customers who were in
debt, was constrained by its offering to customers who switched to First
Utility on dumb prepayment meters. We note however that another (smaller)
supplier with a smart offering told us that this was not a material issue.

3.41

Robin Hood Energy told us that it was concerned about the cost of capital
associated with taking a large number of customers under the Debt
Assignment Protocol. It suggested that this might be a constraint on the rate
of growth that could be achieved in the prepayment meter segments.
Specifically, the transfer of debt via the Debt Assignment Protocol required
the payment of 90% of the debt with 28 days whereas it took a lot longer for
a supplier to recover that debt (approximately two years).155 However, Robin
Hood Energy had not found this to be a problem so far.156

3.42

Our Power Energy Supply also told us that the Debt Assignment Protocol
had had a negative impact on new entrants due to the cost of capital it
entailed. In particular, the transfer of debt required scarce working capital,
involved a significant ‘buy-out’ rate (90%), made it more difficult for new
entrants to raise further working capital and took a long time to recover.157

3.43

In relation to the Debt Assignment Protocol, Centrica told us that there were
a number of process and procedural issues which made it difficult and costly
to administer, including that the Debt Assignment Protocol remained very
manual, time consuming, and costly to operate.

153

Ovo Energy told us that the [].
As noted by Centrica, new entrants in relation to dumb prepayment meters have to invest upfront in the
prepayment infrastructure which will soon be redundant with the introduction of smart prepayment meters such
that the payback period for that investment is short.
155 According to Robin Hood Energy, Ofgem’s Social Obligation Report 2014 shows that on average it takes 112
weeks to recover debt from a prepayment customer.
156 In relation to this we note that as of 28 February 2015 Robin Hood Energy had [] prepayment customers.
157 The set maximum recovery rate for debt of £5 per week means that a customer with £500 debt would take a
minimum of two years to repay that debt.
154
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3.44

Utilita told us that the Debt Assignment Protocol was currently manually
intensive and onerous for suppliers. In addition, Utilita told us that it had
filtering mechanisms in accordance with the supply licence in its sales
process aimed at minimising the time spent by face to face agents on
prospects with low-probability success because of debt issues. Utilita
explained that face to face agents might not sign up customers with debt
above £500, as these customers had to be managed through a different
process, including its credit control team.

3.45

In relation to the current RMR rules, [].

3.46

Similarly Centrica and RWE npower told us that the four-tariff rule acted as a
constraint in relation to the prepayment meter segments. In particular, they
told us that a prepayment meter specific tariff would take up a slot under the
four-tariff rule that could otherwise be used for a tariff targeted at a larger
customer base.

3.47

Scottish Power told us that the removal of the ‘simpler choices’ component
of the RMR rules would relax the technical constraints arising from tariff
codes. In particular, Scottish Power told us that if a supplier had an SVT for
credit meters that varied by PES region then the ‘simpler choices’
component of the RMR rules required the same regional variation for the
prepayment SVT and this took up 14 prepayment tariff codes. Given the
existence of the four-tariff rule, suppliers that wanted to offer a prepayment
meter fixed-term tariff had to offer a prepayment meter version of a credit
meter fixed-term tariff, which, if there was regional variation, would require
another 14 prepayment meter tariff codes, or use one of the scarce four-tariff
slots. Absent these two rules suppliers could offer prepayment meter tariffs
with more limited regional variation and therefore reduce the number of
prepayment meter tariff codes needed for each separate tariff. This would
increase the number of prepayment meter tariffs that could be offered within
the current system.158

3.48

Each gas tariff page contains 11 codes such that based on Scottish Power’s
suggestion of removing the four-tariff rule and grouping the 14 regions into
three separate regional groups a supplier could offer three tariffs (eg one
variable and two 12-month fixed tariffs), each varying by the three regional
groups, with one gas tariff page and seven tariffs (eg one variable and six
12-month fixed) with two gas tariff pages. However, we note that because
costs vary by region and over time, a supplier constrained to offer reduced

158

Scottish Power’s response to the second supplemental remedies notice, p21, paragraphs 23.4 & 23.5.
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variation either over time and/or by region due to a shortage of tariff codes
would be disadvantaged relative to an unconstrained supplier that would be
able to adjust prices by region and introduce fixed tariffs more frequently in
line with changes in costs.159
3.49

Although, we note that First Utility told us that the four-tariff rule did not
adversely impact the prepayment meter segments as the rule was on a per
meter type basis.

3.50

We have also received some evidence on the extent to which prepayment
customers are acquired through more expensive marketing channels relative
to direct debit customers, and therefore on the extent to which this reduces
suppliers’ current incentives to compete to acquire prepayment customers.

3.51

In particular, Scottish Power told us that as few as []% of its prepayment
customers had been acquired through PCWs. The rest were acquired
through more expensive channels, including external sales ([]%) and face
to face ([]%). For Scottish Power’s direct debit customers, in contrast, just
under half were acquired through PCWs, with the rest being accounted for
by a mixture of internal and external telesales. Only []% were recruited
face to face.160

3.52

In relation to smart meters, EDF Energy told us that although technical
constraints were likely to be addressed by the roll-out of the second
generation of smart meters (SMETS 2) this was not the case in relation to
the first generation of smart meters (SMETS 1). In particular, EDF Energy
told us that SMETS 1, unless and until adopted by the Data Communications
Company,161 would not be fully interoperable between suppliers such that a
customer with a SMETS 1 meter who switched supplier was likely to lose the
smart functionality. Therefore customers with SMETS 1 prepayment meters
would face higher costs to switch.162

3.53

We understand that SMETS 2 meters will operate by sending or receiving
information through the Data Communications Company to/from customers’
current suppliers (and/or network operators or authorised third parties).
While currently SMETS 1 meters are not able to function via the Data
Communications Company in this way we understand that although the

159

For a further discussion of the gas tariff codes and fixed-term tariffs see the addendum, Appendix 1.
EDF Energy also noted that ‘PPM customers are generally harder to access and less responsive to
approaches by suppliers and so cost more to acquire per account’. See EDF Energy response to addendum 26
January 2016.
161 First Utility also told us that currently there was uncertainty around the adoption of SMETS 1 meters by the
Data Communications Company.
162 EDF Energy response to addendum to provisional findings (13 January 2016), paragraph 1.6. Centrica also
noted that not all smart meters installed by Utilita were SMETS compatible.
160
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timing is uncertain a project is currently underway to assess how SMETS 1
meters could be ‘enrolled’ into the Data Communications Company.
 Additional analysis
3.54

Some of the respondents, the Six Large Energy Firms in particular,
submitted that the addendum may have been more pessimistic about
prospects for competition in the prepayment meter segments than the most
recent evidence suggested. In particular, we were told that:
(a) the participation of firms other than the Six Large Energy Firms was
growing much more quickly than the addendum suggested;
(b) more recent data showed keener pricing in the prepayment meter
segments than suggested by the addendum; and
(c) E.ON’s rolling out of SMART PAYG would change the nature of
competition in the prepayment meter segments.163

3.55

We have considered each of those in detail.

3.56

We first looked at the gains from switching available to customers in the
prepayment meter segments and how they changed over time. As set out in
Appendix 3.2, we estimated annual potential savings in the gas and
electricity bills for customers of the Six Large Energy Firms at each quarterly
snapshot from Q1 2012 to Q2 2015.

3.57

Figure 3.4 shows the trend of the annual potential savings (in absolute terms
and as a % of bill) that dual fuel prepayment customers of the Six Large
Energy Firms could have potentially made if they had switched to another
supplier while staying on a prepayment meter.

163

See E.ON's website: 'Smart Pay As You Go is coming'.
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Figure 3.4: Weighted average potential savings (absolute and as a % of bill) available to
prepayment meter dual fuel customers of the Six Large Energy Firms if they had switched to
another supplier but to a prepayment meter tariff in each quarter Q1 2012 to Q2 2015
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Source: CMA analysis.
Notes:
1. Within each quarter the weighted average has been calculated using data on the distribution of consumption and the weights
reflect the number of accounts that belong to each tariff.
2. Base: all dual fuel prepayment customers.
3. Exit fees are not deducted from the annual potential savings where exit fees are charged by the current supplier.

3.58

For dual fuel customers the gains available from switching to the cheapest
tariff in the prepayment meter segments appear fairly static over time, with a
modest increase from the beginning of 2014. In Q2 2015, they ranged from
just over £70 (or 8% of the annual bill) for dual fuel customers of [] and of
[] to roughly £120 (or 11% of the annual bill) for dual fuel customers of
[]. This is in contrast with a sharp increase in the gains available to dual
fuel prepayment customers if they were able to switch to a credit meter,
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which doubled between 2013 and 2015, reaching between £290 and £370
as of Q2 2015, depending on the supplier.164
3.59

We have also looked at the more recent pricing data by conducting a search
on a PCW on 1 March 2016. Figure 3.5 below shows for every GB region
the cheapest tariff offered by the Six Large Energy Firms and independent
suppliers for both prepayment meters and credit meters on the PCW
uSwitch.

Figure 3.5: Comparison of cheapest dual fuel prepayment meter bills and direct debit bills as
at 1 March 2016 based on Ofgem medium typical consumption values, by region and by
supplier type
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Source: CMA analysis.
Notes:
1. Cheapest bills identified on uSwitch on 1 March 2016 based on Ofgem medium typical consumption values (12,500 kWh of
gas and 3,100 kWh of electricity).
2. Monthly direct debit was used for direct debit bills.
3. Consistent with our approach taken elsewhere, Mid-tier Suppliers were used for non-Six Large Energy Firms in relation to
direct debit. First Utility had the lowest bill in 13 regions for direct debit (First Fixed April 2017 v5) and Co-operative Energy in
one region (Co-op Online March 2017).
4. For prepayment all non-Six Large Energy Firms on uSwitch were used. Robin Hood Energy had the lowest bills in seven
regions (Robin Hood Energy Nottingham PAYG in East Midlands and Robin Hood Energy Evergreen elsewhere), Ovo Energy
in four regions (Smart PAYG energy (all Online)) and Spark in three regions (Saver Fixed March 2018 – prepayment).
5. The relevant postcodes used were: DE23 3XX for East Midlands, CB2 3ET for Eastern, WC1B 4AD for London, L1 5HA for
Manweb, B4 7QD for Midlands, YO31 7EH for Northern, LA1 1RH for Norweb, PH15 2EH for Scottish Hydro/Northern
Scotland, TD7 5JB for Scottish Power/Southern Scotland, BN2 1QB for South East, SO17 3RY for Southern, CF24 3FL for
SWALEC, TR18 4SY for SWEB and DN1 2QE for Yorkshire.
6. Eastern is also known as East Anglia, Manweb is also known as Merseyside and North Wales, Northern is also known as
North East, Norweb is also known as North West, South East is also known as Seeboard, Southern is also known as Southern
Electric, SWALEC is also known as South Wales and SWEB is also known as South West.

164

This is based on all dual fuel prepayment customers and exit fees are not deducted from the annual potential
savings where exit fees are charged by the current supplier.
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3.60

In the majority of the regions the cheapest dual fuel prepayment tariff is
offered by an independent supplier, though the difference from the cheapest
of the Six Large Energy Firms’ dual fuel prepayment tariffs is relatively small
at roughly £26 to £71. The difference between the cheapest dual fuel
prepayment and direct debit tariffs is very substantial, varying between £258
and £328, depending on the region.

3.61

The analysis above shows that switching to a credit meter is a choice which
is likely to make financial sense to prepayment customers. However, Ofgem
data from 2014 shows that about 130,000 electricity and 103,000 gas
prepayment meter customers switched to credit meters in 2014, ie around
3% of all electricity and 3% of all gas prepayment meter customers.165 We
have identified several actual or perceived impediments to switching (over
and above those identified in the domestic retail energy markets as a whole),
including security deposits, credit checks and prepayment meter removal
costs.

3.62

In response to the addendum the Six Large Energy Firms told us that there
were many reasons why prepayment meter customers may not switch to
credit meters including some not identified in the addendum. For example,
Scottish Power told us that while prepayment meter removal costs and
security deposits may be a barrier to switching in some cases, its figures did
not suggest that these were large scale issues.166 Alternative reasons for
why prepayment meter customers may not switch to credit meters raised in
response to the addendum included customer preferences,167 perceptions of
the complexity of the switching process,168 landlord preferences for
prepayment meters,169 misalignment of monthly direct debit payments and
benefit payments for some customers170 and awareness of options.171

3.63

However, while there may be a number of reasons as to why there is very
little switching from prepayment meters to credit meters, the low level of
switching suggests that the tariffs available to customers on credit meters do
not represent a significant competitive constraint on pricing strategies in the
prepayment segments.

165

Ofgem, Domestic Suppliers Social Obligations: 2014 annual report, p36.
Scottish Power response to addendum, p2.
167 For example, Centrica told us that customers may prefer prepayment meters as a way of budgeting, to avoid
indebtedness or to repay debt at a manageable rate. Centrica response to addendum p13.
168 Scottish Power response to addendum, p2.
169 E.ON response to addendum, p6, Centrica response to addendum, p13 and Good Energy response to
addendum, p5. For a discussion of prepayment meters in rented accommodation see Appendix 6.4.
170 Scottish Power response to addendum, p6.
171 SSE response to addendum, p5.
166
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3.64

We also looked at the account numbers in the prepayment meter segments
and how they changed over time, for both the Six Large Energy Firms and
the independent suppliers. This is shown in Figure 3.6 and Figure 3.7 below.

Millions

Figure 3.6: Electricity account numbers in the prepayment meter segments for the Six Large
Energy Firms and independent suppliers
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Source: CMA analysis based on data from the Six Large Energy Firms, the Mid-tier Suppliers, Economy Energy and Utilita.
Notes: First Utility was not able to provide customer number data for electricity broken down by payment method. Therefore the
tariff data used for the analysis of potential gains from switching was used to calculate the total number of accounts subscribed
to tariffs at the end of each quarter by payment method. Based on this data, we estimated the proportion of accounts by
payment method. These proportions were then applied to First Utility’s customer number data for electricity which provided the
total number of electricity customers by payment method.
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Millions

Figure 3.7: Gas account numbers in the prepayment meter segments for the Six Large Energy
Firms and independent suppliers
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Source: CMA analysis based on data from the Six Large Energy Firms, the Mid-tier Suppliers, Economy Energy and Utilita.
Notes: First Utility was not able to provide customer number data for gas broken down by payment method. Therefore the tariff
data used for the analysis of potential gains from switching was used to calculate the total number of accounts subscribed to
tariffs at the end of each quarter by payment method. Based on this data, we estimated the proportion of accounts by payment
method. These proportions were then applied to First Utility’s customer number data for gas which provided the total number of
gas customers by payment method.

3.65

The share of the independent suppliers has been increasing over time and
its growth appears to have accelerated somewhat in the last year. In Q2
2015, the share of the independent suppliers stood at 8.1% and 7.1% for
gas and electricity, respectively.

3.66

We did not have data to compare how these shares have changed since Q2
2015. However, data for dual fuel customers shows that the number of dual
fuel customers that are supplied by the independent suppliers has continued
to grow at a high rate, roughly 35%,172 between Q2 2015 and Q4 2015. We
will look to update these figures to understand how the share of the
independent suppliers, separately concerning electricity and gas customers,
has changed since Q2 2015. For dual fuel customers we note that this
increase has largely been driven by two suppliers, namely [], who have
roughly []% and []% of dual fuel customers on smart prepayment
meters respectively. However, we note that another supplier, [], has also
experienced significant growth over this period in relation to single fuel
customers.

172

CMA analysis based on data from the Six Large Energy Firms, the Mid-tier Suppliers, Economy Energy and
Utilita.
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3.67

E.ON told us that after a recent pilot programme it would be rolling out
SMART PAYG meters to customers in Q1 2016. These SMART PAYG
meters will allow prepayment customers to access exactly the same E.ON
tariffs as any other customer. Although this roll-out will eventually be
nationwide we understand that currently it will only be available to existing
E.ON prepayment customers who live in certain regions and that availability
also depends on the customer’s metering setup (for example, it is not
available to all restricted meter customers or where a customer has more
than one meter, either electricity or gas, and not all of these meters are
prepayment meters).173

3.68

We also understand that these smart meters are SMETS 1 meters and
therefore, at present, may not retain smart functionality if a customer
switches away from E.ON unless the new supplier uses E.ON’s
interoperability service offered via their head-end service. If this is not used,
the meter would become dumb in relation to the new supplier or the new
supplier would have to replace the meter. Further, some prepayment
customers with SMETS 1 meters may be unable to use the prepayment
setting on their meter if they switch. As a result, such customers may have to
change their meter in order to switch supplier. However, once these
SMETS 1 meters are enrolled and adopted into the Data Communications
Company there would be no interoperability issues.
 Provisional conclusions

3.69

In light of the responses to the addendum, and the additional analysis that
we have carried out to test some of the submissions, we remain of the
provisional view that there are features specific to the prepayment meter
segments that give rise to the Prepayment AEC. We have identified a
number of constraints which have an adverse impact on the ability and/or
incentives of suppliers, independent suppliers and the Six Large Energy
Firms alike, to compete in the prepayment meter segments, and which are
not present, or are present to a significantly lesser degree, in the rest of the
domestic retail energy markets (ie concerning credit meters).

3.70

As noted in the addendum, some of those constraints seem to affect the
independent suppliers significantly more than they affect the Six Large
Energy Firms, for the following reasons.

3.71

Firstly, a supplier’s ability to offer gas tariffs to customers on dumb meters
(and consequently dual fuel tariffs) is determined by the number of gas tariff

173

E.ON's website: 'Smart Pay As You Go is coming'.
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pages it has (see the addendum, Appendix A, paragraphs 12 to 14). We
have found that independent suppliers have encountered difficulties when
they have tried to procure a gas tariff page in order to enter or expand their
offering in the prepayment meter segments (see paragraphs 3.31 to 3.34). In
particular, the shortage of available gas tariff pages restricts the ability of
independent suppliers to compete effectively to supply customers on dumb
prepayment meters using fixed tariffs (see the addendum, Appendix A,
paragraphs 15 to 18), more so than is currently the case with the Six Large
Energy Firms, which between them have a significant number of unused
tariff pages (see the addendum, Appendix A, paragraphs 19 to 26). We also
noted in the addendum that it would not be possible for any supplier,
including the Six Large Energy Firms, to offer the same range of gas tariffs
to prepayment customers as they do to customers on standard credit and
direct debit.
3.72

The removal of the four-tariff rule would make it easier for a supplier to
compete irrespective of the number of gas tariff pages that supplier had.174
This is because the removal of the four-tariff rule would make it easier for a
supplier to have prepayment meter specific tariffs not constrained by the
tariffs it offers to customers with credit meters. However, a supplier with one
gas tariff page would still be constrained to offer either one variable tariff with
regional variation or more tariffs, which could include fixed tariffs, but with
reduced regional variation for those tariffs. In particular, because costs vary
by region and over time, a supplier constrained to offer reduced variation
either over time and/or by region due to a shortage of gas tariff pages would
be disadvantaged relative to an unconstrained supplier which would be able
to adjust prices by region and introduce fixed tariffs more frequently in line
with change in costs. Therefore a supplier’s competitive offering to
customers with prepayment meters is still constrained relative to its offering
to customers with credit meters. We also noted that another aspect of the
RMR rules (ie SLC 22B.7(b)) may contribute further to this issue (see
Section 5 below).

3.73

We note that fixed tariffs, which typically vary by the 14 PES regions, are the
main acquisition tool in the rest of the domestic retail energy markets, and
that an SVT or tracker tariff, which require fewer tariff codes, are not good
substitutes that could be used as effectively as fixed tariffs to acquire new
customers given the nature of competition in the markets, which is based
around offering the most competitive rates to new customers.

174

We consider this interaction between our proposed remedies concerning the RMR AEC and the Prepayment
AEC further in Section 8.
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3.74

Secondly, in our addendum we found that new entrants face higher costs
than the incumbent suppliers in relation to the current prepayment
infrastructure. We consider that these higher costs reduce their incentives to
compete in the prepayment meter segments. We have also found that there
are costs to serve that are higher for the Six Large Energy Firms and the
independent suppliers in the prepayment meter segments, relative to the
equivalent cost to serve in the rest of the domestic retail energy markets, but
we expect those costs to adversely affect the incentives of the independent
suppliers somewhat more so than they do for the Six Large Energy Firms.
We have received additional submissions from suppliers highlighting these
costs (see paragraphs 3.38 to 3.51).The examples of these are costs
related, among other things, to the process involved in administrating the
Debt Assignment Protocol and the need to use more expensive external
telesales and face to face marketing channels in order to reach prepayment
customers. We would expect there to be economies of scale in relation to
these costs (including, for example, a larger company can more easily hire
dedicated staff to deal with the Debt Assignment Protocol or have dedicated
sales staff) such that these costs are less important to the Six Large Energy
Firms when compared to new entrants or other independent suppliers.

3.75

While we have seen some recent increase in activity by the independent
suppliers concerning supply to customers on dumb prepayment meters, []
and [], in particular, the tariffs offered by those suppliers are significantly
more expensive than the acquisition tariffs175 in the rest of the domestic retail
energy markets (see paragraphs 3.59 and 3.60). Other independent
suppliers appear to show little enthusiasm for competing to supply
customers on dumb prepayment meters. For example, both [] and Good
Energy told us that the prepayment meter segments had a low priority in
their commercial strategies.

3.76

The above observations support our provisional finding that suppliers in the
prepayment meter segments, the independent suppliers and new entrants
more so than the Six Large Energy Firms, have a limited ability and reduced
incentives to compete to acquire customers with dumb prepayment meters.
In combination with weak customer engagement in these market segments
(customers on dumb prepayment meters are also affected by the provisional
Domestic Weak Customer Response AEC),176 our provisional view is that,
absent remedial action, we are unlikely to see materially better outcomes for

175
176

As defined in the addendum, paragraph 4.
See further paragraphs 3.85–3.112 below.
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significant numbers of consumers on dumb prepayment meters in the shortto medium-term future.
3.77

We acknowledge that some aspects of the features that we have
provisionally identified in the addendum giving rise to the Prepayment AEC
apply only to competition in supply to customers on dumb prepayment
meters. In particular the technical constraints relative to tariff codes and to
higher metering costs do not apply to smart meters. It follows (see the
addendum, paragraph 35) that suppliers may circumvent these issues by
installing smart meters to existing customers or customers they acquire.
However, at present, only two independent suppliers – Ovo Energy and
Utilita – offer smart meters as an acquisition strategy on a nationwide basis.

3.78

Over all suppliers, the penetration of smart meters is currently low, at around
9% for dual fuel customers in the prepayment meter segments.177 While we
have seen some encouraging evidence in relation to the roll-out of smart
meters in the prepayment meter segments – namely E.ON’s rolling out of its
smart PAYG to existing customers (which it is planning to make available
eventually to all prepayment customers)178 – we have not seen evidence that
demonstrates that the rate of smart meter penetration in the prepayment
meter segments as a whole is likely to change significantly in the near future.

3.79

We consider that this may particularly be a problem for some of the
independent suppliers, as they may not find it financially viable to accelerate
materially the roll-out of smart meters to the prepayment meter segments.
Moreover, all suppliers, including the Six Large Energy Firms may not be
incentivised to do so as a matter of priority.179 Economy Energy is planning
to make smart meters available to all prepayment customers during 2016.
This is made possible in part due to an arrangement with its meter asset
provider which is covering capital and installation costs of meters.180

3.80

We have also examined more recent data to see, as was put to us by some
of the respondents, whether competition in the prepayment meter segments
has intensified recently, resulting in better outcomes for prepayment meter
consumers than documented in the addendum.

3.81

We first looked at our extended gains from switching data set which covers
the period from 31 March 2012 to 30 June 2015. We observed that the gains

177

This is based on dual fuel customers as at Q4 2015. CMA analysis based on data from the Six Large Energy
Firms, the Mid-tier Suppliers, Economy Energy and Utilita.
178 See E.ON's website: 'Smart Pay As You Go is coming'.
179 We are minded not to proceed with this possible remedy. See paragraphs 5.191–5.194.
180 We understand that Robin Hood Energy is also planning to make smart meters available to its existing and
new customers, however, we note that as at 28 February 2015 it had [] prepayment customers on supply and
therefore we do not expect this to have a significant impact on the market.
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from switching available to the prepayment customers within the prepayment
meter segments have been fairly static, with a small uplift around Q1 2014.
This is in contrast with a sharp increase in the gains available to prepayment
customers from switching to a credit meter which doubled between 2013 and
2015, and were approximately three times bigger than the gains available in
the prepayment meter segments at the end of Q2 2015.
3.82

We also conducted a search on a PCW in order to look at more recent
pricing data. We found that there are large differences between the cheapest
prepayment meter and direct debit tariffs, between £258 and £328,
depending on the region. This is well in excess of our estimate of the cost
differential between the two payment methods of £54, see Appendix 3.6. If
the competitively priced tariffs were offered in the prepayment segments (ie
equivalent to the lowest priced direct debit plus the cost-to-serve differential),
prepayment customers would be able to make substantial gains from
switching (by between £200 and £270, depending on the region) relative to
the gains that are currently available in the prepayment segments.

3.83

Finally, we also looked at the customer numbers in the prepayment meter
segments, and how they changed over time, for both the independent
suppliers and the Six Large Energy Firms. We observed that there has been
an increase in the share of independent suppliers over time, and we noted
that in Q2 2015, the share of the independent suppliers stood at 8.1% and
7.1% for gas and electricity, respectively.

3.84

We do not have data to calculate how these shares have changed since Q2
2015. However, data for dual fuel customers shows that the number of dual
fuel customers who are supplied by independent suppliers has continued to
grow at a high rate, roughly 35%, between Q2 2015 and Q4 2015.181 We will
look to update these figures to understand how the share of independent
suppliers, separately concerning electricity and gas customers, has changed
since Q2 2015.

3.85

Overall, therefore, while the independent suppliers continue to gain market
share, albeit from a low base, we have seen little evidence of price
competition being intensified recently in the prepayment meter segments,
certainly when compared with the direct debit segments, and we have seen
no evidence of improving outcomes for prepayment customers relative to the
position set out in the Addendum.

181

CMA analysis based on data from the Six Large Energy Firms, the Mid-tier Suppliers, Economy Energy and
Utilita.
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Domestic Weak Customer Response AEC
3.86

We have also reviewed the available evidence on the extent to which the
Domestic Weak Customer Response AEC applies to customers on
prepayment meters.

3.87

Some parties have commented that weak customer engagement was as
important a factor as – and potentially a more important a factor than –
technical constraints in negatively affecting outcomes for prepayment
customers. For example, EDF Energy submitted182 that the addendum
raised issues that were largely complementary to the issue of weak
customer engagement, noting that technical constraints were particularly
problematic where weak customer engagement already existed as a
problem. Further, Robin Hood Energy told us that its growth rate on
prepayment was constrained by low levels of customer engagement.

3.88

In contrast, Scottish Power183 noted that the switching rates for direct debit
customers and prepayment customers were broadly similar despite lower
gains from switching being available to prepayment customers, and this
suggested that the regular activity of card or key top ups in advance of
consumption may serve to improve engagement among prepayment
customers.184

3.89

We note that our own analysis of the gains from switching demonstrates that
the average potential gains available to prepayment customers within the
prepayment meter segments are substantially lower than those available to
other customers, see paragraphs 3.57 and 3.58. We also note, however,
that prepayment customers are generally on lower incomes than other
customers (see Table 3.4 below) such that, considering potential gains
relative to income, the disparity will be somewhat less marked. In relation to
switching behaviour, we note that although prepayment customers are not
significantly more or less likely to have switched supplier in the last year
(11%) compared to either direct debit (15%) or standard credit (7%)
customers,185 there was a higher rate of switching in the last three years
among direct debit customers (30%) compared to prepayment customers
(22%), while prepayment customers were more likely to have switched

182

EDF Energy response to addendum to provisional findings (13 January 2016), paragraph 1.4/1.5.
Scottish Power response to the addendum to provisional findings, p1.
184 Ovo Energy told us that smartphone use was an important feature for its smart meter prepayment customers
and that its customers interacted frequently with the Ovo Energy smartphone app, checking balances and credit
several times a week on average.
185 We note that direct debit customers are more likely to switch in the last year than standard credit customers.
Derived from question E30. Bases differ for customer group. Prepayment customer base = 646, direct debit
customer base = 5,121 and standard credit customer base = 973.
183
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supplier in the last three years compared to standard credit customers
(15%).186 We note that our survey does not allow us to distinguish between
those who actively switched and those who switched because, for example,
they moved home, such that the length of time an individual has been at the
same address may be one factor affecting results.
3.90

We also note that switching rates are just one of a range of engagement
statistics in our survey which capture different aspects of customer
engagement, some of which are unrelated to the available gains from
switching. In this respect, other results from the survey support an inference
that levels of engagement are particularly low for prepayment customers
when compared to direct debit customers, but not standard credit customers,
as shown in the table below.

Table 3.2: Measures of engagement by payment method
%

Shopped around in last 3 years
Never considered switching supplier
Switched supplier in last 3 years
Switched supplier in last year
Likely to consider switching supplier
in the next 3 years

Prepayment
customers

Direct debit
customers

Standard credit
customers

24*
45*
22*
11

43
26
30
15

26*
47*
15*
7*

29*

51

35*

Source: CMA analysis of survey data.
*These results are significantly different to those for direct debit customers based on 95% confidence intervals.
Notes:
1. Bases differ for customer group. Prepayment customer base = 646, direct debit customer base = 5,121 and standard credit
customer base = 973.
2. Derived from questions E1, E2, E13, E17, E30 and F1.
3. Respondents are categorised based on their payment method. In particular, respondents are only included if they have the
same payment method for all fuel types (that is, including those with only one fuel type).

3.91

In our provisional findings report and the addendum, we expressed a
particular concern about the material numbers of customers who appear to
be fundamentally disengaged from the domestic retail energy markets in the
sense that they have not considered exercising choice in the markets. In this
respect, prepayment customers exhibit materially higher levels of
fundamental disengagement compared to direct debit customers. As the
table above shows:
(a) a significantly higher proportion of prepayment customers said that they
had never considered switching supplier (45%) compared to direct debit
customers (26%);

186

Derived from question E30. Bases differ for customer group. Prepayment customer base = 646, direct debit
customer base = 5,121 and standard credit customer base = 973.
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(b) a significantly lower proportion of prepayment customers said that they
had shopped around in the last three years (24%) compared to direct
debit customers (43%); and
(c) a significantly lower proportion of prepayment customers said that they
were likely to consider switching supplier in the next three years (29%)
compared to direct debit customers (51%).
3.92

These results can be interpreted as evidence of disengagement irrespective
of the size of potential gains – since a customer who has never considered
switching is not likely to be aware of the potential gains available, and the
same could be said for a customer who has not shopped around in the last
three years.

3.93

Furthermore, prepayment customers are less likely than both direct debit
and standard credit customers to believe that it is possible to: change tariff
within their current supplier (66% vs 79% and 75%); and change payment
method (72% vs 83% and 82%). Prepayment customers are also less likely
than direct debit customers, but not standard credit customers, to believe
that it is possible to change supplier (82% vs 92%).187 This is consistent with
more recent evidence from Ofgem which shows that prepayment customers
may not be as informed as direct debit customers concerning their right to
switch supplier or tariffs.188

3.94

Therefore the overall weight of evidence, on balance, supports a provisional
finding that, despite similar levels of switching in the last year, a higher
proportion of prepayment customers appear to be disengaged compared to
direct debit customers. This evidence includes a range of disengagement
statistics which are unrelated to the potential gains from switching, as well
the evidence which shows that prepayment customers are less aware of
their right to switch supplier or tariff than direct debit customers.

3.95

We next consider the extent to which lower engagement of prepayment
customers may be correlated to their demographic and household
characteristics, and certain factors that may restrict the ability of prepayment
customers to access and assess information about switching.

3.96

In our provisional findings report we noted that the groups of respondents
who were less likely to have switched supplier in the last three years were

187

Derived from question E1. Bases differ for customer group. Prepayment customer base = 646, direct debit
customer base = 5,121 and standard credit customer base = 973.
188 The Ipsos MORI survey for Ofgem (Customer Engagement with the Energy Market: Tracking survey 2015)
found that 63% of prepayment customer knew it was possible to switch to a different supplier, compared to 80%
of direct debit customers.
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those with any of the following characteristics: household incomes under
£18,000 a year; living in rented social housing; without qualifications; aged
65 and over; with a disability or registered on the Priority Services Register
(see our provisional findings report, paragraph 8.10).
3.97

Table 3.3 shows respondents’ highest qualification by payment type. We find
that, when compared with both direct debit and standard credit customers,
prepayment customers are significantly: less likely to have a degree as their
highest qualification; and more likely to have a GCSE as their highest
qualification. Further, when compared with direct debit customers,
prepayment customers are significantly more likely to have no qualifications.

Table 3.3: Highest qualification by payment type
%
Prepayment
customers

Direct debit
customers

Standard credit
customers

17
20
33
30

47
19
19
15

42
16
19
23

Degree
A Levels
GCSE
None

Source: CMA analysis of survey data.
Notes:
1. Bases differ for customer group. Prepayment customer base = 605, direct debit customer base = 4,902 and standard credit
customer base = 914.
2. Respondents are categorised based on their payment method. In particular, respondents are only included if they have the
same payment method for all fuel types (that is, including those with only one fuel type).

3.98

Table 3.4 shows respondents’ income by payment type. We find that, when
compared with both direct debit and standard credit customers, prepayment
customers are significantly: less likely to have an income of over £36,000;
and more likely to have an income below £18,000.

Table 3.4: Income by payment type
%

<£18k
£18k - £36k
>36k
Don’t know/Refused

Prepayment
customers

Direct debit
customers

Standard credit
customers

48
16
6
31

16
21
29
35

25
17
18
41

Source: CMA analysis of survey data.
Notes:
1. Bases differ for customer group. Prepayment customer base = 646, direct debit customer base = 5,121 and standard credit
customer base = 973.
2. Respondents are categorised based on their payment method. In particular, respondents are only included if they have the
same payment method for all fuel types (that is, including those with only one fuel type).

3.99

Table 3.5 shows respondents’ age by whether that respondent was a
prepayment customer or not. We find that, when compared with direct debit
customers, prepayment customers are significantly: less likely to be aged
over 65; and more likely to be aged between 18 and 35. Further, when
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compared with standard credit customers, prepayment customers are
significantly: less likely to be aged over 65; and more likely to be aged
between 35 and 44 or 45 and 54.
Table 3.5: Age by payment type
%

18-35
35-44
45-54
55-64
65+

Prepayment
customers

Direct debit
customers

Standard credit
customers

27
22
24
14
13

15
18
20
15
32

23
14
16
13
34

Source: CMA analysis of survey data.
Notes:
1. Bases differ for customer group. Prepayment customer base = 639, direct debit customer base = 5,050 and standard credit
customer base = 959.
2. Respondents are categorised based on their payment method. In particular, respondents are only included if they have the
same payment method for all fuel types (that is, including those with only one fuel type).

3.100

We also found that, when compared with both direct debit and standard
credit customers, prepayment customers are significantly more likely to: be
disabled (23% vs 10% and 11%); be a single parent (18% vs 5% and 8%);
or be more than one of disabled, single parent and carer (10% vs 3% and
4%).189

3.101

In relation to PCWs, we found that, of those respondents who had switched
supplier in the last three years, prepayment customers, when compared with
both direct debit and standard credit customers, were significantly less likely
to have used a PCW for searching the last time they switched (34% vs 67%
and 55%).190

3.102

We also asked respondents about their confidence in using PCWs. We
found that the percentage of prepayment customers who were confident that
they would be able to find the right energy deal using a PCW (49%) was
lower than the percentage for direct debit customers (59%), but not standard
credit customers (46%). In addition the percentage of prepayment customers
who have no access to the internet (25%) was significantly higher than the
percentage of direct debit customers with no access to the internet (12%),
but not standard credit customers (26%).191

189

Bases differ for customer group. Prepayment customer base = 646, direct debit customer base = 5,121 and
standard credit customer base = 973.
190 Derived from question E32. Bases differ for customer group. Bases differ for customer group. Prepayment
customer base = 141, direct debit customer base = 1,864 and standard credit customer base = 161.
191 Derived from questions H1 and H3. Bases differ for customer group. Bases differ for customer group.
Prepayment customer base = 646, direct debit customer base = 5,121 and standard credit customer base = 973.
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3.103

We have also considered respondents’ tenure type by payment type. We
find that, when compared with direct debit customers, prepayment
customers are significantly: less likely to live in a property they own; and
more likely to live in rented housing, both social and private, and other. In
addition when compared with standard credit customers, prepayment
customers are significantly less likely to live in a property they own outright;
and more likely to live in rented social housing and other.

Table 3.6: Type of tenure by payment type
%

Own – outright
Own – mortgage
Rent – private
Rent – social
Other

Prepayment
customers

Direct debit
customers

Standard credit
customers

5
14
23
46
12

41
38
11
6
4

35
20
21
17
7

Source: CMA analysis of survey data.
Notes:
1. Bases differ for customer group. Prepayment customer base = 646, direct debit customer base = 5,121 and standard credit
customer base = 973.
2. Respondents are categorised based on their payment method. In particular, respondents are only included if they have the
same payment method for all fuel types (that is, including those with only one fuel type).

3.104

As set out in Appendix 8.1 of our provisional findings report, living in rented
social housing is associated with lower levels of engagement. We conducted
a separate survey in relation to those who rent, which covered both private
and social tenants (the ‘Tenants Survey’), see Appendix 6.4. The Tenants
Survey found that those who rent have low levels of engagement, in
particular, over half (56%) of respondents had not considered switching
supplier or tariff while living in their current home and nearly two-thirds (65%)
said they had not switched supplier or tariff while living in their current home.
We note that these results are not comparable to our main survey due to the
questions asked.

3.105

The Tenants Survey also found that prepayment customers who rent may be
as engaged as non-prepayment customers who rent.192 In particular the
Tenants Survey found that, when compared to non-prepayment customers
who rent, prepayment customers who rent are not significantly more or less
likely:

192

For the purposes of the Tenants Survey results respondents were primarily classified as prepayment or nonprepayment, based on meter type rather than payment method. For the purpose of the Tenants Survey results
reported here, prepayment customers are those who have a prepayment meter for at least one fuel, while nonprepayment customers are those without a prepayment meter or a smart meter for either fuel. Numbers of
customers with a smart meter were low and not included in these comparisons.
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(a) to have not considered switching either supplier or tariff while living in
their current home; or
(b) to have not switched either supplier or tariff when compared with nonprepayment customers.
3.106

In addition, when looking in more detail at evidence from our survey in
relation to switching, prepayment customers appear more engaged than
non-prepayment customers when controlling for certain demographics and
household characteristics such as income (see Appendix 6.3).

3.107

Therefore, when compared to the entire population, prepayment customers
are disproportionately represented within the socio-demographic groups
that, in our survey, showed lower levels of engagement. However, when
compared to non-prepayment customers belonging to the same
demographic group, prepayment customers appear to be somewhat more
engaged than non-prepayment customers. This may be because, as
Scottish Power suggested, the regular activity of card or key top ups in
advance of consumption may serve to improve engagement among
prepayment customers relative to direct debit customers.

3.108

To sum up, we observe that prepayment customers are more likely
(compared to domestic customers on direct debit):
(a) to belong to broad demographic and household characteristics such as
tenure type, income, education level and disability, which may be
expected to be correlated with lower levels of engagement in energy and
other retail markets; and
(b) to be affected by factors that restrict their ability to access and assess
information about switching (including relatively low access to the
internet and confidence in using PCWs).
 Provisional conclusion

3.109

We have reviewed the available evidence on the extent to which the
Domestic Weak Customer Response AEC applies to customers on
prepayment meters. The evidence suggests that prepayment customers
overall are less engaged than direct debit customers (but not less engaged
than standard credit customers), particularly in terms of whether they have
ever considered switching or are likely to consider switching in the next three
years, and their awareness of their ability to switch (see paragraphs 3.89 to
3.94 above).

3.110

There are a number of factors that may explain this:
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(a) Prepayment customers face particular restrictions on accessing and
assessing information about switching (including relatively low access to
the internet and confidence in using PCWs).
(b) Prepayment customers include higher proportions of individuals: with
low levels of income; with low levels of education; living in social rented
housing; and having a disability – demographic characteristics that we
have found to be associated with low levels of engagement in retail
energy markets. While the need to top up prepayment cards regularly is
likely to increase awareness of energy markets among prepayment
customers, low levels of engagement may have in part been influenced
by the features giving rise to the Prepayment AEC – notably the lower
gains from switching and the confusion surrounding rights to switch
when the customer has outstanding debt.
3.111

The overall weight of evidence supports a provisional finding that
disengagement and weak customer response is a more significant problem
among prepayment customers compared with domestic customers on direct
debit.

Customers on restricted meters
3.112

Restricted meters include any metering arrangement whereby a domestic
customer’s consumption at certain times and, in some cases, for certain
purposes (for example, heating) is separately recorded.193 These meters
allow for customers to be charged lower rates for electricity used at times
when demand is lower.

3.113

Where a restricted meter has more than one register the restricted meter has
to be switched between recording usage on each register, similarly where a
restricted meter only operates at certain times of the day the electricity
supplied through that meter needs to be switched on and off. This switching
process might be controlled remotely by radio signal (ie teleswitched) or
locally (mechanically or electronically). Teleswitching can be either dynamic,
static or semi-static. With dynamically teleswitched (DTS) meters the

193

For example, a customer may have one meter covering all consumptions with two registers, a peak
consumption register and an off-peak consumption register. Alternatively a customer may have two meters where
one is for the space and water heating system and only operates at certain times of the day and the other is for
all other electricity usage and operates at all times.
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operational times might be changed – on the instructions of the host
supplier194 – in response to changes in market conditions.
3.114

There are currently over 4.3 million restricted meters (around 17% of all
customer accounts) of which over 3.5 million are Economy 7 meters195
(around 15% of customer accounts) and around 700,000 (about 2% of
customer accounts) are non-Economy 7 restricted meters.196

3.115

We have provisionally found that competitive outcomes for customers with
Economy 7 meters are broadly similar to those customers with unrestricted
meters. In particular, each of the Six Large Energy Firms and the Mid-tier
Suppliers offers Economy 7 fixed-term tariffs which are advertised by
suppliers and supported by PCWs and suppliers’ own online search
facilities. This is consistent with a recent Ofgem statement that most
customers with restricted meters are on Economy 7 meters, for which the
choice of tariffs and suppliers is similar to that for customers on unrestricted
meters (ie meters with a single register and through which energy is
continuously provided). Accordingly, in the rest of this section we have
focused solely on the position of customers on non-Economy 7 restricted
meters (and henceforth refer to this group as ‘customers on restricted
meters’ unless otherwise specified).
Responses to provisional findings

3.116

In response to our provisional findings report, we received submissions in
relation to restricted meters from the following consumer bodies:
Changeworks; Highlands & Islands Housing Associations Affordable Warmth
Group (HIHAAWG); and Energy Action Scotland. We also held a hearing
with Citizens Advice and Citizens Advice Scotland; National Energy Action
and Energy Action Scotland where restricted meters were raised.197

3.117

These submissions were largely concerned with SSE and Scottish Power
customers in Scotland with certain types of restricted and/or DTS meters.
Parties said that SSE and Scottish Power had ‘an effective monopoly’ in
Scotland in relation to customers on certain types of restricted meter. In

DTS meters are switched using teleswitching codes where each code is controlled by a ‘group code sponsor’
or host where the incumbent supplier in a region is the host for DTS meters in that region. This means that in
each region the incumbent supplier controls when DTS meters are switched. Ofgem (2013), The state of the
market for customers with dynamically teleswitched meters.
195 For these purposes, White Meter 1 and White Meter 8 have not been included in Economy 7 meters.
However, we note that Scottish Power told us that in Scotland these meters were equivalent to Economy 7
meters.
196 Note that this will be an overestimate. This is because this figure is the number of meters as a percentage of
the total number of electricity accounts, but some customers will have two restricted meters.
197 These and other submissions are discussed in more detail in Appendix 3.1.
194
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particular: SSE was said to have two unique tariffs, one of which was for
customers with Total Heating Total Control (THTC) meters, and Scottish
Power a similar tariff for customers with ComfortPlus meters. We note that
there are two ComfortPlus meter types each with separate tariffs,
ComfortPlus Control and ComfortPlus White Meter.198 The other tariff was
said to be SSE’s tariff for customers with Economy 10 meters.199,200
Changeworks said that customers on these tariffs paid more for their heating
and lighting than those on standard tariffs.201
3.118

Parties also submitted that THTC meters were DTS meters and as such
suppliers faced technical barriers in supplying customers with THTC meters
(eg in relation to billing and when the heating meter was in operation).
Further, parties told us that customers on THTC, ComfortPlus and Economy
10 meters faced barriers to switching. In particular:
(a) suppliers other than SSE generally did not offer bespoke tariffs designed
for customers with THTC meters; and
(b) customers could not compare prices as those limited suppliers that did
supply tariffs designed for THTC, ComfortPlus and Economy 10 meters,
did not actively advertise tariffs compatible with these meters and they
were not supported by PCWs.

3.119

At the hearing with Citizens Advice and Citizens Advice Scotland; and
National Energy Action and Energy Action Scotland, a range of points were
made including the following:
(a) around 400,000 customers in Scotland are on a DTS tariff and these
customers have no suitable alternative to SSE and Scottish Power
tariffs;
(b) the lack of options has persisted for so long that these customers are
particularly disengaged;
(c) these customers face an additional barrier due to the costs involved in
switching away from a DTS meter (it requires the house being rewired);
(d) previously suppliers had indicated that their billing systems prevent them
from providing certain tariffs; and

198

Note these are all dual MPAN meters.
See Changeworks response to provisional findings and Remedies Notice.
200 Economy 10 meters can either be single MPAN or dual MPAN.
201 See Changeworks response to provisional findings and Remedies Notice.
199
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(e) the lack of access to the codes controlling DTS is a barrier to suppliers
offering DTS tariffs.
3.120

In light of these submissions, we have assessed to what extent competition
for customers on restricted meters is affected by the Domestic Weak
Customer Response AEC (and, within that provisional AEC, whether
particular features affect customers on restricted meters more acutely)
and/or by supply-side constraints specific to restricted meters.
Domestic Weak Customer Response AEC

3.121

We have provisionally found that customers on restricted meters face
particularly strong barriers to accessing and assessing information and
barriers to switching supplier and/or tariff.

3.122

As regards facing specific barriers to accessing and assessing information,
we have found that this is partly because restricted meter tariffs are not
supported by PCWs or suppliers’ online search tools. Further, if customers
on restricted meters wished to switch to another restricted meter tariff or an
Economy 7 tariff, they would need to understand not only their current tariff
and the alternative tariffs available but also their usage patterns and
consumption profile (including whether and how these might change over
time), which can be difficult based on the information provided by traditional
meters, see paragraph 12.5 of our provisional findings report.

3.123

As regards facing barriers to switching supplier and/or tariff, we have been
told that many restricted meter customers (ie excluding customers with
Economy 7 meters) do not have a choice of supplier offering bespoke tariffs
(ie tariffs designed to support their specific type of restricted meter (see
Appendix 3.1)). They can in principle switch to a single-rate or an Economy
7 tariff offered by their supplier or rival suppliers, but some suppliers would
require their existing meter to be replaced with an unrestricted, Economy 7
or Economy 10 meter at a cost to the customer. Changing meters might also
involve some rewiring in the home.

3.124

Further, a change of meter (particularly to an unrestricted meter) may entail
a loss of functionality to the customer, and possibly higher tariffs in the
future, with no option of reverting back to their old meter. As a consequence,
customers face uncertainty in determining whether switching supplier is a
good thing for them given the difficulties they face in both comparing the
options available to them and taking into account the possible irreversible
loss of the functionality of their installed space and water heating systems. In
our view, this therefore demonstrates an additional perception of a barrier to
switching for customers on restricted meters.
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3.125

All this means that, for customers on restricted meters, understanding the
options available to them and switching supplier is substantially more difficult
than it is for customers on other meter types.

3.126

The customer survey that we conducted does not have sufficiently granular
data to allow us to identify customers on restricted meters. However, we
have reviewed research by Ofgem, which found that customers on restricted
meters face additional barriers to engagement in the domestic retail energy
markets compared to other consumers, which principally relate to such
customers’ awareness of, and interest in, their ability to switch energy
supplier.202 In particular it found that:
(a) many consumers have a low awareness and understanding of their DTS
arrangements and tariff;
(b) people find the inherently complex heating system difficult to understand
fully and operate efficiently;
(c) there is a perceived lack of interest by suppliers in explaining metering
arrangements to consumers and offering alternatives; and
(d) the consumer base is often vulnerable and many find it difficult to access
information and exercise supplier or tariff choice, even when this is
available.

3.127

The information we have received from suppliers also demonstrates that
rates of switching supplier by customers on restricted meters are low (and
lower than they are with customers on unrestricted or Economy 7 meters).
One of the Six Large Energy Firms submitted that existing customers on
restricted meters outside their incumbent regions were largely acquired
through doorstep selling. We have received limited, if any, further evidence
that either the Six Large Energy Firms or the Mid-tier Suppliers actively
compete to acquire customers with restricted meters.

3.128

Table 3.7 shows the incumbent share of supply by PES region for restricted
meters as at September 2015203 and separately for electricity (for all
electricity meters including restricted meters) and gas as at July 2015. We
note that the figures for restricted meters are only based on data for the Six
Large Energy Firms while the figures for electricity and gas include all
suppliers.

202

November 2014 Ofgem published results of research on the experience of consumers who use DTS meters
and tariffs. Ofgem (2014), Dynamically Teleswitched meters and tariffs – Ofgem’s views on the way forward.
203 Note that information provided for SSE is as at June 2015.
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3.129

We have found that within each of the PES regions the incumbent electricity
supplier, as at September 2015,204 supplied between 40% and 91% of
electricity customers with restricted meters,205 with the incumbent share at
over 70% in ten of the 14 regions.206 Across GB the incumbent share of
supply in restricted meters is 79% which is significantly higher than the
equivalent figure for all electricity (33%) and gas (37%) customers.207

Table 3.7: Incumbent share of supply by PES region
Region

Non-Economy 7
restricted meters

Electricity (all)

Gas

Great Britain

[]

[]

[]

East Anglia

[]

[]

[]

East Midlands

[]

[]

[]

London

[]

[]

[]

Merseyside and North Wales

[]

[]

[]

Midlands

[]

[]

[]

North East

[]

[]

[]

North Scotland

[]

[]

[]

North West

[]

[]

[]

South East

[]

[]

[]

Southern

[]

[]

[]

South Scotland

[]

[]

[]

South Wales

[]

[]

[]

South West

[]

[]

[]

Yorkshire

[]

[]

[]

Source: CMA analysis.
Notes:
1. Figures for non-Economy 7 restricted meters are based on data provided by the Six Large Energy Firms for September
2015, except for SSE which is as at June 2015.
2. Figures for electricity and gas are based on Cornwall Energy data covering Q1 and Q2 2015.
3. Figures for electricity cover all types of electricity meter and therefore include non-Economy 7 restricted meters.
4. The incumbent gas supplier is British Gas. The incumbent electricity supplier is E.ON for East Midlands, East Anglia, North
West; EDF for London, South East, South West; RWE for Midlands, North East, Yorkshire; Scottish Power for South Scotland,
Merseyside and North Wales; SSE for North Scotland, Southern, South Wales.

204

Note that information provided for SSE is as at June 2015.
We note that the incumbency shares in the South East and South West regions are materially lower than in
other PES regions. EDF Energy, the incumbent supplier in both of these regions, told us that, without access to
the volumes of these meters from other suppliers and by region, it was not clear why the incumbency shares in
these regions would be materially lower than in others. []. We will explore the extent to which the Six Large
Energy Firms have installed non-Economy 7 restricted meters outside of their incumbency areas. In particular, if
the Six Large Energy Firms have installed non-Economy 7 restricted meters outside of their incumbency areas
incumbency shares could overestimate the level of switching.
206 CMA analysis based on data from the Six Large Energy Firms.
207 Figures for electricity and gas are based on Cornwall Energy data covering Q1 and Q2 2015.
205
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3.130

In addition, for certain types of restricted meters, we have been able to
identify the percentage of customers who, as at September 2015,208
continued to receive electricity from the same incumbent supplier that
installed their restricted meter. These customers have meter types, and are
on supporting tariffs, that when installed were unique to an incumbent
electricity supplier. In particular, we have investigated SSE’s THTC and
SuperDeal meters, Scottish Power’s ComfortPlus meters, E.ON’s Heatwise
meter,209 RWE’s SuperTariff meter210 and EDF Energy’s WarmWise meter.

3.131

For customers on these types of restricted meter, the original incumbent
supplier still supplies nearly []% of such customers. In particular, the
lowest incumbent share was []% while for four of the seven meters the
share was over []%.211 For example, in relation to THTC meters in North
Scotland and ComfortPlus meters in South Scotland the incumbent supplier
in each region (SSE and Scottish Power respectively) appears to be the only
supplier that offers bespoke tariffs for these meters and each has []% of
the share of supply.212

3.132

One potential explanation for the low levels of switching observed in these
segments – which several suppliers submitted – is that restricted meter
customers are generally already on the best deals available and so would
not gain from switching. We note that customers on restricted meters are
generally cheaper for suppliers to serve because their meters are designed
to support space and water heating systems that operate in off-peak hours
when wholesale costs of electricity are lower, and the electricity settlement
system allows suppliers to benefit from such lower costs.213 Therefore it is
possible – if suppliers choose to pass such benefits on to their customers –
that customers on restricted meters may indeed be on very favourable deals,
such that there would be limited benefit from switching.

208

Note that information provided for SSE is as at June 2015.
E.ON told us that Heatwise meters were installed by E.ON specifically in the East Midlands region, however, it
had no visibility in relation to whether other suppliers had installed Heatwise meters in any region.
210 RWE npower told us that SuperTariff was a ‘brand’ tariff name used by Northern Electric, now part of the RWE
group, in the North East. RWE npower noted that a [] as incumbents in those regions offered their own tariffs
with similar characteristics to SuperTariff.
211 For WarmWise the incumbent share was []%, for Heatwise []%, for SuperTariff []%, for ComfortPlus
Control []%, for ComfortPlus White Meter []%, for THTC []% and for SuperDeal []%. We noted that RWE
npower told us [] and this is discussed in more detail at paragraphs 64 to 65 in Appendix 3.1 CMA analysis of
data from the Six Large Energy Firms.
212 We understand that E.ON has some customers ([]) on these three meters with the majority on E.ON’s
single-rate SVT tariff as E.ON does not offer a bespoke tariff for all these meters. However, E.ON does offer a
bespoke tariff to a subset of the ComfortPlus meters, referred to as ‘Weathercall’ meters, and has [] customers
with these meters on a tariff called ‘Electrical Heating Comfort Extra Control’. SSE has [] customer on
ComfortPlus meters all on a bespoke SVT tariff, however, we understand that this tariff is not available to new
customers. RWE npower also has some customers on these meters ([]).
213 Appendix 3.1 provides further evidence on this question.
209
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3.133

We have tested this hypothesis by comparing the bills paid by customers on
restricted meters, roughly 89% of whom are on an SVT tariff bespoke to their
specific type of restricted meter,214 with those that they would have paid had
they been on the cheapest single-rate electricity tariff in the markets.215
When selecting our benchmark single-rate tariffs we selected from all direct
debit tariffs available to all customers on unrestricted meters adjusted to take
account of the differences in the cost to serve these customers, but not for
any one-off switching costs such as the cost of changing meter or rewiring
(for more information on these cost differences see Appendix 3.6 and for
discussion of the benchmark used see paragraph 3.202. The analysis used
tariffs in the market at the end of Q2 2015 and estimated annual
consumption by meter as at Q2 2015.

3.134

We have found that 69% of customers would have lower bills if they were on
the cheapest single-rate tariffs from across the Six Large Energy Firms and
the Mid-tier Suppliers and that those who could have saved would have
saved an amount equivalent to around 18% of their bill.216 However, it
should be noted that the results differ significantly depending on the supplier
in question. For example, while for [] customers, []% would have been
better off on the cheapest single-rate tariff, for [] were better off on their
current meter-specific tariffs (for more information see Table 3.11 below and
Appendix 3.1).

3.135

Overall, we consider that the evidence demonstrates that customers on
restricted meters are subject to substantial barriers to accessing and
assessing information to help them switch, over and above the barriers to
accessing and assessing information that we identified in our provisional
findings concerning the Domestic Weak Customer Response AEC. The
evidence also demonstrates that such customers have additional barriers to
switching to those identified in our provisional findings report concerning the
Domestic Weak Customer Response AEC and this is supported by the
observed low levels of switching, which is not attributable simply to such
customers being on favourable tariffs. In paragraphs 3.192 to 3.198 below,
we draw on this analysis in assessing the level of detriment arising from the
heightened features we have identified concerning customers on restricted
meters.

214

This is based on the consumption data, before exclusions, collected as part of our restricted meter bills
analysis, for more details see Annex B of Appendix 3.1. We note that: Centrica offers its Economy 7 tariffs to all
restricted meter customers and therefore for Centrica when we refer to a meter-specific tariff we are referring to
an Economy 7 tariff; and at E.ON restricted meter customers may also be on the single-rate SVT, in particular,
where the customer has a restricted meter type for which E.ON does offer a bespoke tariff.
215 In particular, our tariff information covered the Six Large Energy Firms, Sainsbury’s Energy, Ebico, M&S
Energy, Co-operative Energy, First Utility and Ovo Energy.
216 The analysis is set out in more detail in paragraphs 3.199–3.205 below.
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Supply-side constraints
3.136

We have considered whether the lack of switching we have observed could
also be due to the existence of supply-side constraints. In this regard, we
have explored two hypotheses:
(a) that the fixed costs of developing new tariffs and the small number of
customers on individual types of restricted meters means that it is not
cost effective for suppliers to develop bespoke tariffs for them; and
(b) that, for meters operated in DTS mode, suppliers may be reluctant to
offer tariffs for customers for whom certain operating parameters are
controlled by another supplier.

3.137

In relation to the first hypothesis, we recognise that suppliers would incur
additional costs in developing bespoke tariffs for customers on certain types
of restricted meter and may not find it profitable to do so (and/or to market
such tariffs proactively) if there are sufficiently low numbers of customers on
those meters. However, this does not in itself explain the lack of switching to
cheaper single-rate tariffs, as we would expect the incremental costs of
making such tariffs available to restricted meter customers to be
negligible.217 Most of the Six Large Energy Firms and the Mid-tier Suppliers
submitted that they did allow existing or new customers to switch to singlerate tariffs, although some required the replacement of the customer’s
existing meter.

3.138

We have also received submissions that DTS technology constitutes a
supply-side constraint on competition. For example, in its 2013 ‘State of the
market for customers with DTS’ report, Ofgem said that when DTS meters
were switched dynamically by the host supplier (ie the incumbent supplier),
non-incumbent suppliers may face a DTS-specific barrier to entry due to the
risk of imbalance between their supply and demand positions. In particular,
this risk arises because non-incumbent suppliers may not know in advance
the timing and duration of supply to heating circuits for these DTS
customers. Therefore if a non-incumbent supplier has DTS customers then it
may face unexpected periods of high or low demand.218

3.139

However, while some suppliers told us that there may be difficulties in
offering tariffs in relation to DTS meters, the Six Large Energy Firms219

217

For example, we would expect suppliers to be able to either sum consumption across different registers when
calculating the bill or to be able to apply the same unit rate to different registers when calculating the bill.
218 Ofgem (2013), The state of the market for customers with dynamically teleswitched meters.
219 These were EDF Energy, E.ON and RWE npower.
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generally told us that the mechanism by which a restricted meter was
controlled did not determine/limit the tariff choices available to customers.220
For example, Scottish Power told us that not all customers on its
ComfortPlus White Meter tariff used DTS meters. Further, there are other
non-Economy 7 restricted meters that are not DTS meters where the
incumbent suppliers have similar shares.221
3.140

Further, many Economy 7 meters are classed as DTS meters222 – although
we note in this regard that they do not appear to currently be operated
dynamically – and this does not appear to be an impediment to competition.

3.141

We note that the roll-out of smart meters may address the issues outlined
below in relation to customers on restricted meters. However, three of the
Six Large Energy Firms223 told us that smart meter equivalents were not
currently available for all restricted meter types such that the roll-out of smart
meters for customers who wanted or needed to keep the capability of those
restricted meters was therefore delayed until smart meter equivalents could
be developed.224

3.142

Therefore, based on the assessment above, we think that the problems we
have identified as affecting customers on restricted meters relate primarily to
the demand side, and in particular derive from the existence of barriers to
accessing and assessing information, and barriers to switching, which are
additional to those that we have identified in our provisional findings report
as being faced by customers on unrestricted meters concerning the
Domestic Weak Customer Response AEC.
Provisional conclusion on features relating to customers on restricted meters

3.143

Our provisional view is that our additional analysis relating to restricted
meters is consistent with, and reinforces, the Domestic Weak Customer
Response AEC that we have provisionally identified in the domestic retail
energy markets.

3.144

In our provisional findings report, we provisionally found that a combination
of features of the markets for domestic retail supply of gas and electricity in

220

For example, EDF Energy told us [].
For example, for the Heatwise meter the incumbent share was []%, for the SuperTariff meter the incumbent
share was []% and for the SuperDeal meter the incumbent share was []%.CMA analysis of data from the Six
Large Energy Firms.
222 Based on information provided by the Six Large Energy Firms, excluding E.ON, and the Mid-tier Suppliers we
estimate that roughly 424,571 Economy 7 meters can be operated dynamically.
223 These were Centrica, EDF Energy and E.ON.
224 Centrica and EDF Energy told us that this would be at least until 2017.
221
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GB give rise to the Domestic Weak Customer Response AEC. These
features included the following:
(a) customers have limited awareness of, and interest in, their ability to
switch energy supplier;
(b) certain customers face actual and perceived barriers to accessing and
assessing information; and
(c) certain customers face actual and/or perceived barriers to switching.
3.145

Our further analysis of the retail supply of electricity to domestic customers
on restricted meters supports our provisional finding that the above features
also affect domestic customers on restricted meters, and shows additional
aspects of the domestic retail electricity market concerning customers on
restricted meters that contribute to some of these features.

3.146

In particular, compared to customers affected by the Domestic Weak
Customer Response AEC who are on unrestricted meters:
(a) We consider that Ofgem’s research concerning customers on restricted
DTS meters demonstrates that customers on restricted meters have
particularly limited awareness of, and interest in, their ability to switch
energy supplier, which arises in particular from certain aspects of the
domestic retail electricity market set out in paragraph 3.127 above.
(b) We have provisionally found that customers on restricted meters face
higher barriers to accessing and assessing information arising, in
particular, from a general lack of price transparency concerning the
tariffs that are available to them, which results from restricted meter
tariffs not being supported by PCWs or suppliers’ online search tools
and also from low incentives on suppliers to invest in marketing to
customers on restricted meters.
(c) We have also provisionally found that customers on restricted meters
face higher actual and/or perceived barriers to switching arising, in
particular, from the following aspects of the domestic retail electricity
market concerning customers on restricted meters:
(i) A requirement imposed by suppliers on some customers on
restricted meters to replace their existing meter with an unrestricted,
Economy 7 or Economy 10 meter at a cost to the customer.
(ii) The fact that changing meter might also involve some rewiring in the
home.
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(iii) The uncertainty customers face in determining whether switching
supplier is a good thing given the difficulties they face in both
comparing the options available to them and taking into account the
possible irreversible loss of the functionality of their meter.
3.147

We believe that these aspects of the domestic retail electricity market are
relevant considerations for the design of our remedies and the assessment
of their effectiveness and proportionality. In the section below, which sets out
our update on the detriment arising from the Domestic Weak Customer
Response AEC, we therefore explore further the nature and magnitude of
the detriment arising from the Domestic Weak Customer Response AEC for
customers on restricted meters.

Summary of updated analysis of features
3.148

Table 3.8 below summarises our view of how different categories of
domestic customers (by meter type) are affected by the AECs we have
provisionally identified in domestic energy markets.

Table 3.8: Summary of provisional AECs concerning domestic retail energy markets
Provisional AECs

Categories of domestic customer affected

Domestic Weak Customer Response
AEC

Domestic customers on all meter types but:
for customers on restricted meters (other than Economy 7),
particularly limited awareness of, and interest in, switching suppliers;
higher barriers to accessing and assessing information
disengagement is a more significant problem among prepayment
customers compared to customers on direct debit

Prepayment AEC

Customers on prepayment meters only.

Regulatory AECs
Simpler choices element of RMR
Electricity settlement
Gas settlement

Domestic customers on all meter types.

3.149

Overall, we consider that the AECs vary in strength across different
consumer categories and in some cases reinforce each other. In particular,
we have provisionally found that:
(a) weak customer response in the credit meter space affects part of the
market (customers on SVTs) particularly strongly;
(b) weak customer response is more pronounced for prepayment than for
direct debit customers;
(c) weak customer response is more pronounced for customers on
restricted meters compared to customers on single rate meters; and
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(d) retail suppliers have reduced incentives (and, for some, ability) to
compete to acquire prepayment customers (in particular, customers with
an outstanding debt or a poor credit history) and to innovate by offering
tariff structures that meet customers’ demand.
3.150

In the next section we set out our updated thinking on the detriment that
arises from these AECs for each of the above customer categories.

Analysis of detriment
3.151

To assist us in deciding on appropriate remedies, we have assessed the
nature and extent of detrimental effects on domestic energy customers
resulting from the AECs that we have provisionally identified in the domestic
retail energy markets. This section sets out the results of the updated
analysis of customer detriment that we have undertaken since the
provisional findings report.

3.152

Our approach to assessing the scale of detriment has involved considering
to what extent the outcomes that we have observed in the domestic retail
energy markets are worse than we would expect to see in well-functioning
competitive markets, including the extent to which domestic energy
customers are, on average, paying higher prices than they would do in wellfunctioning competitive markets and receiving poorer quality of service. As
set out in our Guidance, ‘a well-functioning market’ is one that displays the
beneficial aspects of competition, notably rivalry between firms which seek to
win customers’ business through lower prices, improved quality or variety
and/or introducing new or better products. It is not an idealised perfectly
competitive market.225

3.153

We have considered three potential sources of detriment to consumers in
the domestic retail energy markets:
(a) that domestic energy customers are, on average, paying higher prices
than they would do in well-functioning competitive markets;
(b) that domestic energy customers receive a poorer quality of service than
they would do in well-functioning competitive markets; and
(c) that suppliers innovate less in products and services than they would do
in well-functioning competitive markets, resulting in a more restricted
range of products and services for domestic customers.

225

CC3, paragraphs 10, 12 & 320.
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3.154

Most of our analysis has focused on the first source of detriment – excessive
prices – as we believe that this is likely to be the most significant form of
detriment suffered by energy customers, given the homogenous nature of
gas and electricity.226 Further, it is easier to quantify robustly the extent to
which prices are excessive than the extent to which quality of service is
relatively poor or innovation relatively restricted. Nonetheless, we do give
some consideration to these second two sources of detriment at the end of
this section.

3.155

We have adopted two approaches to assessing the extent to which prices
are excessive (ie have exceeded those we would expect in a wellfunctioning market):
(a) A ‘direct’ approach, which involves comparing the average prices
charged by different suppliers, while controlling for those exogenous
differences in each supplier’s customer base that are likely to affect
costs.
(b) An indirect approach, which involves assessing both:
(i) suppliers’ levels of profitability (and in particular whether the return
on capital employed by suppliers exceeds their cost of capital); and
(ii) the extent to which suppliers have incurred costs inefficiently (ie
whether costs are higher than we estimate an efficient supplier
would incur).

3.156

The benefit of the direct approach is that it gives us a more direct measure
of consumer detriment based on actual market prices – and prices are
ultimately what matter to a consumer, rather than a supplier’s level of
profitability or cost efficiency. Further, the direct approach allows for a much
more granular breakdown of detriment, not just by supplier but by customer
type, including type of tariff and payment method.

3.157

The indirect approach provides information on profitability and cost efficiency
which can be a useful proxy for consumer detriment – indeed it is sometimes
the only available means of quantifying consumer detriment. In this case, we
believe that it can provide a useful independent cross check on our direct
analysis, as it is based on a separate data set and methodology.

3.158

Our analysis has focused on the Six Large Energy Firms. We recognise that
there may be harm to consumers from pricing policies of suppliers other than

226

See Section 7 of our provisional findings report, paragraphs 7.10 & 7.11.
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the Six Large Energy Firms and we will look to expand our analysis to
consider this issue in time for the final report.
3.159

Finally, we note that detriment is a measure of outcome and that, in relation
to the AECs we have provisionally identified in the domestic retail energy
markets:
(a) for customers on credit (ie non-prepayment) meters, observed detriment
arises from the Domestic Weak Customer Response AEC (noting how
the strength of features differ between different categories of customer);
while
(b) for customers on prepayment meters, observed detriment arises from
the Domestic Weak Customer Response AEC and Prepayment AEC.

3.160

The Regulatory AECs may also contribute in part to the detriment we identify
in this section (through the dulling effect on competition arising from
inaccurate settlement and aspects of the ‘simpler choices’ component of the
RMR rules), although we note that specific aspects of the detriment arising
from the Regulatory AECs are identified separately, in Section 5, where we
consider the potential benefits arising from half-hourly settlement in
electricity and the potential reduction in commission costs arising from
keener competition between TPIs.

3.161

The next section sets out the results of our analysis. Further details of our
analysis are provided in the following: Appendix 3.1, Appendix 3.3, Appendix
3.4 and Appendix 3.5.

Direct approach: analysis of average prices and bills
3.162

Our direct approach to assessing detriment has involved calculating the
average prices offered by different suppliers to their customers and
comparing these to a ‘competitive benchmark price’, which is constructed as
the average prices offered by the most competitive suppliers. In making this
comparison, we have adjusted for exogenous cost differences relating to
network costs and the costs associated with different payment methods, to
ensure the comparison is on a broad like for like basis.

3.163

The data set we have has allowed us to conduct this analysis for the vast
majority (around 96%) of all GB domestic customers, over the period Q1
2012 to Q2 2015, and to break down the resulting detriment by a number of
dimensions including: supplier; fuel; tariff type; and payment method.

3.164

The data set covers all the customers of the Six Large Energy Firms and the
four Mid-tier Suppliers who are on single-rate or Economy 7 meters. For
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customers on non-Economy 7 restricted meters (about 2% of the total
customer base), we have conducted a separate, higher level exercise for Q2
2015, the results of which we summarise in paragraphs 3.199 to 3.205
below.
3.165

In the rest of this section we:
(a) describe our methodology in more detail, including a justification of our
choice of suppliers to construct the competitive benchmark and the
approach we have adopted to adjusting for exogenous cost differences;
(b) present the results of the benchmark analysis and detriment calculation;
(c) describe a robustness test of the benchmark analysis;
(d) consider the evidence on the financial sustainability of the suppliers we
have used to construct the competitive benchmark; and
(e) present the results of the high-level analysis of detriment that we have
conducted for customers on restricted meters.
Methodology

3.166

Our competitive benchmark is a hypothetical construct, a ‘supplier’ that is a
combination of the suppliers that we have identified as being the most
competitive in the markets. The benchmark includes all tariff types weighted
by the respective number of accounts within each of those suppliers. The
payment method is set to direct debit (as explained below, we make an
adjustment for payment method cost differentials where relevant).

3.167

Our methodology consists of five steps (a more detailed description is given
in Appendix 3.3):
(a) First we choose the suppliers that will provide the basis for our
assessment of competitive benchmark prices.
(b) Next, we adjust our data to account for exogenous cost differences
between the suppliers.
(c) We then compute the average bill for each supplier by payment type and
the benchmark average bill, and use those to calculate the extent to
which suppliers’ bills are priced above the competitive level, as implied
by the benchmark bills.
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(d) After that, we calculate the overall detriment to domestic customers from
the prices being set by the Six Large Energy Firms above the
competitive level.
(e) Finally, we test the robustness of our findings by performing the analysis
of bills at different consumption levels (this is explained in Appendix 3.3).
 Choice of suppliers for the competitive benchmark
3.168

In our provisional findings report, we concluded that weak customer
response is an overarching feature which gives suppliers a position of
unilateral market power concerning their inactive customer base which they
are able to exploit through their pricing practices. Because of that, for the
purpose of choosing our competitive benchmark we have focused on
suppliers whose average price best reflects prices paid by active customers
as we expect those customers to be on competitively priced tariffs.

3.169

We have estimated consumer detriment by comparing the average bills
between the Six Large Energy Firms and two of the Mid-tier Suppliers, Ovo
Energy and First Utility, using the latter as our competitive benchmark. We
believe that this approach is justified for the following reasons:
(a) Both Ovo Energy and First Utility are competing primarily through
acquisition tariffs where competition is focused on price, and where
customers are acquired through PCWs, which is the main channel for
the acquisition of active customers.
(b) Therefore, both Ovo Energy and First Utility have relatively few inactive
customers, which means that we would expect their average price (or
the ‘system’ price) to be close to a competitive level. This may not be the
case with the Six Large Energy Firms which all have a high ratio of
inactive to active customers (for example, see Appendix 8.1).
(c) While they may be more efficient, we have satisfied ourselves that Ovo
Energy and First Utility do not enjoy significant exogenous cost
advantages relative to the Six Large Energy Firms (once the
adjustments made below are taken into account), and that their pricing is
sustainable (sustainability is considered in more detail in paragraphs
3.193 to 3.197 below).

3.170

We did not include in our competitive benchmark the other two of the Mid-tier
Suppliers: Utility Warehouse and Co-operative Energy.

3.171

Utility Warehouse acquired the majority of its existing customers through a
deal with RWE npower rather than acquiring them through competition by
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offering keenly priced tariffs in the way Ovo Energy and First Utility have
done. We also note that Utility Warehouse does not advertise its tariffs
through PCWs where customers can compare and identify the most
competitively priced tariffs. Instead, it works in a partnership with
independent (and part-time) distributors (known as ‘Partners’) who receive a
small share of the revenues from each new customer they introduce.
Another reason as to why Utility Warehouse may not be suitable for our
benchmark is because their business model is focused on providing bundled
services (energy and telecoms). It would therefore be more difficult for us to
compare on a like for like basis their prices with those of the Six Large
Energy Firms.
3.172

Although Co-op in principle uses multiple acquisition channels, including, at
times, price comparison websites, a large number of its customers have
been acquired from the members of the Midcounties Co-operative. Those
who were not acquired in this way have also been given the option of
becoming members, entitling them to a share in the profits it generates from
all business streams, not just from the energy business. This would make it
difficult to compare Co-operative Energy prices with that of the Six Large
Energy Firms on a like for like basis. Another reason for not including Cooperative Energy in our benchmark is that it is a considerably smaller
supplier than First Utility [] and Ovo Energy [] and may not yet be
operating at an efficient scale. Further, unlike First Utility and Ovo Energy,
Co-operative Energy is not yet fully subject to the costs of meeting
environmental and social obligations.
 Adjustment of data to reflect exogenous cost differences

3.173

We recognise that suppliers’ customer bases differ across a range of
dimensions, including location, tariffs and payment method. This may give
rise to cost differences between the suppliers over which they have little
control (we call these ‘exogenous’ cost differences), and which we therefore
needed to control for in our analysis in order be able to compare bills on a
like for like basis. We have identified two such cost categories: network
charges and the costs associated with different payment methods.

3.174

Network charges comprise distribution and transmission charges that vary
across regions and fuels. They affect suppliers’ costs in different ways,
depending on their regional presence. We have computed the value of those
charges by combining them with actual consumption data. We have then
subtracted them from each electricity, gas and dual fuel bill in our sample.

3.175

The proportion of customers on different payment methods varies between
suppliers. We have considered evidence from a variety of sources to reach a
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decision on whether there are systematic differences in the costs of serving
prepayment meter, standard credit and direct debit customers. Our analysis
shows that prepayment meter and standard credit customers are more costly
to serve than direct debit customers by approximately £54 and £82,
respectively. Appendix 3.6 sets out the analysis we have conducted to
inform this provisional conclusion. To account for these cost differences, we
have subtracted the corresponding amounts from each prepayment meter
and standard credit bill in our sample.
3.176

We note that there may be some differences in customer characteristics that
have an impact on costs but that we have not explicitly controlled for in the
above approach. For example, First Utility and Ovo Energy have had a
higher proportion of engaged customers and customer acquisitions relative
to their customer stock over the period, since they have been growing. Such
customers are likely to be more costly to serve than those who do not switch
either tariff or supplier for several years.227 On the other hand, the customers
of the Six Large Energy Firms are more likely to be on the Priority Services
Register, which entails certain additional costs for the supplier.228 Our
provisional view is that the exclusion of these factors from our quantitative
analysis does not introduce a systematic bias into the results.

3.177

In relation to the costs of environmental and social obligations, as set out in
Appendix 7.1 of our provisional findings report, both First Utility and Ovo
Energy were fully obligated under the Energy Company Obligation from the
beginning of 2015229 and were partially obligated in previous years.
Therefore, while their prices may reflect some differences in their cost bases
in earlier periods,230 their 2015 prices will reflect a similar cost base in terms
of environmental obligations. For this reason, and the fact that in more
recent years both Ovo Energy and First Utility have been operating at a
larger scale, we place greater weight on the results of the detriment analysis
in more recent years.

3.178

Overall, our provisional view is that adjusting for network costs and the costs
of different payment methods will allow for a comparison of suppliers’ bills on
a broadly comparable basis.

227

First Utility told us that the costs incurred by a supplier over the three-week period when a customer joined
were [].
228 As explained in Section 8 of our provisional findings report, under their licences, suppliers must maintain a
Priority Services Register and put consumers from certain eligible groups on the register when they request it.
The eligible groups include people of pensionable age, disabled people and those who are chronically sick.
Suppliers must offer non-financial help and advice to these customers.
229 In the case of Ovo this was April 2015.
230 As note in Appendix 7.1 of our provisional findings report, the larger suppliers estimate the benefit of the full
Energy Company Obligation exemption as being around £45–£60 per dual fuel account. DECC estimated that
this is lower, around £36 for a dual fuel customer, taking into account the 2013 Autumn Statement changes.
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 Bills comparison
3.179

We have estimated the degree to which suppliers’ bills are priced above the
competitive level using the following steps:
(a) Step 1: We first compute the average bill (adjusted as discussed above)
for each supplier/payment type weighted by the number of accounts for
each tariff.
(b) Step 2: We calculate the benchmark as the average bill of Ovo Energy
and First Utility direct debit tariffs.
(c) Step 3: We calculate the difference between the average bill for each
supplier/payment type and the benchmark.

3.180

The comparison between the benchmark and suppliers’ bills is made at
Ofgem’s Medium Typical Domestic Consumption Values (TDCV)231 rather
than at the consumption levels associated with tariff types. We have done
this in order to strip out the volume effect and therefore allow for a like for
like bills comparison between the suppliers and payment methods. The
comparison presented is therefore equivalent to a difference in average
price paid. We have also made this comparison at Ofgem’s low and high
TDCV to test the robustness of our findings (this is explained further below
and in Appendix 3.3).

3.181

The tables below show our estimates of the extent to which suppliers’ bills
are priced above the benchmark level, split by payment type for dual fuel
and single fuel customers. The results are averaged across the period
between 2012 and 2015 as explained in Appendix 3.3.

3.182

There is a considerable variation in the extent to which individual suppliers
have priced above the benchmark level. For dual fuel customers (the
substantial majority of customers), the prices are highest for [] and []
among the Six Large Energy Firms and lowest for []. We note that the gap
between the benchmark and suppliers’ prices for single fuel gas customers
is considerably higher than for single fuel electricity customers.

231This

is explained in Appendix 3.3.
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Table 3.9: Comparison of dual, single fuel electricity and gas bills by supplier and payment
method, calculated at Ofgem 2014 Medium TDCV
Dual fuel
Average bill

Benchmark

Average difference (£)

Average difference (%)

Supplier

DD

SC

PP

All

All

DD

SC

PP

All

DD

SC

PP

All

[]
[]
[]
[]
[]
[]
SLEFs

[]
[]
[]
[]
[]
[]
857

[]
[]
[]
[]
[]
[]
874

[]
[]
[]
[]
[]
[]
908

[]
[]
[]
[]
[]
[]
870

[]
[]
[]
[]
[]
[]
775

[]
[]
[]
[]
[]
[]
82

[]
[]
[]
[]
[]
[]
99

[]
[]
[]
[]
[]
[]
132

[]
[]
[]
[]
[]
[]
94

[]
[]
[]
[]
[]
[]
10%

[]
[]
[]
[]
[]
[]
11%

[]
[]
[]
[]
[]
[]
15%

[]
[]
[]
[]
[]
[]
11%

Single fuel electricity
Average bill

Benchmark

Average difference (£)

Average difference (%)

Supplier

DD

SC

PP

All

All

DD

SC

PP

All

DD

SC

PP

All

[]
[]
[]
[]
[]
[]
SLEFs

[]
[]
[]
[]
[]
[]
369

[]
[]
[]
[]
[]
[]
378

[]
[]
[]
[]
[]
[]
389

[]
[]
[]
[]
[]
[]
376

[]
[]
[]
[]
[]
[]
338

[]
[]
[]
[]
[]
[]
31

[]
[]
[]
[]
[]
[]
40

[]
[]
[]
[]
[]
[]
52

[]
[]
[]
[]
[]
[]
39

[]
[]
[]
[]
[]
[]
9%

[]
[]
[]
[]
[]
[]
11%

[]
[]
[]
[]
[]
[]
13%

[]
[]
[]
[]
[]
[]
10%

Single fuel gas
Average bill

Benchmark

Average difference (£)

Average difference (%)

Supplier

DD

SC

PP

All

All

DD

SC

PP

All

DD

SC

PP

All

[]
[]
[]
[]
[]
[]
SLEFs

[]
[]
[]
[]
[]
[]
540

[]
[]
[]
[]
[]
[]
533

[]
[]
[]
[]
[]
[]
534

[]
[]
[]
[]
[]
[]
536

[]
[]
[]
[]
[]
[]
445

[]
[]
[]
[]
[]
[]
95

[]
[]
[]
[]
[]
[]
88

[]
[]
[]
[]
[]
[]
89

[]
[]
[]
[]
[]
[]
91

[]
[]
[]
[]
[]
[]
18%

[]
[]
[]
[]
[]
[]
16%

[]
[]
[]
[]
[]
[]
17%

[]
[]
[]
[]
[]
[]
17%

Source: CMA analysis.
Note: SLEFS = Six Large Energy Firms, DD = direct debit, SC = standard credit, PP = prepayment.

3.183

Looking at differences by payment method, we note that for dual fuel and
single fuel electricity, the difference between the benchmark and what
customers pay is biggest for customers on prepayment meters (15% for dual
fuel and 13% for single fuel electricity), followed by standard credit
customers (11% for both dual fuel and single fuel electricity), and then direct
debit customers (10% for dual fuel and 9% for single fuel electricity). For
single fuel gas, the difference between payment methods is somewhat
smaller than in the case of dual fuel and single fuel electricity (18% for direct
debit; 17% for prepayment and 16% for standard credit).
 Detriment calculations

3.184

We have benchmarked suppliers’ bills in the previous step using Ofgem’s
Medium TDCV to control for the volume effect. However, this approach risks
overestimating or underestimating the overall detriment since it relies on a
market-wide measure of consumption which may not be representative of
the level of consumption of a particular supplier’s customers.
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3.185

To address this issue, we have adjusted our detriment figures using
information on consumption levels provided by the suppliers. More
specifically, we have used data on consumption levels by supplier, region,
payment type and tariff type and quarter.

3.186

We have calculated the overall detriment figure using the following steps:
(a) Step 1: We have computed both bill and benchmark at actual median
consumption level of the corresponding tariff family;
(b) Step 2: We have computed the difference between the actual bill and the
benchmark for each tariff;
(c) Step 3: We have multiplied this difference by the number of accounts for
each tariff; and
(d) Step 4: We have aggregated across supplier/payment type to obtain the
overall detriment figures.

3.187

We believe that this approach will result in an underestimate of detriment
because it does not take into account that consumption is likely to be
depressed due to prices being set above the competitive level. We expect
that this effect will be the strongest in the prepayment segments because of
the nature of the prepayment product, whereby consumption is curtailed
when a customer runs out of credit.

3.188

Further, we note that the approach we have taken to adjust for the costs
associated with different payment methods adopts a supply-side perspective
in assessing detriment. Essentially, we are assuming that the proportion of
customers on different payment methods will remain unchanged in a more
competitive market, and recognising that the exogenous costs associated
with those payment methods will need to be reflected in competitive prices.
However, while justified from a supply-side perspective, this approach does
somewhat understate the detriment faced by prepayment customers relative
to standard credit customers. This is because customers paying by
prepayment suffer additional costs (notably, the need to pay for energy in
advance) than those paying by standard credit, (who benefit over flexibility of
payment timing).

3.189

The table below shows how aggregate domestic customer detriment has
evolved over the period 2012 to 2015.
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Table 3.10: Detriment estimates
Year

Fuel Type

£m

2012

Dual fuel
Electricity (single fuel)
Gas (single fuel)
Overall

212
285
48
544

2013

Dual fuel
Electricity (single fuel)
Gas (single fuel)
Overall

1,223
291
169
1,683

2014

Dual fuel
Electricity (single fuel)
Gas (single fuel)
Overall

1,550
331
303
2,184

2015*

Dual fuel
Electricity (single fuel)
Gas (single fuel)
Overall

1,756
386
310
2,452

All years

Dual fuel
Electricity (single fuel)
Gas (single fuel)
Overall

4,741
1,292
829
6,862

Source: CMA analysis.
*Based on information for the first two quarters.

3.190

Average detriment to domestic customers is assessed at £1.7 billion a year
over the period as a whole. However, the table shows a marked upward
trend, reaching almost £2.5 billion in 2015. Our provisional view is that this
may represent not simply a deterioration in competitive conditions over time
but also an emerging revelation of the scale of detriment, as the Mid-tier
Suppliers have begun to operate at scale and reposition their tariffs through
the process of price discovery. Therefore we attach somewhat greater
significance to the more recent results.
Robustness check

3.191

As a robustness check we have carried out the comparison of bills using
Ofgem’s low and high TDCV. The results of this comparison are presented in
Appendix 3.3. They are broadly similar to the results that we obtained using
Ofgem’s Medium TDCV reported in the tables above.232
Sustainability of the Mid-tier Suppliers

3.192

232

In terms of the sustainability of the Mid-tier Suppliers’ tariffs, we have
considered two arguments that were put to us by the Six Large Energy
Firms, namely:

[]
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(a) Centrica submitted that the Mid-tier Suppliers’ prices/profits were
currently set below competitive levels, with the foregone profits in recent
years representing an investment in future profits.233 SSE told us that the
pricing of the Mid-tier Suppliers was not at a long-term sustainable level
because of the stage of their business cycle.234
(b) RWE npower told us that while a shorter hedging strategy, as adopted
by the Mid-tier Suppliers over the relevant time period may have been
cheaper, in an analogous rising market they would have had higher
energy costs.235
3.193

We collected evidence on the financial performance of the Mid-tier Suppliers
and their plans for their businesses in the future, as well as asking them for
commentary on their performance in recent years. We observed that First
Utility has earned a profit at the EBIT level in the last couple of years,
earning an EBIT margin of 0.2% in 2013 and 1.9% in 2014.236 Our ROCE
analysis indicates that energy suppliers require an EBIT margin of just under
1.5% in order to make a reasonable return on capital employed. Therefore,
our current view is that First Utility’s (average) prices are sustainable in the
longer run.

3.194

In addition, First Utility told us that its customer base was currently largely
composed of customers who were engaged and active in searching and
switching. However, it had started to increase the proportion of its customers
who were drawn from those in the market who were ‘aware but not
engaged’. First Utility told us that its data showed that engaged customers
had a higher cost to serve than disengaged customers as the disengaged
customer tended not to contact their energy supplier in relation to billing, did
not change tariff frequently etc. In particular, First Utility noted that engaged
customers incurred [] for a supplier in terms of joining and leaving a
supplier.

3.195

Ovo Energy first generated a profit in 2013 but then made a loss of
£33 million in 2014.237 It told us that during 2014 the customers that it was
acquiring were profitable and that its overall financial losses were due to a
combination of the costs of scaling up its management function and those of

233

Centrica response to provisional findings, annex, paragraph 181.
SSE response to provisional findings, paragraph 3.5.23.
235 RWE response to provisional findings, paragraph 121.
236 First Utility Statutory Accounts, 2014.
237 Ovo Energy Ltd Statutory Accounts 2014.
234
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acquiring a large number of customers over a relatively limited period of
time. []
3.196

This evidence indicates that Ovo Energy can expect to earn greater profits
over the next few years – without increasing its prices – for two principal
reasons. First, its customer acquisition costs can be expected to decline as a
proportion of their total cost base.238 Second, as it grows its customer base,
it should benefit from economies of scale, reducing its unit costs. Therefore,
our current view is that Ovo Energy’s current level of pricing (average prices)
is likely to be sustainable in the longer run.

3.197

Next, we considered RWE’s submission regarding the impact of hedging
strategies. We agree with RWE that the shorter-term hedging strategy
pursued by some of the Mid-tier Suppliers would, in a rising wholesale
market, have resulted in them incurring higher wholesale energy costs than
the Six Large Energy Firms (assuming the latter all pursued a longer-term
hedging strategy). However, if the Mid-tier Suppliers raised their prices we
would expect this to lead to the Six Large Energy Firms increasing their
prices as well, as the competitive constraint from the Mid-tier Suppliers
would have relaxed.
Analysis of detriment for customers on restricted meters

3.198

Customers on restricted meters are not included in our estimates of
detriment. The ‘direct’ analysis above is based on a data set that includes
only customers with unrestricted and Economy 7 meters. The detriment
suffered by customers on restricted meters is not therefore captured in the
results reported above in Table 3.10 and paragraph 3.190.

3.199

We have estimated the detriment suffered by customers on restricted meters
using a higher level approach, and based on a snapshot as of Q2 2015. Our
approach consists of comparing the bills paid by these customers with those
that they would have paid had they been on the cheapest available singlerate direct debt tariff, adjusted for payment method. This analysis is based
on tariffs in the market as at end Q2 2015 and estimated annual
consumption by meter as at Q2 2015. For further details of the data we used
and the methodology applied see Appendix 3.1.

3.200

Our approach to estimating detriment has, therefore, been to use
competitively priced single-rate direct debit tariffs in the market as at Q2
2015 as a proxy for competitive prices for customers on restricted meters.

238

This can be expected to happen as its rate of customer acquisition naturally declines.
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For customers paying by credit or prepayment this benchmark tariff is
adjusted upwards to allow for higher indirect costs of serving these
customers. The figures used are those set out in Appendix 3.6.
3.201

We note that a different competitive benchmark has been used to estimate
detriment for customers on restricted meters when compared to the
benchmark used to assess detriment for customers with single-rate and
Economy 7 meters. In particular, the competitive benchmark used for
customers on single-rate and Economy 7 meters is based on the tariffs
offered by First Utility and Ovo Energy (see paragraph 3.170 and Appendix
3.3) whereas for customers on restricted meters we have used the cheapest
single-rate meter tariff available in the markets.239 We consider this to be a
reasonable approach for customers on restricted meters as we would
expect, for the reasons set out in Appendix 3.1, the wholesale energy cost
per kWh incurred by suppliers in supplying customers on restricted meters to
be materially lower than for customers on standard meters. In a wellfunctioning market we would expect these cost differences to be reflected in
the prices of tariffs offered to customers on restricted meters (even if we
would not expect bespoke tariffs for different meter types, see paragraph
3.137, we would still expect lower tariffs overall to customers on restricted
meters as a whole group).

3.202

The results of our analysis show that for around 69% of customers on
restricted meters, their bills were higher than they would have been using
the competitive single-rate tariff. On average the difference was around £161
per customer or 18% of their average annual bill. This shows a detriment in
the order of £43 million a year.

3.203

Table 3.11 sets out these detriment results by supplier and our key results
are as follows:
(a) []
(b) []
(c) []

239

We note that for the purpose of this analysis we used three tariffs, two of which were Centrica white label
tariffs and one which was a First Utility tariff. For more details see Appendix 3.1, Annex B.
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Table 3.11: Detriment results for customers with restricted meters by supplier
[]

[]

[]

[]

[]

[]

Percentage where single-rate bill cheaper

[]

[]

[]

[]

[]

[]

Number where single-rate bill cheaper*

[]

[]

[]

[]

[]

[]

Mean bill difference*

[]

[]

[]

[]

[]

[]

Bill difference as a percentage of restricted bill*

[]

[]

[]

[]

[]

[]

Total detriment*

[]

[]

[]

[]

[]

[]

Source: CMA analysis.
*There were some observations where customers could have made extremely large savings and these results were skewing
the mean savings. Therefore when calculating the mean saving we excluded observations where the savings were over £500.
This led to the exclusion of 4% of observations and the highest saving observed was £2,233.

3.204

Further details of our approach to estimating detriment and further results
are set out in Appendix 3.1.

Indirect approach
3.205

The indirect approach allows us to estimate from the financial results of the
Six Large Energy Firms the approximate level of prices that we might expect
in a well-functioning market and therefore the extent to which there has been
(price) detriment to customers over the 2007 to 2014 period. We carried out
two separate types of analysis in order to estimate the level of (price)
detriment to domestic and SME customers under the indirect method.

3.206

The first analysis sought to identify the level of profits in excess of the cost of
capital earned by the Six Large Energy Firms over the period 2007 to 2014
by customer and fuel type. In order to do this, we have estimated the level of
capital employed by the Six Large Energy Firms (by customer and fuel type).
As set out in Appendix 3.4, we have made a number of assumptions. While
we have sought to take a reasonable approach to each of these various
assumptions, we note that the results should be taken to be indicative rather
than precise estimates. However, we consider that our estimate of profits in
excess of the cost of capital is conservative for two main reasons:
(a) We have subtracted a trading fee from the Six Large Energy Firms’ EBIT
(in lieu of trading collateral costs) that have been informed by the level of
such a fee currently paid by two of the Mid-tier Suppliers. Based on the
evidence we have received, we provisionally believe that this may be
materially above the level of costs that a large, stand-alone energy
supplier would in fact incur.
(b) We have included an additional cash balance as ‘risk capital’ for the Six
Large Energy Firms in order to allow them to withstand shocks arising
from the realisation of various business risks, such as unexpected
weather conditions. This cash balance is in addition to the Six Large
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Energy Firms’ average working capital position and access to short-term
financing.
3.207

To the extent that these adjustments overestimate the costs and capital that
the Six Large Energy Firms actually incur in the retail supply of gas and
electricity, they will result in an underestimate of the total level of profits in
excess of the cost of capital earned over the period.

3.208

The results of this analysis are set out in Table 3.12.

Table 3.12: Profits in excess of the cost of capital/losses for the Six Large Energy Firms by
customer and fuel, 2007 to 2014
2007 – 2014 (£’m)

Profits in excess of the cost of
capital/(losses)

Domestic electricity
Domestic gas
SME electricity
SME gas
Domestic & SME total
I&C
Total

%

[]

[]

[]

[]

[]

[]

Total

Average
per year

[]
[]
[]
[]
[]
[]
[]
[]

[]
[]
[]
[]
[]
[]
[]
[]

[]
[]
[]
[]
[]
[]
[]
[]

[]
[]
[]
[]
[]
[]
[]
[]

[]
[]
[]
[]
[]
[]
[]
[]

[]
[]
[]
[]
[]
[]
[]
[]

1,041
884
1,763
486
4,175

130
111
220
61
522

23
20
39
11
92

351
4,526

44
566

8
100

Source: CMA analysis.

3.209

This analysis shows that the large majority of the Six Large Energy Firms’
profits in excess of the cost of capital are earned from domestic and SME
customers, with less than 10% being earned on I&C customers. The average profits in excess of the cost of capital earned on domestic customers
across the Six Large Energy Firms as a whole were around £240 million a
year, compared with around £280 million a year on SMEs. However, there
are significant differences in the level of profits in excess of the cost of
capital earned by the Six Large Energy Firms, with Centrica [] on its
domestic and SME customers, while EDF Energy []. Full details of this
analysis are set out in Appendix 3.4.

3.210

This variation in the level of profits in excess of the cost of capital could be
due to differences in the prices charged by the Six Large Energy Firms,
differences in the efficiency with which the firms operate (ie some may have
higher costs and/or capital employed than others, and/or differences in the
level of wholesale energy costs incurred).

3.211

The second piece of analysis we undertook was to compare the indirect cost
bases of the Six Large Energy Firms in serving their domestic customers
over the 2007 to 2014 period in order to control for potential differences in
cost efficiency. We estimated the level of costs per customer account across
the Six Large Energy Firms and then benchmarked these both within the Six
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Large Energy Firms and against a number of the Mid-tier Suppliers. Our
base case benchmark used the lower quartile of the Six Large Energy Firms’
indirect costs per customer account. As a sensitivity we also estimated the
Six Large Energy Firms’ cost bases using the lowest cost supplier [] as
the benchmark.
3.212

We consider our analysis to be conservative for two main reasons:
(a) First, we have only benchmarked the Six Large Energy Firms against
one another, which assumes that one or more of them is operating
efficiently. It is, however, possible that all of the Six Large Energy Firms
have inefficient cost bases, in which case our estimates of inefficiency
will be understated. For example, we observe that, as of 2014 Ovo
Energy and First Utility had lower indirect costs per customer account
than all of the Six Large Energy Firms except []. This was in spite of
their (self-reported) inability to benefit fully from the economies of scale
available to larger operators.
(b) Second, we observe that, in spite of [] indirect cost base is below the
lower quartile level that we have used as our benchmark. This suggests
that a benchmark that controlled for such ‘legitimate’ cost differences (ie
those arising from customer mix) would be likely to be below our lower
quartile benchmark.

3.213

The results of this analysis are set out in Table 3.13.
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Table 3.13: Estimates of indirect cost inefficiencies by fuel for the Six Large Energy Firms,
domestic customers
FY 2007-2014
Domestic
electricity

Domestic
gas

Total

Combined Six Large Energy Firms’ outturn indirect costs
Restated using lower quartile
Variance

14,644
13,060
1,584

13,445
12,682
763

2,347

Restated using []
Variance

10,755
3,889

10,535
2,910

6,799

Lower quartile variance by supplier:
Centrica
RWE npower
EDF Energy
SSE
E.ON
Scottish Power
Total

[]
[]
[]
[]
[]
[]
1,584

[]
[]
[]
[]
[]
[]
763

[]
[]
[]
[]
[]
[]
2,347

SSE variance by supplier:
Centrica
RWE npower
EDF Energy
SSE
E.ON
Scottish Power
Total

[]
[]
[]
[]
[]
[]
3,889

[]
[]
[]
[]
[]
[]
2,910

[]
[]
[]
[]
[]
[]
6,799

Source: CMA analysis.

3.214

The base case comparison shows that the Six Large Energy Firms’ indirect
cost bases (as a whole) were £2.3 billion above the benchmark over the
period (or £290 million per year). If the results of [] and [] are excluded,
this increases to £3.3 billion over the eight-year period, or approximately
£420 million a year. Our current view is that, to the extent that a firm has
achieved a cost base that is below the benchmark, the difference should not
be deducted from the total estimate of inefficiency in the industry. We
consider that our benchmark is reasonably conservative – being set at the
lower quartile level rather than at that of the lowest cost firm – such that
those firms ([] and []) which ‘beat’ the benchmark can be considered to
be reasonably efficient, but should not be considered ‘super-efficient’.
Therefore, we have set their ‘cost inefficiency’ to zero in carrying out our
analysis of detriment.

3.215

If the benchmark were set at the level of []’s indirect costs, the level of
estimated inefficiency would increase to £6.8 billion over the period (or
around £850 million a year).240 This benchmark gives an estimated level of
inefficiency for [] (see Appendix 3.5).

240

We have not used this lower benchmark as our base case as we note that there are differences in the mix of
customers across the Six Large Energy Firms, with Centrica having a higher proportion of customers who are
more expensive to serve (eg prepayment and standard credit customers). As a result, we might expect Centrica
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3.216

This analysis was not carried out for SME customers due to material
differences in the size of the Six Large Energy Firms’ SME activities, with
some firms having a significant market presence and others either not being
active at all, or having a small presence, and the natural variations in
customer size.241 As a result, we have provisionally concluded that the
results of any benchmarking analysis for SMEs are unlikely to be reliable.
Full details of this analysis are set out in Appendix 3.5.

3.217

In order to estimate the total (price) detriment to domestic customers over
the 2007 to 2014 period, we combined the results of these two pieces of
analysis, as set out in Table 3.14. We increased the level of profits in excess
of the cost of capital earned by our measure of the inefficiency of each firm
(using zero for [] and [], as explained in paragraph 3.214).

Table 3.14: Estimate of customer detriment for the Six Large Energy Firms by customer and
fuel type, 2007 to 2014
2007 – 2014 (£’m)

Profits in excess of the cost of
capital/(losses) plus domestic
cost inefficiency

Domestic electricity
Domestic gas
Total
SME electricity
SME gas

Domestic & SME total

[]

[]

[]

[]

[]

[]

Total

Average
per year

[]
[]
[]
[]
[]
[]
[]
[]
[]

[]
[]
[]
[]
[]
[]
[]
[]
[]

[]
[]
[]
[]
[]
[]
[]
[]
[]

[]
[]
[]
[]
[]
[]
[]
[]
[]

[]
[]
[]
[]
[]
[]
[]
[]
[]

[]
[]
[]
[]
[]
[]
[]
[]
[]

3,165
2,107
5,272

396
263
659

1,763
487
2,250

220
61
281

7,522

940

Source: CMA analysis.

3.218

This analysis gives a total estimate of domestic customer detriment of
around £660 million a year using the lower quartile efficiency benchmark
(which we consider to be conservative). The estimate of domestic customer
detriment would increase to around £1.1 billion a year if the lowest cost firm
were used as the benchmark. These detriment figures equate to between
£25 and £42 on each dual fuel customer account.

3.219

Although this analysis seeks to control for differences in the indirect cost
bases of the Six Large Energy Firms, it suggests that there are significant
differences across the firms in terms of the level of (price) detriment, with
[] continuing to account for a large proportion of total detriment and [].

to have a higher cost base than SSE (and the other of the Six Large Energy Firms), without this indicating that
Centrica has been inefficient.
241 For example, within the SME category, some customers will purchase significantly more energy than others,
with the differences running to an order of magnitude. As a result, we were concerned that differences in the mix
of customers across firms could result in comparisons which were not materially ‘like-for-like’.
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As set out in paragraph 3.210, these (continuing) differences may arise due
to the Six Large Energy Firms charging customers different prices (which we
consider under the direct approach), or as the result of the Six Large Energy
Firms incurring different levels of wholesale energy costs.
3.220

The evidence on wholesale energy costs indicates that this is an important
source of differences in profitability across the Six Large Energy Firms.
Table 3.15 sets out the average wholesale electricity costs incurred by the
Six Large Energy Firms in each year over the period, while Table 3.16 sets
out wholesale gas costs.

Table 3.15: Wholesale electricity costs for the Six Large Energy Firms (£/MWh)
Six Large Energy Firms

2007

2008

2009

2010

2011

2012

2013

2014

8YP Avg

Centrica

[]

[]

[]

[]

[]

[]

[]

[]

[]

E.ON

[]

[]

[]

[]

[]

[]

[]

[]

[]

EDF Energy

[]

[]

[]

[]

[]

[]

[]

[]

[]

RWE

[]

[]

[]

[]

[]

[]

[]

[]

[]

Scottish Power

[]

[]

[]

[]

[]

[]

[]

[]

[]

[]

[]

[]

[]

[]

[]

[]

[]

[]

47

61

61

60

63

62

61

61

59

SSE
Average
Source: CMA analysis.

Table 3.16: Wholesale gas costs for the Six Large Energy Firms (£/MWh)
Six Large Energy Firms

2007

2008

2009

2010

2011

2012

2013

2014

8YP Avg

Centrica

[]

[]

[]

[]

[]

[]

[]

[]

[]

E.ON

[]

[]

[]

[]

[]

[]

[]

[]

[]

EDF Energy

[]

[]

[]

[]

[]

[]

[]

[]

[]

RWE

[]

[]

[]

[]

[]

[]

[]

[]

[]

[]

[]

[]

[]

[]

[]

[]

[]

[]

SSE

[]

[]

[]

[]

[]

[]

[]

[]

[]

Average

17

21

22

19

20

23

25

24

22

Scottish Power

Source: CMA analysis.

3.221

These tables show significant differences, ie around 10%, in the average
electricity and gas wholesale costs incurred by the Six Large Energy Firms
over the eight-year period of review. These differences will have a
substantial impact on the relative profitability of the Six Large Energy Firms.
For example, if [] had incurred the same average wholesale cost of
electricity as [] over the period, its profits [] a year higher.

Overall provisional conclusion on excessive prices for domestic customers
3.222

We have noted substantial differences in the level of domestic customer
detriment we have calculated under the direct and indirect approaches. In
this section, we briefly consider the potential reasons for the differences
observed and draw overall provisional conclusions.
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3.223

While, in theory, the results generated from each approach should be the
same – as they both seek to provide an estimate of customer detriment – in
practice, we observe significant differences between the estimates of price
detriment generated under each. The direct approach indicates that
domestic customers may have paid around £1.7 billion a year more than
could have been expected in a well-functioning market, compared with an
estimate of around £660 million a year under the indirect approach.

3.224

There are a number of potential reasons for the difference. First, the
analyses have been carried out over different time periods, with the indirect
approach providing an annual average over the eight-year period from 2007
to 2014, while the direct approach has used data from 2012 to 2015. The
ROCE analysis shows that several of the Six Large Energy Firms made
returns below the cost of capital in 2007 and 2008, and returns in excess of
the cost of capital thereafter. As a result, the estimate of customer detriment
from the indirect approach would have been higher if a shorter period of time
had been used. For example, if the period 2009 to 2014 were used, profits in
excess of the cost of capital on domestic customers would be just over £420
million a year, ie around £175 million higher than the £240 million estimate
that is based on the 2007 to 2014 period.242 We also note from our analysis
of bills that the calculated level of detriment increased substantially over the
period 2012 to 2015.

3.225

Second, as set out in paragraphs 3.206 and 3.212, the indirect approach
takes a conservative approach to identifying the level of profits in excess of
the cost of capital made and the efficient indirect cost base of the Six Large
Energy Firms. It also does not seek to identify the efficient level of wholesale
energy costs. As discussed in paragraph 3.211, our base case uses the
lower quartile of the Six Large Energy Firms’ indirect costs as the
benchmark. However, this may understate the actual level of inefficiency in
the indirect cost bases of the Six Large Energy Firms.243 Second, the indirect
approach uses the historic cost of wholesale energy purchases incurred by
the Six Large Energy Firms, rather than making adjustments to reflect the
‘opportunity cost’ of such purchases, ie the market price of energy at the

242

We observe that there appears to be a step-change in the profitability of the Six Large Energy Firms from
2009 onwards, which may be indicative of a change in competitive conditions in the GB retail energy markets.
Using a shorter period does not materially change the average level of profits in excess of the cost of capital
earned on SME customers.
243 As the example of SSE shows, it is possible for a large energy retailer to operate with a significantly lower cost
base. Furthermore, we observed that the Mid-tier Suppliers were generally able to achieve similar levels of
indirect costs to the better-performing of the Six Large Energy Firms, despite experiencing rapid growth over the
period and not yet having achieved the economies of scale that could be expected from having a larger customer
base. Separately, we note that the Mid-tier Suppliers generally have a more active customer base, which may
incur higher costs as they switch suppliers more frequently (on average) than the customers of the Six Large
Energy Firms.
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point where prices are agreed. To the extent that the tariffs used as the
benchmark under the direct approach reflect the efficient level of indirect
costs incurred in supplying energy to domestic customers, and/or the
opportunity cost of wholesale energy, this would be expected to give a larger
estimate of detriment than the indirect approach.
3.226

Overall, we place greater weight on the results produced using the direct
method. As noted above, it has several advantages over the indirect
approach, the principal of which is that it gives us a direct measure of
consumer detriment – prices are ultimately what matter to a consumer,
rather than a supplier’s level of profitability or cost efficiency. We also note
that the direct approach makes use of market data whereas the indirect
approach infers detriment from accounting data which is subject to various
adjustments. Further, the direct approach allows for a much more granular
breakdown of detriment, not just by supplier but by customer type, including
type of tariff and payment method.

3.227

We note also that detriment calculated under the direct approach is far in
excess of the net profits earned by the Six Large Energy Firms from their
sales to domestic customers (eg assessed detriment in 2014 is almost
double the Earnings Before Interest and Tax from domestic sales of the Six
Large Energy Firms in 2014). The implication is that there is a high degree of
inefficiency in current prices.

3.228

Using this approach, the detriment we have calculated for domestic
customers is substantial – around £1.7 billion a year over the period we
assessed and more in the most recent years. We note that there is a marked
variation in the level of detriment suffered by customers of each of the Six
Large Energy Firms and that prepayment customers generally suffer more
detriment than those who pay by direct debit or standard credit.

3.229

We draw on this analysis in developing our remedies and, in particular, in
assessing the effectiveness and proportionality of the proposed package of
remedies as a whole.

Non-price sources of detriment
Poorer quality of service
3.230

In the provisional findings report we set out a range of evidence that showed
that the quality of service offered to domestic energy customers has been
relatively poor in recent years:
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(a) results of suppliers’ own consumer research on Net Promotor Scores
(see Section 8 of our provisional findings report, paragraphs 8.64 to
8.66);
(b) statistics on trends in the number of complaints and the reasons for the
complaints; and
(c) Ofgem enforcement activity where suppliers have been found to be in
breach of licence conditions in their dealings with domestic customers.
3.231

We also note that, according to a survey conducted in October 2015 by
Which? into customer satisfaction across the energy sector, all of the Six
Large Energy Firms were in the bottom half of the table and two of them
came last of the 22 energy companies included in the survey. We also note
three of the Mid-tier Suppliers were in the top half including both Ovo Energy
and First Utility.244

3.232

We recognise that there are difficulties in interpreting this information as we
do not have benchmarks for what we might expect in a well-functioning
market. Nevertheless our provisional view remains that there is evidence of
the Six Large Energy Firms providing poor quality of service. In particular:
(a) We have found that the smaller suppliers have achieved consistently
higher net promoter scores than the Six Large Energy Firms (see our
provisional findings report, paragraph 8.66).
(b) Across the Six Large Energy Firms the number of recorded complaints
increased fivefold between 2008 and 2013 with problems related to
billing, customer service and payment accounting for the majority of
complaints (see provisional findings report, paragraphs 26 and 2.164).
(c) Since 2010 Ofgem has taken enforcement action against at least one of
the Six Large Energy Firms for breach of standard licence conditions in
their dealings with customers on 16 occasions, resulting in fines and
customer redress totalling £90 million. The most common breaches of
supply licence conditions have historically related to mis-selling and
complaints handling.

244

A summary of results is available on the Which? website.
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Innovation
3.233

As above, it is difficult to determine the scale of detriment arising from lack of
innovation as we do not have a benchmark against which to compare the
recent performance of the Six Large Energy Firms.

3.234

We note that we have seen a limited degree of innovation in the retail
domestic energy markets in recent years. Examples include:
(a) The Six Large Energy Firms and smaller suppliers offering domestic
customers lower prices to manage their energy supply in ways that
reduce costs to serve. Some examples of such behaviour are paying by
direct debit, signing up to tariffs online, and giving meter readings on
line.
(b) The Six Large Energy Firms and smaller suppliers offering products
supported by smart meters. Some examples are British Gas’s Hive
products which allow heating and hot water to be controlled remotely;
and the recently launched E.ON and Ovo Energy pay-as-you-go
prepayment products.

3.235

We provisionally found in our provisional findings report that some regulatory
interventions have served to reduce innovation in recent years. For example,
the recent RMR rules imposed by Ofgem have resulted in the withdrawal of
innovative tariffs and discounts and have curtailed the ability of the Six Large
Energy Firms to offer attractive tariffs to low volume users. Further, the
absence of settlement systems that expose suppliers to the full costs of their
customers’ consumption has inhibited the development of time-of-use tariffs,
which could bring substantial benefits in terms of reduced costs, as
discussed in Section 5 below.

3.236

We would expect our proposed remedies to promote competition in the
retention and acquisition of domestic customers and encourage retail energy
suppliers to be more innovative in both the products and services they offer
to their customers and in managing their retail activities so that they can
offer cheaper prices and better quality of service.

Overall provisional conclusion on detriment
3.237

In this section we set out the evidence on the extent of customer detriment
arising from the provisional AECs that we have identified in the domestic
retail energy markets. We have considered three potential sources of
detriment:
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(a) that domestic energy customers are, on average, paying higher prices
than they would do in well-functioning competitive markets;
(b) that domestic energy customers receive a poorer quality of service than
they would do in well-functioning competitive markets; and
(c) that suppliers innovate less in products and services than they would do
in well-functioning competitive markets, resulting in a more restricted
range of products and services for domestic customers.
3.238

We have quantified the detriment from higher prices directly by comparing
the average prices charged by the Six Large Energy Firms with the prices
charged by two of the most competitive and readily comparable of the Midtier Suppliers – Ovo Energy and First Utility – while controlling for exogenous
cost differences, to ensure the comparison is on a broad like for like basis.

3.239

Using this approach, we have estimated the detriment from excessive prices
to be about £1.7 billion a year on average higher than the benchmark over
2012 to 2015 (the entire period for which we had data). We have given this
the greatest weight in terms of our estimate of the annual detriment arising
from high domestic retail prices, but we consider that this is likely to be an
underestimate, particularly for prepayment segments, for the reasons
explained in paragraphs 3.187 and 3.188 above, and overall for the year
2012, for the reasons explained in paragraph 3.190.

3.240

We have also considered the extent to which the scale of excessive pricing
by the Six Large Energy Firms varies between different payment methods.
For dual fuel customers (the majority of all the customers of the Six Large
Energy Firms) and single fuel electricity customers (31% of their electricity
customers), we found that the difference between the average price across
all of the Six Large Energy Firms and the benchmark is biggest for
prepayment customers (15% for dual fuel and 13% for single fuel electricity)
followed by standard credit customers (11% for both dual fuel and single fuel
electricity) and then direct debit customers (10% for dual fuel and 9% for
single fuel electricity). For single fuel gas customers (19% of their gas
customers), the difference between payment methods is somewhat smaller
than in the case of dual fuel and single fuel electricity (18% for direct debit;
17% for prepayment and 16% for standard credit).

3.241

The ‘direct’ analysis above is based on a data set that includes only
customers with unrestricted or Economy 7 meters. We have estimated the
detriment suffered by customers on restricted meters using a higher level
approach, and based on a snapshot as of Q2 2015. The results of our
analysis show that for around 69% of customers on restricted meters their
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bills were higher than they would have been using the most competitive
single-rate tariff. On average the difference was around £161 per customer
or 18% of their average annual bill. This amounts to a detriment in the order
of £43 million a year.
3.242

We have also estimated customer detriment from excessive prices indirectly
from the financial results of the Six Large Energy Firms which involved
assessing both suppliers’ levels of profitability and the extent to which
suppliers have incurred costs inefficiently. For the reasons explained in
paragraph 3.227 above, we place greater weight on the results produced
using the direct method, but consider the indirect approach as a useful
independent cross check as it is based on a separate data set and
methodology.

3.243

The analysis using the indirect approach yields a total estimate of customer
detriment from excessive prices of between £660 million and £1.1 billion a
year, depending on the choice of the benchmark. There are a number of
reasons why the indirect approach gives a lower estimate of detriment than
the direct approach, including that the indirect approach covers a longer time
span which includes two years when several of the Six Large Energy Firms’
retail businesses (in aggregate) made losses, and that the indirect approach
takes a conservative approach to identify the level of profits in excess of the
cost of capital made and the efficient indirect cost base of the Six Large
Energy Firms.

3.244

In relation to quality of service, we have observed that there are various
metrics which suggest that energy customers receive a poorer quality of
service from the Six Large Energy Firms than they would do in wellfunctioning competitive markets. Those include the data which shows that
the smaller suppliers have achieved consistently higher net promoter scores
than the Six Large Energy Firms, and that there has been a marked increase
in recorded customer complaints between 2008 and 2013 which resulted in
a number of enforcement actions by Ofgem against the Six Large Energy
Firms.

3.245

We have also found that some regulatory interventions, in particular the
recent RMR rules, have served to reduce innovation in recent years, and
that the current status of the electricity settlement system has inhibited the
development of time-of-use tariffs which could bring substantial benefits in
terms of reduced costs, as discussed in Section 5 below.

3.246

Overall, we consider that our updated analysis supports our provisional
finding of a material customer detriment arising from the provisional AECs
that we have identified in the domestic retail energy markets. We have
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estimated that the customer detriment associated with high prices was
approximately £1.7 billion a year on average for the period 2012 to 2015 with
a marked upwards trend. We have also found evidence that is indicative of
harm to consumers from poor quality of service and restrictions on
innovation. However, we note that by its nature this type of harm is less
readily quantifiable.
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4.

Domestic retail: overview of remedies package

4.1

As set out in the previous section, we have provisionally identified five AECs
affecting the domestic retail energy markets – the Domestic Weak Customer
Response AEC, the Prepayment AEC, and three AECs relating to the
regulatory framework, namely, the systems of electricity and gas settlement
(the Settlement AECs)245 and aspects of the ‘simpler choices’ component of
the RMR reforms (the RMR AEC). We estimate that the detriment arising
from these AECs is very substantial – at around £1.7 billion per year over
the last three and a half years for the Domestic AECs,246 with a marked
increase in detriment year on year over the period.

4.2

In this section we set out a wide-ranging package of remedies to address the
features contributing to these provisional AECs, based on the principles of:
creating a framework for effective competition; and helping customers to
engage. We believe that, as a whole, the package of remedies represents
an effective and proportionate response to these AECs and will substantially
reduce detriment in the long term.

4.3

However, we note that the remedies will take some time to implement and
that substantial detriment is likely to remain during the transitional period.
We have provisionally concluded that there is a need for a remedy to reduce
detriment directly during this transitional period, through the introduction of a
price cap for customers on prepayment meters. Prepayment customers have
suffered and are continuing to suffer particularly high levels of detriment as a
result of the Domestic AECs.

4.4

At a high level, then, our proposed package of remedies for domestic
customers comprises three strategic components:
(a) creating a framework for effective competition;
(b) helping customers to engage to exploit the benefits of competition; and
(c) protecting customers who are less able to engage to exploit the benefits
of competition.

4.5

245
246

We believe that competition is at its most effective when companies are free
to compete within an efficient regulatory framework and when customers are
appropriately engaged – that is, informed about the choices available to
them and free to exercise choice without undue restrictions. There is,
therefore, a close synergy between the first two strategic components of our

The Settlement AECs concern the SME retail energy markets as well as the domestic retail energy markets.
The Domestic Weak Customer Response AEC, the Prepayment AEC and the RMR AEC.
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remedies package. We are also aware that there are potential tensions
between the third component and the first two – controlling outcomes directly
through regulatory interventions can be necessary where consumer
detriment is high, but runs the risk of undermining the positive consumer
outcomes to which effective competition can lead. In this section we set out
the synergies between different elements of the remedies package and
explain how we propose to manage potential tensions.
4.6

In the rest of this section we:
(a) summarise our proposed remedies designed to help create a framework
for effective competition;
(b) summarise our proposed remedies designed to help customers engage;
(c) assess the interrelationship between these two components of the
package;
(d) highlight the key importance of the roll-out of smart meters and its
implications for the AECs,247 the features we have identified and the
remedies we have proposed;
(e) set out the timescales over which we would expect our remedies
package to have an impact on the AECs, the features we have identified
and to reduce the associated consumer detriment;
(f) set out the expected benefits of our remedies package when it is fully
implemented, comparing them to the costs; and
(g) summarise our proposed remedy to reduce detriment directly during the
transitional period, by imposing a cap on the prices paid by prepayment
customers.

4.7

In Sections 5 to 7 we present a more detailed assessment of our individual
remedies, before considering the overall effectiveness and proportionality of
the package of remedies addressing the AECs and associated detriment in
Section 8. A full, comprehensive list of all remedies is presented in
Section 11.

Creating a framework for effective competition
4.8

247

If competition in retail energy markets is to serve customers’ interests, it is
vital that the regulatory and technical framework allows suppliers to compete

Namely, the Settlement AECs and the Domestic AECs.
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effectively. Provided customers are sufficiently engaged, this will help drive
down prices and improve quality of service.
4.9

We have identified a number of aspects of the regulatory framework that we
believe undermine effective and efficient competition and propose three
categories of remedy that we believe will help improve this framework:
(a) Reform of the settlement systems for gas and electricity.
(b) Measures to address the technical and regulatory constraints impeding
competition for prepayment meter customers.
(c) The withdrawal of aspects of the simpler choices component of the RMR
rules.

4.10

Essentially, the remedies we are proposing to introduce aim, at a high level,
to improve the framework for competition in one of two ways:
(a) by ensuring that suppliers bear the full costs that they and their
customers impose on the system, thereby strengthening incentives to
compete to reduce these costs, to the ultimate benefit of customers
through lower prices and higher quality of service (electricity and gas
settlement reform); or
(b) by overcoming technical and regulatory constraints that restrict the
extent of competition for domestic customers (prepayment tariff slots,
debt assignment protocols for prepayment customers, and the
withdrawal of aspects of the simpler choices component of the RMR
rules).

Settlement reform
4.11

Energy suppliers generally attempt to purchase in advance the electricity
and gas that they expect their customers to consume, to help them manage
price and volume risks. But both gas and electricity demand are driven by a
range of factors that are difficult to predict accurately, such that there will
always be some disparity between the volumes of energy covered by
suppliers’ contracts and the volumes their customers actually use in real
time. Settlement is the system by which such disparities are identified,
reconciled and paid for.

4.12

Accurate and timely settlement is fundamental to well-functioning retail
energy markets, since without this, suppliers will not have the right
incentives to minimise the overall costs of energy – which are ultimately
borne by customers. However, in our provisional findings report we
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expressed concerns that elements of the settlement systems of both gas
and electricity lead to inaccuracies and delays that distort competition
between energy suppliers concerning supply to domestic and microbusiness
customers.
Electricity settlement reform
4.13

Electricity settlement takes place every half hour but the majority of domestic
and microbusiness (profiles 1 to 4) customers do not have meters capable of
recording half-hourly consumption. Therefore, their consumption must be
estimated on an ex ante basis. This is done by assigning customers to one
of four248 profile classes, which are used to estimate a profile of consumption
over time and allocate energy used to each half-hour period.

4.14

Our main concern in relation to electricity settlement is that such estimates
fail to charge suppliers for the true cost of their customers’ consumption.
This means that suppliers are not incentivised to encourage their customers
to change their consumption patterns, as the supplier will be charged in
accordance with their customers’ profile regardless of their customers’ actual
consumption behaviour. This in turn distorts suppliers’ incentives to innovate
and bring in new products and services such as time-of-use tariffs, which
reward customers for shifting consumption away from peak periods.

4.15

In principle, smart meters should remove the need for profiling in electricity,
since they provide accurate half-hourly meter reads which could be used for
settlement. However, we remain concerned that there are currently no
concrete proposals for using half-hourly consumption data in the settlement
of domestic electricity customers, even after the full roll-out of smart meters.

4.16

Further, the Smart Energy Code currently prohibits suppliers from collecting
consumption data with greater than daily granularity unless a customer has
given explicit consent to do so (opt-in). We believe that this opt-in clause
effectively precludes mandatory half-hourly settlement (which by definition
requires the use of all customer data for settlement, not just the data of
those customers who have opted in) and is therefore a major barrier to the
development of static and dynamic time-of-use tariffs.

4.17

Our proposed remedies package in relation to electricity settlement
comprises recommendations: to DECC that it consult on amending the
provisions of the Smart Energy Code; to Ofgem that it conduct a full cost
benefit analysis of the move to half-hourly settlement and consider options

248

There are eight profiles in total, profiles 5 to 8 relate to I&C customers and a small number of SMEs.
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for reducing the costs of elective half-hourly settlement; and to DECC and
Ofgem that they publish and consult jointly on a plan setting out timescales
and responsibilities relating to the introduction of half-hourly settlement.
Gas settlement reform
4.18

Our concern in relation to the current system of gas settlement is that it
leads to an inefficient allocation of costs to parties and creates scope for
gaming, which reduces the efficiency and, therefore, the competitiveness of
domestic retail gas supply.

4.19

We note that a modification process currently underway – Project Nexus – is
likely to address most of the current inefficiencies in the gas settlement
system. However, we were concerned that even after implementation of
Project Nexus, the gas settlement process would still be characterised by
the presence of a residual amount of unidentified gas, inefficiencies in the
allocation of the cost of this residual unidentified gas, as well as incentives
that shippers face to place a higher priority on adjusting annual quantities
down.

4.20

Our proposed remedies in relation to gas settlement comprise: a
recommendation to Ofgem to ensure implementation of Project Nexus by 1
October 2016; an order on gas suppliers to submit all meter readings for
non-daily metered supply points in GB to Xoserve as soon as they become
available and at least once per year, save for non-daily metered supply
points with a smart or advanced meter, which must be submitted monthly;
and a recommendation to Ofgem to take responsibility for the development
and delivery of a performance assurance framework concerning unidentified
gas as soon as reasonably practicable.

Remedies to address constraints on competition for prepayment customers
4.21

For the reasons set out in Section 3 above, we believe that, in addition to the
RMR AEC, there are features of the domestic retail energy markets that give
rise to two distinct, but related, AECs concerning prepayment meter
customers: one on the demand side (the Domestic Weak Customer
Response AEC), and one principally concerning the supply side (the
Prepayment AEC).

4.22

In relation to the constraints imposed by the dumb prepayment
infrastructure, we are proposing a range of remedies that will make better
use of the available tariff slots, so as to reduce the impact of the dumb
prepayment meter technical constraints on the ability of suppliers, and in
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particular new entrants, to innovate by offering tariff structures that meet
demand from prepayment meter customers who do not have a smart meter.
4.23

The proposed remedies include a recommendation to Ofgem that it take
responsibility for the efficient allocation of gas tariff pages. Moreover, we are
proposing to seek undertakings from the Six Large Energy Firms (and,
absent such undertakings, recommend that Ofgem change gas suppliers’
standard licence conditions) so as to (i) set up a cap on the number of gas
tariff pages that a supplier can hold; (ii) set up an obligation for suppliers to
provide relevant information for Ofgem to monitor the allocation of the gas
tariff codes; and (iii) enable Ofgem to mandate the transfer of unused gas
tariff codes to another supplier.

4.24

To further mitigate the impact of tariff codes on competition for customers on
dumb prepayment meters, we recommend that Ofgem change SLC 22B.7(b)
to allow suppliers to set prices to prepayment customers with no obligation
to apply the regional cost variations that are applied to other payment
methods within the same core tariff. As a result, suppliers would be able to
make better and more efficient use of the tariff codes that have been
allocated. We also recommend that Ofgem deprioritise potential
enforcement action against suppliers in relation to this licence condition
pending the change. This will allow suppliers to make better use of their
limited tariff codes.

4.25

We are also proposing a remedy to enhance prepayment customers’ ability
and incentives to engage in the markets and to switch to other suppliers
(including by switching to tariffs available on standard meters) which, in turn,
will partly address suppliers’ softened incentives to compete to acquire
prepayment customers. This takes the form of a recommendation to Ofgem
to take appropriate steps to ensure that changes to the Debt Assignment
Protocol are implemented by the end of 2016, and in particular in areas
relating to objection letters, complex debt and issues relating to multiple
registrations.

Withdrawal of the simpler choices component of the RMR rules
4.26

In the provisional findings report we set out evidence on the impact that the
‘simpler choices component’ of the RMR rules has had on the ability and
incentives of suppliers to compete on the range of tariffs and discounts
offered to domestic customers. We also consider that the simpler choices
component of RMR rules (in particular the four-tariff rule) limits the scope for
competition between PCWs for customers switching energy suppliers to
exert downward pressure on energy prices.
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4.27

We are therefore proposing a remedy, the aim of which is to:
(a) promote competition and innovation between retail energy suppliers in
the retention and acquisition of domestic customers by allowing them to
offer a wider range of tariffs than permitted by the simpler choices
component of the RMR rules, including tariffs designed to appeal to
certain customer groups; and
(b) facilitate competition between PCWs by allowing them to negotiate
exclusive tariffs with domestic energy suppliers and to offer discounts
funded by the commissions they receive from suppliers.

4.28

The proposed remedy takes the form of a recommendation to Ofgem to
remove a number of standard licence conditions relating to the simpler
choices component of the RMR rules. These include: the ban on complex
tariffs; the four-tariff rule; the ban on certain discounts; and the ban on
certain bundled products.249

Helping customers engage to exploit the benefits of competition
4.29

Engaged customers are an essential component of well-functioning energy
markets. If customers are not fully aware of the options available to them,
unable to make an informed choice about the relative merits of those options
or, having made a choice, are unable to switch, then competitive pressures
on suppliers to reduce prices and improve quality of service will be
substantially reduced.

4.30

In our provisional findings report we found that considerable numbers of
customers were disengaged, leading to our provisional finding of a Domestic
Weak Customer Response AEC. From our customer survey we found that
34% of respondents said they had never considered switching supplier,
while 56% of respondents said they had never switched supplier, did not
know if it was possible or did not know if they had done so.

4.31

We also note that currently around 70% of customers are on the relatively
expensive default tariff – the standard variable tariff (SVT) – and that there
are material, persistent gains from switching supplier, tariff and/or payment
method that go unexploited by many customers. As discussed in Section 3,

249

Our proposed recommendation also provides for the removal of the Whole of the Market Requirement
included in Ofgem’s Confidence Code, and the introduction of a requirement for accredited PCWs to be
transparent over the market coverage they provide to domestic customers. In order to mitigate any potential
unintended consequences arising from a potentially significant increase in the number of tariffs on offer, we also
propose to introduce an additional Standard of Conduct into retail suppliers’ standard licence conditions that
would require suppliers to have regard in the design of tariffs to the ease with which customers can compare
‘value-for-money’ with other tariffs they offer.
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our updated gains from switching analysis shows that the gains available to
customers have increased over time and, for the dual fuel SVT customers of
the Six Large Energy Firms (representing about 50% of their electricity
customers and 55% of their gas customers), average savings as of Q2 2015
were equivalent to between 22% and 25% of the annual bill depending on
the supplier.
4.32

We have proposed a wide range of remedies that attempt to improve
domestic customer engagement by addressing aspects of the features
contributing to the Domestic Weak Customer Response AEC.250 We
propose five broad categories of remedy, which focus on the role of different
participants in the retail markets – namely, Ofgem, the customer’s own
supplier, TPIs, and rival suppliers – in strengthening domestic customer
engagement.

4.33

In particular, the proposed remedies provide for:251
(a) the establishment by Ofgem of a programme to provide customers –
directly or through their own suppliers – with information to prompt them
to engage;
(b) Ofgem making greater use of principles rather than prescriptive rules in
addressing potential adverse supplier behaviour concerning the
comparability of their tariffs;
(c) enhancing the ability and incentives of TPIs to promote customer
engagement in the retail energy markets;
(d) creating an Ofgem-controlled database of ‘disengaged customers’ on
default tariffs, to allow rival suppliers to prompt these customers to
engage in the retail energy markets (the Database remedy); and
(e) requiring all suppliers to make all their single-rate tariffs available to
domestic customers on any type of restricted meter, without making
switching conditional on a restricted meter being replaced, and to
provide additional information to customers on restricted meters.

250

Since the Domestic Weak Customer Response AEC affects all domestic customers, including prepayment
customers, the proposed remedies can be expected, once they become effective, to also enhance suppliers’
incentives to compete for prepayment customers. There will therefore be a strong interaction between the
proposed remedies concerning the Domestic Weak Customer Response AEC and the Prepayment AEC.
251 A complete list of our proposed remedies is set out in Section 11.
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4.34

The different market participants identified above differ substantially in terms
of the incentives they have to engage customers and their ability to do so
and our range of proposed remedies reflects this.

Regulatory interventions to improve engagement/mitigate incentives to keep
customers disengaged
4.35

We consider that customers’ current suppliers have the ability to engage
their customers – through the regular communications they send to them –
but are likely to face limited incentives to do so in a way that encourages
customers to engage in the markets. Indeed, as those customers that have
not engaged in the markets recently are both less likely to switch and
generally on higher tariffs than those who have recently engaged, their
suppliers are likely to face a financial incentive to keep them as disengaged
as possible.

4.36

In these circumstances, we recognise that there is an argument for Ofgem to
intervene directly to facilitate customer engagement, through influencing the
form, content and frequency of communication between suppliers and their
existing customers. Ofgem has also recognised the importance of clear
information in facilitating customer engagement and introduced the ‘clearer
information’ component of the RMR rules in an attempt to ensure that
suppliers’ routine communications to customers were clear, easy to
understand and personalised to them.

4.37

However, our concern with these provisions is that they were not subject to
adequate testing prior to (or after) their introduction. Without adequate
testing it is not possible to know which approach will work best in practice.
Further, even if testing is conducted ex ante, changes in technology and
cultural practices are likely to mean that what works changes over time.
Ofgem-led programme

4.38

Our proposed remedies therefore call for a more evidence-based approach
to developing such interventions in the future, through the use of rigorous
testing and trialling, where appropriate through randomised controlled trials,
with a recommendation to focus such trials on a shortlist of measures. If
such trials are to provide relevant information that can provide a robust basis
for regulatory changes, it is essential that suppliers be required to
participate, where the trial design requires it, and our remedies therefore
seek to ensure such participation.

4.39

In particular, the remedies comprise: a recommendation to Ofgem to
establish an ongoing programme of identifying, testing and implementing
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measures to promote engagement in the domestic retail energy markets;
and an invitation for all suppliers to offer undertakings to participate in the
programme (failing which we would pursue alternative methods of ensuring
compliance such as the use of our order making powers, changes to licence
conditions or legislative change).
Principles rather than rules
4.40

Our remedies also place a greater emphasis on the use of principles rather
than detailed rules in seeking to address potential adverse supplier
behaviour concerning the comparability of tariffs. This reflects our concern
that prescriptive rules seeking to ban confusing tariffs can never be fully
exhaustive and risk encouraging gaming behaviour on the part of suppliers.
In particular, we recommend that Ofgem introduces an additional standard of
conduct into SLC 25C that would require suppliers to have regard in the
design of tariffs to the ease with which customers can compare ‘value for
money’ with other tariffs they offer.

Harnessing the incentives of rival suppliers and TPIs to engage customers
4.41

Where market participants have an active incentive to engage customers –
this category includes rival suppliers and TPIs such as PCWs – the
proposed remedies serve to enhance these parties’ ability to engage
domestic customers. The proposed remedies seek to achieve this through:
(a) lifting certain regulatory restrictions that dull PCWs’ incentives to
compete to engage customers (amending provisions of the PCW
confidence code that undermine incentives for them to be active in the
retail energy markets); and
(b) liberalising access to data by:
(i) giving PCWs access to the ECOES and SCOGES databases and
bolstering the Midata programme to allow TPIs to make more
effective use of customer data; and
(ii) creating an Ofgem-controlled database of ‘disengaged customers’
who have been on the default tariff for three years or more, to allow
rival suppliers to prompt these customers to engage in the retail
energy markets.
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Enhancing the ability and incentives of TPIs to promote customer
engagement
4.42

We consider that TPIs such as PCWs are an important means by which
customer engagement can improve and effective competition can develop in
the domestic retail markets. PCWs have a strong commercial incentive to
engage with domestic customers and provide access to their services both
online and by telephone. PCWs are also well placed to: raise awareness
among customers of their ability to switch and the potential benefits from
doing so; reduce search costs for customers; and exert competitive pressure
on energy suppliers by enhancing price transparency and facilitating the
purchasing process for customers.

4.43

Our aim in our proposed remedies relating to TPIs in the domestic retail
markets is to help ensure that this potential for PCWs to promote
competition to the benefit of customers can be realised by removing
regulatory burdens that inhibit this role.

4.44

To strengthen PCWs’ role in facilitating switching our remedies take the form
of: orders to Gemserv and Xoserve to give PCWs access upon request to
the ECOES and SCOGES databases respectively on reasonable terms and
subject to satisfaction of reasonable access conditions.

4.45

To strengthen PCWs’ incentives to engage customers, we are proposing to
recommend to Ofgem that it remove the Whole of the Market Requirement in
the Confidence Code and introduce a requirement for PCWs accredited
under the Confidence Code to be transparent over the market coverage they
provide to energy customers. Further, we are proposing to recommend to
DECC several changes to the Midata programme that (subject to customer
consent) would give PCWs increased access to more customer data and, in
so doing, enable PCWs to monitor the market on behalf of their customers
and advise them of savings.

4.46

We are aware of the concerns around trust that led to the Confidence Code
requirement that PCWs list all tariffs on the market rather than just those for
which they earn a commission. We believe that such concerns around trust
can be addressed – without undermining TPIs’ incentives to engage
customers – in two ways.

4.47

First, there should be greater clarity around the role of PCWs – effectively
acting as brokers offering their customers good deals and facilitating
switches rather than repositories of all available tariffs. Second, we
considered recommending that Ofgem establishes a non-transactional PCW
listing all tariffs to meet. We note, however, that Citizens Advice is now
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operating a non-transactional PCW that lists all tariffs through a web-based
service, which we believe will meet the needs of those customers who wish
to see the whole of the market (and therefore do not propose to pursue a
recommendation that Ofgem provide such a service).
Ofgem-controlled database of ‘disengaged customers’
4.48

As noted above, the substantial majority (around 70%) of the domestic
customers of the Six Large Energy Firms are on the standard variable tariff
default tariff – ie a tariff that, for many, they did not actively choose. In our
provisional findings report, we found that over 30% of the standard variable
tariff customers of the Six Large Energy Firms had been on the standard
variable tariff with the same supplier for more than five years.252

4.49

In order to enable suppliers to prompt domestic customers of rival suppliers
on default tariffs, our proposed remedy would require energy suppliers to
disclose certain details of their domestic customers (on any meter type)253
who have been on their standard variable tariff (or any other default tariff) for
three or more years (the ‘Disengaged Domestic Customers’) to Ofgem, and
would recommend that Ofgem retains, uses, and discloses this data (via a
centrally managed database) to rival suppliers. The Disengaged Domestic
Customers would have the option to opt out of the disclosure process at any
point in time.

4.50

The aim of the proposed remedy would be to enable rival retail energy
suppliers to identify the Disengaged Domestic Customers that have not
opted out and prompt such customers to engage in the markets. The
ultimate aim of this proposed remedy would be to partly address two of the
features identified in the provisional findings report that give rise to the
Domestic Weak Customer Response AEC (and resulting detriment), ie that
domestic customers have limited awareness of, and interest in, their ability
to switch energy supplier and that domestic customers face actual and
perceived barriers to accessing and assessing information.

4.51

We recognise that there is a trade-off between the benefits of liberalising
channels of engagement and the need to protect consumers from excessive
and/or misleading marketing. In relation to communication with customers on
the default tariff database, customers will have the right to opt out

252

Provisional findings report, Table 7.1.
This proposed remedy would apply to domestic customers on unrestricted meters (including prepayment
meters), restricted meters and Economy 7 meters.
253
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beforehand to avoid receiving communications by post, and will only be
contacted electronically if they explicitly opt in to such communications.
4.52

Any communications from suppliers will be subject to standards regarding
the form they must take to ensure they are sufficiently clear and informative
and we suggest in Section 6 that a failure to comply with these standards
may result in access to the database being withdrawn by Ofgem.

Remedies for customers on restricted meters
4.53

We believe that the above proposed remedies will help customers on any
meter type engage effectively in the retail energy markets. Further, to
address the specific problems faced by customers on restricted meters in
shopping around for better deals and in switching, we propose a set of
additional remedies that require all suppliers to make all their single-rate
tariffs available to any domestic customers on any type of restricted meter,
without making switching conditional on a restricted meter being replaced;
and ensure that domestic customers on restricted meters have access to
information on the options available to them.

Synergies and interactions between different elements of the remedies
package
4.54

Each individual remedy we are proposing to introduce needs to be
considered in the context of the overall package of remedies that we are
proposing, as there are important synergies and interactions between
individual components of the package. In this section, we set out some of
the key interactions and synergies, as well as highlighting how potential
tensions are resolved.

4.55

Most fundamentally, we consider that the overall aims, objectives and effects
of the components of the package designed to create a framework for
effective competition on the one hand and to improve customer engagement
on the other, are mutually reinforcing. Even if suppliers are able to operate in
a market free of inefficient regulatory and technical restrictions, if customers
are not sufficiently engaged, outcomes will be suboptimal. Similarly, even if
customers are fully aware of the options available to them and confident in
their ability to switch, if the prices available to them are inefficiently high,
outcomes again will be suboptimal, resulting in consumer detriment.

4.56

Therefore, at a fundamental level, we consider that both of these strategic
components of our remedies package are necessary if we are to see
material, sustained reductions in detriment.
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4.57

The mutually reinforcing nature of supply- and demand-side problems is
perhaps seen most clearly in the prepayment segments of the domestic
retail energy markets, where the features of the Domestic Weak Customer
Response AEC also affect prepayment customers, and combine with and
contribute to the features of the Prepayment AEC and the RMR AEC.254 As
discussed in Section 3, the technical constraints imposed by the dumb
prepayment meter infrastructure are all the more important in conjunction
with the particular engagement problems we have observed with
prepayment customers. The levels of disengagement that we have observed
among prepayment customers are in part due to the demographic
characteristics that those customers have, but for some, they may also
reflect the historical absence of competitive prices. Similarly, on the supply
side, suppliers’ incentives and abilities to compete to acquire prepayment
customers are affected not just by the technical and regulatory problems we
have identified, but also the degree of disengagement of some prepayment
customers. Further, some aspects of the simpler choices component of the
RMR rules and the Debt Assignment Protocol are likely to have exacerbated
the technical constraints we have identified.

4.58

We therefore consider that addressing the problems faced by these
customers is likely to require both measures to directly address the technical
constraints and engagement measures. By improving engagement among
prepayment customers, suppliers could be expected to have enhanced
incentives to compete for such customers. In this way, the domestic
engagement remedies and exclusively supply-side remedies will mutually
reinforce to address the detriment for prepayment customers that derives
from the Prepayment AEC and the Domestic Weak Customer Response
AEC.

4.59

We also consider that, given the mutually reinforcing nature of the problems
we have identified, it may take some time for prices to fall for a substantial
number of such customers even after application of our remedies, raising the
potential need to address detriment directly over a short-term period – an
issue that we discuss in Section 7 below.

4.60

There are several elements of the reform package that will have beneficial
effects on both the conditions for effective competition and consumer
engagement. Electricity settlement reform, for example, will have a supplyside effect in the first instance, by exposing suppliers to the true costs their
customers impose on the system, improving the efficiency of price signals to
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See Section 8, where we discuss how each proposed remedy addresses one or more features of the
Prepayment AEC, the Domestic Weak Customer Response AEC and/or the RMR AEC.
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suppliers. This change, in turn, will incentivise suppliers to offer a wider
range of time-of-use tariffs to customers, who will have access to a greater
range of potential savings, increasing engagement for those customers who
wish to take up such tariffs.
4.61

Similarly, the remedies to improve the incentives and ability of TPIs to
compete will also primarily benefit customer engagement (in particular, in
light of the withdrawal of aspects of the simpler choices component of the
RMR rules). But it will also, by increasing competitive pressures on suppliers
and TPIs, serve to bear down on costs, notably the commissioning costs of
acquiring customers.

4.62

We also note that there are broader synergies between the remedies we
discuss here and those we consider in Section 10, on the governance of the
regulatory framework. We have identified several aspects of the regulatory
regime applying to the domestic (and SME) retail energy markets that have
had an adverse effect on both the supply and demand side of these markets.
These relate both to regulations introduced by Ofgem and regulations
governed under the industry codes. While we believe our package of
remedies will effectively address these regulations, the policy environment
governing energy is a dynamic one, such that there is a risk that new
regulations will be introduced in the future that do not serve customers’
interests. It is for this reason that we consider our reforms to governance
arrangements – which we believe will serve to increase the chances of
decisions being adopted that are in the long-term interests of consumers – to
be an essential part of the overall package of remedies for the energy
sector.

4.63

We also note that there are some areas where there are potential tensions
between aspects of our remedies and we have ensured, in the remedy
design, that any such tensions can be managed. For example, as discussed
earlier, we have provisionally decided that aspects of the simpler choices
component of the RMR rules should be withdrawn, as they undermine
effective competition between suppliers and between PCWs. We recognise
that Ofgem introduced these particular rules in an attempt to make it easier
for customers to make better choices by stripping away unnecessary
complexity in tariff choices, but believe that any unintended adverse
consequences from the withdrawal of the simpler choices component of the
RMR rules can be addressed through the measures we are putting in place
to improve customer engagement.

4.64

In particular, one of our proposed remedies introduces a new Standard of
Conduct that places a greater emphasis on the use of principles rather than
rules in seeking to address potential adverse supplier behaviour. Further,
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our proposed remedies call for a more evidence-based approach to
developing interventions to facilitate customer engagement in the future,
through the use of rigorous testing and trialling.
4.65

Potentially, the greatest tension could be between our engagement and
competition remedies on the one hand, and measures to control prices on
the other. As set out at the end of this section and in Section 7 below, it is
our provisional view that the direct remedies and engagement measures we
propose to introduce will not fully address the levels of detriment we have
identified for prepayment customers in a sufficiently timely fashion, and that
a proposed remedy to address the detriment directly – through imposing a
temporary cap on the prices paid by prepayment customers – is necessary
until the roll-out of smart meters has been concluded. We have been
mindful, in designing the cap and setting its level, to allow for effective
competition to coexist with the cap, as explained in Section 7. Further, once
smart meters have been fully rolled out and our other remedies fully in force,
the cap will end, helping to minimise any tensions between the remedies.255

4.66

The synergies and interactions noted in paragraphs 4.53 to 4.64 are further
discussed in Section 5 (measures to create a framework for effective
competition), Section 6 (measures to improve customer engagement),
Section 7 (measures to protect customers who are unable to engage to
exploit the benefits of competition) and Section 8 (our assessment of the
effectiveness and proportionality of the package).

The importance of metering arrangements and the smart meter roll-out
4.67

Metering is an essential part of well-functioning, competitive domestic retail
energy markets. Because gas and electricity are consumed in real time,
while billing and payment take place at periodic intervals, reliable and
accurate meters play a vital role in determining exactly how much energy
customers have consumed – and therefore how much they must pay
suppliers.

4.68

We have found that current metering arrangements have contributed to
several of the problems we have identified in both the supply side and the
demand side of the domestic retail energy markets and note that smart
meters, which are currently being rolled out, have the potential to address
some of these problems. In this section, we consider the potential impact of
smart meters, present our views on the importance of current timescales for
the roll-out of smart meters being adhered to, and explain how our proposed
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See further Section 7.
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remedies will help ensure that the full benefits of the smart meter
programme are realised in practice.
The impact of metering arrangements on the AECs and features
4.69

Several of the problems that we have provisionally identified as affecting
competition for domestic customers relate to the metering arrangements that
customers have in place. Section 3 above highlights the particular technical
constraints affecting suppliers to prepayment meter customers and
customers on restricted meters, for example.

4.70

Further, in our provisional findings report we identified traditional meters as a
fundamental characteristic of one of the features contributing to the
Domestic Weak Customer Response AEC. In particular, we found that
traditional meters and bills are a fundamental characteristic that gives rise to
inaccurate and confusing information for customers which dissuades them
from engaging and considered that this at least partly explains why we see
such a significant proportion of domestic customers who are not engaged.

4.71

First, traditional meters are not very visible or immediately informative to the
customer, as a result of which customers are generally not aware of how
much gas and electricity they consume, when they consume it and which
uses require the most energy.256 Furthermore, meters are traditionally read
infrequently by the customer or the supplier, which adds considerably to the
complexity and opacity of gas and electricity bills.257 Overall, we found that
for many customers, the combination of these factors may be leading to
considerable confusion as they try to understand and assess the relationship
between the energy they consume and the amount they ultimately pay for it.

The impact of smart meters on competition and engagement
4.72

The introduction of fully-functional (SMETS 2) smart meters will address the
technical constraints arising from the dumb prepayment infrastructure.
Notably, the problems arising from tariff slots, and their allocation between
suppliers, will cease to exist.

4.73

We also consider that smart meters should address the specific barriers to
engagement experienced by customers on restricted meters, although we
note that smart meter equivalents are not currently available for all restricted
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Provisional findings report, paragraph 8.88.
Provisional findings report, paragraph 8.89.
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meter types such that the roll-out of smart meters for customers on those
restricted meters is likely to be delayed.
4.74

In relation to customer engagement more generally, in view of the
fundamental characteristic identified above relating to traditional meters, we
consider it likely that smart meters will help improve customer engagement
by making the relationship between prices and consumption more visible
and improving the accuracy of bills, although the extent of this effect remains
uncertain.

4.75

There is limited evidence on the impact of smart meters on engagement in
the domestic retail energy markets – and our review of the international
experience of smart meter roll-out (see Appendix 5.2) did not identify any
studies that have specifically addressed this question.

4.76

However, we are aware of recent evidence concerning GB that suggests
that smart meters may improve customer understanding of bills and
confidence in choosing the right tariff and supplier. The ‘Smart energy
outlook’ survey conducted in February 2016 found that, compared to those
without a smart meter, customers with a smart meter were more likely to:
(a) understand their energy bills (75% compared to 61%);
(b) think they have the information they need to choose the right energy
supplier (77% as opposed to 59%); and
(c) think they have the information they need to choose the right tariff (72%
as opposed to 57%).

4.77

We therefore think that fully functional smart meters are likely to have a
substantial, positive impact on both competition and engagement, although
we note that the extent of impacts on engagement are more uncertain.

4.78

However, we also note that the current generation of SMETS1 smart meters
have the considerable disadvantage of losing smart functionality when the
customer switches supplier, which may have the effect of discouraging
switching. Further, we understand that some prepayment customers with
SMETS1 meters may be unable to use the prepayment setting on their
meter if they switch supplier. As a result, such customers may have to
change their meter in order to switch supplier.

4.79

This emphasises the importance of a timely roll-out of the new generation of
SMETS2 smart meters, which will be fully interoperable between suppliers.
We consider this timetable in the next section.
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The roll-out programme and timetable
4.80

We understand the timetable for the roll-out of smart meters is as follows:258
(a) The Data Communications Company is due to go live on 1 August 2016.
DECC considers that suppliers will start installing SMETS2 meters from
this date.
(b) SMETS1 meters installed until 1 August 2017 (the ‘SMETS1 end date’ –
12 months following the Data Communications Company live date) will
count towards suppliers’ smart meter roll-out targets; beyond this point
they will not.259 As a result, it is unlikely that suppliers would install
further SMETS1 beyond this date.
(c) We understand that SMETS1 meters will be adopted into the Data
Communications Company at some point in the future, but that this is
unlikely to be completed before 2018. Following this, customers with
SMETS1 meters will no longer face the loss of smart functionality when
switching supplier.
(d) DECC considers that the 868 MHz home area networks that are
required to install smart meters in some tall buildings are unlikely to be
available until mid-2017 at the earliest.260 DECC estimates that the
2.4 GHz home area networks (already available) will enable suppliers to
install smart meters in 70% of households; the 868 MHz solution will
increase this to 96.5% of households, with the remaining households
requiring ‘alternative home area network’ solutions (with the timetable for
availability of these solutions currently unclear).261
(e) DECC is proposing to put in place an obligation on suppliers not to fit
dumb meters to customers requiring a new or replacement meter: the
New and Replacement Obligation. This is due to come into force in mid2018.
(f) The roll-out of smart meters to domestic customers262 is due to be
completed by the end of 2020.
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Appendix 5.1 gives further details of the roll-out programme and timescales.
DECC (2015), Smart Metering Implementation Programme: Government response to the Smart Metering
Rollout Strategy consultation.
260 DECC (2015), Consultation on Home Area Network (HAN) Solutions: Implementation of 868MHz and
Alternative HAN solutions.
261 DECC (2015), Government Response on Home Area Network Solutions: Implementation of 868MHz.
262 Suppliers are under an obligation to take all reasonable steps to ensure that a smart metering system is
installed on or before 31 December 2020 at each domestic premise and most microbusiness (profiles 3 & 4) it
supplies.
259
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4.81

In view of the benefits of SMETS2 smart meters for competition and
engagement, and more specifically for helping to address some of the
features we have identified, we believe is it vitally important that the
prescribed timetable for their roll-out is adhered to.

4.82

We spoke to DECC and energy suppliers about the smart meter roll-out
programme. We are aware that it is a complex logistical programme
involving substantial levels of investment and therefore inevitably involves
some delivery risk. We have also reviewed international experience of smart
meter roll-out programmes263 and note that GB is unusual in having adopted
a supplier-led model, and that some have argued that this has added to the
complexity and cost of roll-out.264

4.83

Whatever the merits of the roll-out model that has been adopted, we believe
that a key focus of DECC and Ofgem should be to ensure delivery to the
agreed timetable. We are aware that Ofgem has the power to impose
penalties on suppliers in the event that the prescribed timetables are not met
and, in view of the importance of smart meters in addressing the competition
concerns we have identified, we would expect it to use these tools effectively
to ensure that suppliers comply with their obligation to take all reasonable
steps to complete the roll-out by 2020.

4.84

We believe it is equally important that DECC and Ofgem give adequate
focus to ensuring that the potential benefits of the smart meter programme
for competition and engagement are delivered in practice, including ensuring
that the wider changes needed to realise the faster switching and time-ofuse benefits are driven to fruition. Several of our remedies relate to these
benefits, as set out in the next section.

The importance of our remedies in the context of the smart meter roll-out programme
4.85

In the context of the smart meter roll-out, our proposed remedies aim to
ensure both: that the broader benefits of the smart meter programme can be
delivered in practice; and that any adverse effects arising from dumb meters
can be managed during the period of roll-out.

4.86

In relation to the broader benefits of smart meter roll-out, a potentially
significant benefit from smart meters comes from load shifting but this can
only arise at scale through the introduction of half-hourly settlement and
changes to the provisions of the Smart Energy Code that currently require
suppliers to gain consent to access consumption data with greater
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See Appendix 5.2 on the international experience of smart meter roll-out.
See Appendix 5.1.
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granularity than daily. Our proposed remedies serve to address both of
these issues, unlocking the considerable potential for load shifting from
domestic customers.
4.87

In relation to the transitional period during the roll-out of smart meters, our
proposed remedies to liberalise access to dumb prepayment meter tariff
slots and to require suppliers to offer customers on restricted meters access
to their single-rate tariffs will serve to mitigate competition and engagement
problems arising from dumb meters during this period. Further, we propose
to recommend that Ofgem considers options for reducing the costs of
elective half-hourly settlement before mandatory half-hourly settlement is
introduced.

Timelines for the implementation of remedies
4.88

Given the scale of the detriment we have identified, we believe that it is vital
to ensure that our remedies are implemented as rapidly as practicable. To
assess the effectiveness of the proposed remedy package in addressing the
features we have provisionally identified – and to assess the need for
remedies to control outcomes while these features are being addressed –
we have considered the timescales over which these remedies are likely to
be implemented. We have also considered when they are likely to start to
take effect in addressing the relevant features and, ultimately, reducing
domestic customer detriment. These timelines are set out in detail in
Section 8.

Summary of timeline
4.89

Drawing on the assessment set out in Section 8, we would expect the overall
timescale for the implementation of remedies to be broadly as follows:
(a) In 2017, a number of remedies would be implemented, and in particular:
(i) Regarding the framework for effective competition: gas prepayment
tariff codes would be reallocated; SLC 22B.7(b) would be amended;
the Project Nexus performance assurance framework would be in
place.
(ii) Regarding consumer engagement: the relevant elements of the
simpler choices component of the RMR rules would be formally
withdrawn and the revised standard of conduct in place; the reforms
to increase the incentives and ability of TPIs to improve customer
engagement would all be in place.
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(b) In 2018, suppliers would be able to access the database of Disengaged
Domestic Customers who had not opted out, which would be updated
every six months, and, towards the end of the year the first intervention
from the Ofgem-led programme would be implemented.
(c) In 2019, we would expect further interventions arising from the Ofgemled programme to be progressively implemented.
(d) In 2020, mandatory half-hourly settlement would be in place for domestic
customers. We also note that the national programme for the roll-out of
smart meters is scheduled to be substantially completed.
4.90

Overall, some of our remedies could be implemented relatively quickly, but
the two major engagement remedies – the database and the Ofgem-led
programme – would start to take effect in 2018/19. The remedies are
intended to work as a package and, given the lag between the
implementation of remedies and features being addressed, and between
features being addressed and material reduction in detriment, we would
expect to see substantial reductions in detriment beginning in 2019/20,
broadly coinciding with the full roll-out of smart meters.

Expected costs and benefits of our remedies package
4.91

In this section, we consider the likely costs and benefits of our proposed
remedies package. Drawing on the analysis of the preceding section, we
have distinguished between those measures that will have an effect solely
during the transitional period of the smart meter roll-out and those that will
have an enduring effect, particularly from around 2019/20 onwards.265

Remedies that will have an effect solely during the transitional period
4.92

Some of our proposed remedies will apply only during the period before the
substantial completion of the roll-out of smart meters (expected by the end of
2020) or earlier. These are:
(a) the remedies relating to the allocation of gas tariff pages (since there will
be no need for tariff pages or codes once all prepayment customers
have smart meters);
(b) the remedies giving TPIs access to the SCOGES and ECOES
databases (since TPIs would have access to meter number information
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A more detailed assessment of the costs of individual remedies is provided in Sections 5, 6, 7 and 8.
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through Phase Two of Midata, when implemented, subject to
implementation of our proposed remedy); and
(c) the remedies designed to improve engagement for customers on
restricted meters (since we consider that the specific barriers faced by
customers on such meters will disappear with the full roll-out of smart
meters).
4.93

We consider that the costs of implementation of the above remedies are
very low. In relation to the first two, there would a minimal administrative cost
for Ofgem, Gemserv and Xoserve respectively. In relation to the third, there
would be a small additional cost for suppliers arising from the need to
aggregate consumption volumes in different registers for the purposes of
single rate billing. We are also calling for Citizens Advice to offer advice to
customers in relation to their ability to switch, given this new regime, but this
is a role it already has, so this involves no additional cost.

4.94

Given the short space of time over which these remedies will be relevant
and the inevitable lag between the implementing of the remedy, effectively
addressing the relevant aspect of the feature and reducing detriment, we do
not expect that these remedies alone will have very substantial effects in
terms of reducing customer detriment. However, given the scale of the total
customer detriment that we have identified for prepayment customers almost
£500 million in 2015266 and customers on restricted meters around
£40 million in Q2 2015, even very small reductions in prices during the
transitional period would lead to benefits that would far exceed any
implementation costs.

4.95

We have noted above that we consider it essential that the prescribed
timescales for the roll-out of smart meters are adhered to, but should there
be any delay, the impacts and benefits accruing from these remedies would
be expected to increase.

Remedies that will have an enduring effect
4.96

266

The other remedies that we have proposed – settlement reform, the
withdrawal of aspects of the simpler choices component of the RMR rules
and the engagement remedies other than the transitional measures
discussed above – would work together on an enduring basis as a package.
We have accordingly considered their benefits jointly, while noting their

See Section 7, paragraph 7.12.
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relative contribution to the package and identifying their costs, where
material, on an individual basis.
4.97

We first assess costs and benefits for electricity settlement reform
separately, as this reform has benefits in terms of load shifting that are
additional to those of the package as a whole (although we consider that
they would also make a contribution to improving customer engagement).
Electricity settlement reform

4.98

As set out in more detail in Section 5, there are potentially substantial
savings from domestic peak load shifting, arising primarily from reductions in
the cost of generation and distribution. One recent study estimated savings
from the introduction of time-of-use tariffs within the domestic retail markets
of between roughly £50 million and £100 million in 2020 and between
roughly £100 million and £350 million a year by 2025.267 Expected savings
increase with the roll-out of automated and dynamic time-of-use tariffs (for
which settlement reform is necessary) and with increased penetration of low
carbon technologies. We note in relation to this latter factor that the demand
and supply of heat pumps, smart appliances and electric vehicles will be
driven in large part by the availability of opportunities to exploit within-day
price differentials. Therefore we would argue that a move to half-hourly
settlement will be a necessary step in achieving the higher end of potential
benefits from demand-side response.

4.99

In terms of implementation costs, we consider that these are very low for
distribution network operators and Elexon (more specifically, []). Suppliers
indicated to us that the reform would involve substantial upfront and ongoing
costs, although we have not received sufficient information from enough
firms to build a consistent, robust picture of the likely costs.

4.100

Our recommendation is that Ofgem conducts a full cost benefit analysis of
the move to mandatory half-hourly settlement, but overall, and based on the
evidence we have seen, there are good reasons to expect the benefits from
half-hourly settlement to outweigh the costs of its implementation by a
substantial degree.
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Baringa and Element Energy, Electricity System Analysis - future system benefits from selected DSR scenario
(August 2012).
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Rest of the package
4.101

In relation to the rest of the package, we consider that the main enduring
benefit will accrue from improving customer engagement and therefore
overcoming the Domestic Weak Customer Response AEC.

4.102

Given the fact that, almost fifteen years after full price liberalisation, the
substantial majority around 70% of the domestic customers of the Six Large
Energy Firms are on the default tariff, despite very large and growing
potential gains from switching – equivalent to between £310 and £360 a year
for non-prepayment dual fuel standard variable tariff customers as of Q2
2015 – we have considered very carefully whether our proposed remedies
are likely to succeed where other interventions have failed. We believe that
they will, for two reasons.

4.103

First, past interventions have been based largely on a priori reasoning, with
little attempt systematically to test hypotheses through rigorous trials or other
forms of testing before the intervention is implemented. And yet the reasons
customers have for failing to engage in the presence of substantial gains
from switching are likely to vary both between different types of customer
and over time – in our survey over a third of respondents said that they had
simply never considered switching supplier.268 It follows that the best
methods of raising awareness among such customers are also likely to vary
between customers and over time.

4.104

In this context, a priori reasoning can provide useful insights into the sorts of
interventions that may help, but rigorous evidence is needed to ensure that
only those interventions that are most likely to make a difference for given
customers at a given point in time are implemented. We have ourselves
identified some ideas for increasing customer engagement, which we
recommend should be subject to trials. If the evidence from such trials
suggests that a particular initiative will not work, it should be rejected. The
Ofgem-led programme that we propose to recommend is therefore essential
to ensure that future interventions are based on what works in practice.

4.105

Second, our proposed remedies seek to harness the incentives of TPIs and
rival suppliers to unlock customer engagement, by giving them greater
access to the data they need to perform this role more effectively and at a
lower cost. TPIs have grown considerably as an acquisition channel over the
past few years and we believe that through our remedies they can continue
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Provisional findings report, paragraph 7.64.
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to grow in importance, lowering acquisition costs for suppliers and lowering
search costs for consumers.
4.106

In relation to the Database remedy, we recognise that any proposal to free
up access to customer data may be controversial, but we believe that such
measures are necessary if customers who have not engaged for years are
to consider switching in the future. We propose to put in place safeguards to
ensure that such data is used appropriately.

4.107

Overall, allied to the changes that will be brought about through the full rollout of smart meters and the move to next day switching, we believe that our
remedies will bring about a substantive important improvement to customer
engagement.

4.108

In relation to the costs of implementing the remedies, these are generally
very low compared to the size of the detriment. For example, in relation to
the Database remedy, we have estimated that the costs of setting up a
secure cloud database in which to store details of the Disengaged Domestic
Customers that have not opted out could be in the region of £50,000 to
100,000. We do not think it would be an expensive web-based application to
build and maintain because it would not require significant, or complex,
functionality.

4.109

The largest cost would be imposed by the Ofgem-led programme, as it
would require an ongoing system of testing and trialling interventions. The
Behavioural Insights Team told us that the costs of the trials that it had
conducted to date had been [] although we note costs may vary
substantially, depending on the size and complexity of the trial. In designing
the programme and, in particular, the extent of any supplier participation that
might be needed, we propose to recommend Ofgem to assess the
proportionality of the various stages involved in the programme, including
the testing involved in each specific proposed measure. In this regard, we
would expect Ofgem to take into account issues such as the potential costs
incurred by suppliers as part of its proportionality assessment.

4.110

We believe that the benefits of our proposed remedies will be seen in part
through a reduction in the gains from switching that go unexploited by
customers. However, crucially, this would not be achieved by a levelling up
of prices (a potential risk of regulatory interventions that seek to constrain
price differences) but by a gradual reduction in prices towards the
competitive benchmark level, as more efficient suppliers gain customers
from the less efficient.
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4.111

Given the size of the detriment we have identified (about £1.7 billion a year
since 2012, with an upwards trend), it would only take a very small (less than
1%) reduction in this detriment to offset the costs of even a highly
comprehensive, onerous set of trials conducted through the Ofgem-led
programme. We believe that our package of remedies will be much more
effective than this in reducing customer detriment on a sustained basis, and
that it therefore represents an effective and proportionate response to the
problems we have identified.

Remedy to reduce detriment directly during the transitional period
4.112

As set out above, we believe that competitive retail energy markets, in which
energy suppliers operate free of inefficient technical and regulatory
restrictions, and customers make informed decisions about the range of
choices available to them, represent the best long-term approach to
delivering positive outcomes for energy customers.

4.113

Notwithstanding the substantial problems that we have identified, there have
been some positive developments in the domestic retail energy markets over
the last few years, including the increasing market share of new entrant
suppliers, several of which have been able to offer prices substantially below
the average prices offered by the Six Large Energy Firms. Indeed, the
average prices that such suppliers have been able to offer have given us
valuable insights into the competitive benchmark tariff and hence the
average prices that should be achievable.

4.114

We have identified substantial problems on both the supply- and the
demand-side of the retail energy markets, and we believe that our remedies
package will provide a long term solution to them, by putting downwards
pressure on prices towards the competitive benchmark level, as more
efficient suppliers gain customers from the less efficient.

4.115

However, as noted above, our proposed remedies will take time to
implement before they start to address the features that we have identified
and, in turn, reduce the detriment to domestic customers arising from them.
As a result, we expect that the detriment arising from the Domestic AECs we
have provisionally identified will persist in substantial form for the next few
years. Given the size of the detriment we have observed, of around
£1.7 billion a year over the last three and a half years, with a marked
increase in detriment year on year, we have therefore considered the need
to intervene to address domestic customer detriment directly in this
transitional period, through a price cap.
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4.116

Given the interventionist nature of a price cap remedy, and the potential for
adverse consequences, particularly risks for the emergence of a long-term
competitive outcome, we have considered very carefully both the need for,
and the appropriate scope of, a price cap remedy. We have given particular
consideration to two possible remedies that we identified in our Remedies
Notice and in our Second Supplemental Remedies Notice: a cap on
customers on prepayment meters; and a cap on all standard variable tariff
customers.

Assessment of the case for a prepayment price cap
4.117

We have provisionally concluded that a price cap should apply to domestic
customers on prepayment meters for a transitional period (2017 to the end
of 2020). In reaching this provisional decision, we have given particular
consideration to the following:
(a) the Domestic AECs we have provisionally identified, the features giving
rise to them and the relative strength of those features as they apply to
different categories of customer;
(b) the scale of the detriment that we have observed from the Domestic
AECs, and the extent to which the detriment differs between different
categories of customer;
(c) the potential for adverse consequences from the introduction of a price
cap, and how these might be expected to differ according to the scope,
design and duration of the price cap remedy; and
(d) the practicability of implementing a cap on a sufficiently timely basis to
address the detriment during the period while our other remedies take
effect.

4.118

In relation to the Domestic AECs, we have taken account of, in particular,
the strength of the features contributing to the Prepayment AEC and the
Domestic Weak Customer Response AEC as it applies to prepayment
customers.

4.119

Regarding the Prepayment AEC, prepayment customers have been able to
access much lower gains from switching than other customers, even though
they pay on average higher prices. We note that this has been due in part to
the effect of technical restrictions arising from the dumb prepayment
infrastructure, that smart meters should not be subject to such restrictions
and that recently there has been an increase in the share of independent
suppliers offering smart tariffs. However, we have yet to see significantly
lower prices or, most importantly, evidence of a substantial reduction in
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detriment. We believe that our prepayment remedies will help improve the
conditions for competition in the prepayment segments, but these may take
some time to have an effect on detriment. In relation to the Domestic Weak
Customer Response AEC, we note that in our survey prepayment customers
were considerably less likely to have ever considered switching or to
consider switching in the next three years than direct debit customers.
4.120

The level of detriment suffered by prepayment customers is particularly high.
Over the period 2012 to Q2 2015, detriment expressed as a proportion of the
bill for prepayment customers was higher than that for direct debit and
standard credit customers for both dual fuel customers (15% for
prepayment, 11% for standard credit, 10% for direct debit) and single fuel
electricity customers (13% for prepayment customers, 11% for standard
credit and 9% for direct debit). For single fuel gas customers, the levels of
detriment are uniformly high for the three payment types (between 16% and
18%). Further, we note that, unlike other customers, where prepayment
customers pay too high a price, part of the detriment is likely to be felt in
abruptly curtailed consumption. The detriment we have calculated for
prepayment customers is also increasing, reaching almost £500 million per
year for all prepayment customers in 2015.

4.121

We assess the potential for adverse consequences arising from a price cap
in Section 7, in the section on design considerations, and its interaction with
our other proposed remedies in Sections 7 and 8. However, we note that in
principle, a cap covering a relatively restricted proportion of customers, such
as prepayment customers (about 16% of the total customer base) is likely to
be less prone to adverse consequences than a cap covering a broader
group.

4.122

The practicability of a price cap is also closely linked to its detailed design,
but we consider that, in principle, the use of an easily identifiable criterion for
qualification (such as being on a prepayment meter) will help ensure that the
remedy is easily implementable within a short period of time. This is in
contrast, for example, to potential approaches based on the use of data
matching through the benefits system to try to target customers with
particular demographic characteristics.

Assessment of the case for a price cap across all standard variable tariff customers
4.123

While the detriment suffered by prepayment customers is particularly high,
we note that other domestic customers will also suffer from detriment during
the transitional period, and have therefore given consideration to the
application of a price cap to broader categories of customers, notably all
standard variable tariff customers.
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4.124

In the Remedies Notice we outlined a possible transitional ‘safeguard
regulated tariff’ remedy for disengaged domestic customers. The Remedies
Notice outlined that, under this remedy, the maximum price level for default
tariffs would be set by either the CMA or Ofgem – we refer to this remedy in
this document as the SVT Price Cap Remedy. We noted the risks inherent in
remedies which seek to control outcomes and how the scale of these risks
relates to the form and scope of the safeguard tariff being contemplated. A
number of respondents provided detail of particular risks associated with the
SVT Price Cap Remedy, with many respondents identifying a risk of
distorting incentives and unintended consequences across the domestic and
SME retail energy markets.269

4.125

Our provisional view is that the costs of attempting to address the detriment
of all SVT customers through a price cap would likely be disproportionate.
We believe that attempting to control outcomes for the substantial majority of
customers (around 70% of the domestic customers of the Six Large Energy
Firms as of Q2 2015) would – even during a transitional period – run
excessive risks of undermining the competitive process, potentially resulting
in worse outcomes for customers in the long run. This risk might occur
through a combination of reducing the incentives of suppliers to compete
and reducing the incentives of customers to engage.

4.126

As set out above, we believe that competition can work in the interests of
energy consumers, providing they are sufficiently engaged, and that with our
proposed remedies we can materially improve engagement and overcome
impediments to effective competition. We have therefore considered very
closely the risks that a broader cap may create for competition and have
provisionally decided, on balance, not to propose an intervention to control
prices across a broad range of customers.

Design of the prepayment price cap remedy
4.127

We have considered a range of options for the design of the PPM Price Cap
Remedy, which we have evaluated against several key design criteria,
notably:
(a) practicability (whether the cap is easy to implement on a timely basis,
easy to calculate in an objective way and easy to comply with and
monitor);

269

See Appendix 7.1.
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(b) impacts on supplier incentives (whether the design minimises the scope
for perverse incentives and encourages competition);
(c) accuracy (whether the cap accurately reflects changes in competitive
market conditions over time, and any changes in the costs that an
efficient supplier would be expected to bear); and
(d) impacts on customers and suppliers (whether the cap reduces prices for
prepayment customers while allowing efficient suppliers a reasonable
opportunity to recover their costs).
4.128

Sections 7 and 8 provide further details of this assessment. In summary, we
have provisionally decided to implement a ‘reference price and cost index
approach’, which would involve setting an initial level of the prepayment cap
based on our competitive benchmark analysis and then allowing the cap to
change over time according to movements in exogenous cost indices.

4.129

We consider that this design has benefits, relative to alternatives, against
our design criteria:
(a) Practicability: our preferred approach is easier to implement than
alternatives, and less burdensome for both Ofgem and suppliers. It is
therefore capable of swift implementation – a key design criterion given
the interim nature of the cap.
(b) Supplier incentives: there appears to us to be minimal scope for
perverse incentives under the preferred approach, unlike approaches
based on reference prices, which create the potential for the cap to be
manipulated and competition to be undermined.
(c) Accuracy: our preferred approach will accommodate actual changes in
wholesale and network costs relatively simply. In relation to policy costs,
we have provisionally concluded that the best way to accommodate
these within our preferred approach is to use annual estimates of the
costs arising from such policies produced by the Office for Budget
Responsibility.

4.130

In considering the design and stringency of the cap, we have been
particularly mindful of the need to avoid distortions to competition, while
reducing customer detriment. Notably the design – unlike alternatives we
considered – does not lead to a risk of perverse incentives on the part of
suppliers. Further, the fact that the cap is strictly time-limited and will be
implemented according to an objective formula, will help minimise the risk of
regulatory gaming behaviour.
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4.131

At the current proposed level, we anticipate that the cap will materially
reduce detriment for prepayment customers. Had it applied in Q2 2015, it
would have reduced prepayment customer detriment – and, equivalently,
supplier revenues – by about £300 million per year. We have provisionally
decided to include headroom of £25 per fuel per year in determining the
overall level of the cap (ie £50 headroom in a dual fuel cap). This will
mitigate the risk that the cap does not allow for the recovery of efficient costs
and help ensure that competition in the prepayment segments can coexist
with the cap.

4.132

We anticipate that, as our remedies to address supply-side constraints and
improve customer engagement begin to take hold towards the end of the
cap and as smart meter roll-out increases, competition rather than the cap
will be determining the prices paid by most customers. There will therefore
be a graduated glide path to the termination of the cap at the end of 2020.

4.133

Our provisional view is that the costs of attempting to address the detriment
of all customers on the standard variable tariff through a price cap would
likely be disproportionate. We believe that attempting to control outcomes for
the substantial majority of customers would – even during a transitional
period – run excessive risks of undermining the competitive process, likely
resulting in worse outcomes for customers in the long run. This risk might
occur through a combination of reducing the incentives of suppliers to
compete, reducing the incentives of customers to engage and an increase in
the perception of regulatory risk.

4.134

Since, as noted above, a large part of the detriment we have observed
manifests itself in excess profits and/or costs inefficiency, we believe the
best, most sustainable approach to reducing this detriment in the long term
is through fully competitive markets. Having considered very closely both the
short-term benefits to customers and the longer-term risks that a broader
cap may create, set against the features of the Domestic Weak Customer
Response AEC, we have provisionally decided, on balance, not to propose
an intervention to control prices across all customers on standard variable
tariffs.

Summary
4.135

Overall, we consider that our proposed package of remedies represents an
effective and proportionate response to the Domestic and Settlement AECs
and associated detriment we have provisionally identified. Our proposed
remedies to create a framework for effective competition and improve
customer engagement will begin to address the features we have identified
over the next few years and we expect they will start to reduce detriment
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materially from around 2019/20. In the transitional period, we propose to
introduce a cap on the prices paid by customers on prepayment meters, who
have suffered particularly high levels of detriment, and have been subject to
additional supply-side constraints that have restricted the choices available
to them.
4.136

In the following sections, we analyse our proposed remedies in more detail:
(a) In Section 5, we assess our proposed remedies to create a framework
for effective competition.
(b) In Section 6, we assess our proposed remedies to improve customer
engagement.
(c) In Section 7, we asses our proposed remedy to introduce a price cap for
customers on prepayment meters.
(d) In Section 8, we assess the effectiveness and proportionality of the
overall package of remedies for domestic customers.
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5.

Domestic retail: creating a framework for effective competition

5.1

If competition in retail energy markets is to serve customers’ interests, it is
vital that the regulatory and technical framework allows suppliers to compete
effectively. Provided customers are sufficiently engaged (an issue we
consider in Section 6), this will help drive down prices and improve quality of
service.

5.2

We have provisionally found that a number of features give rise to AECs by
undermining the framework for effective competition in the supply of
domestic and/or microbusiness gas and/or electricity customers. These are
as follows:
(a) The absence of a firm plan for moving to half-hourly settlement for
domestic and the majority of microbusiness electricity customers, and of
a cost-effective option of elective half-hourly settlement, which gives rise
to an AEC through the distortion of suppliers’ incentives to encourage
their customers to change their consumption profile, which overall
reduces the efficiency and, therefore, the competitiveness of domestic
and microbusiness retail electricity supply (the Electricity Settlement
AEC).
(b) The current system of gas settlement, which gives rise to an AEC
through the inefficient allocation of costs to parties and the scope it
creates for gaming, which reduces the efficiency and, therefore, the
competitiveness of domestic and microbusiness retail gas supply (the
Gas Settlement AEC).
(c) A combination of technical constraints that limit the ability of all
suppliers, and in particular new entrants, to innovate by offering tariff
structures that meet demand from prepayment customers who do not
have a smart meter; and softened incentives for all suppliers, and in
particular new entrants, to compete to acquire prepayment customers
(due to actual and perceived higher costs to engage with, and acquire,
prepayment customers compared with other customers; and a low
prospect of successfully completing the switch of indebted customers,
who represent about 15% of prepayment customers) (the Prepayment
AEC).
(d) The ‘simpler choices’ component of the RMR rules, which gives rise to
an AEC through reducing retail suppliers’ ability to innovate in designing
tariff structures to meet customer demand, in particular, over the long
term, and by softening competition between PCWs (the RMR AEC).
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5.3

In this section, we set out three categories of proposed remedy that we
believe will help address the features leading to these provisional AECs and
improve the framework for effective competition:
(a) Reform of the settlement systems for gas and electricity.
(b) Measures to address the technical and regulatory constraints impeding
competition for prepayment customers.
(c) The withdrawal of aspects of the simpler choices component of the RMR
rules.

5.4

In the rest of this section we provide a detailed assessment of each of these
proposed remedies. In terms of the interaction between these remedies and
our remedies for domestic customers:
(a) We set out in Section 4 our high level assessment of how we expect
each of these proposed remedies to interact with the other components
of our remedies package, notably proposed measures to help customers
engage to exploit the benefits of competition and proposed measures to
protect customers are who are less able to engage to exploit the benefits
of competition.
(b) In Section 8, we present a more detailed assessment of the
effectiveness and proportionality of the remedies package for domestic
customers concerning, in particular, the Prepayment AEC, the RMR
AEC and the Domestic Weak Customer Response AEC.

Reform of electricity and gas settlement
5.5

Energy suppliers generally purchase in advance the bulk of the electricity
and gas that they expect their customers to consume, to help them manage
price and volume risks. But both gas and electricity demand are driven by a
range of factors that are difficult to predict accurately, such that there will
always be some disparity between the volumes of energy covered by
suppliers’ contracts and the volumes their customers actually use in real
time.270 Settlement is the system by which such disparities are identified,
reconciled and paid for.271

For settlement purposes ‘real time’ means half hour by half hour for electricity, while for gas settlement is
defined on a daily basis.
271 Equally, the settlement system is used to identify, and assign a price to, any disparities between generators’
contracted volumes and the volumes they produce in practice.
270
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5.6

Accurate and timely settlement is fundamental to well-functioning retail
energy markets since, without this, suppliers will not have the right
incentives to minimise the overall costs of energy – which are ultimately
borne by consumers. However, in our provisional findings report we
expressed concerns that elements of the settlement systems of both gas
and electricity lead to inaccuracies and delays that distort competition
between energy suppliers. In this section, we provide a summary of the
Electricity Settlement AEC and the Gas Settlement AEC and assess our
proposed remedies.

5.7

In the case of both electricity and gas settlement, we are encouraged to note
that reforms are already in hand to address some of the concerns we have
identified, and we reflect on these reforms in our consideration of remedies.

Electricity settlement reform
5.8

Electricity settlement takes place every half hour but the majority of
customers do not have meters capable of recording half-hourly consumption.
Therefore, their consumption must be estimated on an ex ante basis. This is
done by assigning customers to one of eight profile classes, which are used
to estimate a profile of consumption over time and allocate energy used to
each half-hour period.

5.9

Our main concern, as set out in the provisional findings report, in relation to
electricity settlement is that such estimates fail to charge suppliers for the
true cost of their customers’ consumption. This means that suppliers are not
incentivised to encourage their customers to change their consumption
patterns, as the supplier will be charged in accordance with its customers’
profile regardless of their actual consumption behaviour. This in turn distorts
suppliers’ incentives to innovate and bring in new products and services
such as time-of-use tariffs, which reward customers for shifting consumption
away from peak periods.

5.10

In principle, smart meters should remove the need for profiling in electricity,
since they provide accurate half-hourly meter reads which could be used for
settlement. However, we remain concerned that there are currently no
concrete proposals for using half-hourly consumption data in the settlement
of domestic electricity customers, even after the full roll-out of smart meters.

5.11

Accordingly, we provisionally found that the absence of a firm plan for
moving to half-hourly settlement for domestic and the majority of
microbusiness electricity customers and of a cost-effective option of elective
half-hourly settlement is a feature of the markets for domestic and SME retail
electricity supply in Great Britain that gives rise to an AEC through the
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distortion of suppliers’ incentives to encourage their customers to change
their consumption profile, which overall reduces the efficiency and, therefore,
the competitiveness of domestic and microbusiness retail electricity
supply.272
5.12

In our Remedies Notice we consulted upon a possible requirement for
domestic and SME electricity suppliers and relevant network firms to agree a
binding plan for the introduction of a cost-effective option to use half-hourly
consumption data in the settlement of domestic and SME customers.
Aim of the remedy

5.13

The aim of this proposed remedy is to ensure that, within a reasonable
timetable, half-hourly consumption data is used to settle electricity
customers falling into profile classes 1 to 4.

5.14

Accordingly, the ultimate aim of the proposed remedy is to address the
feature of the GB electricity retail markets relating to the absence of a firm
plan for moving to half-hourly settlement for domestic and the majority of
microbusiness electricity customers, and of a cost-effective option of elective
half-hourly settlement, as it gives rise to an AEC through the distortion of
suppliers’ incentives to encourage their customers to change their
consumption pattern.
Estimates of the potential benefits and costs of half-hourly settlement

5.15

The introduction of half-hourly settlement would have a number of benefits,
the most substantial of which arise from the incentives it provides to
electricity suppliers to encourage demand-side responses from domestic
and SME customers such as peak load shifting, thus helping to reduce the
overall costs of supplying electricity.

5.16

In this section, by way of background, we set out some of the available
evidence on the potential benefits of load shifting, other benefits that might
be expected to arise from settlement reform and the costs of reform.


5.17

272

The link between settlement reform and load shifting

The main mechanism by which suppliers can encourage load shifting and
other forms of demand-side response is through the introduction of time-ofuse tariffs. Time-of-use tariffs can take the form of:

See provisional findings report, paragraph 8.286.
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(a) Static time-of-use tariffs, which use prices that vary according to the time
of day to incentivise consumers to shift their energy consumption from
peak to off-peak times. The price structures of such tariffs are fixed ex
ante – ie they do not vary according to real-time network conditions.
Economy 7 tariffs are a simple form of static time-of-use tariff.
(b) Dynamic time-of-use tariffs, which offer consumers variable prices
depending on network conditions – for example, during a period of
plentiful wind, consumers may receive an alert that electricity will be
cheaper for the next few hours. This could include critical peak pricing,
where alert of a higher price is given usually one day in advance, for a
pre-established number of days per year.
(c) Automated time-of-use tariffs, which provide for an automated customer
response, for example through remote control of appliances by a third
party or programmable appliances. The response could be driven by
price or non-price factors (such as network conditions). Automated timeof-use tariffs are likely to provide the largest potential for load shifting.
5.18

We note that suppliers can opt, for some meter systems, to introduce basic
forms of static time-of-use tariffs within the current settlement system,
through a process known as ‘chunking’.273 However, Elexon told us that in
the absence of significant changes to existing settlement processes to
provide for dynamic feedback from suppliers, settlement did not facilitate
dynamic time-of-use tariffs or critical peak pricing for non-teleswitched
meters. These limitations precluded the use of non-static time of use
tariffs.274 Further, since such an approach is optional, it does not ensure that
suppliers take full account of the costs their customers impose on the
system.

5.19

In contrast, half-hourly settlement would expose all suppliers to the full costs
that their customers impose on the system (thus incentivising them to reduce
these costs), and enable the provision of dynamic time-of-use tariffs which
will more closely match the cost of procuring energy in the wholesale market
and conditions on the transmission and distribution networks. For example,
customers might be incentivised to use electricity when there is plenty of
renewable generation available.

273

Chunking allows the energy recorded on non-half-hourly electricity meters with at least two registers to be
allocated to specific times of the day. Meter read data is then processed and aggregated for all suppliers’
customers on the new configuration and submitted to the settlement system. The settlement system processes
will then be used to ‘allocate’ the number of units used between meter readings for all customers, on the new
configuration to a load profile according to the times that each meter register is active. See Elexon letter to the
CMA, 20 November 2015.
274 Elexon submission to the CMA, 20 November 2015.
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5.20

Dynamic time-of-use tariffs such as load control and critical peak pricing will
play a more important role as the penetration of electric motor vehicles, heat
pumps, other automation technologies (load control technologies) and
generation from intermittent sources increases.

5.21

In summary, we would expect a move to half-hourly settlement to be
necessary for any form of dynamic or automated time-of-use tariffs and for
the introduction of static time-of-use tariffs at scale.275


5.22

The savings from domestic peak load shifting

The main potential cost savings from peak load shifting are:
(a) Reductions in the short-run marginal costs of generation: if demand is
shifted from peak to off-peak periods, savings will arise due to
differentials between the marginal costs of generating electricity at peak
and off-peak times.
(b) Reductions in the costs of investing in new generating capacity: shifting
demand from peak to off-periods will reduce the need for investing in
certain type of new generation capacity in the future.
(c) Reductions in the costs of investing in the distribution network: peak load
shifting will also reduce the need to invest in new distribution network
capacity.
(d) Reductions in environmental costs: lower peak demand could also lead
to reductions in greenhouse gas emissions and emissions having a
harmful impact on air quality, since the generation mix during peak times
tends to be more carbon-intensive (and have a worse impact on air
quality) than off-peak generation.

5.23

The potential savings from these effects are substantial. In our provisional
findings report we conducted an analysis of the costs incurred by the Six
Large Energy Firms in supplying domestic electricity customers. This
analysis showed that wholesale energy costs, which currently make up

We note that DECC’s Impact Assessment concerning the introduction of smart meters assigns relatively
modest benefits to load shifting – around £900 million in net present value terms. It has subsequently clarified to
us that these estimates reflect the amount of load shifting that could be expected to occur in the absence of
settlement reform. After the introduction of half-hourly settlement, they would expect the potential for load shifting
to be much greater. See DECC Impact Assessment, Smart meter roll-out for the domestic and small and medium
non-domestic sectors (GB).
275
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around 45% of the overall costs of supplying electricity, are the single
biggest cost item, followed by network costs (25%).276
5.24

In relation specifically to potential savings in the wholesale costs of
electricity, the chart below shows total electricity demand and wholesale
prices by time of day for a typical weekday in winter in Great Britain.
Electricity demand peaks between 5pm and 8pm. Over the peak period, the
wholesale price increases from around £40/MWh to around £120/MWh, such
that, if 2 GW of peak demand (less than 5% of total demand) were shifted to
non-peak times, the savings would be of the order of £0.5 million a day.

Figure 5.1: Electricity demand and wholesale electricity prices for a typical weekday in winter
(2 January 2013)
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5.25

276

We would expect daily wholesale price differentials to increase in the future,
due to the increasing deployment of intermittent and zero marginal cost plant
and the use of subsidy regimes that will increase the likelihood of negative
prices at certain times of day. The fact that more intermittent wind will be on
the system will not only increase daily price differentials, but will tend to
make price peaks and troughs more erratic and more difficult to predict far in
advance. The implication is that dynamic and automatic time-of-use tariffs
(as noted above, half-hourly settlement is a prerequisite for the introduction

See provisional findings report, Figure 7.2.
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of such tariffs) will become increasingly important to allow such price
differentials to be exploited.
5.26

Various studies have been conducted in an attempt to estimate both the
potential for domestic load shifting in Great Britain in the future and the
extent to which demand-side response might be expected to arise from
domestic customers from the introduction of different types of time-of-use
tariffs.

5.27

In terms of technical potential, Sustainability First and the Brattle Group have
estimated the technical potential for load shifting in 2025 for domestic,
industrial and commercial customers, using 2010/11 as a baseline. Their
results suggest that potentially ‘shiftable’ electricity demand may reach as
high as 10GW in the domestic sector in 2025.277

5.28

Other studies have produced more conservative estimates. For example,
Baringa (2013)278 estimated that by 2031, the peak load reduction from
domestic customers would vary between 2.1 and 7.9 GW depending on the
time-of-use scenario modelled. Frontier Economics (2015),279 in its recent
review of the potential for demand-side response to 2035, suggested that
the greatest potential for demand-side response will occur in the future, if
and when technologies such as heat pumps, electric motor vehicles and
electrical energy storage systems reach mainstream acceptance.

5.29

We are aware of one study that has attempted to value the amount of peak
demand reduction expected to arise through different types of time-of-use
tariffs. Baringa and Element Energy280 (2012) estimated the potential for
demand-side responses from domestic and SME customers and attempted
to monetise benefits from load shifting under a number of different
scenarios, relating both to:
(a) the uptake of different types of time-of-use tariffs (static, automated and
dynamic including critical peak pricing); and
(b) the penetration of different types of low carbon technologies such as
heat pumps, electric vehicles and smart appliances.

5.30

They estimated savings within the domestic sector of between roughly
£50 million and £100 million a year by 2020 and between roughly £100

277

Sustainability First and The Brattle Group (2014), Impact of demand reduction and demand shifting on
wholesale prices and carbon emissions.
278 Baringa (2013). Smart Metering Load Shifting Analysis, p7, Figure 7.
279 Frontier Economics, LCP (2015), Future potential for DSR in GB. A report prepared for DECC by Frontier
Economics with support from LCP and Sustainability First. See p3.
280 Electricity System Analysis- future system benefits from selected DSR scenario (August 2012).
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million and £350 million a year by 2025. Expected savings increase with the
roll-out of automated and dynamic time-of-use tariffs (for which settlement
reform is necessary if efficiencies are to be fully and accurately realised) and
with increased penetration of low carbon technologies. We note in relation to
this latter factor that the demand and supply of heat pumps, smart
appliances and electric vehicles will be driven in large part by the availability
of opportunities to exploit within-day price differentials. Therefore we would
argue that a move to half-hourly settlement will be a necessary step in
achieving the higher end of potential benefits from demand-side response.

5.31

Other benefits arising from settlement reform

A number of additional benefits and cost savings might be expected to arise
from the implementation of half-hourly settlement. These include the
following:
(a) Improved data quality and faster settlement – suppliers could face less
financial uncertainty in the allocation of imbalance charges as meter
readings would be more accurate and submitted to settlement sooner,
and the costs that suppliers incur as a result of errors in consumption
data could fall.
(b) Lower administration charges – load profiles would no longer be
necessary, so the costs currently incurred by suppliers and Elexon in
supporting the current profiling system would be saved.
(c) Better forecasting of demand, which results in a lower cost of balancing
the electricity system.


The costs of reforming the settlement system

5.32

In relation to costs, we would expect that the implementation of half-hourly
settlement for profile classes 1 to 4 will require changes to the systems
employed by Elexon, distribution network operators and electricity suppliers.
Therefore we asked Elexon, distribution network operators and electricity
suppliers to estimate how much it would cost to implement half-hourly
settlement.

5.33

In terms of implementation costs, we consider these to be low for distribution
network operators and Elexon.

5.34

Elexon submitted that a move to half-hourly settlement for profile classes 1
to 4 would result in additional upfront costs ranging [] thereafter.
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5.35

Four distribution network operators responded to our request. Their
estimates of the costs of implementing half-hourly settlement, both upfront
and ongoing []. This is based on the assumption that half-hourly
settlement for profile classes 1 to 4 is introduced on an aggregated basis
where all customers on the same distribution use of system tariffs are
grouped together in the bill sent to the suppliers.281 Electricity North West
submitted that costs for implementing half-hourly settlement for profile
classes 1 to 4 had already been incurred as part of two previous industry
modification proposals.

5.36

In relation to electricity suppliers, only two of the Six Large Energy Firms
([] and []) and one other supplier ([]) were able to provide estimates
of the upfront and ongoing costs from the implementation of half-hourly
settlement within the required timescale. While the estimates of the upfront
and ongoing costs that they provided were substantial – running into several
millions of pounds – they were not provided with sufficient supporting detail
(or from a sufficient number of firms) to allow us to build a consistent, robust
picture of the likely costs.


5.37

There is limited evidence on the distributional implications arising from halfhourly settlement. While we accept the argument that some customers might
not be able to shift their consumption from peak to off-peak periods, there is
limited evidence to suggest that these are more likely to be vulnerable or
low-income consumers. We note that in the Northern Ireland Powershift trial,
consumers in the trial group, who mostly had low incomes, were found to
benefit from the lower off-peak prices in the time-of-use tariff passively (that
is, without having to change their behaviour), as a lot of their electricity use
was already at off-peak times.


5.38

Distributional implications

Our views regarding the potential costs and benefits of settlement reform

Overall, and based on the evidence we have seen, there are good reasons
to expect the benefits from half-hourly settlement to outweigh the costs of its
implementation by a substantial degree. However, a full cost-benefit analysis
has not been possible within the time available to us and, in particular, we
have not conducted our own modelling of benefits or collected a
comprehensive and robust set of data on costs.

281

An alternative would be the introduction of site-specific settlement whereby energy suppliers will be billed
separately for each specific customer that is connected to a distribution network. The cost of site-specific
settlement would be significantly higher than aggregate settlement.
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5.39

We believe Ofgem should conduct such an exercise as part of its plans to
introduce elective and mandatory half-hourly settlement for profile classes 1
to 4 (for the reasons set out below), including with a view to determining
when half-hourly settlement should become mandatory for all domestic and
SME customers.
Parties’ views

5.40

A number of companies (EDF Energy,282 RWE,283 Northern Powergrid,284
and Ovo Energy285) considered that a plan for moving domestic and SME
electricity customers to half-hourly settlement was needed.

5.41

Scottish Power286 said that it was sensible for the CMA to consider whether
any additional intervention was required to ensure that industry delivered
half-hourly settlement in a well-planned and cost-effective manner. It added
that in defining a plan for the introduction of half-hourly settlement two dates
should be considered: (a) the earliest date at which the systems for halfhourly settlement were available and suppliers elected to settle individual
customers based on half-hourly consumption; and (b) the date by which
suppliers were obliged to settle all customers on a half-hourly basis.

5.42

However, two of the Six Large Energy Firms, SSE287 and Centrica288
considered such plans premature given the early stages of the smart meter
roll-out, and warned that an early implementation of half-hourly settlement
might risk costs outweighing benefits.

5.43

SSE289 said that once the smart meter roll-out was sufficiently advanced, a
plan could be put in place to introduce half-hourly settlement.

5.44

Centrica290 submitted that while half-hourly settlement was ultimately
desirable, it was premature to commit the industry to developing a binding
plan in the short to medium term. It added that:
(a) a full cost-benefit analysis of half-hourly settlement was needed before
any implementation plan could be agreed;
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EDF Energy response to Remedies Notice, p47.
RWE response to Remedies Notice, p120.
284 Northern Powergrid response to Remedies Notice, p3.
285 Ovo Energy response to Remedies Notice, p29.
286 Scottish Power response to Remedies Notice, p46, paragraphs 13.1 & 13.3.
287 SSE response to Remedies Notice, p94.
288 Centrica response to Remedies Notice, p95.
289 SSE response to Remedies Notice, p94.
290 Centrica response to Remedies Notice, p95.
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(b) the incremental benefits half-hourly settlement brings are likely to be
limited in the foreseeable future, meaning it is likely to be too early to
consider implementing half-hourly settlement for profile class 1 to 4
sites; and
(c) implementation of half-hourly settlement would take significant resources
and therefore risk undermining other important projects occurring now
and in the future.
5.45

We provide a more detailed summary of the responses provided by parties,
and in particular the views they expressed on the specific questions we
asked in relation to this remedy, in Appendix 5.3.
Design considerations

5.46

In our Remedies Notice, we observed that the introduction of half-hourly
settlement was a substantial reform that would take some time to plan and
implement. Our concern was that, despite the fact that the reform has the
potential to deliver significant benefits, beyond those taken into
consideration by DECC in its smart meters impact assessment,291 there was
no concrete plan in place to move to half-hourly settlement for domestic and
SME customers.

5.47

As noted in Section 11 of our provisional findings report, we consider that
governance processes have failed several times to deliver certain policy
objectives, in particular when requiring an industry code modification
process, even in circumstances where benefits to customers were clear. In
view of the nature of the changes, and the likely impact on stakeholders (eg
the costs of implementation), implementation of half-hourly settlement will be
in many ways similar to major projects such as Project Nexus and P272
(implementation of half-hourly settlement for profiles 5-8).

5.48

We therefore consider that without sufficient planning and strong project
management, the necessary preparations for the implementation of halfhourly settlement for profile classes 1 to 4 are likely to suffer the same
problems we reported for Project Nexus and P272, including an
unnecessarily long lead time and difficulties with implementation (see also
our proposed remedies relating to code governance in Section 9).

5.49

We have been encouraged to note that, since the publication of our
provisional findings report, substantive progress has been made by both

DECC’s impact assessment contains only modest estimates of the potentials from load shifting. See
paragraph 5.21.
291
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DECC and Ofgem towards developing a concrete plan for the introduction of
half-hourly settlement. We summarise these developments in the next
section, before setting out certain issues that we consider should inform the
development of such a plan.


Recent developments

5.50

Following the publication of our provisional findings report, the Secretary of
State for Energy and Climate Change wrote to us stating that she shared our
views about the importance of half-hourly settlement in facilitating greater
innovation in time-of-use tariffs and would shortly be bringing forward
proposals for pre-legislative scrutiny that would seek to give Ofgem greater
powers in order to deliver settlement reform more quickly.292

5.51

In January of this year, DECC consulted on proposed powers – for the
purposes of pre-legislative scrutiny – to be given to Ofgem to allow it to
implement switching and settlement reforms in a timelier and more costeffective manner.293 The proposed powers will enable industry codes to be
modified directly by Ofgem rather than industry so as to facilitate expeditious
and coordinated changes to industry codes. This is because DECC
considers that the current significant code review process (see discussion of
this process in Appendix 9.4) will not deliver the policy objectives (enhanced
competition and increased consumer engagement) of the switching and
settlement reforms in a timely and cost-effective manner that ensures the
best outcomes to consumers.294

5.52

Under the current draft legislation, the proposed power(s) will be time-limited
to five years from commencement and scope-limited to the switching and
settlement reform programmes only. In view of the concerns set out in
paragraphs 5.47 and 5.48, and the potential impacts of half-hourly
settlement on consumers’ interests and/or competition, we believe that an
Ofgem-led process could be more appropriate than the normal industry-led
process to implement half-hourly-settlement. To this extent, these proposed
powers are consistent with our remedies relating to the Codes AEC set out
in Section 10.295 We consider, however, that once the half-hourly settlement
reform is implemented, further modifications to the relevant codes should
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Letter of 31 July 2015, available on GOV.UK.
DECC (2015), Draft Measures: Fast and reliable switching and Half-hourly settlement power(s), p10,
paragraph 42.
294 ibid, p10, paragraph 47.
295 See in particular our proposed remedy that Ofgem should have the power (call-in power) to take control of the
development and implementation of strategically important modification proposals in certain exceptional
circumstances (see paragraphs 10.430–10.433).
293
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follow the normal code governance process (as amended pursuant to our
proposed remedies set out in Section 10).
5.53

The proposed power(s) will also introduce the ability for Ofgem to reduce the
56-day period between the notice of a licence modification being published
and the modification coming into effect. We consider that such a provision
could be useful to ensure that Ofgem is able to implement half-hourly
settlement in a more timely manner.

5.54

Ofgem has recently agreed (in a letter published on 17 December 2015) to
take forward a project to reform the electricity settlement arrangements in
Great Britain.296 The project’s aim is initially to remove barriers to elective
half-hourly settlement for domestic and microbusiness customers and then
eventually mandate half-hourly settlement for all customers. We comment on
the respective merits of elective and mandatory half-hourly settlement in
paragraphs 5.62 to 5.69 below.

5.55

Ofgem envisages that elective half-hourly settlement will be enabled by the
first half of 2017297 and that central systems and industry rules to facilitate
mandatory half-hourly settlement will be in place by the first half of 2018. It
plans to launch a Significant Code Review on mandatory half-hourly
settlement in early 2016. It has not yet indicated what the timescale might be
for the introduction of mandatory half-hourly settlement.

5.56

In undertaking this project Ofgem will be supported by Elexon298 (letter
published on 17 December 2015), which in addition to preparing a report to
the BSC Panel on the barriers to elective half-hourly settlement in February,
has committed to deliver specific pieces of work for Ofgem.


Issues to consider

5.57

We think that the recent steps that DECC and Ofgem have taken towards
half-hourly settlement for domestic customers are positive, and we welcome
them. In this section we set out some additional considerations that, in our
view, should inform the development of a concrete plan for implementing
half-hourly settlement.

5.58

We have identified several issues that would need to be taken into account
when developing a plan for half-hourly settlement:

296

297

See Ofgem (2015), Half-hourly settlement: the way forward.

. Ofgem considers that to introduce cost-effective arrangements for elective half-hourly settlement it will need

to review meter operator, data processing and data aggregation rules and make changes to industry codes.
298 See Ofgem’s letter to Elexon: Half-hourly settlement – Elexon’s role.
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(a) access to half-hourly consumption data by energy suppliers;
(b) the respective costs and benefits of mandatory and elective half-hourly
settlement;
(c) alternative options for institutional design regarding settlement;
(d) the conduct of the cost-benefit analysis; and
(e) the need for a formal, joint plan between DECC and Ofgem.
5.59

We discuss these in turn below.
o

Supplier access to half-hourly data

5.60

The Data Access and Privacy Framework for smart metering, which has
been transposed into the Smart Energy Code, prohibits suppliers from
collecting consumption data with greater granularity than daily unless a
customer has given explicit consent to do so (opt in).299

5.61

We believe that this opt-in clause effectively precludes mandatory half-hourly
settlement (which by definition requires the use of all customer data for
settlement, not just the data of those customers who have opted in) and is
therefore a major barrier to the development of static and dynamic time-ofuse tariffs. We acknowledge that data privacy is a controversial area, and we
think the government needs to explain clearly why access to half-hourly data
is necessary if major demand-side response – with associated benefits for
consumers – is to be achieved.
o

Elective vs mandatory half-hourly settlement

5.62

In relation to the merits of mandatory as opposed to elective half-hourly
settlement, we note that Ofgem’s letter implies that the first stage of its work
will be focused on removing the barriers to elective half-hourly settlement
and that it proposes to draw on the experience of elective half-hourly
settlement in developing its views on mandatory half-hourly settlement.

5.63

We would express some caution about the sequencing implicit in this
approach. In our provisional findings report, we noted that there were
barriers to elective half-hourly settlement – notably that it was prohibitively
costly under the current system – and if a simple, cost-effective way can be
found to reduce these costs, we would support this.

299

See Appendix 5.1: Smart meter roll-out in Great Britain.
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5.64

However, in our view, elective half-hourly settlement is unlikely to be an
effective substitute for full, mandatory half-hourly settlement. This is because
under mandatory settlement, all suppliers bear the full costs that their
customers impose on the electricity system. This, in turn, will both reduce
overall costs per head and give stronger financial incentives to suppliers to
engage all of their customers, in an attempt to shift their consumption to
cheaper periods. In contrast, under the status quo, suppliers have a financial
incentive to keep their customers disengaged, since they are generally on
higher tariffs and have a lower propensity to switch. Elective half-hourly
settlement would not change this incentive as greatly as mandatory
settlement.

5.65

We are also mindful of some of the comments made by parties in relation to
the costs and risks associated with elective half-hourly settlement. SSE300
has submitted that with elective half-hourly settlement the customer
population as a whole would have paid for a system that would only be used
by some and that this outcome would negatively impact a cost-benefit
analysis on moving to mandatory half-hourly settlement. EDF Energy301 and
SSE302 said that mandatory settlement would eliminate the need to maintain
both non-half-hourly and half-hourly regimes (other than as an exception
process) which would reduce costs compared with maintaining both
regimes. EDF Energy stated that it did not believe it would be possible to
implement a cost-effective industry solution for half-hourly settlement until
the end of the smart metering roll-out. EDF Energy303 added that maintaining
both regimes could become a barrier to switching.

5.66

Further, Centrica304 submitted that optional half-hourly settlement would
create the risk of gaming whereby suppliers would settle half-hourly those
customers whose difference from a profiled usage benefited the supplier’s
imbalance and trading position. Centrica,305 Citizens Advice,306 Good
Energy307 and Ofgem308 all agreed that mandatory half-hourly settlement
would reduce this risk.
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SSE response to Remedies Notice, p96.
EDF Energy response to Remedies Notice, p48.
302 SSE response to Remedies Notice, p96.
303 EDF Energy response to Remedies Notice, p48.
304 Centrica response to provisional findings report and Remedies Notice, p97.
305 Centrica response to provisional findings report and Remedies Notice, p97.
306 Citizens Advice response to Remedies Notice, p59.
307 Good Energy response to Remedies Notice, p10.
308 Ofgem response to Remedies Notice, p97.
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5.67

We note that other suppliers – notably E.ON,309 RWE,310 First Utility311 and
Scottish Power312 – supported a move to optional half-hourly settlement in
the first instance.

5.68

In relation to costs, if, for example, Ofgem’s further analysis of this issue
suggested that substantial additional resources would be needed to develop
and maintain a viable option of elective half-hourly settlement, this would
suggest that such resources would be better used accelerating the
implementation of mandatory half-hourly settlement.

5.69

In relation to the scope for gaming, we acknowledge that having a choice of
settlement system may lead to a risk of cherry picking (ie simply opting for
elective settlement for those customers whose consumption profile means
they would be cheaper to serve). While this would result in a reduction in
costs to the supplier, overall system costs would not fall and the potential
efficiencies of half-hourly settlement would not be realised. We believe it is
only through behavioural change that settlement reform will lead to expected
benefits.
o

5.70

Some parties have submitted that a centralised system for data collection
and aggregation would reduce the cost of half-hourly settlement by
delivering economies of scale and overall efficiencies which would result in
lower costs for customers. A few parties suggested that the DCC could
perform the role of data collector/aggregator and could pass the aggregated
data directly to the settlement administrator (Elexon). While we have not
reached any view on possible design options for half-hourly settlement, we
believe that in theory a centralised system for half-hourly settlement could
lower costs for customers and suggest that Ofgem assess this in its
development of a plan for mandatory half-hourly settlement.
o

5.71

Alternative options for institutional design regarding settlement

Cost-benefit assessment

In relation to the cost-benefit assessment that Ofgem proposes to undertake,
we consider that this should both draw on the available estimates of costs
and benefits from studies already conducted – including those we have
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E.ON, response to provisional findings report and Remedies Notice, p76.
RWE response to Remedies Notice, p125.
311 First Utility response to provisional findings report and Remedies Notice, p50, paragraph 3.142.
312 Scottish Power response to Remedies Notice, p48, paragraph 13.10.
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reviewed in this report – and involve original analysis. The original analysis
should include:
(a) modelling of benefits, considering technical potential, the likely variability
of wholesale prices in the future and different scenarios regarding the
roll out of time-of-use tariffs and low carbon technologies (noting that the
latter two factors are likely to be strongly influenced by the timing of the
move to mandatory half-hourly settlement);
(b) more disaggregated and consistent information on the upfront costs of
implementing half-hourly settlement and the costs and savings expected
to accrue on an ongoing basis from the introduction of half-hourly
settlement; and
(c) an understanding of distributional impacts, noting potential mitigating
measures.
5.72

As noted above, firming up estimates of costs, benefits and distributional
impacts will take time. We have provisionally decided to recommend that
Ofgem start this analysis as soon as possible. The outcome of this work
would be a firm date for the move to mandatory half-hourly settlement.
o

The adoption of a joint plan between DECC and Ofgem

5.73

In our provisional findings, we identified a number of situations in which the
implementation of policy goals had been delayed or suboptimal due to a lack
of coordination between DECC, Ofgem and the industry. We noted, as an
example, the difficulty in implementing modification proposal P272 (halfhourly settlement for certain categories of customer under profiles 5-8).
Since ‘load shifting’ contributes to the case in favour of the roll-out of smart
meters in DECC’s impact assessment, as highlighted in our provisional
findings (paragraph 8.280), we consider that DECC and Ofgem should have
agreed on a set of concrete actions to ensure such benefits would be
delivered, including clear responsibilities to take forward proposals for
settlement reform (see Section 10).

5.74

We consider that the half-hourly settlement reform for customer profiles 1-4
presents very similar potential benefits and challenges. We therefore believe
that DECC and Ofgem should adopt a joint plan setting out the aim of the
reform and the respective responsibilities of DECC (eg granting new powers
to Ofgem through legislation), Ofgem (carrying out a cost-benefit analysis)
and, as the case may be, the industry (eg with respect to consequential
modifications to industry codes) in delivering the reform.
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5.75

Beyond making responsibilities for delivery clear, publishing detailed joint
statements should facilitate the engagement of and commentary from
stakeholders. Such stakeholders would be given more clarity about the
actual implications of the proposed action plan and would therefore be in a
better position to contribute their knowledge and expertise on the most legal
and technical details. This process would also give more legal certainty to
parties about the likely pace and technical implications of a given policy,
allowing them to roll out the necessary internal changes (eg IT).


How we propose to implement the remedy

5.76

Our proposed remedy is intended to take the form of recommendations to
both DECC and Ofgem.

5.77

First, we propose to recommend to DECC to consult on amending the
provisions of the Smart Energy Code that prohibit suppliers from collecting
consumption data with greater granularity than daily unless a customer has
given explicit consent to do so. This is because access to half-hourly data is
necessary if major demand-side response – with associated benefits for
consumers – is to be achieved.

5.78

For the reasons set out above in paragraphs 5.52 and 5.53, we support
DECC’s proposals:
(a) to introduce the ability for Ofgem to reduce the 56-day period between
the notice of a licence modification being published; and
(b) to give Ofgem powers to modify industry codes time-limited to five years
from commencement and scope-limited to the switching and settlement
reform programmes (as noted in paragraph 5.52, we consider this
proposal to be consistent with our remedies set out in Section 9).

5.79

Second, we propose to recommend to Ofgem that it:
(a) conduct a full cost-benefit analysis of the move to mandatory half-hourly
settlement, including analysis of costs, benefits and distributional
implications as well as mitigating measures;
(b) start the process of gathering evidence for the analysis as soon as
practicable;
(c) consider the cost-effectiveness of alternative design options for halfhourly settlement such as a centralised entity responsible for data
collection and aggregation; and
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(d) consider options for reducing the costs of elective half-hourly settlement,
including:
(i) whether any of these options are likely to delay or accelerate the
adoption of mandatory half-hourly settlement; and
(ii) any challenges that may arise or benefits that may accrue from the
existence of two settlement systems, including in particular the
possibility of gaming/cherry-picking behaviour.
5.80

Third, we propose to recommend to both DECC and Ofgem that they publish
and consult jointly on a plan setting out:
(a) the aim of the reform for half-hourly settlement;
(b) a list of proposed regulatory interventions (including code changes), and
the relevant entity in charge of designing and/or approving such
interventions, that are necessary in order to implement the half-hourly
settlement reform;
(c) an estimated timetable for the completion of each necessary
intervention; and
(d) where appropriate, a list of relevant considerations that will be taken into
account in designing each regulatory intervention.
Assessment of effectiveness

5.81

In assessing the effectiveness of this proposed remedy, we have
considered:
(a) the extent to which it meets its aim;
(b) the extent to which the proposed remedy is capable of effective
implementation, monitoring and enforcement; and
(c) the timescale over which the remedy is likely to have an effect.

5.82

Our provisional view is that the proposed remedy would be effective in
achieving its aim of ensuring that, within a reasonable time frame, half-hourly
consumption data is used to settle domestic and SME electricity customers
falling into profile classes 1 to 4. Accordingly, our provisional view is that the
proposed remedy will address, in part, the feature that an absence of a firm
plan for moving to half-hourly settlement for domestic and the majority of
microbusiness electricity customers and of a provisional cost-effective option
of elective half-hourly settlement that gives rise to the Electricity Settlement
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AEC through the distortion of suppliers’ incentives to encourage their
customers to change their consumption profiles (ensuring that suppliers are
fully exposed to the costs that they impose on the system).
5.83

In particular, the evidence we have obtained does not allow us to determine
what would be the most appropriate time frame for the implementation of
half-hourly settlement reform. We believe that Ofgem, as sector regulator, is
best placed to carry out a cost-benefit analysis that will allow it to reach a
view on this matter, and to take overall responsibility for implementing the
reform.

5.84

We also noted above that DECC has published draft legislation (see
paragraphs 5.51 and 5.52) giving Ofgem additional powers to progress
electricity settlement reform more quickly, and that Ofgem has published an
initial plan to implement half-hourly settlement. In particular, we noted that
Ofgem envisages that a final decision on mandatory half-hourly settlement
will be taken by the first half of 2018. We welcome these recent
developments (including Ofgem’s time frame) and consider these consistent
with the aims of our proposed remedial action.

5.85

While we have noted above concerns relating to the difficulty for Ofgem of
implementing such a significant reform (see also Section 11 of our
provisional findings report with respect to the regulatory framework and
codes governance), we believe that the new powers that are intended to be
granted to Ofgem under the draft legislation will greatly facilitate
implementation of the reform. In the short term, however, we consider that
(a) DECC needs to consult on amending the provisions of the Smart Energy
Code to facilitate a move to mandatory half-hourly settlement; (b) Ofgem
needs to gather evidence of, and conduct, certain cost-benefit analysis
concerning elective and mandatory half-hourly settlement reform; and (c)
DECC and Ofgem need to publish a joint document (eg Memorandum of
Understanding) setting out their respective roles and responsibility.

5.86

In summary, we believe that DECC and Ofgem will act upon our remedy and
that our proposed remedy is capable of effective and timely implementation.
As a result, we expect Ofgem to deliver the half-hourly settlement reform
within an appropriate time frame in a way that maximises the benefits and
mitigates the (transitional) costs.

5.87

Given that each of the above proposals would need to be taken forward by
DECC or Ofgem (or both), we consider that recommendations would be
effective in each case. Given both DECC’s and Ofgem’s recent progress
concerning the implementation of half-hourly settlement reform, we are
confident that both bodies will implement our proposed recommendations.
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We would also expect Ofgem to be able to demonstrate developments
concerning our proposed recommendations promptly after our final report is
published.
Assessment of proportionality
5.88

Our provisional view is that the proposed remedy would be effective in
achieving its aim of ensuring that, within a reasonable time frame, half-hourly
consumption data is used to settle domestic and SME electricity customers
falling into profile classes 1 to 4. Accordingly, our provisional view is that the
proposed remedy will address, in part, the feature that an absence of a firm
plan for moving to half-hourly settlement for domestic and the majority of
microbusiness electricity customers and of a provisional cost-effective option
of elective half-hourly settlement that gives rise to the Electricity Settlement
AEC through the distortion of suppliers incentives to encourage their
customers to change their consumption profiles.

5.89

Considering the recent developments set out above, and the general
direction of travel of DECC and Ofgem concerning the development of plans
for half-hourly settlement reform, we believe that the incremental costs of
this proposed remedy will be negligible and, in any event, justified by its aim.

Gas settlement reform
Introduction
5.90

We have provisionally found that the current system of gas settlement is a
feature of the GB domestic and SME retail gas markets that gives rise to an
adverse effect on competition through the inefficient allocation of costs to
parties and the scope it creates for gaming, which reduces the efficiency
and, therefore, the competitiveness of domestic and microbusiness retail gas
supply.

5.91

In reaching this view, we have considered in particular parties’ submissions,
which have suggested that:
(a) the infrequent updating of the annual quantities313 (AQs) can result in
shippers being faced with charges for gas that are inaccurate; this in turn
provides inaccurate price signals to suppliers, which distorts the
incentives to introduce new products;

313

Each meter has an annual quantity (AQ) assigned to it, which is the expected annual consumption of the
meter point. This expectation is based on historical metered volumes and seasonal normal weather conditions.
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(b) the possibility of gaming the AQ system, due to the absence of efficient
mechanisms to reconcile estimated consumption with actual
consumption, leads to errors in the settlement process that ultimately
impact competition and final consumers; and
(c) the presence of unidentified gas distorts competition between domestic/
SME and non-domestic suppliers and leads to the inefficient allocation of
costs to parties.
5.92

As noted in our provisional findings report, Ofgem has approved a
modification proposal (known as Project Nexus) designed to address some
of these concerns. This included a modification to the Uniform Network Code
that would lead to:
(a) reconciliation at all individual gas meter points;
(b) the opportunity for monthly rather than annual updating of the AQ (also
referred to as rolling AQ);
(c) the possibility for independent gas transporters to use the same systems
and processes as other gas transporters; and
(d) the potential for automated retrospective adjustment following meter
reads where previously submitted data is shown to have been incorrect.

5.93

We acknowledged in our provisional findings report that Project Nexus was
likely to address most of the current inefficiencies in the gas settlement
system set out in paragraph 5.91 above. However, we were concerned that
even after implementation of Project Nexus, the gas settlement process
would still be characterised by the presence of a (residual) amount of
unidentified gas, inefficiencies in the allocation of the cost of this residual
unidentified gas, as well as incentives that shippers face to place a higher
priority on adjusting AQs down (and delaying adjusting AQs up, so as to
game the gas settlement system).

5.94

In addition, we noted in the provisional findings report our concerns relating
to the implementation of Project Nexus, ie:
(a) the slow pace of its implementation;
(b) the lack of a binding time frame for its implementation (at the time of our
provisional findings report, no such time frame had been set); and
(c) the fact that some market participants may be adversely affected by
these delays.
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Update on our analysis of the inefficiencies arising from the gas settlement
process
5.95

Following the publication of our provisional findings, we have further
investigated whether the infrequent updating of AQs, the potential for
gaming the gas settlement system and the presence of unidentified gas are
likely to lead to inefficiencies in the system even after implementation of
Project Nexus.

5.96

We consider that the main cause of inefficiency in the gas settlement
process arises from the process of allocating unidentified gas between
suppliers. A recent report from the Allocation of Unidentified Gas Expert puts
the cost of unidentified gas at £119 million in 2015/16 and considers that the
majority of this cost is due to undetected theft.314 Some shippers believe this
figure is an underestimate and suggest that its costs might be nearer
£300 million annually.

5.97

The cost of unidentified gas is borne disproportionately by the Smaller
Supply Point sector, which are typically domestic and microbusinesses
customers. A reduction in the amount of unidentified gas and a more
evidence-based allocation of its costs between parties will increase the
efficiency and therefore the competiveness of domestic and microbusiness
retail gas supply.

5.98

In addition to theft, other factors are contributing to unidentified gas. An
independent report commissioned by Ofgem identified 40 different issues
contributing to unidentified gas. These included shipperless sites,
unregistered sites and offtake meter errors.315

5.99

Whilst Project Nexus will create a framework providing the opportunity for
updating AQs on a monthly (rather than annual) basis, and allowing for
retrospective adjustments, it will have a limited impact316 on the incentives of
shippers and suppliers to sufficiently increase the frequency of these
updates to a point that would materially reduce unidentified gas.

5.100

We have also considered the potential for gaming of the gas settlement
system. In our provisional findings report, we noted (paragraph 8.273) the
incentives that shippers face to place a higher priority on adjusting AQs
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2014 Allocation of Unidentified Gas Final Table for 2015/16.
Ofgem’s additional submission to the CMA, 18 September 2015.
316 While Project Nexus will remove existing system constraints, it will not, for example, change shippers’ and
suppliers’ incentives on how often to submit meter readings for the reasons set out in paragraph 5.100. We also
note that shippers and suppliers are currently required to submit a meter read for only 70% of their smaller supply
points each year.
315
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down and delaying adjusting AQs up, even after Project Nexus is
implemented. This is because parties might still gain financially, in terms of
reduced imbalance and settlement costs, from delaying the updates of their
customers’ AQs, particularly in circumstances where the update of a
customer’s AQ would lead to an upward revision of an AQ.317
5.101

In view of the above, it remains the case that we provisionally consider that
the current system of gas settlement gives rise to an adverse effect on
competition through the inefficient allocation of costs to parties, and in
particular of costs arising from unidentified gas (and the scope it creates for
gaming). The aim of our proposed remedial action is therefore to ensure that
rules designed to address the inefficient allocation of costs, and in particular
of costs arising from unidentified gas, are put in place.

5.102

In our Remedies Notice, we considered two possible separate remedies:
(a) a requirement on Xoserve and gas suppliers to ensure that Project
Nexus is implemented within a given timeframe in order to address most
of the current inefficiencies in the gas settlement system without undue
delay; and
(b) mandatory submissions of monthly updates to AQs in order to address
the scope for gaming.

5.103

For the reasons discussed below, we have provisionally decided to proceed
with alternative proposed remedies that we consider more effective and
proportionate in addressing the Gas Settlement AEC and associated
detriment.
Requirement to ensure Project Nexus is implemented in a timely manner


5.104

317

Aim of the remedy

As discussed above, the implementation of Project Nexus would address
most of the above-mentioned issues that we identified in our provisional
findings report and, in turn, contribute to remedying the Gas Settlement
AEC. This proposed remedy would seek to ensure that, in addition to
resolving remaining issues, appropriate mechanisms are put in place in
order to ensure that Project Nexus is implemented in a timely manner across
the industry.

ie when a particular customer has consumed more gas than expected pursuant to its profile.
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5.105

We note that the ultimate aim of any remedy we propose is to address, in
part, the detriment arising from the Gas Settlement AEC.


Parties’ views

5.106

Many respondents to our provisional findings submitted that a new
implementation date for Project Nexus had now been agreed by industry
(1 October 2016). The majority of respondents considered that the new
implementation date was likely to be achieved and said that Ofgem was the
appropriate authority to lead the change. Some parties therefore considered
that it was no longer necessary for the CMA to implement a remedy in this
area.

5.107

Ofgem submitted that Project Nexus was already being implemented and
that it considered the revised date and process to be robust. It also said that
it had put in place measures designed to prevent further delays in
implementation (see below).318

5.108

However, some parties expressed concerns that the implementation date
might slip further.319 Centrica submitted that the CMA should impose a
remedy requiring delivery of Project Nexus by the new date that had been
agreed by industry.320

5.109

E.ON said that Project Nexus should be a priority for the industry and that
timescales should not slip further. It argued that the CMA should make a
recommendation to Ofgem to implement this remedy. E.ON added that a
licence obligation was a sensible route to deliver the remedy but that this
obligation should be placed on gas transporters rather than suppliers
because Xoserve (the agent of gas transporters) was responsible for the
delay.321

5.110

Total Gas & Power agreed that a licence obligation should not be placed on
suppliers.322 Ecotricity felt that pushing through an additional licence
modification would waste time and detract from the task at hand.323
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Ofgem response to Remedies Notice, paragraph 1.
Centrica response to Remedies Notice, p98, paragraph 365.
320 ibid, p98, paragraph 365.
321 EON response to Remedies Notice, p74.
322 Total Gas & Power response to Remedies Notice, p10.
323 Ecotricity response to Remedies Notice, p9.
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5.111

Scottish Power324 and Utility Warehouse325 proposed the imposition of
financial penalties on Xoserve and/or gas transporters who caused Project
Nexus to slip further. RWE proposed that Xoserve be held accountable for
costs and overruns (but noted that financial penalties would ordinarily be on
gas transporters and not Xoserve).326 In particular, RWE believed that a
requirement to deliver Project Nexus by 1 October 2016 should be
introduced in gas transporters’ standard licence conditions and that there
should be penalties for non-compliance which should reflect the impact that
the delayed implementation of Project Nexus had on gas shippers and their
customers.327 Similarly, Scottish Power said that relevant standard licence
conditions or the Uniform Network Code should be amended with a view to
imposing liabilities on gas transporters were Project Nexus to be delivered
after 1 October 2016. It considered that this would be proportionate and
effective and that the CMA should make a recommendation to Ofgem to
make such an amendment.328

5.112

First Utility said that there was still a risk that some smaller shippers – as
they had not been able to engage fully with the Project – might not be ready
for the new implementation date. First Utility noted that that Project Nexus
went live where more than 50% of relevant categories of shippers were
ready.329 It considered that the CMA should recommend to Ofgem that it
continue its current role within Project Nexus.330 Ovo Energy said it had been
led to believe that many industry parties considered Xoserve’s lack of
readiness as the main reason for the delay to Project Nexus and that it was
unsure as to whether this remedy would make a material difference.331 Good
Energy was concerned that any action to accelerate Project Nexus would
place more costs on suppliers.332 Corona Energy noted that there was little
point insisting on timely implementation unless the industry as a whole could
be sure that implementation would be effective.333


5.113

Design considerations

As noted above, a number of developments relating to the implementation of
Project Nexus have occurred since the publication of our provisional findings
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Scottish Power response to remedies notice, p44.
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327 RWE response to Remedies Notice, pp117–118.
328 Scottish Power response to Remedies Notice, p44, paragraph 12.3.
329 First Utility response to provisional findings and Remedies Notice, p48, paragraph 3.128.
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report. In particular, Ofgem has set up a governance structure for its
implementation. This includes the appointment of a Project Nexus
Implementation Steering Group and of an independent project assurance
manager (in this case, the consultancy PwC).
5.114

Following an interim report from PwC showing that the original deadline that
had been set out for implementation of Project Nexus (1 October 2015) was
no longer a viable implementation date,334 an implementation plan (including
a new implementation date, 1 October 2016) was agreed in July 2015
between Ofgem and the Project Nexus Implementation Steering Group.

5.115

As a result, National Grid raised modification proposal UNC 548, which was
approved by Ofgem on 12 August 2015,335 making the new implementation
date binding for the Uniform Network Code parties. In addition to setting a
new implementation date, this modification also introduced into the Uniform
Network Code certain mechanisms (also included in the implementation
plan) to ensure that Project Nexus is implemented by 1 October 2016 across
the industry. In particular, the Uniform Network Code now includes a series
of interim milestones centred around the Uniform Network Code parties’
readiness for market trials, which are designed to provide greater assurance
of progress, and if necessary allow for further mitigating actions to be
considered by Ofgem. Moreover, the ability to modify the implementation
date (without the need for a further Uniform Network Code modification
proposal) has been transferred from the Uniform Network Code Committee
(ie the industry) to Ofgem.

5.116

The above-mentioned milestones will be monitored by Ofgem and the
Project Nexus Implementation Steering Group with a view to avoiding further
delays.

5.117

We note that a number of actions remain to be taken by various stakeholders in order to ensure an efficient and consistent delivery of Project
Nexus, including market trials. Having reviewed parties’ submissions, we
consider that 1 October 2016 is an appropriate implementation date. Further,
given these recent developments, and in particular the establishment of a
strong project governance under the supervision of Ofgem, we consider that
the risk of Project Nexus not being delivered in a timely manner has
significantly decreased.

334
335

See Ofgem, 18 May 2015, Open Letter: Project Nexus implementation.
See Uniform Network Code (UNC) 548: Project Nexus – deferral of implementation date (UNC548).
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5.118

In order to achieve implementation by 1 October 2016, we believe that
Ofgem must continue monitoring closely the implementation of Project
Nexus by the industry, and if appropriate use its powers under section 28 of
the GA86 to sanction gas shippers336 that neglect to take necessary steps
(eg failing to set up necessary systems and carry out trials in line with the
milestones).

5.119

In light of the above, we are proposing to recommend that Ofgem (a) ensure
implementation of Project Nexus by 1 October 2016 through monitoring
closely the progress made by the industry in meeting intermediate
milestones concerning the implementation of Project Nexus; and (b) take
(where appropriate) further measures to achieve this objective (for instance
if a party fails to meet those milestones).

5.120

We have noted the modification proposal raised by a Uniform Network Code
party (RWE) to introduce in the Uniform Network Code an incentive
payments scheme pursuant to which, if one or more gas transporters are
determined to be responsible for a specific failure, leading to a deferral of the
implementation date beyond 1 October 2016, payments are to be made to
shippers.337

5.121

While we recognise that this modification proposal could, in principle,
contribute to ensuring a timely delivery of Project Nexus, we have not
investigated the merits of this proposal, nor have we reached any definitive
view on this matter. We consider that the industry and Ofgem are better
placed than the CMA to determine whether, in practice and taking into
consideration the circumstances of Project Nexus, such a mechanism would
facilitate a timely implementation, and how it would work.


5.122

Effectiveness of the proposed remedy

As noted above, we believe that the governance structure set up by Ofgem
will facilitate a timely and effective implementation of Project Nexus. As a
result of UNC 548 which has included the milestones and implementation
date into the relevant standard licence conditions, we believe that Ofgem
has been given appropriate tools to monitor steps taken by the industry to

336

For instance, we note that under section 28 of the GA86 Ofgem could sanction a gas transporter for breach of
its licence conditions, which incorporates the substantive provisions of the Uniform Network Code (including
therefore compliance with the milestones for implementation of Project Nexus). Gas shippers’ SLC 3(2) provides
that a gas shipper shall not knowingly or recklessly pursue any course of conduct which is likely to prejudice,
among other things, the due functioning of the arrangements provided for in its network code.
337 UNC 550: Project Nexus – Incentivising Central Project Delivery.
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implement Project Nexus and to take appropriate measures to ensure
implementation by 1 October 2016.
5.123

However, we have noted that some parties have expressed concerns that
the implementation date might slip further. Evidence of these concerns is the
modification proposal raised by RWE to introduce incentive payments should
the implementation of Project Nexus be further delayed beyond 1 October
2016. This suggests that certain Uniform Network Code parties, which have
or may have incentives in postponing the implementation of Project Nexus
(and the costs implied by it), may fail to take certain necessary steps and
lobby Ofgem to obtain a further delay.

5.124

A recommendation to Ofgem to carry forward its ongoing work will provide
additional support to Ofgem and a clear steer to stakeholders. We believe
that ongoing close monitoring will reduce the risk of any further
postponement of the implementation date, unless appropriately justified
(which we cannot see at the moment). However, as we believe that Ofgem
has the powers and incentives to act upon our recommendation, we do not
consider that any direct intervention by the CMA would increase the
likelihood of a timely and effective implementation of Project Nexus.

5.125

In view of the above, we consider that a recommendation to Ofgem to
monitor implementation and, where appropriate, take appropriate measures
to ensure implementation by 1 October 2016, would be effective to ensure a
timely implementation of Project Nexus. This in turn will contribute
significantly to addressing the detriment arising from the Gas Settlement
AEC.


5.126

Proportionality of the proposed remedy

We also provisionally consider that a recommendation to Ofgem to ensure
implementation of Project Nexus by the date agreed with the industry
through monitoring closely the progress by the industry and to take (where
appropriate) further measures to achieve this objective, would not impose
any cost on the industry. While it would require Ofgem to invest sufficient
resources to monitor implementation of Project Nexus, we understand
Ofgem has already allocated some resources to monitoring Project Nexus.
As a result, the incremental costs of this proposed remedy are negligible, in
particular, compared with the inefficiencies that are being addressed through
the implementation of Project Nexus. For these reasons, we consider that
the proposed remedy is no more onerous than necessary and does not
produce disadvantages that are disproportionate to its aim.
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5.127

For the reasons set out above, we believe that a remedy imposed by way of
an order by the CMA, as consulted upon in the Remedies Notice, would be
more intrusive without being more effective in achieving its aim. Accordingly,
we believe our propose remedy is the least intrusive of equally effective
alternatives.
Remedies seeking to address inefficient allocation of costs between gas
shippers arising from the gas settlement process

5.128

As noted above, we have provisionally found that the current system of gas
settlement is a feature in the domestic and SME retail gas markets that gives
rise to an adverse effect on competition through the inefficient allocation of
costs of unidentified gas to parties and the scope it creates for gaming,
which reduces the efficiency and, therefore, the competitiveness of domestic
and microbusiness retail gas supply.

5.129

While we have noted that Project Nexus is likely to address most of the
current inefficiencies in the gas settlement system identified, we believe that
inefficiencies in the allocation of the costs of unidentified gas and the
incentives that shippers face to place a higher priority on adjusting AQs
down and delaying adjusting AQs up will still be present after Project Nexus
is implemented, leading to inaccurate reporting of customers’ consumption
and therefore inefficiencies in the allocation of the cost of unidentified gas.

5.130

For the reasons set out below, we are proposing to proceed with three
proposed remedies, which are complementary to each other, and as a
package would increase suppliers’ incentives to provide more accurate and
frequent updates on individual supply points, reduce the amount of
unidentified gas and improve the allocation of its costs between suppliers.


Aim of the remedies package

5.131

The purpose of this proposed remedies package is to increase the accuracy
of the gas settlement system with a view to reducing, to the extent possible,
unidentified gas, and therefore the inefficient allocation of costs between
suppliers. It should also reduce the scope for gaming.

5.132

Accordingly, the ultimate aim of the proposed remedies package is to
address, in part, the detriment arising from the Gas Settlement AEC.


5.133

Parties’ views

In the Remedies Notice, we proposed imposing an obligation on suppliers to
update their customers’ AQs on a monthly basis. Most respondents to our
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Remedies Notice considered that implementation of this possible remedy
would be impractical until the majority of customers had a smart meter.
Suppliers would need to visit customers’ premises to obtain monthly meter
reads and this would be costly. Further, some parties noted that there was
no evidence of AQ gaming and proposed some alternative possible
remedies.
5.134

Centrica considered the remedy to be disproportionate. It considered that a
more proportionate response would be the introduction of a performance
assurance framework. It also pointed out that there was no evidence of
gaming. It said that, if implemented, the remedy would cost Centrica
approximately £85 million to collect actual monthly readings.338

5.135

E.ON believed that the benefits of the remedy could be achieved in a more
proportionate way through the introduction of a performance assurance
framework to ensure meter read frequency was appropriate and any delays
in meter read submissions were penalised properly.339

5.136

Scottish Power called for a revised remedy to be implemented. It noted that
currently there was no requirement for meter readings received by a supplier
to be uploaded to Project Nexus. Its revised remedy would include: (a) to
upload monthly meter readings for non-daily metered sites where a smart
meter was installed and working; and (b) where there was no smart meter to
upload any meter read taken (except where the reading would not be
processed because of UK-Link restrictions).340

5.137

Also, Scottish Power said that a performance assurance regime under
Project Nexus was required. It had raised a modification proposal, UNC Mod
506V,341 to introduce such a regime in the Uniform Network Code with a
view to reducing unidentified gas, but considered that progress on the
development of this modification proposal had been slow. It therefore called
for the CMA to make a recommendation to Ofgem to accelerate this
process.342

5.138

EDF Energy said that it did not support a remedy requiring monthly updates
of all AQs, as it considered this to be both impractical and disproportionate
under the current metering regime. EDF Energy noted, however, that a
requirement to provide a monthly update of the AQ for which suppliers had a
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Centrica response to Remedies Notice, pp98–99.
EON response to Remedies Notice, p75.
340 Scottish Power response to Remedies Notice, p45, paragraph 12.10.
341 This proposal was subsequently approved by Ofgem on 17 December 2015.
342 Scottish Power response to remedies notice, p46, paragraph 12.13.
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meter read would be feasible from an operational perspective but would be
enacted as part of the Project Nexus regime of rolling AQ.343
5.139

RWE considered that a new licence condition on gas shippers to make
monthly submissions of AQ updates mandatory was a disproportionate
response to an issue that was already being addressed through Project
Nexus and existing proposals for a Gas Performance Assurance
Framework. According to RWE the proposed requirement to order monthly
submissions would impose significant costs, be operationally challenging
and put additional stress on an industry sector that was already undergoing
significant changes.344

5.140

Corona Energy similarly deemed the remedy disproportionate and onerous
for suppliers who were already trying to deliver Project Nexus.345

5.141

SSE considered that this remedy was not needed given the imminent
implementation of Project Nexus. It said that, with the implementation of
Project Nexus, gas would be reconciled back to actual meter readings and
as a result shippers would have an incentive to ensure AQ values were as
accurate as possible so as to minimise imbalance charges (which might
potentially result in the shipper having to buy extra energy at a higher
price).346 ICoSS,347 Ecotricity348 and Gazprom349 concurred with this view.

5.142

Further, SSE said that the remedy would be impractical and disproportionate
and could not be implemented before implementation of Project Nexus due
to technical system limitations and industry governance processes. It
suggested that there might still be a theoretical opportunity to game the
system post Project Nexus (AQs were used for calculating transportation
charges) but considered this risk to be unlikely to occur in practice due to
(a) the minimal benefits to be achieved; (b) the complexity of seeking to
manipulate the AQs to benefit from transportation charges; (c) the specific
system requirements to allow such gaming to take place.350
Ecotricity351agreed that a lot of effort would be required to game the AQ
system post Project Nexus. Additionally SSE said that it did not believe that
specified targets were required for a performance assurance framework at
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this stage and was not convinced that the performance assurance
framework would find any evidence of inappropriate behaviours connected
to settlement.352
5.143

Opus Energy agreed that the potential for gaming AQ updates should be
largely removed with the implementation of Project Nexus but supported the
introduction of a performance assurance framework as a more proportionate
solution than mandating monthly AQs.353

5.144

First Utility did not support mandating monthly meter read submissions
because shippers themselves did not receive monthly reads for traditional
meters. However, it was in favour of such a remedy if restricted to smart gas
meters, since the latter had working communications and a monthly read
was available. It considered that a mandatory monthly obligation for smart
meter reads would resolve the AQ gaming issues as the smart programme
progressed.354

5.145

Ofgem submitted that in order for energy costs to be accurately targeted, the
accuracy of AQs must improve and that this would depend on greater
frequency and accuracy of meter reads being submitted to Xoserve and
entered into settlements. This would be facilitated by, and to an extent
dependent upon, the roll-out of smart meters and enhanced central systems.
However, while an AQ update would be possible each month before
implementation of Project Nexus, Ofgem did not consider that this should
necessarily be mandated.355

5.146

Ofgem thought that meter read performance targets should instead be
determined according to an evidence-based performance assurance regime.
Such a regime should balance improvements to settlement risk against the
costs of achieving such targets. It added that it was currently working with
industry parties to develop such a regime, and Uniform Network Code
modification proposals were currently under development.356

5.147

Co-operative Energy said that it would be in favour of any mechanism which
facilitated an increase in the frequency of which AQs could be updated.357
Ecotricity said that it would be more appropriate to focus on meter read
performance and require submission of meter reads.358 Both suppliers felt
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that the shipper should be able to challenge or amend incorrect meter reads
and AQs.359
5.148

Total Gas & Power said that after the implementation of Project Nexus there
should continue to be monitoring of and action taken against suppliers who
were proven to be gaming AQ updates.360

5.149

Ovo Energy361 and Good Energy362 were in favour of the remedy. They
considered that it would reduce gaming and impose transparency in the gas
settlement process. Ovo Energy was confident that the efficiency savings
gained from having a fairer market would exceed the increase in operational
costs that might occur as a result of shippers having to report their AQs on a
more frequent basis.363

5.150

Citizens Advice said that the performance assurance regime in the electricity
sector was much stronger than in the gas sector, and that an equivalent
regime in gas might be needed. It said that an audit process or random spot
checks could provide a credible deterrent to gaming.364


Design considerations

5.151

Based on the submissions received from parties and our own analysis, we
consider that the implementation of the remedy originally consulted upon in
the Remedies Notice, ie a mandatory submission of monthly updates to
AQs, would be impractical and costly until the majority of customers have a
smart/advanced meter installed. This is because, in the absence of
smart/advanced meters, for the majority of domestic and microbusiness
customers, meter readings can only be obtained through a site visit or
directly from the customer. Once smart/advanced meters have been rolled
out, meter readings can be obtained remotely.

5.152

Suppliers are already required under the Uniform Network Code to read
customers’ meters at least once a year for billing purposes. However, the
Uniform Network Code only requires that shippers submit meter reads for
70% of all non-daily metered supply points365 annually (ie suppliers may
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decide not to submit up to 30% of the meter reads they have collected in a
year).366
5.153

An Ofgem request for information on AQs, issued in January 2015, found
that most suppliers read a high proportion of meters at least once every six
months, and that these meter reads were largely being entered into
Xoserve’s central settlement systems. However, it also suggested that there
was substantial scope for improvement.367

5.154

While we accept that collecting monthly meter reads for ‘dumb’ meters would
significantly increase costs for shippers and suppliers (and may be burdensome for customers), we believe that the current option of not submitting the
meter reads that have been collected (as is currently possible under the
Uniform Network Code) is inefficient as it undermines the accuracy of the
gas settlement process and gives rise to the scope for gaming. We note in
this respect that the process of submitting a meter read to Xoserve has no,
or negligible, costs for shippers and suppliers once the meter has been read.

5.155

With respect to customers on smart or advanced368 meters, their meters can
be read remotely by suppliers and shippers.369 The cost of doing so is thus
small (absent malfunction) and therefore collecting and submitting meter
readings on a monthly basis would not face the same problems and costs
identified in paragraph 5.151.

5.156

For the reasons set out below, we are proposing, in lieu of the remedy
consulted upon in the Remedies Notice, to implement a proposed remedies
package consisting of the following elements:
(a) With respect to all non-daily metered supply point in Great Britain with a
dumb meter,370 we propose to impose an order on gas suppliers (and
amend the gas suppliers’ standard licence conditions accordingly) to
submit to Xoserve meter readings as soon as they become available (eg
if provided by the customer or obtained by the shipper/supplier), and at
least once per year (ie consistent with the existing obligation under the
Uniform Network Code to read customers’ meters at least once a year).

subdivided into those with annually read meters (73,200 to 293,000 kWh) and monthly read meters (293,000 to
58.6 million kWh).
366 UNC Section M.
367 Ofgem response to Remedies Notice, p 92
368 ie any gas meter which can be read remotely. These meters can be read remotely by suppliers/shippers and
have a number of additional functionalities. See Appendix 5.2, paragraph 10, for further details.
369 Both SMETS 1 and SMETS 2.
370 ie any gas meter which cannot be read remotely.
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(b) With respect to all non-daily metered supply point with a smart or
advanced meter, we propose to impose an order on gas suppliers (and
amend the gas suppliers’ standard licence conditions accordingly) to
submit to Xoserve meter readings at least once per month (unless for
reasons of malfunction or related issues it was not possible to take such
a meter reading).
(c) We propose to make a recommendation to Ofgem to take appropriate
steps to ensure that a performance assurance framework is established
within a year of the publication of the CMA’s final report (see paragraph
5.181 below).
5.157

The first two elements of this remedies package would be obligations on gas
suppliers that are designed to increase the accuracy of the gas settlement
process. The third element is designed to facilitate compliance with these
two obligations and to put in place additional measures which are aimed at
reducing the amount of unidentified gas. Another objective of the
performance assurance framework is to contribute to a more efficient
allocation of costs arising from the residual unidentified gas between
suppliers.
Obligations on gas suppliers to submit meter readings to a particular
frequency


Assessment of effectiveness

5.158

The two obligations we propose to impose on gas suppliers will ensure that
(a) as regards dumb meters, meter readings that are collected by suppliers
(eg pursuant to the obligation under the Uniform Network Code to read
meters at least once per year) are submitted to Xoserve without undue
delay; and (b) as regards smart or advanced meters (representing
approximately 1.6 million customers371), meter readings are collected by
suppliers and submitted to Xoserve at least once per month.

5.159

Both obligations will improve the accuracy of AQs and facilitate all metered
energy consumption being reconciled on a timely basis (ie using actual
rather than estimated consumption in the settlement process). This in turn
should lead to a more efficient allocation of costs between shippers and
suppliers (due to the use of actual consumption data) and a reduction in
unidentified gas (which would also contribute to a more efficient allocation of
its costs between shippers and suppliers). In addition, we note that it would

371

See DECC, Smart Meters, Great Britain, Quarterly report to end September 2015, p4.
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reduce any potential ability for suppliers to delay the reconciliation of any
given supply point in order to game the system.
5.160

As regards implementation, we are proposing to impose an order on
suppliers concerning the above obligations, together with the introduction of
a licence condition. We consider that the simple terms of the proposed
order, set out above, would be clear to suppliers, and also to other interested
parties such as Xoserve and Ofgem (who would have responsibility, together
with the CMA, for monitoring compliance).

5.161

We also consider that the proposed order would be straightforward to
implement, given that suppliers are either already obligated to collect the
relevant information (as regards the obligation concerning dumb meter
readings) or are readily able to collect the relevant information (as regards
the obligation concerning smart meters). We also understand that Xoserve’s
systems are already capable of handling a heavier meter read frequency,
and this will improve further once Project Nexus has been implemented.

5.162

We note that, by introducing new licence conditions, Ofgem would be under
a duty to maintain compliance. It would also be in a position to require the
provision of information from suppliers concerning potential breaches of the
licence conditions. Xoserve can readily inform Ofgem as to suppliers’
compliance with the licence conditions, and Ofgem will be able directly to
enforce against any breach of the licence conditions. This will further reduce
the incentives of suppliers to game the system.

5.163

In terms of timescale for implementation, we would expect suppliers to start
complying with the obligations, at the latest, on the date of publication of our
order.


Assessment of proportionality

5.164

As noted above, we believe that the proposed introduction of these two
obligations on gas suppliers will be effective in achieving their aim of
increasing the accuracy of the gas settlement process by contributing to the
efficient allocation of costs. It will also reduce any residual incentive to game
the system. Accordingly, the proposed remedy will address, in part, the
detriment arising from the Gas Settlement AEC.

5.165

As noted above, no additional costs would arise from the proposed
obligation to submit dumb meter readings as soon as they have been
collected and at least once per year, since this will not require suppliers to
collect such meter readings any more frequently than they currently do. As
regards the proposed obligation to collect and submit smart and advanced
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meter readings once per month, given that this can be done remotely by
suppliers, we consider that little or no costs will be incurred as a result of the
proposed remedy. As also noted, Xoserve will not incur increased costs
concerning scaling up its systems, because it is already capable of handling
the increased meter read frequency contemplated with this proposed
remedy.372 We provisionally consider that such costs would be outweighed
by the potential benefits from increasing the accuracy and efficiency of the
gas settlement system and reducing the ability for such system to be gamed.
5.166

Given the limited impact, if any, this proposed remedy will have on costs, we
consider that it is no more onerous than necessary to achieve its aim and
that there is no less onerous remedy that would be as effective.

5.167

We have considered the alternative possible remedy of imposing an
obligation on suppliers to collect and submit dumb meter readings once per
month, but, in light of parties’ submissions and further consideration of the
evidence, we consider that while such a possible remedy may be effective, it
would be disproportionate given (a) the significant costs that would be likely
to be incurred by suppliers in satisfying such an obligation; and (b) the fact
that any adverse impact arising from less frequent dumb meter readings
would be time-limited, and diminish over time, with the roll-out of smart
meters, which is expected to be completed by the end of 2020. Accordingly,
we consider that over the short term, the more limited obligations concerning
dumb meter readings will be significantly more proportionate and only
marginally less effective than mandatory monthly submission of dumb meter
readings.


Duty to have regard to Ofgem’s statutory duties

5.168

Where the CMA is considering whether to take action for the purpose of
modifying one or more of the conditions of a retail gas or electricity supplier’s
licence, in deciding whether such action would be reasonable and
practicable, the CMA must ‘have regard’ to the relevant statutory functions of
Ofgem.

5.169

Ofgem’s statutory functions concerning the transmission of electricity are set
out in Part 1 of the GA86, as amended by the EA10, and include (among
other things) granting transmission licences, promoting efficiency and
economy on the part of persons authorised by licences or exemptions to

372

Xoserve has also submitted that it anticipated scaling up its systems in line with projections of shipper
demand. This would correspond to increased demand for settlement product 3, ie daily readings submitted in
batches available to any supply point.
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transmit, distribute or supply gas, and to secure a diverse and viable longterm energy supply.
5.170

Ofgem’s principal objective in carrying out such functions is to protect the
interests of existing and future consumers of gas and electricity supply.373
The interests of such consumers are taken as a whole, including their
interests in (a) the reduction of greenhouse gases, (b) the security of supply,
and (c) the fulfilment by Ofgem of the objectives set out in Article 40(a) to (h)
of the Gas Directive.374

5.171

We do not consider that these proposed remedies will have any (adverse)
impact on suppliers’ ability to meet all reasonable demands for gas supply,
achieving sustainable development, security of supply or environmental
concerns. In this regard, the proposed remedies will only impact the
‘efficiency’ limb of the Trilemma considerations built into Ofgem’s statutory
duties and functions.

5.172

As noted above, we would expect the proposed remedies to increase the
accuracy of the gas settlement process, reducing the amount of unidentified
gas and leading to a more efficient allocation of costs arising from it between
shippers and suppliers. This will be achieved by giving suppliers and
shippers appropriate incentives to increase the efficiency of gas settlement.
These efficiencies, in turn, should contribute to achieving customer benefits
(and in particular for domestic customers since the current system allocates
the costs of unidentified gas in a disproportionate manner to such
customers375). The proposed remedies therefore directly engage Ofgem’s
principal objective of protecting the interests of existing and future
consumers, wherever appropriate through competition, directly pursuing
certain objectives set out in the Gas Directive.376

5.173

In light of the above, we consider that the proposed remedies are consistent
with Ofgem’s principal objective of promoting the interests of existing and
future consumers.
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See, among others, section 3A and section 6B of the EA89.
Directive 2009/73/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council of 13 July 2009 concerning common
rules for the internal market in gas and repealing Directive 2003/54/EC, OJ L211/55 (the Electricity Directive).
375 See paragraphs 5.96 & 5.97 above.
376 In particular Article 40 (d), (f) and (g) of the Gas Directive.
374
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The establishment of a performance assurance framework by April 2017


Assessment of effectiveness

5.174

We believe that Project Nexus and the more frequent submission of meter
reads, in accordance with the above proposed remedy, will partially address
the concerns we have provisionally identified regarding unidentified gas.
However, we do not expect these measures to eliminate it entirely. We
believe that a performance assurance framework, in addition, could facilitate
a more efficient allocation of the residual amount of unidentified gas between
gas shippers and suppliers. In addition, a performance assurance framework
could further incentivise compliance with the proposed obligations
concerning the frequency of submissions of meter readings (see paragraphs
5.158 and 5.159 above).

5.175

In our provisional findings, we noted that Ofgem had approved modification
proposal UNC 473,377 which replaced the existing Reconciliation by
Difference methodology and reinstated the Allocation of Unidentified Gas
Expert arrangements.

5.176

More recently Ofgem has approved two further modifications to the Uniform
Network Code:
(a) CP14/268 which puts into effect a theft detection incentive scheme from
26 October 2015;378 and
(b) UNC 506V which sets out a process for establishing a performance
assurance framework within the context of the Uniform Network Code.379

5.177

While we acknowledge and endorse these positive developments, we
consider that significant work is still required before the major causes of
unidentified gas are identified, understood and addressed, and any residual
unidentified gas allocated more efficiently. Although a performance
assurance framework can now be established within the context of the
Uniform Network Code, as a result of UNC 506V, the role and
responsibilities of Ofgem, the code administrator and Uniform Network Code
parties for the purpose of establishing and running the performance
assurance framework have yet to be defined.

377

Uniform Network Code (UNC) 473 and 473A: Project Nexus - Allocation of Unidentified Gas.
Supply Point Administration Agreement CP14/268: Introduction of the gas theft detection incentive scheme.
379 Uniform Network Code (UNC) 506V/506AV: Gas Performance Assurance Framework and Governance
Arrangements.
378
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5.178

Further, in our provisional findings report, we noted the long lead time and
difficulties of implementing major changes through the existing industry code
modification process and reported on Project Nexus and other major
modification proposals that have been subject to delays or have not
proceeded (see Section 11 of our provisional findings report). We consider
that without a remedy from the CMA, we cannot be confident that a
performance assurance framework, with appropriate roles and scope set
out, will be in place within a reasonable timescale and that appropriate
incentives to reduce unidentified gas will be agreed by Uniform Network
Code parties given the complexity of factors contributing to unidentified gas.

5.179

We note, in this regard, that the majority of energy suppliers who responded
to our Remedies Notice were in favour of a performance assurance
framework, and some were in favour of accelerating the process.

5.180

In order to increase incentives to identify, understand and address causes of
unidentified gas, we consider that the performance assurance framework
should include, but not be limited to, the following key components:
(a) appropriate targets for unidentified gas to be reduced or, at least,
maintained;
(b) allocation of the costs of unidentified gas to shippers and suppliers
based on accurate and reliable evidence (this will be facilitated by our
proposed remedy above in paragraphs 5.156(a) to 5.156(b)) so as to
incentivise them to reduce the amount of unidentified gas; and
(c) set further appropriate incentives which encourage shippers and
suppliers to meet these targets for reducing unidentified gas, including
penalties for parties that do not comply with their obligations to submit
meter reads as per our proposed remedies package (see paragraphs
5.156(a) and 5.156(b)).

5.181

In light of the above, we have provisionally decided to make a
recommendation to Ofgem to:
(a) take responsibility for the development and delivery of a performance
assurance framework to increase accuracy of the gas settlement
process as soon as reasonably practicable, and at the latest within one
year of our final report;
(b) establish a project plan and allocate responsibility to Uniform Network
Code parties to take actions for its implementation;
(c) supervise its implementation; and
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(d) take appropriate steps to ensure that failure to meet targets under the
performance assurance framework are sanctioned.380
5.182

As discussed above, we have identified three key components that should,
at a minimum, be covered under a performance assurance framework but
would encourage Ofgem to consider whether additional components would
contribute to the accuracy of the settlement process and the reduction of
unidentified gas and should be added to such a performance assurance
framework.

5.183

We would expect that such a performance assurance framework will, in
combination with our proposed order to increase the frequency of
submissions of meter reads, provide the industry with relevant information
for addressing the causes of unidentified gas. This in turn should facilitate
actions being taken by Xoserve and the industry with a view to facilitating a
more efficient allocation of the costs arising from unidentified gas, based on
more accurate and reliable evidence, by ensuring that these costs are borne
by those parties who are responsible for it. We therefore believe that the
proposed performance assurance framework, by setting appropriate
incentives (eg financial penalties) to reduce (or at least maintain) the amount
of unidentified gas will be effective in reducing significantly the detriment
arising from unidentified gas.

5.184

We consider that Ofgem, as sector regulator, and with its enhanced role
concerning industry codes pursuant to our proposed remedies set out in
Section 10, will be best placed to implement this proposed remedy following
further consideration, in conjunction with Uniform Network Code parties as
appropriate, of whether additional components should be included in a
performance assurance framework (in addition to the key components we
have identified), and the timing of key milestones in the project plan.

5.185

We consider that Ofgem can start to put in place steps concerning the
development and delivery of a performance assurance framework
immediately after (or even prior to) publication of our final report. We would
expect that a project plan could be agreed and published within six months
of our final report.


5.186

380

Assessment of proportionality

As noted above, we believe that the proposed recommendation to Ofgem to
deliver a performance assurance framework will be effective in achieving its

We would recommend that such sanctions be imposed by Ofgem.
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aim of increasing the accuracy of the gas settlement process by contributing
to the efficient allocation of costs through facilitating understanding of the
causes of unidentified gas and incentivising it to be reduced. It will also
reduce any residual incentive to game the system, as suppliers would be
incentivised to meet the targets set out in the performance assurance
framework. Accordingly, the proposed remedy will address, in part, the
detriment arising from the Gas Settlement AEC.
5.187

We have not estimated the possible costs that may be incurred by Ofgem
and/or suppliers from delivery and participation in the performance
assurance framework. However, we believe that these would be significantly
lower than the estimated cost of unidentified gas (£119 million in 2015/16 –
see paragraph 5.96). For the reasons set out above, we believe that these
costs arising from unidentified gas will be reduced significantly as a result of
our proposed remedy.

5.188

Given that the overarching purpose of the performance assurance
framework is to facilitate understanding the causes of unidentified gas and
incentivising it to be reduced, we believe that the key components we
identified in paragraph 5.180 would be the minimum that the performance
assurance framework would need to contain in order to be effective.
Accordingly, we consider that our proposed remedy is no more onerous than
necessary to achieve its aim. We also do not believe that there is an
alternative remedy that is less onerous and as effective. As noted above, the
current plans to establish a performance assurance framework are not very
far advanced, and we do not consider that, absent our proposed remedy, a
performance assurance framework would be delivered in a timely fashion.

Remedies to address constraints on competition for prepayment customers
5.189

For the reasons set out in our provisional findings report and the Addendum,
and as noted in Section 3 above, we believe that there are features of the
domestic retail energy markets that give rise to two distinct, but related,
adverse effects on competition concerning prepayment customers: one on
the demand side (the Domestic Weak Customer Response AEC), and one
principally concerning the supply side (the Prepayment AEC).

5.190

In practice, these features, and the provisional AECs arising from them, are
interlinked and therefore the possible remedies we have considered, and
indeed the proposed remedies that we have provisionally decided upon,
contribute to addressing aspects of both provisional AECs.

5.191

In this section, we consider remedies that seek to address directly certain of
the features giving rise to the Prepayment AEC, in particular:
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(a) Three possible remedies seeking to make better use of the available
tariff codes, so as to reduce the impact of the dumb prepayment meter
technical constraints we identified in the Addendum as a feature that
limits the ability of all suppliers, and in particular new entrants, to
innovate by offering tariff structures that meet demand from prepayment
customers who do not have a smart meter. As noted in Section 3, we
have investigated further the nature and causes of these technical
constraints and have therefore considered three additional possible
remedies to the ones identified in the Second Supplemental Remedies
Notice. These possible remedies involve (a) softening SLCs 22B.7(b)381
as regards supply to prepayment customers to enable suppliers to make
better use of the limited number of tariff codes; (b) redistributing unused
gas tariff codes to enhance their availability to suppliers; and
(c) managing gas and electricity tariff codes centrally.
(b) Three possible remedies aimed at increasing all suppliers’ incentives,
and in particular new entrants’, to compete to acquire prepayment
customers by enhancing prepayment customers’ ability and incentives to
engage in the markets and to switch to other suppliers (including by
switching to tariffs available on standard meters). These involve
reforming the debt assignment protocol and removing barriers that
prepayment customers without a debt face when attempting to switch to
a credit meter.
5.192

Other proposed remedies which we have provisionally decided upon
concern prepayment customers (either as part of the broader domestic retail
markets and associated proposed remedies, or specifically as distinct
segments) and are considered below in paragraphs 5.360 to 5.445, in
Section 6 (engagement remedies) and Section 7 (price cap). We consider
the overall effectiveness and proportionality of the package of remedies in
Section 8.

5.193

In the Remedies Notice we also set out two potential remedies aimed at
accelerating the roll-out of smart meters for prepayment customers:
(a) a potential remedy according to which domestic retail energy suppliers
would be required to stop installing dumb prepayment meters in
customers’ homes and, from the point of implementation, ensure that all
future installed prepayment meters are smart meters; and

381

In both gas and electricity suppliers’ licence conditions.
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(b) a potential remedy according to which domestic retail energy suppliers
would be required to install smart meters in homes that currently have
prepayment meters before seeking to install them in homes that
currently have traditional meters.
5.194

We have decided not to pursue either of these remedies.

5.195

In relation to the first potential remedy (see paragraph 5.193(a) above),
since publishing our provisional findings report and the Remedies Notice,
DECC has confirmed that it is planning to implement the New and
Replacement Obligation from mid-2018.382 The New and Replacement
Obligation will require suppliers ‘to take all reasonable steps to install a
compliant smart meter where a meter reaches the end of its life or where a
meter is installed for the first time (eg in new build properties)’.383 Since the
date of implementation of the New and Replacement Obligation reflects
DECC’s current assessment of what is technically feasible, we do not
consider there is scope for a further remedy in this area.

5.196

In relation to the second potential remedy (see paragraph 5.193(b) above),
we received a wide range of responses to this potential remedy, the majority
of which were not in favour of implementing it. Parties outlined a range of
concerns with this option, including the issues around installing smart meters
in tall buildings, that it might reduce the efficiency (and therefore increase
the cost) of the smart meter roll-out, that it might jeopardise suppliers’ ability
to meet the current 2020 deadline for rolling out smart meters (for all
customers; not only prepayment customers), that it could have significant
negative effects on prepayment customers’ experiences, and that
prepayment customers are likely to suffer greater detriment than other
customers if there are early issues with the DCC (eg as it may prevent topups registering on a customer’s meter). As a result, we are not proposing to
pursue this remedy further.

Making better use of the available tariff codes
5.197

As set out in our provisional findings report,384 we consider that the
introduction of smart meters will remove some of the issues currently faced
by prepayment customers. The rationale behind the remedies aimed at
accelerating the roll-out of smart meters to prepayment customers was that

382

DECC (31 July 2015), Smart Metering Implementation Programme: Government response to the Smart
Metering Rollout Strategy consultation.
383 ibid.
384 See provisional findings report, paragraph 127.
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doing so would speed up the removal of these constraints. In the Addendum,
we set out in more detail our understanding of the technical constraints
suppliers face in offering a range of tariffs to prepayment customers as a
result of the scarcity of gas and electricity tariff codes.385
5.198

Given our decision not to pursue these remedies (for the reasons set out
above), and given that some prepayment customers may not receive smart
meters until 2020, prepayment customers are likely to remain affected by
these constraints for some time. As a result, we have considered whether it
would be appropriate to introduce other remedies to mitigate the impact of
these technical constraints in the period ahead of wider smart meter roll-out.
In this section we set out three possible remedies aimed at reducing the
impact of the technical constraints faced by suppliers resulting from the
scarcity of gas and electricity tariff pages.

5.199

As noted in the Addendum and in Section 3, suppliers need access to gas
and electricity tariff codes in order to offer gas and electricity prepayment
tariffs to customers with dumb prepayment meters. Both the gas and
electricity prepayment systems have a maximum number of tariff codes that
can be allocated to suppliers, effectively limiting the number of prepayment
tariffs that suppliers are able to offer.

5.200

In the gas prepayment system, there is currently a total of 103 gas tariff
pages (each containing 11 tariff codes) that are currently allocated to
existing suppliers, and no further codes are available. The majority of gas
tariff pages (over 80%) are controlled by the Six Large Energy Firms, with
only 18 tariff pages currently allocated to independent suppliers. As noted
above in Section 3, we consider that this creates a barrier to entry and
expansion, in particular, for suppliers other than the Six Large Energy Firms
as they have a limited ability to offer a range of prepayment tariffs to
customers with dumb meters. In addition, we note that the majority of the
tariff codes held by the Six Large Energy Firms are currently not being used
to offer tariffs to customers with dumb prepayment meters (see Table 5.1
below).

5.201

In the electricity prepayment system each supplier is allocated a ‘supplier
ID’, which is capable of supporting a maximum of 249 tariff codes. In
contrast to the gas tariff codes, where there is an unequal distribution of
codes between suppliers, in the electricity prepayment system, each supplier
receives the same number of tariff codes. There is a total of 99 supplier IDs

385

See the Addendum, Appendix A.
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available, of which we understand 57 are currently allocated to existing
suppliers.386
5.202

In addition, the number of gas tariff codes allocated to each independent
supplier is significantly lower than each independent supplier’s electricity
tariff codes. As noted above, over 80% of gas tariff pages are held by the Six
Large Energy Firms, leaving only 18 tariff pages (containing 11 gas tariff
codes each) to be shared by independent suppliers (in contrast to electricity,
where each supplier receives 249 tariff codes). As a result, the absolute limit
and the limited availability of gas tariff codes are the most stringent
constraints on independent suppliers’ ability to offer a range of prepayment
tariffs to customers with dumb meters. Given that many of the prepayment
tariffs offered by suppliers are dual fuel, overall, the limited availability of gas
tariff codes acts as a key barrier to entry and expansion for independent
suppliers in both the gas and electricity prepayment segments. We note that
all parties including the Six Large Energy Firms are constrained in their
ability to offer to prepayment customers with dumb meters the same range
of tariffs that they make available to customers with credit meters.387 It also
follows that prepayment meter customers are unlikely to benefit directly from
the proposed remedy to remove aspects of the simpler choices component
of the RMR rules (see below).

5.203

We also noted in the Addendum that these technical constraints do not
affect suppliers’ ability to offer a wider range of tariffs to prepayment
customers with a smart meter (irrespective of whether the ‘prepayment’
function is enabled or not).

5.204

Regarding the number of gas tariff pages currently available, Siemens has
stated that it is in the process of trying to add an additional 12 gas tariff
pages to the total that can be allocated to suppliers. However, it is currently
unclear when (and indeed whether) this development is likely to take place.
We note that, if it goes ahead, the additional pages would improve the
situation. However, we provisionally consider that the technical constraints
would persist, since independent suppliers would, at most, have 30 tariff
pages between them (compared with 85 allocated to the Six Large Energy
Firms). For instance, if an independent supplier saw its allocation of tariff
pages increase from one to two, this would, in practice, still allow the
supplier to offer only a very limited number of additional prepayment tariffs to
customers on dumb prepayment meters, given the operation of SLC
22B.7(b) (see paragraph 5.218 below). We note, in this regard, that several
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While we note that certain suppliers may have more than one ID as a result of previous merger and
acquisition activity, in practice we understand that the same tariff codes are set on each ID.
387 See the Addendum, Appendix A, paragraph 26.
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parties have noted these technical constraints and suggested we consider
additional possible remedies targeted at addressing aspects of this feature.
5.205

In order to soften these barriers to entry and innovation, we set out below
the possible remedies that we have considered and that aim to make more
efficient use of the existing tariff codes. Doing so could enable parties, and in
particular independent suppliers, to offer a wider range of prepayment tariffs.
Aim of the remedies

5.206

The aim of these possible remedies is to ensure that the limited number of
gas tariff codes are allocated efficiently, and to enable both gas and
electricity tariff codes to be used more efficiently. For the reasons set out in
the Addendum and in Section 3 above, the lack of availability of gas tariff
pages for suppliers other than the Six Large Energy Firms serves as a
potential barrier to entry into and expansion within the prepayment
segments, and prevents existing (especially independent) suppliers from
offering a range of tariffs to customers with dumb prepayment meters.

5.207

In this section, we therefore set out three possible remedies we have
considered aimed at mitigating the impact of the gas tariff code constraint:
(a) softening SLC 22B.7(b);
(b) redistributing unused gas tariff codes; and
(c) managing gas and electricity tariff codes centrally.


Softening SLC 22B.7(b)

5.208

SLC 22B.7(b) requires any difference in charges between payment methods
(including costs uplifts) to be applied by a supplier in the same way to all
domestic customers with the same payment method (eg across different
regions). As the core tariffs offered to direct debit (and standard credit)
customers generally differ by region, we understand that the effect of this
standard licence condition is that suppliers that wish to offer the same core
tariff to their prepayment customers are under an obligation to apply the
same regional price variations to these customers. The implication is that, if
a supplier decides to offer such a core tariff (ie one that has regional
variations) to prepayment customers, it must use different tariff codes for
each different regional variation.

5.209

Similarly, and as noted in the Addendum, the simpler choices component of
the RMR rules restricts suppliers’ ability to offer core tariffs specifically
targeted at prepayment customers. As a result of the limited number of tariff
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codes available to parties, and of these regulatory constraints, the number of
core tariffs offered to prepayment customers may be constrained by
suppliers’ pricing strategy for credit meter customers.
5.210

The aim of this possible remedy is to enable suppliers to make more efficient
use of the limited number of tariff codes they have (both gas and electricity)
in offering prepayment tariffs to prepayment customers without being
constrained by their pricing strategy for customers on credit meters. By
having more freedom over whether or not to set different prices by region (or
the same price across all, or a limited number of regions), suppliers may be
able to offer more prepayment tariffs by making better and more efficient use
of the tariff codes that have been allocated.


5.211

Redistributing unused gas tariff codes

While redistributing gas tariff codes would not remove the absolute
constraint on the total number of prepayment tariffs that could be offered to
customers with dumb prepayment meters, it would be likely to reduce the
impact of the constraint on the ability and incentives of new entrants and
existing independent suppliers to compete. More specifically, this possible
remedy would facilitate redistribution of unused tariff codes to suppliers that
wish to offer a wider range of tariffs to customers using dumb prepayment
meter infrastructure but that are currently prevented from doing so by a lack
of available tariff codes.


Managing gas and electricity tariff codes centrally

5.212

As with the possible remedy seeking to redistribute unused tariff codes, this
possible remedy aims to increase the availability of tariff codes to suppliers,
although through a more interventionist and comprehensive remedy.

5.213

For the reasons discussed below, we have provisionally decided to soften
SLC 22B.7(b) and redistribute unused gas tariff codes. However, we have
provisionally decided not to proceed with the possible remedy involving the
central management of gas tariff codes.
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Parties’ views
5.214

We note that the three possible remedies considered in this section were
suggested by parties in response to our Second Supplemental Remedies
Notice.388

5.215

Scottish Power noted that having to offer a different version of its
prepayment tariffs in each region exacerbated the technical constraints we
provisionally identified in the Addendum. Scottish Power noted that certain
elements of the RMR simpler choices rules (which we understand to be SLC
22B.7(b)) typically require a supplier to have 14 different tariff codes for its
prepayment SVT in order to account for any regional variation that applies to
its non-prepayment SVT. It considered that, with the removal of
SLC 22B.7(b), as few as three different versions of a tariff (instead of 14)
would be required to offer prices that were sufficiently reflective of regional
cost differences.

5.216

Scottish Power also suggested rationalising the use of tariff codes through
reallocating unused codes, potentially by auction. Ovo Energy, Robin Hood
Energy and Citizens Advice all also considered that we should intervene to
ensure a more equitable mechanism for allocating gas tariff codes between
suppliers.

5.217

RWE proposed an alternative remedy for resolving the issues around the
availability of gas tariff codes. It proposed setting aside a number of gas tariff
codes to be managed centrally, for the use of all suppliers.
Design considerations


5.218

Softening SLC 22B.7(b)

We identified in the Addendum that if all suppliers offer different prices in
each of the 14 distribution regions,389 the total number of gas tariffs that
could be offered to customers with dumb prepayment meters, across the
entirety of the prepayment segments, is approximately 80 tariffs, due to the
constraints of the gas tariff codes system.390 These 80 tariffs could comprise,
for example, 30 suppliers each offering just one prepayment SVT and eight
suppliers each offering a 12-month fixed tariff that is changed every two

388

See responses to addendum to provisional findings and second supplemental notice of possible remedies
ie the 14 electricity distribution areas (PES regions). While we note that there are only 13 gas distribution
zones, we understand that, in practice, suppliers set regional variations within a core tariff based on the 14 PES
regions.
390 This limits the total number of gas tariff codes to 1,133.
389
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months (ie a total of 48 tariffs) – considerably fewer than the tariffs available
to customers with credit meters.391
5.219

In contrast, we identified that the 249 electricity tariff codes available to each
supplier would allow each supplier to offer one SVT and one 12-month fixed
tariff that changes approximately every two months (each with a single rate
and Economy 7 variant in each of 14 regions).

5.220

However, Scottish Power put to us that, by offering fewer than 14 different
regional versions of each tariff (eg by grouping regions with similar costs
together and setting a single price for each group), suppliers could use fewer
tariff codes (see paragraph 5.215). Adopting this approach would enable
suppliers to offer more prepayment tariffs with the finite number of tariff
codes currently available.

5.221

Scottish Power has estimated that grouping regions into three broader
groups for the purpose of setting prices would likely be sufficient to allow
suppliers to account adequately for different regional costs.392 If all existing
suppliers did this, the total available number of tariffs that could be offered
across the segment on the gas prepayment system would be 377 (instead of
80 if prices are set differently in each of the 14 regions). This could allow, for
instance, for 30 suppliers to each offer an SVT and a total of 57 12-month
fixed tariffs that are changed every two months– considerably more than can
be offered at present.393

5.222

For the electricity prepayment system, adopting Scottish Power’s proposal
would enable each supplier to offer 41 different tariffs (each with a single
rate and Economy 7 variant in each of three broader region groups). This
could, for instance, enable each supplier to offer one SVT and up to six
different 12-month fixed tariffs, each changing every two months, for
example.

5.223

Scottish Power has submitted that it currently faces restrictions that prevent
it from grouping regions together in this manner. SLC 22B.7(b) requires that
any difference in charges between payment methods must be applied by a

391

Our analysis of Energylinx data suggests that there were in the region of 40 variable and 40 fixed tariffs (of
differing lengths) available to customers on credit meters at the end of Q2 2015.
392 The main regional driver of costs is the difference in transmission and distribution charges across regions. Our
analysis of these charges (assuming typical domestic consumption), based on figures from Ofgem (October
2015), Regional differences in network charges, indicates that by grouping each of the 14 regions into one of
three groups, and setting a different price for each group, it is possible to set the price of a dual fuel tariff within
±£8 of that which would recover these regional costs fully. This suggests that a supplier opting to group regions in
this manner would be able to set prices that are close to those that it may have set if it had set difference prices
in each region.
393 As noted above, our analysis of Energylinx data suggests that there were in the region of 40 variable and 40
fixed tariffs (of differing lengths) available to customers on credit meters at the end of Q2 2015.
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supplier in the same way to all domestic customers with the same payment
method. This means that if a supplier charges different prices in each region
for its direct debit SVT (for example), it would also need to charge different
regional prices for its prepayment SVT (with the same payment method cost
adjustment for each region). If the supplier took a different approach to this,
the price paid by prepayment customers in a given region may not be the
cost-adjusted equivalent of the supplier’s SVT in that region, and the tariff
could therefore breach SLC 22B.7(b).
5.224

We recognise that this condition does not prohibit suppliers from applying
the same tariff across all regions (or grouping regions presenting similar
costs together for the purpose of setting regional tariff variations) in setting
prices to prepayment customers. However, if a supplier chooses not to apply
regional variations (or only a few) to a core tariff offered to prepayment
customers, it may also have to do so for this core tariff with respect to its
direct debit and standard credit customers, in order not to be in breach of
SLC 22B.7(b).394

5.225

The intention of this remedy is not to propose that all suppliers remove
regional variations for the purposes of setting prices in the prepayment (and
other) segments. Rather the aim of this proposed remedy is to eliminate a
barrier to suppliers that wish to do so with respect to prepayment customers
in order to make more efficient use of their limited tariff codes, without being
constrained by their pricing strategy with respect to other payment methods.
We note therefore that, following implementation of the proposed remedy,
when deciding whether to set different prices in each region (or group of
regions) for prepayment customers, suppliers will have to balance the
benefits of lessening the impact of the tariff code constraint against the
disadvantages of offering prices that do not reflect perfectly the regional
differences in cost to serve.

5.226

In view of its aim, we consider that the proposed remedy should be limited in
its scope to the prepayment segments. Accordingly, we therefore propose to
recommend that Ofgem:
(a) modify suppliers’ standard licence conditions to introduce an exception
to SLC 22B.7(b) so as to allow a supplier to set prices to prepayment
customers without applying regional cost variations which are applied to
other payment methods within the same core tariff; and

In practice, most suppliers’ decisions around whether to charge regional prices are likely be driven more by
the larger direct debit and standard credit segments; they may be unlikely to forego the benefits of charging
regional prices in those other segments purely in order to avoid the technical restrictions in the prepayment
segments.
394
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(b) deprioritise potential enforcement action pending the modification of SLC
22B.7(b) against any supplier that sets prices to prepayment customers
without applying regional cost variations which are applied to other
payment methods within the same core tariff.


Redistributing unused gas tariff codes

5.227

As set out above and in the Addendum, the absolute limit on the number of
gas tariff codes and the lack of available gas tariff codes are greater
constraints on independent suppliers’ ability to offer a range of prepayment
tariffs to customers with dumb prepayment meters than the absolute limit on
the number of electricity tariff codes.

5.228

We consider that once our proposed recommendation in relation to
SLC 22B.7(b) (set out above) has been implemented, suppliers will be able
to make more efficient use of both their gas and electricity prepayment tariff
codes. We have considered below whether other possible remedies could
further mitigate the technical issues we have identified. We provisionally
consider that a further remedy would be particularly appropriate for gas,
where a number of suppliers have faced considerable delays when trying to
procure one or more gas tariff codes.395 We are therefore proposing an
additional remedy that redistributes some of the unused gas tariff pages
currently held by the Six Large Energy Firms, to make them available for
existing suppliers and potential future new entrants.

5.229

As noted above, given that almost all suppliers’ tariff offerings include a dual
fuel option, there is a link between the number of gas tariff codes and
electricity tariff codes a supplier uses. For example, if a supplier has only
enough electricity tariff codes to offer a given number of electricity tariffs to
prepayment customers, it is likely to use only enough gas tariff codes to offer
the same number of gas tariffs to prepayment customers. As a result, in this
case, the number of electricity tariff codes available to a supplier effectively
caps the number of gas tariff codes it is able to use in practice, and vice
versa.

5.230

Since each tariff a supplier offers tends to include an Economy 7 and a
single-rate electricity tariff, but only a single-rate gas tariff, suppliers require
twice the number of electricity tariff codes as they do gas tariff codes for

395

Robin Hood Energy and Ovo Energy have both outlined to the CMA the struggles they faced in having gas
tariff codes allocated to them. Robin Hood Energy said that it took several months to be allocated a gas tariff
page, having been told by Siemens initially that none were available; Ovo Energy was seeking a second tariff
page in order to offer an additional prepayment tariff and faced similar issues.
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each tariff they wish to offer.396 This is the case whether suppliers set
different prices in each region, or whether they were to group regions as set
out above under our proposed remedy softening the application of
SLC 22B.7(b) for supply to prepayment customers.397
5.231

As noted already, each supplier is issued a supplier ID, which allows them to
offer up to 249 electricity prepayment tariffs. Given the relationship set out
above, if a supplier uses all of its 249 electricity tariff codes to offer
prepayment tariffs (with Economy 7 and single-rate versions of each tariff), it
would require no more than 125 gas tariff codes to offer the same range of
gas tariffs (with only a single-rate tariff) to prepayment customers.398

5.232

This means that given the current constraint suppliers face on the electricity
prepayment system, where they are able to offer a maximum of 249 tariffs,
we consider that they could conceivably use a maximum of only 125 gas
tariff codes, or 12 gas tariff pages.

5.233

Under this proposed remedy, therefore, the first element would be to cap the
number of gas tariff pages that any supplier can hold at 12, with suppliers
then making available to other suppliers any further gas tariff pages that they
currently hold. We note that no supplier is currently using more than seven
gas tariff pages, from which we conclude that this proposed remedy would
not require suppliers to lose any tariff pages that are currently in use.

5.234

This element of the proposed remedy would leave all suppliers who would
be required to return one or more gas tariff pages (comprising three of the
Six Large Energy Firms) with between five and 11 unused tariff pages each.

5.235

Table 5.1 sets out the number of gas tariff pages held by each of the Six
Large Energy Firms, the number of gas tariff pages they are currently using,
the number of tariff pages each supplier would have to return under our

396

In addition, a number of suppliers have set out that they also offer electricity prepayment tariffs for customers
with restricted meters. In such cases, suppliers will require more than twice as many electricity tariff codes as
they do gas tariff codes. For example, [], [], [].
397 For example, if a supplier sets different prices in each region, it will require 14 gas tariff codes for each tariff,
but 28 electricity tariff codes (Economy 7 and single rate in each of 14 regions). Likewise, if a supplier decides to
set prices based on three different groups of region (as discussed in paragraph 5.221), it would require three gas
tariff codes, but six electricity tariff codes (Economy 7 and single rate in each of three region groups). As noted in
footnote 396, some suppliers would require more than this number of electricity tariff codes.
398 As noted above, some suppliers require more than twice the number of electricity tariff codes as gas tariff
codes (if they have prepayment customers on restricted meters). As a result, taking this 2:1 ratio gives a
conservative (high) estimate of the number of gas tariff codes a supplier could conceivably use, given the
constraint it faces in the number of electricity tariffs it is able to offer.
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proposal, and the number of unused gas tariff pages each supplier would
have after meeting the conditions of this proposed remedy.399
Table 5.1: The number of gas tariff pages held by the Six Large Energy Firms (in order of most
gas tariff pages currently held)

Supplier

Pages

Number of
pages to return
with cap at 12
pages

Unused pages

Remaining
unused
pages

[]

29

22 pages unused

17

5

[]

15

14 pages unused (and uses 4 codes on
the one page it uses)

3

11

[]

14

Currently using 2 slots on 3 of its pages
and 1 slot on each of its remaining 11
pages (a total of 17 tariff codes)

2

10

[]

10

9 pages unused (and uses 2 codes on
the one page it uses)

0

9

[]

10

6 pages currently unused; plans to use a
further 4 of these pages (leaving 2
unused)

0

6

[]

7

16 tariff codes currently unused

0

1.5*

Total

22

Source: Number of gas pages currently held by suppliers was provided by Siemens; remaining information came from requests
for information to the Six Large Energy Firms sent on 25 September 2015.
* Approximately.

5.236

We note that this element of the proposed remedy would increase the
number of gas tariff pages allotted or otherwise available for use by
independent suppliers from 18 to 40 (or just over 50 if the additional tariff
pages being created by Siemens become available).

5.237

Schedule 25 of the Supply Point Administration Agreement provides that gas
tariff pages should be allocated equally among the suppliers based on their
customer portfolio size. However, we are concerned that this rule may
exacerbate the barrier to entry and expansion for independent suppliers, on
the basis that compliance with this rule may lead to a broadly similar
distribution of unused tariff pages as currently observed. Also, in view of the
relevant provisions set out in the Supply Point Administration Agreement,400
and parties’ submissions,401 we understand that there are no formal
mechanisms in place to monitor the allocation of gas tariff pages and to
govern the distribution of tariff pages between suppliers.402

399

Centrica has advised us that it is in the process of returning a number of unused tariff pages to Siemens
(Centrica response to addendum to provisional findings and second supplemental notice of possible remedies,
p5).
400 Specifically paragraph 2.14 of the Supply Point Administration Agreement.
401 In response to the Addendum
402 Siemens put to us that, in the absence of ‘spare’ tariff pages, a request for a tariff page could only be satisfied
when another supplier released one of its tariff pages.
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5.238

In addition to proposing that three of the Six Large Energy Firms return
some of their unused gas tariff pages (so they retain no more than 12 tariff
pages in total), we propose to recommend that Ofgem monitor the allocation
of gas tariff pages and, if appropriate, intervenes further to ensure a fairer
and more efficient allocation of the gas tariff pages (see paragraphs 5.258 to
5.263 below for a discussion of the implementation of this remedy). Given
the importance of gas tariff codes in entering and expanding within the
prepayment segments as regards supplying to customers on dumb meters
and hence their important impact on competition, we consider it essential
that an independent third party should control their allocation. As noted
above, both Robin Hood Energy and Ovo Energy have set out for us the
difficulties they have experienced in attempting to obtain gas tariff pages
under the current system, and we consider that Ofgem, as an independent
regulator with specific aims of protecting consumers and monitoring and
encouraging competition, is the appropriate body to manage the allocation of
gas tariff codes.

5.239

We have also considered which mechanism Ofgem should employ to
allocate tariff codes. Scottish Power suggested that suppliers with excess
gas tariff codes should auction them to interested suppliers. However, we do
not consider this option to be in the interests of consumers. To the extent
that the scarcity of gas tariff codes enables suppliers to set prepayment
tariffs above the level that would be observed in a competitive market, it is
possible that suppliers wishing to acquire gas tariff codes would bid an
amount that reflects the rents they would expect from entering this segment
of the market. As a result, an auction may serve only to transfer profits to the
suppliers that auction the tariff codes.

5.240

We note the limited time period over which we would expect the gas tariff
slots restriction to remain a technical constraint concerning the supply of gas
and electricity to prepayment customers, given the national programme for
the roll-out of smart meters (for which such constraints do not arise), which
is expected to be substantially completed in 2020. Accordingly, we do not
propose to establish a set of formulaic rules for how Ofgem should allocate
these codes to suppliers when implementing this proposed remedy.
However, we would expect Ofgem to apply a range of principles, including:
(a) Suppliers with no gas tariff pages (ie new entrants to the prepayment
segments) should be prioritised over suppliers that already have tariff
pages.
(b) Ofgem should consider whether to keep some gas tariff pages in reserve
in case they are requested by a new entrant. Doing so would likely
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prevent new entrants being held up while waiting for gas tariff pages to
become available.
(c) If at some point more gas tariff codes are requested than are available
through the above mechanism, Ofgem should consider whether further
interventions are necessary (eg use-it-or-lose-it conditions on suppliers’
gas tariff pages, or an alternative method for redistributing further gas
tariff pages).
(d) Ofgem should monitor which gas tariff pages are controlled by each
supplier, and which are being used at any given time. This would make it
quicker and less costly if Ofgem has to reallocate tariff codes further in
future.
5.241

We note, by way of illustration, that if 18 of the unused tariff pages that
would be reallocated by Ofgem pursuant to this proposed remedy were
allocated to independent suppliers, this would double such suppliers’ current
allocation. For instance, a supplier with two gas tariff pages (instead of one,
as is typical currently) could offer prepayment customers in three regional
groups (pursuant to our proposed remedy softening the application of
SLC 22B.7(b)) one prepayment SVT and six fixed prepayment tariffs (eg a
new 12-month fixed tariff every two months).

5.242

In the first instance, we would seek to implement our proposed remedy by
seeking undertakings from the Six Large Energy Firms (as the latter hold
over 80% of gas tariff pages). Such undertakings would include the following
three components:
(a) a cap on the number of gas tariff pages that the supplier can hold
(at 12);
(b) an obligation for the supplier to provide relevant information for Ofgem to
monitor the allocation of the gas tariff codes; and
(c) a condition that allows Ofgem to mandate the transfer of one or more
gas tariff pages to another supplier.

5.243

Absent such undertakings, we would recommend that Ofgem introduce a
new licence condition in suppliers’ standard licence conditions to include the
three components set out above.

5.244

We have also noted how the parameters of gas tariff pages 13 and 14 are
currently set by the Supply Point Administration Agreement. These tariff
pages are available for anyone to use (eg suppliers without tariff pages of
their own), so that all suppliers are able to offer prepayment tariffs. Given
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that the apparent purpose of tariff pages 13 and 14 is to facilitate entry, we
believe that an independent sector regulator should set the level of standing
charge and unit rate rather than this being done by industry participants.
Accordingly, we would encourage Ofgem to take responsibility for setting the
parameters of tariff pages 13 and 14.


Remedy we are not minded to pursue: managing gas and electricity tariff
codes centrally

5.245

In addition to the two proposed remedies set out above, we also considered
whether there was a case for pursuing a version of a possible remedy
submitted by RWE in its response to the Second Supplemental Remedies
Notice.

5.246

Each tariff code sets out both a standing charge and a unit rate, which
together tell the prepayment meter the rate at which to decrement the
customer’s credit. Under RWE’s proposal, a number of gas (and potentially
electricity) prepayment tariff codes would be set aside to be managed
centrally in such a way that they are available for all suppliers to use. The
body in charge of managing the tariff codes would set a standing charge and
unit rate for each tariff code, with suppliers then free to choose the tariff code
(ie the combination of standing charge and unit rate) that best matches the
tariff they would like to offer.

5.247

Under this proposed remedy, the standing charges and unit rates for each
prepayment tariff code would be set centrally, meaning that no supplier
could change the associated prices linked to a tariff code unilaterally.403 As a
result, there would be greater scope for multiple suppliers to use the same
set of tariff codes, thereby mitigating the constraint on the total number of
tariffs that suppliers can offer. The objective of this possible remedy,
therefore, would be to reduce significantly the absolute constraint on the
number of prepayment tariffs that could be offered across the market, if
applied to both electricity and gas.

5.248

Table 5.2 below sets out a stylised version of how this possible remedy
might work for a gas prepayment tariff. For example, tariff code 23 would
allow a gas tariff with a standing charge of 18p/day and a unit rate of

403

Under the current gas prepayment system, in theory a supplier can use any gas prepayment tariff code, even
if it is controlled by another supplier. However, in practice firms are reluctant to use a tariff code that is not under
their direct control, given the possibility that the other supplier could change the standing charge and/or unit rate
applying to that tariff code unilaterally. This means that in practice, each firm uses only the gas tariff codes under
its own control.
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4p/kWh. Suppliers would be able to pick the combination of standing charge
and unit rate that best matches the tariff they would like to offer.
Table 5.2: Stylised example of central management of gas tariff codes
Unit rate (p/kwh)
Standing
charge (p/day)
10
12
14
16
18
20

1

2

3

4

5

Code 1
Code 2
Code 3
Code 4
Code 5
Code 6

Code 7
Code 8
Code 9
Code 10
Code 11
Code 12

Code 13
Code 14
Code 15
Code 16
Code 17
Code 18

Code 19
Code 20
Code 21
Code 22
Code 23
Code 24

Code 25
Code 26
Code 27
Code 28
Code 29
Code 30

5.249

It is important to note that the table above is for illustration purposes only. In
practice, considerably more tariff codes would be required to give the level of
detail needed by firms in setting their prices (since the increments of
standing charge and unit rates would have to be considerably smaller than in
Table 5.2). That is, such a remedy would be effective only if it is not overly
limiting on the range of tariffs that suppliers are able to offer using the
centrally managed tariff codes.

5.250

In deciding how many tariff codes would be needed to make such a system
effective, there is a trade-off between the number of codes used and the
granularity with which suppliers can set their prices. That is, since each tariff
code has a standing charge and unit rate allocated to it by a central body,
the supplier has to pick the code that best matches the tariff it would like to
offer. As a result, it is possible that the standing charge and unit rate might
not match perfectly the tariff the supplier would ideally like to offer. While this
would place some limitations on the tariffs that suppliers can set, we do not
consider that it makes this an unworkable solution.

5.251

We consider that in order to make such a system effective, it would likely
require all the available gas tariff codes to be set centrally. If, for example,
only some of the currently unused gas tariff codes were allocated to the
central body to set (as was RWE’s suggestion), we consider that suppliers
may be unable to choose from a sufficiently granular set of standing
charge/unit rate combinations to enable effective competition in the
prepayment segments.

5.252

In the case of electricity tariff codes, we understand that there is a considerable number of ‘supplier IDs’ (each coding for up to 249 electricity tariffs)
that have not yet been allocated to suppliers. As a result, we consider that
for electricity, there are likely to be sufficient unallocated tariff codes to
implement this possible remedy. However, it is not clear whether such a
remedy would be possible without considerable upheaval in the electricity
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prepayment segment. As a result, it is not clear whether it would be feasible
to introduce this possible remedy for electricity in a timely manner.
5.253

It would be important for the central body to monitor closely how the
standing charges and unit rates allocated to the tariff codes map to the
actual tariffs available in the market. By doing so, it may be better able to
recognise which tariff codes have fallen out of use and can therefore be
allocated new standing charges and unit rates, thereby making suppliers
better able to set tariffs that match those they would like to set ideally.

5.254

RWE’s proposal suggested that the Gas Prepayment Expert Group Forum
should be responsible for setting the standing charge and unit rate assigned
to each tariff code. However, we consider that if we were to implement this
possible remedy, it would be more appropriate for Ofgem to set and monitor
the rates, for the reasons set out above.

5.255

In addition, suppliers wanting to offer tariffs lower than those available on the
centrally managed tariff codes (eg when cutting prices in response to a
reduction in wholesale prices) would have to request an adjustment to the
centrally set tariff codes to include options with a lower standing charge
and/or unit rate. We do not consider that it would be in the interests of
competition for a supplier to have to seek approval from an industry body
such as the Gas Prepayment Expert Forum (or an equivalent body for
electricity) to offer lower prices than those currently available on the market.

5.256

We consider that this possible remedy would be of particular value if it was
possible to implement it for both gas and electricity. Implementing such a
remedy only for gas would remove the constraint on the total number of gas
tariffs that could be offered. However, the constraints faced in the electricity
prepayment system would remain, meaning that it would not remove the
overall cap on the total number of prepayment tariffs that could be offered.

5.257

Notwithstanding the positive aspects of this possible remedy and its potential
effectiveness at addressing the underlying feature of technical constraints,
we consider that it would be complex, time-consuming and costly to implement and, given the limited timescale over which this feature is expected to
persist, and the timescale within which our other proposed remedies can be
implemented concerning the technical constraints, our provisional view is
that this possible remedy would not be effective and proportionate.
Accordingly, we have provisionally decided not to consider this possible
remedy further. Further details of our reasoning is set out below.
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How these remedies should be implemented
5.258

In order to make better use of the available tariff codes, and mitigate the
impact of the technical constraints on competition, we have provisionally
decided to recommend that Ofgem:
(a) modify suppliers’ standard licence conditions to introduce an exception
to SLC 22B.7(b) so as to allow a supplier to set prices to prepayment
customers without applying regional cost variations which are applied to
other payment methods within the same core tariff;
(b) deprioritise potential enforcement action pending the modification of SLC
22B.7(b) against any supplier that sets prices to prepayment customers
without applying regional cost variations which are applied to other
payment methods within the same core tariff; and
(c) take responsibility for the efficient allocation of gas tariff pages.

5.259

In addition, we are proposing a recommendation to Ofgem to monitor the
allocation of tariff pages so as to ensure that no supplier holds more than 12
gas tariff pages, and if necessary to take appropriate steps to allocate gas
tariff pages fairly and more efficiently between suppliers. Within this context,
Ofgem should consider whether it is necessary to take steps aimed at
facilitating new entry in the markets (for instance by prioritising allocation of
unused tariff pages to new entrants and keeping some tariff pages in reserve
for this purpose).

5.260

In the first instance, we would seek to implement this proposed remedy by
seeking undertakings from the Six Large Energy Firms. Such undertakings
would include the following three components:
(a) the cap on the number of gas tariff pages that any supplier can hold
(at 12);
(b) an obligation for suppliers to provide relevant information for Ofgem to
monitor the allocation of the gas tariff codes; and
(c) a condition that allows Ofgem to mandate the transfer of one or more
gas tariff pages to another supplier.

5.261

Absent such undertakings, we would recommend that Ofgem introduce a
new licence condition in suppliers’ standard licence conditions to include the
three components set out above.

5.262

We would also expect any necessary changes to be made to the Supply
Point Administration Agreement.
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5.263

Moreover, Ofgem should publish a statement setting out the principles
(reflecting the aim of this proposed remedy) and process that it intends to
follow prior to issuing a formal direction requesting a supplier to transfer
unused gas tariff codes to another supplier.
Assessment of effectiveness

5.264

In assessing the effectiveness of these proposed remedies, we have
considered:
(a) the extent to which they would be expected to address the technical
constraints we have identified;
(b) the extent to which they are capable of effective implementation,
monitoring and enforcement; and
(c) the timescale over which they are likely to have an effect.


Addressing the technical constraints

5.265

We consider that these proposed remedies, which include a
recommendation to soften SLC 22B.7(b) and a recommendation that Ofgem
take responsibility for the allocation of tariff pages will be effective in
reducing the impact of the technical issues we have identified, which
contribute to the Prepayment AEC.

5.266

We consider that the softening of SLC 22B.7(b) should enable suppliers to
use both the available gas and electricity tariff codes in a more efficient
manner, potentially increasing the total number of gas and electricity tariffs
that suppliers are able to offer to prepayment customers with dumb meters
using their limited tariff code allocations. We believe, however, that on its
own, this remedy would only have a limited impact on suppliers’ ability to
offer a wider range of tariffs.

5.267

We also consider that a recommendation to Ofgem to take responsibility for
the reallocation of tariff pages would be effective in further mitigating the
impact of the technical constraints affecting independent suppliers.
Reallocating 22 currently unused gas tariff pages will more than double
(from 18) the number of gas tariff pages available to independent suppliers.
We consider that this should significantly reduce the problems independent
suppliers face in acquiring gas tariff codes, thereby reducing the barriers to
entry faced by new suppliers and barriers to expansion faced by existing
suppliers.
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5.268

We note that two new entrants in the prepayment segments are Robin Hood
Energy and Economy Energy, each of which has a single gas tariff page.
While this proposed remedy may not enable suppliers to offer the same
range of fixed and variable tariffs they offer to customers with credit meters,
these two suppliers have demonstrated that it is possible to operate in this
segment with a limited number of tariff pages. Making more tariff pages
available to similar suppliers, and enabling them to use them more efficiently
would likely increase the level of competition in the prepayment segments.

5.269

We consider that this proposed remedy should result in more suppliers being
able to offer a wider range of tariffs to prepayment customers with dumb
meters. The precise outcomes will depend on how Ofgem decides to
reallocate the tariff codes.

5.270

However, this proposed remedy would not remove the absolute constraint
on the number of tariffs that suppliers can offer to customers with dumb
prepayment meters. As a result, suppliers will still face constraints around
the range of prepayment tariffs they are able to offer; it does not solve the
technical issues entirely.


Implementation, monitoring compliance and enforcement

5.271

In determining whether a proposed remedy is effective, we have had regard
to the need for the proposed remedy to be clear to the persons to whom it is
directed, such as suppliers; and also to other interested persons, such as
Ofgem (which would have responsibility for implementation, monitoring and
compliance).

5.272

As regards implementation of the proposed remedies, we have set out in
paragraphs 5.258 to 5.263 above the relevant undertakings or licence
condition modifications that would need to be made, and the various
different levels of responsibility that Ofgem should take as regards allocating
gas tariff pages. In certain respects for these proposed remedies, we are
leaving it open to Ofgem to determine the detailed implementation, such as
to whom it reallocates gas tariff pages, and when and how. In this regard,
Ofgem’s information-gathering powers will enable it to procure information
pertinent to reallocating tariff pages. For these reasons, we provisionally
consider that Ofgem will be best placed to implement all aspects of these
proposed remedies, and therefore provisionally consider that a
recommendation (with or without undertakings) will be effective.

5.273

As regards monitoring compliance and enforcement, we also note that
Ofgem will have a duty to monitor compliance with the new licence
conditions and, as sector regulator, will be best placed to gather information
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concerning compliance with the licence conditions, and any directions made
concerning the allocation of gas tariff codes. As regards new licence
conditions, Ofgem would also have the power to enforce against any
breaches.


Timescale

5.274

In evaluating the effectiveness of the proposed remedies, we have
considered the timescale over which the Prepayment AEC would be
expected to endure, and the timescale over which the proposed remedies
would be likely to take effect. As regards the Prepayment AEC, our
provisional view is that, absent the proposed remedies, the feature and
associated AEC and detriment would persist until the national roll-out of
smart meters has been substantially completed. We would expect therefore
that the need for these proposed remedies would fall away at that point.

5.275

As regards the timescale for implementation, we consider that the proposed
remedy could be implemented by suppliers within reasonable timescales,
and therefore Ofgem should revise and introduce the relevant licence
conditions as soon as reasonably practicable. In the meantime, we also
recommend that Ofgem deprioritise potential enforcement action concerning
SLC 22B.7(b) against any supplier that sets prices to prepayment customers
without applying regional cost variations which are applied to other payment
methods within the same core tariff.

5.276

We have also considered whether our proposed remedies are compliant with
applicable legislation and regulations. In this regard, we note that EU law
requires differences in charges between payment methods to be costreflective. By contrast, the provision set out in SLC 22B.7(b), which was
introduced as part of Ofgem’s RMR rules (with a view to simplifying the tariff
choice journey), does not implement an EU provision.
Assessment of proportionality

5.277

In considering whether the proposed remedies would be proportionate, we
have considered whether they:
(a) are effective in achieving their legitimate aim;
(b) are no more onerous than needed to achieve their aim;
(c) are the least onerous if there is a choice between several effective
measures; and
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(d) do not produce disadvantages which are disproportionate to their aim.404
5.278

As set out above, we consider that these proposed remedies are likely to be
effective in ensuring the gas tariff codes are used and allocated efficiently,
so that, in part, they address the technical constraints in the prepayment
segments we have provisionally found (among other features) give rise to
the Prepayment AEC and associated detriment.

5.279

We have also considered the option of centralising the management of gas
and electricity tariff pages, as an alternative to one or both of the proposed
remedies. While we feel that this possible remedy could be effective in
mitigating the impact of the technical constraints, we consider that it would
be complex, time-consuming and costly to implement, and therefore that,
given the nature of the technical constraints feature and how long we expect
it to persist, we consider that this possible remedy would not be
proportionate (and, possibly, also not effective on a timely basis). We
consider that this possible remedy would require a more thorough overhaul
of the prepayment segments, which would not be proportionate given the
short period over which consumers can be expected to benefit, given the
technical constraints will be entirely removed by the roll-out of smart meters,
which should be substantially completed by 2020.

5.280

As a result, we believe that, even if this alternative possible remedy were
effective, the combination of remedies we are proposing is the least onerous
of the options we have considered. We also noted in paragraph 5.239 above
the possibility of suppliers auctioning the unused tariff pages. However, for
the reasons given above, we do not consider that this remedy would be
effective, since it would be likely to lead to high prepayment meter prices
being maintained.

5.281

We have also considered whether the proposed remedies go further than
necessary to achieve their aim. However, given that the individual aspects of
the proposed remedies all work together to ensure that the most efficient use
and allocation is made of the existing gas tariff pages, we believe that each
component part is necessary to achieve the overall aim. Moreover, each
component of the proposed remedies goes no further than necessary, in
particular, given that Ofgem will have some flexibility concerning the
mechanisms of implementation.

404

CC3, paragraph 344, citing the principles established in the Fedesa case, Case C-331/88, the Queen v
Minister of Agriculture, Fisheries and Food and Secretary of State for Health, ex parte: Fedesa and others, (1990)
ECR I-4023, paragraph 13.
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5.282

We have also considered the implementation costs that will be incurred by
Ofgem, which we would expect to be small, and would relate mainly to the
modification of the licence conditions and administering the reallocation of
the gas tariff pages, which will be largely outweighed by the benefits of
increased competition as a result of more tariffs being made available to
prepayment customers with a dumb meter.

5.283

We consider that the costs to suppliers of complying with these proposed
remedies are minimal. As regards the softening of SLC 22B.7(b), this would
not involve any cost to suppliers. Ofgem told us that this provision was
implemented as part of Ofgem’s RMR Simpler policy for similar reasons to
the simpler choices component of the RMR rules, ie to simplify the tariff
choice journey. We believe that our proposed remedy would not have any
material impact on a customer’s tariff journey. It is also consistent with our
proposed remedy to remove aspects of the simpler choices component of
the RMR rules (see below). While we acknowledge that this proposed
remedy may lead to distributional impacts between customers of different
regions as a result of the removal of regional variations within a core tariff,
we believe that these impacts will be limited405 and justified by the greater
availability of tariffs that will be allowed by this remedy.

5.284

We have also assessed the costs to suppliers of reallocating the unused gas
tariff pages. We acknowledge the current constraints on suppliers resulting
from the availability of electricity tariff codes, and do not consider that
holding more than 12 gas tariff pages would deliver any significant value to a
supplier. Redistributing three of the Six Large Energy Firms’ excess tariff
codes is therefore unlikely to affect the range of tariffs they are able to offer.

5.285

We recognise that holding unused gas tariff pages may have some current
option value for a supplier (for example, if electricity tariff codes become less
scarce in future, suppliers with spare gas tariff codes would be able to offer
more dual fuel tariffs). However, we consider it unlikely that there will be
significant further availability of electricity tariff codes in the period before the
smart meter roll-out is complete. As a result, for the remaining period for
which suppliers need to use the dumb prepayment meter infrastructure, we
consider it unlikely that our proposed remedy limiting suppliers’ gas tariff

405

This is because suppliers would be in any event constrained by SLC 27, which requires that pricing
differences between payment methods do not exceed the costs-to-serve differential. Moreover, suppliers should
be able to group regions into a small number of broader groups with similar costs, and therefore limited
distributional impacts between customers in different regions, and between customers and suppliers within a core
tariff. As noted above, Scottish Power suggested that three broader groups should be sufficient for this purpose.
This should be effective in significantly reducing the number of tariff codes required to offer a core tariff to
prepayment customers, while reducing to a minimum any such distributional impact.
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page holdings to 12 would have a detrimental effect on the ability of any of
the Six Large Energy Firms to offer prepayment tariffs.
5.286

Furthermore, we consider that the value of facilitating entry or expansion by
independent suppliers that would result from redistributing gas tariff pages is
likely to exceed any option value to the three of the Six Large Energy Firms
holding unused gas tariff pages that would be reallocated pursuant to our
proposed remedies.

5.287

For these reasons, we do not believe that these proposed remedies,
individually or in combination, will produce any disadvantage to these
suppliers or consumers that is disproportionate to its aim.

5.288

We noted in paragraph 5.240(c) above that should more gas tariff codes be
requested than are available through the above mechanism, Ofgem should
consider whether further interventions are necessary (eg use-it-or-lose-it
conditions on suppliers’ gas tariff pages, or an alternative method for
redistributing further gas tariff pages). In doing so, Ofgem should consider
the proportionality of any further interventions.
Duty to have regard to Ofgem’s statutory duties

5.289

As stated above, where the CMA is considering whether to take action for
the purpose of modifying one or more of the conditions of a retail gas or
electricity supplier’s licence, in deciding whether such action would be
reasonable and practicable, the CMA must ‘have regard’ to the relevant
statutory functions of Ofgem.

5.290

In reaching our provisional decision to recommend a modification to
SLC 22B.7(b), and possible new standard licence conditions concerning gas
and electricity supply that sets the maximum number of gas tariff pages a
supplier can hold, requires information provision and allows Ofgem to
mandate the reallocation of gas tariff pages, we have, as part of our own
application of the legal framework requiring us to decide upon proposed
remedies that are effective and proportionate,406 explicitly taken into account
many of the factors to which Ofgem must have regard when carrying out its
functions. We have therefore concentrated below on those considerations
not explicitly taken into account elsewhere in this section of the provisional
decision on remedies.

5.291

In particular, we do not consider that these proposed remedies will have an
adverse impact on suppliers’ ability to meet all reasonable demands for gas

406

CC3, paragraphs 334–347.
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and electricity supply, achieving sustainable development, security of supply
or environmental concerns. In this regard, the proposed remedies will only
have a bearing on the affordability considerations built into Ofgem’s statutory
duties and functions.
5.292

As noted above, we would expect the proposed remedies to reduce the
technical barriers that restrict suppliers’ ability (in particular new entrants) to
offer a wide variety of tariffs to prepayment customers with dumb
prepayment meters. This in turn should increase competition between
suppliers, and customer engagement, as customers would be more likely to
find attractively priced tariffs and/or tariffs fitting their need. The proposed
remedies therefore directly engage Ofgem’s principal objective of protecting
the interests of existing and future consumers, wherever appropriate through
competition.

5.293

In addition, we note that while not the key driver for the proposed remedies,
they will also have the side effect of providing some protection to vulnerable
customers, since a higher proportion of low income customers use
prepayment meter.407 The proposed remedies therefore indirectly engage
Ofgem’s duty to have regard to the interests of, among others, individuals
with low incomes.

5.294

In light of the above, we consider that the proposed remedies are consistent
with Ofgem’s principal objective of promoting the interests of existing and
future consumers.

Reforming the protocol for the assignment of debt on prepayment meters
5.295

One of the features of the Prepayment AEC that we have identified is the
softened incentives for all suppliers, and in particular new entrants, to
compete to acquire prepayment customers. This is due to, among other
things, a low prospect for these suppliers of successfully completing the
switch of indebted customers, who represent about 15% of prepayment
customers.

5.296

In the Second Supplemental Remedies Notice, we consulted on reform of
the current Debt Assignment Protocol with a view to facilitating switching for
indebted prepayment customers.

5.297

Our specific proposed remedy was to recommend that Ofgem amend the
relevant licence conditions and industry code provisions, respectively, in

407

See Section 3.
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order to address the following areas of the Debt Assignment Protocol that
Ofgem had identified required further actions by itself and the industry:
(a) The ‘objection letter’ sent by an incumbent supplier should not confuse
customers as to their right to switch, making clear that the switch will
continue; further ‘objection letters’ should only be sent to customers for
whom it is established that they are not eligible to switch.
(b) The ‘complex debt’ aspect of the Debt Assignment Protocol should be
revisited in order to diminish the instances in which the switch is
disallowed.
(c) Issues relating to multiple registrations should be addressed in order to
avoid multiple objection letters being sent to customers with such
metering arrangements, causing unnecessary confusion for them and
adding cost.
Aim of the remedy
5.298

The proposed remedy seeks to improve the Debt Assignment Protocol
process with a view to removing barriers to switching for indebted
prepayment customers. This should increase the number of indebted
customers that initiate and complete a switch to a competing supplier,
therefore increasing the competitive constraints in the prepayment
segments.
Parties’ views

5.299

Ofgem said it welcomed the CMA’s recognition of the Debt Assignment
Protocol as an issue. It said it had been working with the industry on
improvements to the Debt Assignment Protocol and further reform might
best be achieved by the industry formulating an action plan with solutions to
the issues identified, along with a timetable for implementation in 2016.408

5.300

The Six Large Energy Firms, apart from SSE409, expressed support for a
remedy that improved the Debt Assignment Protocol by building on the
industry’s existing work in this area, including its development of the Point of
Acquisition (PoA) model. Several wanted a remedy that made the Debt
Assignment Protocol process and adoption of the Point of Acquisition model

408

Ofgem response to second supplemental notice of possible remedies, p13.
SSE also said that it was fully supportive of proportionate and effective changes to ensure the DAP works
more effectively for prepayment customers.
409
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mandatory for all suppliers.410,411,412,413 Some said the CMA recommending
Ofgem to address the issues would be sufficient414 and the benefits of the
CMA using its order-making power to support Ofgem’s ongoing work was
unclear.415
5.301

SSE said the proposed remedy was unnecessary and ineffective because it
would be superseded by existing and imminent market developments, with
the procedure for suppliers universally adopting the Point of Acquisition
model already underway.416

5.302

Other parties had mixed views on the remedy:
(a) Some independent suppliers and Energy UK suggested the remedy was
unnecessary because of existing industry work on the Debt Assignment
Protocol.417
(b) Some independent suppliers expressed some support for the remedy.418
(c) Some parties suggested more action than the proposed remedy was
necessary to improve the Debt Assignment Protocol.419

5.303

Citizens Advice said the current Debt Assignment Protocol process was
highly flawed. It said it was not confident that the remedy would deliver
change promptly enough because the industry had consistently shown a
lack of urgency in addressing issues with the Debt Assignment Protocol. It
said that if the remedy was implemented, the CMA should use its ordermaking powers to support Ofgem’s work.
Design considerations

5.304

In designing this proposed remedy, we have considered:
(a) our key concerns set out in the Addendum about the complexity of the
switching process for indebted prepayment customers;

Centrica’s response to second supplemental notice of possible remedies, p14.
RWE npower’s response to second supplemental notice of possible remedies, p13.
412 EDF Energy’s response to second supplemental notice of possible remedies, p10.
413 E.ON’s response to second supplemental notice of possible remedies, pp14–15.
414 Scottish Power’s response to second supplemental notice of possible remedies, pp12–13.
415 E.ON’s response to second supplemental notice of possible remedies, pp14–15.
416 SSE’s response to second supplemental notice of possible remedies, p26
417 First Utility, Good Energy and Energy UK responses to second supplemental notice of possible remedies.
418 Ovo Energy and Robin Hood Energy responses to second supplemental notice of possible remedies.
419 BGL Group, Ecotricity and Our Power Community Benefit Society responses to second supplemental notice of
possible remedies.
410
411
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(b) the ongoing work by Ofgem and industry to change the Debt Assignment
Protocol so as to improve the switching process for these customers;
and
(c) the need to ensure the delivery of further improvements to the switching
process for indebted prepayment customers.
5.305

There is in our view further scope for improving the switching process for
indebted prepayment customers, in particular by simplifying it. We
acknowledge that Ofgem and the industry are currently working on further
changes that would seek to achieve this aim. However, as noted by Citizens
Advice, such changes might be at risk of not being delivered quickly if the
responsibility of driving this process forward were left to the industry alone.
In particular, and in the light of our provisional findings with respect to
industry codes governance, we are concerned that the necessary
modification to the relevant codes may be unnecessarily delayed.

5.306

In its response to our Second Supplemental Remedies Notice, Ofgem
indicated that further reform to the Debt Assignment Protocol may best be
achieved by industry formulating an action plan with solutions to the
technical issues they have identified, along with a timetable for
implementation in 2016. While Ofgem noted that this approach would allow
changes to be introduced more quickly than would be the case if reforms
were made via modifications to the licence conditions, it recognised that
modifying the supply licence per the CMA’s proposal represented another
route to bringing about improvements with the Debt Assignment Protocol,
should industry-led action prove ineffective.

5.307

We accept that industry-led change may be a quicker route to achieve the
aim of this proposed remedy compared with a licence modification led by
Ofgem or the CMA under its order-making powers. Suppliers’ incentives,
however, may not align with those of indebted prepayment customers, such
that suppliers may not necessarily take swift action to further improve the
Debt Assignment Protocol process to the benefit of these customers.
Therefore, in view of our provisional findings in relation to the Codes AEC,
and consistent with our proposed remedies in that area, we expect Ofgem to
continue monitoring and supporting the development of changes to the Debt
Assignment Protocol.

5.308

We believe that Ofgem should ensure that clear objectives and a timetable
with appropriate milestones are set out as soon as possible. It should also
monitor that appropriate steps are taken by the industry in line with these
milestones and signal its willingness to take action if it appears that the
industry is not in a position to deliver a satisfactory solution by the end of
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2016 (including by initiating a licence modification process). Absent such
interventions by Ofgem, implementation by the industry of the expected
improvements to the Debt Assignment Protocol may be unnecessarily
delayed, or insufficiently focused on the interest of consumers. We are
concerned that, while Ofgem has been involved in developing these
improvements to the Debt Assignment Protocol, it is not playing a sufficiently
active role to ensure that these improvements (which would involve some
code modifications) are delivered in a timely and effective manner (see also
on similar issues our provisional findings report and remedies relating to the
Governance AEC and the Codes AEC).
5.309

For these reasons, we are proposing to recommend to Ofgem to take
appropriate steps to ensure that changes to the Debt Assignment Protocol,
and in particular in areas relating to objection letters, complex debt and
issues relating to multiple registrations, as detailed above (see paragraph
5.297), are implemented by the end of 2016. For this purpose, we have also
provisionally decided to recommend Ofgem to ensure that clear objectives
and a timetable with appropriate milestones are set out, to supervise this
process against such objectives and milestones, and to take all steps, if and
when necessary, to ensure delivery of these changes.
Assessment of effectiveness

5.310

In assessing the effectiveness of this proposed remedy, we have
considered:
(a) the extent to which it meets our aim;
(b) the extent to which the proposed remedy is capable of effective
implementation, monitoring and enforcement; and
(c) the timescale over which the proposed remedy is likely to have an effect.

5.311

We believe that, in light of our provisional findings concerning the Codes
AEC, our proposed remedy will be effective in prompting Ofgem to ensure
that certain meritorious changes to the Debt Assignment Protocol are made
on a timely basis, through effective project management. An improved Debt
Assignment Protocol will facilitate indebted prepayment customers to switch,
which we would expect to address, in part, suppliers’ softened incentives to
compete to acquire prepayment customers.

5.312

We believe that Ofgem, working together with the industry, is best placed to
design and implement the necessary changes to the Debt Assignment
Protocol that would ensure improvements to the switching process, and in
turn facilitate switching for indebted prepayment customers.
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5.313

Ofgem has in our view the appropriate incentives and resources to ensure
that the proposed changes to the Debt Assignment Protocol are in
customer’s interests and are implemented by suppliers in a timely and
effective manner, by the end of 2016.

5.314

We want to ensure the changes to the Debt Assignment Protocol are
implemented at the earliest opportunity to address the impediments to
switching by indebted prepayment customers. In view of parties’ responses,
we believe it is possible for the necessary changes to the Debt Assignment
Protocol to be implemented by the end of 2016.
Assessment of proportionality

5.315

In considering whether the proposed remedy would be a proportionate
remedy to achieve its aim, we have considered whether the remedy:
(a) is effective in achieving its legitimate aim;
(b) is no more onerous than needed to achieve its aim;
(c) is the least onerous if there is a choice between several effective
measures; and
(d) does not produce disadvantages which are disproportionate to the
aim.420

5.316

For the reasons noted above in paragraphs 5.310 to 5.314, we believe that
the proposed remedy will be effective in achieving its aim.

5.317

We do not consider that the proposed remedy will produce any
disadvantages which are disproportionate to the aim. It simply supports
Ofgem in making changes to the Debt Assignment Protocol which have
already been identified by Ofgem and the industry in order to ensure these
changes happen. Similarly, we think the costs of implementing the remedy
will be minimal because it essentially supports ongoing work by Ofgem and
the industry.

5.318

Accordingly, we consider that the proposed remedy is no more onerous than
needed to achieve its aim of facilitating switching by indebted prepayment
customers. Given the ongoing work by Ofgem in this area, we believe it
would be disproportionate to impose an order on suppliers to make the

420

CC3, paragraph 344, citing the principles established in the Fedesa case, Case C-331/88, the Queen v
Minister of Agriculture, Fisheries and Food and Secretary of State for Health, ex parte: Fedesa and others, (1990)
ECR I-4023, paragraph 13.
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relevant changes. Accordingly, we therefore provisionally consider our
remedy is the least onerous of effective alternatives.
Remedy we are not minded to pursue: prohibition on the charging of a security
deposit
5.319

In the Addendum and in Section 3, we noted that prepayment customers
face actual or perceived impediments to switching to tariffs available on
credit meters (over and above those identified in the domestic retail energy
markets as a whole). These impediments limit the opportunity for customers
to engage in the markets which contribute to one of the features identified in
our Prepayment AEC, ie the softened incentives for all suppliers, and in
particular new entrants, to compete to acquire prepayment customers. One
of the impediments we have identified is the requirement (by some but not
all suppliers) for customers that wish to switch to a credit meter to pay for a
security deposit.

5.320

In our Second Supplemental Remedies Notice, we consulted on a possible
remedy consisting in the prohibition of suppliers charging security deposits in
specific circumstances.

5.321

The possible remedy attempted to address the lack of clarity about when it is
unreasonable to charge a security deposit by setting out specific, achievable
criteria for prepayment customers to meet. These criteria were:
(a) the customer is not in debt;
(b) the customer has not incurred any fines, charges or interest for late
payment in the last six months.
Aim of the remedy

5.322

The possible remedy sought to address the actual or perceived impediment
to switching that prepayment customers face as a result of the potential
need to pay a security deposit when switching away from a prepayment
meter.
Parties’ views

5.323

Ofgem welcomed the CMA’s recognition of the potential impact of security
deposits on customers’ ability to switch. However, it said it was important to
note that this issue only applied to a small number of customers because
only five suppliers currently requested security deposits. It also suggested
that a number of factors should be considered if the CMA decided to
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proceed with the remedy including the risk that if prescriptive about when
security deposits could be applied suppliers could adopt a ‘tick box’
approach rather than engage with customers individually.421
5.324

All of the Six Large Energy Firms, apart from E.ON, raised concerns about
the remedy. Several were concerned about the impact on suppliers’ ability to
manage risk.422,423 In addition:
(a) Centrica said it was not right to prohibit the charging of a security deposit
in the circumstances described because a customer satisfying these
criteria may still be at a high risk of becoming indebted were credit to be
provided. Centrica also said that an unintended consequence of the
remedy could be more requests for a meter exchange being refused.424
(b) SSE said the remedy was disproportionate, unlikely to be effective and
could result in adverse unintended effects. It said the remedy would
require suppliers to make significant changes to their billing processes
and business models and would affect only a very small number of
prepayment customers. It also said it could create a barrier to entry and
expansion, increase tariff prices and undermine effective competition.425
(c) Scottish Power said it did not think the CMA’s criteria for the application of
security deposits would work in practice because customers on
prepayment meters could not, in general, make late payments and
because most suppliers did not levy fines, charges or interest for late
payment. 426

5.325

E.ON said that it supported the remedy on the assumption that a supplier
still had the right to refuse a request from an existing prepayment customer
to have a credit meter installed where that refusal was objectively justified,
for example following an unsatisfactory credit check result.427

5.326

Some other suppliers also expressed concerns about the possible remedy
on the basis that if security deposits were restricted it could result in more

421

Ofgem response to second supplemental notice of possible remedies, pp8–9.
EDF Energy’s response to second supplemental notice of possible remedies, p7
423 RWE npower’s response to second supplemental notice of possible remedies, pp9–10.
424 Centrica’s response to second supplemental notice of possible remedies, p11.
425 SSE’s response to second supplemental notice of possible remedies, p21.
426 Scottish Power’s response to second supplemental notice of possible remedies, p10.
427 E.ON’s response to second supplemental notice of possible remedies, p9.
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customers facing renewed financial difficulty and debt management
issues428 and stop suppliers assessing each customer individually.429
5.327

Other parties expressed some support for the possible remedy430,431,432,433
These included Citizens Advice although it noted that given the small
number of suppliers charging security deposits, the remedy might have only
a marginal impact on the number of customers switching away from
prepayment meters.434
Assessment of effectiveness and proportionality

5.328

In light of parties’ responses, we do not consider that this possible remedy
would be effective and proportionate in meeting our aim to lower barriers to
switching for prepayment customers.

5.329

In view of parties’ responses, we consider that it is the lack of customer
awareness and understanding of their options (over and above the actual
cost of the security deposit) that contribute to the perception of barriers to
switching. Customers can already choose from a range of tariff options
offered by suppliers that do not require a security deposit. We also note that
SLC 27.3 prohibits ‘unreasonable’ security deposits being charged by
suppliers.

5.330

We believe that such a lack of awareness and understanding of available
options can be effectively addressed through an informational remedy,
whereby suppliers provide clear and relevant information to their customers
with respect to security deposits. We suggest that Ofgem consider this issue
in the context of our proposal for a programme to identify, test and
implement measures to provide customers with different or additional
information to prompt them to engage in the energy market (see Section 6).

5.331

We also note that there may be potential for adverse consequences from the
remedy. While security deposits hamper customers’ ability and incentives to
switch (as noted above), these can be an efficient tool for suppliers to
mitigate the risk (and costs) of bad debt. It is, however, difficult to identify
precise rules that strike an efficient balance between these two
considerations. We believe that suppliers should be free to decide the level
of risk they find appropriate. We are also concerned that precise rules may

First Utility’s response to second supplemental notice of possible remedies, p7.
Good Energy’s response to second supplemental notice of possible remedies, p3.
430 Robin Hood Energy’s response to second supplemental notice of possible remedies, p6.
431 Ovo Energy’s response to second supplemental notice of possible remedies, p4.
432 Ecotricity’s response to second supplemental notice of possible remedies, p3.
433 BGL Group’s response to second supplemental notice of possible remedies, p6.
434 Citizens Advice’s response to second supplemental notice of possible remedies, p7.
428
429
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become, as noted by Ofgem, a ‘tick-the-box’ exercise which would
undermine suppliers’ incentives to engage with customers to find an
appropriate solution.
Remedy we are not minded to pursue: prohibition on suppliers from charging
customers upfront for the cost of a new meter
5.332

In the Addendum, we noted that prepayment customers face actual or
perceived impediments to switching (over and above those identified in the
domestic retail energy markets as a whole). These impediments limit the
opportunity for customers to engage in the markets, therefore contributing to
one of the features identified in our Prepayment AEC, ie the softened
incentives for all suppliers, and in particular new entrants, to compete to
acquire prepayment customers.

5.333

In our Second Supplemental Remedies Notice, we consulted on suppliers
being prohibited from charging customers upfront for the cost of a new meter
when switching away from prepayment meters. In line with SLC 27.2A
suppliers would be able to recover the costs of the meter from the customer,
provided this is spread over a period of time.
Aim of the remedy

5.334

The possible remedy sought to lower the barriers to switching by addressing
the actual or perceived impediment to switching that prepayment customers
may face as a result of the cost of meter installation when switching away
from a prepayment meter. In particular, it sought to reduce the burden of the
upfront costs which may discourage certain customers to complete the
switch.
Parties’ views

5.335

435

Ofgem welcomed the CMA’s recognition of the issue of the upfront charges.
It highlighted the existing widespread removal of such charges by the
industry and said the issue was time sensitive because the roll-out of smart
meters should mean suppliers could switch payment modes remotely and
not have to charge.435

Ofgem response to second supplemental notice of possible remedies, p10.
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5.336

Four of the Six Large Energy Firms expressed support for the
remedy436,437,438,439

5.337

Centrica and SSE opposed the remedy:
(a) Centrica said the remedy was not proportionate because the charges
were not a major barrier to meter exchanges and the smart meter rollout would ultimately resolve the issue.440
(b) SSE said the remedy was disproportionate, unlikely to be effective and
could result in unintended adverse effects. It said that for the uncertain
benefit of a minimal number of customers, the remedy imposed
significant constraints on how suppliers managed bad debt and financial
risk.441

5.338

Some other suppliers also said the remedy was disproportionate,442,443 and
the issue would shortly be resolved by the roll-out of smart metering.444

5.339

Other parties expressed some support for the remedy445,446 These included
Citizens Advice, although it noted that the vast majority of suppliers did not
charge for meter installation or removal so the remedy would have only a
marginal impact in improving the number of customers switching away from
prepayment meters.447
Assessment of effectiveness and proportionality

5.340

In light of parties’ responses, we do not consider that the remedy will be
effective in meeting our aim to lower barriers to switching for prepayment
customers.

5.341

We note that suppliers must roll out smart meters in the next four years at no
cost to customers. The issue of upfront charges is therefore only a
temporary concern which affects only a small number of customers.

RWE npower’s response to second supplemental notice of possible remedies, p11.
EDF Energy’s response to second supplemental notice of possible remedies, p8.
438 E.ON’s response to second supplemental notice of possible remedies, p11.
439 Scottish Power’s response to second supplemental notice of possible remedies, p11.
440 Centrica’s response to second supplemental notice of possible remedies, p12.
441 SSE’s response to second supplemental notice of possible remedies, p25.
442 First Utility’s response to second supplemental notice of possible remedies, pp7–8.
443 Robin Hood Energy’s response to second supplemental notice of possible remedies, p7.
444 Good Energy’s response to second supplemental notice of possible remedies, p4.
445 Ovo Energy’s response to second supplemental notice of possible remedies, p4.
446 Ecotricity’s response to second supplemental notice of possible remedies, p3.
447 Citizens Advice’s response to second supplemental notice of possible remedies, p9.
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5.342

Having reviewed parties’ responses, we consider that it is the lack of
customer awareness and understanding of their options (but not the actual
cost of the meter replacement) that contribute to the perception of barriers to
switching. Customers can already choose from a range of tariff options
offered by suppliers that do not charge the costs of replacing the meter
upfront (if at all).

5.343

We believe that such a lack of awareness and understanding of available
options is more effectively addressed through an informational remedy, by
ordering suppliers to provide clear and relevant information to their
customers with respect to meter replacement costs (see Section 6). We also
suggest that Ofgem consider this in the context of our proposal for a
programme to identify, test and implement measures to provide customers
with different or additional information to prompt them to engage in the
energy market (see Section 6). In our view a remedy such as the one
envisaged in the Second Supplemental Remedies Notice would not have
any significant additional impact on switching rates, over and above the
informational remedy.

Issues arising from competition in metering
5.344

Metering is an essential part of creating well-functioning, competitive energy
markets. Because gas and electricity are consumed in real time, while billing
and payment take place at periodic intervals, reliable and accurate meters
play a vital role in determining exactly how much energy customers have
consumed – and therefore how much they must pay suppliers.

5.345

Metering in energy is by its nature technical, and we have found that the
meter a customer has in place imposes technical constraints that can have a
significant impact on the nature and extent of competition. Section 3 above
highlights the problems we have identified in relation to customers on
prepayment and restricted meters.

5.346

Metering in Great Britain is a liberalised activity – in contrast to the situation
in most EU member states where it is provided as a regulated activity by
distribution network operators448,449 – and in the provisional findings report
we identified two potential competition problems arising from the regulatory
regime governing liberalised metering activity:

See Aoife Brophy Haney, Tooraj Jamasb and Michael G Pollitt, ‘Smart Metering and Electricity Demand:
Technology, Economics and International Experience’, Cambridge Working Paper in Economics 0905.
449 See European Commission staff working document, Cost-benefit analyses & state of play of smart metering
deployment in the EU-27, p21 and Table 11.
448
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(a) the Centrica exemption from gas and electricity meter inspections for
health and safety purposes; and
(b) the regime governing the certification of electricity meters to ensure their
accuracy.
5.347

In this section we address both of these issues.

The Centrica exemption
5.348

Domestic gas and electricity meters must be inspected for health and safety
reasons every two years by the supplier.450 Centrica, the company with the
largest number of domestic gas and electricity customers, was able to
assure Ofgem and Health and Safety Executive (HSE) that its processes of
inspection were sufficiently robust for it to be allowed an exemption from this
requirement. Instead, it would have to inspect meters only every five years.

5.349

One party, First Utility, pointed out to us that this created a disincentive for
competitors to win Centrica customers: it became disproportionately likely
that a switcher from Centrica would have a meter that had not been
inspected in the last two years, and therefore that the obligation would fall
immediately on the new supplier to inspect the meter. Increasing the cost of
acquiring Centrica customers thus reduced competition for them.

5.350

We accepted the logic of this argument in our provisional findings report and
invited views in relation to such concerns. Ofgem has now put in place a
generalised exemption that is due to come into force on 1 April 2016.451 We
therefore consider that there is no further need to consider these concerns.

Meter certification
5.351

Electricity meters must be certified as being accurate on a regular basis in a
process that is overseen by The National Measurements and Regulation
Office (NMRO). The NMRO collects data on certification rates from the 12
largest suppliers452 on an annual basis.

5.352

Meters of a given design tend to lose accuracy at a similar rate, and
therefore it is economic to test only a sample of meters of each design.

450

The requirement for suppliers to have up-to-date certificates ensuring the accuracy of all electricity meters is
set out in Schedule 7 to the Electricity Act 1987.
451 Ofgem (November 2015), Reforming suppliers’ meter inspection obligations – final proposals.
452 The Six Large Energy Firms and six largest smaller suppliers.
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Suppliers have had the obligation to ensure that 100% of each meter class
has been certified as being accurate.
5.353

However, since it would be costly and impractical to maintain a 100%
certification rate453 (there are currently 27 million electricity meters), the
NMRO has not historically taken further action if a supplier’s certification
rates are in the high 90%s. As of December 2014 all of the Six Large Energy
Firms had certification rates above 95%, and the average figure for the
smaller suppliers monitored by the NMRO was 93%.

5.354

One party, First Utility, has pointed out to us that this mechanism for
ensuring meter accuracy suffers two problems: it is wasteful and it creates
an economy of scale for larger suppliers. The waste comes from the fact that
an obligation is placed on each supplier, which in statistical terms could lead
to too much testing or to action that avoids the testing – like replacing meters
that still function well.454 The economy of scale is that for rare meter types, a
large supplier might have a sufficient number to be able to satisfy the testing
requirement at a relatively low cost. However, a small supplier, with very few
such meters, finds that each addition of an unusual meter type puts it in
breach of its certification requirement. It therefore finds that the only
economic way to comply is to install a new meter as the default choice when
it wins over a customer with an unusual meter.

5.355

Having considered First Utility’s submission, we agree that the certification
regime treats large and small suppliers differentially and that it runs the risk
of imposing unnecessary costs through the replacement of meters that still
function well. We understand that DECC has also recognised the problem
and has developed, in collaboration with industry (the Smart Metering
Governance Group), a plan which seeks to address both of these issues.455
In particular, the plan proposes prioritising sample testing of the meter types
that are the most common in Great Britain’s meter population. This policy
should maximise, subject to the samples passing the tests, the proportion of
the meters that will have their certification life extended.

5.356

The Six Large Energy Firms and one independent supplier have chosen to
participate and will be sharing the costs of these tests.

5.357

The proposed cost-sharing arrangement should address most of the
externality arising from the current regime, since the Six Large Energy Firms
have the largest absolute number of electricity meters, and are expected to

453

This is also to avoid traditional-for-traditional meter exchanges prior to smart meter roll-out.
Further during the period of smart meters roll-out, the current system might also lead to high volumes of
traditional to traditional meter replacements and result in additional costs.
455 DECC submission to the CMA, 15 February 2016.
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benefit most from the certification extension. However, since the smaller
suppliers, except one, are not part of this agreement, they will be able to
free-ride, as the extensions will also apply to their meters of the same types.
5.358

We note that the policy might not address the problem of uncertified meters
of less popular types. The incentives for suppliers to apply for extension of
these meter types may not be sufficient, and these meters will remain
uncertified, or will have to be exchanged. This will lead to costs to suppliers
who have or who are gaining such customers. The scale of this problem will
depend on the distribution of meter types.

5.359

Nevertheless, we believe that the impact on competition is likely to be small
and that the current plan constitutes a substantial improvement to the
regime. We have therefore decided not pursue this issue any further.

Withdrawing the simpler choices component of the RMR rules
5.360

In our provisional findings we found that the simpler choices component of
Ofgem’s retail market review (RMR) rules (including the ban on complex
tariffs, the maximum limit on the number of tariffs that suppliers will be able
to offer at any point in time, the simplification of cash discounts, and the ban
on bundling) is a feature of the markets in the domestic retail supply of
electricity and gas that gives rise to an AEC by reducing retail suppliers’
ability and incentives to compete and innovate in designing tariff structures,
and by softening competition between PCWs (the RMR AEC).456

5.361

To address our provisional concerns in this area, in the Remedies Notice we
proposed removing the following aspects of the simpler choices component
of the RMR rules:
(a) the ban on complex tariffs;457
(b) a maximum limit on the number of tariffs that suppliers can offer at any
point in time458 (the ‘four-tariff rule’); and
(c) the simplification of cash discounts.459

5.362

Following parties’ submissions on this proposed remedy, our provisional
view is that the scope of the remedy should include additional aspects of the
simpler choices component of the RMR rules. The specific provisions that

456

See provisional findings report, Section 12.
SLCs 22A.3(a) and (b).
458 SLC 22B.2(b).
459 SLCs 22B.3–22B.4A.
457
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we are proposing to remove and those we are proposing to retain are set out
in paragraphs 5.380 to 5.399 below and Appendix 5.4.
5.363

The RMR rules were designed as an integrated package of rules aimed at
addressing certain barriers to effective customer engagement arising, in
particular, from complex tariff options, the information provided to domestic
customers, and low levels of trust in energy suppliers. The RMR rules had
three components (‘simpler choices’; ‘clearer information’; and ‘fairer
treatment’) and were implemented through modifications to the standard
licence conditions for the retail supply of gas and electricity.

5.364

The simpler choices component was designed to make it easier for
customers to understand and compare the energy tariffs offered by suppliers
and falls within the scope of this proposed remedy.

5.365

The ‘clearer information’ component was designed to help domestic
customers understand the information they receive from suppliers and is
considered as part of our assessment of remedies to help customers
engage. However, we have also considered the impact that the removal of
the simpler choices component of the RMR rules would have on the
information tools460 introduced by the RMR rules in the proportionality
assessment of this proposed remedy (in terms of potential unintended
consequences).

5.366

The ‘fairer treatment’ component of the RMR rules was designed to ensure
that domestic customers are treated fairly in all interactions they have with
energy suppliers. The Standards of Conduct rules (SLC 25C), introduced as
part of the ‘fairer treatment’ component of the RMR rules, are considered in
Section 6 on the use of principles-based regulation. In particular, we
consider the extent to which the Standards of Conduct might mitigate any
potential unintended consequences of the proposal to remove aspects of the
simpler choices component of the RMR rules.

Aim of the remedy
5.367

The aim of the proposed remedy is:
(a) to promote competition and innovation between retail energy suppliers in
the retention and acquisition of domestic customers by allowing them to
offer a wider range of tariffs than permitted by the simpler choices

460

The tariff comparison rate, personal projection, cheapest tariff messaging and tariff information label.
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component of the RMR rules, including tariffs designed to appeal to
certain customer groups; and
(b) to facilitate competition between PCWs by addressing the constraints
which the simpler choices component of the RMR rules place on the
number of tariffs offered by suppliers and, accordingly, allowing PCWs to
negotiate exclusive tariffs with domestic energy suppliers and to offer
discounts funded by the commissions they receive from suppliers.
5.368

Accordingly, the aim of the proposed remedy is to address the RMR AEC
and to partly address the Domestic Weak Customer Response AEC. We
also note that it addresses, in part, the Prepayment AEC.461

5.369

In the provisional findings we set out evidence on the impact the RMR rules
have had on the ability and incentives for suppliers to compete on the range
of tariffs and discounts that suppliers can offer domestic customers. We also
consider that the RMR rules (in particular the four-tariff rule) limit the scope
for competition between PCWs for customers switching energy suppliers to
exert downward pressure on energy prices. In particular, we consider that,
absent the four-tariff rule, PCWs would be in a good position to negotiate
favourably priced exclusive tariffs with retail energy suppliers (see paragraph
5.409).

5.370

The ‘four-tariff rule’ is not the only barrier to PCWs negotiating favourable
exclusive deals with suppliers. The recent requirement for PCWs to display
the whole market also has the potential to undermine the incentives on the
part of suppliers to negotiate such deals. We consider this matter further in
Section 6.

5.371

We recognise that the simpler choices rules were introduced in an attempt to
address concerns that suppliers may have an incentive to mislead
customers, by marketing complex tariffs that look attractive but do not in
reality provide good value for money. We set out our overall approach to
addressing such concerns in Section 4, which explains our proposed
remedies to help customers engage. To mitigate any unintended consequences arising from a potentially significant increase in the number of tariffs
on offer, we propose a remedy to strengthen the role of principle-based
Standards of Conduct (see Section 6).

461

See Section 8.
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Parties’ views on the proposed remedy
5.372

We received responses from parties including the Six Large Energy Firms,
the Mid-tier Suppliers, PCWs462 and consumer groups.463

5.373

The Six Large Energy Firms and the Mid-tier Suppliers (with the exception of
First Utility), were supportive of our proposed remedy.464 In particular, parties
said the following in relation to whether this remedy would be effective in
increasing competition between domestic retail energy suppliers and/or
between PCWs:
(a) Suppliers generally agreed that the simpler choices component of the
RMR rules had constrained suppliers’ ability to innovate.465,466,467,468
(b) Some suppliers469,470,471 said that the remedy would enable suppliers to
negotiate exclusive offers with PCWs. SSE said that removing tariff
restrictions would facilitate more effective competition between PCWs,
either through cashback offers or offering exclusive tariffs. However,
Ofgem472 and uSwitch473 said that such offers (ie discounted tariffs
offered exclusively via TPIs) were not offered pre-RMR when it was
possible, so there might be other barriers preventing this.

462

In particular, Gocompare.com, MoneySuperMarket, MoneySavingExpert and uSwitch.
Which? Age UK and Citizens Advice.
464 Centrica response to provisional findings and Remedies Notice, p51. EDF Energy response to Remedies
Notice, p4, paragraph 0.11; E.ON response to provisional findings, p3, paragraph 13; RWE response to
provisional findings, p2, paragraphs 50–54. Scottish Power response to Remedies Notice, p6, paragraph 3.1;
SSE response to Remedies Notice, p8. Co-operative Energy response to Remedies Notice, p4; Ovo Energy
response to Remedies Notice, p16; Utility Warehouse response to Remedies Notice, p4.
465 Centrica response to provisional findings and Remedies Notice, p52; EDF Energy response to RN, pp14–15,
paragraphs 3.1 & 3.11; E.ON response to provisional findings, p20, paragraphs 91 & 92; RWE response to
Remedies Notice, p3, paragraph 17; Scottish Power response to Remedies Notice, p8, paragraph 3.4. SSE
response to Remedies Notice, p22.
466 Co-operative Energy response to Remedies Notice, p4.
467 Ovo Energy response to Remedies Notice, p16.
468 Utility Warehouse response to Remedies Notice, p4.
469 Centrica response to provisional findings and Remedies Notice, p52. Centrica said the remedy would enable
suppliers to negotiate exclusive offers with PCWs if it was implemented in conjunction with the removal of the
obligation to provide the Cheapest Tariff Mechanism and changes to the Confidence Code for PCWs.
470 E.ON response to provisional findings, p20, paragraph 92.
471 RWE response to Remedies Notice, p34, paragraph 2.2. RWE said this would result in further benefits to
consumers from increased competition between PCWs, provided that it was combined with the removal of the
requirement for PCWs to show the whole of market view.
472 Ofgem response to Remedies Notice, p2.
473 uSwitch response to Remedies Notice, pp8–10.
463
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(c) Some suppliers474,475 said that to be fully effective the remedy should
remove from domestic retail energy suppliers’ licences all aspects of the
simpler choices component of the RMR rules.
5.374

First Utility said it would be more proportionate to focus a remedy on the
derogation process available to suppliers wishing to depart from the simpler
choices component of the RMR rules. It said the remedy would not be
effective in increasing competition as it did not, of itself, address the issue of
sticky customers.476 First Utility also said that it did not think that the fourtariff rule restricted innovation.

5.375

Some parties identified as a potential risk that increased complexity of
suppliers’ offers could adversely impact on customer engagement.477,478,479

5.376

Ofgem said that it did not want to return to the ‘confusopoly’ that existed
prior to the RMR rules480 and that multi-tier tariffs, tariffs with multiple
components and loyalty discounts might make tariff comparisons more
difficult.481 Ofgem said, however, that it did not consider an increase in the
number of tariffs to be a risk to customer engagement as growth in the
number of suppliers in recent years meant there were already a large
number of tariffs on offer. Moreover, PCWs could significantly reduce the
search costs of comparing a large number of tariffs.

5.377

E.ON482 said that PCWs handled most complexity on behalf of customers
and SSE483 that the best way for customers to compare tariffs was to use the
personal projection. Gocompare.com484 said that unrestricted choice might
discourage searching, but PCWs helped make searching easy.
Gocompare.com485 and Money Supermarket486 said that the absolute
number of tariffs was not of major importance.

474

Scottish Power said this meant SLC 1, SLC 22A, SLC 22B, SLC 22C.7, SLC 22C.9, SLC 22CA, SLC 22CB,
SLC 22D, SLC 22E, SLC 22F, SLC 31A, SLC 31C and SLC 31D.
475 SSE said this encompassed: (1) unit rate and standing charge requirements, (2) the tariff cap, (3) discount
restrictions and (4) bundling restrictions – (SLCs 22A and 22B).
476 First Utility response to Remedies Notice, p23.
477 EDF Energy response to provisional findings, paragraph 4.5, p17; EDF Energy response to Remedies Notice,
paragraph 3.3, p13; EDF Energy response to provisional findings, paragraph 4.5, p17.
478 First Utility response to Remedies Notice, p23.
479 Gocompare.com response to Remedies Notice, p3.
480 Ofgem response to Remedies Notice, p1.
481 Ofgem (18 November 2015), Paper 1: Impact of remedy 3 on consumer engagement, working paper.
482 E.ON response to provisional findings, p22, paragraph 98.
483 SSE response to Remedies Notice, p23.
484 Gocompare.com response to Remedies Notice, p3.
485 Gocompare.com response to Remedies Notice, p3.
486 Money Supermarket response to Remedies Notice, p4.
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Design considerations
5.378

We considered the following elements in the design of this proposed
remedy:
(a) which standard licence conditions concerning the simpler choices
component of the RMR rules should be removed;
(b) which standard licence conditions concerning the simpler choices
component of the RMR rules should be retained; and
(c) how to implement this proposed remedy.
Which standard licence conditions concerning the ‘simpler choices’
component of the RMR rules should be removed

5.379

In our provisional findings, we found that the simpler choices component of
the RMR rules (including the ban on complex tariffs, the four-tariff rule and
the simplification of cash discounts) reduced suppliers’ ability to innovate
and softened competition between PCWs. In addition to these restrictions,
we have considered whether the rules concerning the offer of bundled
products and reward points should also be removed under this proposed
remedy with a view to addressing more fully the RMR AEC.

5.380

We propose to remove the standard licence conditions concerning the
following:487
(a) the ban on complex tariffs (SLC 22A.3 (a) and (b));
(b) the four-tariff rule (SLC 22B.2 (a) and (b));
(c) the ban on certain discounts (SLCs 22B.3–6 and 22B.24–28);
(d) the ban on certain bundled products (SLCs 22B.9–16 and 22B.24–28);
(e) the ban on certain reward points (SLCs 22B.17–23 and 22B.24–28); and
(f) the prohibition against tariffs exclusive to new/existing customers (SLC
22B.30 and 22B.31).

487

The specific wording of these standard licence conditions is set out in Appendix 5.4.
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Ban on complex tariffs

5.381

We propose to remove the requirement that all tariffs must have a single
standing charge (which may be zero) and either a single unit rate or time-ofuse rates (which cannot vary according to the level of consumption).488 We
consider that these restrictions on the structure of tariffs restrict innovation
and competition between suppliers as they are prevented from offering new
products or tariffs that are beneficial to certain segments of customer
population, particularly in relation to energy usage (eg two-tier ‘no standing
charge’ tariffs launched by suppliers to meet the needs of low usage
customers, which existed prior to the RMR rules).

5.382

We also considered replacing SLC 22A.3(a) and (b) with a requirement on
domestic energy suppliers to structure all tariffs as a single unit rate in pence
per kWh. This, unlike SLC 22A.3, would in principle enable customers to
compare tariffs without recourse to a PCW or the need to carry out an
involved calculation. However, any limit on tariff structures has the potential
to stifle innovation and restrict competition. In addition, restricting the
structure of all tariffs to a single unit rate would limit suppliers’ ability to
respond to smart meter roll-out. While time-of-use tariffs are permitted by the
simpler choices component of the RMR rules, no more than one unit rate
can apply to any given time period and unit rates cannot vary by the level of
consumption. Further, a single unit rate would be of limited benefit in terms
of transparency in the presence of discounting.


5.383

488
489

Four-tariff rule

We propose to remove the four-tariff rule,489 which prohibits suppliers from
offering more than four core tariffs per fuel per metering arrangement in any
region. We consider that, in addition to the ban on complex tariffs, the fourtariff rule also restricts suppliers’ ability to compete and innovate as they are
prevented from offering new tariffs or products to attract customers and
respond effectively to tariffs introduced by their competitors. The four-tariff
rule is particularly restrictive in relation to the ability of suppliers to offer
tariffs that are designed to attract specific groups of customers rather than
being targeted at the mass market (eg tariffs aimed at low consumption
users, tariffs aimed at certain social groups and tariffs with particular
characteristics such as ‘green tariffs’ and tracker tariffs).

SLC 22A.3 (a) and (b).
SLC 22B.2 (a) and (b).
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5.384

We also consider that with the removal of the four-tariff rule competition
between PCWs has the potential to exert downward pressure on
commissions and tariffs as they will be able to negotiate exclusive tariffs with
energy suppliers. For similar reasons, we considered, but have provisionally
decided not to proceed with replacing SLC 22B.2(a) and (b) with a restriction
containing a higher number of permitted tariff structures.


5.385

We propose to remove the restrictions prohibiting suppliers from offering
discounts that fall outside of three permitted types of cash discount, ie dual
fuel, online account management, and dividend payments.490 We consider
that, in addition to the ban on complex tariffs and the four-tariff rule, such
restrictions also restrict competition among suppliers. The removal of these
restrictions will allow suppliers to offer other types of discounts which might
incentivise customers to switch (eg cashback) and reward them for
behaviour that reduces suppliers’ costs (prompt payment discounts). In
addition, the removal of such restrictions will also give more flexibility to
suppliers in respect of the manner in which such discounts are offered to
domestic customers (for instance, suppliers will be allowed to offer one-off
discounts and discounts applying to new or existing customers only).


5.386

Ban on bundled products

We propose to remove the rules concerning the offering of bundled products
which include rules on how products may be bundled with tariffs and the
form they take.491 We consider that these rules restrict competition among
suppliers and restrict innovation.492 In particular, the current bundling
restrictions are designed to be applied in tandem with the four-tariff rule with
the aim of simplifying suppliers’ tariff offerings. The removal of these
restrictions will allow suppliers to offer packages of tariffs with other services
and allow flexibility in respect of the manner in which such discounts are
offered to customers.


5.387

Ban on discounts

Ban on reward points

We propose to remove the rules concerning the offering of reward points
discounts.493 We consider that these rules also restrict innovation and

490

SLCs 22B.3–6 and 22B.24–28.
SLCs 22B.9–16 and 22B.24–28.
492 Bundling is a common business practice for which there are many pro-competitive and efficiency reasons.
Bundling may breach competition laws if a dominant firm uses it abusively (eg to exclude rivals).
493 SLCs 22B.17–28.
491
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competition among suppliers. The removal of these restrictions will allow
suppliers to decide on how reward points are offered with tariffs and the form
they take. For instance, they will be able to have a refer-a-friend initiative
where existing customers and the individual referred receive a reward
(instead of having to make the reward available to all customers).


New and existing customers

5.388

We propose to remove the requirement that suppliers must ensure that all its
tariffs are available to new and existing customers subject to some
exceptions494 as we consider that this restriction has the potential to dampen
competition between suppliers. We also consider that removing this
restriction would be effective in allowing suppliers to innovate more.

5.389

We recognise that removing this restriction may risk the unintended
consequence of resulting in harm to inactive customers by removing a
constraint which active customers impose on suppliers’ pricing.495 However,
we consider that this risk would be mitigated by the increase in competition
that suppliers would face for the retention of their existing customers. In
particular, if suppliers were to restrict the availability of their most competitive
tariffs to new customers, this could result in the loss of more active
customers to rival suppliers who would be expected to respond using similar
tactics. Those lost customers would be costly to replace.496 In addition, we
were told by suppliers that they made all tariffs available to new and existing
customers prior to the introduction of the RMR rules (see the provisional
findings report, Appendix 7.3).

5.390

We also recognise that removing this provision could make the Cheapest
Tariff Messaging provisions (which require suppliers to provide their
customers with information about their cheapest available tariffs) redundant.
In particular, if suppliers are not required to make all their tariffs available to
new and existing customers, these provisions could have the effect of
encouraging suppliers to restrict the availability of their most competitive
tariffs to new customers so as to avoid showing their current customers their
best rates. Recent experience with white label and collective selling
arrangements demonstrates the risks of suppliers gaming current RMR rules
to avoid showing their current customers their best rates.497 However, as
discussed in Section 6 (see ‘Ofgem-led programme), we propose to

494

SLC 22B.30 and 22B.31.
This is analogous to the argument that marginal customers protect infra-marginal customers.
496 The Six Large Energy Firms have typically paid commissions to PCWs in the range of £15–£35 per fuel (see
Appendix 8.3 to the provisional findings, paragraph 7).
497 Ofgem recently clarified that Cheapest Tariff Messaging should include all the tariffs offered by a supplier
including white label and collective switching tariffs.
495
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recommend to Ofgem that it trials Cheapest Tariff Messaging that covers all
tariffs available in a market. Cheapest Tariff Messaging that covers all the
market could mitigate risks associated with such provisions by reducing the
opportunities for any supplier to manage messaging to their existing
customers by segmenting the market.
5.391

Generally we consider that the interests of consumers are better served by
promoting innovation and competition rather than imposing restrictions that
might adversely impact on the incentives and ability of suppliers to respond
to competition.

5.392

We also propose as part of the proposed remedy, to recommend to Ofgem
that it makes any consequential standard licence condition amendments. In
particular, the standard licence condition concerning the information tools
introduced as part of the ‘clearer information’ component of the RMR rules.
Which standard licence conditions concerning the ‘simpler choices’
component of the RMR rules should be retained

5.393

We propose to retain the standard licence conditions concerning the
following:498
(a) the recovery of charges (SLC 22A.2);
(b) the tariff name (SLC 22B.2 (c));
(c) charges for different payment methods (SLCs 22B.7(a) and 27.2A);
(d) fixed-term tariffs (SLC 22C); and
(e) dead tariffs (SLC 22D).


5.394

Recovery of charges

We propose to keep the requirement on suppliers to include all charges for
supply activities in the unit rate (or time-of-use rates) and/or the standing
charge.499 We consider that this requirement helps consumers better
understand tariffs and prevent ‘drip pricing’.500 In contrast to the use of
discounts and bundles, while the removal of this restriction might be effective
in allowing suppliers to innovate more, we consider that it may risk the

498

The specific wording of these standard licence conditions is set out in Appendix 5.4.
SLC 22A.2.
500 Drip pricing is where an advertised headline price does not include additional fees and charges that are later
disclosed incrementally in the sales process.
499
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unintended consequence of harming customers on the basis that there is
limited pro-competitive benefit arising from drip pricing and a considerable
risk that it may be used to mislead customers by exploiting common
behavioural biases.501

5.395

We propose to keep the requirement that suppliers must not use (in any
region) more than one tariff name for each core tariff at any time.502 We
consider that this requirement does not materially impact suppliers’ ability to
innovate.


5.396

Charges for different payment methods

We propose to keep the requirements concerning the charges for different
payment methods503 (subject to our proposed remedy concerning the
Prepayment AEC and softening the application of the standard licence
condition as regards supply to prepayment customers), ie suppliers must
ensure that any differences in charges between payment methods must be
cost reflective. The requirement that differences in charges between
payment methods must be cost reflective is set out in EU law.504


5.397

Tariff name

Dead tariffs

We propose to keep the requirements concerning fixed-term tariffs (eg
suppliers cannot roll over fixed-term contracts if, at the end of a fixed
contract, customers have not chosen another tariff or supplier, and suppliers
cannot increase the price of a fixed-term supply contract, or unilaterally vary
any terms and conditions in any way which makes the customer worse
off).505 We note that the restriction in fixed-term contracts on suppliers
unilaterally varying the price or other terms and conditions in any way which
makes the customer worse off reflects requirements set out in consumer
law, ie that terms in contracts between businesses and consumers must be

501

See, for example, Office of Fair Trading (2010), Advertising of prices.
SLC 22B.2 (c).
503 SLC 22B.7 (a) and SLC 27.2A.
504 European Parliament and Council Directive 2009/73/EC (‘the Gas Directive’) of 13 July 2009 concerning
common rules for the internal market in natural gas and repealing Directive 2003/55/EC (2009) OJ L 211/94,
Annex I 1(d); and European Parliament and Council Directive 2009/72/EC (‘the Electricity Directive’) of 13 July
2009 concerning common rules for the internal market in electricity and repealing Directive 2003/54/EC (2009)
OJ L 211/55, (Annex I 1(d)).
505 SLC 22C.
502
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fair and transparent.506We also consider that these restrictions make fixedterm tariffs easier to understand and less risky for consumers by aligning
offers with their expectations and mitigating concerns about auto-rollovers.
5.398

We propose to keep the requirements concerning dead tariffs as we see no
obvious pro-innovation reasons for allowing suppliers to keep those tariffs.507
Under the existing rules, suppliers must not have evergreen tariffs that are
not available to new customers (ie dead tariffs) subject to two exceptions: (a)
in order to permit suppliers to transfer their customers off dead tariffs; and
(b) to permit customers to continue on dead tariffs which are cheaper than
the cheapest equivalent evergreen tariff which is available to new
customers. We consider that these restrictions address concerns that dead
tariffs allow suppliers to segment the market and their removal may
undermine our remedies concerning the Domestic Weak Customer
Response AEC (see Section 6) by contributing to customer confusion as
they may find it difficult to find details of their dead tariffs for comparison.
How to implement this remedy

5.399

We propose to implement this remedy through a recommendation to Ofgem
(a) to modify the gas and electricity standard licence conditions to remove
the following conditions: the ban on complex tariffs, the four-tariff rule, the
ban on certain discounts, the ban on certain bundled products, the ban on
certain reward points, and the prohibition against tariffs exclusive to
new/existing customers; and (b) to make any necessary minor consequential
amendments. Pending making the necessary amendments to suppliers’
licences, we also propose to recommend that Ofgem deprioritise potential
enforcement action concerning the licence conditions noted above against
any supplier that operates in breach of such conditions.

Assessment of effectiveness
5.400

In our provisional view, the proposed remedy would be effective in achieving
its aim of promoting competition and innovation between retail energy
suppliers in the retention and acquisition of domestic customers, and
facilitating competition between PCWs in the supply of services to domestic

506

Part 2 of the Consumer Rights Act 2015 which implements Council Directive 93/13/EEC on Unfair Terms in
Consumer Contracts (and replaces the Unfair Terms in Consumer Contracts Regulations 1999 with effect from
1st October 2015). For the application of the fairness test to terms in consumer contracts permitting the business
to unilaterally vary price or other contract terms, see in particular the following judgments of the Court of Justice
of the European Union: Cases C-472/10 Nemzeti Fogyasztovedelmi Hatosag v Invitel Tavkozlesi Zr and C-92/11
RWE Vertrieb AG v Verbraucherzentrale Nordrhein-Westfalen e.V. EU:C:2013:180. The CMA’s view on the
application of Part 2 of the CRA to such terms is set out in its Unfair Contract Terms Guidance (CMA37) at
paragraphs 5.21.1–5.23.7.
507 SLC 22D.
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customers (see paragraphs 5.368). Accordingly, the proposed remedy would
be effective in addressing the RMR AEC and the resulting consumer
detriment.
5.401

In assessing the effectiveness of the proposed remedy, we have, in
particular, considered the following factors:
(a) whether our proposed remedy would be expected to promote
competition (and innovation) between suppliers and between PCWs;
(b) the extent to which the proposed remedy is capable of effective
implementation, monitoring and enforcement;
(c) the timescale over which the proposed remedy is likely to have an effect.
and
(d) compliance with existing or expected laws and regulations.
Competition and innovation between retail energy suppliers

5.402

We consider that evidence on the potential effectiveness of the removal of
the simpler choices component of the RMR rules to promote competition
between suppliers is provided by:
(a) suppliers’ submissions, and our own analysis, of how they behaved prior
to the RMR rules, and how they responded to the introduction of those
rules; and
(b) suppliers’ submissions on how they would respond to the removal of
these rules and the derogations to the relevant standard licence
conditions that have been sought, granted and rejected since
implementation of these rules.

5.403

In the provisional findings report we noted that the introduction of the RMR
rules, and specifically the four-tariff rule, resulted in the Six Large Energy
Firms withdrawing a number of tariffs and discounts, and changing tariff
structures that may have been beneficial to customers and competition
(provisional findings report, paragraph 8.243).

5.404

All of the Six Large Energy Firms said that if the simpler choices rules were
to be removed they would offer (or would consider offering) new tariffs and
products to their domestic customers (see Appendix 5.5 for further details).
In particular:
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(a) Centrica said that it would look to market [].508
(b) EDF Energy said that it would expect to see the re-emergence of some
of the types of tariff that were available before the RMR rules, such as
[].509
(c) E.ON said that it might continue with some of the ideas that it was
working on prior to the RMR rules, []. E.ON also said that the
introduction of smart meters was likely to maximise the effectiveness of
this remedy.510
(d) RWE said that it would be an opportunity for suppliers to create
differentiated and bespoke tariffs positioned to appeal to different
customer groups (such as social and green tariffs, tariffs for landlords,
tariffs designed in partnership with charities and tariffs for those with
electric vehicles) and to offer discounts to target different lower price
offers at low and high consumption customers. RWE also said that it
might incentivise engagement by, for example, offering lifestyle bundles,
and loyalty and reward schemes.
(e) Scottish Power said that based on previous experience, energy
suppliers might consider returning to offering discounted tariffs (where
the tariff is priced for a fixed-term at a fixed discount to the SVT), tariffs
with no standing charge, cashbacks, and capped and ‘tracker’ products,
as well as experimenting with time-of-use tariffs when a critical mass of
smart meters had been rolled out.511
5.405

The Six Large Energy Firms said that there were technical constraints on the
number of tariffs that they could offer prepayment customers (see
paragraphs 5.189 to 5.318 above for discussion of prepayment related
remedies), but that the proposed remedy should facilitate greater choice for
prepayment customers by enabling suppliers to offer a greater variety of
discounts, in particular, for prepayment customers with a smart meter.512,513

5.406

In Appendix 5.5 we provide detailed information on the derogations sought,
granted and rejected concerning issues such as the four-tariff rule, the ban

508

Centrica response to Remedies Notice, p55.
EDF Energy response to Remedies Notice, p15, paragraph 3.14.
510 E.ON response to provisional findings and Remedies Notice, p20, paragraph 93.
511 Scottish Power response to Remedies Notice, p9, paragraph 3.6.
512 RWE response to provisional findings, p44, paragraph 215. RWE said that there were technical constraints on
the number of tariffs that they could offer prepayment customers due to the limited number of available tariff slots
across the industry but that, notwithstanding the technical constraints, the proposed remedy should facilitate
greater choice for prepayment customers by enabling suppliers to offer a greater variety of discounts such as
cashback and other non-cash incentives.
513 Scottish Power response to Remedies Notice, Table 1.
509
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on certain discounts, and the prohibition against tariffs exclusive to new/
existing customers. Our view is that the number and nature of the
derogations sought is further evidence that the simpler choices rules have
been a constraint on the tariffs and discounts offered by retail energy
suppliers to their domestic customers, but that the number of derogations
sought and granted will understate the extent of the constraint imposed by
the relevant rules. This is because Ofgem will grant derogations only where
an applicant can demonstrate that compliance with one or more relevant
standard licence conditions would have substantial unintended or
unanticipated negative consequences for consumers.514 In addition, we
consider that the need for suppliers to go through a process of seeking
derogations in which the onus is on them to demonstrate that these
conditions for granting a derogation are met creates delays and uncertainty
that could deter suppliers from making applications. Such a process also has
the potential to distort competition if some suppliers are in a better position
than others to navigate the process.
Competition between price comparison websites
5.407

We consider that the removal of the simpler choices component of the RMR
rules together with the removal of the ‘whole of the market’ requirement from
the Confidence Code (see paragraph 5.414 below) should promote
competition between PCWs by allowing them to negotiate exclusive tariffs
with retail energy suppliers putting downward pressure on tariff prices and
commissions they receive from suppliers. In addition to addressing the RMR
AEC, this proposed remedy also therefore addresses part of the Domestic
Weak Customer Response AEC.

5.408

We have been told that the simpler choices rules are a constraint on PCWs
negotiating exclusive tariffs as these tariffs would count towards suppliers’
four permitted tariffs, under the four-tariff rule.

5.409

We consider that, absent the four-tariff rule, PCWs would be in a good
position to negotiate favourably priced tariffs with retail energy suppliers. In
particular, in our provisional findings we found that PCWs are becoming an
increasingly important sales channel for energy suppliers.515 In addition, we
consider that PCWs could have an incentive to offer suppliers lower
commission rates in exchange for exclusive rights to cheaper deals. For both

Ofgem’s Guidance for Derogation Requests says that on an enduring basis it is envisaged that the minimum
duration for a derogation will be about six weeks, however the process could take up to six months. See Ofgem
(25 September 2013), Guidance for derogation requests from domestic Retail Market Review (RMR) licence
conditions.
515 See Appendix 8.3: Price comparison websites and collective switches.
514
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suppliers and PCWs, the attraction of such deals would be achieving a high
volume of sales with favourably priced tariffs that might be promoted in joint
advertising campaigns.
5.410

We consider that the willingness, absent the four-tariff rule, of retail energy
suppliers and PCWs to participate in such negotiations is demonstrated by
the recent collective switching schemes. In particular, the collective switch
schemes have had an exemption from the four-tariff rule (see Section 6) and
have offered exclusive tariffs negotiated by the scheme organiser (which in
some cases was a PCW) with an energy supplier. First Utility said that
PCWs had used the collective switching rules as a way to create exclusive
tariffs.

5.411

In recent years Centrica, E.ON, RWE and Scottish Power have all
participated in schemes which have typically offered customers a discount to
their SVT. Commissions have been part of the negotiation. In 2015 E.ON
agreed collective tariffs with three organisers (iChoosr, EnergyHelpline and
uSwitch) which offered discounts of more than 20% on its SVT and
accounted for around []% of acquisitions from January to July 2015.

5.412

As explained above (see paragraph 5.409), the proposed remedy may be
expected to exert downward pressure on the levels of commission charged
by PCWs. In Section 3 we give estimates of the detriment to domestic
energy customers arising from the prices of the Six Large Energy Firms
exceeding competitive levels. These estimates do not, however, allow for
lower levels of commission charged by PCWs. We therefore consider it
plausible that there are incremental benefits to customers attributable to this
proposed remedy.

5.413

In 2014 the Six Large Energy Firms paid a total of £24 million in
commissions to PCW for acquisition of domestic customers. Typical
commission rates, per fuel, charged by PCWs and those for collective
switching schemes have been between £[] and £[] per fuel516 and £[]
and £[]517 respectively. The wide range in the level of commission rates
demonstrates that there is scope for competition to put downward pressure
on commission rates. If the average commission rate were to fall by just

516

Specifically for the Six Large Energy Firms:
(a) Centrica’s commission payment ranges [];
(b) EDF Energy’s commission payment ranges from [] to [] per fuel;
(c) E.ON’s commission payment ranges from [] to [] per fuel;
(d) RWE’s commission payment ranges from [] to [] per fuel;
(e) Scottish Power’s commission payment ranges from [] to [] per fuel; and
(f) [] per fuel. []
517 For the collective switches the Six Large Energy Firms have previously won: (a) Centrica paid commission of
[], (b) E.ON paid commission [] (c) RWE paid commission of [] and (d) Scottish Power paid commission of
£[] per service.
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10%, based on the volume of switches through PCWs in 2014 we estimate a
reduction in commission payments paid by the Six Large Energy Firms of
about £2.4 million. The potential benefits may be higher if the number of
switches through PCWs increases.
5.414

For reasons set out in Section 6, we consider that the effectiveness of
removing the four-tariff rule, in terms of allowing for PCWs to negotiate
exclusive deals, would be significantly undermined by the requirement in the
Confidence Code to display the whole of the market. Accordingly, we are
proposing, as part of a package of remedies aimed at promoting the role of
PCWs, to remove this requirement (see Section 6).
Implementation, monitoring compliance and enforcement

5.415

In determining whether a proposed remedy is effective, we have had regard
to the need for the proposed remedy to be clear to the persons to whom it is
directed, such as suppliers; and also to other interested persons, such as
Ofgem (which would have responsibility for implementation, monitoring and
compliance).

5.416

As regards the implementation of the proposed remedy, we have set out a
number of detailed specifications (see paragraphs 5.380 and 5.393 above).
In this regard, we have sought to take a detailed approach by describing the
terms of the proposed remedy (and the associated licence conditions that
would be affected) so that it would not only be clear to Ofgem (as the
addressee of our recommendation) to understand, but also be
straightforward for it to introduce.

5.417

We have also considered whether to implement this proposed remedy by
way of an order on suppliers. However, we do not consider that it would be
appropriate to impose an order on suppliers given that they do not ultimately
control what conditions are included in their licences. Ofgem, as sector
regulator, is responsible for maintaining suppliers’ licences, and their terms
and conditions.

5.418

We have also considered whether it may be appropriate to order Ofgem to
remove the relevant licence conditions. However, we believe such a
measure would be unnecessary on the basis that we are proposing not only
to recommend that Ofgem remove the relevant licence conditions, but also
that Ofgem deprioritises potential enforcement action concerning such
licence conditions.

5.419

As regards monitoring compliance, Ofgem would be under a duty to monitor
compliance with the licence conditions and, as noted above, well placed to
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deprioritise action concerning potential breaches of the licence conditions
that we propose to recommend are removed.
Timescale
5.420

In evaluating the effectiveness of the proposed remedy, we have considered
the timescale over which the RMR AEC would be expected to endure, and
the timescale over which the proposed remedy would be likely to take effect.
As regards the RMR AEC, our provisional view is that, absent the proposed
remedy, the detriment would persist, and would likely become exacerbated
by the national programme for the roll-out of smart meters and the
implementation of our other proposed remedies concerning the Domestic
Weak Customer Response AEC and the Prepayment AEC.

5.421

As regards timescales for implementation, we consider that the proposed
remedy could be implemented by all suppliers within reasonable timescales
following removal from their licences. We expect this proposed remedy to
have effect within a relatively short time period given:
(a) the evidence that suppliers previously offered tariffs which they may look
to reintroduce (see paragraph 5.5);
(b) the number of derogation requests; and
(c) that the time to design and launch a new tariff is relatively short. For
example, uSwitch said it could take several weeks to create and launch
a new tariff.518

5.422

We expect that Ofgem’s consultation on the removal of the relevant standard
licence conditions would conclude by the end of 2016. Ofgem could then
implement and enforce the revised standard licence conditions from the
beginning of 2017 with suppliers permitted to provide a wide range of tariffs.
However, in order for our proposed remedy to take effect as soon as
possible, we are also proposing to recommend that Ofgem deprioritise
potential enforcement action against any supplier that operates in breach of
the licence conditions being removed.

5.423

We also expect that this proposed remedy will become more effective with
the roll-out of smart meters. While time-of-use tariffs are permitted by the
RMR simpler choices rules, no more than one unit rate can apply to any
given time period and unit rates cannot vary by the level of consumption.

518

uSwitch response to Remedies Notice, p8.
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Compliance with existing or expected laws and regulations
5.424

Ofgem has submitted that the RMR rules were designed as an integrated
package and hence removing one component would have knock-on
implications for other aspects. In particular, if the standard licence conditions
restricting the number of tariffs (SLC 22B.2 (a) and (b)), tariff structure
(SLC 22A.3(a) and (b)) and cash discounts (SLCs 22B.4-6) were removed,
Ofgem said the methodologies for calculating the ‘Tariff Comparison Rates’,
Personal Projections’ and ‘Cheapest Tariff Messaging’ would need to be
revisited to ensure that the tools continue to serve their policy intent. Ofgem
has submitted that these tools were not designed to accommodate multi-tier
tariffs and a wide variety of discounts and bundles. Ofgem has also
submitted that a tariff with multiple unit rates would require multiple lines in
the ‘Tariff Information Labels’ which might be confusing.,519

5.425

Three of the Six Large Energy Firms said that the ‘Cheapest Tariff
Messaging’ requirements would not be compatible with an increase in the
number, complexity and range of tariffs.520,521,522

5.426

We are currently minded to maintain the information tools introduced as part
of the RMR rules, and propose to make a recommendation that Ofgem
makes the necessary methodological amendments that may be required
(see paragraph 5.392). Ofgem said that it is well placed to update the
tools.523

519

Ofgem said that at present all discounts (cash and non-cash) were included in the TCR and PP. However, the
licence distinguishes between contingent and non-contingent discounts. The latter are always included but the
former are not, except for cash discounts for dual fuel and online account management. If suppliers are able to
offer more types of contingent cash discounts, Ofgem will need to consider whether these should also be
included in the TCR and PP, and if dual fuel and online discounts should continue to be included. Ofgem may
also consider whether suppliers should inform their customers which contingent discounts are included/excluded
from the TCR and PP.
520 Centrica said that the Cheapest Tariff Messaging was incompatible with a more varied, tailored product range
because as non-price elements became more important, a recommendation based on the energy unit cost was
likely to be inaccurate and misleading. See Centrica response to provisional findings and Remedies Notice, p21,
paragraph 84.
521 EDF Energy said that the implementation of this remedy would require the regulation around Cheapest Tariff
Messaging to be removed as it would no longer be practical or helpful to customers due to the increased number
and complexity of tariffs and likely frequency of changes. See EDF Energy response to Remedies Notice, p15,
paragraph 3.17.
522 SSE said that changes may be required to other RMR rules to ensure this remedy could most effectively meet
its objectives. For example, the Cheapest Tariff Messaging to ensure information overload did not curtail
engagement as more innovative products are introduced. See SSE response to Remedies Notice, p21.
523 Ofgem (18 November 2015), Paper 1: Impact of remedy 3 on consumer engagement, working paper.
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Assessment of proportionality
5.427

In this section we set out our assessment of whether our proposed remedy
would be proportionate to achieve its aim. We do this by considering
whether the proposed remedy:524
(a) would be effective in achieving its legitimate aim;
(b) would not be more onerous than needed to achieve its aim;
(c) would be the least onerous if there were a choice between several
effective measures; and
(d) would not produce disadvantages which are disproportionate to the aim.
Would be effective in achieving its legitimate aim

5.428

For the reasons set out in paragraphs 5.400 to 5.426 above, we consider
that the proposed remedy would be effective in achieving its aim of
promoting competition and innovation between retail energy suppliers in the
retention and acquisition of domestic customers, and facilitating competition
between PCWs in the supply of services to domestic customers.
Accordingly, it would be effective in addressing the RMR AEC and the
resulting consumer detriment.
No more onerous than needed to achieve its aim

5.429

We also consider that this proposed remedy would be no more onerous than
needed to achieve its aim. We have considered each of the individual parts
of the simpler choices component of the RMR rules, and reached a
provisional decision on whether each part should be removed or retained. In
doing so, we propose only to remove those parts that have a clear
detrimental effect on innovation and competition, and where any unintended
adverse consequences of their removal can be addressed through other
remedies we are proposing (see paragraph 5.367).
Least onerous if there were a choice between several effective measures

5.430

As noted above, we have considered several variations concerning the
proposed remedy, and whether there may be alternative remedies that
achieve the same aim. However, we provisionally consider that the proposed

524

CC3, paragraph 344, citing the principles established in the Fedesa case, Case C-331/88, the Queen v
Minister of Agriculture, Fisheries and Food and Secretary of State for Health, ex parte: Fedesa and others, (1990)
ECR I-4023, paragraph 13.
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remedy is the only form of remedy that would be effective to address fully
the RMR AEC and, for each part of the simpler choices component of the
RMR rules that we propose to remove, we have reached the provisional
conclusion that only its removal would be effective (rather than a potentially
less onerous alternative of replacing the condition with a less restrictive
version, such as an ‘eight-tariff’ rule or allowing certain complex tariffs or
discounts to continue to be prohibited). We therefore do not consider that
there is a less onerous remedy that would be equally as effective.
Would not produce disadvantages disproportionate to the aim
5.431

We have provisionally concluded that the proposed remedy would not
produce adverse effects that would be disproportionate to its aim. In
particular, we consider that implementation of this remedy should result in
minimal cost for suppliers and PCWs as this simply requires amendments to
the supplier licence conditions. The cost to suppliers of understanding the
implications of the remedy for their business should also be minimal given
that the simpler choices component of the RMR rules was only recently
introduced. In the context of this assessment, we have considered any
unintended consequences resulting from the proposed remedy.

5.432

The removal of the simpler choices component of the RMR rules may result
in more tariffs and a wider range of products on the market. However, our
view is that there are a range of tools which may help customers navigate
the tariffs on offer in the market and make decisions and, accordingly,
address any such unintended consequences arising from this proposed
remedy. These tools are the following:
(a) PCWs have an increasingly important role in the market. For example,
PCWs are being increasingly used by customers for searching and
switching;525 PCWs are an important source of domestic customer
acquisitions for suppliers; and for energy-focused PCWs, energy
accounts for a large part of their revenue.526 We expect PCWs to be able
to handle an increase in the number and range of tariffs. PCWs have the
incentive to innovate in response to the emergence of innovative
offerings to help customers compare offers and make informed
decisions. uSwitch told us that pre-RMR it did not face such problems
and uSwitch said it employed capable mathematicians who could design
tools to cut through tariff complexity in order to provide a comparison. In
addition, given the importance of PCWs to suppliers, we think that it

525
526

See Appendix 8.3: Price comparison websites and collective switches.
See Appendix 8.3: Price comparison websites and collective switches.
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would not be in suppliers’ interests to design tariffs that are too
complicated to be displayed on PCWs. Finally, we are also proposing
remedies that we would expect to promote the use of PCWs (see
Section 6).
(b) QR (Quick Response) codes527 and Midata528 can assist customers who
have access to and are confident in using the relevant technologies in
making comparisons.
(c) Citizens Advice’s price comparison service (which operates as a white
label solution with source data provided by Energylinx) should also help
customers make comparisons. This may be particularly helpful to
customers who do not trust or use commercial PCWs and those without
internet access.
5.433

In addition, some of the Six Large Energy Firms told us that there were
operational, practical and reputational constraints on the number of tariffs
they offered. For example, Scottish Power said that each new tariff had to be
built on the billing system at significant cost and the Cheapest Tariff
Messaging calculation had a significant impact on the processing time for a
billing run, and the time taken would increase with the number of tariffs that
needed to be compared. In our provisional findings report we found that
before the introduction of the simpler choices component of the RMR rules
suppliers had reduced the number of tariffs they offered.529 Centrica said
that the market was self-correcting before RMR.

5.434

We have also considered the extent to which the Standards of Conduct rules
in the ‘fairer treatment’ component of the RMR rules should mitigate the risks
associated with our proposed remedy (see Section 6).
Duty to have regard to Ofgem’s statutory duties

5.435

Pursuant to Schedule 9 of the 2002 Act the CMA has powers under the
EA89 and GA86 to provide for the modification of standard licence
conditions to such an extent as may appear to be requisite or expedient for
the purpose of giving effect to any provision made by an order under section
160 or 161 of the 2002 Act. Section 168 of the 2002 Act requires the CMA,
when it is considering whether to modify licence conditions in a regulated

527

QR codes are machine-readable codes used for storing website addresses or other information and are read
using the camera on a smartphone. They are present on energy bills, helping customers compare tariffs across
the market.
528 Midata is a voluntary programme the government is undertaking with industry, which over time will give
consumers increasing access to their personal data in a portable, electronic format.
529 See Appendix 8.2: Impact of the Retail Market Review, paragraph 11.
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sector by way of an order, to ‘have regard to the relevant statutory functions
of the sectoral regulator concerned’. As we are minded to remove some of
the simpler choices SLCs introduced by Ofgem pursuant to its RMR, we
have had regard to Ofgem’s statutory duties and objectives when reviewing
the simpler choices SLCs.
5.436

Ofgem’s statutory duties and functions, set out in the EA89 and the GA86,
as amended by the EA10,530 have set competition as a secondary objective,
with the principal objective being the interests of existing and future
consumers taken as a whole, including decarbonisation, security of supply
and the fulfilment by Ofgem of the objectives set out in Article 40(a) to (h) of
the Gas Directive531 and Article 36(a) to (h) of the Electricity Directive.532

5.437

Ofgem is generally required to carry out its functions in the manner it
considers best calculated to further the principal objective. Before deciding
to carry out its functions in a particular manner with a view to promoting
competition, Ofgem must consider the extent to which the interests of
consumers would be protected by that manner of carrying out those
functions and whether there is any other manner (whether or not it would
promote competition) in which the Authority could carry out those functions
which would better protect those interests,533 having regard (among other
things) to (i) the need to secure that, so far as economical to meet them, all
reasonable demands for gas and electricity supply are met and can be
financed, (ii) achieving sustainable development, and (iii) the interests of
‘vulnerable’ consumers.534

5.438

As stated above, we propose to remove the simpler choices standard
licence conditions concerning:
(a) the structure of tariffs (SLC 22A.3 (a) and (b));
(b) the number of tariffs that suppliers can offer to domestic customers (the
‘four-tariff rule’ (SLC 22B.2 (a) and (b));
(c) the offer of discounts (SLCs 22B.4–6 and 22B.24–28);
(d) the offer of bundled products (SLCs 22B.9-16 and 22B.24–28);

530

Sections 4AA(1)(1A), 34, 35, 36, 36A of the GA86; Sections 3A(1)(1B), 43, 47, 48, 49 of the EA89.
European Parliament and Council Directive 2009/73/EC of 13 July 2009 concerning common rules for the
internal market in natural gas and repealing Directive 2003/55/EC (2009) OJ L 211/94.
532 European Parliament and Council Directive 2009/72/EC of 13 July 2009 concerning common rules for the
internal market in electricity and repealing Directive 2003/54/EC (2009) OJ L 211/55.
533 Section 4AA(1)(1C) of the GA86; Section 3A(1)(1C) of the EA89.
534 Powers and duties of GEMA.
531
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(e) the offer of reward points (SLCs 22B.17–23 and 22B.24–28); and
(f) making all tariffs that are available to new customers also available to
existing customers (subject to some exceptions)(SLCs 22B.30 and
22B.31).
5.439

In reaching our provisional decision to remove each of the aforementioned
simpler choices standard licence conditions we have, as part of our own
application of the legal framework requiring us to decide upon proposed
remedies that are effective and proportionate,535 taken into account Ofgem’s
statutory duties and objectives below.

5.440

In particular, we do not consider that any aspect of this proposed remedy will
have an adverse impact on suppliers’ ability to meet all reasonable demands
for gas and electricity supply, achieving sustainable development, security of
supply or environmental concerns. In this regard, the proposed remedy will
only impact the ‘efficiency’ limb of the Trilemma considerations built into
Ofgem’s statutory duties and functions, insofar as we would expect each
restriction being removed under the proposed remedy to result in an
enhanced ability for suppliers to innovate when offering tariffs to domestic
customers. In turn, we would expect this to translate to greater choice for
consumers.

5.441

In addition to generally allowing suppliers to innovate and compete more
intensively for domestic customers, we note that the removal of the following
restrictions will lead to additional efficiency benefits:
(a) Structure of tariffs. The removal of the restriction on tariff structure would
in particular benefit certain segments of the consumer population that
are aware of and interested in their energy usage patterns. We believe
such tariffs will become increasingly popular, as the continuing roll-out of
smart meters and the industry move towards half-hourly settlement will
make it easier and more accurate for customers to monitor their energy
usage, and easier for suppliers to tailor tariffs to particular customer
groups.
(b) The ‘four-tariff rule’. The removal of the four-tariff rule would incentivise
PCWs to compete more intensively by negotiating individual deals with
suppliers for particular tariffs or packages of tariffs.
(c) Discounting and reward points. The removal of the restrictions on certain
discounts and reward points would allow suppliers the potential to lower

535

See CC3.
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their operating costs as regards domestic customers (as they would
have more information on their usage or habits), which could increase
the supplier’s efficiency. In turn, we would expect this to translate to
lower prices.
(d) Bundling. The removal of the restriction on bundling would allow
suppliers to offer packages of tariffs with other services that are ancillary
to energy supply or concern other utilities sectors. Energy consumers
would therefore benefit from a wider choice of products and services
across markets.
5.442

In having regard to Ofgem’s principal objective, we have also considered the
potential impact that each aspect of the proposed remedy may have on
protecting the interests of existing and future consumers, including
vulnerable consumers. In this context, we have noted in paragraphs 5.432 to
5.433 above a possible unintended consequence of the proposed remedy
(were it to be implemented by itself), concerning a potential proliferation of
tariffs536 and the potential for such proliferation to lead to harm to
consumers, in particular vulnerable consumers or consumers with limited
internet access, who may become (or feel) confused.

5.443

However, we note that the proposed remedy would be introduced in
conjunction with additional proposed remedies concerning the ability and
incentive of PCWs to engage energy consumers (see Section 6), and a
proposed new standard of conduct concerning the fair treatment of
customers (see Section 6). We are of the view that the former would reduce
the search costs of consumers with internet access and that the latter could
be appropriately monitored and enforced by Ofgem so as to protect other
consumers from unfair treatment. Accordingly, we believe that these
additional proposed remedies will protect consumers and guard against this
potential adverse outcome.

5.444

Taken together with these other proposed remedies, our provisional view is
that the overall proposed remedies package satisfies Ofgem’s principal
objective of protecting the interests of existing and future consumers
wherever possible by promoting effective competition.

In Ofgem’s response to our Remedies Notice, it indicated that it did not consider an increase in the number of
tariffs to be a risk to customer engagement as growth in the number of suppliers in recent years had meant that
there were already a large number of tariffs on offer.
536
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Provisional conclusion
5.445

We provisionally conclude that our proposed remedy to recommend Ofgem
to remove certain aspects of the simpler choices component of the RMR
rules (ie restrictions concerning the structure of tariffs, the number of tariffs,
and the offer of discounts, bundled products and reward points), combined
with a recommendation to Ofgem to remove the ‘whole of market’ requirement in PCWs’ Confidence Code and the addition of a new component to
the Standards of Conduct (see Section 6), will be an effective and
proportionate remedies package.

Interaction with other remedies
5.446

We set out in Section 4 our high-level assessment of how we expect these
proposed remedies to interact with the other components of our remedies
package, notably proposed measures to help customers engage to exploit
the benefits of competition and proposed measures to protect customers
who are less able to engage to exploit the benefits of competition. In
Section 8, we present an assessment of the effectiveness and
proportionality of the remedies package for domestic customers as a whole.
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6.

Domestic retail: helping customers engage to exploit the benefits of
competition

6.1

In the provisional findings report we provisionally found that a combination of
features in the markets for the domestic retail supply of gas and electricity
give rise to an AEC though an overarching feature of weak customer
response (the Domestic Weak Customer Response AEC), which, in turn,
gives suppliers a position of unilateral market power concerning their
inactive customer base which they are able to exploit through their pricing
policies or otherwise.537

6.2

The features we identified included: customers’ limited awareness of and
interest in their ability to switch energy supplier; actual and perceived
barriers to accessing and assessing information; and actual and perceived
barriers to switching.

6.3

As noted earlier in this report (see paragraphs 3.12 to 3.22), the most recent
evidence we have gathered on the gains available to customers from
switching has strengthened our view that substantial numbers of domestic
customers on standard meters and Economy 7 meters exhibit weak
customer response. Indeed the evidence shows that the gains available to –
but not exploited by – customers on the standard variable tariff (who still
make up the substantial majority of the customers of the Six Large Energy
Firms) have increased considerably over the last two years.

6.4

We also noted that the overall weight of evidence supports a provisional
finding that disengagement and weak customer response is a more
significant problem among customers on prepayment meters compared with
domestic customers on direct debit (see paragraphs 3.79 to 3.102). We note
a number of factors that may explain this:
(a) Prepayment customers face particular restrictions on accessing and
assessing information about switching (including relatively low access to
the internet and confidence in using PCWs).
(b) Prepayment customers include higher proportions of individuals with low
levels of income; with low levels of education; living in social rented
housing; and having a disability – demographic characteristics that we
have found to be associated with low levels of engagement in retail
energy markets.

537

Provisional findings report, paragraph 12.4.
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(c) While the need to top up prepayment cards regularly is likely to increase
awareness of retail energy markets among prepayment customers, low
levels of engagement may have in part been influenced by the outcomes
we have observed arising from the Prepayment AEC – notably the lower
gains from switching and the confusion surrounding rights to switch
when the customer has outstanding debt.
6.5

Finally, on the basis of our further analysis of the retail supply of electricity to
domestic customers on restricted meters (see paragraphs 3.114):
(a) We consider that Ofgem’s research concerning customers on restricted
DTS meters demonstrates that customers on restricted meters have
particularly limited awareness of, and interest in, their ability to switch
energy supplier.
(b) We have provisionally found that customers on restricted meters face
higher barriers to accessing and assessing information arising, in
particular, from a general lack of price transparency concerning the
tariffs that are available to them, which results from restricted meter
tariffs not being supported by PCWs or suppliers’ online search tools
and also from low incentives on suppliers to invest in marketing to
customers on restricted meters.
(c) We have also provisionally found that customers on restricted meters
face higher actual and/or perceived barriers to switching arising, in
particular, from the following aspects of the domestic retail electricity
market concerning customers on restricted meters:
(i) a requirement imposed by suppliers on some customers on
restricted meters to replace their existing meter with an unrestricted,
Economy 7 or Economy 10 meter at a cost to the customer;
(ii) the fact that changing meter might also involve some rewiring in the
home; and
(iii) the uncertainty customers face in determining whether switching
supplier is a good thing given the difficulties they face in both
comparing the options available to them and taking into account the
possible irreversible loss of the functionality of their meter.

6.6

In this section we set out our proposed package of remedies designed to
help domestic energy customers engage to exploit the benefits of
competition by addressing certain aspects of the features contributing to the
Domestic Weak Customer Response AEC.
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6.7

Our proposed remedies package consists of five broad categories of
remedy, which focus on the role of different participants in the retail markets
– namely, Ofgem, the customer’s own supplier, PCWs, and rival suppliers –
in strengthening domestic customer engagement. In particular, the proposed
remedies provide for:
(a) the establishment by Ofgem of a programme to provide customers –
directly or through their own suppliers – with information to prompt them
to engage;
(b) Ofgem making greater use of principles rather than prescriptive rules in
addressing potential adverse supplier behaviour concerning the
comparability of tariffs;
(c) enhancing the ability and incentives of TPIs to promote customer
engagement in the retail energy markets;
(d) creating an Ofgem-controlled database of ‘disengaged customers’ on
default tariffs, to allow rival suppliers to prompt these customers to
engage in the retail energy markets; and
(e) requiring all suppliers to make all their single-rate tariffs available to
domestic customers on any type of restricted meter, without making
switching conditional on a restricted meter being replaced, and to
provide additional information to customers on restricted meters.

6.8

In the rest of this section we provide a detailed assessment of each of these
proposed remedies. In terms of the interaction between these remedies and
our remedies for domestic customers:
(a) We set out in Section 4 our high-level assessment of how we expect
each of these proposed remedies to interact with the other components
of our remedies package, notably proposed measures to help create a
framework for effective competition and proposed measures to protect
customers are who are less able to engage to exploit the benefits of
competition.
(b) In Section 8, we present a more detailed assessment of the
effectiveness and proportionality of the remedies package for domestic
customers concerning, in particular, the Prepayment AEC, the RMR
AEC and the Domestic Weak Customer Response AEC.
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Ofgem programme to promote customer engagement
6.9

In our provisional findings report,538 we identified several features giving rise
to the Domestic Weak Customer Response AEC, one of which was that
certain customers face actual and perceived barriers in accessing and
assessing information. One of the aspects of the energy markets
contributing to this feature was the complex information provided in bills. Our
provisional view was that this aspect of the domestic retail energy markets
inhibits value-for-money assessments of the available options, particularly
on the part of those customers who lack the capability to search and
consider options fully.

6.10

Ofgem has also recognised the importance of clear information in facilitating
customer engagement and introduced the ‘clearer information’ component of
the RMR rules in an attempt to ensure that suppliers’ routine communications to customers were clear, easy to understand and personalised to them.
The key provisions included the Cheapest Tariff Messaging, tariff summary
box and tariff comparison rate.539

6.11

However, our concern with these provisions is that they were not subject to
adequate testing prior to (or after) their introduction. There are many potentially plausible but divergent arguments about the way in which information
should be provided to domestic customers to facilitate understanding and
engagement.540 Without adequate testing it is not possible to know which
approach will work best in practice. Further, even if testing is conducted ex
ante, changes in technology and cultural practices are likely to mean that
what works changes over time.541

6.12

Accordingly, our proposed remedy is a recommendation to Ofgem that it
establish an ongoing programme to identify, test (through randomised
controlled trials (RCTs), where appropriate) and implement (for example,
through appropriate changes to standard licence conditions) measures to
provide domestic customers with different or additional information with the
aim of promoting engagement in the domestic retail energy markets. The
proposed remedy invites suppliers to offer undertakings to participate in this
Ofgem-led programme. If this does not prove to be successful, we propose
that suppliers be required to participate in the programme.

538

See provisional findings report, Section 12.
Ofgem’s current requirements for information on bills as circulated for its effective billing workshop on
25 November 2015.
540 For example, how frequently customers are provided with information, whether information is likely to have
more impact if provided in a bill or separately from the bill, how much detail to provide, and whether people
understand the graphical presentation of information and/or metrics such as the tariff comparison rate.
541 The Behavioural Insights Team response to Remedies Notice, p9.
539
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6.13

We also propose to recommend to Ofgem that it conduct RCTs concerning
the following shortlist of measures:
(a) Changes to the information in domestic bills and how this is presented,
including a market-wide cheapest tariff message.
(b) Changes to the specific messaging that domestic customers receive in
bills once they move, or are moved, on to an SVT and/or other default
tariffs.
(c) Changes to the name of the default tariffs.

6.14

We note that, in contrast to our proposed remedy concerning the ‘simpler
choices’ component of the RMR rules, we are not proposing that specific
provisions of the ‘clearer information’ component of the RMR rules be
repealed now. Rather, we recommend that they be subject to a systematic
regime of testing through a programme that is led by Ofgem, a potential
outcome of which may be the repeal and/or amendment over time of such
provisions.

6.15

We have also considered other areas which Ofgem may wish to consider for
testing within the context of this programme. These include:
(a) the form of information that could be presented to prepayment
customers to address their lack of awareness and understanding of
available options would be information with respect to security deposits;
and
(b) the form and frequency of marketing communications by rival suppliers
in the context of the Database remedy.

6.16

The proposed application of a similar remedy to the microbusiness
segments is covered in Section 9.

Aim of the proposed remedy
6.17

The aim of this proposed remedy is to identify the most appropriate form of
information included in routine communications from suppliers (eg bills),
reducing or minimising the complexity of those communications, and
providing domestic customers with different or additional information or
messaging that would prompt them to switch tariff or supplier. Accordingly,
the ultimate aim of this proposed remedy is to address (in whole or in part)
the feature that certain customers face actual and perceived barriers to
accessing and assessing information, and to help address the Domestic
Weak Customer Response AEC. The proposed remedy will also address, in
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part, the feature that domestic customers have limited awareness of, and
interest in, their ability to switch.
6.18

The measures to be identified and tested by Ofgem would relate to what,
how and when information is presented to domestic customers in routine
communications with suppliers (including bills, annual statements, price
increase notices, and fixed term notices). This proposed remedy would
ensure that the approach for identifying such measures is responsive to
changing market conditions, and would encourage the testing and
development of particular measures related to customer information that
have been identified by us during the investigation.

Parties’ views
6.19

We invited views on whether energy suppliers should be providing their
customers with more, less or different information in order to best encourage
customer engagement.

6.20

Ofgem said the route and format for delivering customer information were
important to consider, including the role of consumer awareness
campaigns.542

6.21

The Six Large Energy Firms were generally supportive of measures to
facilitate customers accessing and assessing information,543 although SSE
said the CMA had not established the AEC and therefore no remedy was
necessary.544 In particular:
(a) Centrica said it would like to use consumer research to make customer
information more engaging, but could not because Ofgem had
prescribed the format and content of its communications with customers
as part of the ‘clearer information’ component of the RMR rules.545
(b) EDF Energy and RWE also said that they would like to make improvements to the information provided to customers but could not because
Ofgem had prescribed the format and content of its communications.546

542

Ofgem response to Remedies Notice, p56.
Centrica response to Remedies Notice, p73; EDF Energy response to Remedies Notice, p32, paragraphs
9.1–9.4; E-ON response to Remedies Notice, p37; Scottish Power response to Remedies Notice, paragraph
10.1, p29 (p60 of PDF) and RWE npower response to Remedies Notice p70 (p166 of PDF). RWE said it was
generally supportive of measures to facilitate customers accessing and assessing information in the most
effective way with a view to improving engagement levels.
544 SSE response to provisional findings and Remedies Notice, p62.
545 Centrica response to Remedies Notice, p73; EDF Energy response to Remedies Notice, p32; and RWE
npower response to Remedies Notice, p70.
546 EDF Energy response to Remedies Notice, p32 and RWE npower response to Remedies Notice, p70.
543
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RWE also noted that while customers found some of the information
useful, for some customers it impacted engagement due to the volume
of information.
(c) SSE said that it did not support the provision of additional information to
customers because the current prescriptive information requirements
resulted in bills that were already too complex. SSE suggested that there
were more effective alternatives to the proposed remedy such as
removing the prescriptive requirements and enabling suppliers to trial
new designs and find the optimal solution for their customers.547
(d) Scottish Power said the remedy was not sufficiently well-defined for it to
comment on its effectiveness or proportionality but agreed that it was
worth considering measures to provide domestic and microbusiness
customers with different or additional information to reduce actual or
perceived barriers to accessing and assessing information.548
6.22

We invited views on the current format and content of energy bills and
whether the current bills facilitated engagement by customers.
(a) Some parties said that specific pieces of information on bills such as the
Tariff Comparison Rate,549 Quick Response codes,550 Tariff Information
Label551 and the supplier Cheapest Tariff Message552 should be
removed or made more useful for customers. The Six Large Energy
Firms and the Mid-tier Suppliers said that the ‘clearer information’

547

SSE response to provisional findings and Remedies Notice, p62.
Scottish Power response to Remedies Notice, paragraphs 9.5 & 9.9, pp27–28.
549 Centrica response to Remedies Notice, p20 (Centrica said the tariff comparison rate should be removed as it
was often inaccurate and unengaging); EDF Energy response to Remedies Notice, p33 (EDF Energy said that
specific pieces of information on bills such as the tariff comparison rate and Personal Projections did not appear
to be providing the intended assurance that they were meant to. Its Bill Design research highlighted that very few
people were aware of the tariff comparison rate and what it showed as explanations varied in length and
accuracy, and could also differ by provider. Cash and cheque payers had particular difficulty with Personal
Projections with varying quarterly bills and were not always clear what action to take); First Utility response to
Remedies Notice, p37; Good Energy response to Remedies Notice, p8 (Good Energy said that the tariff
comparison rate could be misleading) and Energy Action Scotland response to Remedies Notice, p10.
550 E.ON response to Remedies Notice p39, SSE response to provisional findings and Remedies Notice p 64
(p144 of PDF) (SSE said that specific pieces of information on bills such as QR codes were unlikely to add value
to the majority of customers. The Tariff Information Label, while a useful tool, could be made more useful for
customers), Utility Warehouse response to Remedies Notice, p11.
551 First Utility response to Remedies Notice, p37.
552 uSwitch response to Remedies Notice p17.
548
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component of the RMR rules was too prescriptive and required too much
information to be included in bills.553,554
(b) Citizens Advice555 and Which?556 said there should be more research
and testing to identify what information would be most effective in
increasing customer engagement.
(c) The Behavioural Insights Team said it was important to test any changes
in bill content, and that suppliers should be required to work with Ofgem
to test different information on bills.557
(d) uSwitch558 and MoneySavingExpert559 said it was important to consider
how information was displayed in bills.
(e) Ofgem said there was scope to improve the clarity of bills. It said its own
customer research showed a positive early impact for the Cheaper Tariff
Messaging but there was less awareness, or use, of the Tariff
Comparison Rate. Ofgem also said that there were significantly more
billing requirements in the domestic markets than in the microbusiness
segments, and that these resulted from Ofgem and government policy,
the EU third energy package and the Energy UK billing code of practice.
All requirements have been reflected in the standard licence
conditions.560
6.23

We invited views on whether or not customers reaching the end of a contract
period should subsequently receive bills that highlighted that they had been
moved onto the SVT and/or other default tariff.

Centrica response to Remedies Notice p73 (Centrica said that the ‘clearer information’ rules were too
prescriptive and prevented competitive differentiation by dictating the content, format and layout of bills by
requiring too much information to be included); EDF Energy response to Remedies Notice, p33, E.ON response
to Remedies Notice p37–40 (E.ON said that regulatory requirements and specific pieces of information on bills
such as QR codes had made the bill increasingly congested, making it more difficult for the customer to
understand the information and discern what they needed from the bill. E.ON said that the ‘clearer information’
rules were too prescriptive and had resulted in bills and annual statements including confusing or unnecessary
information which could be simplified. It recommended an industry-led review to ensure that all the information
was pertinent to the customers and was clear, simple and engaging), RWE npower response to Remedies
Notice, p70; Scottish Power response to Remedies Notice, p26; and SSE response to provisional findings and
Remedies Notice p11 (SSE said that the ‘clearer information’ rules were too prescriptive and required too much
information to be included in bills, hindering consumer engagement and contributing to a negative perception of
suppliers).
554 Co-operative Energy response to Remedies Notice, p15; First Utility response to Remedies Notice, p36, Ovo
Energy response to Remedies Notice, p18 and Utility Warehouse response to Remedies Notice, p10.
555 Citizens Advice/Citizens Advice Scotland response to Remedies Notice, p42.
556 Which? response to Remedies Notice p6.
557 The Behavioural Insights Team response to Remedies Notice, pp8–9.
558 uSwitch response to Remedies Notice, pp16–18.
559 Moneysavingexpert.com response to Remedies Notice, p8.
560 Ofgem response to Remedies Notice, p56.
553
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(a) Four of the Six Large Energy Firms561 agreed, with some saying this
already happened. The other two expressed different views.562
(b) Co-operative Energy said there were currently licence obligations in place
for suppliers to inform customers of their options when approaching the
end of their fixed-term period and to prompt the customer to take
action.563
(c) Citizens Advice,564 The Behavioural Insights Team,565 uSwitch566 and
MoneySavingExpert567 said there should be better use of existing prompts
or additional prompts for domestic customers when they reached the end
of their contract period.
6.24

In the Remedies Notice, we also invited views on the wording that should be
used for customers who have failed to engage once they have rolled onto an
SVT or default tariff. In our Supplemental Remedies Notice, we also sought
views on what the default tariff should be called, including if it should be
called ‘emergency tariff’.
(a) All the Six Large Energy Firms said that further research with customers
was necessary to determine the most appropriate name for the default
tariff.568 Some said that it was important to strike a balance between a
name that implied safety (which would make customers engage less or
stop engaging), and a name that caused customers concern about

561

Centrica response to Remedies Notice, p74; EDF Energy response to Remedies Notice, p34; E.ON response
to Remedies Notice, p41 (E.ON said this was already covered by the CYPL messaging on every bill) and SSE
response to provisional findings and Remedies Notice p66 (p146 of the PDF). (SSE said that while current
communications already covered this to a certain extent, the content of the information provided could be
improved, by allowing suppliers to tailor these communications to their customers’ needs).
562 RWE npower response to Remedies Notice, p72 (p168 of the PDF) (RWE said that while this may help to
encourage some customers to switch tariff, it may be more appropriate to send a separate communication
depending on the customer’s billing cycle and time elapsed between the tariff end and the customer’s bill, rather
than risk this information getting lost within the customer bill information already provided); Scottish Power
response to Remedies Notice, paragraph 9.15, p29 (p62 of the PDF) (Scottish Power said this was unnecessary
because this messaging was included in other communications).
563 Co-operative Energy response to Remedies Notice, p17. (It also said that it believed these requirements
sufficiently engaged its customers who had taken the steps to switch to it. There was no evidence that any
subsequent messaging would improve the engagement level of customers who had previously engaged in the
market by choosing a fixed tariff. Moreover the issue identified by the CMA was the engagement of customers
who had never, or very rarely, switched, nor taken advantage of lower priced tariffs.)
564 Citizens Advice/Citizens Advice Scotland response to Remedies Notice, p43 (Citizens Advice said there
should be better use of existing prompts, for example amending the Cheapest Tariff Messaging).
565 The Behavioural Insights Team response to Remedies Notice, p10.
566 uSwitch response to Remedies Notice, p19.
567 MoneySavingExpert response to Remedies Notice, p8.
568 Centrica response to Supplementary Remedies Notice, p10, E.ON response to Supplementary Remedies
Notice, p12, Scottish Power response to Supplementary Remedies Notice, p11, EDF response to Supplementary
Remedies Notice, p9, RWE npower response to Supplementary Remedies Notice, p14 and SSE response to
Supplementary Remedies Notice, p17 (SSE said names such as ‘emergency’, ‘temporary’, ‘transitional’ and
‘default’ should be avoided as the negative connotations might confuse customers. Further research with
customers was necessary to determine the most appropriate name for the tariff).
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having their energy supply disconnected (which would cause
unnecessary concern).569
(b) Citizens Advice,570 The Behavioural Insights Team571 and uSwitch572
also said there should be testing with customers to identify the most
suitable name for the default tariff.
(c) First Utility,573 Utility Warehouse574 and Good Energy575 commented on
specific names for the default tariff.
6.25

We also invited views on a possible remedy requiring suppliers to inform
domestic customers about the cheapest tariff on the markets across all
suppliers. We indicated that we were not minded to consider this possible
remedy further for two main reasons:
(a) We were concerned that by forcing energy suppliers to share detailed
pricing information, this possible remedy could weaken competition and
encourage or facilitate some form of (tacit) coordination between
suppliers; and
(b) We considered that requiring suppliers to advertise competitors’ tariffs
would not provide customers with the correct incentives to engage
effectively in the markets in the longer term, as they could rely on their
supplier to conduct a search on their behalf and provide them with the
results. This could encourage customers to remain relatively disengaged
in the future, undermining our other possible remedies to facilitate
widespread customer engagement.

6.26

Parties provided the following comments on this possible remedy.

569

Centrica response to Supplementary Remedies Notice, p10; Scottish Power response to Supplementary
Remedies Notice, p11; EDF response to Supplementary Remedies Notice, p9 (EDF Energy said that further
research with customers was necessary to determine the most appropriate name for the default tariff in order for
it to invoke the desired reaction from consumers while accurately reflecting the key features of the default tariff.
EDF Energy stated that if the wording in notifications and prompts was clear and simple then there should be
minimal risk that customers would be concerned about having their energy supply disconnected).
570 Citizens Advice response to Supplementary Remedies Notice, pp8–9.
571 The Behavioural Insights Team response to Supplementary Remedies Notice, pp4–5.
572 uSwitch response to Supplementary Remedies Notice, p8.
573 First Utility response to Supplementary Remedies Notice, p8.
574 Utility Warehouse response to Supplementary Remedies Notice, p6.
575 Good Energy response to Supplementary Remedies Notice, p6.
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(a) E.ON,576 SSE,577 RWE npower,578 and Scottish Power579 agreed that
this remedy should not be considered further.
(b) First Utility said the remedy should be considered because if customers
could see the savings to be made by switching supplier it would increase
engagement. First Utility said that concerns about suppliers having to
advertise their competitors’ tariffs could be addressed by showing a level
of total savings.580 First Utility also said that Ofgem could have a role in
determining the market-wide cheapest tariff and sharing it with
suppliers.581
(c) EDF Energy said it had found relatively few customers switching to
another supplier as a result of its ‘Blue+ Price Promise’ whereby it
notified its customers about competitors’ tariffs if they could save more
than £1 per week by switching.582
Design considerations
6.27

We have considered the following elements in the design of this proposed
remedy:
(a) what approach should be taken to identifying and testing the measures
concerning the information provided to domestic customers;
(b) whether the identification and testing of the measures concerning the
information provided to domestic customers should be Ofgem- or
supplier-led;
(c) whether we should identify a shortlist of proposed measures for testing;
(d) what further powers, if any, Ofgem would need for the effective
implementation of the proposed programme; and
(e) how the proposed remedy should be implemented.

576

E.ON response to Remedies Notice, p92.
SSE response to provisional findings and Remedies Notice, p111.
578 RWE npower response to Remedies Notice, p146. RWE said it did not consider this would be an effective
remedy.
579 Scottish Power response to Remedies Notice, paragraph 19.3, p60 (p94 of PDF).
580 First Utility response to Remedies Notice, p37.
581 First Utility response hearing summary on 2 October 2015, p5.
582 Summary of response hearing with EDF Energy on 28 July 2015, p5.
577
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What approach should be taken
6.28

Our view is that there is scope to develop Ofgem’s approach to testing and
evaluating the impact of the ‘clearer information’ component of the RMR
rules.

6.29

Ofgem did undertake qualitative research on aspects of the RMR rules prior
to implementation, but we consider that this research was insufficiently
rigorous taking into account the scale of the intervention and the potential
cost for customers of getting it wrong. In particular:
(a) Ofgem used focus groups involving only small samples of domestic
customers;
(b) Ofgem used its Consumer First Panel which consists of 80 domestic
customers from across Great Britain. Panel members are unlikely to be
representative of customers more widely because in meeting regularly
they will become more knowledgeable about energy topics; and
(c) Ofgem did not test the changes in ‘real life’ situations. What customers
say they may do in response to certain information may not reflect what
they actually do in practice.

6.30

Ofgem is evaluating the impact of the RMR rules, but the approach that it
has adopted – primarily conducting a large-scale consumer survey annually
for four years – is problematic.583 In particular:
(a) Establishing a baseline is difficult as the RMR rules were developed over
a long period of consultation. In the provisional findings we found that
the Six Large Energy Firms were responding to Ofgem’s concerns prior
to the implementation of these rules (see provisional findings,
Appendix 7.3). This means that an assessment on the impact of the
rules based on a comparison of supplier behaviour after-implementation
and before-implementation could understate the impact of the rules.
(b) Changes in customer behaviour since implementation of the RMR rules
cannot necessarily be attributed to the RMR rules given the potential for
other unrelated factors to have influenced consumer engagement. In
addition, attributing change to individual components of the RMR rules
presents yet further complexities, as the RMR rules were designed to
work as a package.

583

Ofgem outlined its approach to evaluation and the potential challenges in its letter Domestic Retail Market
Review Evaluation – a proposed way forward, 31 January 2014.
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6.31

Submissions from consumer groups indicate that they share our concerns.
Specifically:
(a) Which? said that, given the past work by Ofgem and others to improve
communications to customers, it was now necessary to learn lessons
from this work and devote significantly more time to testing any new
engagement mechanisms.584
(b) Citizens Advice said there should be a research-led review of the
regulated content on energy bills to explore what content could be safely
removed.585

6.32

The Behavioural Insights Team told us that rigorous testing was the best
way to ensure that any future changes in supplier communications had their
intended effect on customers. The Behavioural Insights Team said that
RCTs should be used to test different messages on bills and other
communications such as annual statements and product end notifications.586

6.33

The Behavioural Insights Team also told us that RCTs had been effective in
testing interventions in other sectors.587 For example, trials of different tax
letters had resulted in the development of letters that encouraged more
people to pay their taxes and trials of different forms at job centres had
resulted in the development of forms that encouraged more jobseekers to
get back into work.588

6.34

Conducting a RCT would typically involve the following steps:
(a) identifying two or more interventions to compare (eg old versus new;
different variations of the intervention) and qualitative testing with some
customers ahead of any full-scale trial;
(b) determining the outcome that the intervention is intended to influence
and how it will be measured in the trial;
(c) deciding on the randomisation design, including the number of
customers in the control and treatment group(s);
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Which? response to Remedies Notice, p6.
Citizens Advice/Citizens Advice Scotland response to Remedies Notice, p42.
586 The Behavioural Insights Team response to Remedies Notice, p9.
587The Behavioural Insights Team response to Remedies Notice, p9.
588 See The Behavioural Insights Team’s Update report 2013-15 for more details of the impact of different
messages on consumers tested through RCTs.
585
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(d) writing a trial protocol specifying the conduct of the trial, including
processes to ensure that the trial is implemented correctly by
participants;
(e) running the trial in conjunction with participants according to the
protocol;
(f) measuring the results and determining the impact of the interventions;
(g) conducting follow-up research with trial customers (typically those in the
treatment group(s)) to gain a full understanding of the behavioural
response to the intervention; and
(h) deciding whether and how to implement the intervention. This may be in
the precise form in which the intervention was trialled, or it may be
modified to take account of new information (arising, for example, from
the follow-up research to the trial). If these modifications are not trivial it
may be appropriate to conduct a further trial.
6.35

We agree that RCTs can provide the clearest evidence on the potential
impact of an intervention.589 In particular, the introduction of a randomly
assigned control group provides a basis for isolating the impact of an
intervention. Conducting the trial in ‘real time’ tests how customers actually
respond to an intervention rather than how they say they would respond.590

6.36

We consider that RCTs would be appropriate where:
(a) the treatment can be applied to a sample of customers independently of
a control group;
(b) the desired outcome can be measured;
(c) the expected impact of an intervention is sufficiently large for there to be
a reasonable expectation of being able to detect it;
(d) the costs of a trial are proportionate to the potential benefits; and
(e) the intervention is immediately reversible if found to be ineffective or to
have unintended consequences.
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HM Treasury (April 2011), The Magenta Book: Guidance for evaluation, p27.
Cabinet Office Behavioural Insights Team (June 2012), Test, Learn Adapt: Developing Public Policy with
Randomised Controlled Trials, p4.
590
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6.37

Our provisional view is that the overall approach of the Ofgem-led
programme should provide for:
(a) the specification of potential forms of information that domestic
customers (on any meter type) may receive from suppliers in routine
communications (eg bills, annual statements, price increase notices and
fixed term notices) and messaging aimed at prompting customers to
engage (referred to below as ‘the measures’);
(b) rigorous testing (through RCTs in the case of the ‘shortlist’ of proposed
measures as set out in paragraph 6.13) of the impact of the measures
identified prior to market-wide implementation;
(c) the implementation of the measures considered most appropriate
following testing (for example, through appropriate changes to the
standard licence conditions);
(d) ongoing monitoring of the impact of the implemented measures; and
(e) adjustments as appropriate where measures may no longer be having
the desired effect.
Whether the programme should be led by Ofgem or suppliers

6.38

All of the Six Large Energy Firms591 said they have previously conducted or
were already conducting their own research with customers on
communications.

6.39

However, our provisional view is that Ofgem is better placed than suppliers
to take the lead in a programme to identify and test measures aimed at
promoting consumer engagement. This is because Ofgem has a marketwide perspective and can therefore ensure that best practice is implemented
consistently across the markets. In addition, Ofgem’s interests will be better
aligned with those of customers than suppliers’ interests, since Ofgem’s
principal statutory objective is to protect the interests of current and future
consumers of gas and electricity.592

6.40

We recognise that Ofgem would need the resources, expertise and budget
to establish and run a robust and credible programme which includes RCTs
where appropriate. Ofgem would also need the necessary expertise to

591

Centrica response to Remedies Notice, p73; EDF Energy response to Remedies Notice, p32; E.ON response
to Remedies Notice, p38; Scottish Power response to Remedies Notice, p27 (p61 of PDF); and RWE npower
response to Remedies Notice p4 (p100 of PDF); SSE response to provisional findings and Remedies Notice, p63
(p143 of PDF).
592 Sections 4AA(1)(1A), 34, 35, 36, 36A of the GA86; sections 3A(1)(1B), 43, 47, 48, 49 of the EA89.
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oversee the design and implementation of the programme. Ofgem would not
necessarily need to have these resources available to it in-house as it could
also make use of external resources and expertise, where appropriate.
6.41

We have discussed these requirements with Ofgem. Ofgem told us that it
was already proposing further consumer research and testing in the area of
effective billing, and indicated that it would like to run RCTs and build inhouse capability to conduct such work.

6.42

We also think that Ofgem would need cooperation from suppliers, at least as
regards providing certain information and data, in order to conduct a robust
RCT. For example, Ofgem, or a third party appointed by Ofgem, might need,
at the very least, the contact details of domestic customers, and information
required to assess the effectiveness of the measures that are being tested in
the ‘treatment’ and ‘control’ groups. The Behavioural Insights Team told us
that RCTs were most effective when stakeholders cooperated, citing the
example of HMRC regarding RCTs relating to tax forms and DWP and
Jobcentre Plus regarding RCTs relating to information for jobseekers. []
Whether we should identify a shortlist of proposed measures for testing

6.43

In light of parties’ responses to the Remedies Notice, we propose to
recommend Ofgem to conduct RCTs in respect of the following shortlist of
measures:
(a) Changes to bill information including shorter bill length, through the
removal of certain information, and different layouts – for example, the
display of key information required for switching on the first page of the
bill.
(b) Changes to test a market-wide ‘Cheapest Tariff Messaging’. By testing
the proposal it would be possible to identify the effect on domestic
customers’ engagement thereby addressing the second of our reasons
for not pursuing this as a stand-alone remedy (ie where we consider that
a remedy requiring suppliers to advertise competitors’ tariffs would not
provide customers with the correct incentives to engage effectively, as
they could rely on their supplier to conduct a search on their behalf and
provide them with the results). In this regard, we note that there might be
scope for Ofgem to play a role in the collating of pricing information and
for providing suppliers (and customers) with an indication of average
levels of savings rather than suppliers advertising each other’s tariffs.
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(c) Changes to messaging on bills for domestic customers that are about to
be/have moved on to an SVT and/or other default tariff on engagement.
This trial may determine how best to capitalise on the potential ‘trigger
for action’ that occurs when such customers reach the end of their fixedterm tariff contracts.
(d) Changes to the name for the default tariff from ‘standard variable tariff’,
such as ‘emergency’ tariff or ‘out of contract’ tariff.
6.44

We consider that the above proposed measures are particularly suitable for
testing through RCTs in particular, given the magnitude of the detriment we
have observed as resulting from the Domestic Weak Customer Response
AEC.
How the remedy should be implemented

6.45

We propose to implement this remedy through:
(a) A recommendation to Ofgem to establish an ongoing programme (the
‘Ofgem-led programme’) to identify, test (through RCTs, where
appropriate) and implement (for example, through appropriate changes
to gas and electricity suppliers’ standard licence conditions) measures to
provide domestic customers with different or additional information with
the aim of prompting engagement in the domestic retail energy markets,
including a recommendation to conduct RCTs concerning the following
shortlist of measures:
(i) changes to the information in domestic bills and how this is
presented, including a market-wide cheapest tariff message;
(ii) changes to the specific messaging that domestic customers receive
in bills once they move, or are moved, on to an SVT and/or other
default tariffs; and
(iii) changes to the name of default tariffs.
(b) Either the acceptance of undertakings from suppliers to participate in the
Ofgem-led programme, or, absent a satisfactory number of undertakings
being agreed with suppliers, either:
(i) a recommendation to Ofgem to modify suppliers’ standard licence
conditions to introduce an obligation to participate in the Ofgem-led
programme or requiring the provision of prescribed information;
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(ii) an order on suppliers to participate in the Ofgem-led programme or
requiring the provision of prescribed information, (including
associated amendments to suppliers’ standard licence conditions);
or
(iii) a recommendation to DECC to introduce legislation imposing a
requirement on suppliers to participate in Ofgem-led research
programmes.
Effectiveness of the proposed remedy
6.46

As we explain below, our provisional view is that the proposed remedy would
be effective in achieving its aim of identifying the most appropriate form of
information to be included in routine communications from suppliers (eg
bills), reducing or minimising the complexity of those communications, and
providing domestic customers with different or additional information or
messaging that would prompt them to switch tariff or supplier. Accordingly,
our provisional view is that the proposed remedy would be effective in
addressing (wholly, or in part) the feature that certain domestic customers
face actual and perceived barriers to accessing and assessing information
that (among other features) gives rise to the Domestic Weak Customer
Response AEC (and the resulting customer detriment), and that domestic
customers have limited awareness of, and interest in, the ability to switch.

6.47

In assessing the effectiveness of the proposed remedy, we have considered
the following factors:
(a) the effectiveness of the key design elements of the proposed remedy;
(b) the extent to which the proposed remedy is capable of effective
implementation, monitoring compliance and enforcement; and
(c) the timescale over which the remedy is likely to have an effect.


6.48

Effectiveness of the key design elements of the proposed remedy

We consider that the key design elements of the proposed remedy would be
effective in achieving its aim for the following main reasons:
(a) The proposed remedy would provide for testing of the impact of the
measures identified prior to market-wide implementation and for ongoing
monitoring of such impact (see paragraph 6.37 above). Accordingly,
Ofgem would be able to identify the most effective measures to promote
engagement.
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(b) Ofgem is better placed than suppliers to take the lead in a programme to
identify and test measures aimed at promoting customer engagement
(see paragraphs 6.39 to 6.41) above).
(c) The shortlist of proposed measures for testing (see paragraph 6.43) and
other guidance noted above provide Ofgem with a high-level steer on
when RCTs would be appropriate (for example, see paragraph 6.34),
enhancing the likelihood of this proposed remedy being effective.
(d) We consider that a recommendation to Ofgem alone would not be
sufficient to ensure the effective implementation of this proposed remedy
as suppliers could, in principle, object to participating in the programme
or otherwise obstruct its progress, which would defeat its aim.
Accordingly, we are inviting suppliers to offer undertakings to participate
in the programme or, failing that, we propose to require suppliers to
participate in the Ofgem-led programme, where appropriate involving
RCTs (see paragraph 6.45(b)).
6.49

We also consider that the Ofgem-led programme would be responsive to
future developments in the markets. For example, the introduction of smart
metering and phase 2 of the Midata programme have the potential to change
how domestic customers engage in the markets. In the future, customers
may have greater access to their data, enabling them to switch more easily
and with greater confidence, and may use different forms of technology to
communicate with suppliers and PCWs.


Implementation, monitoring compliance and enforcement of the remedy

6.50

In determining whether a proposed remedy is effective, we have had regard
to how it would be expected to operate. We have also had regard to the
need for the proposed remedy to be clear to the persons to whom it is
directed, such as Ofgem and suppliers.

6.51

As regards the implementation of the proposed remedy, we have set out a
number of detailed specifications. In this regard, we have sought to take a
detailed approach by describing the terms of the recommendation so that it
would not only be clear to Ofgem, in terms of how, when and what to
investigate, but also be straightforward for it to implement. In terms of any
undertakings or order that may be put in place, we would expect these to
specify the nature of the information that would be provided by a supplier to
Ofgem, and the level of frequency. It may also place an obligation on
suppliers to participate as may be determined by Ofgem, similar to any
similar licence condition or legislation that may be introduced.
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6.52

We have also considered the possible remedies suggested by E.ON, SSE
and First Utility as alternatives to the prohibition of the SVT proposed by
Centrica and Scottish Power (see our Supplemental Remedies Notice and
paragraphs 6.292 to 6.315 below). We consider that both suggestions (of
improved messaging in the annual statement and renaming the SVT or other
default tariffs) should be incorporated into this proposed remedy.

6.53

We have also considered the suggestion by MoneySuperMarket which
would involve DECC (or some other trusted intermediaries) writing to
customers, and the use of SMS messaging. On the former, we consider that
Ofgem, as sector regulator, and which has a principal objective to protect the
interests of consumers, would be best placed to decide who (if not the
suppliers themselves) should write to customers with the relevant
information that has been the subject of the Ofgem-led programme and
should consider how best such communications should occur, such as
whether letter, SMS messaging, email or other form should be used.

6.54

In addition, we would expect Ofgem to put in place a governance structure to
ensure effective oversight of the design and implementation of the
programme.

6.55

As regards monitoring compliance of the proposed remedy, we consider that
this should be straightforward given Ofgem’s involvement as sector
regulator, and irrespective of whether the CMA was responsible for
monitoring compliance with undertakings or an order, or Ofgem through a
standard licence condition, since it would be likely to merely involve verifying
with Ofgem that suppliers have participated in the Ofgem-led programme by
providing the relevant information needed within the timescales required.

6.56

As regards enforcement, the CMA would be able to directly enforce against
any undertakings or order put in place. Ofgem would be able to enforce
against any new licence condition.


6.57

Timescale for the proposed remedy

In evaluating the effectiveness of the proposed remedy, we have considered
the timescale over which the Domestic Weak Customer Response AEC
would be expected to endure, and the timescale over which the proposed
remedy would be likely to take effect. We consider that the detriment would
persist, absent the proposed remedy, and that the impact of future market
developments, including the roll-out of smart meters, is somewhat uncertain
(see Section 4). Moreover, we consider that the need for rigorous testing of
suppliers’ communications with domestic customers is likely to be an
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ongoing need. Therefore we have provisionally decided that the proposed
remedy would not be subject to a sunset provision.
6.58

As regards the timescales for implementation, we note that Ofgem has a
research team that could take forward the proposed programme.593 We
would expect Ofgem to begin developing initial plans for the programme
immediately following the CMA’s final report concerning the shortlist of
measures that we propose to recommend are the focus of RCTs. In
particular, we would expect Ofgem to progress such plans simultaneously
with other developments concerning suppliers’ participation in the Ofgem-led
Programme. For instance, if the CMA decides in the final report to pursue
undertakings with suppliers, we would expect Ofgem to be able to progress
its plans in conjunction with the CMA’s negotiations with suppliers. Progress
could similarly be made if the CMA is preparing a final order or Ofgem is
introducing a new licence condition. We would expect that the first trials
could start by mid-2017, by which time the CMA would have concluded the
process of drafting and consulting on any final undertakings or order (or
Ofgem would have concluded a consultation on any new licence condition)
requiring suppliers to participate in the programme.

6.59

Ofgem could conduct evaluations of the trials from late 2017 onwards, and
where trials proved successful, any interventions could be implemented from
late 2018 onwards. Subsequently we would expect Ofgem to monitor the
effectiveness of the interventions and continue to update the programme on
an ongoing basis.

6.60

We would therefore expect the remedy to start having an effect in
addressing aspects of the features identified in the provisional findings
report, including the actual and perceived barriers in accessing and
assessing information, from the beginning of 2019.

Assessment of proportionality
6.61

In this section we set out our assessment of whether our proposed remedy
would be proportionate to achieve its aim. We do this by considering
whether the proposed remedy:594
(a) would be effective in achieving its legitimate aim;

Ofgem’s Monitoring and Consumer Research Team.
CC3, paragraph 344, citing the principles established in the Fedesa case, Case C-331/88, the Queen v
Minister of Agriculture, Fisheries and Food and Secretary of State for Health, ex parte: Fedesa and others, [1990]
ECR I-4023, paragraph 13.
593
594
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(b) would be no more onerous than needed to achieve its aim;
(c) would be the least onerous if there is a choice between several effective
measures; and
(d) would not produce disadvantages which are disproportionate to the aim.

6.62

Effective in achieving its aim

For the reasons set out above, we consider that a programme of rigorous
testing (involving RCTs where appropriate) would be effective in achieving
its aim of reducing the complexity of the information included in routine
communications from suppliers and to provide domestic customers with
different or additional information or messaging that would prompt them to
switch tariff or supplier. Accordingly, it would be effective in addressing (in
whole or in part) two of the features that give rise to the Domestic Weak
Customer Response AEC, and the resulting detriment.


No more onerous than needed to achieve its aim

6.63

We also consider that this proposed remedy would be no more onerous than
needed to achieve its aim. In particular, given the need for an ongoing
programme of rigorous testing, Ofgem is best placed to identify, develop,
test and implement measures for providing domestic customers with
different or additional information or messaging to prompt them to engage in
the markets.

6.64

In designing the programme and, in particular, the extent of any supplier
participation that might be needed, Ofgem will be required to assess the
proportionality of the various stages involved in the programme, including
the testing involved in each specific proposed measure. In this regard, we
would expect Ofgem to take into account issues such as the potential costs
incurred by suppliers, the duration of the testing process and for how long it
will impose costs on suppliers as part of its proportionality assessment.

6.65

As regards implementation, we consider that the proposed remedy would be
least interventionist if suppliers were to agree undertakings with the CMA
concerning their participation. However, in the event that an insufficient
number of suppliers were prepared to offer satisfactory undertakings, as
noted above, we are considering requiring supplier participation by a CMA
order, recommending a new licence condition for Ofgem, or recommending
legislation.
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6.66

We consider that a programme within the proposed parameters would be
proportionate.


6.67

Least onerous if there were a choice between several effective remedies

We have considered whether there may be alternative remedies to achieve
the same aim. However, we consider that there is no substantive alternative
to the proposed remedy that would be effective (for the reasons set out in
paragraphs 6.29 to 6.35 above).


Would not produce disadvantages that are disproportionate to the aim

6.68

We have provisionally concluded that the proposed remedy would not
produce adverse effects that would be disproportionate to its aim. We have
compared the potential costs of implementing the proposed remedy relative
to the potential detriment at stake.

6.69

The gains available to customers from promoting engagement are potentially
high (see Section 3, Analysis of detriment). Given the magnitude of the
detriment we have observed as resulting from the Domestic Weak Customer
Response AEC, we propose to seek to enhance the effective
implementation of the Ofgem-led programme by inviting suppliers to offer
undertakings to participate in the Ofgem-led programme or, failing that, to
require suppliers to participate.

6.70

Ofgem currently undertakes some consumer research.595For example,
Ofgem commissioned an annual face-to-face survey with over 6,000
consumers to evaluate the impact of the RMR rules.596 However, its total
consultancy budget on consumer research and evaluation for 2015/16 is
[].597

6.71

We recognise that implementation of our proposal for the Ofgem-led
programme would require substantial additional resources over and above
Ofgem’s current research budget. [] Nevertheless, we consider that this
proposed remedy will make a major contribution to the success of the overall
package of proposed remedies aimed at promoting engagement and
competition in the supply to domestic customers, and therefore to

Ofgem’s Monitoring and Consumer research team leads on Ofgem’s Consumer First research programme.
This provides Ofgem with an understanding of the priorities, views and experiences of a wide range of
consumers, including businesses. This involves Ofgem commissioning independent consumer research and
reviewing evidence from a variety of other organisations.
596 Ofgem commissioned TNS BMRB to conduct the first baseline survey in 2014. Its intention is to conduct
further surveys. Retail Market Review Baseline Survey (July 2014), p1.
597 This budget comprises £[] on domestic customer research, £[] for microbusiness customer research and
£[] on RMR evaluation.
595
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addressing (in part) the Domestic Weak Customer Response AEC. This is
discussed further in Section 8.
6.72

We recognise that there would also be costs to suppliers of complying with
undertakings agreed with the CMA or with a requirement to participate in the
Ofgem-led programme (including, where used, RCTs) and implementing the
resulting interventions. However, we note that the Ofgem-led programme will
be proportionate given the scale of the detriment, and any potential costs to
suppliers would be subject to Ofgem’s obligation to consider the
proportionality of any testing and supplier participation (and, as regards any
agreed undertakings, may be subject to more defined obligations). In this
regard, we note that some suppliers have told us they had previously
conducted or were already conducting customer research on the design of
bills and other communications with their customers.598 While some of these
tests might be superseded by an Ofgem-led programme, we consider that
the impact of the proposed remedy will be lower for those suppliers who
already set aside a budget for consumer testing, which could contribute
towards a supplier’s participation in Ofgem’s programme.

6.73

We have also been told that making changes to billing systems is costly.599
However, we are not proposing any definitive changes to suppliers’ systems
for the implementation of the proposed remedy. Our view is that it would be
possible to conduct tests (including running RCTs) ‘off system’ and so
avoiding the need for suppliers to make premature changes to their billing

598

Centrica response to Remedies Notice, p73 (Centrica said it had been unable to act on the results of its
research due to the current regulations. Centrica submitted that suppliers were better placed than the regulator to
determine the best way to engage customers based on their experience and insight and were incentivised to do
so by the need to differentiate themselves from competitors. Centrica suggested that the CMA should replace the
existing prescriptive rules with regulations that required suppliers to achieve outcome-based goals); EDF Energy
response to Remedies Notice, p32; E.ON response to Remedies Notice, p38; Scottish Power response to
Remedies Notice, p27 (p61 of PDF); and RWE npower response to Remedies Notice, p4 (p100 of PDF) (RWE
told us it was already conducting customer research in conjunction with The Behavioural Insights Team and
Ofgem); SSE response to provisional findings and Remedies Notice, p 63 (p143 of PDF).
599 SSE said that the time required to include any additional information on bills for microbusinesses would
depend on the extent of the additions. Basic changes to current content and inclusion of short, simple additions
(eg one line of text) could be introduced through current systems with minimal time to implement. While a full
assessment would need to be made, the timescales involved were estimated to include a period of four weeks to
implement system changes that would apply the change to the format of the bills, then a further six months would
be required to allow a full billing cycle for all microbusiness customers. If the changes to bills were more
substantial or complex then this could require significant development work which would significantly increase the
timescales required for implementation. In the most extreme cases, changes could take over a year to
implement. (SSE response to provisional findings and Remedies Notice, p68 (p148 of PDF)). Co-operative
Energy said that complying with prescriptive RMR billing and communication requirements came at a substantial
cost in terms of system changes and the associated financial spend. (Co-operative Energy response to
Remedies Notice, p16). Drax said that providing information via bills was costly and had a long lead time as
suppliers needed to make changes to systems (sometimes via third parties) (Drax response to Remedies Notice
p5). Ecotricity said, in relation to measures to prompt customers on default tariffs to engage in the market, that
system changes came at a cost that the Six Large Energy Firms might be able to absorb, but were challenging
for independents (Ecotricity response to Remedies Notice, p8).
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and other systems.600 Any measures requiring alterations to billing or other
systems would therefore only be implemented where these have been
shown to be effective in achieving the desired impact on customer behaviour
following testing, and are proportionate in meeting that aim. We are also
aware that changes to bill formats are routine for suppliers601 and therefore
expect that the cost of such changes to the systems could be incorporated
into the normal evolution of billing formats over time.
Relevant customer benefits
6.74

We do not consider that any relevant customer benefits will be lost as a
result of the Ofgem-led programme. No changes would be made to
information for domestic customers unless prior testing proves they would be
effective. The programme therefore provides for the identification and
implementation of measures that will be proven to help domestic customers
engage in the market. In turn, this greater customer engagement will help to
promote competition.

Greater use of principles rather than rules in addressing potential adverse
supplier behaviour
6.75

As set out in Section 5, one of our proposed remedies is to remove aspects
of the simpler choices component of the RMR rules with the aim of
promoting competition between suppliers and PCWs.

6.76

Ofgem introduced these rules to make it easier for customers to make better
choices by stripping away unnecessary complexity in tariff choices,
particularly for certain groups of customers.602,603 The RMR rules also
introduced legally binding fairness principles, implemented as Standards of
Conduct in standard licence conditions, the aim of which was to place an
onus on suppliers to embed fair treatment of their customers in every level of
the organisation.

6.77

We consider that there is a balance to be struck in the regulation of the retail
energy suppliers between rule-based regulation (such as the simpler choices
component of the RMR rules) and principles-based regulation (such as the

600

We note that The Behavioural Insights Team has run RCTs in other sectors without major system changes.
E.ON said that there had been numerous changes to the information provided to customers over the years
(E.ON response to Remedies Notice, p37).
602 See Ofgem (March 2013), The Retail Market Review – final domestic proposals.
603 In addition, Citizens Advice and EDF Energy said that pre-RMR discounts and incentives might have been
used to mislead customers. EDF Energy, E.ON and SSE said that effective standards of conduct were necessary
to ensure such behaviour did not occur (or prevent customers from potentially being deliberately misled (E.ON).
601
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Standards of Conduct introduced as part of the ‘fairer treatment’ component
of the RMR rules604). Our concern with the aspects of the simpler choices
component of the RMR rules that we propose to recommend that Ofgem
remove is that:
(a) Given their complexity, the interactions and effects of these rules are
difficult to understand and lead to compliance risk for suppliers.
(b) More broadly, there is a risk that overly prescriptive rules are
counterproductive and encourage game playing, by implicitly legitimising
any behaviour that is not explicitly proscribed by the rules. Since the
publication of our provisional findings, we have received evidence that
the simpler choices component of the RMR rules has given rise to such
behaviour as a result of exemptions granted from the four-tariff rule for
collective switching schemes and white-label tariffs. We consider that
these examples illustrate the potential for suppliers to game rules. In
particular:
(i) Ofgem said that it exempted collective switching schemes from the
four-tariff rule because they might benefit otherwise difficult-toengage customers and collective switching schemes had involved a
range of models, tariffs and target customer groups.605 First Utility
said switching sites had started offering collective switching
schemes, and some were using the collective switching rules as a
way to create exclusive tariffs. It said there was nothing ‘collective’
about switching site collective switches – such tariffs were shown to
all site visitors within the results table. First Utility also said that
E.ON had been most aggressive in terms of price in the uSwitch
collective switch. This appears to have allowed E.ON to segment the
market between existing unengaged customers and new engaged
customers, through changes to prices effectively to avoid showing its
current customers their market leading rate (as required by the
Cheapest Tariff Messaging requirements).
(ii) Ofgem implemented temporary arrangements which exempted white
labels from some aspects of the ‘simpler choices’ and ‘clearer
information’ component of the RMR rules, in particular the four-tariff
rule and the information rules. First Utility said that in 2014 British
Gas’s best tariff was typically lower or similarly priced to Sainsbury’s
best tariff, but British Gas had – since the introduction of ‘simpler
choices’ – used the Sainsbury’s brand as a lower priced acquisition

604
605

SLC 25C.
Ofgem (2013), The Retail Market Review – Final domestic proposals.
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vehicle, while not showing this rate to British Gas customers. First
Utility also said that as new rules came into force on 1 October
2015, requiring white labels to be included in the Cheapest Tariff
Messaging, British Gas has increased the price of the Sainsbury’s
tariff.
6.78

On 18 December 2015, Ofgem published a consultation on placing greater
reliance on principles-based regulation in the domestic retail supply
markets.606 Ofgem observed that principles-based regulation was being
increasingly used by a number of sector regulators and said that it was
committed to relying more on general principles rather than detailed rules
about how companies should run their businesses. It said that this would
better protect consumers’ interests by:
(a) focusing its efforts as a regulator on good consumer outcomes and more
effective and comprehensive consumer protection;
(b) creating room for innovation, so suppliers can be more flexible in how
they meet the needs of customers, including those in vulnerable
situations; and
(c) putting a much greater onus on suppliers, especially senior
management, to treat consumers fairly.

6.79

Ofgem is consulting on, among other things: which areas lend themselves to
more prescriptive rules and which to a greater reliance on principles; which
areas should be prioritised to shift to a greater reliance on principles; and
whether the existing ‘treating customers fairly’ principle should be
supplemented with additional principles. Ofgem identified SLC 25, relating to
domestic sales and marketing, as a priority area,607 as it already contains an
overall objective which would underpin the principles-based approach in this
area. Ofgem said that it intended to publish a response to the consultation in
summer 2016 with a view to making significant progress by the end of 2016.

6.80

For the reasons given above (see paragraph 6.77), we welcome Ofgem’s
commitment to a more principles-based approach to regulation. In particular,
we would endorse:

606

Ofgem (18 December 2015), The future of retail market regulation.
The overall objective of SLC 25 is to ensure that (i) all information which suppliers provide to domestic
customers in the course of marketing activities is complete and accurate, is capable of being easily understood
by domestic customers, does not relate to products that are inappropriate to the domestic customer to whom it is
directed and is otherwise fair both in terms of its content and in terms of how it is presented; and (ii) suppliers’
marketing activities and all contact by suppliers with domestic customers in the course of suppliers’ marketing
activities are conducted in a fair, transparent, appropriate and professional manner (SLC 25.1).
607
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(a) Ofgem’s statements in relation to the potential benefits of principlesbased regulation and its commitment to striking the right balance
between rules and principles;
(b) Ofgem’s recognition of the challenges around bringing about the
necessary culture change within Ofgem and suppliers for the benefits to
customers to be realised; and
(c) Ofgem’s recognition of the need for effective monitoring and
enforcement to providing a credible deterrent to non-compliance.
6.81

Against a background of Ofgem moving to a more principles-based
approach to regulation, we have considered whether we provisionally have
specific recommendations for Ofgem in relation to the specified principles. In
the context of our proposed remedy to remove aspects of the simpler
choices RMR rules, we noted in Section 5 that this may result in more tariffs
and a wider range of products on the market. However, our view is that there
are a range of tools which may help customers navigate the tariffs on offer in
the market and make decisions and, accordingly, address any such
unintended consequences arising from this proposed remedy. We also
consider that any such unintended consequence could be substantially
mitigated (or possibly entirely eliminated) by recommending that Ofgem
introduce an additional principle to its ‘Standards of Conduct’ standard
licence condition that would require suppliers to have regard, in the design of
tariffs, to the ease with which customers can compare value for money with
other tariffs they offer.608

Aim of the remedy
6.82

The aim of our proposed remedy is to work in tandem with our proposed
recommendation to Ofgem to remove certain aspects of the simpler choices
component of the RMR rules and to strengthen the provisions of the
Standards of Conduct standard licence condition to mitigate unintended
consequences associated with removing aspects of the simpler choices
component of the RMR rules (see paragraph 6.82).

Design considerations
6.83

In designing the proposed remedy we have considered:

We also noted that this new Standard of Conduct could work with removing the ‘whole of the market’
requirement from PCW’s Confidence Code which should incentivise expansion and investment in the domestic
retail energy markets (see paragraph 6.105 below).
608
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(a) whether there are gaps in the current provisions of the Standards of
Conduct that need to be addressed to mitigate the risks associated with
removing aspects of the simpler choices component of the RMR rules;
(b) how effective Ofgem has been in monitoring compliance with the
Standards of Conduct and taking enforcement action where suppliers
have been in breach of these standards; and
(c) how to implement this proposed remedy.
Strengthening provisions of the current Standards of Conduct
6.84

The Standards of Conduct are included in the SLC 25C and impose
obligations on suppliers regarding their interactions with domestic customers
(except price).609 The obligations on suppliers cover three broad areas, ie
behaviour, information, and process.
(a) Behaviour: suppliers must behave and carry out any actions in a fair,
honest, transparent, appropriate and professional manner.
(b) Information: suppliers must provide information (whether in writing or
orally) which is:
(i) complete, accurate and not misleading (in terms of the information
provided or omitted);
(ii) communicated in plain and intelligible language;
(iii) relates to products or services that are appropriate to the customer
to whom it is directed; and
(iv) fair both in terms of its content and in terms of how it is presented
(with more important information being given appropriate
prominence).
(c) Process: the supplier must:
(i) make it easy for the consumer to contact them;
(ii) act promptly and courteously to put things right when they make a
mistake; and

609

The Standards of Conduct are broadly based on EU Directives (ie Directive 2009/72/EC of 13 July 2009
concerning common rules for the internal market in electricity and Directive 2009/73/EC of 13 July 2009
concerning common rules for the internal market in natural gas) and consumer law (ie the Consumer Rights Act
2015).
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(d) otherwise ensure that customer service arrangements and processes
are complete, thorough, fit for purpose and transparent.
6.85

Ofgem said that, in relation to the tariffs a supplier offered, the provisions
applied to the terms and conditions of a tariff and to the information that a
supplier provided about the tariff, and that the information provisions helped
to reduce the risks that consumers did not understand the details of a tariff.
This would include details such as multi-tier prices, multiple tariff
components or loyalty discounts.610

6.86

We have found that while the current provisions place an obligation on
suppliers to provide customers with information on tariffs that is complete,
accurate and not misleading, they place no explicit obligations on suppliers
in the design of their tariffs, to help customers compare tariffs.
Effective monitoring and enforcement

6.87

Ofgem said it had a two-pronged approach to monitoring compliance with
the Standards of Conduct. Ofgem:
(a) monitors consumer outcomes through indicators and data from across
Ofgem and external parties such as Citizens Advice including complaints
data; and
(b) monitors suppliers’ processes for embedding the principles through
bilateral engagement and other processes such as the Standards of
Conduct Challenge Panel.611

6.88

Ofgem has the power to take enforcement action for breaches of relevant
conditions and requirements, including the Standards of Conduct. Ofgem’s
strategic objectives for enforcement include delivering credible deterrence
and ensuring meaningful and visible consequences for businesses which do
not comply. Before taking enforcement action, Ofgem will consider
alternative actions.612

610

Ofgem (18 November 2015), Paper 1: Impact of remedy 3 on consumer engagement, working paper.
The 2014 Challenge Panel identified examples of good practice. Overall the Panel thought that more needed
to be done by suppliers to ensure customers were placed the heart of their business.
612 These alternatives are set out in paragraphs 3.25 to 3.30 of Ofgem’s enforcement guidelines. These include,
among other things: entering into dialogue with a company and warning them about potential unlawful conduct;
accepting non-statutory undertakings; agreeing a reporting period for the company to show the issue has been
addressed and that it will not be repeated; and voluntary commitments. Ofgem said that voluntary commitments
could have the advantage of being able to achieve more than could be achieved through a provisional or final
order. Sources: Enforcement Guidelines, September 2014.
611
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6.89

Following a finding of breach, Ofgem has the power to impose financial
penalties and/or make consumer redress orders.613 The central objective of
imposing financial penalties and making redress orders, and of determining
their amount and type, are to obtain fair outcomes for consumers and to
deter future non-compliance. Financial penalties must be reasonable in all
the circumstances of a case.614

6.90

Ofgem will normally seek to ensure that any financial penalty, and
compensation or other payment under a consumer redress order, or any
combination of them, significantly exceeds the gain to the regulated person
(where this can reasonably be calculated or estimated) and the detriment
caused to consumers affected by the contravention or failure.615 When
determining the amount of a financial penalty and/or consumer redress
payment, Ofgem will consider any remedial measures that have been taken.
However, Ofgem may impose a financial penalty significantly in excess of
the gain or detriment even where the gain or detriment has been mitigated in
full. Ofgem considers that this may be necessary in order to deter noncompliance and provide appropriate encouragement for all regulated
persons to comply with their obligations.616

6.91

We consider that ultimately it is the credible threat of enforcement action that
would provide suppliers with an incentive to comply. In this context, we note
that on 18 December 2015 Ofgem imposed a fine of £26 million on RWE for
its failure to comply with the obligation to treat its domestic customers fairly
in breach of the Standards of Conduct.617 Ofgem also said that failure to
achieve agreed targets could result in npower companies having to stop all
proactive domestic selling until they do.618,619 Further, Ofgem is currently

613

Where Ofgem imposes a financial penalty, makes a consumer redress order requiring payment of
compensation, or does both and requires the payment of compensation for the same breach, then the amount (or
combined amount) must not exceed 10% of the turnover of the regulated person.
614 Ofgem’s Enforcement Guidelines and Ofgem’s Statement of Policy with Respect to Financial Penalties and
Consumer Redress under the Gas Act 1986 and Electricity Act 1989.
615 The Gas and Electricity Markets Authority’s Statement of Policy with respect to Financial Penalties and
Consumer Redress under the Gas Act 1986 and the Electricity Act 1986, paragraph 2.4.
616 The Gas and Electricity Markets Authority Statement of Policy with respect to Financial Penalties and
Consumer Redress under the Gas Act 1986 and the Electricity Act 1989.
617 When setting the amount of the fine, Ofgem took into account the fact that RWE had offered to settle the
investigation and had also undertaken to make certain consumer redress payments.
618 SLC 25C requires suppliers, among other things, to provide information to domestic customers which is
complete, accurate and not misleading, and to act promptly and courteously to put things right when they make a
mistake.
619 RWE was found to be in breach of the Standards of Conduct set out in SLC 25C, in particular, the requirements regarding the manner in which the information must be provided to domestic customers by suppliers and
the requirements concerning complaint handling procedures. Ofgem’s investigation mainly showed that RWE’s
customers received inaccurate bills with little or no detail on how these were calculated, and that RWE failed to
deal with complaints effectively. Accordingly, RWE failed to comply with the obligation to treat its domestic
customers fairly in breach of SLC 25C.
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investigating Scottish Power620 for suspected breaches of the Standards of
Conduct.
6.92

Based on these findings our provisional view is that Ofgem has the ability
and incentive to take effective enforcement action, including imposing fines,
in case of breach of the Standards of Conduct. Its recent decision
concerning RWE demonstrates that Ofgem is prepared to enforce the
Standards of Conduct strongly.
Implementation of this remedy

6.93

We propose to implement this proposed remedy through a recommendation
to Ofgem to include an additional standard of conduct into SLC 25C that
would require suppliers to have regard in the design of tariffs to the ease
with which customers can compare value for money with other tariffs they
offer.

Assessment of effectiveness
6.94

Our provisional view is that the proposed remedy would be effective in
mitigating the risks of removing aspects of the simpler choices component of
the RMR rules as it would expressly provide for suppliers to have regard to
the comparability of tariffs in their design.

6.95

As explained above, we consider that effectiveness of the remedy critically
depends on Ofgem maintaining its monitoring and enforcement activity. In
assessing the effectiveness of the proposed remedy, we have also
considered evidence on the impact of the current Standards of Conduct on
suppliers’ conduct and, by implication, the impact the additional provision
could be expected to have on suppliers in the design of tariffs.

6.96

In particular, we asked all of the Six Large Energy Firms, Ovo Energy, The
Co-operative Energy and First Utility:621
(a) what actions they have taken and what processes are in place to ensure
compliance with the Standards of Conduct;

620

Ofgem will assess whether Scottish Power has made it easy for consumers to contact it, whether it has acted
promptly and courteously to put things right when it has made a mistake and whether it has ensured that
customer service arrangements are fit for purpose (Investigation into Scottish Power’s compliance with Standards
of Conduct (SLC 25C), SLC 27 (provision of final bills), and the Gas and Electricity (Consumer Complaints
Handling Standards) Regulations (CHRs) 2008).
621 Ofgem and supplier responses to CMA questions about fairer treatment.
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(b) how the Standards of Conduct influence their decision-making in various
areas such as tariff terms and conditions and the information provided to
customers; and
(c) how they ensure PCWs representing them comply with the Standards of
Conduct.
6.97

The responses were as follows:
(a) All suppliers said that they had processes to ensure compliance (and
went above and beyond) with the Standards of Conduct.622
(b) All of the Six Large Energy Firms provided staff training on the
Standards of Conduct.623
(c) Some suppliers said that they also monitored their compliance with the
Standards of Conduct.624
(d) Suppliers had different methods for ensuring that PCWs representing
them complied with the Standards of Conduct.625

6.98

Based on these responses, our provisional assessment is that all of the Six
Large Energy Firms have been proactive in putting compliance processes in
place. It is, however, difficult for us to judge how effectively compliance with
the Standards of Conduct is embedded in the culture of these organisations.

6.99

We would expect Ofgem’s consultation on the new standard of conduct to
conclude by the end of 2016, such that it could implement and enforce the
new standard of conduct from 2017 onwards.

6.100

We have provisionally concluded that the proposed remedy would be
effective in mitigating the risks of removing aspects of the simpler choices
component of the RMR rules, in light of our findings in relation to Ofgem’s
monitoring and recent enforcement activity, suppliers’ compliance activities,

For example, E.ON’s Fair Decision Form guides decision makers through the core requirements of the
Standards of Conduct. EDF’s Trust Test is a set of principles staff must consider when making decisions and
Centrica’s formal Standards of Conduct assessment is embedded within the process of developing new products
and processes.
623 E.ON said that it developed training and toolkits. EDF Energy said that it carried out extensive staff training on
the Standards of Conduct. RWE said it had an e-learning programme on the Standards of Conduct. Scottish
Power said that it had extensive staff training including a mandatory DVD and briefing sessions. Centrica said
that it had workshops and training and SSE said that implementation of the Standards of Conduct included
extensive staff training and briefing documents and a review of SSE’s existing policies to ensure compliance.
624 For example, SSE said it monitored performance through KPIs and their internal Treating Customers Fairly
Panel, and RWE said it had developed a dashboard showing performance against the Standards of Conduct.
625 []
622
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and Ofgem’s appreciation of the challenges it will face in moving towards
more principles-based regulation.
Assessment of proportionality
6.101

We consider this proposed remedy to be proportionate for the following
reasons:
(a) it should be of minimal cost to implement, given that suppliers will only
need to consider taking certain actions to comply with the new Standard
of Conduct once the relevant aspects of the simpler choices component
of the RMR rules has been removed;
(b) Ofgem is moving towards a more principles-based approach to
regulation as demonstrated by its recent consultation;
(c) Ofgem is well placed to take this forward within its existing programme
of monitoring and enforcement activity; and
(d) a more principles-based approach to regulation enables suppliers to
innovate in the face of opportunities offered by new technologies and
allows customers to benefit.

6.102

We have also had regard to Ofgems’ statutory duties and objectives in
reaching a provisional decision concerning the proposed remedy, as set out
in paragraphs 6.89 to 6.92.
Provisional conclusion

6.103

We welcome Ofgem’s consultation on placing greater reliance on principlesbased regulation in the domestic retail supply markets. In the meantime we
propose to bolster the existing Standards of Conduct to require suppliers to
have regard in the design of their tariffs to the ease of comparability with
other tariffs they offer. We consider this to be a gap in current provisions that
needs to be addressed in order to mitigate the risks associated with the
removal of aspects of the simpler choices component of the RMR rules, and
for the proposed remedy to be effective and proportionate.

Enhancing the incentives and ability of PCWs to engage customers
6.104

We consider that PCWs are an important means by which effective
competition can develop in the domestic retail markets. We recognised in
our provisional findings that PCWs have a strong commercial incentive to
engage with domestic customers and provide access to their services both
online and by telephone. PCWs are also well placed to:
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(a) raise awareness among customers of their ability to switch and the
potential benefits from doing so;
(b) reduce search costs for customers; and
(c) exert competitive pressure on energy suppliers by enhancing price
transparency and facilitating the purchasing process for customers.
6.105

Our aim in considering remedies relating to PCWs in the domestic retail
markets is to address (in whole or in part) the features giving rise to the
Domestic Weak Customer Response AEC. With this in mind, we propose
remedies aimed at enhancing the incentives of PCWs to participate in the
domestic retail energy markets and enabling PCWs to offer customers a
better service. In particular, we propose:
(a) to recommend to Ofgem that it remove the requirement on PCWs to
show the whole of market from the Confidence Code, which could be
damaging to the incentives of PCWs to participate in the domestic retail
energy markets and could have particular unintended consequences in
light of our proposed recommendation to remove aspects of the simpler
choices component of the RMR rules, and introduces a requirement to
provide clear messaging concerning what results are displayed. In this
context, PCWs will be required to be transparent over the market
coverage provided to customers;
(b) to require Gemserv and Xoserve (through an order) to give PCWs
access to the ECOES and SCOGES databases (subject to satisfying
reasonable access conditions) in order to reduce the number of
erroneous transfers and failed switches and, more generally, to support
PCWs in facilitating the switching process; and
(c) to recommend to DECC several changes to the Midata programme that
(subject to customer consent) would give PCWs increased access to
more customer data and, in so doing, enable PCWs to monitor the
market on behalf of their customers and advise them of savings.

6.106

We have also considered but do not intend to pursue two further possible
remedies:
(a) Encouraging domestic customers to use more than one PCW.
(b) An Ofgem price comparison service for domestic customers, in the light
of Citizens Advice’s decision to launch a non-transactional PCW listing
all tariffs on the domestic retail energy markets.
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6.107

We set out below our reasons for not pursuing these proposed remedies
(see paragraphs 6.130 to 6.148).

The Confidence Code
6.108

The Confidence Code626 is a voluntary code of practice for domestic energy
price comparison services. The Confidence Code sets out minimum
requirements (concerning independence, transparency, accuracy, and
reliability) that providers of price comparison services must meet in order to
be, and remain, accredited by Ofgem. The main aim of the Confidence Code
is to promote consumers’ trust in PCWs and thereby increase customers’
use of PCWs.

6.109

Ofgem recently amended the Confidence Code and introduced a requirement on PCWs to display the whole of the market (the ‘Whole of the Market
Requirement’).627 In our provisional findings we said that accredited PCWs’
inability to present (as a default) only those tariffs for which they are paid
commission risks undermining the incentive of PCWs to invest in the
domestic retail energy markets and the ability of PCWs to exert competitive
pressure on suppliers. These risks would be heightened if the four-tariff rule
(which itself limits PCWs’ ability to agree bespoke supply contracts) were
removed, as we propose to recommend to Ofgem (see Section 5).

6.110

We also noted that it was too early to assess the impact of this change to the
Confidence Code – in particular, whether the Whole of the Market
Requirement has resulted in more consumers using accredited PCWs
(indicating that trust in PCWs had decreased), and/or whether it has led to
an increasing number of suppliers not entering into individual commercial
relationships with accredited PCWs (despite the continuation of the four-tariff
rule and the possible availability of derogations), resulting in a withdrawal, or
reduced competition, by some or all PCWs from the markets or fewer PCWs
being accredited.

6.111

Since publishing our provisional findings we have conducted some updated
analysis that sheds some light on the potential impact of the Confidence
Code on accredited PCWs’ sustainability since the addition of the Whole of
the Market Requirement. In particular, we have looked at the evidence on

626
627

Ofgem, The Confidence Code.
Ofgem letter (25 March 2015), Publication of revised Confidence Code.
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changes in the number of fulfillable tariffs628and the number of acquisitions
via PCWs (as a proportion of total acquisitions).
6.112

We consider that a reduction in the number of tariffs in the top 10 (cheapest
tariffs) that are not fulfillable since the introduction of the Whole of the
Market Requirement could be evidence of a damaging impact on the
business model of PCWs. First, it would be consistent with suppliers using
PCWs to advertise tariffs while avoiding paying commissions, which could
dampen PCWs’ incentives to invest in the domestic retail energy markets.
Second, it could be damaging to customer engagement by adding additional
steps in the switching process and excluding PCWs from facilitating the
switching process.

6.113

Table 6.1 shows information on the number of dual fuel direct debit tariffs in
‘Top 10’ displays on PCWs that were fulfillable on the uSwitch,
MoneySuperMarket and Energyhelpline websites in March, September and
December 2015. Further results are provided in Appendix 6.1.

Table 6.1: Number of top 10 dual fuel direct debit tariffs that were fulfillable by the PCW
Total fulfillable out of top 10 dual
fuel tariffs

uSwitch
MoneySuperMarket
Energyhelpline

March
2015

September
2015

December
2015

6
9
10

4
6
7

4
5
6

Source: Ofgem.

6.114

These results show that, for tariffs available to customers who pay by direct
debit (which represent the cheapest deals of all and the most popular form of
acquisition tariffs), uSwitch, MoneySuperMarket and Energyhelpline were
remunerated for fewer tariffs in the top ten in December 2015 compared with
March 2015.

6.115

We also found some evidence that the proportion of acquisitions via PCWs
is substantially lower for some suppliers in the period July to December 2015
compared with January to June 2015 (see Table 6.2 below). We consider
that if this trend were to continue it could undermine the incentives of PCWs
to participate in the energy market.

Suppliers determine which of their tariffs are ‘fulfillable’ via PCWs. A fulfillable tariff is one for which a PCW
can facilitate the switch and is paid a commission for doing so. A PWC will receive no commission for displaying
results for non-fulfillable tariffs.
628
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Table 6.2: Percentage of acquisitions by PCWs (all tariffs, excluding white labels)
%
Jan 2015 to Jun 2015

[]
[]
[]
[]
[]
[]
[]
[]
[]

Jul 2015 to Dec 2015

Electricity

Gas

Electricity

Gas

Both

[]
[]
[]
[]
[]
[]
[]
[]
[]

[]
[]
[]
[]
[]
[]
[]
[]
[]

[]
[]
[]
[]

[]
[]
[]
[]

[]
[]
[]
[]
[]

[]
[]
[]

[]
[]
[]

Source CMA calculations based on information provides by Six Large Energy Firms and Mid-tier Suppliers.

6.116

In the Remedies Notice we also recognised the implications of the
coexistence of the proposed remedy to remove aspects of the simpler
choices component of the RMR rules with the application of the Whole of the
Market Requirement. In particular:
(a) The Whole of the Market Requirement risks reducing the effectiveness
of our proposed remedy to remove the simpler choices component of the
RMR rules, by reducing the ability and incentive on the part of suppliers
and accredited PCWs to negotiate exclusive deals available via
particular PCWs. This would be the case if the Whole of the Market
Requirement meant that exclusive deals had to be displayed on all
PCWs, not just on those through which they are fulfillable (which may
not be practicable in practice).
(b) Without the proposed amendment to Ofgem’s Confidence Code,
suppliers could ‘game’ the removal of aspects of the simpler choices
component of the RMR rules by releasing many similar-priced tariffs to
crowd out competitors on PCW results pages (which could also be
confusing for customers).629 Citizens Advice,630 uSwitch631 and
MoneySuperMarket632 said that this behaviour was evident pre-the RMR
rules. Ofgem said 633that such ‘crowding out’ of the top listings on search
results had been raised with it by stakeholders as a risk.
(c) The Whole of the Market Requirement could be impractical with an
increase in the number of tariffs offered in particular where PCWs agree
different tariff levels and commissions with energy suppliers.

629

The Whole of the Market Requirement prevents PCWs from responding to such behaviour by consolidating
very similar/identical tariffs offered by the same supplier into one entry on their results page.
630 Citizens Advice response to Remedies Notice, p12.
631 uSwitch response to Remedies Notice, p9.
632 MoneySuperMarket response to Remedies Notice, p6.
633 Ofgem response to Remedies Notice, p1.
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(d) In any event, in light of parties’ responses clarifying the definition of the
Whole of the Market Requirement currently in operation, the Whole of
the Market Requirement could be misleading (and so undermine trust)
as we have been told that an accredited PCW adhering to the
Confidence Code is allowed not to show tariffs that are only available
from other PCWs (for example, the Whole of the Market Requirement
does not require PCWs to display the E.ON collective switching tariff
available through uSwitch634).
6.117

We therefore propose to recommend to Ofgem that it amends the
Confidence Code to remove the Whole of the Market Requirement from the
Confidence Code, and to require accredited PCWs to be transparent over
the market coverage provided to domestic customers (by, for instance,
displaying a clear message explaining the results on display and clarifying
that certain tariffs are not available through their site).
Aim of the remedy

6.118

The aim of the proposed remedy would be to help ensure that the potential
for PCWs to promote competition to the benefit of domestic customers is
realised. More specifically:
(a) it would help to ensure that requirements in relation to listing do not
undermine the incentive accredited PCWs have to invest in services in
the domestic retail energy markets and to promote the use of these
services, helping to increase domestic customer engagement;
(b) it would help to address concerns that the Whole of the Market
Requirement could undermine the effectiveness of the proposal to
remove certain aspects of the simpler choices component of the RMR
rules by dampening the incentives of accredited PCWs to negotiate
exclusive deals (if these had to be advertised on rival PCW sites);
(c) it would help to address concerns that the proposed removal of aspects
of the simpler choices rule would make the application of the Whole of
the Market Requirement impractical (as PCWs might not be aware of
exclusive deals negotiated by rival sites) or confusing for customers (if,
for example, exclusive deals were to be excluded from the requirement);
and
(d) it would allow PCWs to manage any attempts by suppliers to game to
their advantage the removal of the simpler choices component of the

634

uSwitch press release.
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RMR rules (in particular, the constraints on the number of tariffs a
supplier can offer) by releasing many similar priced tariffs in order to
crowd out competitors on PCW results pages.
Parties’ views
6.119

We invited views on whether the Whole of the Market Requirement should
be removed, and if so, whether alternative measures to increase confidence
in PCWs would be required.

6.120

Centrica635 and EDF Energy636 said that the Whole of the Market
Requirement should be removed. E.ON said that the Whole of the Market
Requirement would become less practical as the number of tariffs, and
potentially their structures, increased.637 RWE638 said that the Whole of the
Market Requirement should be removed, if PCWs were able to promote
exclusive offers and tariffs. To maintain trust, Centrica,639 E.ON640 and
RWE641 said that PCWs should be transparent about the market coverage
they provided, and EDF Energy642 said that PCWs should be subject to
direct regulation or standards of conduct. Which?643 and Ofgem644 said that
if the Whole of the Market Requirement were removed, alternative measures
to increase confidence in PCWs might be necessary.

6.121

Co-operative Energy,645 Citizens Advice646 and MoneySavingExpert647 said
that the removal of the Whole of the Market Requirement would be
detrimental to consumers. MoneySavingExpert648 said that the tariffs not
displayed needed to be clear to customers. Utility Warehouse649 said the
Whole of the Market Requirement became more important than ever with
more tariffs. Age UK650 said that the Whole of the Market Requirement might
not be ideal, but it would need to be policed and enforced.

635

Centrica response to provisional findings and Remedies Notice, p56.
EDF Energy response to Remedies Notice, paragraph 3.19, p15.
637 E.ON response to provisional findings, p22, paragraph 96.
638 RWE response to Remedies Notice, p36, paragraph 2.8.
639 Centrica response to provisional findings and Remedies Notice, p56.
640 E.ON response to provisional findings, p22, paragraph 97.
641 RWE response to Remedies Notice, p36, paragraph 2.8.
642 EDF Energy response to Remedies Notice, paragraph 3.19, p15.
643 Which? response to Remedies Notice, p3.
644 Ofgem response to Remedies Notice, p3.
645 Co-operative Energy response to Remedies Notice, p5.
646 Citizens Advice response to Remedies Notice, p16.
647 MoneySavingExpert response to Remedies Notice, p3.
648 MoneySavingExpert response to Remedies Notice, p3.
649 Utility Warehouse response to Remedies Notice, p6.
650 Age UK response to Remedies Notice, p3.
636
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6.122

Following the publication of our Remedies Notice, we received further
information on the Whole of the Market Requirement.
(a) Ofgem said that to date, it had not asked sites to display collective
switch offerings (including collective switch offerings from competitor
sites) under the Whole of the Market Requirement. If the four-tariff cap
rule were removed, it would not expect accredited sites to show
exclusive site/supplier deals and it would not be Ofgem’s current policy
intention to request accredited sites to provide information on the
exclusive offerings of competitor sites.651
(b) uSwitch said that generally PCWs did not show collective switch tariffs
available from other TPIs. uSwitch understood that this was considered
acceptable by Ofgem under the Whole of the Market Requirements of
the Confidence Code as such tariffs were limited to one sales channel
and not available directly through the energy supplier. The Whole of the
Market Requirement was better understood as covering tariffs available
directly from suppliers.652
(c) Gocompare.com said that collective switch tariffs did not have to appear
on accredited PCWs, even if the ‘whole of market’ view was chosen, and
the ‘whole of market’ view could result in customers being shown tariffs
that they might not be able to apply to through any channel.653
Implementation of this remedy

6.123

We propose to implement this proposed remedy through a recommendation
to Ofgem to remove the Whole of the Market Requirement in the Confidence
Code and introduce a requirement for PCWs accredited under the
Confidence Code to be transparent over the market coverage that they
provide to energy customers.
Assessment of effectiveness

6.124

653

In assessing the effectiveness of the proposed remedy, we have considered
not only the extent to which it would be effective in achieving its aims, but
also the extent to which the proposed remedy is capable of effective
implementation, monitoring compliance and enforcement, and the timescale
over which the remedy is likely to have an effect.

Gocompare.com response to Remedies Notice, paragraph 2.9.
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6.125

As regards the implementation of the proposed remedy, we consider that
Ofgem is well placed to implement the necessary changes to the Confidence
Code, as it is responsible for managing the Confidence Code, monitoring
compliance and accrediting and withdrawing accreditation from PCWs. In
particular, given our proposed recommendation to Ofgem to remove aspects
of the simpler choices component of the RMR rules, we consider that Ofgem
will be best placed to coordinate the timing of the implementation of the
removal of the Whole of the Market Requirement.

6.126

We consider that the proposed changes to the Confidence Code could be
implemented simultaneously with our proposed recommendations
concerning suppliers’ licence conditions. In this regard, Ofgem would consult
on the proposed removal the Whole of the Market Requirement from the
Confidence Code immediately after we publish our final report, with this
process expected to conclude by the end of 2016. The change could then be
implemented by the beginning of 2017.

6.127

In addition, Ofgem would be well placed as the sector regulator to adapt and
develop the Confidence Code in light of further developments in the retail
markets.
Assessment of proportionality

6.128

We consider this proposed remedy to be proportionate because it will be
effective at achieving its legitimate aims of minimising any potential
unintended adverse consequences from the removal of aspects of the
simpler choices component of the RMR rules and promoting the role of
PCWs the energy market. It will also involve minimal costs to implement,
and PCWs would overall face a reduced regulatory burden by replacing a
need to verify their own compliance with the Whole of the Market
Requirement with a requirement for accredited PCWs to be transparent over
the market coverage provided to domestic customers (by, for instance,
displaying a clear message explaining the results on display and clarifying
that certain tariffs are not available through their website). We believe that
requiring PCWs to be transparent over the market coverage they provide
would facilitate customer engagement, and work synergistically with our
other proposed remedies concerning domestic customer engagement.

6.129

Accordingly, we believe this proposed remedy is no more onerous than
necessary and the least onerous of equally effective remedies.
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Remedy minded not to adopt: an Ofgem price comparison service for domestic
and/or microbusiness customers
6.130

In our provisional findings we identified a number of features of the markets
for the retail supply of energy to domestic customers that combine to give
rise to the provisional Domestic Weak Customer Response AEC. One of
these features is that certain domestic customers face actual and perceived
barriers to accessing and assessing information arising from a lack of
confidence in and access to PCWs.

6.131

To address our provisional concerns in this area one proposed remedy
included in our Remedies Notice was for Ofgem to provide an independent
price comparison service for domestic customers.
Aim of the remedy

6.132

The aim of this possible remedy was to improve trust in PCWs, and thereby,
to encourage greater use by domestic customers. As discussed above, this
might be particularly desirable given our proposed recommendation to
remove aspects of the simpler choices component of the RMR rules and the
Whole of the Market Requirement in the Confidence Code, with a view to
addressing the concerns of those domestic customers that do not wish to
shop around different PCWs to understand the best deals available from
suppliers.
Design considerations

6.133

In the Remedies Notice we invited responses on certain key design features
including whether the service should;
(a) be an online-only service, or should also operate a call centre for
customers who do not have access to the internet to obtain information
over the telephone;
(b) quote suppliers’ list prices only or provide coverage of the whole of the
markets, including exclusive deals negotiated between suppliers and
third parties, such as other PCWs;
(c) provide information on tariffs only or also allow customers to transact (ie
switch suppliers or tariffs) via the service;
(d) obligate suppliers to provide tariff information to Ofgem to facilitate the
operation of the price comparison service; and
(e) provide any additional information.
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6.134

We also consulted on how domestic customers should be made aware of
the service.
Parties’ views

6.135

In the Remedies Notice we invited views on the effectiveness and
proportionality of this proposed remedy. In particular, we asked if this
proposed remedy would be effective in increasing domestic and/or
microbusiness customers’ trust in PCWs, whether there is a risk this
proposed remedy could undermine the development of PCWs in the retail
energy markets, and the likely costs to Ofgem of setting up a price
comparison service.

6.136

There was a mixed response to this proposed remedy overall:
(a) EDF Energy,654 Ovo Energy655 and Co-operative Energy656 supported
the proposed remedy.
(b) RWE,657 E.ON658 and Utility Warehouse659 supported the remedy under
specific circumstances. RWE said that it supported the proposal
provided it concerned an information-only service and commercial
PCWs could offer exclusive tariffs.660 E.ON said it supported the
proposed remedy if it was information only and covered the whole of the
markets and did not undermine existing commercial PCWs.661 Utility
Warehouse662 said an Ofgem comparison service should only be
introduced if it provided something new and that was unlikely to be
delivered by commercial PCWs.
(c) Centrica,663 First Utility,664 MoneySavingExpert,665 Which?666 and the
Behavioural Insights Team667 opposed the remedy.

654

EDF Energy response to Remedies Notice, p21.
Ovo Energy response to Remedies Notice, p21. Ovo Energy supported this remedy, but suggested that
Citizens Advice was likely to be a better host of an independent, trustworthy PCW service.
656 Co-operative Energy response to Remedies Notice, p11.
657 RWE response to Remedies Notice, p52, paragraph 1.4.
658 E.ON response to Remedies Notice, p33.
659 Utility Warehouse response to Remedies Notice, p9.
660 RWE response to Remedies Notice, p52, paragraph 1.4.
661 E.ON response to Remedies Notice, p33.
662 Utility Warehouse response to Remedies Notice, p9.
663 Centrica response to provisional findings and Remedies Notice, p66.
664 First Utility response to provisional findings and Remedies Notice, p32.
665 Money Saving Expert, response to Remedies Notice, p7.
666 Which? response to Remedies Notice, p6.
667 The Behavioural Insights Team response to Remedies Notice, p6.
655
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(d) SSE668 said it was exploring further to ensure in practice that it would be
effective in meeting its stated aim of ‘improving trust in PCWs’. SSE
highlighted that one unintended consequence might be that it could
decrease trust in other PCWs and so it suggested a trial period to test
the feasibility and proportionality of the remedy.
(e) Scottish Power669 thought it could be worth exploring further but
expressed caution over the signals it would send.
Citizens Advice domestic price comparison service
6.137

Following the publication of our Remedies Notice, Citizens Advice has
launched a new domestic price comparison service operated as a whitelabel solution with source data provided by Energylinx, which is Confidence
Code accredited. This was launched alongside the Big Energy Saving Week
on 26 October 2015.

6.138

This Citizens Advice service is information-only (ie users cannot use it to
sign up for a particular deal) and provided face to face and online. Citizens
Advice said that at some point the service may become transactional, with
this decision based on user needs and whether it would be the right
approach for Citizens Advice to take. Citizens Advice said it would monitor
the service to see if customers would benefit from having assistance over
the phone. Where possible Citizens Advice has said it will endeavour to
monitor user profiles by channel.670,671

6.139

The tool provides full market coverage and the default is set to show all
tariffs to customers. Citizens Advice said that the comparison service will
display suppliers who currently do not feature on commercial PCWs
including Utility Warehouse and other small specialist suppliers. Citizens
Advice said it had been able to encourage some additional suppliers to list
their tariffs on Energylinx (and, therefore, Citizens Advice’s comparison
service) including Economy Energy, and E Gas and Electric.

6.140

Citizens Advice said that the service was promoted through its website, the
telephone Consumer Service, the network of local Citizens Advice, media

668

SSE response to Remedies Notice, page 44, paragraph 3.9.
Scottish Power response to Remedies Notice, pp20–21, paragraphs 6.1 & 6.3.
670 The Citizens Advice bureau statistics summarises the profile of bureau clients for England and Wales. These
show: (a) the majority (31%) of bureau clients are aged 35 to 49 years old and a further 27% are aged 50 to 64
years old (age not recorded for 10%); (b) 18% are from black and minority ethnic groups (ethnic origin not
recorded for 11%); (c) 38% have long-term health problems and/or a disability (disability or health status not
recorded for 21%), (d) the majority (33%) are social tenants and a further 27% private tenants (housing tenure
not recorded for 41%).
671 Results for Citizens Advice Scotland show that during November 2014: (a) one-third of clients were aged 45 to
59 years old, and 29% lived in council-let properties.
669
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messages and videos it was launching to help customers understand how to
use a prepayment meter. Citizens Advice said that certain larger suppliers
had also agreed to signpost customers to the tool via their websites.
6.141

Citizens Advice also said that it had recently launched a new suite of energy
content on its website, including advice on how to use a PCW and how to
switch. The content would also include supplier performance statistics,
including comparable information about service performance and customer
service and educational information to help customers understand the
benefits of switching and where to get further help with energy issues.

6.142

The cost of the service is funded out of the Citizens Advice programme
budget which is from the grant received from BIS to fund its energy work.
[]
Our assessment of an Ofgem price comparison service for domestic
customers

6.143

Our provisional view is that an Ofgem price comparison service would not
add significant further value to that already provided by the Citizens Advice
service. We also note that Ofgem itself has stated that it does not currently
have the expertise to set up and run such a service, although we have not
given material weight to this.
Provisional conclusion

6.144

Given that the Citizens Advice service is now available, we have
provisionally decided not to pursue this proposed remedy. We believe that
the Citizens Advice service will be sufficient to address the concerns of
those customers that do not wish to shop around PCWs to understand the
best deals available from suppliers. We note that there may still be better
PCW-specific deals available for those customers prepared to use more
than one PCW.

Remedy not minded to adopt: encouraging domestic customers to use more than
one PCW
6.145

In the Remedies Notice we recognised that our proposed remedy to remove
aspects of the simpler choices component of the RMR rules was likely to
increase the range of tariffs on offer and result in different tariffs being
offered on different PCWs. We therefore considered whether to propose a
remedy to encourage domestic customers to use more than one PCW.
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Parties’ views
6.146

The response to this proposed remedy was generally negative. E.ON,672
RWE,673 Scottish Power,674 First Utility,675 Citizens Advice676 and The
Behavioural Insights Team677 said that such a remedy should not be
considered. However, Which?678 said that if people were not willing to use
multiple PCWs, possible remedies should be considered to encourage
‘multi-homing’.
Our assessment

6.147

We have found that 59% of survey respondents who used a PCW to search
energy suppliers used more than one PCW.679

6.148

We have provisionally decided not to propose additional remedies to
encourage domestic customers to use more than one PCW. This is primarily
because actively encouraging domestic customers to use more than one
PCW could have the unintended consequence of discouraging searching by
making it seem more complicated and time-consuming and undermining
existing levels of customer trust in PCWs. In addition, we consider that a
market solution may develop with a PCW offering a search facility which
aggregates deals available on PCWs including those deals exclusively
available only via a particular PCW.

Providing PCWs with access to the ECOES and SCOGES databases
6.149

In our provisional findings report, we provisionally found that customers face
actual and/or perceived barriers to switching, such as where they experience
erroneous transfers which have the potential to cause material detriment to
those who suffer from them. Erroneous transfers may thereby affect
customers’ ability to switch as well as their perception of switching.680 While
we acknowledge that erroneous transfers represent a small percentage of all
successful domestic switches in energy supply, around 1%,681 they may

672

E.ON response to provisional findings, p21, paragraph 95.
RWE response to Remedies Notice, p35, paragraph 2.6. RWE said that if suppliers were able to offer different
tariffs and offers on different PCWs, this would result in consumers having to visit more than one PCW in order to
find the most appropriate tariff.
674 Scottish Power response to Remedies Notice, p9, paragraph 3.7.
675 First Utility response to Remedies Notice, p23.
676 Citizens Advice response to Remedies Notice, p14.
677 BiT response to Remedies Notice, p1.
678 Which? response to Remedies Notice, p3.
679 See Appendix 8.3: Price comparison websites and collective switches, paragraph 81.
680 Provisional findings report, pp323–324, paragraph 8.118.
681 Provisional findings report, pp323–324, paragraph 8.119.
673
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nonetheless affect customers’ ability to switch as well as more broadly their
perception of switching. Further, we noted in our provisional findings report
that the complexity of the switching process can lead to delays, errors and
costs, which, in turn, may have an impact on broader customer confidence
and the propensity of domestic customers to switch.682
6.150

We considered whether PCWs should be given access to the Electricity
Central Online Enquiry Service (ECOES) database683 in order to allow them
to facilitate the switching process for customers. ECOES, managed by
Gemserv, was designed to assist suppliers in the customer transfer process
by allowing the triangulation of data (pre-registration checking of Meter Point
Administration Number (MPAN),684 address and meter serial number). The
ECOES database includes MPAN address, meter profile class and meter
serial number database. ECOES can be accessed directly by suppliers,
Meter Point Administration Service (MPAS) providers, distribution
businesses, supplier agents and non-domestic customers with at least two
MPANs.685 TPIs such as PCWs may have limited access to the ECOES
database through login details provided by suppliers but suppliers remain
responsible for PCWs’ usage.

6.151

Since the publication of our Remedies Notice we have been told that there is
a similar database for gas; the Single Centralised On-Line Gas Enquiry
Service686 (SCOGES), managed by Xoserve. Access to the SCOGES
database is available to all gas transporters, shippers and suppliers, and
some non-domestic customers687. This database includes Meter Point
Registration Number (MPRN),688 address, meter serial number, Local
Distribution Zone ID, Gas Act Owner, Meter Asset Manager ID,
designation689 and other data available only to large transporter sites.690

682

Provisional findings report, p325, paragraph 8.125.
It is funded by electricity Suppliers and Distribution Business and governed under the Master Registration
Agreement.
684 MPAN or S Number might be needed when a customer wants to switch energy supplier. See The Energy
Shop: How to find your MPAN and MPRN meter reference numbers.
685 Access to other users can be granted subject to fulfilling access criteria and agreeing to terms and conditions.
Applications are considered in accordance with the principles set out in Section 4.6.2 of MAP 15.
686 The database is also known as the Data Enquiry Service. See On-Line Meter Point Search Facility: GTC User
Guide.
687 Access to other users can be granted subject to fulfilling access criteria and agreeing to terms and conditions.
Applications are considered in accordance with the principles set out in Section 7.3 of Schedule 23 of the Supply
Point Administration Agreement.
688 MPRN or M Number is the equivalent of MPAN for gas and might be needed when a customer wants to
switch gas supplier. See The Energy Shop: How to find your MPAN and MPRN meter reference numbers.
689 Indication if the site is domestic or industrial or commercial.
690 There are other data fields that are available only to large transporter sites. Suppliers receive a quarterly CDROM with the following data: MPRN, Meter Point address and postcode, meter serial number and Local
Distribution Zone ID.
683
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6.152

We have therefore also considered whether PCWs should be given access
to the SCOGES database as part of our proposed remedy.
Aim of the remedy

6.153

The aim of the proposed remedy would be to reduce actual and perceived
barriers to switching resulting from erroneous transfers and failed switches
by giving PCWs access to the ECOES and SCOGES databases.
Accordingly, the ultimate aim of this proposed remedy would be to partly
address one of the features contributing to the Domestic Weak Customer
Response AEC.

6.154

To obtain a quote from a PCW, a customer usually has to provide: postcode,
current provider, current tariff name and payment method, meter type and
annual consumption (although this last piece of information is not essential).
To switch supplier, the customer usually needs to provide: address, contact
details and other personal and payment information, and may have to
provide their MPAN and/or MPRN. An incorrect MPAN/MPRN entered by a
customer can result in an erroneous transfer or a failed switch. By giving
PCWs access to the ECOES and SCOGES databases; PCWs could retrieve
MPAN/MPRN numbers using the address provided by customers, therefore
potentially avoiding an erroneous transfer or a failed switch.
Parties’ views

6.155

In our Remedies Notice we invited views on whether PCWs should be given
access to the ECOES database in order to allow them to facilitate the
switching process for customers.

6.156

Ofgem and several suppliers691 supported giving PCWs access to the
ECOES database as they considered that it would allow PCWs to carry out
earlier verification of customer data, thus reducing the number of cancelled
and failed switches, reduce the cost of validating data to suppliers,692 as well
as speeding up the switching process. EDF Energy said it had no objection
to giving PCWs access to the ECOES database as it considered that it
would help to reduce the rate of cancellations once the switching process
was initiated. Restrictions on the use of the data would have to be enforced
so that only the checking of information on customer-initiated switches was

691

Ofgem response to Remedies Notice, p2; RWE response to Remedies Notice, p39; Scottish Power response
to Remedies Notice, paragraph 4.8, p12 (p46 of PDF); and Spark Energy response to Remedies Notice, p4.
692 If PCWs are able to perform a more accurate validation earlier in the switching processes.
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allowed.693 E.ON694 said the CMA should not introduce the proposed remedy
directly; instead, the Master Registration Agreement working group should
be allowed to finish its report and make recommendations on this. SSE695
said that it welcomed appropriate measures to make switching more reliable
and hassle free. It also said that giving PCWs access to the ECOES
database would allow PCWs to carry out verification of customer data before
passing an application to a supplier, thus reducing the number of cancelled
and failed switches. SSE,696 Co-operative Energy697 and Utilities Savings698
said that there were errors in the ECOES data which would still be present
whether accessed by PCWs or suppliers.
6.157

Make It Cheaper699 said that a similar system worked well in Australia,
improving the speed and number of successful SME energy switches.

6.158

E.ON, SSE and Scottish Power said that giving PCWs access to more
accurate data such as the data available through Midata/the ECOES
database would reduce the number of erroneous transfers and failed
switches.700 In particular:
(a) E.ON701said that inaccurate information provided by TPIs was a key
driver of failed switches and erroneous transfers;
(b) SSE702 said it saw a higher rate of [] PCWs than from any of its other
direct customer acquisition channels; and
(c) Scottish Power703 said that it estimated that 50% of erroneous transfers,
where it was the gaining supplier, arose from incorrect MPANs or
MPRNs, generally due to address mismatch. Of these, around 40% of
erroneous transfers occurred because the customer had selected the
incorrect address. It estimated that allowing PCWs to access the
ECOES database would eliminate around 10% of erroneous transfers.

693

EDF Energy response to Remedies Notice, p18 paragraph 4.6.
E.ON response to provisional findings, p25, paragraph 111.
695 SSE response to Remedies Notice, p28.
696 SSE response to Remedies Notice, p28.
697 Co-operative Energy response to Remedies Notice, p7.
698 Utilities Savings response to Remedies Notice, p7. It said this was based on ECOES/MRA documents and
some of its experiences with suppliers and customers.
699 Make It Cheaper response to Remedies Notice, paragraph 6.
700 SSE said that giving PCWs access to ECOES would reduce the number of failed switches.
701 E.ON response to Remedies Notice, p26.
702 SSE response to Remedies Notice, pp27–28 and 30.
703 Scottish Power response to Remedies Notice, pp12–13.
694
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6.159

However, some parties said that giving PCWs access to the ECOES
database would not result in a significant reduction in the number of
erroneous transfers and failed switches. In particular:
(a) EDF Energy704 said that only 2.5% of applications it received from PCWs
suffered from a meter number error or other data issue;
(b) SSE705 said that the erroneous transfer rate was low (industry average
of 1% January to September 2014) compared with other industries such
as telecoms (7.3%);
(c) Gocompare.com706 said that failed switches were ‘not commonplace’;
and
(d) Ofgem said that before the licence modification of 1 September 2014
came in to effect, erroneous transfers made up 1% of successful
switches. The most recent data showed that it had fallen below 1%.

6.160

Citizens Advice707 said that the potential benefit of giving PCWs access to
the ECOES database was unknown. Other parties said that there would not
be a reduction in failed switches (Co-operative Energy,708 First Utility709) or
erroneous transfers (Centrica710). First Utility said that this measure alone
would not reduce failed switches or erroneous transfers, as data quality
issues remained unaddressed.711

6.161

Some suppliers712 and Energy Action Scotland713 did not support the
proposed remedy. Centrica714 said that all PCW sales passed on to
suppliers were checked against the ECOES database, and a further check
by PCWs would not add value. Others715 expressed concerns about the
potential for misuse of ECOES data by PCWs and for nuisance calling if the

704

EDF Energy response to Remedies Notice, p18, paragraph 4.6.
SSE response to Remedies Notice, p27.
706 Gocompare.com response to Remedies Notice, paragraph 3.1.
707 Citizens Advice response to Remedies Notice, p20.
708 Co-operative response to Remedies Notice, p7.
709 First Utility, response to Remedies Notice, p26.
710 Centrica response to Remedies Notice, p58.
711 In its response to our working paper on Gas and Electricity Settlement and Metering, First Utility submitted
that the biggest driver of erroneous transfers was poor quality address data.
712 Centrica response to Remedies Notice, p58; Utility Warehouse response to Remedies Notice, p8; E.ON
response to Remedies Notice, p25; Ovo Energy response to Remedies Notice (remedy 4a) and Co-operative
Energy response to Remedies Notice, p7.
713 Energy Action Scotland response to Remedies Notice, p5.
714 Centrica response to Remedies Notice, p55.
715 Co-operative Energy response to Remedies Notice, p7; Co-operative Energy expressed concerns about the
potential for misuse of ECOES data by PCWs and said additional data protection caveats may be needed to
prevent unwanted marketing. Utility Warehouse response to Remedies Notice, p8; Centrica response to
Remedies Notice, p58 and Ofgem response to Remedies Notice (remedy 4), p3.
705
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data was used for marketing purposes. Ofgem716 mentioned it was aware of
incidents when TPIs had cold-called customers using data believed to be
from the ECOES database. Co-operative Energy717 and Ofgem718 shared
these concerns. Utilities Savings719 said that TPIs with indirect access to
ECOES might actually be causing erroneous transfers.
Design considerations
6.162

In designing the proposed remedy we have considered:
(a) evidence on PCWs’ access to the ECOES and SCOGES databases;
and
(b) how to implement this proposed remedy.


6.163

Evidence on PCWs’ access to the ECOES and SCOGES databases

We asked PCWs whether they had ever applied or considered applying to
obtain access to the ECOES or SCOGES databases.
(a) uSwitch said its application to access the SCOGES database in July
2011 was rejected on the grounds that the Uniform Network Code did
not allow for the release of information to a non-Uniform Network Code
party. It had recently submitted an application for access to the ECOES
database which was being processed by the MRA Executive Committee.
uSwitch also said that it had been told that previous applications from
PCWs for access to the ECOES database had been rejected. Along with
the rejection of the SCOGES application, this had deterred uSwitch from
formally applying for access to the ECOES database until recently.
(b) EnergyHelpline said it had made three enquiries for access to the
ECOES database over the last five years, with the last one about a year
ago, but had been told that it did not qualify for access as it was not a
supplier.
(c) Make It Cheaper said that it applied for access to the ECOES database
in 2007/8 but it was rejected. It said it was given no explanation by
Gemserv that it could find.
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Ofgem response to Remedies Notice (remedy 4), pp2–3.
Co-operative Energy response to Remedies Notice, p7.
718 Ofgem response to Remedies Notice (remedy 4), pp2–3.
719 Utilities Savings response to Remedies Notice, p58. It said it understood this to be likely where supply
addresses were multiple at one location or at odds with Post Office postcodes etc. This was also based on some
of its experiences of customers who had suffered erroneous transfers.
717
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6.164

We asked the ECOES database administrator, Gemserv, and the SCOGES
administrator, Xoserve, whether there is any legal requirement or other
barrier preventing PCWs from accessing these databases.
(a) Gemserv said that any PCW could apply for access to the ECOES
database and would, in principle, be given access if they met a number
of access criteria. It said it had received only one application from a
PCW over the last few years but the application was incomplete and the
PCW had not provided the additional information required for it to be
able to process the application. In response to a recent request for
information, Gemserv said that it had recently received a number of
applications for access to the ECOES database [].
(b) Xoserve said that it did not have any record of PCWs applying for
access to the SCOGES database. It said that access was governed by
the SPAA industry code720 which sets out the rules and processed for
‘Other Users Access’. It added that PCWs’ access is dependent upon
amendments being made to both the SPAA industry code and the
Uniform Network Code.

6.165

Most PCWs said that they currently used a third party data provider, GB
Group, to retrieve MPAN and MPRN information on behalf of their
customers, but the ECOES and SCOGES databases were generally
considered more accurate and up to date than the GB Group database.

6.166

uSwitch said that the GB Group data provided meter numbers based on
address, but coverage was limited to approximately 90% of Great Britain and
this meant that 10% of customers were required to enter their meter number
manually to complete their application, which could act as a barrier to
switching. uSwitch also said that in some cases the postcode list in the GB
Group database was out of date and an energy region could not be sourced.
This meant that some customers would be unable to progress beyond the
uSwitch homepage. uSwitch estimated that approximately 1 to 2% of
customers attempting to use its website would be unable to receive a quote
due to errors caused by this incomplete postcode data.

6.167

PCWs []:
(a) The GB Group database is compiled using a limited MPAS data set
supplied by Gemserv on a monthly basis and other various data
sources. We also understand that Germserv and the GB Group have a

720

See Schedule 23, Section 7.
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commercial agreement in place, whereby they share some of the
revenues received from the sale of the GB Group database.721
(b) Xoserve submitted that the GB Group currently provided an address
management service to Xoserve but that it does not provide any data or
information to enable the GB Group to provide this service.
6.168

It therefore appears to us that, in practice, PCWs do not have direct access
to the ECOES and SCOGES databases. The precise reasons for this are
unclear. Whilst they do have access to the GB Group data, at a cost of [],
this information is not as accurate or up-to-date as the ECOES and
SCOGES databases.

6.169

We therefore consider that the proposed remedy should expressly provide
for PCWs to be granted access (upon request, and upon satisfaction of
reasonable access conditions) to the ECOES and SCOGES databases on
terms that would enable PCWs to be able to check or obtain MPAN and
MPRN numbers for customers seeking to switch supplier and to check other
information provided by these customers against that held on the databases.
Use of the data by PCWs would be strictly limited to these purposes (in
order to address Ofgem’s and some suppliers’ concerns around the misuse
of data – see paragraph 3.253 above). Any charge to PCWs for access
should be based on the incremental cost to the database administrators of
providing this access. We propose to order Gemserv and Xoserve to provide
access on such reasonable terms.

6.170

Some parties722 considered that access to the ECOES and SCOGES
databases would still be relevant after the roll-out of smart meters, although
uSwitch723 said that after the roll-out of smart meters there might be a
reduced need for access to the ECOES database by PCWs, and Cooperative Energy724 said that PCWs would be able to access data directly
through the DCC. Ofgem said that there would still be a need for a central
database725 to facilitate switching.

6.171

Ofgem concluded that it should introduce a centralised registration service to
facilitate reliable and fast switching for gas and electricity customers.

721

GB Group announces new data agreement for products to detect fraud and prevent terrorism.
E.ON response to Remedies Notice, p25, paragraph 115 (E.ON just referred to the ECOES database); RWE
response to Remedies Notice, p7; Scottish Power response to Remedies Notice, paragraph 4.14, p13 (p47 of
PDF); and Utilities Savings response to Remedies Notice, p7.
723 uSwitch response to Remedies Notice, p15.
724 Co-operative Energy response to Remedies Notice, p7.
725 Ofgem’s response to Remedies Notice (Remedy 4), p3.
722
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Ofgem’s ambition was for customers to be able to switch next day.726 As part
of the next-day switching programme, Ofgem would examine if there should
be a single online enquiry service operated by the DCC,727 and which parties
(including TPIs) should have access to it.728
6.172

In addition, PCWs would have access to meter number information through
phase 2 of Midata, when implemented, and subject to implementation of our
proposed remedy described below, on enhanced access terms. Midata will
also allow PCWs to access consumption data and allow them to provide a
more accurate comparison of the potential gains from switching (see
paragraphs 6.188 to 6.223).

6.173

We recognise that with these developments PCWs might, in the future, not
need access to the ECOES and SCOGES databases for the purposes set
out in the proposed remedy. However, given that the time frame for the
development of Midata phase 2 and any centralised registration system is
uncertain, and that there would still be a need for PCWs to access the
ECOES and SCOGES databases despite the roll-out of smart meters, we
have provisionally decided not to include a sunset provision for this
proposed remedy.


6.174

Implementation of this remedy

We propose to implement this proposed remedy through:
(a) an order to Gemserv to give PCWs access upon request to the ECOES
database on reasonable terms and subject to satisfaction of reasonable
access conditions; and
(b) an order to Xoserve to give PCWs access upon request to the SCOGES
database on reasonable terms and subject to satisfaction of reasonable
access conditions.
Assessment of effectiveness

6.175

As we explain below, our provisional view is that the proposed remedy would
be effective in achieving its aims of reducing actual and perceived barriers to
switching resulting from erroneous transfers and failed switches.

Ofgem’s response to Remedies Notice (Remedy 4), p3.
The DCC, due to be operational in August 2016, will be responsible for the communications infrastructure that
enables the secure transfer of data between smart meters from domestic properties and energy suppliers,
network companies and other authorised parties. It is regulated by Ofgem under a price control regime and
funded by energy suppliers.
728 Ofgem (2015), Moving to reliable next-day switching Target Operating Model and Delivery Approach, p18.
726
727
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Accordingly, our provisional view is that the proposed remedy would be
effective in partly addressing one of the features giving rise to the Domestic
Weak Customer Response AEC (and the resulting detriment).
6.176

Our assessment of effectiveness of the proposed remedy has considered
the following factors:
(a) the extent to which the proposed remedy may reduce erroneous
transfers and failed transfers; and
(b) the extent to which the proposed remedy may encourage switching.

6.177

We consider that providing PCWs with access to the ECOES and SCOGES
databases has the potential to reduce erroneous and failed transfers by
avoiding the need for customers switching using a PCW to enter their meter
numbers or for PCWs to rely on the GB Group database, which is less
accurate than direct access to the ECOES and SCOGEs databases. While,
in absolute terms, the number of cases of switching that access to the
ECOES and SCOGES databases may directly facilitate may be small, cases
of erroneous and failed transfers could be expected to have a wider and
disproportionate impact on domestic customers’ confidence in the use of
PCWs and perception about the ease of switching more generally.

6.178

We also consider that giving PCWs access to the ECOES and SCOGES
databases may encourage switching by reducing the need to ask customers
to find and enter their meter numbers into PCWs. For example:
(a) Citizens Advice729 said that people were more likely to abandon the
comparison process when asked for additional data; and
(b) uSwitch730 said that for the 10% of customers that had to input their
meter numbers manually, this reduced the chance of them completing
an application form by []%; and having to input the data manually led
to a higher risk of making an error, which reduced the probability of a
switch going live by []%.

6.179

729
730

As regards the implementation, monitoring compliance and enforcement of
the proposed remedy, we believe that Gemserv and Xoserve will readily be
able to comply with an order specifying that access must be granted (upon
request) to PCWs on reasonable terms and subject to satisfying reasonable
access conditions. We would propose not to be prescriptive as regards the
terms and conditions for access, since their determination should rest with

Consumer groups multi party hearing, 2 September 2015.
uSwitch response to Remedies Notice, p14.
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the bodies responsible for managing the ECOES and SCOGES databases,
respectively, and adapt what is ‘reasonable’ according to how the retail
markets develop. In terms of monitoring compliance and enforcement, we
consider that PCWs will be incentivised to inform the CMA if they are
unreasonably refused access to either database.
6.180

In terms of timescale for implementation, the CMA would draft and consult
on an order requiring Gemserve and Xoserve to provide PCWs with access
to data in the six-month period following publication of the final report, with
this process expected to conclude by the end of 2016. Gemserv and
Xoserve could then be expected to provide access to PCWs from the
beginning of 2017 onwards.

6.181

Our assessment of effectiveness of this proposed remedy has also
assessed compliance with existing laws and regulations. We acknowledge
that access to the ECOES and/or SCOGES databases may involve data
protection issues arising, in particular, from the potential misuse of the data
by PCWs (ie PCWs using the data for sales and marketing rather than to
facilitate a switching request), and may therefore be subject to the Data
Protection Act 1998 (DPA).

6.182

The Information Commissioner’s Office (ICO)731 has informed us that the
ECOES data linked to a domestic property was likely to be personal data
and therefore access to the ECOES database by PCWs would need to be
compliant with the DPA. We understand that this includes having a
legitimate justification for accessing the information held on the ECOES
database, and ensuring that individuals are made aware of what information
is being accessed and why. We consider that this advice would apply
equally to SCOGES data. We understand the ICO believes that PCWs
would only be justified in accessing the ECOES database if it was the result
of a direct request from an individual for the PCW to facilitate switching to
another supplier. We think that, in practice, this could be addressed by
PCWs seeking a customer’s consent before accessing their data in the
ECOES and SCOGES databases.

6.183

We have also considered the potential for this proposed remedy to interact
with our proposed remedies concerning the Microbusiness Weak Customer
Response AEC, in particular, the proposed remedy concerning price
transparency which may facilitate PCWs’ entry into the microbusiness
segments. Given that any such PCW will also be able to access the ECOES
and SCOGES databases pursuant to this proposed remedy, we consider

731

The Information Commissioner’s Office response to Remedies Notice, paragraph 59.
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that the beneficial effect of this proposed remedy will also be felt in the
microbusiness segments and has the potential to address (in part) the
equivalent feature giving rise to the Microbusiness Weak Customer
Response AEC.
Assessment of proportionality
6.184

In addition to assessing how the proposed remedy will be effective in
achieving its aim of reducing actual and perceived barriers to switching
resulting from erroneous transfers and failed switches, we have also
assessed whether the proposed remedy would be no more onerous than
needed to achieve its aim, would be least onerous if there is a choice
between several effective measures, and would not produce disadvantages
which are disproportionate to its aim.

6.185

As noted above, we have provisionally decided not to be prescriptive as
regards the terms and conditions for PCWs to be given access, to allow for
Gemserv and Xoserve to refuse unmeritorious applications where a set of
reasonable criteria are not satisfied. Our order will also allow Gemserv and
Xoserve the flexibility to change access conditions over time. In doing so, we
consider that the proposed remedy will be no more onerous than necessary
and is the least onerous of equally effective measures.

6.186

In terms of the costs of implementing this proposed remedy, we consider
that these would be negligible, in terms of limited additional processing costs
for Gemserv and Xoserve and the potential loss to Gemserv of any feesharing arrangement with the GB Group (in the event that fewer PCWs
purchase the GB Group database having accessed the ECOES database
directly).
Provisional conclusion

6.187

Our provisional conclusion is that the proposed remedy would be effective
and proportionate in reducing the number of erroneous transfers, failed
switches and facilitating the switching process more generally in the short
term and prior to future developments which have potential to address this
issue.

Revising the Midata programme
6.188

In our provisional findings, we provisionally found that:
(a) Customers have limited awareness of and interest in their ability to
switch energy supplier. This arises partly from the role of traditional
381

meters and bills, which give rise to a disparity between actual and
estimated consumption. This can be confusing and unhelpful to
customers in understanding the relationship between the energy they
consume and the amount they ultimately pay. The full roll-out of smart
meters over the next five years may have a potentially significant
positive impact on engagement, although we have limited evidence
concerning the likely magnitude and timescales of any such impact.
(b) Customers face actual and/or perceived barriers to switching, such as
where they experience erroneous transfers which have the potential to
cause material detriment to those who suffer from them. Erroneous
transfers may thereby affect customers’ ability to switch as well as their
perception of switching. We considered that this again is an area where
the introduction of smart meters should in time help bring improvements.
6.189

In the interim period pending the introduction of smart meters, and
notwithstanding their introduction, we have considered whether any other
possible remedies may be required to address the existing, and residual,
level of confusion around consumption and barriers to switching for domestic
customers in the short and long term respectively. We consulted in the
Remedies Notice on whether the Midata programme, as currently
envisaged, provides sufficient access to customer data by PCWs to facilitate
ongoing engagement in the domestic retail markets, and whether PCWs
should be able to access consumer data at a future date (with customers’
permission).
The Midata programme as currently envisaged

6.190

Midata is a voluntary programme the government is currently developing
with the energy and other industries.732 Its overall aim is to provide
consumers with information that companies hold on their transactions in
electronic, machine-readable format, and make it easier to compare the
different offers available.733

732

The programme has been voluntary since its launch in November 2011. In 2013 the government gained the
powers to require companies to release data through the Enterprise and Regulatory Reform Act 2013 for the
energy, personal current accounts, credit cards and mobile phones sectors.
733 Department for Business, Innovation and Skills, midata: Government response to the 2012 consultation, p3.
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6.191

Other sectors where Midata has been considered are banking (personal
current accounts and credit cards)734 and mobile phones.735 Implementation
of Midata in the domestic retail energy markets is being led by DECC.
Phase 1 of the project, which has already been implemented, allows
consumers to view and download their consumption data as a csv file from
their supplier’s website. Currently, it is offered by the seven largest
suppliers,736 whose combined market share in the domestic markets totals
93% for both gas and electricity.737

6.192

Phase 2 of Midata is expected to be launched by the end of 2016 but we
consider this unlikely given that the implementation of phase 1 has been
subject to several delays.

6.193

We also note that implementation of phase 2 of Midata requires the
resolution of a number of technical issues such as identifying and clarifying
outstanding points from design specification; needing suppliers and third
parties to build solutions (the timing of which depends on the systems and
work schedules of participating suppliers and TPIs); needing suppliers and
third parties to carry out joint testing and launch an additional alternative
authentication route for a consumer which does not involve online account
management; conform inconsistencies around data items (such as tariff
names) and the specified sequence of data; enter into third party and
supplier agreements; and agree the participation of other suppliers.

6.194

When implemented, domestic customers under current proposals for
phase 2 will be able to give a third party (eg a PCW) access to download
their Midata file in a 30-minute window, without having to download or
upload the csv file themselves, and PCWs could then use this data to
provide a comparison between tariffs.738

734

In the personal accounts sector, a number of retail banks have signed up to the Midata initiative, allowing their
customers to download their own transaction data from the previous 12 months for their current account in a
single file, which can then be uploaded to a PCW to obtain the comparison. However, only one PCW
(GoCompare) currently offers a Midata comparison tool in this sector (see CMA Retail Banking market
investigation: provisional findings report, Appendix 3).
735 In the mobile phones sector, all of the major telecoms companies provide customers with online accounts and
the ability to download .pdf bills, but most do not provide the facility to download mobile phone usage data in a
machine-readable, reusable format. There are already comparison sites that exist that provide automated access
to customers’ usage records (eg Billmonitor). BIS (July 2014), Personal data: Review of the midata voluntary
programme.
736 The Six Large Energy Firms and First Utility.
737 Source: Cornwall Energy data submitted to the CMA (data from Q1 2015 on meter points), in the provisional
findings report, Table 7.4.
738 In terms of process, the third party will redirect the customer to their current supplier’s website for
authentication and consent. The current supplier will then create an access token that the third party will use to
be able to access the customer’s Midata within a 30-minute window. The customer will then be redirected to the
third party’s website and be shown a list of the switching options.
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6.195

According to the most recent specification, Midata will include, but will not be
limited to, the following data: postcode, current gas and electricity
provider(s), current electricity and gas tariff(s), actual annual electricity and
gas usage,739 MPAN and MPRN.740
Aim of the remedy

6.196

The aim of the proposed remedy would be to help domestic customers
understand the best tariffs available for their consumption levels and
consumption patterns, and to simplify the search and switching process for
domestic customers, by giving PCWs direct access through Midata to
customer data held by suppliers. Accordingly, the ultimate aim of this
proposed remedy is to address the features that customers have limited
awareness of, and interest in, their ability to switch energy supplier and that
certain customers face actual and perceived barriers to accessing and
assessing information, and to help address the Domestic Weak Customer
Response AEC.
Parties’ views

6.197

In our Remedies Notice we invited views on whether the Midata programme,
as currently envisaged, would provide PCWs with sufficient access to
customer data to facilitate ongoing engagement in the domestic retail energy
markets. In particular, we asked if PCWs should also – with customer
permission – be able to access consumer data at a later date, to provide an
updated view on the potential savings available.

6.198

With the exceptions of Centrica741 and EDF Energy,742 the Six Large Energy
Firms said that Midata provided PCWs with sufficient access to customer
data.743,744 E.ON said that no data beyond the current tariff, payment
method, MPAN, annual usage and start date of existing contract was
needed to facilitate ongoing engagement by customers. SSE said that it

739

Annual usage, estimated annual consumption and estimated annual cost are only available after a consumer
has been with the current energy supplier for over 12 months.
740 Other data fields: customer reference number, current electricity payment method, current gas payment
method, start date of the contract with the current energy supplier, estimated annual consumption, estimated
annual cost, payload creation date, last updated date and contract end date.
741 Centrica said it supported the remedy to give PCWs access to Midata for a longer period of time provided it
was accompanied by appropriate consumer protection mechanisms. Centrica response to provisional findings
and Remedies Notice, p56.
742 EDF Energy said that it supported Midata and believed it would help overcome barriers to switching. EDF
Energy response to Remedies Notice, p18, paragraph 4.10.
743 Scottish Power response to Remedies Notice, paragraph 4.21, p15 (p49 of PDF); RWE response to
Remedies Notice, paragraph 2.1, p43; and E.ON response to Remedies Notice, paragraph 126, p27.
744 SSE did not comment on whether Midata provided PCWs with sufficient access to customer data. SSE
response to Remedies Notice, p33.
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would support providing PCWs with continuous access to customer data,
provided that appropriate measures, including data protection and security,
were applied.745
6.199

Some PCWs said that the following data fields could be added to the Midata
specification: meter type, energy region, tariff end date, Warm Home
Discount, consumption data by time of use for those customers on
Economy 7 or other time-of-use tariffs, and an indication of whether the
customer had opted into online account management. Co-operative Energy
said that in order to facilitate switching, Midata should contain all the
information held in the ECOES and SCOGES databases.746 Scottish Power
said that annual electricity and gas usage was only available in Midata after
a consumer had been with the current energy supplier for over 12 months.747

6.200

E.ON and First Utility said that Midata was a voluntary scheme which
needed a stronger mandate,748 and that it should be implemented by all, or
the majority, of suppliers to fully realise the benefits for which it was set up.
[]749 []. Scottish Power said that since the aim of Midata was to assist
customers in switching to another supplier, their continued participation
would depend on participation by substantially all suppliers, to ensure a level
playing field.750

6.201

uSwitch submitted that PCW access to Midata would facilitate a quicker and
simpler comparison process. uSwitch said that when using its comparison
engine, []% of customers entered their annual consumption, []%
entered their monthly direct debit payment, []% used the uSwitch
estimator, and the remainder used a combination of the above.751 Ofgem
said that consumers might estimate their consumption or guess at tariff
names when entering these in themselves, or struggle to identify these even
if they had a bill or annual summary to hand, or they might make errors
when entering data manually.752 Citizens Advice said that people were more
likely to abandon the switching process when asked for additional data, and
automating the process would be helpful.753

745

The measures mentioned by SSE also included: (b) customers were required to give consent and be sure of
what they were giving consent to; (c) customers were able to revoke access; and (d) appropriate mechanisms
were in place so that customers could see who had access to their data. SSE response to Remedies Notice,
paragraph 3.6.32, p33.
746 Co-operative Energy response to Remedies Notice, p8.
747 Scottish Power response to Remedies Notice, paragraph 4.20, p15 (p49 of PDF).
748 First Utility said it needed a stronger mandate (paragraphs 3.20 & 3.30 of its Remedies Notice response).
749 []
750 Scottish Power response to Remedies Notice, paragraph 4.19, p14 (p48 of PDF).
751 Meeting with uSwitch, 2 October 2015.
752 Ofgem response to Remedies Notice, paragraph 60 (a), p6.
753 Consumer groups multiparty hearing, 2 September 2015.
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6.202

We also asked for views on whether PCWs should be allowed – with a
customer’s permission – to access their original (or updated) Midata file at a
later date. For example, around the end of a fixed-term contract to which the
customer had switched.

6.203

The Behavioural Insights Team said that this would allow PCWs to prompt
customers, particularly around the end of their contracts.754 Citizens Advice
said it would help avoid consumers being put onto a standard tariff and
reduce the burden of continually searching markets for best deals.755
Gocompare.com said that Midata would negate the need for consumers to
keep or access a number of different bills to carry out more accurate
comparisons.756

6.204

uSwitch said that it would allow consumers to gain updated, accurate
information at regular intervals, and increase engagement with personalised
prompts. It added that a number of customers had signed up for these alerts,
and ongoing access to energy profile details through Midata would eliminate
the need for a customer to update their details manually when their usage or
address changes.757

6.205

Scottish Power758 and EDF Energy759 said that third parties should not be
given ongoing access, without a customer’s consent each time access was
sought. Energy Action Scotland760 and First Utility761 said that customers
who had switched were more likely to engage further, and that there was
greater need to target disengaged customers. First Utility did not consider it
necessary for such access, noting that PCWs providing subsequent views
on potential savings could lead to customer confusion and annoyance, eg.
future home occupiers receiving unwanted communications and based on
previous occupants’ data.762 EDF Energy said that customers might not
understand what they were being asked for permission to share, for example
ongoing access to consumption data could show when the customer was
present at home or not.763

6.206

Scottish Power said that customers should be required to give explicit
consent for PCWs to access their data, separately for one-off and ongoing

754

The Behavioural Insights Team response to Remedies Notice, p5.
Citizens Advice response to Remedies Notice, p23.
756 Gocompate.com response to Remedies Notice, paragraph 3.7.
757 uSwitch response to Remedies Notice, p18.
758 Scottish Power response to Remedies Notice, paragraph 4.21, p15 (p49 of PDF).
759 EDF Energy response to Remedies Notice, p18, paragraph 4.10.
760 Energy Action Scotland response to Remedies Notice, p5.
761 First Utility response to Remedies Notice, p28.
762 First Utility response to Remedies Notice, p28.
763 EDF Energy response to Remedies Notice, p18.
755
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access in two consecutive questions.764 SSE said that appropriate measures
should include: (a) suitable data protection and security measures in place;
(b) customers to give explicit consent for PCWs to access their data and be
sure of what they were giving consent to,; (c) customers should be able to
revoke access; and (d) appropriate mechanisms in place so that customers
could see who had access to their data.765 Scottish Power766 and Centrica767
said that ongoing access should be time-limited without fresh consent and
that the frequency of customer contact should be limited.
6.207

The ICO said that PCWs, to comply with the Data Protection Act 1998, must
inform a customer if they wished to access at a later date personal data
provided by the customer.768 The ICO also said that PCWs would need
customers’ consent for sending electronic messages encouraging them to
switch tariff.769

6.208

Ofgem,770 Citizens Advice771 and Which?772 said that consumer concerns
over data protection and contractual restrictions that suppliers placed on
PCWs contacting customers after a switch had happened could adversely
impact on the effectiveness of allowing PCWs to access Midata.
Design considerations

6.209

In the design of this proposed remedy, we have considered:
(a) whether any specifications concerning phase 2 of Midata proposed by
DECC should be amended; and
(b) if so, how to implement this proposed remedy.


6.210

Key design elements

We have considered whether the following specifications concerning
phase 2 of Midata should be amended:
(a) We note that participation in Midata is not currently intended to be
mandatory. Given our concerns around the first-mover disadvantage,
which have been broadly endorsed in parties’ responses, and the delays

764

Scottish Power response to Remedies Notice, paragraph 4.22, p15 (p49 of PDF).
SSE response to Remedies Notice, paragraph 3.6.32, p33.
766 Scottish Power response to Remedies Notice, paragraph 4.22, p15 (p49 of PDF).
767 Centrica response to Remedies Notice, p59.
768 Information Commissioner’s Office response to Remedies Notice, p4.
769 Information Commissioner’s Office response to Remedies Notice, p4.
770 Ofgem response to Remedies Notice, p6.
771 Citizens Advice response to Remedies Notice, pp23–24.
772 Which? response to Remedies Notice, p5.
765
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we have seen concerning the implementation of phase 1, we consider
that participation in Midata should be made mandatory for all suppliers.
This would allow for the timely and successful implementation of
phase 2, which will allow PCWs direct access to their Midata file, without
having to download or upload the csv file, and so avoiding the need for
customers to input data manually. In this regard, we understand that the
government already has, but has not used, power to make participation
in phase 2 of Midata mandatory, and we therefore propose to
recommend to DECC to use this power.
(b) We note that Midata is intended to involve certain information listed in
paragraph 6.195. In light of PCWs’ submissions concerning additional
data fields that would assist the tariff comparison process, our
provisional finding concerning the complexity of information available to
consumers concerning their meter and consumption, and the likely
growth in time-of-use tariffs (with the roll-out of smart meters), we have
provisionally decided to recommend that DECC amends the
specification for Midata to include access to the following data fields:
meter type, Warm Home Discount indicator, consumption data by time of
use for those customers on Economy 7 or other time-of-use tariff. These
fields will help PCWs to provide accurate personalised estimates on the
potential gains from switching.773
(c) We consider that giving PCWs only one 30-minute window in which to
access a customer’s Midata data will restrict PCW’s ability to prompt
customers to engage at the end of a fixed-term contract. We have
received several responses endorsing these concerns. Accordingly, we
have provisionally decided to recommend to DECC that it amends the
specifications for Midata to allow customers the ability to choose the
frequency of PCWs’ access to Midata when giving their consent. This
would:
(i) enable PCWs to send personalised savings alerts to customers,
based on their updated actual consumption (which could have
changed since the original comparison), and accounting for new
tariffs in the markets;
(ii) give PCWs direct access to Midata and, as a result, customers
subscribing to such services would no longer have to update their

773

uSwitch told us that only []% of its customers used their annual consumption figure to obtain their quote.
The rest of the customers entered their direct debit payment, or used the estimator.
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details manually (eg when they change their address, energy usage
or switch supplier via a different route); and
(iii) enable PCWs to target consumers around the end of their fixed-term
tariff, thereby helping them avoid being put on a default tariff.
6.211

In light of the above design considerations, we have provisionally decided
that the proposed remedy would be to make a recommendation to DECC
that it makes the following changes to the current specifications of Midata
phase 2:
(a) Participation in Midata is mandatory for all gas and electricity suppliers.
(b) The scope of Midata is expanded to include the following data fields:
meter type, Warm Home Discount indicator, consumption data and timeof-use for those customers on Economy 7 meters or other time of use
tariffs.
(c) PCWs are given the ability to seek customer consent on the frequency
with which they can access the customer’s data through Midata; are
required to present at least two options to a customer when seeking
consent to access Midata (including one option concerning access on an
annual or ongoing basis); and are given the ability to send updated tariff
comparison information based on any subsequent access granted to a
customer’s Midata.

6.212

We therefore consider that the above design elements would be particularly
effective in helping domestic customers to realise the benefits from Midata at
least until the roll-out of smart meters is complete (ie 2020 according to
current plans), and possibly beyond, when more complex time-of-use tariffs
are likely to be more prevalent.
Assessment of effectiveness

6.213

As we have explained above, our provisional view is that we that the proposed remedy would be effective in achieving its aims of helping domestic
customers understand the best tariffs available for their consumption, and to
simplify the search and switching process, and to prompt engagement.
Accordingly, our provisional view is that the proposed remedy would be
effective in partly addressing two of the features giving rise to the provisional
Domestic Weak Customer Response AEC.

6.214

In our provisional view, access to Midata will make the searching and
switching process easier and more reliable, as more people are likely to
complete the process:
389

(a) Citizens Advice said that people were more likely to abandon the
switching process when asked for additional data.774 For example, we
received responses that asking for the MPAN and MPRN might be a
barrier to switching;775 and
(b) those of uSwitch’s customers who had to input their meter number
manually were []% less likely to complete their application,776 or more
likely to make an error, which reduced the probability of a successful
switch.777
6.215

In assessing the effectiveness of the proposed remedy we have considered
the extent to which the proposed remedy is capable of effective
implementation, monitoring compliance and enforcement. As regards
implementation, given that our proposed changes either exist in current
legislation as a power for DECC to exercise, or concern the future
specification of Midata as will be set out in legislation, we consider that a
recommendation to DECC to implement the proposed remedy would be
effective. The CMA would make its recommendation to DECC in the final
report to make changes to the Midata programme. We envisage that DECC
would consult on the proposed changes immediately following publication of
our final report, with a view to introducing the requisite changes in its
ongoing legislative programme for inclusion in the next energy sector or
omnibus bill.

6.216

We note that smart meters will provide customers with near real-time
information about their energy use and costs and Midata has some
limitations as a channel for accessing smart data. In particular, the current
Midata specification does not support multi-tier readings (eg customers with
a smart meter would only be able to see an aggregated consumption figure).
However, we propose that the changes we are recommending to DECC to
make to the Midata specification do not address this aspect of phase 2 of
Midata, as following the roll-out of smart meters there will be alternative
means for domestic customers to access smart data. As part of the smart
meter roll-out, suppliers will be required to provide customers with the inhome display for access to their half-hourly consumption data, as well as
historical consumption. There are also plans to allow customers to share this

774

Consumer groups multiparty hearing, 2 September 2015.
See Appendix 6.1: Creating stronger incentives for third party intermediaries to engage customers, Parties’
views on the proposed remedy to give PCWs access to the ECOES database.
776 PCWs can usually find meter numbers from an address, but sometimes their database is incomplete, or
incorrect.
777 uSwitch response to Remedies Notice, p14. See paragraph 6.178(b) above.
775
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data with PCWs. Additionally, customers could pair a smart device778 to their
home area network779 and be able to access half-hourly consumption data
which they could then forward to a service provider.
6.217

In addition, we consider that even when the vast majority of customers have
a smart meter, Midata might still be of some additional value for two main
reasons: (i) Midata will contain data fields such as MPAN, MPRN and Warm
Home discount which will not be stored on a smart meter under current
proposals,780 and (ii) Midata will continue to benefit those customers who for
various reasons (eg installation of smart meter being not possible) will not
have a smart meter.
Assessment of proportionality

6.218

In this section we set out our assessment of whether the proposed remedy
would be proportionate.

6.219

For the reasons set out above, we consider that the proposed remedy would
be effective in achieving its aim.

6.220

In addition, given that this proposed remedy will not involve any costs or
restrictions on DECC, suppliers or PCWs, we provisionally consider that this
proposed remedy is no more onerous than necessary and there is no
alternative remedy that is less onerous but as effective.

6.221

In addition, allowing PCWs to make the searching and switching process
easier and more reliable for customers, and to prompt customers (for
example, when a tariff is near term), should help customers to realise the
gains from switching.

6.222

Accordingly, we have provisionally concluded that the proposed remedy
would not produce adverse effects that would be disproportionate to its aim.
Provisional conclusions

6.223

Our provisional view is that the proposed remedy would be effective and
proportionate in simplifying the search and switching process for customers,
prompting engagement and helping customers to realise the benefits from

778

The device would need to be speaking the right language to be able to connect to the smart meter home area
network. See DECC: additional submission (Follow up information for the CMA on Midata), p7.
779 A home area network is a network that is deployed and operated within a small boundary, typically a house or
small office/home office. See Appendix 5.1: Smart meter roll-out in Great Britain for further details.
780 We understand that a limited amount of information can be stored on a smart meter and that at the moment
this includes: half-hourly consumption data for both gas and electricity; current tariff information; and conversion
factor for gas. See DECC leaflet, Smart Meters, Smart Data and Smart Growth.
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switching, by giving PCWs direct access through Midata to customer data
held by suppliers.
Prompts for customers on default tariffs
6.224

In the provisional findings report, we identified features that give rise to the
Domestic Weak Customer Response AEC, ie that customers have limited
awareness of, and interest in, their ability to switch energy supplier, and that
customers face actual and perceived barriers to accessing and assessing
information.

The Database remedy
6.225

In the Remedies Notice and Supplementary Remedies Notice we sought
views on possible remedies aimed at prompting domestic customers, who
are on tariffs that they have not actively chosen, to engage in the domestic
retail energy markets by providing them with the information that they need
to identify options available to them and make informed choices. In
particular, we sought views on a possible remedy requiring suppliers to
place contact details for all SVT customers or a subset of SVT customers
(eg those who have been on the default tariff for several years in a row) on a
shared centrally managed database, available to all licensed energy
suppliers upon request, in order to allow targeted marketing to these
customers. A similar possible remedy was proposed in our Second
Supplemental Remedies Notice in relation to prepayment customers.

6.226

In order to enable suppliers to prompt domestic customers of rival suppliers
on default tariffs, the proposed remedy would require energy suppliers to
disclose certain details of their domestic customers (on any meter type781)
who have been on their SVT (or any other default tariff) for three or more
years (the Disengaged Domestic Customers) to Ofgem, and would
recommend to Ofgem that it retain, use, and disclose this data (via a
centrally managed database) to rival suppliers. The Disengaged Domestic
Customers would have the option to opt out of the disclosure process at any
point in time.

6.227

A limited number of the design considerations of this proposed remedy are
specific to customers on restricted meters (see paragraph 6.261) in order to
enhance the effectiveness of this proposed remedy in relation to this type of
customer.

781

This proposed remedy would apply to domestic customers on unrestricted meters (including prepayment
meters), restricted meters and Economy 7 meters.
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6.228

We consider that a lack of information in relation to the limited number and
location of customers with restricted meters, and the wide range of types of
restricted meters is a particular barrier to competition for customers with
such meters. In particular, we have been told that the cost to suppliers of
designing tariffs to support restricted meters and/or then marketing their
products to customers with restricted meters is prohibitively high (see
Appendix 3.1). This is because these customers account for only a small
proportion of electricity customers across GB, and they have installed in their
homes many different meter types supporting different space and heating
systems.
Aim of the remedy

6.229

The aim of the proposed remedy would be to enable rival retail energy
suppliers to identify the Disengaged Domestic Customers that have not
opted out and prompt such customers to engage in the markets. The
ultimate aim of this proposed remedy would be to partly address two of the
features identified in our provisional findings report giving rise to the
Domestic Weak Customer Response AEC (and resulting detriment), ie that
domestic customers have limited awareness of, and interest in, their ability
to switch energy supplier and that domestic customers face actual and
perceived barriers to accessing and assessing information.
Parties’ views

6.230

We invited views on new measures to prompt customers on default tariffs to
engage.
(a) Most of the Six Large Energy Firms said they would generally support
such measures. Several offered suggestions for the most appropriate
prompts.782 A number said it would be wrong to categorise all customers
on default tariffs as disengaged.783
(b) SSE said it was broadly supportive of proportionate and well-considered
prompts to customers to engage with the market, but that customers on

782

Centrica in its response to Remedies Notice, p75, suggested prompts at the end of fixed-term contracts. EDF
Energy in its response to Remedies Notice, p36 (p37 of PDF) suggested that presenting clear messages
triggered by key events was most effective. E-ON in its response to Remedies Notice, p41 suggested that
prompts should include additional information for less engaged customers including statements about how easy it
was for customers to obtain information and look for savings (eg via PCWs) and the trade-off between engaging
and the benefits
783 RWE npower response to Remedies Notice, p77 (p173 of PDF); Scottish Power response to Remedies
Notice, paragraph 10.4, p29 (p63 of the PDF). Scottish Power said it would be wrong to categorise all customers
on default tariffs as disengaged, noting that some were ‘intermittently engaged’.
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‘default’ tariffs were not less well engaged than other customer groups,
nor had an AEC been adequately demonstrated in the microbusiness or
domestic segments. SSE said that the remedy had potential for
unintended consequences, which could discourage customer
engagement.784
(c) Some of the Mid-tier Suppliers expressed support for more prompts785
and other smaller suppliers had mixed views about providing more
prompts.786
(d) Consumer groups also had mixed views on providing new prompts.
(i) Citizens Advice said it would not support adding more regulated
content to energy bills.787
(ii) National Energy Action,788 Energy Action Scotland,789 and Age UK790
said more prompts could be helpful so long as they were not
construed or perceived as a nuisance.
(iii) Which? said there was no simple answer about how to prompt
consumers to engage.791
(e) Ofgem said there was no single proven prompt to increase engagement
and that disengaged consumers were not a homogenous group.792

784

SSE in its response to Remedies Notice, p73 (p153 of the PDF).
Co-operative Energy response to Remedies Notice, p17 (Co-operative Energy said that, as an independent
supplier, its customers had all made an active choice to switch from their previous suppliers. Its customers were
engaged in the market and it actively promoted its most competitive products. It did not think it was proportionate
that obligations should be applied across all suppliers. In its view the largest energy suppliers had benefited from
the disengagement of customers. First Utility response to Remedies Notice, p39; Ovo Energy response to
Remedies Notice, p18 (Ovo said it supported additional prompts for customers on either deemed tariffs, or the
proposed safeguard tariff. Its proposal was that the bills of deemed or safeguard customers must have a
prominent section set aside for a direct message from Ofgem. It was not in favour of suppliers having to increase
the number of customer communications outside these circumstances) and Utility Warehouse response to
Remedies Notice, p11.
786 Drax and Haven Power Ltd response to Remedies Notice, p5. Drax and Haven Power were supportive of
engagement prompts to customers of the Six Large Energy Firms who had not previously engaged with the
market. Drax and Haven also suggested an alternative remedy which included telephone prompts for such
customers to boost their engagement with the market but Flow Energy response to Remedies Notice, p9, Good
Energy response to Remedies Notice, p8 and Opus Energy response to Remedies Notice, p19 (p20 of the PDF)
were not supportive of more prompts.
787 Citizens Advice/Citizens Advice Scotland response to Remedies Notice, p44.
788 National Energy Action response to Remedies Notice, p10.
789 Energy Action Scotland response to Remedies Notice, p11.
790 Age UK response to Remedies Notice, p5.
791 Which? response to Remedies Notice, p6.
792 Ofgem response to Remedies Notice, pp63–64.
785
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6.231

We invited views on the benefits of other participants in the markets, such as
rival energy providers and TPIs, being made aware of which customers
remain on default tariffs:
(a) All of the Six Large Energy Firms raised concerns about such disclosure.
Several said this might result in customers receiving lots of unwanted
communications from different parties793 and that there could be data
protection issues.794
(b) Some of the Mid-tier Suppliers supported disclosure of customers on
default tariffs. Co-operative Energy said it could provide for independent
suppliers to reach the most disengaged customers but it did not think it
would be proportionate for such an obligation to be applied across all
suppliers.795 First Utility said that, in principle, it saw some benefit to a
trusted third party using this customer data for targeted switching
campaigns, subject to data protection and privacy rules.796
(c) Some consumer groups raised issues about the potential disclosure.
Citizens Advice said it could result in third parties targeting certain sets
of customers but not those on low incomes or the vulnerable.797 National
Energy Action said such data should not be shared.798
(d) Several other parties commented on the potential for the disclosure to
result in customers being inundated with communications.799
(e) The Behavioural Insights Team said the proposal required careful
consideration because suppliers could target customers with tariffs
which were very attractive in the short term but that then increased in

793

Centrica response to remedies notice (Remedies Notice), p75; EDF Energy response to Remedies Notice,
p39, paragraph 10.14; E-ON response to Remedies Notice, p41 and SSE response to Remedies Notice, p76
(p152 of the PDF). SSE raised fundamental concerns. It said this could result in customers receiving lots of
unwanted communications from different parties (which could increase distrust in the market).
794 RWE npower response to Remedies Notice, p80 (p176 of PDF); Scottish Power response to Remedies
Notice, paragraphs 10.18 & 10.19, p32 (p66 of the PDF); Centrica response to remedies notice (Remedies
Notice), p75; SSE response to Remedies Notice, p76 (p152 of the PDF).
795 Co-operative Energy response to Remedies Notice, p18. Co-operative Energy said it believed that such
remedies implemented should be proportionate and focused on the companies that benefited from the harm the
CMA had identified. In its view independent suppliers should be given access to this data to allow them to
continue to actively address the issue of reaching the most disengaged of consumers.
796 First Utility response to Remedies Notice, p40.
797 Citizens Advice response to Remedies Notice, p45.
798 National Energy Action response to Remedies Notice, p10.
799 uSwitch response to Remedies Notice, p21; ICOSS response to Remedies Notice, p11; University of East
Anglia Centre for Competition Policy response to Remedies Notice, p10; Total Gas & Power response to
Remedies Notice, p7; CIPS response to Remedies Notice, p7.
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price. The Behavioural Insights Team said it might be better if other
parties such as Ofgem contacted the customers.800
(f) Ofgem said it welcomed the idea of disclosing details of customers on
default tariffs because it had the potential to deliver significant benefits
for disengaged consumers. Ofgem said rival suppliers and TPIs would
have a natural incentive to contact such customers. Ofgem said there
was a risk of consumers receiving unwanted communications but this
could be mitigated by allowing customers to opt out of the disclosure.801
6.232

In our Second Supplemental Remedies Notice, we invited views on a variant
of the remedy which would require suppliers to disclose details of any
prepayment customers to Ofgem (provided they had not opted out of the
proposed disclosure) so Ofgem could put these customers’ details on a
secure cloud database for other suppliers to access.

6.233

Ofgem expressed support for this proposed remedy, provided sufficient
protections were put in place to address concerns about safeguarding
consumers’ personal data and consumers receiving large volumes of
unwanted marketing. It also said consideration should be given to targeting
the database at a broader group of ‘sticky’ customers, irrespective of
payment type.802

6.234

All of the Six Large Energy Firms, apart from E.ON, raised concerns about
the proposed remedy. Several said it might result in customers receiving lots
of unwanted communications803 and that the proposed remedy was not
required to facilitate market entry by new suppliers.804 In addition:
(a) Centrica said the proposed remedy was potentially incompatible with the
new EU General Data Protection Regulation, which placed more
emphasis on gaining explicit opt-in customer consent for the sharing of
data.805

800

The Behavioural Insights Team response to Remedies Notice, p10.
Ofgem response to Remedies Notice, p64.
802 Ofgem response to second supplemental notice of possible remedies, pp1–2.
803 Centrica’s response to second supplemental notice of possible remedies, p9 and RWE npower’s response to
second supplemental notice of possible remedies, p4.
804 Scottish Power’s response to second supplemental notice of possible remedies, p3 and EDF Energy’s
response to second supplemental notice of possible remedies, p3.
805 Centrica’s response to second supplemental notice of possible remedies, p9.
801
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(b) RWE npower said the CMA had not offered evidence to suggest that the
decision to opt in (or not opt out) would be made by sufficient numbers
of customers to make the proposed remedy effective.806
(c) SSE said the proposed remedy was disproportionate and would be
ineffective in practice because prepayment customers were not obliged
to supply any personal information to their supplier and it would be timeconsuming and expensive to gather the data required. 807
6.235

E.ON said it was not opposed in principle to sharing information with Ofgem
to allow Ofgem to prompt customers directly. However, it disagreed with
sharing the information with other suppliers because of the risk that
customers would be inundated with unsolicited communications.808

6.236

Some other suppliers expressed concerns about the proposed remedy,809
including about the risk of customers receiving unwanted
communications.810

6.237

Several other parties expressed support,811 suggesting the proposed remedy
might allow suppliers to better target marketing at prepayment customers.812

6.238

Citizens Advice said it remained unconvinced about the potential impact of
the proposed remedy. While the proposed database could make it easier for
suppliers to identify and target prepayment customers, it was worried that
the database might not make any difference to suppliers’ limited motivation
to compete for these customers. It also said the proposed remedy could
facilitate unsolicited marketing and suggested that telephone numbers were
not included on the database to minimise intrusive contact.813
Design considerations

6.239

We have considered the following matters in the design of this proposed
remedy:

RWE npower’s response to second supplemental notice of possible remedies, p4.
SSE’s response to second supplemental notice of possible remedies, p5.
808 E.ON’s response to second supplemental notice of possible remedies, p7.
809 Good Energy’s response to second supplemental notice of possible remedies, pp1–2 and Our Power
Community Benefit Society’s response to second supplemental notice of possible remedies, p1.
810 First Utility’s response to second supplemental notice of possible remedies, p1 and Ovo Energy’s response to
second supplemental notice of possible remedies, p3.
811 Ecotricity’s response to second supplemental notice of possible remedies, p1 and BGL Group’s response to
second supplemental notice of possible remedies, p2.
812 Robin Hood Energy’s response to second supplemental notice of possible remedies, pp1–2.
813 Citizens Advice’s response to second supplemental notice of possible remedies, p4.
806
807
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(a) the French competition authority’s successful application for an interim
order requiring Engie (formerly GDF Suez) to disclose details of its
customers on regulated gas tariffs to other suppliers;
(b) what approach should be taken to prompt engagement;
(c) who should be targeted by the proposed remedy;
(d) what data protection issues need to be addressed and how;
(e) what should be the role of Ofgem and suppliers in implementing this
remedy;
(f) specific requirements regarding the Disengaged Domestic Customers on
restricted meters; and
(g) how this proposed remedy should be implemented.


6.240

The French competition authority’s successful application for an interim
order requiring Engie (formerly GDF Suez) to disclose details of its
customers on regulated gas tariffs to other suppliers

In September 2014, L’Autorité de la concurrence (the French competition
authority), in the context of an investigation into the abuse of a dominant
position by the incumbent gas supplier (ie Engie (formerly GDF Suez)),
successfully applied for an interim order requiring Engie to share certain
customer details with other gas suppliers. In particular, Engie was
required to:
(a) provide the name, address, home telephone number, annual
consumption, type of regulated tariff and gas usage profile for each of its
domestic customers on regulated gas tariffs to competing suppliers; and
(b) provide the same information for each of its business customers on
regulated gas tariffs, plus details of the person in charge of buying gas at
the relevant business.

6.241

Engie was required to provide this customer data by January 2015 through
an Engie-maintained database which could be accessed, for free, by its
licensed competitors. Engie was required to update the database on a
monthly basis to ensure it no longer included customers who had switched
to unregulated market tariffs either with Engie or with other suppliers.

6.242

In the context of this interim order the French competition authority liaised
with the French data protection agency to ensure that the process to
disclose Engie’s customer data would comply with French data protection
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legislation (which is subject to the same EU legislation as applies in the UK).
The data protection agency advised of the need to provide an ‘opt-out’
system for customers who did not wish their data to be disclosed. The
French competition authority therefore required Engie to send a letter to all
the relevant customers advising them of the proposal to share their data with
other suppliers and giving the customers an opportunity to object to this
proposed disclosure and use of their data. The French competition authority
agreed the content of the letter from Engie before it was sent to the
customers.
6.243

The French competition authority required Engie to set up the database and
to sign up to a data processing agreement with each licensed gas supplier
that wished to have access to the customer data (for free). These
agreements mainly concerned the other suppliers’ use of the data. Engie
was solely in charge of the internet platform that provided the data to other
suppliers.

6.244

The French competition authority advised us that a reasonably large
proportion of domestic customers, []. As a consequence, [] were
included in the first iteration of the database.


What approach should be taken to prompt engagement

6.245

We recognise that customers on default tariffs already receive bills, annual
statements, and notices of contract variations, and suppliers are required to
provide standardised reminders (including Cheapest Tariff Messaging) and
standardised information on the customer’s current tariff (including the tariff
comparison rate).814 As discussed above, we also propose to recommend an
Ofgem-led programme for identifying, testing and implementing measures
for promoting engagement.

6.246

We consider that the proposed disclosure to rival retail energy suppliers of
certain details of the Disengaged Domestic Customers that have not opted
out would further contribute to prompting engagement. In particular, we
consider that rival suppliers have an incentive to contact these customers to
try to win their custom. Hence, the proposed remedy would encourage
existing suppliers and/or new entrants to compete more intensively for the
Disengaged Domestic Customers.

814

Ofgem response to supplementary Remedies Notice, Annex 2, p6.
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Who should be targeted by the proposed remedy

6.247

In our provisional findings report, we identified that around 70% of the
domestic customers of the Six Large Energy Firms were on an SVT. Our
analysis of more recent data shows that as at 30 June 2015815 approximately 72% of electricity customers and 69% of gas customers were on an
SVT. Of these, approximately 90% had been on an SVT for more than one
year, 70% for more than three years and 55% for more than five years.816
However, the proportions vary considerably among suppliers. For electricity
this ranges from []% of British Gas’s SVT customers that had been on the
SVT for more than three years to []% of SSE’s SVT customers. For gas
this ranges from []% of [] and [] SVT customers that had been on the
SVT for more than three years to []% of SSE’s customers.

6.248

We also found that all of the Six Large Energy Firms have, in recent years,
consistently offered direct debit and credit customers fixed-term tariffs at
substantial discounts to their SVTs.817 While this has not been the case for
prepayment customers, the prices of SVTs have differed between suppliers
meaning that there were, for some, savings to be had from switching
suppliers.818

6.249

While customers may roll on to default tariffs and choose not to move tariff
immediately, we consider that if customers are still on default tariffs with the
same supplier after three years they are, for the reasons given above,
unlikely to have actively chosen to be on such tariffs, especially where such
tariffs are at a substantial premium to fixed-term tariffs. We therefore
consider the proposed remedy should apply to all customers who have been
on an SVT (or any other default tariff) with the same supplier for a total of
three or more years.


6.250

What data protection issues need to be addressed and how

The ICO has told us that the key piece of data protection legislation that
needs to be considered in the context of the proposed remedy is the Data
Protection Act 1998 (the DPA). The ICO informed us that any electronic

Note that E.ON provided data as at 27 June 2015 and EDF Energy’s data has been provided as at 2 July
2015.
816 For electricity the exact figures are 90%, 73% and 58% and for gas 90%, 71% and 56%, respectively.
817 We found that across for the Six Large Energy Firms and the periods Q1 2012 to Q2 2015: dual fuel direct
debit SVT customers could have saved, on average, 6% on their annual bills by switching with the same supplier
to cheaper direct debit tariffs; and standard credit customers could have saved, on average, 4% on their annual
bills by switching to cheaper standard credit tariffs
818 We found that across for the Six Large Energy Firms and the periods Q1 2012 to Q2 2015: dual fuel
prepayment SVT customers could have saved, on average, 1% on their annual bills by switching internally and
11% by switching supplier.
815
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communications (eg email, phone calls and text messaging) would also
need to comply with the Privacy and Electronic Communications Regulations
2003 (PECR).
6.251

The ICO advised us that the DPA would be unlikely to prevent the disclosure
of the details of the Disengaged Domestic Customers (including some
‘personal data’) by energy suppliers to Ofgem, provided that a condition for
processing under the DPA was identified and met (most likely to be a legal
requirement or consent). If operating on the basis of a legal requirement, this
would need to be done within the framework of an opt-out system (ie where
the Disengaged Domestic Customers are clearly informed of issues such as
the disclosure process, the recipients of the data and the potential use of the
data, and are given the opportunity to object to and prevent the proposed
disclosure and use of the data). The ICO also advised us that the DPA
would be unlikely to prevent suppliers to prompt the Disengaged Domestic
Customers of rival suppliers that had not opted out through letters sent by
post as long as the process had been clearly explained to those customers
previously.819

6.252

Drawing on advice from the ICO, we have provisionally decided to require
suppliers to disclose details of the Disengaged Domestic Customers that
have not opted out to Ofgem, and for Ofgem to make this data available to
other suppliers, pursuant to the following process:
(a) All energy suppliers would be required (pursuant to an order) to send a
letter to their Disengaged Domestic Customers (the ‘Opt-out Letter’).
The Opt-out Letter would:
(i) inform them of the CMA’s order requiring them to disclose certain of
their details, ie each customer’s full name, billing address,
consumption address, current supplier, meter type (eg unrestricted,
Economy 7 etc), name of their current tariff, annual energy
consumption, and MPAN/MPRN to Ofgem;
(ii) inform them of the restrictions on how the data would be used by
Ofgem and rival suppliers, which could include limiting the amount of
correspondence and/or limiting the content of such correspondence
(the ‘Use Restrictions’);

819

Before contacting customers by electronic message, such as email or SMS, the PECR would require suppliers
to obtain explicit (and direct) consent so an ‘opt-in’ system would have to be established for such
correspondence.
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(iii) allow them the possibility to opt out of having Ofgem and rival
suppliers use their information in this way at any point and the
manner for doing so;820 and
(iv) be subject to the CMA’s and Ofgem’s approval before it is sent to
the Disengaged Domestic Customers, to ensure that it clearly
explained the proposed disclosure and use of the customer’s data,
the reasons for this, and the mechanisms for opting out.
(b) Ofgem would collect, from each supplier, the relevant details of the
Disengaged Domestic Customers who had not opted out (the ‘Domestic
Customer Data’).
(c) Ofgem would put the Domestic Customer Data in a secure cloud
database821 which it would operate, control and maintain.
(d) Ofgem would enter into agreements with energy suppliers which would
include the Use Restrictions, and any other restriction concerning
access to the Domestic Customer Data that Ofgem considers
appropriate, before providing access to such energy suppliers.
(e) Energy suppliers granted access to the Domestic Customer Data could
contact the Disengaged Domestic Customers to whom the data relates
by post.


What should be the roles of Ofgem and suppliers in implementation

6.253

Under the proposed remedy, suppliers would be required to disclose the
Domestic Customer Data to Ofgem and we would propose to recommend
that Ofgem develops, operates and maintains a secure cloud database to
hold the Domestic Customer Data (in an accessible format). Ofgem could
use external IT/database experts to develop this database but, once created,
Ofgem would operate, control and maintain it.

6.254

We consider that Ofgem, as the industry regulator, would be best placed to
collect and disclose the Domestic Customer Data to rival suppliers because
it could represent the interests of the Disengaged Domestic Customers
fairly. In this regard, the incentives of energy suppliers to control and share

820

The customers would have a variety of ways to opt out including sending a freepost reply in the post or
sending an email to their supplier, and calling a freephone telephone number.
821 A database accessible from the cloud (a space on transmission lines) and delivered to authorised users via
the internet from a cloud database provider's servers.
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the Domestic Customer Data with each other may not align with the interests
of the Disengaged Domestic Customers.
6.255

The database would also need to be updated regularly. Accordingly, we
would also propose to require, as part of our order, suppliers to provide
Ofgem with updated information on any (new or existing) Disengaged
Domestic Customers, who had not opted out, every six months to enable
Ofgem to remove the details of domestic customers who have moved off
SVTs (or any other default tariff), and to include the details of customers who
have become eligible to be on the database because they had been on an
SVT (or any other default tariff) with the same supplier for a total of three or
more years. Before the details of any eligible customers were added to the
database, they would first be notified of the disclosure process through the
Opt-out Letter, as at the outset of the creation of the database.

6.256

We would also propose to recommend that Ofgem enters into agreements
with suppliers seeking access to the Domestic Customer Data. These
agreements would include the Use Restrictions and any other restriction
concerning access to the Domestic Customer Data that Ofgem considers
appropriate (which could include limiting suppliers’ access to the database822
and withdrawing acces to the database if suppliers fail to comply with the
agreements).

6.257

Rival suppliers would be allowed to prompt the Disengaged Domestic
Customers who have not opted out by sending them marketing
correspondence by letter. Electronic communications (eg email or SMS text
message) from suppliers would be subject to the PECR and consumer
protection legislation.823 Rival suppliers could seek explicit (opt-in)/direct
consent from customers to be able to send prompts via electronic means.

6.258

All communications and/or information from suppliers would have to be
compliant with relevant standard licence conditions including SLC 25824
which governs sales and marketing practices, and SLC 25C the Standards
of Conduct introduced by the ‘Fairer Treatment’ component of the RMR

822

For instance, give suppliers access to the database every six months, and require suppliers to contact
customers within a certain period to mitigate the risk of customers who have moved off the SVT(or any other
default tariff) being contacted.
823 Including the Consumer Rights Act 2015.
824 Under SLC 25, the stated Objective is that: (a) all information which the supplier provides to domestic
customers in the course of the marketing activities must be complete and accurate, is capable of being easily
understood by domestic customers, does not relate to products which are inappropriate to the domestic customer
to whom it is directed, does not mislead the domestic customer to whom it is directed and is otherwise fair both in
terms of its content and in terms of how it is presented (with more important information being given appropriate
prominence); and (b) the suppliers’ market activities must be conducted in a fair, transparent, appropriate and
professional manner. All suppliers are required to take all reasonable steps: (a) to secure the achievement of the
Objective; and (b) to avoid doing anything which jeopardises its ability to achieve the Objective.
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rules825 (and our proposed new Standard of Conduct described above in
paragraph 6.81).826 In addition, as set out above, all marketing letters sent
by existing suppliers to customers could be tested as part of our proposed
remedy providing for an Ofgem-led programme to identify, test and
implement measures to improve customer information.


Specific requirements concerning Disengaged Domestic Customers on
restricted meters

6.259

As explained in Section 3, our further analysis has shown that there are
additional aspects of the domestic retail energy markets concerning
customers on restricted meters that reduce their awareness of their ability to
switch energy supplier and increase the actual and/or perceived barriers to
accessing and assessing information to help them switch.

6.260

To enhance the effectiveness of this proposed remedy in achieving its aim in
relation to the Disengaged Domestic Customers on restricted meters, we
have considered whether the proposed remedy should require suppliers to
provide further details for customers on restricted meters than those
provided for customers on unrestricted meters (ie each customer’s full name,
billing address, consumption address, their current supplier, meter type (eg
unrestricted, Economy 7) and name of their current tariff; and annual energy
consumption and MPAN/MPRN).

6.261

Our provisional view is that for domestic customers on restricted meters who
have been on an SVT or other default tariff with the same supplier for a total
of three or more years, who have not opted out, suppliers should also be
required to provide the following information to Ofgem:
(a) Consumption by specified periods of time. The granularity of this
information and the definition of these time periods would be a matter for
Ofgem to determine in further discussion with the suppliers. However,
for the purposes of our initial order, and for the analysis we have
conducted, we have identified five broad periods (peak general

825

SLC 25C requires suppliers to carry out any actions in a Fair, honest, transparent, appropriate and
professional manner. One of the specific requirements set out in SLC 25C is that the licensee provide information
(whether in writing or orally) to each domestic customer which: (i) is complete, accurate and not misleading (in
terms of the information provided or omitted); (ii) is communicated in plain and intelligible language; (iii) relates
to products or services which are appropriate to the domestic customer to whom it is directed; and (iv) is
otherwise fair both in terms of its content and in terms of how it is presented (with more important information
being given appropriate prominence.
826 Following a finding of breach, the Gas and Electricity Markets Authority has the power to impose financial
penalties and/or make consumer redress orders.
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consumption, off-peak, off-peak heating (1), off-peak heating (2), and
peak heating).
(b) Details of the standing charges and volume rates, by region and
payment method, for each of the tariffs named in the database, over the
relevant period.
6.262

We consider that a requirement on suppliers to provide this additional
information is essential to achieving the aims of the proposed remedy. This
is because rival suppliers would need this information in order to understand
what customers on restricted meters of their rivals have been paying, which
would be a necessary input to understanding the commercial opportunities,
providing potential customers with personalised offers, and appropriately
targeting their marketing efforts.


6.263

How we should implement this remedy

We propose to implement this proposed remedy through:
(a) a CMA order requiring suppliers to:
(i) send Opt-out Letters to their Disengaged Domestic Customers;
(ii) disclose the Domestic Customer Data to Ofgem; and
(iii) provide Ofgem with updated Domestic Customer Data every six
months; and
(b) a recommendation to Ofgem to
(i) create, operate and maintain a secure cloud database for the
purposes of holding the Domestic Customer Data;
(ii) hold the Domestic Customer Data;
(iii) enter into agreements with suppliers including the Use Restrictions
and any restrictions concerning access to the Domestic Customer
Data; and
(iv) provide access to the Domestic Customer Data by any rival supplier
that has entered into such an agreement.

6.264

We propose that our order would expire after the sooner of five years or
upon substantial completion of the smart meter roll-out (due by the end of
2020). Smart meters are expected to change the competitive dynamic in the
retail markets, and the way that customers and suppliers interact so the
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database may no longer be required once smart meter roll-out has been
concluded.
Assessment of effectiveness
6.265

As we explain below, our provisional view is that the proposed remedy
(including the additional requirements concerning the Disengaged Domestic
Customers on restricted meters) would be effective in achieving its aims of
enabling rival energy suppliers to identify and market to the Disengaged
Domestic Customers who have not opted out and prompt them to engage in
the domestic retail energy markets. Accordingly, the proposed remedy would
be effective in partly addressing two of the features giving rise to the
Domestic Weak Customer Response AEC, ie that domestic customers have
limited awareness of, and interest in, their ability to switch supplier and that
domestic customers face actual and perceived barriers to assessing and
accessing information.

6.266

In assessing the effectiveness of the proposed remedy we have considered
the following:
(a) the effectiveness of the key design elements of the proposed remedy;
(b) the extent to which the proposed remedy is capable of effective
implementation, monitoring and enforcement;
(c) the timescale over which the proposed remedy is likely to have an effect;
and
(d) compliance with existing or expected laws and regulations.


6.267

Effectiveness of the key design elements

We consider that the following key design elements of the proposed remedy
(including the specific elements concerning the Disengaged Domestic
Customers on restricted meters) would be effective in achieving its aim. In
particular:
(a) Rival suppliers would be able to easily identify the Disengaged Domestic
Customers. The database would provide all the necessary information
about the Disengaged Domestic Customers that had not opted out in
one place that was straightforward to access.
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(b) Ofgem’s role in operating, controlling and maintaining the database, and
providing access to it, would ensure that it will be set up and
administered fairly in customers’ interests.827
(c) The database would be readily accessible to rival suppliers upon request
(subject to entering into agreement with Ofgem containing the Use
Restrictions and any other access terms) and would include data that is
accurate and up to date. The proposed remedy provides for the
information to be updated every six months.
(d) Rival suppliers that have an incentive to compete for the Disengaged
Domestic Customers would have access to certain of their details,
provided that they had not opted out.
(e) Rival suppliers would be able to provide the Disengaged Domestic
Customers that have not opted out with personalised information as they
would know their current supplier, tariff and annual consumption. The
database would provide this information in an easily accessible format
for each Disengaged Domestic Customer that had not opted out.
(f) Survey results suggest that if the Disengaged Domestic Customers can
be prompted to engage then the experience of doing so should help to
build their confidence in switching and that they will not revert to highpriced default tariffs at the end of any fixed-term tariff to which they may
switch.
6.268

We consider that a requirement on suppliers to provide limited additional
information for the Disengaged Domestic Customers on restricted meters is
essential to achieving the aims of the proposed remedy. This is because
rival suppliers would need this information in order to understand the
consumption patterns of the restricted meter customers of their rivals which
would be a necessary input to understanding the commercial opportunity,
provide potential customers with personalised offers and target their
marketing efforts effectively.

6.269

Although a number of Disengaged Domestic Customers may choose to ‘opt
out’ of the proposed disclosure, we consider based on the opt-out rate for
the similar measure implemented in France, that many customers would not
and suppliers would therefore be able to contact a large proportion of
Disengaged Domestic Customers to prompt them to engage. For instance,
the opt-out rate in France was []%. We also note that some of those
customers that choose to opt out may do so because they are content with

827

Ofgem’s principal objective is to protect the interests of existing and future gas and electricity consumers.
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their existing supply arrangements, thus making the proposed remedy more
effective at targeting suppliers’ customers who are more disengaged.


Implementation, monitoring compliance and enforcement

6.270

In determining whether the proposed remedy is effective, we have had
regard to the operation and implications of the proposed remedy.

6.271

As regards the implementation of the proposed remedy, we have set out a
number of detailed specifications (see paragraphs 6.260 to 6.261 above).
We have necessarily taken a detailed approach to describing the terms of
the proposed remedy so that it would not only be clear to Ofgem and
suppliers to understand, but also be straightforward for them to implement
(as the addressees of our proposed remedy).

6.272

We note that Ofgem has already expressed broad support for the proposed
remedy.828 In response to our variant of the proposed remedy relating to
prepayment customers, Ofgem agreed with the proposed remedy, provided
sufficient protections were put in place to address concerns about
safeguarding consumers’ personal data and consumers receiving large
volumes of unwanted marketing. It also said that consideration should be
given to targeting the database at a broader group of ‘sticky’ customers,
irrespective of payment type.829

6.273

As regards monitoring compliance with the proposed remedy, we note that
this should also be straightforward, as Ofgem will be the recipient of the
Domestic Customer Data and can therefore report to the CMA if any supplier
fails to comply with the order. In addition, as sector regulator, Ofgem will be
well placed to receive any allegations of mistreatment of the Domestic
Customer Data by a rival supplier and would be able to take action under the
agreements put in place concerning access to and use of the Domestic
Customer Data, or under a supplier’s licence.


6.274

828
829

Timescales for the proposed remedy

As regards the timescales for implementation, following publication of our
final report the CMA would start drafting and consulting on an order requiring
suppliers to send the Opt-out Letter to their Disengaged Domestic
Customers. During this period, we would also expect Ofgem to begin
developing the database and associated agreements, and following

Ofgem response to second supplemental notice of possible remedies, pp1–2.
ibid, pp1–2.
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publication of the CMA’s final order, we would require suppliers to send the
Opt-out Letter to all Disengaged Domestic Customers by mid-2017.
6.275

We would require suppliers to pass the Domestic Customer Data to Ofgem
by the end of 2017 at the latest. We would therefore expect rival suppliers to
start accessing the database, and contacting the Disengaged Domestic
Customers who have not opted-out by the end of 2017. The database would
then be updated every six months from the beginning of 2018 onwards.

6.276

In evaluating the effectiveness of the proposed remedy, we have also
considered the timescale over which the Domestic Weak Customer
Response AEC would be expected to endure, and the timescale over which
the proposed remedy would be likely to take effect. We would propose that
our order would expire after the sooner of five years or upon substantial
completion of the smart meter roll-out (due by the end of 2020). Smart
meters are expected to change the competitive dynamic in the retail markets
and the way that customers and suppliers interact, so the database may no
longer be required once smart meter roll-out has been concluded.


6.277

Compliance with existing or expected laws and regulations

As part of our consideration of the effectiveness of the proposed remedy, we
have considered whether any elements of it would not be consistent with
relevant laws and regulations. A particular focus of our assessment of this
aspect has been the interaction of our proposed remedy with data protection
legislation (in particular, the DPA) and the PECR. We have also considered
the impact of the reform of EU data protection rules and, in particular, the
proposal for a General Data Protection Regulation.830 In this regard, we have
taken into account the above legislation when designing the proposed
remedy, and have also discussed the proposed remedy with the ICO and
adapted the proposed design in light of those discussions.
Assessment of proportionality

6.278

In this section we set out our assessment of whether the proposed remedy
would be a proportionate remedy.


6.279

830

Effective in achieving its aim

For the reasons set out in paragraphs 6.265 to 6.277 above, we consider
that the proposed remedy would be effective in achieving its aim of enabling

European Commission, Proposal for a General Data Protection Regulation.
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rival retail energy suppliers to identify the Disengaged Domestic Customers
that have opted out. Accordingly, it would be effective in partly addressing
two of the features giving rise to the Domestic Weak Customer Response
AEC (and the resulting detriment), ie that domestic customers have limited
awareness of, and interest in, their ability to switch energy supplier and that
domestic customers face actual and perceived barriers to accessing and
assessing information.


No more onerous than needed to achieve its aim

6.280

We also consider that this proposed remedy (including the additional
requirements concerning the Disengaged Domestic Customers on restricted
meters) would be no more onerous than needed to achieve its aim. In
particular, we have considered very carefully the requirements in relation to
the data suppliers would be required to disclose, the customers for whom
suppliers would be required to disclose data, the frequency with which
suppliers would be required to update the database, and the procedures
providing for the disclosure and access to the database, and consider that
we have designed the proposed remedy so that it would be no more onerous
than needed to achieve its aim

6.281

With regard to the data that suppliers would be required to disclose, it is our
view (informed by the evidence provided by PCWs (see paragraph 6.154)
that the Domestic Customer Data would be sufficient for rival suppliers to be
able to identify and contact the Disengaged Domestic Customers (who have
not opted out) and to provide potential customers with personalised
information on the savings they could make by switching.

6.282

With regard to the customers for whom suppliers would be required to
disclose information, we consider that an approach targeted specifically at
the Disengaged Domestic Customers would be more proportionate than a
similar remedy affecting customers who have been on an SVT (or other
default tariff) for a shorter duration. In particular, our judgement is that if
customers were to actively engage in the market at least every three years,
it is likely that would be sufficient for customers to exert an effective
competitive constraint on suppliers.

6.283

Finally, with regard to the frequency with which suppliers would be required
to update the database, we considered whether suppliers should be required
to do so more regularly than every six months. Our provisional view is that
six-months is proportionate in the expectation that if the process of
extracting, formatting and disclosing the Domestic Customer Data would be
moderately costly for suppliers. Otherwise we would consider whether a
requirement to update the database more frequently would be more
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proportionate to the aims of the remedy. In particular, more frequent
updating would reduce the risk of rival suppliers contacting customers who
had recently switched away from an SVT, based on out-of-date information,
which may cause annoyance and confusion.


Least onerous if there were a choice between several effective remedies

6.284

We have also considered whether there may be alternative designs of this
proposed remedy to achieve the same aim that are less onerous. For the
reasons noted above, we consider that the proposed remedy, as designed,
appropriately balances the need for the proposed remedy to be effective,
and proportionate, in terms of the proportion of a supplier’s existing
customer base to which the proposed remedy will apply (ie customers on an
SVT or other default tariff for three or more years).

6.285

We have also considered below the possible remedies suggested by
Centrica and Scottish Power, which would involve a prohibition on evergreen
default tariffs. For the reasons discussed below, we consider that these
suggested remedies are either not effective and/or are disproportionate in
terms of the potential unintended consequences. We have also considered
the current existence of multiple reminders sent by suppliers to their own
customers to help them engage (see paragraph 6.251) and whether it may
be effective (and more proportionate) to suggest changes to such existing
reminders. However, given the limited available evidence on the
effectiveness of the ‘clearer information’ component of the RMR rules, we
consider that such measures are best assessed through our proposed
remedy concerning the Ofgem-led programme. This proposed remedy, and
its detailed and tightly controlled design, would in our provisional view be the
least onerous effective means of introducing a customer prompt by rival
suppliers.


6.286

Would not produce disadvantages that are disproportionate to the aim

We have provisionally concluded that the proposed remedy (including the
additional requirements concerning the Disengaged Domestic Customers on
restricted meters) would not produce adverse effects that would be
disproportionate to its aim. We have compared the potential costs of
implementing the proposed remedy relative to the potential gains. In
particular:
(a) the costs of physically implementing the proposed remedy would be
small relative to the potential gains (see paragraph 6.288);
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(b) the proposed remedy would specifically allow the Disengaged Domestic
Customers to opt out when first contacted by their supplier and at any
point thereafter; and
(c) we consider that general consumer and data protection legislation, the
PECR, domestic retail suppliers’ licence conditions (in particular SLC 25
and SLC 25c), the Use Restrictions and other terms and conditions for
accessing the Domestic Customer Data will protect the Disengaged
Domestic Customers that have not opted out from mistreatment by rival
suppliers of their personal data.
6.287

In contrast, the potential gains available to the Disengaged Domestic
Customers that have not opted out from promoting engagement are
potentially substantial (see estimates in Section 3 of the domestic retail
detriment).

6.288

With regard to the costs of implementing the proposed remedy, more
specifically, we have estimated that the costs of setting up a secure cloud
database in which to store details of the Disengaged Domestic Customers
could be in the region of £50,000–£100,000.831 We do not think it would be
an expensive web-based application to build and maintain because it would
not require significant, or complex, functionality. The database would simply
need to provide the data in an accessible, secure format to a relatively small
number of permitted users. For instance, we consider that a cloud database
would provide a more straightforward and secure means of sharing the data
than through Excel spreadsheets.

6.289

There would be certain costs to the suppliers associated with putting in place
agreements with Ofgem, and developing and sending letters (including the
Opt-out Letter) to customers. We note that communicating with customers is
a routine activity for any retail domestic energy supplier. However, we are
conscious that, in order for the proposed remedy to be as effective as
possible, and to minimise a potential unintended consequence of unsettling,
confusing and/or otherwise increasing mistrust in the retail energy markets,
the CMA would propose to work closely with Ofgem and suppliers to ensure
that the Opt-out Letter is suitably worded so as to mitigate such risks by
explaining only to recipient customers the context for, and implication, of the
Opt-out Letter.

6.290

We also consider that given the potential estimated savings from switching
and the estimated cost of the proposed remedy, only a relatively small

831

Based on informal discussions with the Greater London Authority (GLA), which hosts the London datastore
database, and data developers.
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number of Disengaged Domestic Customers would need to switch externally
from the SVT of the Six Large Energy Firms to the best alternative tariff to
make the proposed remedy cost-effective. For example, if the cost of the
database was £100,000, around 1,000 Disengaged Domestic Customers
would need to switch to realise £100,000 of savings832. This would be a very
small proportion of the number of Disengaged Domestic Customers likely to
be put on the database, even if we assume that around []% of Disengaged
Customers opt out.833
Any relevant customer benefits that may be lost
6.291

We do not consider that any relevant customer benefits would be lost as a
result of the disclosure of details of the Disengaged Domestic Customers
that have not opted out to Ofgem and rival suppliers subject to the Use
Restrictions. As noted above, the proposed remedy has several detailed
design mechanisms to mitigate the risk of customers receiving unwanted
correspondence that may cause them to disengage further. Instead the
proposed remedy will provide for customers who have been on an SVT or
other default tariff for a substantial period of time – and who are likely to be
paying substantially more for gas and electricity than engaged consumers –
to engage in the markets. This greater level of customer engagement will, in
turn, help to foster competition and generate lower prices and more choice
of tariffs.

Remedy minded not to consider – Centrica and Scottish Power proposals to prohibit
evergreen default tariffs
6.292

In response to our provisional findings and Remedies Notice, we received
two separate, but similar, proposals from Centrica and Scottish Power which
would prohibit the use of evergreen tariffs. We have considered these as
proposals for prompting customers on default tariffs to engage with the
domestic retail energy markets.

6.293

Our Supplemental Remedies Notice set out details of the proposals and
invited views on their effectiveness and proportionality, and the specification
and implementation of the possible remedies.

6.294

We have provisionally decided not to implement the Centrica and Scottish
Power proposals.

832
833

See Section 3 estimates of domestic customer detriment.
This is based on the proportion of customers who opted out of the Engie scheme in France.
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The proposals
6.295

The aim of Centrica’s and Scottish Power’s proposals would be to increase
domestic customer engagement in the domestic retail energy markets by
introducing an end date for the supply of energy on an evergreen basis (eg
on a standard variable or other default tariff), and providing periodic prompts
to customers on evergreen tariffs prior to this date and once they had
transitioned to a new fixed-term contract. The industry would move to a
system where all customers would be on fixed-term contracts with
notifications provided when those contracts came to an end.

6.296

Centrica and Scottish Power said that, in their experience, domestic
customers on fixed-term contracts tended to engage in significant numbers
following the receipt of an end-of-contract notification from their supplier.
This response was said to be much greater than that seen following receipt
of an annual statement or a price increase notification. They suggested,
therefore, that if all domestic customers were to receive such notifications on
an annual basis, levels of engagement would increase materially.

6.297

Customers who received a notification that their contract was coming to an
end but who did not take action, would be rolled onto a fixed-term ‘default’
tariff. Both Centrica and Scottish Power said that this should be a one-year
tariff without exit fees.834 As a result, customers who rolled onto it could
switch to an alternative tariff at any time without penalties. They also said
that the level of the default tariff should be set by each energy supplier,
rather than being regulated. Once on this default tariff, customers would
receive a notification at the end of each year that their fixed-term default
tariff was coming to an end and would be provided with information on the
range of tariffs they could choose from, including the one they would be
rolled onto if they failed to make a choice. These customers could also
receive additional prompts, for example, quarterly or at the mid-year stage.

6.298

We envisaged that a proposal to increase engagement by prohibiting the
use of evergreen tariffs would need to be phased in over a period of time,
with energy suppliers being required to take the following steps (although not
necessarily in the order set out):
(a) prohibiting the supply of energy to new and existing customers on an
evergreen basis as from a future date;

834

Centrica also said this should be a variable priced tariff. In contrast, the Scottish Power proposal allowed for
this to be variable or fixed-price.
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(b) informing existing evergreen/SVT customers that their tariffs were being
phased out and that they would need to choose a new tariff; and
(c) moving those existing customers who did not respond to these prompts
onto the default tariff.
6.299

Within a given period of time, all evergreen tariffs would thus be removed
from the markets.

6.300

While Centrica and Scottish Power’s proposals are similar, they have some
notable differences. Centrica proposed a variable price for the fixed-term
default tariff and a phased implementation of the proposal according to the
length of time customers have been on the tariff. By contrast, Scottish Power
proposed a fixed-rate for the fixed-term default tariff and a phased
implementation by region which it said could facilitate suppliers targeting
rivals’ customer bases and thus increase competition.
Parties’ views

6.301

Overall there was a mixed response to any proposal to increase customer
engagement by prohibiting evergreen default tariffs:
(a) Ofgem said it saw an intuitive logic in the proposal but was mindful that
consumers on SVTs already received a number of periodic prompts.
Ofgem also said that there was a question as to whether less engaged
customers would respond to an end-of-contract notice to the same
degree as customers that had actively chosen a fixed-term tariff.835
(b) With the exceptions of Centrica and Scottish Power, the Six Large
Energy Firms questioned the effectiveness of the proposal.
(i) EDF Energy said the proposal could be effective but only if
combined with other measures.836
(ii) E.ON said the proposal could be effective but might not benefit all
customers. Some customers who rolled onto the default tariffs might
believe that they could not switch until the end of the contract, and
some customers on prepayment or complex meters would not

835
836

Ofgem response to Supplementary Remedies Notice, p1.
EDF Energy response to Supplementary Remedies Notice, p4, paragraph 1.27.
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benefit because of current restrictions on choice of tariff and
switching due to infrastructure.837
(iii) RWE npower said the proposal could increase customer
engagement but it was unclear by how much.838
(iv) SSE said the proposal would have material unintended adverse
consequences. It would undermine competition by unduly restricting
customer choice through eliminating SVTs and restricting suppliers’
ability to innovate and compete. SSE also said it would undermine
the pro-competitive measures contained in the CMA’s other
proposed remedies.839
(c) Of the Six Large Energy Firms, only Centrica and Scottish Power said
the proposal would be effective. Centrica said the proposal would be
effective at encouraging customers to engage more frequently in the
market if it was phased in as other remedies and market developments
were taking effect.840 Scottish Power said the proposal would be
effective in securing a substantial improvement in engagement.841
(d) Several of the Mid-tier Suppliers also raised issues about its
effectiveness:
(i) First Utility said that while the proposal was a step in the right
direction, it would not be effective in encouraging greater customer
engagement because it would only provide for one additional
mandatory communication each year.842
(ii) Utility Warehouse said that, in practice, the proposal amounted to
the maintenance of the status quo with an additional single annual
communication, which would have marginal impact.843
(iii) Ovo Energy said the removal of evergreen contracts might produce
an overall positive outcome for customers but should not be seen as
a means of providing direct protection to disengaged customers.844

837

E.ON response to Supplementary Remedies Notice, pp5–6.
RWE npower response to Supplementary Remedies Notice, p18.
839 SSE response to Supplementary Remedies Notice, pp4–p6.
840 Centrica response to Supplementary Remedies Notice, p2.
841 Centrica response to Supplementary Remedies Notice, p2 and Scottish Power response to Supplementary
Remedies Notice, pp1–2.
842 First Utility response to Supplementary Remedies Notice, p1.
843 Utility Warehouse response to Supplementary Remedies Notice, p1.
844 Ovo Energy response to Supplementary Remedies Notice, pp2–3.
838
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(e) Several smaller suppliers opposed the proposal outright:845
(i) Citizens Advice said it was unlikely that the proposal would be
effective because of substantive similarities with what it would
replace, and existing prompts did not work.846
(ii) The Behavioural Insights Team said there were potentially very
significant customer benefits from the proposed approach.847
(iii) MoneySuperMarket said customers who had not previously
responded to written notifications at the end of contracts or to
cheaper tariff messaging were unlikely to respond to similar
notifications from their supplier while on default tariffs.848
(iv) uSwitch said it could see merits in the proposal but it would not have
the impact necessary to raise engagement levels sufficiently.849
(v) Utiligroup said there did not seem to be an obvious or evidential link
between contract period and customer engagement. It said the
remedy was unbalanced, unrepresentative of all customer interests
and could have unforeseen consequences.850
6.302

Several of the Six Large Energy Firms indicated that it could take some time
to implement any proposal to prohibit evergreen tariffs. In particular:
(a) Centrica said it would be important to ensure that implementation was
phased in over at least three years to minimise the risk of unintended
consequences.851
(b) EDF Energy said that implementation would need careful consideration
in order to maintain current customer service levels and trust.852
(c) E.ON said that many features of the proposals would require extensive
development before implementation.853 Most customers would expect to

845

Opus response to Supplementary Remedies Notice, p1, Green Energy response to supplementary Remedies
Notice, p1-3, Corona Energy response to Supplementary Remedies Notice, p1-2 and Good Energy response to
Supplementary Remedies Notice, p1.
846 Citizens Advice response to Supplementary Remedies Notice, pp1–2.
847 The Behavioural Insights Team response to Supplementary Remedies Notice, p1.
848 Moneysupermarket.com response to Supplementary Remedies Notice, p2.
849 uSwitch response to Supplementary Remedies Notice, p2.
850 Utiligroup response to Supplementary Remedies Notice, p2.
851 Centrica response to Supplementary Remedies Notice, pp8–9. Centrica said that at least six months’ preimplementation was required followed by a two-year notification period during which each customer would be
given an SVT end date 12 months after notification (encouraging them to switch prior to this).
852 EDF Energy response to Supplementary Remedies Notice, p8, paragraph 1.54.
853 E-ON response to Supplementary Remedies Notice, p10.
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receive a fixed-term, fixed-rate contract (or ‘fixed means fixed’) contract
which would need to be considered when designing the contract.
(d) Scottish Power said that suppliers would need sufficient time to prepare
their systems so at least a six-month planning phase and a one-year rollout phase would be necessary.854
(e) SSE said the complexity and cost made the proposal unjustifiable to
implement. It said that such a material and complicated market change
would require at least one year for preparation (ie before migration from
SVTs could even commence), and a further year to 18 months for the
migration of customers to the new default tariffs.855 These steps did not
take into account possible further delays resulting from changes that
would be required to the regulatory framework.
6.303

Several of the Six Large Energy Firms said the proposal could be costly. In
particular:
(a) EDF Energy said suppliers would be likely to incur significant operational
costs associated with the expansion of systems.856
(b) E.ON said there were likely to be various costs for implementing the
remedy, including for research to identify the best messaging for
customers and for renewal, which would be occurred every year the
remedy was in place.857
(c) RWE npower said the costs could potentially act as a barrier to entry.858
(d) SSE said significant back office investment would be required, which
risked undermining the delivery of innovative market changes that would
have a positive benefit to customers.859

6.304

Good Energy and Utility Warehouse also raised concerns about costs.860

854

Scottish Power response to Supplementary Remedies Notice, pp9–10.
SSE response to Supplementary Remedies Notice, pp6–7.
856 EDF Energy response to Supplementary Remedies Notice, p10 paragraph 1.67.
857 E.ON response to Supplementary Remedies Notice, pp14–15.
858 RWE npower response to Supplementary Remedies Notice, p17.
859 SSE response to Supplementary Remedies Notice, p8.
860 Good Energy response to Supplementary Remedies Notice, p1, Utility Warehouse response to
Supplementary Remedies Notice, p5-6, UEA Centre for Competition Policy response to Supplementary
Remedies Notice, p6 and Citizens Advice response to Supplementary Remedies Notice, pp12–13.
855
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6.305

We also received a number of alternative proposals that parties thought
would be as effective or more effective than the Centrica and Scottish Power
proposals but would be less costly and/or intrusive:
(a) E.ON861 and SSE862 suggested an enhanced annual statement. E.ON
said the statement should have improved messaging and a strong ‘call
to action’. SSE said an enhanced statement would have material
benefits for customers and be capable of fast and effective
implementation. We have considered this suggestion as part of our
proposed remedy concerning the Ofgem-led programme.
(b) First Utility proposed a package of alternative measures including
renaming the SVT or any default tariff to ‘out of contract’ tariff and
introducing more communications and frequent billing for SVT
customers.863 We have considered this suggestion as part of our
proposed remedy concerning the Ofgem-led programme.
(c) Utility Warehouse proposed a maximum permitted ‘delta’ (£ or %) that a
supplier would be permitted to charge its SVT customers relative to the
cheapest price that it charged its newly acquired customers.864 We have
considered this suggestion as part of a proposed remedy concerning the
temporary price cap.
(d) Ovo Energy proposed a regulatory principle of cost reflectivity which it
said could help protect customers on SVTs from being overcharged.865
We have considered this suggestion as part of a proposed remedy
concerning the temporary price cap.
(e) MoneySuperMarket suggested more direct communication to SVT
customers via a letter from DECC (or other trusted intermediaries) and
SMS messaging.866 We have considered this suggestion as part of our
proposed remedy concerning the Ofgem-led programme.
(f) Citizens Advice suggested a mandatory switch of certain consumers
fitting a vulnerability profile (broadly matching the Cold Weather
Payments group) or an extension of the current Warm Home Discount to
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E-ON response to Supplementary Remedies Notice, p15.
SSE response to Supplementary Remedies Notice, pp9–10.
863 First Utility response to Supplementary Remedies Notice, p1.
864 Utility Warehouse response to Supplementary Remedies Notice, p8.
865 Ovo Energy response to Supplementary Remedies Notice, pp3 & 7.
866 MoneySuperMarket response to Supplementary Remedies Notice, p3.
862
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cover all suppliers and a broader group of consumers.867 We have
considered this suggestion below.
Our assessment of effectiveness
6.306

Our assessment of the likely effectiveness of this proposed remedy differs
as between the Centrica and Scottish Power variants.

6.307

In relation to the Centrica proposal, we do not consider this to be a
substantial departure from the status quo, in that:
(a) the default tariff would still be a variable tariff, such that the periodic
prompt would not be associated with a change in price, which may be
expected to reduce its effectiveness in engaging customers; and
(b) the proposed roll-out by customer tenure would not facilitate other
suppliers engaging with customers on default tariffs.

6.308

In effect, the Centrica proposal amounts to a rebranding of the SVT with an
additional periodic prompt. Customers on SVTs already receive regular
communications from their suppliers so receiving further prompts from them
might not in itself prompt these customers to engage. As noted above, we
propose to recommend that Ofgem test new approaches to providing
information to customers to help them engage and we do not consider that
this proposal is likely to deliver benefits on top of that. In addition, we
propose to set up a new rival-led prompt, through our proposed Database
remedy.

6.309

The Scottish Power proposal is, in contrast, a substantial change to the
status quo:
(a) Default tariffs would be fixed-term and fixed-price, such that that end-ofcontract prompt would be associated with a price change, resulting in a
meaningful decision point for customers.
(b) The proposed roll out by geographical area would be expected to help
rival suppliers target their marketing efforts on customers facing a
change in contract, which is likely to increase the effectiveness and
reduce the costs of such marketing activity.

6.310

867

We also note, in relation to both proposals, that while customers who have
actively chosen fixed-term tariffs may respond to end-of-contract

Citizens Advice response to Supplementary Remedies Notice, p13.
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notifications, it is not clear that far less engaged customers would respond in
the same way.
6.311

In the light of the above, our provisional view is that the Centrica proposal
would not be effective in addressing any aspect of the features giving rise to
the Domestic Weak Customer Response AEC and resulting detriment. We
consider that that the Scottish Power proposal is, on balance, possibly
effective for the reasons set out above, although we recognise that there is
considerable uncertainty about how disengaged customers are likely to
respond to end-of-contract prompts. However, we have not addressed the
likely effectiveness of the Scottish Power proposal in detail, because we
provisionally consider that it would not be proportionate (see below).
Our assessment of proportionality

6.312

Centrica and Scottish Power said the potential costs could be proportionate
to the benefits of increased engagement.868 As regards Centrica’s views, this
was because the benefits of increased engagement would outweigh the
costs provided suppliers were able to set their variable-priced default tariff at
a level that was not capped by the regulator and that implementation took
place over the timescale proposed.869

6.313

We note that other suppliers were concerned that the costs of implementation would be high. In addition, several suppliers commented on relevant
customer benefits which could be adversely affected by the proposals.
(a) E.ON said that if the default contract was a fixed-rate, fixed-term
contract which, as a result of its design, was at a higher rate than the
current SVT then this would result in a loss of customer benefit.870
(b) RWE npower said it was unlikely that discounts currently enjoyed by
customers on non-standard tariffs would continue at the same levels if
this remedy was introduced due to price convergence between the
default and non-default tariffs.871
(c) SSE said the cost and complexity of the implementation of the proposals
could result in material customer harm: consumers could face a reduced
choice of products, increased costs and unnecessary disruption during

868

Centrica response to Supplementary Remedies Notice, p13 and Scottish Power response to Supplementary
Remedies Notice, pp12–13.
869 Centrica response to Supplementary Remedies Notice, p13.
870 E.ON response to Supplementary Remedies Notice, p14.
871 RWE npower response to Supplementary Remedies Notice, p17.
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transition (and over the longer term) which might actually discourage
their engagement.872
(d) Utility Warehouse said that moving to a marketplace dominated by fixedterm contracts would result in a material transfer of wholesale
commodity price risk from suppliers to consumers.873
(e) Good Energy said that locking customers into fixed-rate deals could
result in them not receiving the benefits of any wholesale market price
reductions until their fixed-rate deal ended. It also said the remedy could
adversely affect engaged customers through a restriction of choice.874
6.314

We have taken into account each of the above potential unintended adverse
consequences or potential losses of relevant customer benefits, when
provisionally deciding not to proceed with Centrica’s and Scottish Power’s
proposals.875 In particular, we note that neither the Centrica nor the Scottish
Power proposal provides for an explicit constraint on the level of the default
tariff. We also note that, under the status quo, the public visibility of changes
to the SVT might plausibly provide a partial constraint on the ability of
suppliers to raise prices rapidly for certain categories of disengaged
customer. This potential constraint would be lost under the Centrica and
Scottish Power proposals. We are therefore concerned that, under both
proposals, there is risk that default tariffs for disengaged customers increase
as a result of the reforms, due to the absence of this constraint.

6.315

We also note that the reforms would be relatively costly to implement and
difficult to reverse in short order. Therefore, on balance, we have concluded
that both proposals are unlikely to be proportionate.

Engagement remedies for customers on restricted meters
6.316

In our provisional findings, we found that a combination of features of the
markets for domestic retail supply of gas and electricity in Great Britain give
rise to the Domestic Weak Customer Response AEC.

6.317

As set out in detail in Section 3, our further analysis of the retail supply of
electricity to domestic customers with restricted meters has confirmed our
provisional view that the same features also affect domestic customers on
restricted meters, and has shown that there are additional aspects of the
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SSE response to Supplementary Remedies Notice, p8.
Utility Warehouse response to Supplementary Remedies Notice, pp7–8.
874 Good Energy response to Supplementary Remedies Notice, p8.
875 We have also considered these factors when considering the proposed temporary price cap.
873
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domestic retail electricity market concerning customers on restricted meters
that contribute to some of these features.876 In particular, we have
provisionally found that customers on restricted meters have lower
awareness of, and interest in, their ability to switch; face higher barriers to
accessing and assessing information; and higher actual and/or perceived
barriers to switching.
6.318

In this section, we set out the proposed remedies that are aimed at
addressing certain aspects of the domestic retail electricity market
concerning customers on restricted meters877 contributing to the above
features and (together with the other proposed engagement remedies we
have provisionally decided upon concerning both the domestic retail gas and
electricity markets) that we consider would be effective and proportionate in
addressing the Domestic Weak Customer Response AEC and the resulting
customer detriment.

6.319

In particular, the proposed remedies are:
(a) to require all suppliers to make all their single-rate tariffs available to all
domestic customers on restricted meters, and that switching to these
tariffs cannot be made conditional on a restricted meter being replaced;
and
(b) to ensure that domestic customers on restricted meters have access to
information on the options available to them.

Removing the barriers to switching
6.320

We have received little, if any, evidence that either the Six Large Energy
Firms as a group or the Mid-tier Suppliers as a group are actively competing
to attract customers with restricted meters. We were also told that there are
no technical reasons why suppliers cannot make their single-rate tariffs
available to customers on restricted meters. This requires suppliers to be
able to either: aggregate consumption across registers (and, possibly,
meters) and to apply the single-rate tariff to the aggregated consumption on
an ex post basis; or by setting up meter-specific tariffs where the standing
charge and all unit rates are the same as those for the relevant single-rate
tariff. That this is technically feasible is demonstrated by the practice of two

For these purposes, we define ‘restricted meters’ to exclude customers with Economy 7 meters unless
otherwise specified. Ofgem found that for customers with Economy 7 meters their choice of tariff and suppliers
was similar to that for customers on unrestricted meters. Ofgem presentation: Briefing on customers on restricted
electricity meters for CMA, August 2015.
877 For the avoidance of doubt, the remedies proposed in this section concern all customers on restricted meters
(including customers on Economy 7 meters).
876
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suppliers. First Utility told us that it did not offer specific tariffs for customers
on restricted meters and that single-rate tariffs were available to customers
with these meters. Utility Warehouse told us that all its current tariffs were
available on restricted meters. (See Appendix 3.1 for further details).
6.321

We asked all of the Six Large Energy Firms whether they allow their existing
customers on restricted meters to switch to their single-rate tariffs and
whether they offer their single-rate tariffs to potential customers on restricted
meters. We found that:
(a) RWE npower will require []878 [];
(b) all of the other of the Six Large Energy Firms said that they might require
the replacement of a customer’s existing meter; and
(c) Centrica (£70), E.ON (£65 to £82) and Scottish Power said that they
would charge the customer to replace their meter. Additionally Scottish
Power told us that if some rewiring in the home was required, this would
be an additional expense to the customer.
Aim of the remedy

6.322

The aim of the proposed remedy would be to promote competition in the
restricted meter segment from single-rate tariffs being available to be applied
to tariffs designed to support restricted meters by:
(a) ensuring that all customers on restricted meters have the option of
switching to any single-rate tariff offered by suppliers; and
(b) reducing the costs to customers on restricted meters of switching
supplier and switching to single-rate tariffs.

6.323

878

The ultimate aim of the proposed remedy would be to partly address two of
the features giving rise to the Domestic Weak Customer Response AEC
(and resulting detriment), that are particularly relevant to customers on
restricted meters, ie that such customers face actual and/or perceived
barriers to switching. It also partly addresses such customers’ limited
awareness of, and interest in, their ability to switch energy supplier.

[]
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Design considerations
6.324

As noted above (see paragraph 6.321), we found that some suppliers
require any new customer or existing customer switching to an Economy 7
or single-rate tariff to replace their restricted meter and they may also charge
the customer for the replacement costs. We consider that this increases the
actual and perceived barriers to switching faced by customers on restricted
meters. In particular, this requirement adds to the number of factors that a
customer needs to take into account in making an assessment of the options
available to them and create uncertainties around the costs of switching
(including the loss of the ability to take advantage of any efficiencies
provided for by their meter and the heating systems that the meter supports).

6.325

Accordingly, our proposed remedy is an order on gas and electricity
suppliers with more than 50,000 domestic customers (and amendments to
suppliers’ standard licence conditions) (i) requiring such suppliers to make
all their single-rate electricity tariffs available to all (existing and new)
domestic electricity customers on restricted meters, and (ii) prohibiting such
suppliers from making their single-rate electricity tariffs available to domestic
electricity customers on restricted meters conditional upon the replacement
of their existing meter.

6.326

Licensed gas and electricity suppliers have an obligation to install smart
meters for all their domestic customers by the end of 2020. An order to
require all licensees that supply gas or electricity to more than 50,000
domestic customers to make single-rate tariffs available to all their
customers on the basis set out above would therefore have a sunset
provision linked to the roll-out of smart meters.
Assessment of effectiveness

6.327

In assessing the effectiveness of the proposed remedy, we have considered
the following factors:
(a) whether our proposed remedy would be expected to promote
engagement among customers with restricted meters;
(b) the extent to which the proposed remedy is capable of effective
implementation, monitoring and enforcement; and
(c) the timescale over which the proposed remedy is likely to have an effect.

6.328

Our provisional view is that the proposed remedy could be expected to
achieve the aims as set out in paragraph 6.322 as it would have the effect of
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making all single-rate electricity tariffs offered by the relevant suppliers
available to customers on restricted meters.
6.329

In particular, for the reasons given above (see paragraph 6.324), we
consider that ensuring that all customers on restricted meters have the
option of switching to single-rate tariffs (offered by suppliers with more than
50,000 domestic customers) with no requirement to change their meter will
contribute to reducing the barriers to searching and switching for these
customers. The proposed remedy would work in combination with the
second of our proposed remedies that focuses on customer on restricted
meters, the aim of which is to ensure that all customers on restricted meters
are aware of the options available to them and can access the information
they need to make informed decisions.

6.330

Increasing customer awareness (and possibly also their interest in
switching), and reducing actual and perceived barriers to switching in the
manner proposed, in turn would increase the constraints that suppliers face
in pricing tariffs designed for any specific restricted meter. As a result of this
increased competitive constraint, and likely higher levels of customer
engagement, we would expect a lower proportion of customers on restricted
meters to remain on meter-specific tariffs that are more expensive than the
cheapest single-rate tariff available to them, either because:
(a) the tariffs designed for restricted meters that are currently more
expensive than existing single-rate single-fuel tariffs would be reduced
or withdrawn; and/or
(b) customers on restricted meters that are currently on meter-specific tariffs
would move to a cheaper single-rate tariff.

6.331

We are proposing to implement the proposed remedy by way of an order,
and, in order to give effect to the order, we are proposing to modify the gas
and electricity supply standard licence conditions.

6.332

Given the straightforward nature of the requirement that will be imposed on
suppliers to make all single-rate tariffs available to customers on restricted
meters, and the prohibition on suppliers making such availability conditional
on such customers replacing their meter or paying a replacement fee or
other cost associated with replacement (or both), we consider that our order
would be clear to suppliers. It will also be simple to implement since
suppliers can apply the single-rate tariff to the aggregated consumption of
the customer on an ex post basis or set up meter-specific tariffs where the
standing charge and all unit rates are the same as those for the relevant
single rate tariff (as First Utility and Utility Warehouse currently do). As
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regards monitoring and compliance of this proposed remedy, we note that,
by introducing a new standard licence condition, Ofgem would be under a
duty to perform a monitoring role and could periodically check suppliers’
compliance, for example, by mystery shopping. Ofgem could also require
suppliers to provide information evidencing compliance.
6.333

In terms of timescale for implementation, the CMA would start drafting and
consulting on an order in the six-month period following publication of our
final report. We would expect suppliers to be able to make the necessary
adjustments to their billing systems within three months of the date of a CMA
order, and therefore to start offering all customers on restricted meter tariffs
the ability to switch to their single-rate unrestricted meter tariffs, by April
2017. We would expect this to lead to increased engagement from
customers on restricted meters from April 2017.
Assessment of proportionality

6.334

In this section we set out our assessment of whether the proposed remedy
would be a proportionate remedy.


6.335

For the reasons given above (see paragraphs 6.328 to 6.330), our
provisional view is that the proposed remedy would be effective in achieving
its aim of promoting competition in the restricted meter segment from singlerate tariffs being available to customers on restricted meters. Accordingly, it
would be effective in partly addressing two of the features giving rise to the
Domestic Weak Customer Response AEC (and resulting detriment) that are
particularly relevant to customers on restricted meters, ie that such
customers face higher actual and/or perceived barriers to switching and
have limited awareness of their ability to switch.


6.336

Effective in achieving its legitimate aim

No more onerous than needed to achieve its aim

As regards the proposed remedy being no more onerous than necessary,
we note that the proposed remedy provides only for suppliers making their
existing single-rate tariffs available to restricted meter customers without
certain conditions. It would not require suppliers to design tariffs specifically
to support restricted meters. The proposed remedy is also limited to
suppliers with more than 50,000 domestic customers. We consider this to be
consistent with the current regulatory position on the scale of operation at
which it is appropriate for suppliers to comply with certain obligations. For
example, SLC 27.2 – which requires suppliers to offer a wide range of
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payment methods – applies only to suppliers with more than 50,000
domestic customers.
6.337

We recognise that the implementation of the proposed remedy might impose
costs on suppliers. In particular, billing systems would need to be able to
record and aggregate consumption across all registers on a meter and,
possibly, all meters in a home or allow for meter-specific tariffs where the
standing charge and all unit rates are the same as those for the relevant
single-rate tariff. However, given that First Utility and Utility Warehouse
currently make their single-rate SVT and single-rate fixed-term tariffs
available to new and existing customers (with no requirement to change
meters), we would not expect these costs to suppliers to be significant.

6.338

In addition, as set out in Appendix 3.1 (see paragraphs 10 to 16), given the
efficiencies inherent to the operation of the heating systems supported by
restricted meters, we would expect the direct costs to suppliers of supplying
customers with these systems to be lower.


6.339

As regards potential alternative remedies, our view is that there are no
alternatives to the proposed remedy that would be both less onerous and as
effective in achieving the aims of the remedy. The options we have
considered for making the remedy less onerous would be to either exclude
more suppliers from the obligation to comply with the proposed remedy (but
this could have the effect of removing some of the cheapest single-rate
tariffs from the scope of the remedy) or exclude certain customers on
restricted meters from the scope of the remedy (which would undermine the
aim of the proposed remedy for all customers on restricted meters).
Therefore neither alternative would be as effective as the proposed remedy.


6.340

Least onerous if there is a choice between several effective measures

Does not produce disadvantages which are disproportionate to the aim

In relation to potential unintended adverse consequences arising from this
proposed remedy, we note that, according to our analysis, it will not
necessarily be in the interests of all customers on restricted meters to move
to a single-rate meter tariff, so it is important that customers are able to
make an informed choice about the value for money of the options available
to them. In this regard, this proposed remedy complements our proposed
recommendation to Citizens Advice (see below).
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Access to information and advice
6.341

In order to address the heightened feature we have provisionally found
(among others) to be giving rise to the Domestic Weak Customer Response
AEC concerning customers on restricted meters, ie that such customers face
additional barriers to accessing and assessing information, we propose to
implement a remedy concerning the information provided to, and available
to, customers on restricted meters about their ability to switch supplier. This
proposed remedy would also address, in part, the limited awareness that
customers on restricted meters have of their ability to switch. In particular,
we propose to implement:
(a) An order on gas and electricity suppliers (and amendments to suppliers’
standard licence conditions) requiring suppliers to:
(i) remind their domestic electricity customers on restricted meters, in
their regular communications with them, that they have the option to
switch supplier or to switch to a single-rate tariff without having to
change their meter or incur replacement costs;
(ii) provide their domestic electricity customers on restricted meters with
contact details for Citizens Advice; and
(iii) provide, on a timely basis, Citizens Advice with the information it
may reasonably require concerning customers on restricted meters
in the format specified by Citizens Advice.
(b) A recommendation to Citizens Advice to become a recognised provider of
information and support to domestic electricity customers on restricted
meters.
Aim of the remedy

6.342

The aim of the proposed remedy would be to reduce barriers to accessing
and assessing information by customers on restricted meters and to
increase the awareness of customers on restricted meters of their ability to
switch. Accordingly, the ultimate aim of this proposed remedy would be to
partly address two of the features giving rise to the Domestic Weak
Customer Response AEC (and resulting detriment).
Design considerations

6.343

In the following section, we have considered:
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(a) whether we should make a recommendation to a designated body that it
should become a recognised provider of information and support for
customers on restricted meters;
(b) whether Ofgem or Citizens Advice would be better placed to be a
recognised provider of information and support for customers on
restricted meters; and
(c) whether we should specify the scope of the information and support
provided to customers on restricted meters.
6.344

We consider that we cannot rely on suppliers to provide their customers on
restricted meters with the information they need to understand the options
available to them and to make informed decisions, as suppliers’ incentives
are not, in this instance, aligned with those of their customers. In particular,
an existing supplier will not have the incentive to provide its customers with
information that could result in its customers switching to rival suppliers. In
addition, an existing supplier will not necessarily be in a position to advise its
customers on what rival suppliers could offer them.

6.345

For these reasons, our provisional view is that having a recognised and
trusted source of market-wide information is essential to promoting
engagement among customers on restricted meters.

6.346

With regard to who this body should be, we have considered Ofgem and
Citizens Advice. On balance, our provisional view is that Citizens Advice is
better placed. In particular, this role seemed to have a good fit with the remit
of Citizens Advice. Citizens Advice is already providing information online,
by telephone and face-to-face on energy suppliers and their offers; and it
has an established reputation for providing advice to customers. Finally it
was consumer bodies including Citizens Advice that drew our attention to
particular problems faced by customers with certain types of restricted
meters and the outcomes for them. In contrast, Ofgem is less widely
recognised by customers and does not provide detailed advice to specific
consumers.

6.347

With regard to the scope of the information and support provided by Citizens
Advice to energy customers, we would expect Citizens Advice to be in a
position:
(a) to advise customers on their rights to switch suppliers and to switch to
single-rate tariffs retaining their current meter;
(b) to advise customers on the factors to take into account in comparing the
options available to them; and
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(c) to help customers access the information they need to compare their
options. We consider that Citizens Advice is well placed with the launch
of its price comparison facility to help energy customers to access and
understand information on how tariffs and bills might compare.
Assessment of effectiveness
6.348

In assessing the effectiveness of the proposed remedy, we have considered
the following factors:
(a) whether our proposed remedy would be expected to promote
engagement amongst customers on restricted meters;
(b) the extent to which the proposed remedy is capable of effective
implementation, monitoring and enforcement; and
(c) the timescale over which the remedy is likely to have an effect.

6.349

Our provisional view is that the proposed remedy could be expected to
achieve the aims as set out in paragraph 6.342. In particular this proposed
remedy would be effective in reducing barriers to accessing and assessing
information by customers on restricted meters and increase customers’
awareness of their ability to switch. Accordingly, the ultimate aim of this
proposed remedy would be to partly address two of the features giving rise
to the Domestic Weak Customer Response AEC (and resulting detriment).

6.350

As regards the implementation of the proposed remedy, our approach (as
set out above) is to specify what the proposed remedy would require of
suppliers and Citizens Advice. For suppliers the remedy should be
straightforward to implement. All that would be required of them would be to
advise their customers on restricted meter of their rights to switch suppliers
and to switch to single-rate tariffs using existing routine communications,
and to cooperate with requests for information from Citizens Advice.

6.351

As set out above, we consider that Citizens Advice is well placed to provide
information and support to customers on restricted meters. In particular, this
would just be an extension of its existing activities in the provision of the
information and support it provides to energy customers online, by telephone
and face-to-face. Also, the proposed remedy would explicitly provide for the
cooperation of suppliers in providing Citizens Advice with information it might
need from them.

6.352

As regards monitoring compliance with the proposed remedy, we note that
this should be straightforward, as Citizens Advice and Ofgem could report to
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the CMA if any supplier fails to comply with the orders, and Ofgem would be
responsible for monitoring compliance with the licence conditions.
6.353

As regards the timescale for implementation of the proposed remedy, the
CMA would start drafting and consulting on an order in the six-month period
following publication of our final report. We would expect suppliers to be able
to start providing the relevant information by April 2017. We would expect
this to lead to increased engagement from customers on restricted meters
from April 2017.

6.354

As regards the proposed recommendation to Citizens Advice to become a
recognised provider of information and support for customers on restricted
meters, we would expect Citizens Advice to be able to progress the
implementation of this remedy immediately following publication of the
CMA’s final report.
Assessment of proportionality

6.355

In this section we set out our assessment of whether the proposed remedy
would be a proportionate remedy.


6.356

Effective in achieving its legitimate aim

For the reasons given above (see paragraph 6.348 to 6.354), our provisional
view is that the proposed remedy would be effective in achieving its aim of
reducing barriers to accessing and assessing information by customers on
restricted meters and increasing such customers’ awareness of their ability
to switch. Accordingly, it would partly address two of the features giving rise
to the Domestic Weak Customer Response AEC (and resulting detriment).


No more onerous than needed to achieve its aim

6.357

We also consider that the remedy is no more onerous than required. In
particular, as stated above, the information that suppliers would be required
to give their customers on restricted meters is limited and straightforward,
and could be provided in existing communications. We therefore consider
that the cost imposed on suppliers would be minimal.

6.358

For the reasons given at paragraph 6.346, we consider that Citizens Advice
is well placed to provide customers with information on the options available
to them and provide support when assessing this information. We also
consider that the recommendation in the proposed remedy in relation to
information and support that Citizens Advice should provide (see paragraph
6.347) is no more than may be required by customers on restricted meters to
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understand the options available to them and to make informed choices. We
consider that without providing customers with access to such information,
we cannot expect to promote engagement.


6.359

As regards potential alternative remedies, our view is that there are no
alternatives to the proposed remedy that would be both less onerous and
effective in achieving the aims of the remedy. In particular, the remedy
provides for ensuring that customers are aware of the options available to
them (which will change as a result of the proposed remedy) and where they
can get reliable information and advice. Any changes to the remedy that
would require less of suppliers and/or Citizens Advice would, in our view, be
seriously damaging to the aims of promoting customer awareness and
ensuring customers have access to the information they need to make
informed choices.


6.360

The least onerous if there is a choice between several effective
measures

Does not produce disadvantages which are disproportionate to the aim

In relation to potential adverse consequences arising from this proposed
remedy, we have not identified any disadvantages to customers on restricted
meters arising from being advised by their existing suppliers, in routine
communications, of their rights to switch supplier and to single-rate tariffs
and being provided with contact details for Citizens Advice.

Ofgem’s statutory duties
6.361

As stated in Section 5, where the CMA is considering whether to take action
for the purpose of modifying one or more of the conditions of a retail gas or
electricity supplier’s licence, in deciding whether such action would be
reasonable and practicable, the CMA must ‘have regard’ to the relevant
statutory functions of Ofgem.

6.362

Ofgem’s statutory duties and functions, set out in the EA89 and the GA86,
as amended by the EA10, have set competition as a secondary objective,
with the principal objective being the interests of existing and future
consumers taken as a whole, including decarbonisation, security of supply
and the fulfilment by Ofgem of the objectives set out in Article 40(a) to (h) of
the Gas Directive and Article 36(a) to (h) of the Electricity Directive.

6.363

Ofgem is generally required to carry out its functions in the manner it
considers best calculated to further the principal objective. Before deciding
to carry out its functions in a particular manner with a view to promoting
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competition, Ofgem must consider the extent to which the interests of
consumers would be protected by that manner of carrying out those
functions and whether there is any other manner (whether or not it would
promote competition) in which the Authority could carry out those functions
which would better protect those interests, having regard (among other
things) to (i) the need to secure that, so far as economical to meet them, all
reasonable demands for gas and electricity supply are met and can be
financed; (ii) achieving sustainable development; and (iii) the interests of
‘vulnerable’ consumers.
6.364

In reaching our provisional decision to introduce new licence conditions on
suppliers concerning these proposed remedies focused on customers on
restricted meters we have, as part of our own application of the legal
framework requiring us to decide upon proposed remedies that are effective
and proportionate, taken into account Ofgem’s statutory duties and
objectives below.

6.365

In particular, we do not consider that any aspect of the aforementioned
proposed remedies will have an adverse impact on suppliers’ ability to meet
all reasonable demands for gas and electricity supply, achieving sustainable
development, security of supply or environmental concerns. We consider
that our proposed remedies will directly engage Ofgem’s principal objective
of protecting the interests of existing and future consumers, including
vulnerable consumers.

6.366

As noted above, the proposed remedies would enhance competition in the
restricted meter segment as suppliers will be required to make available
more tariffs to customers in the restricted meter segment. This could
potentially exert downward pressure on the tariffs available to customers on
restricted meters. The proposed remedies would also ensure that there are
no barriers for customers to switch to cheaper single-rate electricity tariffs
(as they will not be required to change the meter or incur in any replacement
costs to avail of these tariffs), and that customers on restricted meters are
informed about their tariff options by energy suppliers and Citizens Advice.
Accordingly, as a result of the proposed remedies we would expect
customers on restricted meters to benefit from cheaper single-rate tariffs.

6.367

Our provisional view is that both proposed remedies satisfy Ofgem’s
principal objective of protecting the interests of existing and future
consumers wherever possible by promoting effective competition.
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7.

Retail supply to domestic customers: protecting customers who are
less able to engage to exploit the benefits of competition

7.1

This section sets out our provisional decision on the introduction of a price
cap remedy to address the detriment suffered by customers on prepayment
meters. It is structured as follows:
(a) First, we discuss the rationale for the proposed remedy and its scope,
drawing on the analysis presented in the previous sections of this report;
(b) Then we set out the aim of the proposed remedy;
(c) Then we provide a summary of parties’ views;
(d) Next, we discuss the design options that we have considered, including
the structure and form of the cap, its stringency, duration and the way
we propose to implement the proposed remedy (this assessment
constitutes the bulk of this section, with further details provided in
Appendix 7.1); and
(e) Finally, we set out our assessment of the effectiveness and
proportionality of the proposed remedy.

Rationale for the remedy and proposed scope
7.2

We have provisionally identified a number of AECs affecting domestic retail
energy markets – in particular, the Weak Customer Response AEC, the
Prepayment AEC and the RMR AEC (the Domestic AECs).879 In Section 3,
we set out our updated thinking and analysis concerning the features
contributing to the Domestic AECs and the detriment arising from them,
distinguishing between customers according to a variety of dimensions,
including tariff type, meter type and payment method.

7.3

Our updated analysis of prices and bills suggests that the Domestic AECs
have led to substantial levels of detriment for domestic customers, of around
£1.7 billion per year over the last three and a half years, with a marked
increase in detriment year on year. We have noted a considerable variation
in the detriment suffered by customers of different suppliers and between
different categories of customer of the Six Large Energy Firms. For dual fuel
customers at Ofgem’s medium Typical Domestic Consumption Value
(TDCV), for example, detriment for prepayment customers was substantially

879

We also note the likely impact that our proposed remedies concerning the Gas settlement AEC and Electricity
settlement AEC will have in increasing engagement by domestic (and microbusiness) customers.
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higher over the period (equivalent to 15% of the bill) than that for standard
credit customers (11% of the bill) and direct debit customers (10% of the
bill).880
7.4

In Sections 5 and 6, we proposed a range of remedies designed to address
aspects of the features contributing to the Domestic AECs directly, including
measures to help create a framework for effective competition and a range
of measures to help improve customer engagement. We noted in Section 4
that, while we believe such measures will be effective in addressing the
features contributing to each of the Domestic AECs, they will take time to
implement before they start to address the features we have identified and,
in turn, reduce the detriment to domestic customers arising from them. For
example, we would expect the Database remedy and the Ofgem-led
Programme to start to improve customer engagement by 2018 and 2019
respectively.881 In addition, the roll-out of smart meters will ultimately
address aspects of the features contributing to the Prepayment AEC (eg the
technical constraints on suppliers’ ability to offer prepayment customers any
number of tariffs) and help improve customer engagement,882 but the roll-out
is not due to be completed until the end of 2020.

7.5

The implication of this is that we expect the detriment arising from the
Domestic AECs we have provisionally identified to persist for the next few
years. Therefore, given the size of the detriment we have observed, we have
considered the need to intervene to address domestic customer detriment
directly in this transitional period, through a proposed price cap remedy.

Assessment of the case for a prepayment price cap
7.6

Given the interventionist nature of a price cap remedy, and the potential for
adverse consequences, we have considered very carefully both the need
for, and the appropriate scope of, a price cap remedy, and we have
provisionally concluded that a price cap should apply to domestic customers
on prepayment meters for a transitional period (2017 to the end of 2020). In
reaching this provisional decision, we have given particular consideration to
the following:
(a) The Domestic AECs we have provisionally identified, the features
contributing to them, the relative strength of those features as they apply
to different categories of customer, and the extent to which, and when,

880

See Section 3.
See Section 4.
882 See also our discussion in paragraph 7.173.
881
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our other proposed remedies concerning the Domestic AECs will
address aspects of those features.
(b) The scale of the detriment that we have observed, as well as the extent
to which the detriment differs between different categories of customer
and will be affected by our other proposed remedies.
(c) The potential for adverse consequences from the introduction of a price
cap,883 and how these might be expected to differ according to the
scope, design and duration of the price cap remedy.
(d) The practicability of implementing a cap on a sufficiently timely basis to
address the detriment, in particular during the period while our other
proposed remedies take effect.
7.7

In relation to the Domestic AECs, we have taken particular account of the
strength of the features contributing to the Prepayment AEC and the
Domestic Weak Customer Response AEC as it applies to prepayment
customers.884 Our assessment of the need for a price cap across all SVT
customers is set out in paragraphs 7.15 to 7.18.

7.8

Regarding the Prepayment AEC, prepayment customers have been able to
access much lower gains from switching than other customers, even though
they pay on average higher prices. We note that this has been due in part to
the effect of technical restrictions arising from the dumb prepayment
infrastructure, and that smart meters should not be subject to such
restrictions. In that regard we have seen recent changes in the prepayment
segments including an increase in the share of independent suppliers
offering smart tariffs.885 However, we have yet to see significantly lower
prices or, most importantly, evidence of a substantial reduction in detriment.

7.9

We believe that our proposed prepayment remedies886 and engagement
remedies887 will help improve the conditions for competition in the
prepayment segments, but these will take some time to implement and have
an effect on detriment, and may not fully address the detriment arising from
the Prepayment AEC until smart meters have been substantially rolled out
(scheduled for the end of 2020).888

883

We discuss the interaction of the proposed price cap remedy with our other proposed remedies in Section 8.
See further paragraph 7.11 below.
885 See Section 3.
886 See Section 5.
887 See Section 6.
888 See Section 4 for further consideration of the timescales over which we expect our remedies to remedy the
detriment.
884
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7.10

In relation to the Domestic Weak Customer Response AEC, we note that in
our survey prepayment customers were considerably less likely to have ever
considered switching or to consider switching in the next three years than
direct debit customers. We also note that lower engagement by prepayment
customers will contribute to the features giving rise to the Prepayment AEC
concerning softened incentives for suppliers to compete to acquire
prepayment customers.

7.11

The level of detriment suffered by prepayment customers is particularly high.
Over the period 1 January 2012 to 30 June 2015, detriment expressed as a
proportion of the bill for prepayment customers of the Six Large Energy
Firms at Ofgem’s medium TDCV was higher than that for direct debit and
standard credit customers for both dual fuel customers (15% for
prepayment, 11% for standard credit, 10% for direct debit) and single fuel
electricity customers (13% for prepayment customers, 11% for standard
credit and 9% for direct debit). For single fuel gas customers, the levels of
detriment were uniformly high for the three payment types (between 16%
and 18%).889 Further, we note that, unlike other customers, where
prepayment customers pay too high a price, part of the detriment is felt in
curtailed consumption.

7.12

The detriment we have calculated for prepayment customers is also
increasing, reaching £178 a year by 30 June 2015 for a dual fuel single rate
meter prepayment customer consuming at Ofgem’s TDCV, and £481 million
a year for all prepayment customers.890

7.13

We have assessed the potential for adverse consequences arising from a
price cap in more detail below, in the section on proportionality.891 However,
we note that in principle, a cap covering a relatively restricted proportion of
consumers, such as prepayment customers892 is likely to produce milder and
more limited adverse consequences than a cap covering a broader group.893

7.14

The practicability of a price cap is also closely linked to its detailed design
which we consider below. However, we consider that, in principle, the use of
an easily identifiable criterion for qualification (such as being on a

889

See Section 3.
The analysis in Table 4 in Appendix 3.3 outlines total prepayment detriment of £486 million for 2015. This is
the average detriment for 2015. The figure of £481 million above is the observed level of detriment at 30 June
2015 for customers of the Six Large Energy Firms.
891 See paragraphs 7.221–7.268.
892 15% of gas customers and 16% of electricity customers have a prepayment meter.
893 We note that the larger the group of customers affected by a price cap, the greater the magnitude of any
distorted incentive and that similarly a greater number of customers would be affected by any distorted incentives
if the scope of the price cap were wider.
890
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prepayment meter) will help ensure that the remedy is easily implementable
within a short period of time. This is in contrast, for example, to potential
approaches based on the use of data matching through the benefits system
to try to target customers with particular demographic characteristics.894
Assessment of the case for a price cap across all SVT customers
7.15

While the detriment suffered by prepayment customers is particularly high,
we note that other domestic customers will also suffer detriment during the
transitional period, and have therefore given consideration to the application
of a price cap to broader categories of customers, notably all SVT
customers.

7.16

In the Remedies Notice we outlined a transitional ‘safeguard regulated tariff’
remedy for disengaged domestic customers. The Remedies Notice outlined
that under this possible remedy, the maximum price level for default tariffs
would be set by either the CMA or Ofgem – we refer to this possible remedy
in this document as the SVT Price Cap Remedy. We noted the risks inherent
in remedies which seek to control outcomes and how the scale of these risks
relates to the form and scope of the safeguard tariff being contemplated. A
number of respondents provided details of particular risks associated with
the SVT Price Cap Remedy, with many respondents identifying a risk of
distorting incentives and unintended consequences across the domestic and
SME retail energy markets.895

7.17

Our provisional view is that the costs of attempting to address the detriment
of all SVT customers through a price cap would likely be disproportionate.
We believe that attempting to control outcomes for the substantial majority of
customers (approximately 72% of electricity customers and 69% of gas
customers of the Six Large Energy Firms were on the SVT as of 30 June
2015896) would – even during a transitional period – run excessive risks of
undermining the competitive process, potentially resulting in worse
outcomes for customers in the long run. This risk might occur through a
combination of reducing the incentives of suppliers to compete and reducing
the incentives of customers to engage.

7.18

Since, as noted in Section 3, a large part of the detriment we have observed
in the form of high prices is likely due to inefficiency rather than excess
profits, we believe the best, most sustainable approach to reducing this

894

We have considered the relationship between demographic characteristics and disengagement in Appendix
6.3.
895 See Appendix 7.1 for a summary of responses to the Remedies Notice.
896 See paragraph 6.247.
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detriment in the long term is through fully competitive markets, in which more
efficient suppliers gradually replace less efficient suppliers. Having
considered very closely both the short-term benefits to customers and the
longer-term risks that a broader cap may create, set against the features of
the Domestic Weak Customer Response AEC, we have provisionally
decided, on balance, not to propose an intervention to control prices across
all customers on standard variable tariffs.
Summary of the provisional remedy decisions


For the reasons set out below, we have provisionally decided to implement a
transitional price cap on the maximum level of annual bills for domestic
customers with prepayment meters, including prepayment restricted meters
(the PPM Price Cap Remedy). The operation of this proposed remedy is
described in paragraphs 7.78 to 7.148 below.



We have provisionally decided not to implement a transitional safeguard
regulated tariff for other domestic customers.

Aim of the remedy
7.19

The aim of the proposed price cap remedy (the PPM Price Cap Remedy) is
to mitigate the residual detriment suffered by domestic customers on
prepayment meters arising from the Prepayment AEC and the Domestic
Weak Customer Response AEC during the transitional period. The
transitional period is the period during which our other proposed remedies
concerning the Prepayment AEC and the Domestic Weak Customer
Response AEC are expected to take full effect, and before the substantial
completion of the roll-out of smart meters by the end of 2020.

7.20

The price cap will be a transitional measure which will be closely linked to
the national programme for the roll-out of SMETS 2 smart meters, reflecting
our provisional view that the features that we have observed that give rise to
the Prepayment AEC will be, to a significant extent, addressed once the vast
majority of prepayment customers have a SMETS 2 smart meter and are
able to benefit from suppliers being appropriately able and incentivised to
compete for their business. We also believe, albeit over a longer period, that
smart meters will help to improve customer engagement and help address
the features contributing to the Domestic Weak Customer Response AEC
and associated detriment.

7.21

In this way, the price cap will mitigate the full detriment while our other
proposed remedies are implemented, and will mitigate the residual detriment
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once the other proposed remedies have been introduced until the conclusion
of the national programme for the roll-out of smart meters. In designing the
remedy we have sought to help preserve suppliers’ (both existing and new
entrants’) incentives to compete and mitigate the risk that suppliers are not
able to earn adequate revenues under the cap.
Parties’ views
7.22

We received responses in relation to both the SVT Price Cap Remedy and
the PPM Price Cap Remedy. We have summarised the responses to each
remedy separately below. A more detailed summary of parties’ views is
included in Appendix 7.1, Annex A (for the SVT Price Cap Remedy) and
Annex B (for the PPM Price Cap Remedy).

Responses in respect of the SVT Price Cap Remedy
7.23

Responses in respect of the SVT Price Cap Remedy came from a wide
range of parties including the Six Large Energy Firms, the Mid-tier Suppliers,
smaller suppliers, consumer groups, individuals, academics, former
regulators, PCWs, Ofgem and charities. Common themes raised by
respondents were possible unintended consequences, proportionality,
legality, scope, design, frequency of price cap reassessment, duration,
possible implementation and transitional arrangements and structure of a
price cap. Some respondents commented on the extent of their opposition to
any cap.897 Other respondents were supportive of one or both proposals.898

7.24

Some respondents considered that any transitional safeguard regulated tariff
may be likely to undermine innovation and/or developments in the market
and have unintended consequences such as reduced consumer
engagement.899

7.25

Other respondents agreed and considered that the ‘safe haven’ effect was
likely to ensure a large number of customers remained on the safeguard
tariff (either actively or passively), despite the presence of more competitive
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Centrica, EDF Energy, E.ON, RWE, SP, SSE, Engie, Gazprom, Green Energy UK, []), Drax, [], Energy
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Energy.
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899 Centrica, Citizens Advice, [], EDF Energy, Energy Action Scotland, Energy UK, E.ON, Flow Energy,
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offers.900 Ofgem said that there was a risk that the tariff could reduce
incentives to engage and switch tariff or supplier.901 Another respondent
suggested that the safeguard tariff could act against the remedies that are
designed to improve switching and engagement.902
7.26

Some respondents suggested there was a risk to quality of service and that
the quality of service received by customers on the transitional safeguard
regulated tariff could be reduced.903 Other respondents did not consider this
to be the case.904 In addition it was noted that as the proportion of customers
on a default tariff dwindled, any remaining customers on it would likely be
the most disengaged – these customers were more likely to remain on that
tariff even if service levels were poor.905 Ofgem agreed that a transitional
safeguard regulated tariff could result in pressure on service provision but
noted that it regulated aspects of service provision and had taken
enforcement action in the past.

7.27

Some respondents drew attention to international examples of risks
associated with price controls suggesting that these showed that price
controls should be removed as they reduced price dispersion and weakened
competition.906

7.28

Many respondents were concerned that in view of the many potential
unintended consequences as discussed above, the proposed transitional
safeguard regulated tariff was not a proportionate remedy. They asserted
there was a lack of sufficiently robust evidence of harm, that the CMA had
overstated the level of disengagement, the proposal would not be proportionate, and that the case for such radical intervention had not been
made.907

7.29

Respondents referred to various pieces of EU policy, regulation and
legislation (EU Consumer Rights Directive, Internal Energy Market
Directives, Energy Liberalisation Directive, EU Third Package) and in
particular that any transitional safeguard regulated tariff should not be
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applied only to the Six Large Energy Firms as this would be
discriminatory.908
7.30

Respondents were concerned at how any transitional safeguard regulated
tariff would be scoped. One respondent said that the CMA had not provided
a clear definition of those customers it believed were ‘inactive’909 and that it
was important not to equate SVT customers and inactive customers as
many SVT customers were not properly considered inactive or disengaged.

7.31

One respondent said that any transitional safeguard regulated tariff should
apply to all suppliers, including white labels. The instance of evergreen tariffs
being significantly more expensive than fixed deals was most prevalent
among large suppliers but was by no means restricted to them.910 Many of
the independent suppliers said that any transitional safeguard regulated tariff
should be restricted to the Six Large Energy Firms since that was where the
disengaged customers on SVTs were.911 Ofgem suggested that if ‘sticky’
domestic customers were targeted then it should be limited to the Six Large
Energy Firms.

7.32

Two respondents commented on the complexity of cost recovery through
tariffs, as the choice of tariff would introduce considerable complexity for
those tasked with tariff design,912 and the need to determine for any
transitional safeguard regulated tariff what proportion of fixed costs should
be recovered through the unit rate and which through the standing charge.913

7.33

The majority of the Six Large Energy Firms (all excluding SSE) outlined their
preference for a cost-plus approach due to the reduced risk of unintended
consequences as a result of this approach compared with a relative price
cap. Other respondents were broadly in favour of the cost-plus approach
while noting various difficulties that this might cause.914

7.34

Some respondents also outlined the difficulties in identifying appropriate cost
bases and benchmarks for a cost-plus approach. Respondents also had
particular concerns around the challenges of cost determination (and
therefore cost plus) for wholesale costs, non-energy costs, the impact on the
wholesale market and ex post costs, as well as the increasing risk and
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increased costs of managing these positions.915 Ofgem noted the intensive
data requirements of a cost-plus model and that suppliers might challenge
the assumptions and methodologies used. Ofgem suggested that some form
of agreed indexation to a starting position could minimise such challenge.
7.35

Two respondents suggested that a relative approach should be set at a
percentage of a supplier’s most competitive tariff. This would reduce the gap
between new and existing tariffs.916 Another respondent said that the
methodology risked linking the price of a default variable priced product with
energy products that currently had very different characteristics, causing
volatility of the price of a transitional safeguard regulated tariff.917

7.36

One respondent suggested that reassessment would be needed sufficiently
frequently to reflect any changes in underlying cost bases, as well as
assumptions made around the wholesale energy hedging strategies.918
Another respondent noted that the target group for this remedy was
customers who had been on the SVT for some time and were used to prices
moving infrequently, normally once or twice per year.919 With regard to the
safeguard regulated tariff another respondent advocated a clear rule that
balanced avoidance of bill shock (if costs rose), delay to passing on benefits
(if costs fell), the costs of administering price changes and the impact to
customers from increased frequency of price changes.920

7.37

Seven respondents921 recognised that a clear plan as to how any transitional
safeguard regulated tariff would be phased out was required while one
added that a regular review process, given the uncertainties about the
impacts and effectiveness of this remedy in practice,922 was also required.

7.38

Parties outlined various thoughts around transition arrangements, with the
requirements being highly dependent on the type of safeguard tariff
introduced. Some respondents923 described the workload surrounding the
migration of millions of customers to new tariffs, the significant customer
disruption, and communication issues.
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7.39

Respondents recognised that where the tariff may need constant monitoring
and adjustment, this would best fall to Ofgem.924

7.40

One respondent said that a transitional safeguard regulated tariff should be
based on the ‘rising block’ approach (first block is cheap, second is more
expensive and third even more so). A variation could be vulnerable
customers getting the first block free.925 Another respondent suggested that
Ofgem should have power to regulate the tariffs of any supplier if it believed
the differential between the most expensive and cheapest tariff was wider
than a set rate.926

Responses in respect of the PPM Price Cap Remedy
7.41

Responses in respect of the PPM Price Cap Remedy came from a wide
range of parties including the Six Large Energy Firms, the Mid-tier Suppliers,
smaller suppliers, consumer groups and Ofgem. Common themes raised by
respondents were proportionality, setting an appropriate level of the cap,
quality of service impacts, headroom, information requirements, duration,
frequency of price cap reassessment, scope, possible implementation and
transitional arrangements, circumvention risks, and unintended
consequences. Most respondents were suppliers that were strongly opposed
to the safeguard price cap.927

7.42

Seven respondents said that they did not consider a price cap to be a
justified or proportionate response to the harm identified.928 Centrica said
that if the CMA did set prices relative to other prices, then it should be done
with reference to other prepayment tariffs in the market (and not to direct
debit or credit tariffs).929

7.43

Four respondents saw it as unlikely that a supplier would actively reduce the
quality of service offered to customers on a regulated prepayment tariff but
suggested other impacts.930 Two respondents expressed the view that it was
unlikely that suppliers would reduce the level of service made available to
prepayment customers unless the reference price was based on a similarly
reduced level of customer service.931 Two respondents suggested that there
was a risk to quality of service towards levels that were of a minimum
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acceptable standard, as suppliers sought to protect squeezed margins. This
could clearly be the case if the safeguard tariff, as an unintended
consequence, failed to allow for efficient recovery of costs.932
7.44

One respondent suggested that suppliers would not have adequate
incentives to minimise prices and hence it may not be appropriate to have
any ‘headroom’ in the price cap.933 Another respondent was concerned that
there was no method of calculating the headroom that would guarantee no
serious adverse effects on the current healthy levels of competition.934 One
respondent said that headroom on the safeguard cap should allow for a
profit margin that was sufficient to ensure a price point that incentivised
customers to engage with the markets, (although they also noted that even
in this case there was likely to be a ‘safe haven’ effect as occurred in New
South Wales).935

7.45

One respondent said that setting a cap with sufficient headroom would be
vital and that headroom should be sufficient to give customers an incentive
to engage in the market and switch tariff. The headroom would also need to
provide sufficient scope for suppliers to manage the risk of changes in
costs.936

7.46

Respondents gave a variety of views on what information would be required.
One respondent suggested that the information required to set a cap would
be deep knowledge of existing prepayment suppliers’ and prospective new
entrants’ costs. For example, there would need to be a detailed
understanding of full hedging requirements, and balancing costs including
liquidity constraints. The respondent also said that if the cap was to reflect
regional cost differences, detail on cost bases by region would also be
required. They also stressed the importance of ensuring that such a
calculation was not simply done at ‘average’ consumption as to do so would
fail to take account of how different standing charge and unit rate
configurations impacted low or high consuming customers, and how that
might make any such cap too high or too low for all but ‘average’ customers.
Taking this into account in each of the 14 different regions, for each of the
various fuel and meter combinations, would be complex.937 Another
respondent identified that the key information required would be prices
charged for the reference tariffs, and the number of accounts, in total,
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associated with those reference tariffs. This data would need to be regularly
updated to reflect pricing changes.938
7.47

One respondent said that if a price cap was introduced, it should lapse after
a specified and reasonable period of time, and at the latest towards the end
of the smart meter roll-out.939 Another respondent agreed saying that it
should include a sunset clause, of 2020 at the latest, linked to the roll-out of
smart meters, with a review in 2018.940 Another respondent agreed that
there should be a sunset clause such that the price control lapses at a
particular date (or when a well-defined milestone had been met) and also
suggested the end of 2018 (linked to smart meter roll-out).941

7.48

Views on the frequency of reassessment varied from three months to a year
with most respondents considering six months or a year to be necessary.
One respondent considered that the level of any cap would need to be
reassessed at least annually to keep the prepayment safeguard tariff cap
aligned to prevailing costs, but not much more frequently than annually.942
One respondent highlighted the link between the period between
reassessment of the price cap and the hedging strategy implicit in the cap. It
said that longer periods would require more ‘buffer’ and would increase the
need for mechanisms in order to pass through cost shocks.943

7.49

Views on scope were mixed. One respondent said that this remedy should
apply to all SVT prepayment customers.944 Another respondent said that it
was not proportionate for any prepayment customers.945 One respondent
said that it was in favour of protecting vulnerable customers but that
prepayment customers were an extremely poor proxy for these and the
proposed remedy would have high costs of monitoring.946 One respondent
said that it did not believe that customers on smart prepayment meters
should be covered by the cap, and thus any customer switching from
traditional to a smart prepayment meter should fall out of any cap regime.947

7.50

Seven respondents said that, if implemented, this remedy should apply to all
suppliers.948 EDF Energy suggested that otherwise the customers of exempt
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suppliers would not be not offered the same level of protection as those with
non-exempt suppliers.949
7.51

Parties outlined various thoughts around transition arrangements, with the
requirements being highly dependent on the type of safeguard tariff
introduced. One respondent said that a transition period (unspecified) would
be required to establish reference levels for the cap and determine the time
frame to minimise tariff administration costs.950 One respondent said that it
should be phased in over a period of time sufficient to allow suppliers time to
rebalance, where necessary, their standard and non-standard prepayment
tariffs.951 One respondent noted that suppliers had bought some of their
energy several years ahead and consequently suggested a glide path when
implementing to avoid creating winners and losers. The respondent
proposed that the cap would therefore initially be set at the SVT level and
decrease linearly until it reached the target level.952

7.52

Five respondents did not believe suppliers would be able to circumvent tariff
regulation by encouraging customers to switch onto less favourable
unregulated tariffs as they considered that the existing Standards of Conduct
licence conditions should provide sufficient protection.953 Two others
considered this low risk for the same reason.954

7.53

One respondent noted that which party was best placed to set the cap would
depend on the context in which it was set, with the CMA being well-placed
for a one-off setting but Ofgem being better placed for subsequent
updates.955 One respondent said that this could be implemented by the CMA
or Ofgem.956 One respondent suggested that there may be a role for Ofgem
in administering any price cap but that independent review would be
necessary to ensure the cap was fair to all suppliers.957 Another respondent
suggested that Ofgem was better placed to set a cap in consultation with
suppliers.958

7.54

Some respondents identified a variety of unintended consequences
including:
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(a) A price cap is likely to distort competition in the rest of the market with
companies being deterred from entering the prepayment segments
because of the presence of price regulation.959
(b) It could reduce switching as customers’ potential savings were reduced
and customers might be attracted to a tariff with regulated prices
(believing that it was ‘safe’) rather than engaging in the market.960
(c) If the headroom was set too low, new entrants and existing competitors
would struggle to persuade customers to leave the protection of
regulated prices, reducing the market for new entry and ultimately the
amount of competitive deals available to prepayment customers.961
7.55

We consider the above views expressed by parties in paragraphs 7.56 and
following below.

Design considerations
7.56

As noted above, we considered the scope of customers to which it may be
appropriate to apply a price cap remedy. Parties’ views provided in response
to the Remedies Notice and the Second Supplemental Remedies Notice,962
in combination with our own assessment of the possible consequences of
imposing a price cap, informed our assessment of scope. We considered
that to apply a price cap to all customers on SVTs, ie to around 70% of
domestic customers, would introduce a material risk of distorting incentives
and could limit the effectiveness of our engagement remedies.

7.57

We have considered a range of options for the design of the PPM Price Cap
Remedy. In this section we identify some of the options we have considered
and the criteria that we have taken into account in evaluating them before
setting out the design of our proposed remedy. We then set out our
provisional view on the stringency of the price cap,963 presenting the results
of our analysis of the impacts on prepayment customers and suppliers of the
cap and present our provisional conclusions on sunset provisions and the
way in which we propose to implement the cap.
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7.58

We have evaluated the effectiveness and proportionality of different options
for the design of the proposed price cap remedy against several key design
criteria, notably:
(a) practicability (whether the cap is easy to implement on a timely basis,
easy to calculate in an objective way and easy to comply with and
monitor);
(b) minimal impacts on supplier incentives (whether the design minimises
the scope for perverse incentives and allows competition);
(c) accuracy (whether the cap accurately reflects changes in competitive
market conditions over time, and any changes in the costs that an
efficient supplier would be expected to bear); and
(d) impacts on customers and suppliers (whether the cap reduces prices for
prepayment customers while allowing efficient suppliers a reasonable
opportunity to recover their costs, without leading to a reduction in
quality).

7.59

The first three criteria are particularly relevant for considering the structure
and form of the cap, while the fourth is largely a function of the stringency of
the cap, including whether to introduce an element of headroom (explicit
and/or implicit) in the level of the cap. Accordingly, we first explain our
preferred design for the structure and form of the cap against the first three
criteria, before considering impacts in a separate section on the stringency
of the cap.

7.60

We present our overall assessment of the effectiveness and proportionality
of this proposed remedy at the end of this section.964

The structure and form of the cap
7.61

We have considered a range of options for the structure and form of the
price cap, including approaches based on bottom-up cost modelling, internal
and external reference pricing and a hybrid reference price and cost index
approach.

964

We note that the above criteria are wholly consistent with the criteria set out in our guidance regarding the
assessment of effectiveness and proportionality as set out in paragraphs 7.188–7.268 below, and that a
proportionate remedy must (a) be effective in achieving its legitimate aim; (b) be no more onerous than needed to
achieve its aim; (c) be the least onerous if there is a choice between several effective measures; and (d) not
produce disadvantages which are disproportionate to the aim.
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Bottom-up cost approach
7.62

We gave some consideration to an approach based on bottom-up cost
modelling, which would involve constructing a cap based on a detailed
assessment of the costs incurred in the supply of energy to customers, an
adjustment for efficiency and an allowance for an appropriate rate of return
on capital. This is broadly the sort of approach that is typically used in the
regulation of natural monopolies. However, we concluded that this approach
did not meet our practicability criterion as it could not feasibly be
implemented within the required timescales.
Internal reference pricing approach

7.63

Ovo Energy and RWE suggested to us variations of what we consider an
‘internal reference pricing’ or non-discrimination approach. Under RWE’s
proposed approach965 suppliers would be obliged to offer their fixed-term
contract offers to all payment methods with suppliers prevented from
charging any differential between standard credit and prepayment prices. In
this way there would be some form of constraint not on the overall level of a
supplier’s prices, but on the difference between the prices that a supplier
offered to different categories of customer.

7.64

Ovo Energy was supportive of a price cap but had concerns that such a
measure might harm innovation to a greater extent than an alternate
proposal that it favoured – a cost-reflective principle (CRP), which would
consist in requiring that any differences in prices be justified in relation to
differences in costs. Ovo Energy submitted that:
the introduction of a CRP, coupled with clear guidelines and a
framework for robust enforcement, would significantly reduce
the current price difference between fixed and variable tariff
offerings in line with the true costs associated with each. This
would mean that a supplier's ability to compete would be wholly
dependent on how well they deliver efficiency savings and
innovative products.966

7.65

965
966

We note that internal reference pricing approaches are generally easy to
implement (since they tend to be based on principles defined ex ante).
However, we have reviewed previous such non-discrimination regulations
and believe that they are likely to produce negative outcomes for customers.

RWE.
Ovo Energy.
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In particular, when Ofgem prohibited suppliers from offering out-of-area
discounts for new customers, the effect was to increase prices for out-ofarea customers and reduce the strength of competition.967 We expect
therefore that, in the case of the PPM Price Cap Remedy, preventing
discrimination in prices paid by prepayment and non-prepayment customers
would result in an increase in prices paid by non-prepayment customers and
reduce the scope for suppliers to target particular tariffs at one segment or
another.
7.66

We have therefore provisionally decided not to pursue internal reference
price approaches of this sort as they lead to excessive risks of perverse
supplier incentives and harmful impacts on competition (ie failing our second
criterion).
External and hybrid reference pricing approaches

7.67

We have given detailed consideration to two lead options for a PPM Price
Cap Remedy, which in principle meet all of our design criteria. These are:
(a) a hybrid reference price and cost index approach, which would involve
setting an initial level of the prepayment cap based on our competitive
benchmark analysis and then allowing the cap to change over time
according to movements in exogenous cost indices; and
(b) an external reference price approach, which would involve setting a cap
on prepayment tariffs based on non-SVT direct debit tariffs in the market
plus an uplift reflecting our assessment of the costs associated with
prepayment.

7.68

We discuss in detail in this section how the hybrid reference price approach
could work. A detailed discussion of the external reference price approach is
provided in Appendix 7.1.

7.69

We consider that the hybrid reference price and cost index approach is a
viable option for setting the price cap. The detailed analysis that we have
conducted of prices and bills has allowed us to calculate a competitive
benchmark bill for prepayment customers as of 30 June 2015.968 Under this
approach, the competitive benchmark bill would then change annually
according to changes in exogenous cost indices relating to: wholesale costs;
network costs; policy costs and inflation.
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See provisional findings report, paragraph 8.254.
See paragraphs 7.79–7.91.
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7.70

The particular benefit of this approach is that it is easy to implement and,
since suppliers are unable to shift the cost indices used to change the cap
year on year, it mitigates the risk that suppliers seek to manipulate the level
of the price cap. The challenge of this approach surrounds the definition of
policy costs and how they change over time, which is discussed further
below.

7.71

In contrast, while we believe that the external reference price approach
could have been a viable and timely approach to setting the PPM Price Cap
Remedy, we did, however, identify some significant weaknesses in this
approach, which are not apparent in the hybrid approach.

7.72

We considered several variants of this external reference approach, which
primarily concerned differences in the population of external reference tariffs
(the ‘reference basket’). In one variant, the reference basket was composed
of non-SVT acquisition tariffs in the previous period, while in another the
reference basket was composed of the stock of non-SVT tariffs paid by
customers in the previous period. We found that the former was preferable
against our ‘accuracy’ criterion (since acquisition tariffs more closely
reflected changes in market conditions), while the latter was preferable in
relation to the ‘supplier incentives’ criterion (since the reference basket drew
on a broader range of tariffs and hence was more robust against
manipulation).

7.73

However, under each of these variants, we identified several drawbacks
associated with the external reference price approach. This included: the
existence of perverse incentives and potential mechanisms for suppliers to
game the cap (for example, through manipulation of the reference basket
tariffs in order to drive up the level of the cap); potential accuracy concerns
as a result of the lag between the date reference tariffs were brought onto
the market and the implementation of the cap informed by these tariffs (for
example, where prices achievable when reference basket tariffs were first
brought onto the market are no longer achievable based on market
conditions when the cap is effective); practicality in terms of the significant,
regular data required by Ofgem to calculate updated caps; and potential
changes in the nature of competition in the reference basket which may
reduce the effectiveness of the cap (for example, a move to bundled or
heavily discounted tariffs in the reference basket which would not be
adjusted for in the price cap calculation and therefore may give rise to an
ineffective cap) and added to the concerns around perverse incentives.

7.74

Overall, our provisional decision is that we should adopt the hybrid reference
price and cost index approach, for the following principal reasons:
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(a) Practicability: our preferred approach is easier to implement than the
external reference price approach. In particular, it is less burdensome for
both Ofgem and suppliers, since there is no requirement for updated
information on tariffs to be submitted on a periodic basis and the cost
index information we have prescribed is readily available.
(b) Supplier incentives: there appears to us to be minimal scope for
perverse incentives under the preferred approach, since the indices we
have identified are not manipulable by suppliers. In contrast, even under
the more robust variant of the reference price approach (the ‘stock’
approach), there is some potential for the cap to be manipulated or
inflated through changes in the nature of competition (eg suppliers might
compete more by offering discounts and other benefits which would not
be reflected in the cap, rather than reducing prices, which would be).
(c) Accuracy: in relation to accuracy, the comparison of the two options is
more balanced. The advantage of the reference basket approach is that
new tariffs offered by suppliers should reflect expected changes in
efficient costs, without each of the cost components needing to be
specified. Against this, the more robust of the reference basket variants
(the ‘stock’ approach) introduced an element of lag into these
expectations, undermining accuracy. Our preferred approach will
accommodate changes in wholesale and network costs relatively simply,
but it is challenging to accommodate changes in policy costs with a high
degree of accuracy.
7.75

As noted above, the particular challenge arising from our preferred option is
how to accommodate policy costs, which are becoming969 an increasingly
large component of the overall costs borne by suppliers. We considered
options that would involve adjustments for observed changes in each
component of policy costs – such as CfD costs, ROC prices and the costs of
implementing the Energy Company Obligation – but judged that this
introduced excessive complexity and uncertainty into the design of the cap.

7.76

We have provisionally concluded that the best way to accommodate policy
costs within our preferred approach is to use current projections of the
maximum allowed costs arising from such policies, as set out in the most
recent projections from the Office for Budget Responsibility.970 We note that
adopting this approach is relatively robust since the projections reflect latest

Ofgem’s analysis of the components of a typical customer’s bill estimates that environmental and social costs
will have increased from £62 in the year to 31 December 2014 to £71 in the year to 31 March 2016. Source:
Ofgem, Breakdown of an electricity bill over time.
970 Office for Budget Responsibility (July 2015), Economic and fiscal outlook.
969
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expectations for actual spend and consider that this approach has
considerable merits in terms of simplicity.
7.77

In summary, we believe that our preferred design is the one that achieves
the best balance against the above criteria, particularly given the need to
implement the price cap remedy in the near future to maximise its
effectiveness.

Proposed design
7.78

The proposed price cap would be based on our estimated benchmark for a
competitive prepayment tariff as at 30 June 2015 (initial level of the cap –
period 0), adjusted for movements in input costs since 30 June 2015 (‘cost
indexing’). The adjustments would explicitly allow for movements in wholesale energy costs, network costs, policy costs and indirect costs due to
inflation.
Initial level of the cap (‘period 0’)


Competitive benchmark

7.79

For the purpose of calculating the initial level of the cap, we are proposing as
a first step to estimate a relevant competitive benchmark tariff by following
the same approach that we used in Section 3. As explained in Section 3, our
competitive benchmark is a hypothetical construct based on the tariffs
offered by Ovo Energy and First Utility. The benchmark includes all tariff
types weighted by the respective number of accounts within each of Ovo
Energy and First Utility adjusted for network costs and payment method cost
differentials.971 For the purposes of setting the initial level of the price cap we
would use only results for 30 June 2015,972 with these prices adjusted to add
back in regional network costs and the additional costs to serve prepayment
customers (see paragraphs 7.85 to 7.87).

7.80

The initial level of the cap would be defined separately for prepayment
customers in each region for:
(a) dual fuel, both Economy 7 and single rate meters;

971

The benchmark we use for setting the price cap is based on prices for direct debit tariffs and we allow for an
uplift to reflect the incremental costs of serving prepayment customers – see paragraphs 7.85–7.87 below.
972 At 30 June 2015 the benchmark bills (net of network costs and cost-to-serve differential) at medium TDCV for
dual fuel single rate meter customers; dual fuel Economy 7 meter customers; single fuel electricity single rate
meter customers; single fuel electricity Economy 7 meter customers; and single fuel gas customers were £728,
£670, £353, £315 and £402 respectively.
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(b) single fuel electricity, both Economy 7 and single rate meters; and
(c) single fuel gas.
7.81

Based on the detriment analysis in Section 3, we have found that on 30 June
2015, for a medium typical consumption single rate meter customer paying
by dual fuel, the competitive benchmark bill net of network costs and cost to
serve differentials was £728, resulting in a difference between the
competitive benchmark tariff and actual bills averaged across the Six Large
Energy Firms of £178.973

7.82

This level of the cap would then be rolled forward to the period when the cap
takes effect using cost indices, and changed on a yearly basis thereafter
using the same cost indices.

7.83

We expect that, unless price changes for prepayment customers between
30 June 2015 and the beginning of the cap are substantially lower than
changes in the relevant indices, the effect of the price cap would be an
immediate and substantial reduction in average bills. This is discussed in
more detail in the section below on impacts.

7.84

We have also considered whether it is appropriate to include an explicit
allowance for headroom in the level of the price cap. We consider that there
are two key bases for the inclusion of headroom: to facilitate competition and
to mitigate the risk that the price cap does not allow for recovery of efficient
costs. We note that in practice some ‘implicit’ headroom may be already
included in the price cap we are proposing, due to choices made in the
design of the benchmark tariff and costs index. In the discussion of each
component below, we indicate where we believe that such implicit headroom
has been built in. We then further consider the need for explicit headroom in
paragraphs 7.165 to 7.170.


7.85

The prepayment uplift

The benchmark tariff set out in Section 3 is based on tariffs available to
customers on direct debit, and therefore reflects the costs to serve those
particular customers.974 Since we will be using this benchmark to produce a
price cap which will apply to prepayment customers, it is necessary to take
into consideration the costs-to-serve differentials between these two
payment methods.

973

The detriment analysis in Appendix 3.3 outlines average detriment across the period. These figures represent
the detriment identified at 30 June 2015.
974 See paragraph 3.167.
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7.86

In Appendix 3.6 we consider what a reasonable level of costs-to-serve
differential between those customers on direct debit and those on
prepayment should be. We have provisionally determined that a costs-toserve differential of £54 (£22 electricity; £32 gas) is appropriate. We
therefore use these values as an element of the proposed price cap.

7.87

We are proposing that these cost-to-serve differentials will be adjusted in
line with CPI at each annual update of the price cap (see below).
Cost indexing

7.88

As of 30 June 2015, the competitive benchmark bill will be adjusted to
include network costs and prepayment costs to serve and decomposed into
five cost components (wholesale, network, policy, indirect costs and PPM
uplift), to be used for subsequent indexing. The formulae below describes
how the prepayment price cap (for example, for single fuel electricity,
standard meter customers) would initially be determined on the basis of
these components and then updated:
Price cap (region i, period j, consumption k) =
Wholesale cost (period j, consumption k)
+ Network cost (region i, period j, consumption k)
+ Policy cost (period j, consumption k)
+ Indirect costs (period j, consumption k)
+ PPM uplift (period j)
Where:
Wholesale cost (period j, consumption k) =
Wholesale cost (period 0, consumption k)
x Wholesale index (period j)
/ Wholesale index (period 0)
Network cost (region i, period j, consumption k) =
Network cost (region i, period 0, consumption k)
x Network index (period j)
/ Network index (period 0)
Policy cost (period j, consumption k) =
Policy cost (period 0, consumption k)
x Policy index (period j)
/ Policy index (period 0)
Indirect cost (period j, consumption k) =
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Indirect cost (period 0, consumption k)
x CPI (period j) / CPI (period 0)
PPM uplift (period j) =
PPM uplift (period 0) x CPI (period j) / CPI (period 0)
7.89

The following would be specified in the final order and associated licence
conditions:
(a) All costs in period 0 – our approach to determining these values is
described below in paragraphs 7.92 to 7.101.
(b) All index values in period 0.
(c) The method of determining the value of each index value in period j j.

7.90

The calculation would also follow these principles for single fuel electricity
Economy 7 meter customers, single fuel gas customers, dual fuel single rate
meter customers and dual fuel Economy 7 meter customers, though the
values would be different.

7.91

Table 7.1 summarises the frequency with which each component of the price
cap would be indexed and the basis for updates.

Table 7.1: Frequency of updates
Component
Wholesale
Network
Policy
Indirect
PPM Uplift

Frequency of
updates

Geographical
basis

Annual
Annual
Annual
Annual
Annual

National
Regional
National
National
National

Basis for
update
ICIS data
Ofgem data
OBR
CPI
CPI

Source: CMA.


7.92

Determining the costs in period 0

As of 30 June 2015, the competitive benchmark975 bill would be
decomposed into four cost components (wholesale, network, policy and
indirect costs), to be used for subsequent indexing. The costs in period 0 for
wholesale, policy and indirect costs would be determined according to the
formulae below:

975

At 30 June 2015 the benchmark bills (net of network costs and cost-to-serve differential) at medium TDCV for
dual fuel single rate meter customers; dual fuel Economy 7 meter customers; single fuel electricity single rate
meter customers; single fuel electricity Economy 7 meter customers; and single fuel gas customers were £728,
£670, £353, £315 and £402 respectively.
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For electricity
Wholesale cost (period 0, consumption k)
= Benchmark (consumption k) x 56.6%
Policy cost (period 0, consumption k)
= Benchmark (consumption k) x 19.0%
Indirect cost (period 0, consumption k)
= Benchmark (consumption k) x 24.4%
For gas
Wholesale cost (period 0, consumption k)
= Benchmark (consumption k) x 66.4%
Policy cost (period 0, consumption k)
= Benchmark (consumption k) x 7.4%
Indirect cost (period 0, consumption k)
= Benchmark (consumption k) x 26.2%
7.93

The percentages shown above are taken from our analysis of the
components of a typical domestic energy bill for financial year 2014. We
have excluded network costs for this analysis as the benchmark to which
these percentages are applied excludes network costs.976 This adjustment is
shown in the table below.

Table 7.2: Breakdown of total bills and bills excluding network costs
Electricity

2014 values

Gas

Dual fuel

% of
total bill

% of bill
excl.
network

% of
total bill

% of bill
excl.
network

% of
total bill

% of bill
excl.
network

42.2
25.5
14.1
18.2
100.0

56.6
N/A
19.0
24.4
100.0

50.8
23.5
5.7
20.0
100.0

66.4
N/A
7.4
26.2
100.0

44.3
25.0
12.0
18.7
100.0

59.0
N/A
16.1
24.9
100.0

Wholesale costs
Network costs
Policy costs
Indirect costs
Total
Source: CMA analysis.

7.94

Network costs in each region in period 0 would be specified in the final
order, and associated licence conditions. To calculate these network costs
for the purposes of our analyses to date we have used Ofgem Supply

976

The breakdown in this table does not breakdown separately the PPM uplift component outlined in paragraph
7.88.
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Market Indicator information and instructions for compiling data on the
network cost components per energy bill.
7.95

The level of disaggregation of the Ofgem data allowed us to extract the rates
of the single components of transmission and distribution network charges
for both electricity and gas.

7.96

Ofgem data was cross-checked with the annual ‘Statement of charges’ of
UK transmission and distribution companies. Whenever discrepancies were
found, we used these documents to either correct or supplement Ofgem
data.

7.97

There are 13 gas distribution zones (known as Local Distribution Zones or
LDZ) and 14 electricity distribution areas (PES regions). Since gas and
electricity regions do not correspond exactly, the overlap of PES regions
across LDZ had to be mapped.

7.98

After compiling single data sets on transmission and distribution network
charges for each fuel, these were merged together by using a list of
postcodes for which the PES region is known and the Xoserve mapping of
postcodes to LDZ.

7.99

There are several gas exit points (relative to gas transmission) within each
gas distribution area and each is differently priced. Consistently with the
Ofgem methodology, we selected one gas exit point in each LDZ and
computed the gas transmission charge at that point.

7.100

Our provisional assessment of network costs for period 0 is as shown in the
table below.
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Table 7.3: Provisional decision on period 0 network cost allowances
£
Single rate
Gas

Period 0 network cost
High
Medium
Low

East Anglia
East Midlands
London
Merseyside and North Wales
West Midlands
North East
North Scotland
North West
South East
South Scotland
South Wales
South West
Southern
Yorkshire

200
183
223
213
203
200
172
214
213
172
190
235
227
184

142
130
158
152
144
142
122
152
151
122
135
167
161
131

95
87
106
101
96
95
81
102
101
81
90
111
107
87

Electricity
East Anglia
East Midlands
London
Merseyside and North Wales
West Midlands
North East
North Scotland
North West
South East
South Scotland
South Wales
South West
Southern
Yorkshire

Economy 7
Gas

Period 0 network cost
High Medium
Low

Electricity

East Anglia
East Midlands
London
Merseyside and North Wales
West Midlands
North East
North Scotland
North West
South East
South Scotland
South Wales
South West
Southern
Yorkshire

N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

East Anglia
East Midlands
London
Merseyside and North Wales
West Midlands
North East
North Scotland
North West
South East
South Scotland
South Wales
South West
Southern
Yorkshire

N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

Period 0 network cost
High Medium
Low
172
172
160
241
178
186
217
185
189
182
200
222
186
175

118
116
110
164
121
132
151
127
130
125
136
151
125
123

80
76
75
110
80
93
105
86
87
85
90
101
83
87

Period 0 network cost
High Medium Low
148
142
141
203
148
164
192
145
164
159
162
185
150
153

103
96
98
139
101
119
135
101
113
110
111
127
102
110

70
64
67
94
68
88
95
69
77
76
75
86
68
79

Source: CMA.

7.101

Note that the network costs are specified for high, medium and low
consumption values. These different values will be used to calculate the
level of the price cap at each different consumption level as described in
paragraphs 7.138 to 7.142. We used the TDCVs that applied for the period
January 2014 to August 2015 as the tariffs informing the benchmark were in
the market in this period.977


The update process

7.102

The level of the price cap will be updated every year on 1 April. All tariffs on
offer to prepayment customers would have to comply with the price cap at all
times.

7.103

We considered the possibility of updating the wholesale index more
frequently so that it would track movements in wholesale costs more closely.
However, for the reasons set out below, we provisionally considered that
annual updates struck an appropriate balance between timeliness,

977

The single rate meter high, medium and low values, respectively, were for electricity 4,900 kWh, 3,200 kWh,
2,000 kWh and for gas 19,000 kWh, 13,500 kWh, 9,000 kWh.
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practicality and regulatory burden, and are therefore an effective and more
proportionate manner to achieve the aim of the proposed remedy.
7.104

We note that a downside of a price cap updated annually is the existence of
a lag between the index date (ie the date on which the tariffs used to create
the competitive benchmark are on offer) and the period over which the price
cap applies. Consequently changes in input prices over this period would not
be fully reflected in the level of the price cap.

7.105

We therefore considered the possibility of resetting the price cap every six
months. We concluded that while this would reduce the risks associated with
the lag, it would not eliminate these risks but would introduce other risks
relating to wholesale costs. We considered using a six-month wholesale
index to align with six-monthly updates though considered that this would
introduce undue volatility into the level of the price cap. This is because, for
example, six-monthly updates using a six-month wholesale cost index would
introduce seasonal swings in the level of the price cap.

7.106

A requirement to update the price cap annually, compared with a higher
update frequency, limits the need for ongoing reassessment, therefore
simplifying implementation and monitoring requirements. It would also have
the benefit of offering prepayment customers a level of certainty over their
monthly energy costs,978 as well as increased transparency and
understanding for customers and other stakeholders.

7.107

Another practical issue that we have considered in reaching a provisional
view on the appropriate frequency for updating the price cap is the impact on
the prepayment infrastructure. Price updates for prepayment tariffs are
transmitted to a prepayment meter each time the customer tops up their
key/card at a prepayment terminal. There is a limit to the number of
messages that can be stored on the prepayment terminal and thus it is
impractical to make frequent changes to a large number of tariffs. Frequent
updates is likely to increase the cost of using the system and could result in
messages getting backlogged. On balance, we reached a provisional view
that annual updates are appropriate.


7.108

978
979

Wholesale energy costs

The proposed remedy would involve the CMA (for setting the price cap in a
final order), and subsequently Ofgem, constructing a wholesale energy cost
index using information available from ICIS979 on market prices for standard

Monthly energy costs under the cap would still be dependent on consumption.
ICIS is a market information provider.
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wholesale products – specifically using market prices for energy products
traded for delivery in the day(s), month(s), quarter(s) and season(s) ahead.
This index should measure movements since the end of June 2015 in the
cost of delivering gas and electricity to domestic customers for a period of
one year ahead.980 We use June 2015 as the base period for this index as
this is the period for which we constructed the benchmark price.
7.109

The index for wholesale energy costs would be applied to the proposed
benchmark price as described in paragraphs 7.88 and 7.92. We consider
that this approach will be favourable to suppliers given the decline in
wholesale gas and electricity prices since 2014.981 This is because the
proposed benchmark price is based on tariffs First Utility and Ovo Energy
customers were on as at the end of June 2015, and such prices would have
been set some time before June 2015 when wholesale energy prices were
higher.982

7.110

The index would be a weighted average of the prices of the relevant future
products (month(s), quarter(s) and season(s)).983 Each product’s prices
would be weighted by the length of the period that the product covers within
the year (for example, the price of the season-ahead product determines
one half of next year’s cost).984 Additionally, there would need to be
seasonal consumption weights for electricity (winter and summer)985 and
quarterly consumption weights for gas. The specific formulation of the index
would be specified in the final order such that the process of calculating the
level of the price cap is a purely mechanical exercise.


7.111

Network costs

The costs of transferring energy from the producer to the end user are
referred to as network costs. Network costs refer to the cost of building,
maintaining and operating the energy network and system infrastructure to
deliver energy to the customer. These are split between the transmission
companies (who take the energy from the producers and deliver it to the
different areas of the country) and distribution companies (who arrange for

980

We previously found that indices for the cost of delivering energy over 12-, 18- and 24-month periods moved
closely together. See provisional findings report, Appendix 7.2, paragraph 27.
981 The concept of implicit headroom is discussed in paragraph 7.84.
982 []
983 We use the ICIS price assessments for each of the products.
984 For electricity, we construct this index for baseload and peak product prices separately, and then compute a
weighted average electricity index (assuming that 70% of the electricity consumed is baseload, and 30% are
peak products).
985 Winter and summer products are both six-month seasonal products. We use fixed seasonal consumption
weights throughout the period. The weights are based on energy consumption figures between 2004 and 2014,
as published by DECC. See DECC’s publication page.
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the energy to be transported from the transmission end point to the final
users).
7.112

The revenues that transmission and distribution companies can earn are
regulated by Ofgem under the RIIO price framework.986 These are set for an
eight-year period with an annual mechanism to update for factors such as
actual company performance, RPI inflation and any additional investment
requirements under various uncertainty conditions. In practice the total
revenues move by relatively small amounts year on year.

7.113

Ofgem calculates and publishes the updated allowed revenues for
transmission and distribution operators in December of each year to take
effect from the following April.

7.114

The network cost index values for electricity would be arrived at by the
following process:
(a) For England and Wales: taking the opening year revenue987 for National
Grid Electricity Transmission (NGET) and dividing equally by the
corresponding 12 England and Wales Distribution Network Operator
(DNO) areas. To this is added the individual DNO area opening year
revenue.
(b) So for England and Wales:
Network index (region i, period j) =
NGET revenue (period j) / 12 + DNO revenue (region i, period j)
(c) The Network cost element of the price cap is calculated by region:
Network cost (region i, period j) =
Network cost (region i, period 0) x Network index (period j)
/ Network index (period 0)
(d) For the Scottish Power distribution area the opening year transmission
revenues for Scottish Power can be added to the opening year
distribution revenues for Scottish Power to form the opening year total
revenue base.

986

Further information on the network price controls can be found on the Ofgem website: gas distribution and
gas transmission; electricity distribution and electricity transmission.
987 The opening year revenue is the total revenue allowed by Ofgem in the price control for year for each
0
transmission operator, for each DNO and for each GDN respectively. For the purposes of the indexation
calculation we ignore the revenues of the system operators.
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(e) The total update year revenue is the sum of the Scottish Power
distribution revenue plus the Scottish Power Transmission revenue for
the year in question.
(f) So for the Scottish Power distribution area:
Network index (SP area, period j)
= SP transmission revenue (period j) + SP distribution revenue
(period j)
(g) A similar process can be followed for Scottish Hydro Electric
transmission area and the corresponding SSE distribution area.
(h) So for the SSE distribution area:
Network index (SSE area, period j)
= SHETL988 transmission revenue (period j)
+ SSE distribution revenue (period j)
7.115

The network cost index values for gas would be determined using the same
methodology as we applied to calculate the gas network cost allowances
shown in Table 7.3. This approach allows us to calculate network cost index
values for the 14 electricity distribution regions using the same mapping of
LDZs to DNO areas as we used for the underlying cost allowances.

7.116

To arrive at the total network index values for each region, we will calculate
the weighted values of the network element of the electricity index and the
weighted value of the network element of the gas index weighted by the
network values calculated in the opening period 0 position for that region.
Combining these will give an overall index for dual fuel.


Policy costs

7.117

We note that the costs of complying with various social and environmental
schemes are recovered through electricity and gas bills. The level of the
price cap would be updated to recognise changes in the costs of complying
with these schemes.

7.118

We note that actual policy costs are uncertain as they depend on external
factors, namely:

988

SHETL is Scottish Hydro Electric Transmission plc; SSE distribution revenue covers both Southern Electric
Power Distribution plc and Scottish Hydro Electric Power Distribution plc.
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(a) the level of contracted generation;
(b) the wholesale price of electricity; and
(c) the amount of renewable electricity generated by qualifying generators.
7.119

Changes in these external factors since the levy control framework was
introduced led to DECC updating, in July 2015,989 its projections of the
aggregate cost of complying with these schemes. These updated figures of
July 2015 aligned with the Office for Budget Responsibility’s assessment of
the projected costs of these schemes to 2020.

7.120

We have provisionally decided that these annual projections for the total
actual outturn cost will be used as the index values for policy costs for the
price cap applying to electricity tariffs. The breakdown of these values
across the different schemes is shown in the chart below.

Figure 7.1: Projected increase in policy costs

12,000

£m (2014-15)

10,000
8,000
6,000
4,000

2,000
0
2014-15

2015-16 2016-17 2017-18 2018-19
Renewables Obligation
Feed-in Tariffs
Contracts for Difference

2019-20

2020-21

Total expected cost

Source: DECC, Controlling the cost of renewable energy (uplifted to 2014/15 prices by CMA).

7.121

The policy cost index values would be specified in the final order in real
terms. Allowance would be made for CPI inflation as follows:
Policy index (period j, nominal) =

989

See DECC press release: Controlling the cost of renewable energy.
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Policy index (period j, real) x CPI (period j) / CPI (period 0)
7.122

The provisionally proposed policy index values, in real terms, for the
electricity price cap would therefore be:

Table 7.4: Summary of provisionally proposed index values for policy costs (electricity)
£m, 2014/15 prices

Provisionally proposed
policy index values

2014/15

2015/16

2016-17

2017/18

2018/19

2019/20

2020/21

3,756

4,599

5,788

6,615

7,644

8,891

9,655

Source: CMA analysis.

7.123

To arrive at the total proposed policy index values, we will calculate the
weighted values of the policy element of the electricity index and the
weighted value of the policy element of the gas index weighted by the policy
values calculated in the opening period 0 position. Combining these will give
an overall index for dual fuel.

7.124

In light of the uncertainty in the outturn costs, compared with the projections
used in the index, we have considered whether it would be appropriate to
have an ex post update such that the policy index values align with outturn
policy costs. However, we have concluded that determining outturn values
would duplicate the work already undertaken by the Office for Budget
Responsibility as it has a duty to update annually projections of expenditure.
Therefore we provisionally propose that the index values would be updated
annually to reflect the Office for Budget Responsibility’s latest projections for
the annual cost of the renewables obligation, contracts for difference
scheme and feed-in-tariffs scheme and that these updated values would
supersede the index values shown above.990

7.125

We note also that in July 2015 DECC announced measures to limit the cost
of certain policy costs.991 We consider that these measures mitigate the risk
that policy costs in future years will increase above the level published by
DECC in July 2015.

7.126

We note that the only policy costs included within gas bills relate to the
Energy Company Obligation (ECO) and the Warm Home Discount. The
ECO scheme has been extended to March 2017 and DECC have estimated
the annual cost at £1.35 billion.992 It is not clear if the scheme will be
extended beyond that point although DECC has suggested that ‘The future

990

For the avoidance of doubt these changes to the index values would be purely prospective and there would
be no retrospective change in the level of policy index values.
991 DECC, Controlling the cost of renewable energy.
992 DECC, Energy Company Obligation delivery costs, paragraph 9.
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of the ECO scheme from 2017 onwards will be part of discussions around a
new, better integrated policy for home energy efficiency’.993 We have
provisionally assumed that these costs, which are already factored into bills,
will continue over the period the cap is in effect at the same level in real
terms.
7.127

We note that the Warm Home Discount has now been extended to 2020/21.
We note that the total cost of this scheme in 2014/15 was £326 million994
and make the assumption that it will not increase in real terms to
differentially impact energy bills (ie it sits outside of the projection shown but
remains neutral in its’ impact on bills).

7.128

The table below shows the provisionally proposed policy index values, in
real terms, for the gas price cap.

Table 7.5: summary of provisionally proposed index values for policy costs (gas)
£m, 2014/15 prices
Provisionally proposed
policy index values

2014/15

2015/16

2016/17

201718

2018/19

2019/20

2020/21

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

Source: CMA analysis.

7.129

To arrive at the total policy index values, we will calculate the weighted
values of the policy element of the electricity index and the weighted value of
the policy element of the gas index weighted by the policy values calculated
in the opening period 0 position. Combining these will give an overall policy
index for dual fuel.


Indirect costs

7.130

The initial level of the price cap is based on our analysis of tariff prices and
therefore includes an allowance for indirect costs. As discussed in Section 3,
the calculation of the competitive benchmark is based Ovo Energy and First
Utility tariffs. We have assessed the sustainability of these suppliers and
consider that this benchmark includes a level of implicit profit at the
competitive level. This is included within the indirect cost element of the
benchmark.

7.131

We expect that over time the indirect costs element of this benchmark will be
subject to two opposing forces:

993
994

DECC blog announcing changes to green home improvement policies.
Ofgem, Warm Home Discount Annual Report 2014-15.
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(a) Inflation – costs are likely to increase over time in line with general
inflation.
(b) Efficiency – we expect that suppliers will achieve ongoing efficiencies in
their internal costs.
7.132

It is hard to know what the net impact of these forces will be over time
though it is likely that the net impact will vary from time to time. To be
prudent in setting the level of the price cap we have provisionally decided
that the initial level of indirect costs will be subject to inflation in line with the
CPI.

7.133

We consider that this will result in the indirect costs element of the price cap
being less stringent995 over time. We consider that this is appropriate as we
expect that over time our other proposed remedies, plus other developments
in the market such as smart meter roll-out, will result in competition
determining a price beneath the level of the cap. At the same time we note
that periods further in the future are subject to greater uncertainty and
therefore it is reasonable to allow greater headroom.
Application of the cap

7.134

The price cap for dual fuel tariffs would be based on the benchmark
constructed from dual fuel tariff prices. Similarly the single fuel price caps
would be constructed from the benchmarks constructed from single fuel tariff
prices.

7.135

We note that it is possible that this approach could lead to a situation in
which the dual fuel tariff is not equal to the sum of the single fuel price caps.
This could create some incentive for customers to prefer dual fuel or single
fuel tariffs. We consider that this approach is not inconsistent with prices in
the markets whereby the lowest prices may sometimes come from a dual
fuel offering and at other times two single fuel tariffs may offer a lower total
price.

7.136

We considered an alternative construction in which the dual fuel tariff would
be defined as the sum of the single fuel price caps. We consider that while
this approach avoids creating incentives for suppliers to favour dual fuel or
single fuel, it is less robust as the single benchmarks are constructed from a
significantly smaller population.

995

ie building in more implicit headroom.
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7.137

The price cap for each fuel would be defined in each of the 14 distribution
network operator regions (see paragraph 7.97 for our approach to
determining gas network costs on this regional basis). In total there would
therefore be 70 price caps.996

7.138

The above calculation would be conducted for each of three different single
rate meter consumption levels:997
(a) The low TDCV (2,000 kWh for electricity, 8,000 kWh for gas).
(b) The medium TDCV of (3,100 kWh for electricity, 12,500 kWh for gas).
(c) The high TDCV of (4,600 kWh for electricity, 18,000 kWh for gas).

7.139

The price cap would be defined in terms of these three points and the
straight lines connecting them. Tariffs subject to the price cap must result in
lower annual bills than the price cap at all consumption levels as illustrated
below:

Figure 7.2: Illustration of how the price cap is defined

Source: CMA.

996

For each of 14 regions there would be a price cap for each of:
1. single fuel gas
2. single rate meter, single fuel electricity
3. single rate meter, dual fuel
4. economy 7 meter, single fuel electricity
5. economy 7 meter, dual fuel
997 The figures shown here are those that are prevailing at the time of writing. The TDCVs used for the
benchmark analysis were those prevailing for the period January 2014 to August 2015 as the tariffs informing the
benchmark were in the market in this period. Further information about TDCVs can be found on the Ofgem
website.
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7.140

The price cap for Economy 7 meters would be calculated using the profile
class 2 TDCV, a 38:62 off-peak:peak split998 and the Economy 7 benchmark
price.

7.141

Suppliers would be responsible for ensuring their own compliance ex ante.
Ofgem would also check compliance ex post on a tariff-by-tariff basis and
would have at its disposal the usual array of enforcement tools should it
encounter instances of non-compliance. A tariff would be compliant if:
(a) the annual cost at the high, medium and low consumption levels is less
than the price cap (in the relevant region, for the relevant meter-tariff
type); and
(b) the annual cost between these consumption levels is less than the price
that would be on the straight line between the price cap levels at the
consumption thresholds (see Figure 7.3).

Figure 7.3: Price cap compliance example
1,600

Annual bill (£/year)

1,400

Tariff 1 = non-compliant (exceeds the price cap
around the middle consumption threshold)

1,200
1,000

Tariff 3 = non-compliant (exceeds the price cap below
the lower consumption threshold of 2,000kWh)

800
600
400
200

0
1,500

Tariff 2 = compliant (always below the line described by
the price cap at each of the three consumption levels)
2,000

2,500

3,000

3,500

4,000

4,500

5,000

Consumption (kWh)
Price cap

Tariff 1

Tariff 2

Tariff 3

Source: CMA.

7.142

At any point while the PPM Price Cap Remedy is in force, all tariffs that are
on offer to prepayment customers, or which prepayment customers are
currently on, would need to be priced such that the projected annual bill is
less than the cap for all levels of consumption. When the level of the price
cap is reset, tariffs would need to be compliant with the new price cap. This
could result in price reductions. We expect that as competition develops in

998

This split is in line with observed consumption patterns in the gains from switching data set and consistent
with the split used in the benchmark analysis.
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the prepayment segments it would be competition rather than the price cap
which becomes the more stringent constraint on pricing.
7.143

We have considered whether there is a need for a bespoke derogation
procedure such that the price cap could be temporarily disapplied. We
consider that such a derogation mechanism is not required. If a party feels
that the price cap is inappropriate, either in general or in respect of its
application at a particular time, then it is able to challenge the CMA’s final
report. We consider that this provides sufficient scope for the PPM Price Cap
Remedy to be challenged by interested parties.

7.144

We considered the possibility of specifying the price cap in terms of a
standing charge and a unit rate. This could be done by firstly following the
steps described above to construct a chart similar to the one shown in
Figure 7.3. From that chart we could identify the two points which are joined
by a straight line with the shallowest gradient. The resulting straight line
could then be described in terms of a standing charge (by extending the line
left until it cross the point of nil kWh) and a unit rate (by calculating the
gradient).

7.145

We considered that this approach would have a benefit of relating the price
cap to the usual terms that customers are familiar with. It would also be
slightly easier to assess compliance as each domestic prepayment tariff on
offer would need to have a standing charge and a unit rate less than those
specified by the cap.

7.146

We also note, however, that this approach would significantly limit suppliers’
flexibility to offer a variety of tariffs. This in turn could be expected to weaken
competition for prepayment customers. On balance we concluded that it was
sufficiently clear and simple to specify the price cap as illustrated in Figure
7.3 and that it was desirable to allow for flexibility in tariff design where
possible.


7.147

Non-Economy 7 restricted meters

Prepayment customers who have a restricted meter would be within scope
of the prepayment price cap. The arrangements for Economy 7 meter
customers are described above. The price cap that would apply to
customers on non-Economy 7 restricted meters would be the single-rate
price cap (regardless of the tariff that they are on). In particular, the singlerate price cap would, for a prepayment customer on a non-Economy 7
restricted meter, apply to their total consumption aggregated across all
registers and meters.
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7.148

We note that for customers on non-Economy 7 restricted meters their bills
will depend on their patterns of usage across different times of day and/or
meters which will not be known at the time a tariff is set. We therefore
propose that suppliers would be required to make best efforts to ensure
compliance in setting tariffs for such customers ex ante based on their
knowledge of historical consumption patterns and that Ofgem would review
compliance ex post based on the actual bills for these customers. In the
event that the cap was found to have been breached for a particular set of
customers, an annual rebate would be paid by the supplier to the customers
concerned.

Stringency of cap and impacts
Assumptions and data
7.149

In order to estimate the impact of the provisionally proposed price cap on
customers and suppliers at Ofgem’s medium TDCV, we have used tariff data
and customer numbers as at 30 June 2015 and compared these against the
price cap calculated on this date under our preferred approach. A number of
assumptions have been adopted in performing this comparison. These are
discussed in Appendix 7.1.

7.150

In this analysis we do not distinguish between the impacts on prepayment
customers with smart meters as distinct from those with dumb prepayment
meters.
Impacts on customers

7.151

We have calculated the price cap across each fuel/meter combination as at
30 June 2015, in line with the methodology set out in paragraph 7.149. We
consider separately the possible impact of unintended consequences in
paragraphs 7.236 to 7.257.

7.152

The table below shows the impact of the proposed price cap across the
different fuel/meter combinations, assuming £nil headroom. We have
subsequently illustrated the level of the caps on a regional basis compared
with the average prepayment bill and the cheapest prepayment tariff bill for
the Six Large Energy Firms’ and the Mid-tier Suppliers’ customers based on
actual customer tariffs at 30 June 2015. This is outlined in the charts below.
Generally the cheapest prepayment tariff bill relates to a smart offering.
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Table 7.6: Summary of estimated average customer savings (30 June 2015, medium TDCV), nil
headroom

Dual fuel, single rate meter
Dual fuel, Economy 7
Single fuel electricity, single rate meter
Single fuel electricity, Economy 7
Single fuel gas, single rate meter

Minimum regional average
saving

Maximum regional average
saving

£149 (South West)
£226 (South West & North East)
£39 (South Scotland)
£79 (East Anglia)
£83 (South West)

£205 (North Scotland)
£277 (North Scotland)
£67 (North Scotland)
£108 (Midlands & North West)
£132 (North Scotland)

Average
national saving
£176
£251
£53
£88
£117

Source: CMA analysis.

7.153

We have illustrated the level of the caps on a regional basis compared with
the average prepayment bill and cheapest prepayment tariff bill for the
customers of the Six Large Energy Firms and the Mid-tier Suppliers, based
on actual customer tariffs at 30 June 2015, for each of the fuel/meter
combinations, below. These charts outline the impact of £nil and £50 dual
fuel (ie £25 per fuel) headroom within the price cap. Generally this cheapest
prepayment tariff bill relates to a smart offering.

7.154

Customer impacts outlined below are based on customers’ standardised
consumption at Ofgem’s medium TDCV. We have estimated the impact of
the price cap on actual prepayment customer bills as a reduction of
approximately 13.1% and 8.2% based on headroom of £nil and £50 dual fuel
(ie £25 per fuel).
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Dual fuel, single rate meter customers

Figure 7.4: Preferred design price cap model vs average prepayment bill (dual fuel, single rate
meter, 30 June 2015, medium TDCV)

Source: CMA analysis.

7.155

On a national basis, the average bill across all dual fuel, single rate meter
prepayment customers will reduce from £1,230 to £1,054 or £1,104, a
reduction of £176 or £126 (14.3% or 10.2%) under a price cap with £nil and
£50 dual fuel headroom respectively.
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Dual fuel, Economy 7 customers

Figure 7.5: Preferred design price cap model vs average prepayment bill (dual fuel,
Economy 7, 30 June 2015, medium TDCV)

Source: CMA analysis.

7.156

On a national basis, the average bill across all dual fuel, Economy 7 meter
prepayment customers will reduce from £1,224 to £973 or £1,023, a
reduction of £251 or £201 (20.5% or 16.4%) under a price cap with £nil and
£50 dual fuel headroom respectively.
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Single fuel electricity, single rate meter customers

Figure 7.6: Preferred design price cap model vs average prepayment bill (single fuel electricity,
single rate meter, 30 June 2015, medium TDCV)

Source: CMA analysis.

7.157

On a national basis, the average bill across all single fuel electricity, single
rate meter prepayment customers will reduce from £556 to £503 or £528, a
reduction of £53 or £28 (9.5% or 5.0%) under a price cap with £nil and £50
dual fuel (ie £25 single fuel) headroom respectively.
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Single fuel electricity, Economy 7 customers

Figure 7.7: Preferred design price cap model vs average prepayment bill (single fuel electricity,
Economy 7 meter, 30 June 2015, medium TDCV)

Source: CMA analysis.

7.158

On a national basis, the average bill across all single fuel electricity,
Economy 7 meter prepayment customers will reduce from £534 to £446 or
£471, a reduction of £88 or £63 (16.5% or 11.8%) under a price cap with £nil
and £50 dual fuel (ie £25 single fuel) headroom respectively.
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Single fuel gas, single rate meter customers

Figure 7.8: Preferred design price cap model vs average prepayment bill (single fuel gas,
single rate meter, 30 June 2015, medium TDCV)

Source: CMA analysis.

7.159

On a national basis, the average bill across all single fuel gas, single rate
meter prepayment customers will reduce from £696 to £578 or £603, a
reduction of £117 or 92 (16.9% or 13.3%) under a price cap with £nil and
£50 dual fuel (ie £25 single fuel) headroom respectively.


7.160

Summary by fuel/meter type

The table below summarises the average estimated savings for customers
under the provisionally proposed price cap for each fuel/meter combinations
across all regions under a price cap with £nil and £50 dual fuel (ie £25 per
fuel) explicit headroom respectively at medium TDCV.
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Table 7.7: Summary of estimated average customer savings at medium TDCV (30 June 2015,
medium TDCV), £nil and £50 dual fuel (ie £25 per fuel) explicit headroom

Dual fuel, single rate meter
Dual fuel, Economy 7
Single fuel electricity, single rate meter
Single fuel electricity, Economy 7
Single fuel gas, single rate meter

Average customer
savings (£) – £nil
headroom

% annual bill
reduction –
£nil headroom

Average customer
savings (£) – £50
headroom

% annual bill
reduction –
£50 headroom

£176
£251
£53
£88
£117

14.3%
20.5%
9.5%
16.5%
16.9%

£126
£201
£28
£63
£92

10.2%
16.4%
5.0%
11.8%
13.3%

Source: CMA analysis.

Impacts on suppliers
7.161

The application of the price cap with £nil headroom would reduce suppliers’
revenue in line with the level of detriment observed. This amount would
reduce dependent upon the level of headroom applied. We have observed
detriment attributable to the prepayment customers of the Six Large Energy
Firms by 30 June 2015 of £481 million.999 This would translate into a
reduction in the annual revenues of the Six Large Energy Firms under the
price cap of £481 million and £303 million with £nil and £50 headroom
respectively. This revenue reduction will be apportioned across the Six
Large Energy Firms based on their share of the detriment outlined in
Section 3.

7.162

In financial year 2014 earnings before interest and tax (EBIT) generated by
the Six Large Energy Firms from their domestic supply was £1,193 million.
For illustration, a revenue reduction of £481 million and £303 million would
represent a reduction in the domestic supply EBIT of the Six Large Energy
Firms of 40.3% and 25.4% respectively.

7.163

The price cap will also apply to Mid-tier Suppliers and smaller suppliers and
will therefore result in revenue reductions outside of the Six Large Energy
Firms. []1000 [].

7.164

[] In this regard the proposed price cap would not treat the prepayment
customer base of the Mid-tier Suppliers and the independent suppliers any
differently from the prepayment customer bases of the Six Large Energy
Firms. However, in customer bill terms, the reductions that would be felt in
the revenues of the Six Large Energy Firms, the Mid-tier Suppliers and other
suppliers would be smaller than the detriment levels which we have
observed. We thus expect, based on our current analysis, that any revenue

999

The gains from switching data set which informed this analysis included a variety of exclusions (for example,
due to incomplete tariff data). As such the actual level of detriment and the impact of the price cap on supplier
revenue may be in excess of the amounts stated in this analysis.
1000 []
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reduction would still result in per customer revenues in excess of efficient
prices, and so all suppliers should be able to supply at a profit in the
prepayment segments.
Headroom
7.165

As noted above, we have considered whether to include explicit headroom
within the provisionally proposed price cap. We consider that there are two
bases for including headroom:
(a) to facilitate competition; and
(b) to mitigate the risk that the price cap does not allow for recovery of
efficient costs.

7.166

We have provisionally decided to include headroom of £25 per fuel (ie £50
headroom in the dual fuel cap). This headroom reduces the amount of
detriment addressed by the PPM Price Cap Remedy and also mitigates risks
in a number of respects. For example, it reduces the likelihood that changes
in external costs over the year that a price cap is set for will result in the
price cap being below the level of efficient costs. There is therefore a tradeoff between the effectiveness and proportionality of the price cap according
to the level of explicit headroom.

7.167

In determining the appropriateness of including explicit headroom, we have
also considered the amount of implicit headroom that the proposed price-cap
already includes within its design. We have provided for some implicit
headroom to be incorporated into the level of the cap through our approach
to indexation of indirect costs and the prepayment uplift as we do not factor
in any efficiency gains even though it is reasonable to expect that there will
be such gains.

7.168

Our provisional assessment that £50 is a suitable level of explicit headroom
was informed by our analysis of the impacts on both suppliers1001 and
customers.1002 This analysis looked at the impact of different levels of
headroom1003 and allowed us to consider how the resulting price cap would
compare with average and minimum prepayment tariff prices in the market.

7.169

We note that allowing for no explicit headroom results in a price cap which is
lower than the minimum prepayment tariff in many regions for several of the
different meter-fuel type combinations. Allowing for £25 per fuel results in a

1001

See paragraphs 7.161.
See paragraphs 7.160.
1003 See Figures 7.4–7.8.
1002
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price cap which is more generally in line with the minimum prepayment tariff
prices in the market in many regions. This gives us some comfort that allowing for £25 of explicit headroom per fuel produces a sustainable level of the
price cap and thereby mitigates to some extent the likelihood and potential
severity of some of the unintended consequences we have identified.1004
7.170

In particular we consider that setting the price cap at a sustainable level
reduces the likelihood that suppliers seek to limit their exposure to the
market or that they feel it necessary to try to reduce the quality of service in
order to save costs. We also consider that the inclusion of explicit headroom
limits the extent to which the introduction of a price cap increases the
perception of regulatory risk.1005 We note that a price cap is still an
interventionist remedy and this could itself contribute to an increased
perception of regulatory risk though we consider that by including sufficient
headroom to produce a sustainable level of price cap we minimise the scope
for regulatory risk.

Sunset provision and mid-term review
7.171

We have also considered the need for a sunset clause to ensure the
duration of the price cap is both certain to the industry, and to ensure it is a
proportionate remedy. Respondents to the Remedies Notice expressed a
strong preference to ensure that any price cap was transitional and had a
clearly defined sunset clause. There were also differing views on whether
the exit should be linked to the roll-out of smart meters. We have carefully
considered these concerns in the scoping and design of the price cap.

7.172

Specifically, the PPM Price Cap Remedy is intended to be transitional as we
expect that, as the national programme for the roll-out of smart meters
reaches substantial completion and our other proposed remedies take effect
over time to allow and incentivise suppliers to compete more effectively for
new prepayment customers and prepayment customers’ engagement levels
increase, prepayment customers are unlikely to continue to suffer detriment
of the same magnitude that we have observed arising from the Prepayment
AEC and the Domestic Weak Customer Response AEC.

7.173

In particular, it is our view that widespread adoption of smart meters will
eliminate the technical constraints on suppliers’ ability to offer prepayment
customers any number of tariffs, including tariffs that are equivalent to those

1004
1005

See paragraphs 7.236–7.257 for consideration of potential unintended consequences.
See paragraphs 7.249–7.251.
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on offer to customers on direct debit.1006 It will also make it possible to switch
customers remotely (at little or no cost) to a smart credit meter. It follows
that, following substantial completion of the roll-out of smart meters, the
tariffs on offer to prepayment customers should be constrained by those that
are on offer to customers on direct debit (or other low-priced tariffs in the
markets). We also expect prepayment customers to be engaging more
frequently, and more effectively, as our proposed remedies concerning the
Domestic Weak Customer Response AEC take effect.
7.174

In addition to the need for the proposed price cap therefore falling away by
the end of 2020 (assuming roll-out of smart meters is substantially
complete), the changed complexion of competition in the prepayment
segments at that time will mitigate any potential adverse impact that might
have otherwise resulted from the termination of the PPM Price Cap Remedy
(such as prepayment customers experiencing bill shock as they move from a
capped tariff to an uncapped tariff that may be higher).

7.175

Further, there will be no inherent difference in the cost to serve prepayment
customers relative to direct debit customers once the roll-out of smart meters
has been substantially completed as all such customers will be using the
same metering infrastructure.1007 This in turn should contribute to strengthen
suppliers’ incentives to compete to acquire prepayment customers.

7.176

We note that there are initial indications that competition for smart
prepayment customers may be developing. In particular, we note that E.ON
has announced that it plans to roll out its smart pay-as-you-go offering in
2016, having piloted it in 2015, which suggests that the options available to
smart prepayment customers may become more attractive in future. We
consider that this development – if implemented – would be positive, but the
scale of the detriment we have observed from the Prepayment AEC and the
Domestic Weak Customer Response AEC still warrants intervention.

1006

As described in Section 3, dumb prepayment meters have a limited number of tariff slots which restrict the
number of tariffs that can be offered. We understand that there is no such restriction applying to smart meters.
Prepayment meter customers can already request a smart meter but may view any associated cost as a marginal
cost caused by the switch (or, at least, a perception of a cost). This switching cost could therefore deter
customers seeking out the most competitive prices when these are only available to customers with a smart
meter. Smart meters can work in prepayment or credit mode. The smart meter roll-out will result in all customers
having a smart meter such that there is no incremental cost in switching to another tariff.
1007 As described in paragraph 7.11 current prepayment meter tariff prices are above the level we would expect if
there were effective competition in the prepayment segments. While the increased costs to serve associated with
prepayment meters are a contributing factor to higher prepayment tariffs, we have observed that they are not
currently driving prepayment meter tariff prices.
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7.177

For the above reasons, we propose to include a sunset provision for the
price cap that is linked to the roll-out of smart meters being substantially
completed.

7.178

Our current expectation based on discussions with DECC is that widespread
adoption of smart meters will occur no later than on 31 December 2020 in
accordance with the government’s stated timetable for the roll-out.1008 We
expect that by this date the supply of energy to domestic prepayment
customers will have evolved significantly, partly as a result of our other
proposed remedies concerning promoting customers’ engagement and
partly as a result of the improved functionality of smart meters such that we
do not expect that these customers will still suffer to some extent from the
Domestic Weak Customer Response AEC or Prepayment AEC or
associated detriment.

7.179

This approach to terminating the PPM Price Cap Remedy provides certainty
to suppliers, customers and other key stakeholders including government,
Ofgem, consumer bodies and investors in the energy sector. We believe this
is particularly important in facilitating suppliers’ longer-term decisions such
as deciding to innovate. This certainty is also beneficial for customers as it
makes the workings of these segments of the domestic retail energy markets
more transparent and avoids potential perverse incentives where, for
example, termination of the price cap based on an alternative ending
mechanism may have been contingent on customer behaviour (see further
paragraph 7.181).

7.180

We note that there is some inherent uncertainty over exactly when the rollout of smart meters in the domestic retail energy markets will be completed,
and so it is possible that the Prepayment AEC, and the Domestic Weak
Customer Response AEC, will persist in substantial form beyond 31
December 2020. Accordingly, while we would propose to incorporate a
sunset provision into the PPM Price Cap Remedy that is linked to the
successful completion of the roll-out of smart meters, we also propose to
conduct a focused mid-term review in January 20191009 of the progress that
has been made concerning the roll-out of SMETS 2 smart meters.1010 In the
event that the roll-out of SMETS 2 smart meters was materially ahead of
schedule, we would consider whether to terminate the price cap early (ie an

1008

See DECC, Smart Metering Implementation Programme.
January 2019 is suggested as the date for this mid-term review as the approximate midpoint between the
potential commencement of the PPM Price Cap Remedy in April 2017 and the termination of the remedy in
December 2020.
1010 We believe it is the installation of SMETS 2 meters which is relevant to our assessment of the ongoing need
for a price cap as these have features such as interoperability which are necessary to realise the full benefits of
smart metering.
1009
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early termination provision would be included). In the event that, at the date
of the mid-term review, the roll-out of SMETS 2 smart meters does not
appear likely to be completed by 31 December 2020, we would consider
whether to encourage Ofgem to review the situation and take whatever
action it considers appropriate (including whether to introduce a similarly
structured price cap in the prepayment segments as from the start of 2021).
We believe that this approach is more proportionate than extending the PPM
Price Cap Remedy for a further specified period. While this creates some
uncertainty about the possibility of a price cap being in place beyond 2020,
this uncertainty is narrowed to the issue of the extent of roll-out.
7.181

We have considered alternative options for terminating the PPM Price Cap
Remedy with several such options making termination contingent in some
way on the installation of SMETS 2 smart meters on a customer-bycustomer basis, given the link between the roll-out of smart meters and the
Prepayment AEC (and, to a lesser extent, the Domestic Weak Customer
Response AEC) (see paragraph 7.172). However, we also consider that
having a sunset provision that led to the PPM Price Cap Remedy falling
away at different times for different customers (ie depending on whether a
particular customer has a smart prepayment or not) would create uncertainty
for customers and suppliers and may also create perverse incentives for
customers. For example, if a customer ceased to be in scope of the price
cap once they have a smart meter, then customers whose annual bills are
still at the price cap level may seek to avoid having a smart meter installed
(eg if they benefited, or perceived that they benefited from a lower capped
price).1011

Implementation, monitoring and enforcement
7.182

We have considered how the PPM Price Cap Remedy would be
implemented, monitored and enforced.

1011

We note that a potential solution to this problem would be not to extend the cap to those customers who
refuse a smart meter when offered one by their supplier. However, we consider that it would be very onerous to
monitor compliance with such price cap. We also considered whether to oblige suppliers to offer smart meters to
their prepayment customers. However, we are minded not to pursue such remedy.
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The means of implementing the remedy
7.183

The operation and implications of the remedy need to be clear to the
persons to whom the remedy is directed as well as to other interested
parties, ie to affected suppliers and to Ofgem.1012

7.184

We are proposing to implement the proposed remedy by way of an order on
suppliers. In addition, and for the purposes set out below, we believe it is
appropriate to modify, by way of an order, the gas and electricity supply
standard licence conditions, with a view to introducing an obligation to
comply with the proposed PPM Price Cap remedy.

7.185

As regards enforcement, the CMA would be able to directly enforce against
the order. Ofgem, as energy regulator, would have a duty to monitor
suppliers’ compliance with the licence condition and the power to sanction
any contravention of a standard licence condition (including by imposing
penalties up to 10% of the contravening supplier’s turnover).1013 We would
expect that resolution of any non-compliance may involve suppliers issuing a
rebate to customers who had previously paid tariffs which were in excess of
the price cap. The suitable course of action will, however, be a matter for
Ofgem to decide, based on the relevant facts and circumstances.

7.186

In our proposed remedy, Ofgem would have an additional role in determining
the updated level of the price cap, as set out in the relevant suppliers’
licence conditions. This would involve Ofgem collecting information relating
to each of the cost indices1014 and using these to calculate the updated price
cap level in line with methodology specified in the licence. This process
would be mechanical and objective.

Timescale for the implementation of the PPM Price Cap Remedy
7.187

Subsequent to publication of the final order, we expect that suppliers will
need a period of up to three months to make any practical changes such as
updating prices and inform their customers. We therefore expect that a price
cap remedy could be implemented with effect from April 2017 and, as noted
above, updated annually on 1 April.

1012

As regards affected customers, we believe that only the key implications of the remedy must be clear to them
but it would be a matter for suppliers and Ofgem to determine how to inform these customers appropriately. In
practice, while the proposed remedy will have practical benefits for customers, it will not require any direct
involvement from customers.
1013 See paragraph 7.196.
1014 This information would come from the Office for Budget Responsibility, ICIS Heren and Ofgem’s own price
control team.
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Assessment of effectiveness
7.188

While we provisionally consider that the proposed remedies set out in
Sections 5 and 6 will be effective in addressing the features contributing to
each of the Domestic Weak Customer Response AEC and the Prepayment
AEC, they will take time to implement before they start to address the
features we have identified and, in turn, reduce the detriment to domestic
customers arising from them. As a result, we expect the detriment arising
from the Domestic Weak Customer Response AEC and the Prepayment
AEC to persist in substantial form for the next few years, ie until the
completion of the roll-out of smart meters. As a result, given the size of the
detriment we have observed, we have considered the need to intervene to
address domestic customer detriment directly in this transitional period,
through the proposed PPM Price Cap Remedy.

7.189

Our provisional view is that, for the reasons set out in this section and
summarised below, the PPM Price Cap Remedy would be effective in
achieving this aim. In summary we believe that the PPM Price Cap Remedy
would be effective as the design specifies an initial level which is derived
from the level of detriment we observe1015 and the indexing mechanism has
been designed to result in the price cap remaining at a level which is both
sustainable and which mitigates the detriment.1016

7.190

We expect that the principal benefit of this remedy will be the reduction in
customer bills. The size of this impact relative to each supplier’s revenue
varies significantly across suppliers as prepayment customers make up a
larger proportion of the customer base for some suppliers than others. We
estimate that the PPM Price Cap Remedy could reduce customer bills as
shown in table below:

Table 7.8: Summary of estimated average customer savings at medium TDCV, £50 dual fuel (ie
£25 per fuel) explicit headroom

Dual fuel, single rate meter
Dual fuel, Economy 7
Single fuel electricity, single rate meter
Single fuel electricity, Economy 7
Single fuel gas, single rate meter

Average customer
savings (£) – £50
headroom

% annual bill
reduction – £50
headroom

£126
£201
£28
£63
£92

10.2%
16.4%
5.0%
11.8%
13.3%

Source: CMA analysis.

1015
1016

See paragraphs 7.79–7.87.
See paragraphs 7.102–7.133.
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7.191

We consider that these savings are appropriate as prevailing prepayment
tariff prices on 30 June 2015 appear to be of the order of £1781017 more
expensive than the benchmark direct debit dual fuel single rate meter tariff
prices, allowing for a cost-to-serve differential. In customer bill terms, these
reductions are smaller than the detriment levels which we have observed.
We thus expect that any supplier revenue reduction would still result in per
customer revenues in excess of efficient cost.

7.192

In assessing the effectiveness of the proposed remedy we have in particular
considered the following factors:
(a) the extent to which the proposed remedy is capable of effective
implementation, monitoring and enforcement;
(b) the timescale over which the PPM Price Cap Remedy is likely to have an
effect;
(c) compliance with existing laws and regulations; and
(d) its interaction with our other proposed remedies.

Implementation, monitoring and enforcement
7.193

For the reasons set out in paragraphs 7.183 to 7.186, we propose to
implement the price cap by way of an order on suppliers and associated
licence conditions changes that will facilitate monitoring, enforcement and
updating of the price cap. We consider that implementing the price cap by
way of an order and associated licence conditions changes would provide a
higher degree of certainty over the timing of implementation, in particular
given that the initial price cap would be set on the basis of analysis that has
already been conducted by the CMA (set out in Section 3).

7.194

In this regard, we have noted above that we consider that the proposed
remedy is capable of being in force from April 2017. The price cap would be
determined upon publication of a final order by the CMA, three months
ahead of the date the price cap would come into effect in order to give
suppliers sufficient time to assess compliance of their tariff offers and make
changes as necessary. Each supplier would have to assess compliance of
its prepayment tariffs with the PPM Price Cap Remedy as described in
paragraph 7.141. A tariff would be compliant if the structure of charges is
such that for any consumption level between the low and high TDCVs

1017

See paragraph 7.12.
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specified by Ofgem at the start of each price cap year the projected
customer bill is no more than the level specified in the price cap.
7.195

In this way suppliers would be able to take steps to ensure they are
compliant from the outset and can remain compliant throughout the relevant
period.

7.196

Similarly, the process for updating the level of the cap (in line with the
movement of the exogenous indices) would be simple, with the update being
observed and introduced into the price cap by Ofgem following a mechanical
and objective process. We expect that Ofgem, as sector regulator, would
monitor compliance with the relevant licence conditions on an ex post basis
by reviewing tariffs on offer. The information needed to assess compliance in
this way would be the publically available information about the standing
charge and unit rate of each domestic prepayment tariff.

7.197

The method for assessing compliance would be entirely objective as the
projected level of the customer bill could be readily calculated and compared
to the price cap at all consumption levels. We therefore consider that it
would be practical for Ofgem (and the CMA) to monitor compliance with this
remedy.

7.198

As noted above, enforcement of the order and/or the licence conditions
could be led by the CMA or Ofgem as appropriate.
Timescale for the PPM Price Cap Remedy

7.199

In evaluating the effectiveness of the proposed remedy, we have considered
the timescale over which the Domestic Weak Customer Response AEC and
the prepayment AEC would be expected to endure, and the timescale over
which the proposed remedy would be likely to take effect. As noted, we
believe that this consideration is of particular importance for this proposed
remedy as the price cap would only be in place as a transitional measure
pending development of effective competition for prepayment customers.
We expect that this will develop over the period to the end of 2020, once the
roll-out of smart meters has been substantially completed.

7.200

We have described in Section 4 the timescale over which we expect the
remedies addressing the Domestic Weak Customer Response AEC and the
Prepayment AEC to be effective. As noted in paragraph 7.58 above, given
the magnitude of the detriment being suffered by prepayment customers
from the Prepayment AEC and the Domestic Weak Customer AEC, which
will take time to be addressed by our proposed remedies and the roll-out of
smart meters, timely implementation is a key criterion for the price cap. We
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consider that there is a trade-off between implementing a remedy which can
be effective in the short term versus taking a longer period of time to develop
a remedy which may more precisely track costs. We note that these
considerations apply not only to the initial implementation of the remedy but
also to ongoing updates.
7.201

As noted above, our expectation is that the PPM Price Cap Remedy could
be in force and be effective from April 2017.1018,1019 As a result, it will be
effective in achieving its aim of mitigating the detriment arising from the
Domestic Weak Customer Response AEC and Prepayment AEC in the short
term.
Compliance and consistency of the PPM Price Cap Remedy with existing
laws and regulations

7.202

As part of our assessment of the effectiveness of the PPM Price Cap
Remedy and the approach we have taken to some of the detailed design
components, we have taken into account the need for the PPM Price Cap
Remedy to comply with relevant laws and regulations. A particular focus of
our assessment of this aspect has been the interaction of the PPM Price
Cap Remedy with existing standard licence conditions and relevant EU
legislation (in particular Directive 2009/72/EC1020 concerning electricity
supply (the ‘Electricity Directive’), and Directive 2009/73/EC1021 concerning
gas supply (the ‘Gas Directive’) (collectively, the ‘Energy Directives’), and
case law.

7.203

Our assessment of effectiveness of the proposed PPM Price Cap Remedy
has assessed compliance with the requirement concerning the charges for
different payment methods included in SLCs 22B.7 (a) and SLC 27.2A, ie
suppliers must ensure that any differences in charges between payment
methods are cost reflective.1022 We understand that SLC 27.2A prohibits
suppliers from applying a tariff to prepayment customers that means they

1018

As described in paragraph 7.187.
Suppliers may reduce their prices in anticipation of the price cap so as to avoid a negative public perception
of their prices being excessive. In such circumstances the price cap remedy may be considered to be effective
prior to its implementation rather than simply not being effective at all. We note that the distinction between
effective prior to implementation and ineffective is hard to draw as there may not be a clear indication of the
motivation for lowering prices so it may be argued that any such price decrease was caused by something other
than the price cap remedy.
1020 Directive 2009/72/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council of 13 July 2009 concerning common
rules for the internal market in electricity and repealing Directive 2003/54/EC (which contained a similar provision
to Article 3(2)).
1021 Directive 2009/73/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council of 13 July 2009 concerning common
rules for the internal market in natural gas and repealing Directive 2003/55/EC (which contained a similar
provision to Article 3(2)).
1022 This requirement is underpinned by the Energy Directives (Annex I 1(d)).
1019
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are charged more than non-prepayment customers (after allowing for
differences in costs) on the same tariff, but does not prevent suppliers from
applying a lower payment differential.1023 Therefore, to the extent that the
proposed PPM Price Cap Remedy imposes a maximum annual bill that
suppliers can charge to prepayment domestic customers, we consider that
the proposed PPM Price Cap Remedy would not lead to suppliers being in
breach of SLCs 22B.7 (a), SLC 27.2A and the Energy Directives.
7.204

In addition, we have considered compliance of the proposed PPM Price Cap
Remedy with (i) Article 3(2) of the Energy Directives; and (ii) the judgment of
the Court of Justice delivered on 20 April 2010 in the Federutility case (the
‘Federutility Judgment’).1024

7.205

Article 3(2) of the Energy Directives allows EU member states to price
regulate through the imposition of public service obligations on companies
operating in the electricity and gas sectors, and broadly sets out the
requirements that the public service obligations must fulfil to be compatible
with EU law. The Federutility Judgment sets out additional criteria that a
national retail price regulation measure under Article 3(2) of the Energy
Directives must satisfy, including the following conditions:1025
(a) the public service obligation must be adopted in the general economic
interest;
(b) the public service obligation had to be necessary to achieve the
objective in the general economic interest; and
(c) the public service obligation must be clearly defined, transparent, nondiscriminatory, verifiable, and must guarantee equal access for EU gas
companies to consumers.
Adopted in the general economic interest

7.206

We note that services of a general economic interest capture a wide range
of services.1026 The domestic retail supply of gas and electricity, in particular,

Ofgem’s open letter dated 20 May 2014 and Ofgem’s guidance dated 17 December 2009. We understand
that this interpretation of SLC 27.2A is consistent with the Energy Directives.
1024 Case C-265/08, Federutility and others v Autorità per l’energia elettrica e il gas, [2010] ECR I-3377. As part of
our assessment, we have also considered the Court of Justice judgment delivered on 10 September 2015 in the
Commission v Poland case, Case C-36/14, which broadly upheld the Federutility Judgment.
1025 While the Federutility Judgment focused on Article 3(2) of Directive 2003/55 concerning gas, this Article is
identical to Article 3(2) of the Gas Directive, and almost identical to Article 3(2) of the Electricity Directive.
Accordingly, the Federutility criteria applies to Article 3(2) of both directives.
1026
Subject to EU legislation, EU member states are generally free to determine those services which they
consider to be of the general economic interest, Communication from the Commission ‘Services of general
interest in Europe’ (OJ 2001 C 17, p. 4), paragraph 22.
1023
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have each been identified as being in the general economic interest by EU
case law,1027 legislation1028 and guidance from the European
Commission.1029 We also note that the Energy Directives1030 impose an
obligation on member states to ensure that customers are supplied with gas
and electricity at reasonable prices.
7.207

In this regard, we note that the ultimate aim of the PPM Price Cap Remedy
is to ensure that the prices for the retail supply of gas and electricity to
domestic prepayment customers in Great Britain are affordable (or, in other
words, maintained at a reasonable level). The PPM Price Cap Remedy is
designed to do so by mitigating the residual harm to domestic prepayment
customers that we provisionally consider arises and will continue to arise
from the Prepayment AEC and the Domestic Weak Customer Response
AEC while our proposed remedies concerning the prepayment framework,
and concerning domestic customer engagement more generally, take effect,
and until the roll-out of smart meters has been substantially completed. In
particular, we envisage that the PPM Price Cap Remedy would reduce the
prices being paid by prepayment customers and equilibrate the highest of
them1031 with a cost-adjusted benchmark level based on competitively priced
acquisition tariffs in the rest of the domestic markets (see paragraph 7.79).

7.208

Accordingly, we consider that the aim of the PPM Price Cap Remedy, of
ensuring reasonable prices in relation to the supply of gas and electricity to
PPM customers, is consistent with the Energy Directives and being adopted
in the general economic interest.
Necessary to achieve the objective in the general economic interest

7.209

In addition to being adopted in the general economic interest, we have
considered whether the PPM Price Cap Remedy would go no further than
necessary to achieve the objective in the general economic interest. Save as
noted below, we consider that our usual proportionality assessment, following the criteria set out in the CMA’s guidelines for market investigations,1032
is consistent with this general requirement (see paragraphs 7.221 to 7.268

1027

The ECJ has held a large and varied group of services to be of general economic interest in utilities
industries, including the supply of gas (eg Case C‑ 159/94 Commission v France [1997] ECR I‑ 5815), and
electricity (eg Case C‑ 393/92 Municipality of Almelo and Others [1994] ECR I‑ 1477).
1028 Article 3(2) of the Energy Directives, including a reference to Article 106 of the Treaty.
1029 For example, Communication from the Commission to the European Parliament, the Council, the European
Economic and Social Committee and the Committee of the Regions ‘A Quality Framework for Services
of General Interest in Europe’, 20 December 2011.
1030 Recitals 45 and 50 and Article 3(2) of the Electricity Directive, and recital 43 of the Gas Directive.
1031 We consider that our other proposed remedies should enable competition to take place below the level of the
price cap.
1032 CC3.
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below). In addition, we have had particular regard to ensuring the PPM Price
Cap Remedy would be limited in time, and subject to a mid-term review.
7.210

As part of our assessment of the effectiveness of the proposed remedy,
which takes into account the need to apply a sunset clause to the PPM Price
Cap Remedy, we have considered how long the Prepayment AEC (and the
resulting detriment) could be expected to persist and, accordingly, how long
prepayment customers will need to be prepayment by the PPM Price Cap
Remedy (see paragraphs 7.171 to 7.181 above).

7.211

We consider that smart meters, and our other proposed remedies
concerning the Prepayment AEC and domestic customer engagement, are
expected to change the competitive dynamic in the prepayment segments,
and more broadly across the domestic retail energy markets, and the way
that customers and suppliers interact so the PPM Price Cap Remedy would
no longer be required once smart meter roll-out has been concluded by the
end of 2020 (by which time our other proposed remedies would also be
taking or have taken effect) (see paragraphs 7.171 to 7.181 above).
Accordingly, we propose that our provisional remedy would expire upon
substantial completion of smart meter roll-out.

7.212

As noted above, we note that there is some inherent uncertainty over exactly
when the roll-out of smart meters in the domestic retail energy markets will
be completed, and so it is possible that smart meter roll-out could be
substantially completed ahead of 31 December 2020. It is also possible that
the Prepayment AEC, and the Domestic Weak Customer Response AEC will
persist beyond 31 December 2020. Accordingly, while we would propose to
incorporate a sunset provision into the PPM Price Cap Remedy that is linked
to the successful completion of the roll-out of smart meters, we also propose
to conduct a focused mid-term review in January 20191033 of the progress
that has been made concerning the roll-out of SMETS 2 smart meters.

7.213

We note that we do not at this point propose to recommend Ofgem to
implement a new price cap beyond the 31 December 2020 sunset date.

1033

January 2019 is suggested as the date for this mid-term review as the approximate midpoint between the
potential commencement of the PPM Price Cap Remedy in April 2017 and the termination of the remedy in
December 2020.
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Must be clearly defined, transparent, non-discriminatory, verifiable, and
guarantee equal access
7.214

We consider that these considerations are broadly consistent with our usual
effectiveness and proportionality assessment when deciding upon any given
remedy.

7.215

Our assessment of effectiveness of the PPM Price Cap Remedy (see
paragraphs 7.193 to 7.198 above) has taken into account the need to be
capable of implementation, monitoring and enforcement, which all require
that the PPM Price Cap Remedy is clearly defined, transparent, and with a
verifiable scope.

7.216

Our proposed design of the PPM Price Cap Remedy takes into account the
requirement to be non-discriminatory and guaranteeing equal access. In this
context, we have considered the likely impact of the PPM Price Cap Remedy
on suppliers and note, in this regard, that the PPM Price Cap Remedy would
treat all suppliers’ prepayment customer bases in the same way, and would
not lead to companies with similar customer bases being treated differently.

Interaction with other remedies
7.217

We are also proposing other remedies to address, in part, the Prepayment
AEC and Domestic Weak Customer Response AEC, and associated
detriment. Our provisional view is that while such measures will be effective
in addressing the features contributing to each of the Domestic Weak
Customer Response AEC and the Prepayment AEC, they will take time to
implement before they start to address the features we have identified and,
in turn, reduce the detriment to domestic customers arising from them. As a
result, we expect the detriment arising from the Domestic Weak Customer
Response AEC and the Prepayment AEC to persist in substantial form for
the next few years. Given the size of the detriment we have observed, we
have therefore considered the need to intervene to address domestic
customer detriment directly in this transitional period, through the proposed
PPM Price Cap Remedy.

7.218

As noted in Section 8, we believe that our proposed remedies concerning
the Domestic Weak Customer AEC and associated detriment can materially,
over the long term, improve engagement and overcome many aspects of the
features that we have provisionally identified.

7.219

We recognise that a price cap remedy is likely to reduce the potential
benefits of competition and has the potential, therefore, to dampen the
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effectiveness of our other proposed remedies. We consider these and other
possible unintended consequences further in paragraphs 7.236 to 7.257.
7.220

However, in the short term, we do not expect our other proposed remedies
to take effect, and so we do not expect our proposed price cap to have any
material adverse effect on the effectiveness of our other proposed remedies
during the initial period prior to their implementation and when they become
effective, when the significant detriment for prepayment customers will be
largely otherwise unaddressed. As a result, prepayment customers are
therefore unlikely to realise the benefits of competition even if the price cap
were not introduced. The ongoing magnitude of the detriment for
prepayment customers was a substantial factor in determining our
provisional decision to impose the price cap remedy.

Assessment of proportionality
7.221

We assess the proportionality of our proposed remedies in line with the
criteria set out in our guidance1034 which states that a proportionate remedy
is one that:1035
(a) is effective in achieving its legitimate aim;
(b) is no more onerous than needed to achieve its aim;
(c) is the least onerous if there is a choice between several effective
measures; and
(d) does not produce disadvantages which are disproportionate to the aim.

Effective in achieving its aim
7.222

As described in the effectiveness section1036 we believe that the PPM Price
Cap Remedy is likely to be effective in achieving its aim of limiting the prices
paid by prepayment customers in the short to medium term while other
remedies to the Prepayment AEC and Domestic Weak Customer Response
AEC are taking effect, so mitigating the detriment resulting from those AECs
during the transitional period (ie until the end of 2020).

7.223

We have also considered other potential impacts on suppliers. We anticipate
that suppliers will face some costs associated with implementing the

1034

CC3.
CC3, paragraph 344.
1036 See paragraphs 7.188–7.220.
1035
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remedy.1037 We do not expect these costs to be large as we expect that they
will relate only to monitoring compliance and updating tariff prices as
necessary to remain compliant.
7.224

We note the risk that the level of the price cap may be set too low to allow
for recovery of efficient costs. To the extent this risk materialises it would
reduce revenues by more than the excess which we have observed relative
to prices offered on direct debit. Thus we have sought to mitigate this risk,
and our approach to doing so is described in paragraphs 7.165 to 7.170.

7.225

We have also considered potential second order effects such as the risk of
the PPM Price Cap Remedy distorting incentives. Our assessment of these
risks is set out in paragraphs 7.236 to 7.257. In summary we are aware of a
number of possible distorting effects and have taken steps to mitigate these
risks where possible. We consider that the residual risks are sufficiently
small in terms of likelihood and impact as to not result in the PPM Price Cap
Remedy producing disadvantages which are disproportionate to the aim.

No more onerous than needed
7.226

We consider that the price cap is the only effective way to deal with the harm
to customers which is expected to persist until effective competition
develops, supported by our other proposed remedies and the smart meter
roll-out.

7.227

We consider that the PPM Price Cap Remedy is no more onerous than
needed to achieve its aim. We considered too whether it is possible to limit
the prices paid by domestic prepayment customers without imposing a price
cap. In particular we looked at the possibility of using principles-based
regulation to mandate the approach suppliers must take when setting prices
for domestic prepayment customers, for example by imposing a cost
reflectivity requirement. We note that there is already a cost-reflectivity
obligation relating to differences in the price charged for different payment
methods with the same tariff.1038

7.228

Our experience of reviewing cost differentials1039 suggests that suppliers do
not have sufficiently reliable cost information to allow for robust enforcement
of such a cost-reflectivity requirement such that this would not be a practical

1037

See paragraphs 7.258–7.260 for further detail.
This obligation is imposed by SLC 27.2A of the supply licence which was introduced to reflect requirements
in European Union (EU) Directives – Annex A(d) of Directive 2003/54/EC concerning common rules for the
internal market in electricity and of Directive 2003/55/EC concerning common rules for the internal market in
natural gas.
1039 Appendix 3.6, paragraph 35.
1038
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solution. We considered that a cost-reflectivity obligation is also not sufficient
to achieve the aims of the PPM Price Cap Remedy since it does not protect
customers from the Prepayment AEC should a supplier’s high prices reflect
inefficient costs. We also believe there is significant scope for such a
requirement to be gamed for example by manipulating internal cost
allocation.
7.229

We have considered whether there are less onerous ways to achieve the
aim of limiting prices and do not believe that there are. In particular we
considered variations on the proposed design. These alternative design
options are described in paragraphs 7.62 to 7.74. We believe that the PPM
Price Cap Remedy is a more effective and proportionate remedy compared
to the alternative price cap design concerning the external reference price
design, based on our assessment against the key criteria of practicability,
supplier incentives and accuracy discussed in paragraph 7.74. In a nutshell,
we believe that the proposed remedy is less onerous than the alternative
price cap design due to the simpler calculation methodology; annual, rather
than six monthly, update approach; and the reduced requirement for
significant volumes of data to be provided and reviewed by suppliers and
Ofgem respectively.

7.230

We have identified two specific respects in which the PPM Price Cap
Remedy may be onerous:
(a) Specifying a maximum level for prices which does not allow reasonable
opportunities for the recovery of efficient costs.
(b) Imposing costs associated with complying with the price cap, for
example costs relating to monitoring and compliance.

7.231

We have sought to mitigate the risk that the price cap is set below the level
of efficient costs by designing the price cap to take competitive prices in the
market1040 as a starting point and then updating in line with indices tracking
the key components of a customer’s bill. Additionally the existence of
headroom mitigates the risk that the level of the cap will be below efficient
costs.

7.232

We note that building in headroom to mitigate the risk of the cap being too
low increases the risk of the cap being too high. However, our initial

1040

The benchmark is based on the prices offered by Ovo Energy and First Utility. We consider that these tariffs
are competitive.
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modelling suggests that dual fuel single rate customers would benefit from a
reduction of £149 to £2051041 a year at Ofgem’s medium TDCV.
7.233

Thus we consider that the PPM Price Cap Remedy is no more onerous than
necessary to achieve its legitimate aim.

Is the least onerous if there is a choice between several effective measures
7.234

We have considered multiple alternative design options, including an
external reference price approach which involves setting a cap on
prepayment tariffs based on direct debit tariffs in the market, plus an uplift
reflecting our assessment of the costs associated with serving prepayment
customers. Our consideration of these alternative options is set out in
paragraphs 7.62 to 7.74. In our view, the PPM Price Cap Remedy involving
a hybrid reference price and cost index approach is the design that achieves
the best balance between practicability, minimising the scope for gaming,
accuracy, and our key criterion of being capable of implementation in the
near future (in order to maximise its effectiveness). Accordingly, our
provisional view is that, of the multiple alternative design options we have
considered, our preferred design option would be the most effective at
meeting its aim.

7.235

We also considered whether to set out a price cap in terms of a standing
charge and unit rates. While we note some benefits of this approach, we
provisionally concluded that this approach would constrain suppliers’
flexibility to offer a variety of tariffs, which in turn could be expected to
weaken competition for domestic prepayment customers (see paragraph
7.144).

Does not produce disproportionate disadvantages
7.236

To assess whether the PPM Price Cap Remedy produces disadvantages
which are disproportionate to the aim we have considered the potential
impact of the PPM Price Cap Remedy on suppliers and customers. Our
assessment of these impacts is detailed above in paragraphs 7.151 to
7.164.

1041

This range represents the potential saving for each dual fuel, domestic, single rate, PPM customer at
Ofgem’s medium TDCV. The saving for each customer will depend on whether they are a dual fuel or single fuel
customer, which region of the country they are in, whether they have a single rate or Economy 7 meter and their
actual level of energy consumption.
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7.237

We have considered the possible unintended consequences of the PPM
Price Cap Remedy. In particular we have considered possible unintended
impacts on the behaviour of customers and suppliers as described below.
Possibility of reduced customer engagement

7.238

A possible unintended consequence we have identified is that the existence
of a price cap would reduce customer engagement. The risk is that some
customers may feel they benefit sufficiently from the price cap such that
there is no need to investigate alternative tariffs in the market. We note that
the level of the price cap provides the opportunity for customers to benefit
from switching to a cheaper supplier, thus mitigating the risk that customers
do not engage in the market. However, we have not been able to reliably
quantify the likelihood of customers not engaging as a result of the price cap.

7.239

Therefore we considered the possible consequences of widespread
disengagement among affected customers, ie prepayment customers. Such
widespread disengagement may inhibit strong competition from developing
in the prepayment segments. We expect that the direct disincentivising effect
would be limited to prepayment customers over the life of the PPM Price
Cap Remedy. We note that currently there appears to be limited competition
in the markets for non-smart prepayment customers and thus the marginal
impact of any disincentivisation resulting from the PPM Price Cap Remedy,
relative to the current status quo, may be relatively small.

7.240

We note that in the counterfactual scenario competition in the prepayment
segments may intensify such that the marginal impact of a price cap would
be more significant. However, based on the evidence of detriment available
to us and our assessment of the counterfactual we believe it is appropriate
to implement a price cap remedy.

7.241

Beyond the life of the PPM Price Cap Remedy levels of engagement among
prepayment customers may remain low if customers have ‘lost the habit’ of
engaging in the market, though we consider that the implementation of our
engagement remedies and the introduction of fully functional smart meters is
likely to increase, potentially significantly, the levels of engagement,
particularly if these attract tariffs below the cap.
Reduced competition for prepayment customers

7.242

Another possible unintended consequence may be that suppliers do not
attempt to compete in the prepayment segments at all as they instead seek
to minimise risk by structuring tariffs to align as closely as possible with the
price cap. We consider that it is possible that suppliers would offer tariffs
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akin to the SVT where the price changes every year in line with the price
cap. We expect that suppliers would be hesitant to offer fixed-term tariffs of
more than one year in duration as a means of mitigating the risk that they
under-recover costs should the price cap be lowered during the fixed-term
tariff period. In this way it seems possible that the price cap may act to
reduce the strength of competition in the prepayment segments and average
prices could therefore rise.
7.243

However, against the current counterfactual of limited effective competition
in the prepayment segments (as evidenced by the substantial detriment we
have provisionally found), in the short term we would expect that the price
cap would be effective at lowering prices. In the medium term it is possible
that prices in such a scenario may be higher than they would be in the
counterfactual. That is, prices, when subject to the price cap, may be higher
than they would have been if the other proposed remedies concerning the
Prepayment AEC and the Domestic Weak Customer Response AEC were
introduced but the PPM Price Cap Remedy was not. However, given the
timetable for the possible implementation of the other proposed remedies as
compared with the implementation and expected removal of the PPM Price
Cap Remedy, we do not think that there is a significant risk of prices being
inflated in the medium term.
Risk that suppliers attempt to game the cap

7.244

We have considered the risk that suppliers attempt to game the cap. We
consider that suppliers will not have the ability to game the price cap as the
level of the price cap is determined solely with reference to parameters
which the suppliers are unable to influence.1042
Risk of suppliers exiting the market

7.245

There is a risk that under-recovery of costs, or the fear of costs not being
recovered, leads some suppliers to seek to exit the prepayment segments.
Condition 22 of the supply licence requires that suppliers provide an offer to
supply to any customers that request one (which must include an offer to
pay by prepayment meter1043). Thus the only way for a supplier with more
than 50,000 domestic customers to completely exit the prepayment
segments would be to entirely cease licensed activity and relinquish its

1042

We note that some of the suppliers are vertically integrated and are part of a corporate group that also owns
and operates energy network infrastructure. We note that the RIIO price control regulations stipulate the revenue
that these network businesses are allowed to earn and therefore the suppliers are not able to influence this
aspect of the price cap even when part of a vertically integrated corporate group.
1043 When a supplier has more than 50,000 domestic customers. See SLC 27.1 and 27.2.
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supply licence. We consider that the incentives against doing so are strong
enough that likelihood of this outcome is low.
7.246

We note that suppliers could attempt to effectively exit the market while
retaining their licence and remaining compliant. For example, suppliers could
avoid taking on new customers by only offering prepayment meter tariffs with
onerous conditions such that customers would not choose these tariffs.
Suppliers could also seek to sell their existing stock of prepayment
customers.1044 We note that existing regulations relating to Standards of
Conduct1045 limit the extent to which suppliers can treat existing prepayment
customers poorly. A number of respondents to the Second Supplemental
Remedies Notice suggested that these regulations would be effective in this
regard.

7.247

Our expectation is that while the price cap will initially reduce prices, the new
level of prices will still be at such a level that profitable competition is
possible beneath the level of the cap. Thus we do not expect that suppliers
would have significant incentive to exit the market. We also note the scope
for a final order to be reviewed on the basis of a material change in
circumstance.
Reduced quality of service

7.248

We have considered the possibility that the existence of a price cap could
reduce the quality of service received by affected customers. We do not
consider that this is a significant risk as suppliers noted in their response to
the Second Supplemental Remedies Notice that the Standards of
Conduct,1046 which suppliers are obliged to deliver, mitigate this risk. One
supplier noted that the pressure of competition and need to increase or
maintain market share would also mitigate this risk. Other suppliers
suggested that there was a risk that a price cap could result in reduced
quality of service but did not provide persuasive arguments to support this
view.

1044

We have not considered in detail the structure of any such disposal beyond identifying that it would likely be
possible to create a new licensed subsidiary which administers all prepayment meter contracts with customers
and to then sell this business in its entirety.
1045 Specifically SLCs 7B and 25C of the gas and electricity supply licences specify the standards of conduct to
which suppliers must adhere. These conditions require that suppliers treat customers fairly.
1046 See Appendix 7.1, Annex B, paragraph 20.
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Increased perception of regulatory risk
7.249

There is a risk that investors perceive increased regulatory risk in the sector
as a result of a price cap being implemented. This perception of greater
regulatory risk could result in investors seeking higher rates of return1047
which in turn would increase costs for suppliers and ultimately the prices
paid by customers.

7.250

To the extent that investors currently benefit from a weaker level of
competition and the consequential elevated prices, the current level of
perceived risk in the sector may be lower than it would be if there were
robust competition. Thus we do not believe that we should act with the aim
of ensuring there is no increased perception of risk.

7.251

We are, however, mindful of the need to act in a rational manner and to
avoid increasing the risk, or perceived risk, in the domestic retail energy
markets unduly. Accordingly we have sought to mitigate the risk of a number
of adverse scenarios (such as the risk of cost under-recovery). Further, we
consider that the limited scope of the PPM Price Cap Remedy, the rationale
for its introduction, the inclusion of headroom, the objective nature of the
application of the cap, the clearly defined termination date and the limited
duration, all act to moderate the extent of any increased perception of risk.
Risk of reduced innovation

7.252

There is a risk that suppliers cease, or reduce their level of, innovation in
response to the lower profits available from prepayment customers. Should
this happen then it is possible that non-prepayment customers and
prepayment customers will suffer negative unintended consequences of the
PPM Price Cap Remedy during the time it is in place, and beyond the point
at which the PPM Price Cap Remedy is removed.

7.253

Pursuant to our proposed remedy to remove aspects of the simpler choices
components of the RMR rules,1048 suppliers will have a lot more scope to
innovate in their tariff construction. Since only 15% of gas customers and
16% of electricity customers have a prepayment meter there is still
significant incentive for suppliers to innovate in order to win new non-

1047

We note that one investor (Invesco Perpetual) responded to the Remedies Notice indicating that increased
regulatory uncertainty would likely increase its perception of risk in the sector and, therefore, companies’ costs of
capital.
1048 See paragraph 11.9 for further detail.
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prepayment customers. Thus we do not consider there to be a high
likelihood of reduced innovation.
Risk that the price cap becomes permanent
7.254

Some respondents1049 noted the risk that a price cap may become
permanent due to the potential negative consequences of removing the cap
and possible political pressure to retain the cap. If the PPM Price Cap
Remedy were to stay in force indefinitely then it could potentially act to limit
the development of competition for prepayment customers with an
associated detrimental impact on customers.

7.255

We consider that the risk of political pressure being applied to retain the
PPM Price Cap Remedy is effectively mitigated by the governance structure
by which certain decisions of the CMA are made. Specifically, the CMA’s
decisions are made by an independent group of members of the CMA’s
panel. They are not accountable to ministers for their decisions, nor are they
required to have particular regard to ministerial preferences.

7.256

We note that due to the positive impacts that we believe the PPM Price Cap
Remedy is capable of delivering, the removal of these positive impacts at the
end of the remedy may be perceived negatively. We believe that this risk is
mitigated by the fact that the removal of PPM Price Cap Remedy would be
expected to coincide with the substantive conclusion of the widespread
installation of smart meters. This would have two relevant effects:
(a) The removal of the PPM Price Cap Remedy would be objectively
determined and its removal could be anticipated by affected customers
and suppliers.
(b) The removal of the PPM Price Cap Remedy would coincide with an
expected increase in ease with which prepayment customers may
engage in the market and switch tariffs. Accordingly we expect that once
the PPM Price Cap Remedy is removed, competition for prepayment
customers would strengthen further such that the net result of the
removal of the PPM Price Cap Remedy would be positive.

7.257

1049

We note that one possible outcome of the mid-term review is that the CMA
may decide to encourage Ofgem to review the roll-out of smart meters and
take whatever action it considers appropriate (such as introducing a new
price cap) from the start of 2021. However, we would only expect
encouragement of a further price cap to result in the event that the roll-out of

See Appendix 7.1, Annex A, paragraph 19.
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smart meters was materially behind schedule at the time of the mid-term
review. In light of the above we do not consider that there is a significant risk
of the PPM Price Cap Remedy becoming a permanent feature of the market.
Costs and benefits of implementing the price cap
7.258

We have considered the possibility of calculating the net present value for
customers of the PPM Price Cap Remedy. We consider that while we have a
reasonable estimate of the potential benefit for customers in the short term
we lack precision in our estimate of the costs for suppliers. Further, the
benefits in the quantum of the medium-term benefits is uncertain as it
depends on the extent to which competition develops over this time frame.

7.259

We expect that each supplier would face the costs of collecting and reporting
its tariff data to Ofgem and of maintaining a monitoring function to ensure its
prices remain compliant. We note too that Ofgem will incur costs in updating
the price cap and monitoring compliance. We note that Ofgem’s 2014/15
Annual Report and Accounts shows that the total cost of the smarter grids
and governance division (ie the part of Ofgem responsible for price controls)
was £19.7 million in 2014/15 (and £19.0 million in 2013/14).1050 We note too
that the Water Industry Commission for Scotland (WICS) spent £0.9 million
in 2014/15 (and £1.0 million in 2013/14)1051 on ‘determination of prices and
monitoring of performance’ and that this covered the period in which WICS
determined the price control for 2015–2021. Given the scale of Ofgem
involvement anticipated in administering the PPM Price Cap Remedy we
expect that the incremental cost for Ofgem would be closer to the costs we
note WICS incurred.

7.260

We estimate that annual savings for customers, assuming medium TDCV for
all prepayment customers and headroom of £25 per fuel, could be of the
order of £303 million. We expect that the monitoring and compliance costs
imposed on suppliers by this remedy will therefore not be material relative to
the expected benefits for customers.

Relevant customer benefits
7.261

We have considered whether the Prepayment AEC gives rise to any relevant
customer benefits1052 which may be lost as a result of the implementation of
the PPM Price Cap Remedy. However, we do not believe that any such
relevant customer benefits arise. We considered the possibility that other

1050

See Ofgem Annual Report and Accounts 2014-15, note 2.
See WICS resource accounts 2014-15, note 3.
1052 Section 134 (7)–(8) of the 2002 Act.
1051
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customers benefit from lower prices that suppliers are only able to offer
because of the excess prices being charged to prepayment customers. If
prepayment customers were subsidising other customers, suppliers would
be able to offer other (non-prepayment meter) tariffs which were not
profitable. We provisionally concluded that, while this is possible in principle,
there is no evidence that this takes place, as suppliers have told us that they
typically price tariffs to be profitable over the period for which they retain the
customer. Further we have not seen any evidence that there is a waterbed
effect in relation to prepayment customers.
Consideration of Ofgem’s statutory duties
7.262

Where the CMA is considering whether to modify one or more of the
conditions of a retail gas or electricity supplier’s licence, in deciding whether
such action would be reasonable and practicable, the CMA must ‘have
regard’ to the relevant statutory functions of Ofgem.1053

7.263

Accordingly, in reaching our provisional decision to introduce a new standard
licence condition to implement the PPM Price Cap Remedy, we have, as
part of our own application of the legal framework requiring us to decide
upon proposed remedies that are effective and proportionate,1054 taken into
account Ofgem’s statutory duties and objectives.

7.264

In particular, we do not consider that any aspect of the PPM Price Cap
Remedy will have an adverse impact on suppliers’ ability to meet all
reasonable demands for gas and electricity supply (so far as it remains
economical to do so), achieving sustainable development, security of supply
or environmental concerns. In this regard, the PPM Price Cap Remedy will
only impact the ‘efficiency’ limb of the Trilemma considerations built into
Ofgem’s statutory duties and functions (also known as the ‘affordability’
limb), insofar as the ultimate aim of the PPM Price Cap Remedy is to ensure
that the prices for the retail supply of gas and electricity to domestic
prepayment customers in Great Britain are affordable (or, in other words,
maintained at a reasonable level).

7.265

The PPM Price Cap Remedy is designed to do so by mitigating the residual
harm to domestic prepayment customers that we provisionally consider
arises and will continue to arise from the Prepayment AEC and the Domestic
Weak Customer Response AEC while our proposed remedies concerning
the prepayment framework and concerning domestic customer engagement

1053
1054

Section 168 of the Act and paragraph 347 of CC3.
CC3, pp71–73.
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more generally, take effect, and until the roll-out of smart meters has been
substantially completed. In particular, we envisage that the PPM Price Cap
Remedy would reduce the prices being paid by prepayment customers and
equilibrate the highest of them1055 with a cost-adjusted benchmark level
based on competitively priced acquisition tariffs in the rest of the domestic
markets (see paragraphs (7.79 to 7.87)).
7.266

In having regard to Ofgem’s principal objective, we have also considered the
potential impact that each aspect of the PPM Price Cap Remedy may have
on protecting the interests of existing and future consumers, including
vulnerable consumers. A remedy of this type has the benefit of providing
direct protection to existing and future prepayment customers, many of
whom are, and are likely to be, on low incomes or otherwise vulnerable, and
who are suffering substantial harm, at least, from the Prepayment AEC, and
also the Domestic Weak Customer Response AEC, and will continue to do
so up until, at least, the roll-out of smart meters has been substantially
completed (see paragraphs 7.171 to 7.181 above)(notwithstanding the
implementation of our other proposed remedies concerning the Prepayment
AEC and the Domestic Weak Customer Response AEC).

7.267

We note that we have considered the potential unintended adverse
consequences the PPM Price Cap Remedy may have on certain aspects of
competition in the prepayment segments, and retail domestic markets more
broadly, and whether it may dampen the effectiveness of our other proposed
remedies concerning the Prepayment AEC or the Domestic Weak Customer
Response AEC. For the reasons given in paragraphs 7.236 to 7.261 above,
we believe that the PPM Price Cap Remedy will not unnecessarily cut
across the beneficial effects that competition has the potential to bring to
customers. We expect that our proposed engagement, and other
prepayment, remedies will introduce sufficiently strong competition for
prepayment customers, such that competition will determine the prices paid
by prepayment customers rather than the price cap. In this context, the
design of the price cap incorporates a degree of implicit and explicit
headroom to allow efficient suppliers to offer profitable tariffs below the level
of the cap as outlined in paragraph 7.84 above. The PPM Price Cap
Remedy has been carefully designed so as to appropriately target those
customers who are clearly identifiable, are significantly harmed (by the
combined effects of Prepayment AEC and the Domestic Weak Customer
Response AEC), and for whom competition has been least effective to date,
and has the furthest to improve to address the detriment we have observed

1055

We consider that our other proposed remedies should enable competition to take place below the level of the
price cap.
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from the Prepayment AEC and the Domestic Weak Customer Response
AEC.
7.268

Accordingly, in the paragraphs above we have balanced the potential
unintended adverse consequences against the substantial benefit we
consider the PPM Price Cap Remedy will bring to prepayment customers,
and have provisionally decided to implement the PPM Price Cap Remedy. In
doing so, we have had regard to Ofgem’s statutory duties and objectives, in
particular, its principal objective of protecting the interests of existing and
future consumers, wherever possible by promoting effective competition.
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8.

Effectiveness and proportionality of our proposed package of remedies

8.1

Based on the assessment in Sections 4 to 7 above, we have proposed a
number of measures to be included within a package of remedies that will be
effective in addressing the Domestic AECs (and/or associated detriment)
that we have provisionally identified.1056

8.2

In our assessment of the effectiveness of this proposed package of
remedies, we have considered below:
(a) how the proposed package of remedies addresses the provisional AECs
and/or associated customer detriment (paragraphs 8.3 to 8.53);
(b) other aspects of the effectiveness of our proposed package of remedies
(paragraphs 8.54 to 8.100);
(c) relevant customer benefits (paragraphs 8.102 to 8.105); and
(d) the proportionality of our proposed package of remedies (paragraphs
8.106 to 8.148).

How the package of remedies addresses the provisional AECs and the
resulting customer detriment
8.3

As set out in Section 4, we have provisionally identified five AECs affecting
the domestic retail energy markets – the Domestic Weak Customer
Response AEC, the Prepayment AEC, and three AECs relating to the
regulatory framework, namely, the systems of electricity and gas settlement
(the Settlement AECs)1057 and aspects of the ‘simpler choices’ component of
the RMR reforms (the RMR AEC). We estimate that the detriment arising
from these AECs is very substantial – at around £1.7 billion per year over
the last three and a half years for the Domestic AECs,1058 with a marked
increase in detriment year on year over the period.

8.4

We have discussed the aim of each element of the proposed package of
remedies addressing the Domestic AECs in Sections 4 to 7. In this
subsection, we draw upon those sections and summarise how the elements
of the proposed remedies package work together to address those features

1056

In addition, we have also proposed remedies aimed at addressing the Settlement AECs which concern the
domestic (and SME) retail energy markets; the effectiveness and proportionality of the proposed remedies
concerning the Settlement AECs are assessed in Section 5.
1057 The Settlement AECs concern the SME retail energy markets as well as the domestic retail energy markets.
1058 The Domestic Weak Customer Response AEC, the Prepayment AEC and the RMR AEC.
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of the domestic retail energy markets that give rise to each of the provisional
AECs and/or associated detriment.
8.5

We have provisionally found a number of features of the markets for the
domestic retail supply of gas and electricity in Great Britain relating
specifically to the prepayment segments that give rise to the Prepayment
AEC and/or associated detriment.1059 These features are:
(a) technical constraints that limit the ability of all suppliers, and in particular
new entrants, to innovate by offering tariff structures that meet demand
from prepayment customers who do not have a smart meter (the
technical constraints feature); and
(b) softened incentives for all suppliers, and in particular new entrants, to
compete to acquire prepayment customers due to:
(i) actual and perceived higher costs to engage with, and acquire,
prepayment customers compared with other customers; and
(ii) a low prospect of successfully completing the switch of indebted
customers, who represent about 15% of prepayment customers.

8.6

We have provisionally found that the simpler choices component of Ofgem’s
RMR rules (including the ban on complex tariffs, the maximum limit on the
number of tariffs that suppliers will be able to offer at any point in time, the
simplification of cash discounts, and the ban on certain bundled products) is
a feature of the markets for the domestic retail supply of electricity and gas
that gives rise to the RMR AEC by reducing retail suppliers’ ability to
innovate in designing tariff structures, and by softening competition between
PCWs.

8.7

In addition, we have provisionally found that a combination of features in the
markets for the domestic retail supply of gas and electricity give rise to the
Domestic Weak Customer Response AEC which, in turn, gives suppliers a
position of unilateral market power concerning their inactive customer base
which they are able to exploit through their pricing policies or otherwise.

8.8

These features are: customers’ limited awareness of and interest in their
ability to switch energy supplier, actual and perceived barriers to accessing
and assessing information, and actual and/or perceived barriers to switching.
We have noted that these features are heightened in respect of domestic
customers on restricted meters due to factors affecting these particular

1059

See the Addendum.
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customers.1060 We have also observed that the overall weight of evidence
supports a provisional finding that disengagement and weak customer
response is a more significant problem among prepayment customers
compared with domestic customers on direct debit.1061
8.9

As noted in Section 4, our proposed remedies package concerning the
Domestic AECs is based on the principles of: creating a framework for
effective competition; helping customers to engage; and protecting
customers who are less able to engage to exploit the benefits of competition.
The component parts of the remedies package concerning each of these
principles are set out in turn below. Our provisional view is that the proposed
remedy package will be effective in addressing each of the Domestic AECs
and/or associated detriment.

Creating a framework for effective competition
Remedies to address constraints on competition for prepayment customers
8.10

For the reasons set out in Section 3, we believe that, in addition to the RMR
AEC, there are features of the domestic retail energy markets that give rise
to two distinct, but related, AECs concerning prepayment meter customers:
one on the demand side (the Domestic Weak Customer Response AEC),
and one principally concerning the supply side (the Prepayment AEC).

8.11

As regards the Prepayment AEC, we propose to recommend a number of
actions are taken by Ofgem, possibly with the acceptance of undertakings
from the Six Large Energy Firms, which we provisionally consider will be
effective in addressing aspects of the features giving rise to the Prepayment
AEC. Further details are set out in Section 5.

8.12

In relation to the technical constraints feature imposed by the dumb
prepayment infrastructure, we are proposing a range of remedies that will
make better use of the available tariff slots, so as to reduce the impact of the
dumb prepayment meter technical constraints on the ability of suppliers, and
in particular new entrants, to innovate by offering tariff structures that meet
demand from prepayment meter customers who do not have a smart meter.

8.13

These proposed remedies include recommendations to Ofgem that it take
responsibility for the efficient allocation of gas tariff pages. Moreover, we are
proposing to seek undertakings from the Six Large Energy Firms (and,
absent such undertakings, recommend that Ofgem change gas suppliers’

1060
1061

See paragraphs 3.136.
See paragraph 3.112.
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standard licence conditions) so as to (i) set up a cap on the number of gas
tariff pages that a supplier can hold; (ii) set up an obligation for suppliers to
provide relevant information for Ofgem to monitor the allocation of the gas
tariff codes; and (iii) enable Ofgem to mandate the transfer of unused gas
tariff codes to another supplier.
8.14

To further mitigate the impact of tariff codes on competition for customers on
dumb prepayment meters, we recommend that Ofgem changes
SLC 22B.7(b) to allow suppliers to set prices to prepayment customers with
no obligation to apply the regional cost variations that are applied to other
payment methods within the same core tariff. As a result, suppliers would be
able to make better and more efficient use of the tariff codes that have been
allocated. We also recommend that Ofgem deprioritises potential
enforcement action against suppliers in relation to this licence condition
pending the change. This will allow suppliers to make better use of their
limited tariff codes.

8.15

The aspect of the feature of softened incentives for all suppliers (and in
particular new entrants) to compete to acquire prepayment customers
arising from a low prospect of successfully completing the switch of indebted
customers, will be partly addressed by our proposed recommendation to
Ofgem to take appropriate steps to ensure that certain changes to the Debt
Assignment Protocol are implemented by the end of 2016. This proposed
remedy mainly involves removing some of the barriers that prepayment
customers without a debt face when attempting to switch to a credit meter.

8.16

In light of the above, we consider that the proposed remedies specific to the
prepayment segments are complementary, and will be effective in
addressing part of the Prepayment AEC and associated detriment by
increasing both suppliers’ ability, and their incentives, to compete for
customers in the prepayment segments.
Withdrawal of the simpler choices component of the RMR rules

8.17

Our proposed package of remedies includes remedies that will be effective
in addressing the RMR AEC and associated detriment. Further details are
set out in Section 5.

8.18

The proposed remedy takes the form of a recommendation to Ofgem to
remove a number of standard licence conditions relating to the simpler
choices component of the RMR rules (including the ban on complex tariffs,
the four-tariff rule, the ban on certain discounts, and the ban on certain
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bundled products).1062 Our proposed recommendation will enhance
competition and innovation between retail energy suppliers in the retention
and acquisition of domestic customers and, accordingly, will address not
only the RMR AEC, but will also in part enhance suppliers’ ability to compete
for new customers (including prepayment customers), thus also addressing
part of the Prepayment AEC. Increased choice for domestic customers may
also raise customers’ interest in switching, and thereby address part of one
of the features giving rise to the Domestic Weak Customer Response AEC.
8.19

In addition, our proposed recommendation will facilitate competition between
PCWs by allowing them to negotiate exclusive tariffs with domestic energy
suppliers and to offer discounts funded by the commissions they receive
from suppliers. As the incentive on the part of suppliers to negotiate
exclusive deals with PCWs can also potentially be undermined by the
current Whole of the Market Requirement included in Ofgem’s Confidence
Code,1063 our proposed recommendation to Ofgem also provides for the
removal of the Whole of the Market Requirement, and the introduction of a
requirement for accredited PCWs to be transparent over the market
coverage they provide to domestic customers.1064 We have noted that PCWs
play a key role in removing barriers for domestic customers to access and
assess information and, accordingly, in facilitating customer engagement.
Therefore, our proposed remedy would also address part of one of the
features giving rise to the Domestic Weak Customer Response AEC.

8.20

In order to mitigate any potential unintended consequences arising from a
potentially significant increase in the number of tariffs on offer, we also
propose, as part of the recommendation to Ofgem, to introduce an additional
Standard of Conduct into retail suppliers’ standard licence conditions that
would require suppliers to have regard in the design of tariffs to the ease
with which customers can compare ‘value for money’ with other tariffs they
offer.1065 We have noted in Section 6, with encouragement, Ofgem’s broader
intentions to move to more principles-based regulation concerning the retail
energy markets, and Ofgem’s recent enforcement action against the existing
Standards of Conduct.

Helping customers engage to exploit the benefits of competition
8.21

Our proposed package of remedies concerning domestic customer
engagement involves proposed remedies that are targeted at addressing

1062

See paragraphs 5.358–5.443 for further details.
Involving a requirement on PCWs to display the whole of the market.
1064 See paragraphs 6.108–6.129.
1065 See paragraphs 6.82–6.103.
1063
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one or more aspects of the features giving rise to the Domestic Weak
Customer Response AEC and associated detriment. Since the Domestic
Weak Customer Response AEC affects all domestic customers, including
prepayment customers, the proposed remedies can be expected, once they
become effective, to also enhance suppliers’ incentives to compete for
prepayment customers. There will therefore be a strong interaction between
the proposed remedies concerning the Domestic Weak Customer Response
AEC and the Prepayment AEC.
8.22

However, our provisional view is that while the proposed supply- and
demand-side measures will be effective in addressing the features
contributing to each of the Domestic Weak Customer Response AEC and
the Prepayment AEC, they will take time to implement before they start to
address the features we have identified and, in turn, reduce the detriment to
domestic customers arising from them. As a result, we expect that the
substantial detriment arising, in particular, from the Domestic Weak
Customer Response AEC and the Prepayment AEC, is likely to remain for
the next few years. Given the size of the detriment we have observed, we
have provisionally concluded that there is a need for a remedy to reduce the
detriment directly during this transitional period, through the introduction of a
price cap for customers on prepayment meters.

8.23

We discuss each of the proposed remedies concerning domestic customer
engagement in turn below, and how they interact to address the features of
the Domestic Weak Customer Response AEC and/or associated detriment,
before discussing their interaction with the proposed price cap for
prepayment customers. We have discussed the rationale for each
engagement remedy comprising the proposed package in Section 6.

8.24

We have considered first how the proposed package of remedies addresses
those features of the markets that give rise to weak customer response by
limiting customers’ awareness of and interest in their ability to switch energy
supplier, create actual and/or perceived barriers for certain customers to
access and assess information relating to gas and electricity retail supply,
and create actual and/or perceived barriers to switching. We consider the
synergies between the various measures and the coherence of the package
of remedies later in this section (see paragraphs 8.85 to 8.100).
Customers’ limited awareness of and interest in their ability to switch energy
supplier

8.25

We have provisionally found that customers’ limited awareness of and
interest in their ability to switch energy supplier arises from two fundamental
characteristics of the domestic retail energy markets, namely the
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homogenous nature of gas and electricity (which fundamentally affects the
potential for customer engagement in the markets), and the role of traditional
meters and bills, which gives rise to a disparity between actual and
estimated consumption that can be confusing and unhelpful to customers
understanding the relationship between the energy they consume and the
amount they ultimately pay.
8.26

These fundamental characteristics may particularly affect certain categories
of customer (eg those who are elderly, live in social and rented housing or
have relatively low levels of income or education) who we observe are less
likely to have considered engaging than others.1066

8.27

The proposed package of remedies will address, in part, this aspect of the
Domestic Weak Customer Response AEC by increasing both customers’
awareness of, and their interest in, their ability to switch energy supplier. We
consider below the contribution made by each element of the proposed
package of remedies to addressing this aspect.

8.28

First, we are proposing a programme, led by Ofgem (the Ofgem-led
programme), to identify, test (through randomised controlled trials (RCTs),
where appropriate) and implement (for example, through appropriate
changes to gas and electricity suppliers’ standard licence conditions)
measures to provide domestic customers with different or additional
information with the aim of promoting engagement in the domestic retail
energy markets.1067 We propose to seek to enhance the effective
implementation of the Ofgem-led programme by inviting suppliers to offer
undertakings to participate in the Ofgem-led programme or, failing that, to
require suppliers to participate.

8.29

We have identified a shortlist of measures to be developed through the
Ofgem-led programme, which includes testing (i) changes to the information
in domestic bills and how this is presented including a market-wide cheapest
tariff message; (ii) changes to the specific messaging that domestic
customers receive in bills once they move, or are moved, on to an SVT
and/or other default tariffs; and (iii) changes to the name of default tariffs.
We propose to recommend that, in order to be as effective as possible,
these measures be tested through use of RCTs. We would expect effective
trials to lead to more effective engagement measures, which in turn would
increase awareness and interest in switching on the part of domestic
customers.

1066
1067

See the provisional findings report, paragraph 8.301.
See paragraphs 6.12–6.74.
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8.30

Second, we are proposing the creation of a database (the Database remedy)
of certain domestic customers1068 who have been on a supplier’s SVT (or
any other default tariff) for three or more years (the Disengaged Domestic
Customers), to whom rival suppliers would have limited access and, subject
to strict use restrictions, could then contact the Disengaged Domestic
Customers that have not opted out.1069 We have noted in Section 6 that this
proposed remedy is modelled on the French competition authority’s
successful application for an interim order requiring Engie (formerly GDF
Suez) to disclose details of its customers on regulated gas tariffs to other
suppliers. Although a number of Disengaged Domestic Customers may
choose to ‘opt out’ of the proposed disclosure, we consider based on the
opt-out rate for the similar measure implemented in France, that many
customers would not and suppliers would therefore be able to contact a
large proportion of Disengaged Domestic Customers to prompt them to
engage.

8.31

By giving rival suppliers access to certain customer information, we believe
that they will be able to prompt such customers to engage through targeted
marketing, thereby increasing such customers’ awareness of, and possibly
also their interest in, their ability to switch supplier.

8.32

Third, we are proposing specific measures targeted at customers on
restricted meters,1070 for whom we have observed that their awareness of
their ability to switch is particularly limited.1071 We are proposing to order
suppliers to remind their domestic electricity customers on restricted meters,
in their regular communications with them, that they have the option to
switch supplier or to switch to a single-rate tariff without having to change
their meter or incur replacement costs. We are also proposing to
recommend to Citizens Advice that it becomes a recognised provider of
information and support to domestic electricity customers on restricted
meters, and to order suppliers to provide their customers on restricted
meters with contact details for Citizens Advice, and to provide Citizens
Advice with information it may reasonably require concerning customers on
restricted meters. These measures will directly increase the awareness of
customers on restricted meters of their ability to switch.

1068

Excluding customers who opt out.
See paragraphs 6.225–6.292.
1070 See paragraphs 6.317–6.367.
1071 See paragraph 3.147(a).
1069
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Actual and perceived barriers to accessing and assessing information
relating to energy supply
8.33

We have provisionally found that certain customers face actual and
perceived barriers to accessing and assessing information arising, in
particular, from the complex information provided in bills and the structure of
tariffs which combine to inhibit the value-for-money assessment of available
options (particularly for customers with low levels of education or income,
the elderly and/or those without internet access, and a lack of confidence in,
and access to, PCWs by certain customers, including the less well-educated
and the less well-off).

8.34

The proposed package of remedies will address, in part, this aspect of the
Domestic Weak Customer Response AEC by improving domestic
customers’ own ability to access and assess the information needed to make
a value-for-money assessment (as regards the value for money of their
existing tariff, and as compared to those offered by other suppliers). It will
also improve domestic customers’ use of PCWs and other TPIs to access
and assess the information needed for such assessments.

8.35

First, the Ofgem-led programme, by measuring the effect on engagement of
a range of different changes to bills, cheapest tariff messaging, and names
for the SVT, can be expected, once successful trials have been concluded,
to lead to clearer, and less complex, information being provided to
customers, thereby (in addition to enhancing their awareness of and interest
in their ability to switch) improving their access to and ability to assess
information to help them decide whether to switch. In particular, we would
expect the Ofgem-led programme to be capable of targeting particular
customer groups, such as those on prepayment meters.

8.36

Second, the Database remedy will further facilitate such customers’ access
to information that enables them to conduct a value-for-money assessment.
Since suppliers will be able to contact other suppliers’ Disengaged Domestic
Customers and market directly to them (by post), they will be able to design
targeted marketing campaigns to encourage such customers to consider
switching.

8.37

Third, we are proposing to increase the ability and incentives of PCWs to
engage with domestic customers by, as noted above, removing the Whole of
the Market Requirement on PCWs, and also by recommending to DECC that
certain changes are made to the specification of Midata phase 2.1072 Such

1072

See paragraphs 6.094–6.222.
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changes would increase supplier participation in Midata (thus ensuring that
all customers’ data is available for a price comparison), would expand the
scope of data included (thus broadening the categories of customer that can
receive a price comparison service), and give PCWs the ability to seek
customer consent to have access, at a later point in time, or on an ongoing
basis, to the customer’s updated Midata. In combination, we would expect
such proposed remedies, among other things, to allow PCWs to provide
enhanced price comparison services to customers.
8.38

Finally, and as noted in Sections 5 and 6, we note that the proposed remedy
concerning the removal of aspects of the simpler choices component of the
RMR rules, is likely to lead to increased tariff complexity. However, for the
reasons noted in Sections 5 and 6, when combined with the proposed
removal of the Whole of the Market Requirement, and the introduction of a
new Standard of Conduct, we do not consider that greater confusion will
result. We therefore do not consider that the effectiveness of the proposed
remedies targeting actual and perceived barriers to accessing and assessing
information will be undermined.
Actual and/or perceived barriers to switching

8.39

We have provisionally found that customers face actual and/or perceived
barriers to switching, such as where they have uncertified meters or
experience erroneous transfers, which impact customers’ ability to switch as
well as their perception of switching. In addition, as noted in Section 3, we
have observed that certain suppliers require customers on restricted meters
to replace their restricted meter (the cost of which may or may not be
covered by the supplier).1073 We consider that this increases the actual and
perceived barriers to switching faced by such customers, in particular, by
adding to the number of factors that a customer needs to take into account
in a value-for-money assessment.

8.40

The proposed package of remedies will address, in part, this aspect of the
Domestic Weak Customer Response AEC by improving PCWs’ access to
customer meter information, and thereby help reduce the number of
erroneous transfers. It will also remove the actual and/or perceived barriers
to switching faced by customers of certain suppliers on restricted meters
who are required to replace their meter (the cost of which may or may not be
covered by the supplier), when switching to that supplier.

1073

See paragraph 3.138.
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8.41

First, we propose to order Gemserv and Xoserve, as managers of the
ECOES and SCOGES databases, respectively, to provide access to PCWs
to the databases on reasonable terms and subject to reasonable access
terms.1074 By accessing such databases, PCWs will be able to access more
accurate metering information concerning domestic customers (rather than
relying on customer information or information from GB Group), which would
result in a reduction in the number of erroneous transfers.

8.42

Second, we propose to order electricity suppliers with more than 50,000
domestic customers to make all their single-rate electricity tariffs available to
all (existing and new) domestic electricity customers on restricted meters
without making such tariffs available conditional upon the replacement of
their existing meter.1075 By prohibiting suppliers from forcing customers to
change meter, our view is that this proposed remedy will address this aspect
of the feature giving rise to the Domestic Weak Customer Response AEC as
regards customers on restricted meters.

8.43

This proposed remedy is also specifically designed to work in conjunction
with the proposed informational remedy noted above concerning customers
on restricted meters.1076 The effectiveness of both proposed remedies would
be increased as customers on restricted meters are provided with more
information about their alternative tariff options, have more sources of
information available to them (with greater focus by Citizens Advice), and
would not be limited to other tariffs available for their specific restricted
meter, since suppliers would be prohibited from forcing a customer to switch
meter if they wished to switch to one of their unrestricted meter tariffs.
Impact on suppliers’ unilateral market power

8.44

We believe that our proposed engagement remedies can materially improve
engagement and overcome many aspects of the features that we have
provisionally identified as giving rise to the Domestic Weak Customer
Response AEC and associated detriment. In particular, we believe that our
proposed remedies, together with the substantial completion of the national
programme for the roll-out of smart meters1077, will address the Domestic
Weak Customer Response AEC and associated detriment (in particular as
regards direct debit customers, who face reduced barriers to switching and
to accessing and assessing information as compared to customers on

1074

See paragraphs 6.149–6.187.
See paragraphs 6.321–6.341.
1076 See paragraphs 6.342–6.360.
1077 See paragraph 4.80.
1075
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restricted meters and prepayment customers1078). Accordingly, suppliers
would no longer have unilateral market power over their inactive customer
base.
8.45

We noted in Section 4 that our proposed engagement remedies will take
some time, however, to implement and become effective (some longer than
others) (see further paragraphs 8.59 to 8.80 below). The roll-out of smart
meters is not expected to be substantially completed until the end of 2020. In
this regard, it has not been possible for us to quantitatively assess how the
detriment we have provisionally found will be addressed by the different
elements of the proposed package, nor by reference to any gradual
diminishment to suppliers’ unilateral power. By their nature, we expect our
proposed remedies to be gradual in their implementation, and mutually
reinforcing in their effect, and so we would anticipate that the Domestic
Weak Customer Response AEC and associated detriment would be
addressed increasingly effectively over the medium term (with the roll-out of
smart meters supporting this position).

Protecting customers less able to engage to exploit the benefits of competition
8.46

In relation to the Domestic AECs, we have taken particular account of the
strength of the features contributing to the Prepayment AEC and the
Domestic Weak Customer Response AEC as it applies to prepayment
customers.

8.47

We have, in particular, noted that the proposed remedies affecting
prepayment customers, notably all of the proposed remedies designed to
address aspects of the features contributing to all of the Domestic AECs, will
take time to implement before they start to address the features we have
identified and, in turn, reduce the detriment arising from them.

8.48

Accordingly, we expect the detriment arising from the Domestic AECs to
persist in substantial form over, at least, the short term (ie for the next few
years). Given the size of the detriment we have observed, of around
£1.7 billion a year over the last three and a half years, with a marked
increase in detriment year on year, and in particular in light of the detriment
concerning prepayment customers of almost £500 million in 2015,1079 we
have provisionally decided to impose a price cap remedy on suppliers to
prepayment customers.

1078
1079

See paragraphs 3.112 & 3.136.
See paragraphs 4.94 & 4.115.
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8.49

More particularly, we propose to require suppliers to ensure that the annual
bills paid by prepayment customers (assuming a predetermined
consumption level) do not exceed a specified benchmark reference level, for
a period until the end of 2020.

8.50

Given the interventionist nature of a price cap remedy, and the potential for
adverse consequences, particularly risks for the emergence of a long-term
competitive outcome, we have considered very carefully in Section 7 both
the need for, and the appropriate scope of, a price cap remedy. In particular,
since other domestic customers are also suffering significant detriment, and
will continue to do so while our other proposed remedies take effect, we
have also considered whether a transitional safeguard tariff would be
appropriate concerning a broader customer base such as all SVT
customers. However, we have provisionally concluded that such a price cap
would likely be disproportionate.

8.51

We have, in particular, considered the interaction of our proposed price cap
with the other proposed remedies concerning the Domestic AECs that we
propose to introduce. We recognise that a price cap remedy is likely to
reduce the potential benefits of competition and has the potential, therefore,
to dampen the effectiveness of our other proposed remedies.

8.52

However, in the short term, as noted above, we do not expect our other
proposed remedies to take effect, and so we do not expect our proposed
price cap to have a material adverse effect on competition during this initial
period, when the significant detriment for prepayment customers will be
largely otherwise unaddressed. The ongoing magnitude of the detriment for
prepayment customers was a substantial factor in determining our
provisional decision to impose the price cap remedy.

8.53

Further, we have sought to design the price cap to ensure that there are
benefits available to customers who engage once it is in place and our other
proposed remedies have started to take effect. For instance, the scope of
the price cap concerns only prepayment customers. We do not consider it
likely that non-prepayment customers will be affected by the price cap, and
they will be able to benefit fully from the other proposed remedies as soon
as they are implemented. Moreover, absent the price cap, we do not expect
that these other remedies would be fully effective as regards prepayment
customers until the roll-out of smart meters has been substantially
completed, due to the continuation of the Prepayment AEC until that
conclusion and the evidence that the Domestic Weak Customer Response
AEC is a more significant problem among prepayment customers compared
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with domestic customers on direct debit.1080 Accordingly, by limiting the
duration of the proposed price cap and linking it to the roll-out of smart
meters, we do not believe the effectiveness of the other proposed remedies
will be dampened from the perspective of prepayment customers.
Other aspects of the effectiveness of our proposed package of remedies
8.54

Our assessment of the effectiveness of our remedy package has focused on
the following factors:
(a) the means by which the remedies would be implemented, monitored and
enforced;
(b) the timescale over which the remedy measures will take effect;
(c) the consistency of the package of remedies with existing and likely
future laws and regulations; and
(d) its coherence as a remedies package.

Implementation, monitoring and enforcement
8.55

In developing each of the proposed remedy measures, we have considered
how each remedy measure could best be implemented, monitored and
enforced in Sections 5, 6 and 7, and our provisional decision as regards
each proposed remedy is set out in Section 11.

8.56

We note that our proposed package of remedies contains a large number of
recommendations compared with some other market investigations. We
consider that this is appropriate to the particular facts and circumstances of
this investigation, as the ongoing regulatory role of Ofgem means that it is
best placed to integrate many of the further actions necessary to address the
various aspects of the Domestic AECs and associated detriment with its
other interventions in the domestic retail energy markets.1081 We will consult
Ofgem about the final remedies, but it will ultimately be a matter for Ofgem
to decide whether and how to implement our recommendations and over
what timescale.

8.57

We also propose to recommend that Ofgem removes or amends certain
conditions in suppliers’ standard licences, having provisionally concluded
that an order on Ofgem to do so would be unnecessary in circumstances
where our recommendation to remove or amend will be accompanied with a

1080
1081

See paragraph 3.112.
See CC3, paragraph 390.
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recommendation that Ofgem deprioritises potential enforcement action
concerning such licence conditions.1082
8.58

We therefore provisionally conclude that each of the measures is capable of
effective implementation, monitoring and enforcement.

The timescale over which our remedies would have effect
8.59

In evaluating the effectiveness of the proposed remedies aimed at
addressing the Domestic AECs, we have considered the timescales over
which these remedies would be likely to be implemented, would be likely to
take effect in addressing the relevant aspects of the AECs and, ultimately,
their impact on detriment.

8.60

In making our assessment, we have considered how they would work in
combination with other remedies in the proposed package. We consider that
the impact and effect of the proposed remedies will be greater as a part of a
package.

8.61

The time taken to implement remedies following a CMA investigation will
depend, in part, on whether the CMA is taking action itself or recommending
action be taken by others.

8.62

Where the CMA is taking action itself, the implementation of remedies
following a CMA investigation typically involves two stages. In the first stage,
the CMA makes an order or accepts undertakings.1083 The CMA must make
a final order within six months of the date of publication of the market
investigation report.1084
Remedies to create a framework for effective competition


8.63

Redistributing gas prepayment tariff codes

We would expect Ofgem to take responsibility for the efficient allocation of
gas tariff pages immediately following publication of the CMA’s final report.
Where undertakings are not being negotiated with the CMA, we would
expect Ofgem to commence a consultation on the proposed cap on the
number of gas tariff pages that any supplier can hold, plus other obligations

1082

See paragraphs 5.224 & 5.421.
Suppliers are invited to offer undertakings concerning participation in the Ofgem-led programme and
concerning the proposed remedy concerning gas tariff pages.
1084 The CMA may extend this six-month period by up to a further four months if it considers there are special
reasons why a final order cannot be made within the statutory deadline. Section 138A of the 2002 Act. These
time limits do not apply to any further implementation required after final undertakings have been accepted or a
final order made.
1083
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on information provision and compliance with directions. We would expect
such consultation to conclude by the end of 2016, following which, we
estimate that, Ofgem would require a further three months to make the
relevant amendments and redistribute the gas tariff pages. As a result, we
expect this proposed remedy will be in effect from mid 2017. However, we
consider that this could be achieved significantly earlier if final undertakings
are agreed with the CMA.

8.64

We consider that the relevant changes to SLC 22B.7(b) could be in place by
the start of 2017. However, in order for our proposed remedy to take effect
as soon as possible, we are also recommending that Ofgem deprioritises
potential enforcement action against any supplier that sets prices to
prepayment customers on the basis of grouping regional cost variations.


8.65

Debt assignment protocol

As regards implementing the further changes we have identified concerning
the Debt Assignment Protocol, we would expect Ofgem to integrate these
changes into its ongoing work programme concerning the Debt Assignment
Protocol.


8.66

Softening SLC 22B.7(b)

Withdrawing the simpler choices component of the RMR rules

Similarly to the softening of SLC 22B.7(b), we expect that Ofgem’s
consultation on the removal of the relevant standard licence conditions
would conclude by the end of 2016. Ofgem could then implement and
enforce the revised standard licence conditions from the beginning of 2017
with suppliers permitted to provide a wider range of tariffs. However, in order
for our proposed remedy to take effect as soon as possible, we are also
proposing to recommend that Ofgem deprioritises potential enforcement
action against any supplier that operates in breach of the licence conditions
being removed. We note the interaction of this proposed remedy with the
proposed introduction of a new Standard of Conduct and the removal of the
Whole of the Market Requirement from the Confidence Code. These are
discussed in paragraphs 8.70 and 8.71 below.
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Remedies to help customers engage


Ofgem programme to promote customer engagement

8.67

We would expect Ofgem to begin developing initial plans for the programme
immediately following the CMA’s final report concerning the shortlist of
measures that we propose to recommend are the focus of RCTs. In
particular, we would expect Ofgem to progress such plans simultaneously
with other developments concerning suppliers’ participation in the Ofgem-led
programme. For instance, if the CMA decides in the final report to pursue
undertakings with suppliers, we would expect Ofgem to be able to progress
its plans in conjunction with the CMA’s negotiations with suppliers. Progress
could similarly be made if the CMA is preparing a final order or Ofgem is
introducing a new licence condition. We would expect that the first trials
could start by mid 2017, by which time the CMA would have concluded the
process of drafting and consulting on any final undertakings or order (or
Ofgem would have concluded a consultation on any new licence condition)
requiring suppliers to participate in the programme.

8.68

Ofgem could conduct evaluations of the trials from late 2017 onwards, and
where trials proved successful, any interventions could be implemented from
late 2018 onwards. Subsequently we would expect Ofgem to monitor the
effectiveness of the interventions and continue to update the programme on
an ongoing basis.

8.69

We would therefore expect the remedy to start having an effect in
addressing aspects of the features identified in the provisional findings
report, including the actual and perceived barriers in accessing and
assessing information, from the beginning of 2019.


8.70

As with the other proposed recommendations concerning changes to
suppliers’ licence conditions, we would expect Ofgem’s consultation on the
new standard of conduct to conclude by the end of 2016, such that it could
implement and enforce the revised standard of conduct from 2017 onwards.
As explained in Section 6, we consider that the effectiveness of the remedy
critically depends on Ofgem maintaining its monitoring and enforcement
activity concerning all Standards of Conduct.


8.71

Greater use of principles – addition to standards of conduct

Enhancing the ability and incentives of TPIs to prompt engagement

We consider that the proposed changes to the Confidence Code could be
implemented simultaneously with our proposed recommendations
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concerning suppliers’ licence conditions. In this regard, Ofgem would consult
on the proposed removal of the Whole of the Market Requirement from the
Confidence Code immediately after we publish our final report, with this
process expected to conclude by the end of 2016. The change could then be
implemented by the beginning of 2017.
8.72

The CMA would draft and consult on an order requiring Gemserv and
Xoserve to provide PCWs with access to data in the six-month period
following publication of the final report, with this process expected to
conclude by the end of 2016. Gemserv and Xoserve could then be expected
to provide access to PCWs from the beginning of 2017 onwards.

8.73

As regards the recommendation to DECC to make changes to the Midata
programme, we envisage that DECC would consult on the proposed
changes immediately following publication of our final report, with a view to
introducing the requisite changes in its ongoing legislative programme for
inclusion in the next energy sector or omnibus bill.

8.74

We would therefore expect this package of remedies aimed at promoting the
role of PCWs in addressing actual and perceived barriers in accessing and
assessing information and promoting competition among PCWs and, in turn,
suppliers to take effect during 2017.


Prompts for customers – customer database remedy

8.75

Following publication of our final report, the CMA would start drafting and
consulting on an order requiring suppliers to send an opt-out letter (the Optout Letter) to their domestic customers who have been on the SVT or other
default tariff for three or more years (Disengaged Domestic Customers).
During this period, we would also expect Ofgem to begin developing the
database and associated access agreements, and following publication of
the CMA’s final order, we would require suppliers to send the Opt-out Letter
to all Disengaged Domestic Customers by mid 2017.

8.76

We would require suppliers to pass certain details of the Disengaged
Domestic Customers who have not opted out to Ofgem by the end of 2017
at the latest. We would therefore expect rival suppliers to start accessing the
database, and contacting the relevant Disengaged Domestic Customers by
the end of 2017. The database would then be updated every six months
from the beginning of 2018 onwards.
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Customers on restricted meters

8.77

As regards the suppliers making all their single-rate tariffs available to any
domestic customers on any type of restricted meter without making
switching conditional on a restricted meter being replaced, and the provision
of certain information to such customers, the CMA would start drafting and
consulting on an order in the six-month period following publication of our
final report. We would expect suppliers to be able to make the necessary
adjustments to their billing systems within three months of the date of a CMA
order, and therefore to start offering all customers on restricted meter tariffs
the ability to switch to their single-rate unrestricted meter tariffs, and
providing the relevant information, by April 2017. We would expect this to
lead to increased engagement from customers on restricted meters from
April 2017.

8.78

As regards becoming a recognised provider of information and support for
customers on restricted meters, we would expect Citizens Advice to be able
to progress the implementation of this remedy immediately following
publication of the CMA’s final report.
Price cap

8.79

As regards the price cap, we expect that once the final order is published
specifying the level of the price cap, suppliers will need a period of time to
notify their customers of any price changes required in order to comply with
the price cap and to implement these changes. We therefore anticipate that
the price cap could be in force and effective from April 2017.
Provisional conclusion on timescale for remedies to address the Domestic
AECs

8.80

We have provisionally concluded that we could reasonably expect all
elements of the proposed remedy package to be in place within around 12 to
18 months of publication of our final report. We have also provisionally
concluded that the proposed remedies will have a significant beneficial
impact on competition within two to three years of publication of our final
report and that this effect will continue to grow, as competition and
innovation between suppliers is enhanced in their offerings of products to
domestic customers, and domestic customers become more aware of the
potential benefits of shopping around and of the tools available to help them
to do so.
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Consistency of our proposed remedies with existing and future laws and regulations
8.81

As part of our consideration of the design of each of the remedies in our
proposed package, we have considered whether these remedies would be
inconsistent with other relevant laws and regulations applicable to the
domestic retail energy markets. A particular focus of our assessment of this
aspect of remedy design has been the interaction of our proposed remedies
with EU legislation; data protection legislation; legislation concerning privacy
and electronic communications; general consumer protection legislation;
existing standard licence conditions; and future legislative programmes.

8.82

In this regard, compliance with EU legislation (in particular, the Energy
Directives1085) has been a relevant design consideration of the proposed
removal of the simpler choices component of the RMR rules, the proposed
removal of SLC 22B.7(b) to partly address the Prepayment AEC and the
proposed price cap. Compliance with data protection legislation (in
particular, the Data Protection Act 1998, the Privacy and Electronic
Communications Regulations 2003 and the forthcoming General Data
Protection Regulation1086) has been a relevant design consideration of our
proposed Database remedy and, to a lesser degree, the proposed remedies
to give PCWs access to the ECOES and SCOGES databases. Compliance
with general consumer legislation and existing standard licence conditions
(and in particular, the Standards of Conduct) has been a relevant design
consideration of our proposed removal of aspects of the simpler choices
component of the RMR rules. DECC’s proposed legislative programme for
Midata phase 2 has been a relevant aspect of our proposed remedy to give
PCWs access to Midata. As regards the proposed price cap, we have had
particular regard to the Energy Directives and the judgment of the Court of
Justice delivered on 20 April 2010 in the Federutility case (the Federutility
Judgment).1087

8.83

As regards forthcoming regulatory developments, we have, where relevant,
taken these into account in our design of individual remedies, such as
Ofgem’s ongoing work concerning the Debt Assignment Protocol. Where our
proposed remedies involve amendments to suppliers’ licences, we have also
had regard to Ofgem’s statutory duties and objectives concerning each
individual remedy.

1085

Directive 2009/72/EC of 13 July 2009 concerning common rules for the internal market in electricity and
Directive 2009/73/EC of 13 July 2009 concerning common rules for the internal market in natural gas.
1086 European Commission, Proposal for a General Data Protection Regulation.
1087 Case C-265/08, Federutility and others v Autoita per l’energia elettrica e il gas, (2010) ECR I-3377. As part of
our assessment we have also considered the Court of Justice judgment delivered on 10 September 2015 in the
Commission v Poland case, Case C-36/14, which broadly upheld the Federutility Judgment.
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8.84

In light of the above, we have provisionally concluded that our proposed
package of remedies, and the elements within it, are consistent with current
and expected laws and regulations applicable to the domestic retail energy
markets.

Coherence of our remedies as a package
8.85

We have considered the extent to which the proposed remedy measures
contained within our proposed package of remedies are likely to be mutually
reinforcing.

8.86

We have identified in Section 4 a number of important synergies between
the different elements of the package of remedies.

8.87

Each of the proposed remedies, concerning the Prepayment AEC, the RMR
AEC and the Domestic Weak Customer Response AEC addresses, in a
different and complementary way, various aspects of the features giving rise
to the Domestic AECs and the detriment arising from them.

8.88

First, the remedies that we are proposing that concern only the Prepayment
AEC (namely, the amendment of SLC 22B.7(b), the redistribution of gas
tariff pages, and amendments to the Debt Assignment Protocol) are mutually
reinforcing in addressing aspects of the features we have provisionally
identified concerning the technical constraints of the prepayment system and
softened incentives for suppliers to compete to acquire new prepayment
customers.

8.89

However, despite such supply-side remedies, we do not believe they will, by
themselves, be effective at addressing the full extent of the Prepayment
AEC, nor the substantial detriment that we have observed being suffered by
prepayment customers.1088 In this regard, as set out in Section 4, there are
substantial synergies between the proposed remedies targeted exclusively
at the Prepayment AEC, and the other proposed remedies concerning the
Domestic Weak Customer Response AEC, which also impact prepayment
customers, and combines with and contributes to the features of the
Prepayment AEC and the RMR AEC.

8.90

Second, our proposed remedies concerning the Domestic Weak Customer
Response AEC all have the synergy of simultaneously addressing different
components of the features we have provisionally identified.1089 In addition to
facilitating engagement by some of the most disengaged domestic

1088
1089

See Section 4.
See paragraphs 8.3–8.53.
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customers (such as those who have been on a SVT for three or more years),
the remedies are also expected to improve engagement levels across the
domestic retail energy markets as a whole. This includes customers on
restricted meters, who we have observed are subject to heightened features
giving rise to weak customer response.
8.91

This also includes prepayment customers, who we have observed are
paying particularly high prices compared with the rest of the markets and are
suffering more significantly from weak customer response than domestic
customers on direct debit tariffs.1090

8.92

More specifically, as regards the domestic engagement remedies, we
believe there are certain aspects which will mutually reinforce once such
remedies start to become effective.

8.93

The Ofgem-led programme is potentially wide-ranging in scope (beyond the
initial shortlist of measures that we have identified as being particularly
suitable for RCTs). Some of our other proposed remedies involve new
communications with certain domestic customers (eg the Opt-out Letters
concerning the Database remedy), and may also be suitable candidates for
inclusion in the Ofgem-led programme after prioritisation of our shortlist of
measures.

8.94

The proposed remedies that enhance PCWs’ ability and incentives to
engage domestic customers will also work synergistically with the proposed
remedies concerning customers on restricted meters. Such customers’
awareness of and interest in their ability to switch is expected to increase
simultaneously with a reduction in the actual and/or perceived barriers to
switching that they face. At the same time, PCWs will have better access to
accurate meter numbers (through the ECOES and SCOGES databases),
stronger incentives to negotiate individual deals with suppliers (which could,
for instance, focus on particular customer groups such as prepayment
customers, or encouraging customers on restricted meters to switch to
single-rate tariffs), and in due course will have access to more
comprehensive customer data through an enhanced Midata programme.

8.95

However, while we believe that the remedies that we have proposed to help
create a framework for effective competition and improve customer
engagement will be effective in addressing the features contributing to each
of the Domestic AECs, they will take time to implement before they start to
address the features we have identified and, in turn, reduce the detriment to

1090

See paragraph 3.112.
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domestic customers arising from them. For example, we would expect the
Database remedy and the Ofgem-led programme to start to improve
customer engagement by 2018 and 2019, respectively. Such remedies will,
inevitably, take some time to become fully effective. There will therefore be
continuing residual detriment for prepayment customers who, we have
provisionally found, are suffering substantial harm from the Prepayment AEC
and the Domestic Weak Customer Response AEC. For prepayment
customers, the persisting features of the Prepayment AEC will not be
addressed until the roll-out of smart meters is substantially complete
(expected by the end of 2020).
8.96

For prepayment meter customers, therefore, we believe it is necessary to
propose to introduce a price cap for a limited period of time.

8.97

We have considered the interaction of such a price cap with our other
proposed remedies, in particular, the broader remedies targeting the
Domestic Weak Customer Response AEC and those concerning exclusively
the Prepayment AEC.

8.98

However, we expect such interaction to be limited in the interim period
pending our proposed engagement remedies becoming effective.1091 We
note that the removal and reduction of certain technical and regulatory
constraints on suppliers offering tariffs to prepayment customers (in
particular, concerning gas tariff codes and the removal of the four-tariff rule),
and the enhanced ability and incentives for PCWs to engage with domestic
customers, are all remedies that could become effective early in 2017. Such
remedies have the capacity to and, indeed, it is our expectation that they
will, increase suppliers’ ability and incentives to engage prepayment
customers, and increase some prepayment customers’ ability to access and
assess information to help them decide whether to switch. However, the
effectiveness of such remedies will be limited as regards prepayment
customers, on the one hand, because certain technical constraints
concerning the dumb prepayment infrastructure will persist (there will
continue to be a limited total of gas and electricity tariff pages), and on the
other, because prepayment customers are less likely to use a PCW for
searching when switching, have confidence in using a PCW and have
access to the internet, than direct debit customers.1092

8.99

In any event, we have sought to design the price cap to ensure that there
are benefits available to customers who engage once it is in place and our

1091
1092

See Section 7.
See paragraphs 3.102 & 3.103.
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other proposed remedies have started to take effect. These design
considerations are set out in Section 7.
8.100

We have therefore provisionally concluded that this represents a coherent
package of remedies, whose elements are mutually reinforcing and support
the statutory duties and objectives of Ofgem, where relevant.

Provisional conclusion on effectiveness of the proposed remedy package
8.101

In light of the above, we have provisionally concluded that the proposed
package of remedies represents an effective solution to the Domestic AECs
that we have provisionally identified.1093

Relevant customer benefits
8.102

In deciding the question of remedies, the CMA may ‘have regard to the
effect of any action on any relevant customer benefits (RCBs) of the feature
or features of the market concerned’.1094 RCBs are defined in the 2002 Act
and are limited to benefits to relevant customers in the form of:
(a) lower prices, higher quality or greater choice of goods or services in any
market in the UK (whether or not the market to which the feature or
features concerned relate); or
(b) greater innovation in relation to such goods or services.

8.103

The 2002 Act provides that a benefit is only an RCB if the CMA believes
that:
(a) the benefit has accrued as a result (whether wholly or partly) of the
feature or features concerned or may be expected to accrue within a
reasonable period of time as a result (whether wholly or partly) of that
feature or those features; and
(b) the benefit was, or is, unlikely to accrue without the feature or features
concerned.

8.104

In the Remedies Notice, Supplemental Remedies Notice and the Second
Supplemental Remedies Notice we invited parties to inform us of any RCBs
to which we should have regard. We have considered any RCBs raised
under each individual remedy assessment (including those we are minded

1093

As noted above, the assessment of the effectiveness and proportionality of the proposed remedies
concerning the Settlement AECs is addressed in Section 5.
1094 Section 134(7) of the 2002 Act.
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not to proceed with), whether specifically under a separate consideration of
RCBs, or in the context of the design of the remedy and a consideration of
its possible unintended adverse consequences.
8.105

We have provisionally concluded that there are no RCBs that might be lost
as a result of introducing our proposed package of remedies.
Consequentially, we see no need to modify our proposed remedy package
to take account of RCBs.

Proportionality of our proposed package of remedies
8.106

In this section, we have summarised our assessment of whether our
proposed package of remedies would be proportionate to address the
Prepayment AEC, the RMR AEC and the Domestic Weak Customer
Response AEC that we have provisionally found and/or the associated
detriments. We have done this by considering whether the proposed
package of remedies:
(a) is effective in achieving its aim;
(b) is no more onerous than necessary to achieve its aim;
(c) is the least onerous if there is a choice; and
(d) does not produce adverse effects which are disproportionate to the aim.

Effective in achieving its aim
8.107

For the reasons set out in Sections 4, 5, 6 and 7, we have provisionally
concluded that our proposed package of remedies would be effective in its
legitimate aim of remedying the Prepayment AEC, the RMR AEC and the
Domestic Weak Customer Response AEC that we have provisionally
identified and/or the associated detriments.

No more onerous than necessary to achieve its aim
8.108

In assessing whether the proposed package of remedies is no more onerous
than necessary, we have considered:
(a) whether each measure within the proposed package of remedies is
required to remedy the Domestic AECs that we have provisionally found;
and
(b) whether the design of each remedy measure within the proposed
package of remedies is no more onerous than it needs to be.
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Is each element of the proposed package of remedies necessary?
8.109

We have considered whether it would be possible to achieve a sufficiently
comprehensive solution to the Domestic AECs that we have provisionally
identified without implementing all of the measures in our proposed package
of remedies.

8.110

Based on our assessment in Sections 4, 5, 6 and 7 of how the elements of
the proposed remedy package contribute to remedying the Domestic AECs,
we took the view that each measure makes a material contribution to the
effectiveness of the proposed remedy package, such that its overall impact
would be weakened if any single measure were removed from the package.
The contribution to the overall impact of the package varies between
remedies but each has an important role to play in addressing the Domestic
AECs that justifies its inclusion in the package, and they are mutually
reinforcing (see paragraphs 8.3 to 8.53 and 8.85 to 8.100).

8.111

While the measures work together to address the Domestic AECs, we have
nonetheless considered some elements to be of particular importance to
make a significant contribution to remedying the Domestic AECs even in the
absence of the other remedies.

8.112

For instance, the proposed removal of the simpler choices component of the
RMR rules is of particular importance in enhancing competition and
innovation between suppliers in their offerings to domestic customers and,
accordingly, will make a significant contribution to addressing the RMR AEC
and associated detriment.

8.113

The Ofgem-led programme (involving RCTs, where appropriate) and the
Database remedy are of particular importance in prompting domestic
customers to engage in the markets and, accordingly, will make a significant
contribution to addressing the Domestic Weak Customer Response AEC
and associated detriment. These two remedies in particular work together by
seeking to (a) improve the correspondence that customers receive where
their suppliers’ incentives are not fully aligned (especially in terms of
highlighting the alternative options available to customers), and (b) give
those rival suppliers (which have an incentive to engage customers) the
ability to market directly to the most disengaged customers.

8.114

The price cap remedy is of particular importance to protect prepayment
customers against the residual harm that, in our provisional view, arises and
will continue to arise from the Prepayment AEC and the Domestic Weak
Customer Response AEC while our other proposed remedies aimed at
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addressing these AECs take effect, and until the roll-out of smart meters has
been substantially completed (expected by the end of 2020).
8.115

We consider that the complementary effect of the various elements of the
remedies package is an important aspect of the effectiveness of the package
as a whole. Accordingly, we have provisionally concluded that it is necessary
to include each of the measures in our proposed package of remedies in
order to achieve a sufficiently comprehensive solution to the Domestic AECs
we have provisionally identified.
Is the design of each remedy measure within the proposed package of
remedies no more onerous than it needs to be?

8.116

Our consideration of the design and implementation of each of the measures
is set out in Sections 5, 6 and 7.

8.117

In reaching our provisional decisions on remedy design, we have sought to
avoid imposing costs and restrictions on parties that go beyond what is
needed to achieve an effective remedy.

8.118

We have also sought to strike a similar balance in terms of remedy
implementation. For example, we propose to seek undertakings where
possible to achieve certain of our proposed remedies where we consider it
may be effective and appropriate do so.

8.119

As regards the price cap, we have considered whether it may be possible to
limit the prices paid by prepayment customers without imposing a price cap,
for example, through using principles based regulation concerning a costreflectivity requirement. We have also taken into account the potential for the
price cap to be more onerous than necessary in its design. In this regard, we
have specifically taken into account the potential for the price cap to be set
at a level that does not allow reasonable opportunity for suppliers to recover
efficient costs, and as regards implementation costs. We have sought to
mitigate these risks by taking competitive prices from outside the prepayment segments, adjusted to reflect cost differentials, and then updating such
prices in line with indices tracking key components of a customer’s bill.
Additionally, the existence of both implicit and explicit headroom mitigates
the risk that the level of the cap will be below efficient costs.

8.120

By following the above approach, we have sought to ensure that no measure
within the proposed package of remedies is more onerous than it needs to
be, in order to address the Domestic AECs.
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8.121

In light of the above, we have therefore provisionally concluded that our
proposed package of remedies is no more onerous than necessary in order
to remedy the Domestic AECs and resulting customer detriment.

Least onerous if there is a choice
8.122

If the CMA is choosing between two remedy measures which appear to be
equally effective, it should choose the remedy measure that imposes the
least cost or is least restrictive.

8.123

We have not been able to identify an alternative package of remedies that
would be both as effective, and less onerous, in addressing the Domestic
AECs and associated detriment as the package we have provisionally
identified. However, when deciding on the measures to be included in our
proposed package of remedies, we have considered some other possible
ways of addressing the Domestic AECs and/or customer detriment. These
include measures that we have proposed for consideration, and some other
measures that have been proposed by parties in response to the Remedies
Notice, Supplemental Remedies Notice and Second Supplemental
Remedies Notice.

8.124

Our detailed assessment of these alternative measures is set out in Sections
5 and 6. We have concluded that a number of measures should not be
pursued as part any proposed package.

8.125

As regards the efficient allocation of gas tariff pages, we are minded not to
proceed with centralising the management of gas (and potentially electricity)
tariff pages, which we consider will be more complex, time-consuming and
costly than the alternative remedy we propose through seeking undertakings
from certain suppliers and/or a new licence condition.

8.126

We have also considered whether the remedies suggested by Centrica and
Scottish Power, which would involve a prohibition on evergreen default tariffs
and prompting customers on fixed-term contracts, would achieve the same
aim as, but would be less onerous than, our proposed engagement
remedies. However, in our provisional view these proposals fail to meet the
effectiveness and proportionality tests. Centrica’s proposal would not be
effective to address (in whole or in part) the Domestic Weak Customer AEC
and/or associated detriment as we do not consider this proposal to be a
substantial departure from the status quo. While Scottish Power’s proposal
could potentially be effective to address (in whole or in part) the Domestic
Weak Customer Response AEC, we consider that this proposal would not
be proportionate based on its potential high implementation costs, and its
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potential adverse unintended consequences on domestic customers and, in
particular, the risk of higher prices for default tariffs.
8.127

In our proposed package of remedies, we have also decided not to include
measures that would not make a material contribution to remedying the
Domestic AECs. For instance, in the context of our proposed removal of the
simpler choices component of the RMR rules and our proposed removal of
the Whole of the Market Requirement, we have provisionally decided not to
recommend Ofgem to provide an independent price comparison service as
this service would not add significant further value to that already provided
by the Citizens Advice service.

8.128

As regards the price cap, we have considered multiple alternative design
options, including an external reference price approach which involves
setting a cap on prepayment tariffs based on direct debit acquisition tariffs in
the market plus an uplift reflecting our assessment of the costs associated
with prepayment, and options that would be more complex, costly to and
time-consuming to implement and monitor. Our consideration of these
alternative options are set out in Section 7. Our preferred design option,
involving a hybrid reference price and cost index approach is, in our view,
the design that achieves the best balance between practicability, minimising
the scope for gaming, accuracy, and our key criterion for being capable of
implementation in the near future (in order to maximise its effectiveness).
We believe such a design will meet our key criterion for the price cap
remedy to be timely to implement, given the timescales involved with our
other proposed remedies.

8.129

In light of the above, we have concluded that, to the limited extent that we
have a choice between effective remedies, we have identified the package
of remedies that imposes the least cost and is least restrictive.

Does not produce adverse effects which are disproportionate to the aim
8.130

We have considered whether the package of remedies is likely to produce
adverse effects which are disproportionate to the aim of remedying the
Domestic AECs and/or the resulting customer detriment.

8.131

In reaching a judgement about whether to proceed with a particular remedy,
the CMA will consider its potential effects – both positive and negative – on
those persons most likely to be affected by it. The CMA will pay particular
regard to the impact of remedies on customers. The CMA will also have
regard to the impact of remedies on those businesses subject to them and
on other affected parties, such as other businesses (eg potential entrants, or
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firms active in upstream or downstream markets), government and
regulatory bodies, consumer organisation, and other monitoring agencies.
Benefits of the proposed remedy package
8.132

We have considered the likely benefits of the proposed package of
remedies.

8.133

As described in paragraphs 8.9 above, the key benefits of the package of
remedies that we have proposed are threefold: (a) to create a framework for
effective competition, (b) to improve customer engagement, and (c) to
protect prepayment customers.

8.134

In our provisional findings, the Addendum, and Sections 3 and 7, we have
concluded that the scale of detriment caused by the Domestic AECs was
substantial, in particular, as regards prepayment customers.1095 We have
also observed heightened features for customers on restricted meters. The
magnitude of the detriment involved supports a provisional decision that a
wide-ranging package of remedies, of the kind we are proposing, is
necessary and appropriate.

8.135

As discussed in paragraphs 8.85 to 8.100, we believe the package we are
proposing is a coherent package of mutually reinforcing remedies. This is
particularly the case concerning the remedies addressing exclusively the
Prepayment AEC, those addressing the RMR AEC and those addressing
aspects of the Domestic Weak Customer Response AEC, which will free
suppliers from regulatory restrictions that unnecessarily restrict competition,
while putting in place measures aimed at overcoming suppliers’ misaligned
incentives with those of customers seeking to conduct ‘value-for-money’
assessments, and enhancing the ability and incentives of those participants
in the markets whose incentives are aligned with those of customers.

8.136

While the proposed price cap will reduce the extent to which prepayment
customers are overpaying for their gas and electricity, and so reduce the
scope for further price reductions by suppliers, we nevertheless consider
that there remains an important role for competition between suppliers to
prepayment customers, and for engagement by prepayment customers, and
we have carefully designed our price cap remedy to allow such competition
and engagement to develop.

8.137

In light of this assessment, we have considered the scope for customers to
benefit from increased competition and engagement as a result of our

1095

See paragraphs 3.191 & 7.12.
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proposed remedy package, which we consider would be substantial. We
reached this view, in light of the following considerations:
(a) Our assessment of the detriment that has been, and is being suffered,
by domestic customers as a result of the Domestic AECs is around
£1.7 billion per year over the last three and a half years,1096 with a
marked increase in detriment year on year. We have noted a
considerable variation in the detriment suffered by customers of different
suppliers and between different categories of customer.
(b) In particular, we have observed particularly high detriment for
prepayment customers of almost £500 million per year, or £178 per
customer in Q2 2015 for a dual fuel prepayment customer consuming at
Ofgem’s medium Typical Domestic Consumption Value.1097
Costs of the proposed remedy package
8.138

We have considered the potential scale of the costs generated by the
proposed remedy package. Our consideration of the costs of these remedies
is ongoing and we would welcome further submissions on the costs of the
various elements of the package, in light of the further detail provided on
their specification in Sections 5, 6 and 7.

8.139

The following aspects of our proposed package may generate material
costs:
(a) The Ofgem-led programme is a potentially resource-intensive and longterm programme that would involve material costs being incurred by
Ofgem. The Behavioural Insights Team told us that the costs of the trials
that it had conducted to date had been between £[], although we note
that costs may vary substantially, depending on the size and complexity
of the trial. We have noted that Ofgem’s current research budget of
£450,000 would require substantial additional resources in order to carry
out RCTs in the four shortlist areas that we have set out in Section 6. It
would also require participation from suppliers and we would welcome
views, in the context of discussions concerning potential undertakings,
on the costs generated by this remedy.
(b) The Database remedy could be expected to involve costs in the region
of £50,000 to £100,000 to create a secure cloud database capable of
securely holding the relevant details of the Disengaged Domestic

1096
1097

Section 3.
See paragraph 7.12.
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Customers. In addition, suppliers and Ofgem would incur certain costs to
put in place agreements concerning access to the Database, and Ofgem
would incur ongoing costs concerning the maintenance and operation of
the database. However, many suppliers’ costs of entering into
agreements with Ofgem are likely to be displaced (in whole or in part) by
profits from potential new customers that switch to the supplier pursuant
to a targeted marketing campaign. Consequently, we did not consider
any additional costs of entering into access agreements with Ofgem as a
material cost of this proposed remedy. We have also noted the
importance of the Opt-out Letter being appropriately worded so as to
avoid unsettling customers, minimise confusion and otherwise avoid
developing mistrust. While some costs would therefore be incurred by
the CMA, Ofgem and suppliers in developing a suitable Opt-out Letter
(during the period prior to publication of the CMA’s final order), we would
expect such costs to be modest.
(c) The requirement on suppliers to offer their single-rate tariffs to
customers on restricted meters without making such offers conditional
on changing their meter may impose costs on suppliers, as regards
updates to their billing systems. However, given that two of the Mid-tier
Suppliers currently make their single-rate SVTs and single-rate fixedterm tariffs available to new or existing customers, we would not expect
such costs to be significant.
(d) As regards the price cap, we note that we have sought to minimise
implementation costs by choosing a straightforward design for the cap.
We consider the particular design of the price cap that we have
provisionally decided to introduce would have modest costs in terms of
implementation, and would principally relate to updating tariff prices
according to the exogenous cost indices, and also the costs of
monitoring compliance with the price cap. We note in this regard that the
Water Industry Commission for Scotland (WICS) spent £0.9 million in
2014/15 (and £1.0 million in 2013/14)1098 on ‘determination of prices and
monitoring of performance’ and that this covered the period in which
WICS determined the price control for 2015–2021. Given the scale of
Ofgem’s anticipated involvement in administering the price cap we
expect that the incremental cost for Ofgem would be closer to the costs
we note WICS incurred. We would expect that suppliers would incur low
implementation costs, since they would merely need to inform relevant

1098

See WICS resource accounts 2014-15, note 3.
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customers that are subject to the price cap that their annual bill will not
exceed a predetermined level assuming an average consumption level.
8.140

We have also noted the potential impact of the proposed price cap on the
annual bills for the Six Large Energy Firms and the Mid-tier Suppliers, which
would be reduced as a result of the price cap by an amount of
£303 million.1099 [] However, we have not assessed this estimated bill
reduction as a cost of the proposed remedy given that the purpose of the
remedy is to achieve reasonable prices for prepayment customers, and bill
reduction would be the direct effect of any remedy that was effective in
addressing the associated customer detriment (which as noted above, our
assessment has shown is almost £500 million per year).

8.141

As regards the other remedies comprising the proposed package we do not
consider they will generate material costs.
(a) We do not believe the proposed remedies exclusively concerning the
Prepayment AEC will involve substantial costs, in particular as regards
the softening of SLC 22B.7(b) and the recommendation concerning the
Debt Assignment Protocol, which supplements Ofgem’s ongoing work in
this area. As regards agreeing undertakings to release certain gas tariff
codes and/or amending suppliers’ licence conditions to set a cap on the
number of gas tariff pages that a supplier can hold, we recognise that an
unused tariff page may have some option value for a supplier. However,
we have not received any evidence that any such value would be
significant. We have also sought to ensure that any of the Six Large
Energy Firms that would be required to release gas tariff pages would
have a sufficient number remaining.
(b) We do not believe the proposed remedies concerning the RMR AEC will
involve substantial costs, which involve, at most, a short consultation on
proposed changes to suppliers’ licence conditions.
(c) We do not believe that providing access to PCWs to the ECOES or
SCOGES databases will involve substantial costs for Gemserv or
Xoserve. Similarly, we do not believe our proposed remedy concerning
an enhanced Midata specification and access for PCWs will involve
material costs.
(d) We do not believe that requiring suppliers to provide certain additional
information to their customers on restricted meters, and recommending

1099

See paragraph 7.161.
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Citizens Advice to become a recognised provider of information and
support to such customers will involve material costs.
8.142

Finally, we note that we have also considered the risks of our package of
remedies leading to unintended adverse consequences, and they have been
designed in such a way as to minimise the risk of unintended adverse
consequences. In particular:
(a) We do not expect our proposed price cap to have a material adverse
impact on competition in the prepayment segments, which we have
identified as currently exhibiting limited effective competition and
engagement by prepayment customers, leading to substantial detriment
that we expect to continue, in particular, in the period leading to the
effective implementation of our other proposed remedies.
(b) The duration of the price cap will be limited, and closely linked to the
substantial completion of the roll-out of smart meters, thereby minimising
any medium-term and eliminating any long-term unintended adverse
consequences.
(c) Many of our other proposed remedies will, to a greater or lesser extent,
involve Ofgem in their implementation, monitoring and/or enforcement.
As sector regulator, Ofgem will be able to assist with the mitigation of
any unintended adverse consequences that may arise from our
proposed remedies.

8.143

In light of the assessment we have conducted above and in Sections 4 to 7,
we provisionally consider that the costs and unintended adverse
consequences associated with our proposed remedy package are likely to
be modest in comparison with the levels of detriment that we have observed
as arising, in particular, from the Prepayment AEC and the Domestic Weak
Customer Response AEC.

8.144

We will continue to review the costs of our remedies up to publication of our
final report and would welcome further submissions and evidence on this
matter.

Balance of benefits and costs
8.145

We have considered whether the benefits of the proposed remedy package
are likely to exceed the likely costs.

8.146

We have provisionally concluded in paragraphs 8.132 to 8.13 that the
benefits of increased competition and engagement as a result of our
proposed remedy package would be substantial, in particular, in light of the
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detriment that we have observed as arising from the Domestic Weak
Customer Response of £1.7 billion per year for domestic customers, and as
arising from the Prepayment AEC and the Domestic Weak Customer
Response AEC specifically concerning prepayment customers of almost
£500 million per year. Set against these benefits, we have considered, for
the reasons set out in paragraphs 8.138 to 8.142, that the costs of
implementing our remedy package are likely to be modest in comparison to
the levels of detriment that we have observed as arising, in particular, from
the Prepayment AEC and the Domestic Weak Customer Response AEC.
We have not, at this stage, quantified every aspect of our proposed
remedies, nor is it possible to do so given the nature of some remedies such
as the Ofgem-led programme which by necessity leave considerable
discretion for Ofgem to determine what and how it should test as part of its
research programme, taking into account what would be proportionate for
the programme to be effective.
8.147

We have therefore provisionally concluded that the benefits of the proposed
remedy package are likely to exceed its costs and that, consequently, the
proposed remedy package is unlikely to give rise to adverse effects that are
disproportionate to its legitimate aim. We will continue to review the costs
and benefits of our proposed remedies up to publication of our final report
and would welcome further submissions and evidence on this matter.

Provisional conclusion on proportionality
8.148

We have provisionally concluded that our proposed package of remedies
represents a proportionate solution to the Domestic AECs and resulting
customer detriment.
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9.

Retail supply to microbusinesses

Introduction
9.1

In the provisional findings report, we found that a combination of features of
the markets for the retail supply of gas and electricity to SMEs in GB gave
rise to an AEC through an overarching feature of weak customer response
from microbusiness customers. We said that this gave suppliers a position of
unilateral market power over their inactive microbusiness customers, which
the suppliers were able to exploit through their pricing policies or otherwise
(the Microbusiness Weak Customer Response AEC).1100

9.2

We note that the features (giving rise to the AEC) that we identified in the
provisional findings report concerned the markets for the retail supply of gas
and electricity to SMEs in Great Britain. However, it is the microbusiness
customers, as opposed to the larger customers within the SME sector, that
are most affected by these features. In addition, the terms of reference of the
energy market investigation focus on microbusiness customers.1101
Therefore, our proposed remedies concern the microbusiness segments
only.

9.3

This section of our provisional decision on remedies first sets out a brief
overview of our updated analysis of the detriment arising from the
Microbusiness Weak Customer Response AEC and the strategic approach
we have adopted to remedies design. Thereafter, it identifies the individual
remedies which we have proposed to address the Microbusiness Weak
Customer Response AEC, followed by the individual remedies that we have
provisionally decided not to proceed with. Finally, it includes our assessment
of the effectiveness and proportionality of the overall package of remedies in
relation to the microbusiness segments of the retail supply markets.

Assessment of detriment arising from the Microbusiness Weak Customer
Response AEC
9.4

1100
1101

The objective of the proposed remedies is to remedy, mitigate or prevent the
provisional AEC that we have identified or its detrimental effects. When
deciding upon the appropriate remedies in the microbusiness segments, we
have considered the nature and extent of the Microbusiness Weak Customer

Provisional findings report, paragraph 9.111.
Energy market investigation, terms of reference.
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Response AEC and the resulting detrimental effects on microbusiness
customers arising from this provisional AEC.
9.5

A detrimental effect on customers could arise from:
(a) higher prices, lower quality or less choice of goods or services in any
market in the UK (whether or not the market to which the feature or
features concerned relate); or
(b) less innovation in relation to such goods or services.1102

9.6

In the microbusiness segments, we considered that there was customer
detriment in the form of gas and electricity microbusiness customers of the
Six Large Energy Firms paying higher prices, on average, than would
otherwise be the case in a better-functioning market.1103 Furthermore, we
considered that there could be detriment arising from the microbusiness
customers of suppliers that were not one of the Six Large Energy Firms (the
independent suppliers). This is because the features that give rise to the
Microbusiness Weak Customer Response AEC are the same for the
microbusiness customers of the Six Large Energy Firms and independent
suppliers. Hence, we consider that the provisional package of remedies
should apply to the Six Large Energy Firms and the independent suppliers in
the microbusiness segments.

Analysis of detriment in the provisional findings report
9.7

In the provisional findings report, we calculated an annual detriment of
approximately £500 million for the SME customers of the Six Large Energy
Firms,1104 from FY 2009 to FY 2013 using the ‘competitive benchmark
revenue’ analysis. This detriment equated to approximately 15% of SME
revenues of the Six Large Energy Firms. This analysis made adjustments for
cost inefficiencies and capital charges on the asset base of the Six Large
Energy Firms using the industry weighted average cost of capital (WACC).

9.8

The annual SME detriment of £500 million for the Six Large Energy Firms
can be broken down into two key elements. First, approximately £325 million
(65%) related to ‘profits in excess of the cost of capital’. Second,

1102

CC3, paragraph 326.
CC3, paragraph 30.
1104 Provisional findings report, Appendix 10.5, paragraph 76a.
1103
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approximately £175 million (35%) related to relative inefficiencies (with an
immaterial amount related to wholesale energy cost purchases).1105
9.9

Separately, in the provisional findings report, we analysed the profit margins
of the Six Large Energy Firms from FY 2009 to FY 2013. The results of this
analysis showed that the combined EBIT margin for the Six Large Energy
Firms in the SME markets was 8.4%, compared with 3.3% in the domestic
retail markets and 2% in the I&C markets.1106

9.10

In the provisional findings report, we also observed that the Six Large
Energy Firms earned the highest average revenues and gross margins on
deemed and out-of-contract (OOC) contracts, which were substantially
higher than those relating to acquisition and retention contracts.1107

Updated analysis of detriment for the provisional decision on remedies
9.11

We have amended our approach to assessing microbusiness detriment in
several key respects since the provisional findings report:
(a) We have confined our estimate of detriment to a consideration of profits
in excess of the cost of capital – that is, we have not included an
estimate of inefficiency. We also note that we have not been able to
conduct an analysis of supplier bills to produce an alternative, and more
direct, estimate of detriment, as we have done for domestic customers
(see Appendix 3.2).
(b) We have included FY 2014 numbers in the financial results.
(c) We have made some amendments to capital employed based on
company specific representations.
(d) We have estimated the proportion of the SME detriment that covers the
microbusiness segments.

9.12

In relation to inefficiency, we have taken on board comments in relation to
the heterogeneity of the SME markets and microbusiness segments. This
heterogeneity consists of differences between suppliers in respect of:

1105

We note that there are challenges associated with quantifying any detriment arising from indirect costs or
reported energy costs in the SME segment (see Appendix 3.5, efficiency analysis, paragraph 23).
1106 Provisional findings report, Appendix 9.1, paragraph 159.
1107 Provisional findings report, paragraph 9.36. Also, acquisition contracts are energy contracts made available
by energy suppliers to acquire new microbusiness customers and retention contracts are energy contracts made
available by energy suppliers to retain their existing microbusiness customers. Microbusinesses explicitly choose
to enter into these contracts (see the provisional findings report, Appendix 9.1, paragraph 9.29 for further details).
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(a) scale: for example several independent suppliers have greater market
shares than some of the Six Large Energy Firms;
(b) financial reporting: for example, lack of consistency in the way suppliers
define SMEs; and
(c) customer types: for example, the diversity of businesses and types of
tariffs/contracts that they are on is more varied than the domestic retail
markets.
9.13

Given the responses we have decided not to calculate the inefficiency of
suppliers operating within the microbusiness segments. Therefore our
current estimate of the detriment is solely based on profits in excess of the
cost of capital. We note that this is a conservative assumption – there may
well be inefficiencies in serving microbusiness customers, but it is
problematic to assess the extent of inefficiency from the data for the reasons
set out above. The revised estimate can therefore be considered a lower
bound estimate of overall detriment as regards the microbusiness segments.

9.14

For the provisional decision on remedies, we have therefore assessed
detriment by assessing the extent to which the Six Large Energy Firms
earned profits1108 in excess of their cost of capital in relation to the
microbusiness segments.

9.15

Our revised estimate is that the profits in excess of the cost of capital earned
by the entire retail supply businesses (including domestic, I&C and SME) of
the Six Large Energy Firms were approximately £550 million1109 to
£800 million1110 per year, from FY 2007 to FY 20141111 and that the supply of
gas and electricity to SME customers generated profits of approximately
£280 million (per year) in excess of the cost of capital.

9.16

In the absence of financial reporting data for the microbusiness segments of
the Six Large Energy Firms, we have estimated the proportion of the
£280 million of SME profits in excess of the cost of capital that could be
attributed to the microbusiness segments. We did so by asking the Six Large
Energy Firms what proportion of their revenues from FY 2007 to FY 2014
could be attributed to the microbusiness segments, ie we assumed that

1108

We sourced the profitability numbers from the financial statements provided by the Six Large Energy Firms
as part of the SQ responses.
1109 The £550 million per year estimate includes the profits in excess of the cost of capital and losses of all of the
Six Large Energy Firms including the losses of two firms.
1110 The £800 million per year estimate only includes the profits in excess of the cost of capital made by four of
the Six Large Energy Firms, ie the losses made by two of the Six Large Energy Firms were excluded.
1111 See Appendix 3.4, paragraph 142.
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profits in excess of the cost of capital earned across the microbusiness
segments and the larger SME markets would broadly be in proportion to
their respective revenues. Based on the parties’ responses, this proportion
amounted to 83% on average for all of the Six Large Energy Firms.1112 On
this basis, we have estimated that approximately £230 million per year of the
£280 million profits in excess of the cost of capital earned by the Six Large
Energy Firms related to microbusiness customers.1113
9.17

We note that the revenue apportionment methodology that we have adopted
may not provide a completely accurate number for profits in excess of the
cost of capital. Nevertheless, given the lack of availability of accurate data
for the microbusiness segments, we consider that the apportionment of
profits in excess of the cost of capital by revenue would give a reasonable
approximation of the profits in excess of the cost of capital for the
microbusiness segments, although again this approach is relatively
conservative. In the provisional findings report, we observed ‘higher average
revenues and gross margins for smaller customers compared to larger ones.
This applied to some extent across consumption bands, though it was
particularly noticeable for small microbusinesses’.1114 This suggests that the
detriment is more likely to be concentrated in the microbusiness segments.

9.18

For the above reasons, we consider that our estimated profits in excess of
the cost of capital of £230 million is a lower bound of overall profits in excess
of the cost of capital for the microbusiness segments.

9.19

Despite this conservative approach, we believe that the size of the
microbusiness profits in excess of the cost of capital that we have identified
is significant. The annual profits in excess of the cost of capital amounted to
6% of average annual microbusiness revenues for the Six Large Energy
Firms from FY 2007 to FY 2014. This suggests that prices could have been
on average 6% higher between FY 2007 to FY 2014 than would have been
the case in a better-functioning market. If aggregated over the review period
from FY 2007 to FY 2014, the profits in excess of the cost of capital
amounted to approximately £1.8 billion.

9.20

We also note that a disproportionate share of the profits in excess of the cost
of capital that we have identified for the entire retail supply businesses of the

1112

EDF Energy and RWE could only provide the revenue split for the microbusiness segments from FY 2012 to
FY 2014. Therefore, we applied the same spilt from FY 2007 to 2014 for these firms – as the most appropriate
estimate for the entire period of review.
1113 We note that Centrica’s and E.ON’s SME consumption thresholds are significantly higher than Ofgem’s
microbusiness consumption thresholds, that RWE’s is moderately higher than Ofgem’s and that Scottish Power’s,
EDF Energy’s and to some extent SSE’s SME definitions have similar consumption thresholds or profile classes
to Ofgem’s microbusiness definition (see provisional findings report, Appendix 9.1, Table 1).
1114 Provisional findings report, Appendix 9.1, paragraph 172.
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Six Large Energy Firms can be attributed to the microbusiness segments.
The microbusiness segments contributed approximately 9.5% of total
revenue of the entire supply businesses of the Six Large Energy Firms
between FY 2007 to FY 2014, but between 29% and 42% of the profits in
excess of the cost of capital that we have identified over the same period.
9.21

For the microbusiness segments, we have not attempted to quantify any
possible detriment arising from non-price sources of detriment (such as
impacts on innovation or quality of service).

Strategic approach to remedies design
9.22

At a high level, the provisional package of remedies for microbusiness
customers can be divided into two strategic components:
(a) Measures to help microbusiness customers engage to exploit the
benefits of competition. These include remedies to:
(i) increase price transparency;
(ii) end auto-rollover contracts with certain restrictions (such as
termination fees) that restrict microbusiness customers’ ability to
switch;
(iii) establish a programme to provide microbusiness customers with
information to prompt them to engage; and
(iv) provide prompts to microbusiness customers on default contracts by
enabling rival suppliers to contact them.
(b) Measures to help create a framework for effective competition. Our
proposed remedies regarding reforms of the settlement system for gas
and electricity, discussed in Section 5, also apply to microbusiness
customers. These include remedies to:
(i) develop a firm plan to move microbusiness electricity customers to
half-hourly settlement while also implementing a cost-effective
option for elective half-hourly settlement; and
(ii) increase the accuracy of the gas settlement system.

Engagement remedies
9.23

We believe that our engagement remedies will play a key role in addressing
the features leading to the Microbusiness Weak Customer Response AEC,
and in particular the following:
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(a) that microbusiness customers face actual and perceived barriers to
accessing and assessing information. This arises from two aspects of
the energy markets: a general lack of price transparency concerning the
contracts that are available to microbusiness customers, and the role of
third party intermediaries (TPIs);
(b) that microbusiness customers have limited awareness of and interest in
their ability to switch energy supplier; and
(c) that some microbusiness customers on auto-rollover contracts may have
limited ability to switch contract and/or supplier.1115
9.24

We have proposed four remedies that, in our provisional view, would be
effective in addressing these features and, accordingly, the Microbusiness
Weak Customer Response AEC and the resulting customer detriment.

9.25

The price transparency remedy would require suppliers to disclose the prices
of all their available acquisition and retention contracts to a large proportion
of their microbusiness customers. As an additional measure, it would also
require suppliers to disclose the prices of their out-of-contract (OOC) and
deemed contracts on their websites. The measure in relation to acquisition
and retention contracts would significantly increase microbusiness
customers’ abilities to access and assess price information. It would also
facilitate the development of PCWs catering for microbusiness customers,
which would further reduce the high search costs faced by microbusiness
customers.

9.26

As a result, the price transparency remedy would address barriers to
accessing and assessing information experienced by microbusinesses
without the need to implement an alternative remedy we have considered
relating to the role of TPIs. We also note that this remedy may contribute
towards increasing the level of trust in (and possibly the use of) TPIs as
microbusiness customers would be able to effectively assess and verify
online whether the prices they were quoted by TPIs were reasonable.

9.27

The auto-rollover remedy would address certain barriers to switching that
microbusiness customers on default (including auto-rollover contracts)
contracts face by: (a) increasing the time window during which
microbusiness customers would be able to give their termination notice to

1115

The features that give rise to the Microbusiness Weak Customer Response AEC are listed in the provisional
findings report.
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suppliers; and (b) prohibiting suppliers from including certain restrictions
(prohibiting both termination fees and the use of no-exit clauses).
9.28

We have also sought to prohibit termination fees in relation to evergreen and
OOC contracts. This measure, together with the measure to prohibit
termination fees in relation to auto-rollover contracts, would effectively
ensure that suppliers would not be permitted to charge termination fees on
default contracts with their microbusiness customers.1116 It would thereby
reduce the barriers to switching for microbusiness customers on evergreen
and OOC contracts. This position would be consistent with the domestic
retail markets, where suppliers do not charge termination fees on the SVT.

9.29

The remedies to establish a programme to identify additional (or new)
information from suppliers to prompt microbusiness customers to engage,
and to disclose the details of their most disengaged microbusiness
customers to rival suppliers would increase the engagement of
microbusiness customers on default contracts. By incentivising
microbusiness customers to engage, we would expect the competitive
constraint on energy suppliers to increase. This would incentivise suppliers
to reduce the prices of their available acquisition and retention contracts for
microbusiness customers.

9.30

We note that the price transparency and auto-rollover remedies are specific
to the microbusiness segments. However, the other two remedies, which
relate to the establishment of a programme to provide microbusiness
customers with information and access to microbusiness customers’ data,
mirror two remedies we have proposed in the domestic retail markets. In the
design of these remedies for the microbusiness segments, we have adopted
a similar framework to that used for domestic retail markets.

Other remedies
9.31

Our remedies concerning the electricity and gas settlement systems, as
discussed in Section 5, would also apply to microbusiness customers. In
particular, the plan to move customers in profile classes 1 to 4 to mandatory
half-hourly settlement in electricity would affect the majority of microbusiness
customers (almost 90% of which currently fall into profile classes 3 and 4).

9.32

The other remedies that we are proposing with a view to improving the
framework for competition for domestic customers either affect very few

1116

We understand that suppliers are prohibited from charging termination fees on deemed contracts (see
paragraph 9.151 below).
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microbusiness customers or do not apply at all in the microbusiness
segments. In particular:
(a) the simpler choices component of the RMR rules applies to domestic
customers alone; and
(b) very few microbusiness customers (less than 1% of the total) are on
prepayment meters. For those that are, the remedies we have proposed
to address technical constraints relating to prepayment tariff slots should
help to improve the range of tariffs available.
9.33

We have also considered the case for introducing a price cap for
microbusiness customers on prepayment meters. We have provisionally
decided not to do so, on the grounds that the costs associated with
implementing a price cap for the microbusiness segments would be large
relative to the potential benefits, which would accrue to a very small number
of microbusiness customers.

9.34

In developing our proposed remedies, we have been mindful to ensure that
they work together as a coherent package, which, as a whole, provides an
effective and proportionate means of addressing the Microbusiness Weak
Customer Response AEC, and the resulting customer detriment. Our overall
assessment of the package of remedies against these criteria, including an
assessment of costs and benefits, is provided below (see paragraph 9.289
below). We have provisionally concluded that the benefits of the package as
a whole are likely to exceed the costs by a substantial degree.

Helping customers engage to exploit the benefits of competition: Remedies to
address the Microbusiness Weak Customer Response AEC
Price transparency remedy
9.35

In the provisional findings report, one of the features of the SME retail
energy markets that gave rise to the Microbusiness Weak Customer
Response AEC (and the resulting detriment) was that customers faced
actual and perceived barriers to accessing and assessing information arising
from certain aspects of those markets. One of the aspects that contributed to
this feature was a general lack of price transparency concerning the
contracts (or tariffs) that are available to microbusinesses, which results
from:
(a) many microbusiness tariffs not being published by suppliers;
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(b) a substantial proportion of tariffs being individually negotiated between
customers and suppliers; and
(c) the nascent state of PCWs for non-domestic customers.
9.36

To address this aspect, one of the possible remedies included in the
Remedies Notice proposed the ‘introduction of a new requirement in the
licences of retail energy suppliers to provide price lists for microbusinesses
on their own websites and to make this information available to PCWs.’

9.37

The Parties’ views on the proposed remedy are set out in paragraphs 9.48
and 9.49 below. However, it is important to note here that parties made two
suggestions in their responses to the Remedies Notice:
(a) The means of price disclosure by energy suppliers should be an online
quotation tool made available on suppliers’ websites, rather than the
publication of price lists.
(b) The proposed price transparency remedy should only apply to a specific
subsegment of microbusiness customers, rather than to all
microbusiness customers under Ofgem’s current definition of
microbusinesses.1117

9.38

Following these suggestions we sought further views from the Six Large
Energy Firms, certain independent suppliers1118 and Ofgem on a potential
price transparency remedy that would require energy suppliers to disclose
prices for all contracts on offer for a ‘Proposed Segment’ via suppliers’ online
quotation tools or third party online platforms such as PCWs.

9.39

We acknowledge that online quotation tools would be a more practical
solution than the publication of price lists because it would allow suppliers to
update prices more regularly.1119 We have therefore provisionally concluded
that the proposed means of price disclosure in the context of this remedy will
be an online quotation tool on suppliers’ websites (see paragraph 9.66
below).

9.40

Based on the feedback received from the parties, we consider that Ofgem’s
definition of microbusiness would be too broad as regards the scope of the
proposed remedy. This was due to the complexities and costs involved in
disclosing prices for larger microbusinesses; and also to the fact that larger

1117

SLC 7A.14.
The independent suppliers were Opus Energy, Haven Power, Total, BES, Gazprom, Corona, Ovo Energy,
Ecotricity, Good Energy, Dong Energy, CGG Ltd, and ENGIE (previously GDF Suez).
1119 For example, suppliers’ online quotation tools would be able to price contracts on a real-time basis by
accounting for the wholesale energy costs, which can fluctuate frequently.
1118
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microbusinesses prefer to contract over the telephone. Accordingly, we
propose to apply the price transparency remedy to microbusiness customers
that meet specific requirements (the ‘Proposed Segment’). In particular:
(a) In respect of the supply of electricity, the proposed remedy would apply
to non-domestic customers with single meter points, and meeting all of
the following criteria:
(i) falling under profile classes1120 1 to 4; and
(ii) consumption threshold equal to or below 50,000 kWh per year; and
(iii) on simple meters.1121
(b) In respect of the supply of gas, the proposed remedy would apply to
non-domestic customers with small supply points only. This would
effectively include microbusiness customers with consumption levels of
less than 73,200 kWh per year.
9.41

The key benefits of the Proposed Segment are that it would include almost
all1122 customers within the definition of microbusiness used by Ofgem and in
the terms of reference,1123 while excluding the largest microbusinesses,
which would be the most expensive and complex to serve through an online
quotation tool. Such customers constitute an insignificant minority of the
overall microbusiness customer base, and including them would significantly
increase the costs for suppliers to comply with the remedy. In contrast, the
smallest businesses, whose energy needs are more akin to those of
domestic customers would have the most to gain from this remedy.

9.42

Non-domestic customers in the Proposed Segment have relatively
straightforward metering and contract requirements. The Proposed Segment
is also consistent with the settlement process and suppliers would be able to
easily identify the relevant meters. We also note that there was broad-based
support among suppliers for the Proposed Segment (see paragraphs 9.51 to
9.62 below for further details on the Proposed Segment).

1120

Profile classes relate to the electricity settlement process (see Appendix 8.6 of the provisional findings report
for further details). Profile classes 3 and 4 concern non-domestic customers, which have relatively more
straightforward metering and consumption profiles, compared to those on profile classes 5 to 8. In addition,
profile classes 1 and 2 relate to domestic customers. However, some non-domestic customers are included in
profile classes 1 and 2.
1121 We define simple meters as (the number of meter registers is set out in brackets): Single Rate (1); Off-Peak
(1); Day/Night (2); Day/Evening/Weekend (2); and Day/Evening/Weekend/Night (3). This excludes standard time
of day (SToD) meters.
1122 See Appendix 9.1.
1123 Energy market investigation, terms of reference.
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Aims of the price transparency remedy
9.43

The main aim of the proposed remedy would be to increase the price
transparency of available contracts to microbusiness customers in the
Proposed Segment. Specifically, as noted in our provisional findings report,
many tariffs (contracts and their prices) are not published (online) by
suppliers. First, most suppliers (including one of the Six Large Energy Firms)
do not have online tools or do not disclose online the prices of their available
contracts. Second, suppliers that have online quotation tools do not publish
the prices of all available contracts to microbusiness customers. For
instance, some suppliers do not disclose the prices of their available
retention contracts to their existing microbusiness customers.

9.44

As we discuss below, the price transparency remedy would require suppliers
to disclose the prices of all available acquisition and retention contracts to
non-domestic customers in the Proposed Segment. Hence, the remedy
would significantly increase the price transparency of contracts in relation to
the microbusiness segments. Accordingly, the proposed remedy would partly
address one of the features that contributes to the Microbusiness Weak
Customer Response AEC (and the resulting detriment), ie that customers
face actual and perceived barriers to accessing and assessing information to
help them engage.

9.45

The first key effect of this proposed remedy would be to reduce the high
search costs currently faced by microbusiness customers. After the
implementation of this proposed remedy, non-domestic customers in the
Proposed Segment would be able to check the prices for gas and electricity
not only through direct telephone contact with individual energy suppliers
and/or TPIs, but also through the suppliers’ websites. This would reduce the
steps and time required for these customers to obtain price information.
Moreover, the proposed remedy would facilitate the development of PCWs
in the microbusiness segments, which would allow these customers to
compare prices across suppliers by visiting a single website, reducing their
search costs.

9.46

An additional benefit of the development of PCWs would be to increase
microbusiness customers’ awareness of their ability to switch energy
suppliers or contract because PCWs would have an incentive to advertise
their services to potential microbusiness customers and to enable them to
switch. This, in turn, should result in microbusinesses switching to lower
priced acquisition and retention contracts.

9.47

Finally, we note that the proposed price transparency remedy would likely
benefit not only non-domestic customers in the Proposed Segment, but
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could also benefit some of the larger microbusiness customers falling
outside the Proposed Segment. A few of the Six Large Energy Firms that
have online quotation tools currently offer online quotations to non-domestic
customers with higher consumption thresholds than those set out in the
Proposed Segment. For that reason, we consider that suppliers would likely
continue to offer1124 online quotes to these larger microbusinesses from the
same online quotation tool that they would use to serve non-domestic
customers within the Proposed Segment. We have sought to make the
online quotation tool more user-friendly to aid with price discovery (see
paragraphs 9.67 to 9.76), so that larger microbusinesses would also benefit
from this feature.
Parties’ views on a price transparency remedy
9.48

In their responses to the Remedies Notice and subsequent consultations,
parties were generally supportive of a remedy to improve price transparency
for microbusiness customers. These parties included:
(a) all of the Six Large Energy Firms:1125 Scottish Power, EDF Energy,
Centrica, E.ON, SSE1126 and RWE;1127
(b) certain of the independent suppliers:1128 Opus Energy, Ovo Energy,
Good Energy, Drax (Haven Power), Dong Energy and ENGIE;
(c) certain PCWs: EnergyLinx, Make It Cheaper and [];1129
(d) certain TPIs:1130 [] and UIA;1131 and
(e) certain regulatory and industry bodies:1132 Ofgem1133 and FSB.

1124

The price transparency remedy places no restrictions on suppliers providing online quotes to non-domestic
customers beyond the Proposed Segment. In addition, suppliers would be required to disclose prices on websites
they use to market their products and services to microbusiness customers.
1125 Responses to Remedies Notice
1126 SSE said it was supportive of the remedy as long as the requirements on suppliers were reasonable and
proportionate.
1127 In its response to the put-back sent 11 February 2016, RWE said that it broadly supported the remedy but
had reservations about its effectiveness for more complex products and said it considered that the remedy was
most likely to be effective in increasing price transparency if it were applied to a specific set of simple products,
which could be readily compared by consumers. See Appendix 9.1 for a more detailed summary of RWE’s views.
1128 Responses to Remedies Notice
1129 []
1130 Responses to Remedies Notice.
1131 In paragraph 76a of UIA’s response to the Remedies Notice, UIA said that price transparency would work if
the scope of this remedy included the smaller end of the microbusiness market and not the wide range of
businesses.
1132 Responses to Remedies Notice.
1133 Ofgem noted that there were important considerations to take into account.
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9.49

Certain independent suppliers did not fully support this remedy. They
included Corona Energy, Ecotricity, Gazprom, Haven Power, Total Gas and
Power1134 and BES. Their (albeit not Gazprom’s) key ground for objection
related to the high costs of developing online quotation tools. Some of these
suppliers such as Gazprom stated that they did not offer tariffs1135 to
microbusiness customers. Instead they only offered bespoke1136 products
that did not lend themselves well to price transparency or online price
disclosure. []1137
Design considerations of the price transparency remedy

9.50

We have considered the following elements in the design of the price
transparency remedy:
(a) The scope of the remedy.
(b) The types of contracts for which prices would need to be disclosed.
(c) The means of price disclosure.
(d) How the remedy should be implemented.1138
 Scope of the price transparency remedy

9.51

As indicated in paragraphs 9.37 to 9.42 above, based on the parties’ views
we consider that Ofgem’s definition of microbusiness (and the definition in
our terms of reference) would be too broad with regards to the proposed
remedy and, accordingly, we propose to apply the price transparency
remedy to non-domestic customers in the Proposed Segment.

9.52

The terms of reference for the energy market investigation refer to Ofgem’s
definition of microbusiness set out in SLC 7A.14.1139 Ofgem classifies a
microbusiness as any non-domestic customer that:
(a) employs fewer than ten employees (or their full time equivalent) and has
an annual turnover or balance sheet no greater than €2 million; or

1134

Total added that the online quotation tools were unnecessary.
Standardised tariffs are those that are not individually tailored, such as those offered by some suppliers in the
non-domestic retail markets, and by suppliers in the domestic retail markets.
1136 Individually tailored contracts to microbusiness customers, ie contracts that are not off-the-shelf. For
example, energy contracts with a cost pass-through element for wholesale energy costs.
1137 See Appendix 9.1 for a more detailed summary of these parties’ views on the price transparency remedy.
1138 See Appendix 9.1 for evidence regarding the design considerations of the price transparency remedy.
1139 Energy market investigation, terms of reference.
1135
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(b) consumes no more than 100,000 kWh of electricity per year; or
(c) consumes no more than 293,000 kWh of gas per year.1140
9.53

Some suppliers said that it would be complex and expensive to build online
quotation tools if the remedy were scoped as per Ofgem’s microbusiness
definition. They mentioned that microbusiness customers at the top end of
Ofgem’s microbusiness definition could also be in profile classes 5 to 8 or be
half-hourly settled, and not have simple meters.1141 Suppliers also told us
that their experience showed that such customers preferred individually
tailored contracts, which were contacted through offline channels such as
the telephone. Therefore, suppliers told us that such customers should fall
outside the scope of the price transparency remedy.

9.54

In addition, Ofgem told us that its microbusiness definition was intentionally
broad.1142 For example, a customer at the top end of Ofgem’s microbusiness
consumption threshold can have an annual bill of £10,000 per fuel (before
VAT).1143 Ofgem suggested that the CMA should consider narrowing the
scope of the proposed remedy to target smaller microbusiness customers,
which are less engaged, less likely to use a broker and find it more difficult to
navigate around energy contracts. It said that suppliers may be able to offer
standardised contracts that could be transacted online to cater for these
smaller microbusiness customers.1144

9.55

We agree with Ofgem that smaller microbusinesses are more likely to face
barriers to accessing and assessing information as a result of the lack of
price transparency due to their lack of size and sophistication. In addition, as
suggested by the suppliers, we acknowledge that larger microbusiness
customers may prefer to negotiate contracts directly with suppliers over the
telephone.

9.56

In light of the above comments and evidence, we have defined a Proposed
Segment for the proposed price transparency remedy (see paragraph 9.40
above).

1140

The definition of microbusinesses has changed over time. It was originally defined by government for the
purposes of the complaints handling standards and redress scheme. The definition was then updated following
Ofgem’s Energy Supply Probe and again changed following its RMR.
1141 We define simple meters as (the number of meter registers is set out in brackets): Single Rate (1); Off-Peak
(1); Day/Night (2); Day/Evening/Weekend (2); and Day/Evening/Weekend/Night (3). In effect these are meters
other than SToD meters.
1142 Ofgem’s working paper on non-domestic regulatory regime dated 18 November 2015.
1143 Provisional findings report, Appendix 9.1, paragraph 5.
1144 Ofgem’s working paper on non-domestic regulatory regime dated 18 November 2015.
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9.57

The Proposed Segment would be based on single meter points per fuel. So,
a customer in the Proposed Segment would be able to get a quote for each
meter (and on a per fuel basis). In a few cases1145 where a non-domestic
customer would have more than one meter per fuel, it would have the option
of obtaining separate online quotes for each meter, or telephoning the
supplier to obtain a quote for all of its meter points for that fuel. We also note
that suppliers’ non-domestic online tools and EnergyLinx currently offer
quotes for single meter points as well.

9.58

This approach was supported by all of the suppliers that responded to the
consultation on this feature. It would also be cost effective for suppliers
because the online quotation tool would not have to calculate excessive
price permutations for multiple meters. In relation to meter types, compared
to simple meters (included within the Proposed Segment), SToD1146 meters
require a greater number of price permutations for price production, and it
would thus increase the costs of the online tool. Therefore we have excluded
StoD meters from the Proposed Segment.

9.59

In respect of the Proposed Segment for the supply of electricity, nondomestic customers in profile classes 1 to 41147 (and with lower levels of
consumption below 50,000 kWh per year and with simple meters) tend to
include the smaller end of the microbusiness segment who would benefit
most from reduced search costs, given that they have limited resources to
search for the best deals (compared to larger businesses). Moreover,
compared to non-domestic customers in profile classes 5 to 8 (excluded
from the Proposed Segment), non-domestic customers in profile classes 1 to
4 tend to have straightforward metering and contract/tariff requirements that
are well suited to online price production.

9.60

We note that even though a significant majority of non-domestic
customers1148 (and consequently a significant majority of microbusiness
customers) are included within profile classes 3 and 4, we have included
non-domestic customers in profile classes 1 and 21149 within the scope of the
proposed remedy because these businesses represent the smallest

1145

Based on our consultation with suppliers, we understand that non-domestic customers with more than one
meter point per fuel are unlikely to fall within the Proposed Segment. This is because they tend to be the larger
SMEs and I&C customers.
1146 SToD are meters with greater than three meter registers, ie these are not ‘simple meters’.
1147 We understand that non-domestic customers in profile classes 1 and 4 are not half-hourly settled. By
implication we are excluding half-hourly settled customers from the scope of this remedy. We note that such halfhourly settled non-domestic customers tend to be larger SMEs and I&C customers.
1148 Non-domestic customers include microbusiness, SME and I&C customers. See Appendix 9.1 for details on
the proportions of non-domestic and microbusiness customers included within the scope of this remedy.
1149 Profile classes 1 and 2 are for domestic customers. However in some instances, non-domestic customers are
included in profile classes 1 and 2.
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customers in microbusiness segments, which are likely to face the greatest
barriers to searching for price information.
9.61

In respect of the Proposed Segment for the supply of gas, an important
consideration was distinguishing between various sizes of supply points. Our
current view is that only small supply points should be included within the
scope of this proposed remedy because smaller microbusinesses face the
greatest barriers to searching and the highest search costs.

9.62

In relation to consumption thresholds for both the supply of gas and
electricity, we note that consumption is a good proxy for the size of the nondomestic customer, and whether its energy and contract requirements are
straightforward. For instance, large SMEs and I&C non-domestic customers
are more likely1150 to have higher consumption than microbusiness
customers. By incorporating the consumption thresholds set out in the
Proposed Segment, we have included smaller non-domestic customers,
which have the most to benefit from increased price transparency and
reduced search costs; and have excluded those larger non-domestic
customers, which prefer to contract over the telephone. The lower
consumption thresholds would also make it less burdensome for the
independent suppliers to comply with this proposed remedy and reduce their
costs to develop online quotation tools. Despite adopting a consumption
threshold, the Proposed Segment would include a significant majority of
customers failing within Ofgem’s definition of a microbusiness.
 Types of contracts for which prices would need to be disclosed

9.63

In order to enhance price transparency in the microbusiness segments,
suppliers would be required to disclose the prices of all of their available
acquisition and retention contracts within the Proposed Segment, via their
online quotation tools or third party online platforms.

9.64

As an additional measure to increase the price transparency of default
contracts, we propose that suppliers would also be required to disclose the
prices of their OOC and deemed contracts on their websites (suppliers would
not be required to disclose the prices of OOC and deemed contracts through
the online quotation tool for acquisition and retention contracts).

1150

There may be exceptions in the case of microbusinesses that are highly energy intensive businesses, which
may have high consumption of energy. We understand that such businesses might be expected to be more
engaged already in searching and switching due to the relative importance of the energy inputs to their
businesses. Therefore, if they were excluded from the scope of this remedy due to their high consumption level,
such businesses would unlikely be significantly negatively affected.
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9.65

We do not propose any additional measures in relation to evergreen
contracts because microbusiness customers on evergreen contracts have
different contract prices, depending on when they started the contract and so
producing price lists for these customers would be onerous for suppliers.
 The means of price disclosure

9.66

We propose to require suppliers to disclose prices for microbusiness
customers within the Proposed Segment through the use of online quotation
tools made available on their websites, or through one or more third party
online platforms (eg PCWs).
o

Online quotation tools

9.67

Many parties supported the use of online quotation tools over price lists.
They said that published price lists would be static and therefore unsuitable
because several factors contributed to price production. These factors would
make the price lists burdensome to produce for suppliers, and confusing to
interpret for microbusiness customers. Suppliers also noted that it would be
cumbersome to update price lists frequently. For example, they pointed out
that wholesale energy costs fluctuated frequently and that these fluctuations
would need to be reflected in a timely manner in the price quotations. Some
parties also pointed out that online quotation tools would facilitate the
development of PCWs in the microbusiness segments.1151

9.68

We also observe that all of the Six Large Energy Firms (except for Scottish
Power)1152 currently have automated online quotation tools for the
microbusiness customers, and that none of the suppliers1153 use static price
lists to disclose the prices of acquisition and retention contracts for their
microbusiness customers. Also, as noted in paragraph 9.43 above, the Six
Large Energy Firms with online quotation tools do not disclose the prices for
all their available acquisition and retention contracts.

9.69

As this proposed remedy aims to reduce the search costs for customers
within the Proposed Segment, we consider it important that the online
quotation tools should be reasonably easy to use for these customers.
Accordingly, under this proposed remedy, suppliers would be required to

See Appendix 9.1 for a summary of parties’ views on why they support online quotation tools over price lists.
In its response to the Remedies Notice, Scottish Power told us [].
1153 Except for EDF Energy, which publishes the price of its non-domestic variable ‘Freedom’ tariff.
1151
1152
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provide an achievable quote, ie one that the customers can transact upon,
subject only to them passing a credit check. Specifically, suppliers:
(a) would be required to disclose the prices of all available acquisition and
retention contracts1154 (quotations) once a customer enters its primary
information inputs (postcode and consumption) into the online quotation
tool;
(b) have complete discretion on choosing (or not choosing) any number of
‘secondary information inputs’, which would act as filters on the search
results from the primary information inputs; and
(c) would be required to make the quote valid for as long as it does not
change the prices for the contract (or tariff), or make it clear to the
customer how long the quote would be valid for.
9.70

We consider that it should be possible for customers within the Proposed
Segment to obtain a quote based on entering its primary information inputs
(ie postcode and consumption) into the online quotation tool. The postcode
would allow the supplier to identify the customer’s address and region, which
would allow the supplier to determine the locational pricing. The postcode
would also allow the supplier to obtain the MPAN and MPRN numbers via
the ECOES, SCOGES or another third party database. This would allow the
supplier to identify the meter type, profile class, and other meter specific
information that contributes to price production.

9.71

These inputs (ie postcode and consumption) would be mandatory fields on
online quotation tools. However suppliers would also be allowed to add two
additional fields – MPRN and/or MPAN and spend (£) – to complement the
primary information inputs in case the customer’s meter is not registered with
the ECOES or SCOGES databases, or the customer does not immediately
have access to its consumption figure.

9.72

The function of the secondary information inputs would be to allow for more
tailored and cost reflective quotations, especially in cases when the search
results for a given set of primary information inputs display the prices of
several contracts. Examples of secondary information inputs include contract
start/end date, contract duration, payment type, fixed/variable price,
paperless billing or billing frequency.

1154

If a supplier offers bundled products, then the prices of such contracts would also have to be disclosed
alongside all acquisition and retention contracts. Bundled products have a component(s) of additional
services/features, such as energy advice, that are embedded within the price of energy supply.
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9.73

We note that the emphasis of this proposed remedy is on contracts
‘available’ to customers in the Proposed Segment. Therefore, suppliers
would have discretion on when to bring contracts to the market. This
proposed remedy would not compel suppliers to offer renewal quotations to
their microbusiness customers that recently started a fixed-term contract.1155

9.74

Suppliers would be permitted to quote the prices of negotiable contracts and
offer price and non-price discounts through online and offline (telephone)
channels. However, to make it easier for customers to compare the prices of
acquisition and retention contracts, suppliers would be required to:
(a) quote a single price1156 per fuel for a given set of primary and secondary
information inputs;1157 and
(b) identify what charges are included in the quote. To avoid the possibility
of hidden charges, if the customer passes the credit check, suppliers
would not be permitted to increase the price of a quote after the initial
quote based on the customer’s primary information inputs.

9.75

Suppliers would be required to clearly signpost, in a prominent way, the
location of their online quotation tools on their websites. For example, their
websites’ homepages and non-domestic homepages would need to have
web link(s) to the online quotation tool or the third party online platform(s).

9.76

Requiring customers to undergo credit checks prior to obtaining a quote
would create a significant disincentive to search the market and would
significantly delay the price discovery process. Furthermore, credit risk is not
one of the key determinants of price production (see paragraphs 9.70 to 9.72
above). Suppliers would be able to alter the quoted price if a customer were
to fail a credit check. We note that suppliers would also have other options to
manage credit risk, such as taking a security deposit or choosing not to
supply that customer.
o

9.77

Use of third party online platforms

As noted in paragraph 9.66 above, suppliers would have the choice of
disclosing prices for customers within the Proposed Segment, through an

1155

For example, this remedy would not compel a supplier to offer a renewal quote to a microbusiness customer
that is on day 2 of its three-year fixed-term acquisition contract.
1156 For example, in relation to annual quote, suppliers would be required to quote a single price, and not simply a
range between £X and £Y. Suppliers would also be required to disclose a single price for the unit rate and
standing charge.
1157 If a supplier has products with multiple price points for a given set of information inputs, then that supplier
would be required to disclose each of them as separate contracts, with the scope to filter these contracts by way
of secondary information inputs.
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online quotation tool on their websites, or through third party online platforms
such as PCWs. The primary motivation for this approach was to not add to
the costs of smaller suppliers. We understand that providing prices to PCWs
would be a low cost option with a minimal administration burden for
suppliers. For example, based on our discussion with suppliers, we
understand that this would basically require a supplier to send price lists to a
PCW in a flat file format such as a CSV. Additionally, we also believe that
the smaller suppliers would have an incentive to have their prices disclosed
on PCWs.1158
9.78

A supplier would be required to comply with the key conditions (see
paragraphs 9.63 to 9.65 and 9.69 to 9.75 above) whether it chooses to use
its own online tool or a third party’s. Most importantly, the supplier would be
responsible for ensuring that the third party online platforms disclose all of
the available acquisitions and retention contracts, and comply with the
primary information input requirements.

9.79

Suppliers would be able to choose any number of third party online
platforms. However, suppliers would be required to have web links on their
websites to the prices of all of their available acquisition and retention
contracts. It would not be necessary for one particular link (or third party
hosting platform) to disclose the prices of all available contracts, although
the supplier could choose to arrange its marketing channels in this way.
Also, if a supplier were to disclose the price of the same contract (or tariff)
through more than one third party online platform, then it would be required
to provide the web link of at least that third party online platform which
discloses the cheapest price.
 Implementation of the price transparency remedy

9.80

We have provisionally decided to implement the proposed price
transparency remedy through the following:
(a) An order that would:
(i) require energy suppliers to disclose the prices of all available
acquisition and retention contracts to non-domestic customers falling
within the Proposed Segment either through an online quotation tool
made available on their websites, or through one or more third party
online platforms (and including a web link on their own website to

1158

CSV is the abbreviated form for ‘comma separated values’.
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direct non-domestic customers to such third party online
platform(s));
(ii) require suppliers to disclose the prices of all their OOC and deemed
contracts on their websites; and
(iii) amend suppliers’ licences to incorporate these requirements.
(b) A recommendation to Ofgem to make any necessary minor
consequential amendments to suppliers’ licences.
Assessment of effectiveness of the price transparency remedy
9.81

In this section, we consider whether the proposed price transparency
remedy would be effective in achieving its aim.

9.82

In evaluating the effectiveness of the proposed remedy, we have
considered:
(a) the effectiveness of the key design elements;
(b) the extent to which it would be capable of effective implementation,
monitoring and enforcement;
(c) the timescale over which it would be expected to take effect; and
(d) the proposed remedy’s consistency and compliance with existing or
expected laws or regulations.
 Effectiveness of the key design elements

9.83

Following the implementation of the proposed remedy, we would expect
non-domestic customers within, at least, the Proposed Segment, to engage
to a greater extent than they would otherwise do (and are currently doing).
The proposed remedy would therefore achieve its aim in addressing, in part,
the feature of the Microbusiness Weak Customer Response AEC concerning
microbusiness customers’ ability to access and assess information (see
paragraphs 9.43 to 9.47 above).

9.84

Non-domestic customers in the Proposed Segment would be able to obtain
quotes for all available acquisition and retention contracts by entering just
two pieces of information – the primary information inputs. This would
enhance price transparency by reducing the time taken to collect (and
compare) quotes from a number of suppliers.
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9.85

Suppliers would not be able to circumvent the proposed remedy by only
disclosing their most competitive and/or best prices in an obscure location:
suppliers would be required to disclose the prices of all their available
acquisition and retention contracts in a prominent way with signposting (see
paragraph 9.75 above). Also, if a supplier were to disclose the price of the
same contract (or tariff) through more than one third party online platform,
then it would be required to provide the web link of at least that third party
online platform, which discloses the cheapest price (see paragraph 9.79
above).

9.86

Suppliers would also be required to disclose their prices in a prominent way,
irrespective of the means of price disclosure. Suppliers would be required to
signpost either the online quotation tool on the suppliers’ websites or the
relevant third party online platform websites. Customers would then be able
to enter their relevant information and see the prices for the relevant and
available contracts.

9.87

We consider that giving suppliers the choice of disclosing prices via online
quotation tools or third party online platforms would not undermine the
effectiveness of this proposed remedy. For instance, if all suppliers were to
opt for the third party online platform, it would not reduce the effectiveness of
the proposed remedy. This is because suppliers would be required to meet
the same conditions under both means of disclosure (see paragraph 9.78
above). In addition, suppliers choosing the third party online platform would
be required to provide web links on their websites to all available contracts
(price disclosures).

9.88

Therefore, we consider that the key design elements of the proposed
remedy would be effective in achieving its aim.
 Implementation, monitoring compliance and enforcement of the proposed
remedy

9.89

In determining whether a proposed remedy is effective, we have considered
how it would be implemented and the need for the proposed remedy to be
clear to the persons to whom it is directed, such as suppliers; and also to
other interested persons, such as Ofgem (which would have responsibility,
together with the CMA, for monitoring compliance), and microbusiness
customers.

9.90

As regards implementation of the proposed remedy, we have set out a
number of detailed specifications (see paragraphs 9.63 to 9.79 above). We
have described the terms of the proposed remedy (and associated licence
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condition) so that it would be clear to suppliers to understand, and
straightforward for them to introduce.
9.91

In defining the scope of the Proposed Segment, we have taken into account
the existing settlement system (eg profile classes) so that suppliers would be
able to easily identify the relevant customers.

9.92

By around 2020, all of the profile class 1 and 4 non-domestic customers for
electricity are planned to be moved to half-hourly settlement.1159 Some
suppliers told us that, at this point, they would be able to continue to identify
the relevant meters and the non-domestic customers and offer them online
quotations. Therefore our proposed remedy would continue to be effective.

9.93

As regards monitoring compliance with the proposed remedy, we note that,
by introducing a new licence condition, which would be consistent with the
CMA’s order, Ofgem would be under a duty to perform a monitoring role.
Monitoring compliance with the proposed remedy should be straightforward.
It would involve periodically checking suppliers’ websites to verify that they
are adhering to the terms of the order by making available links to the
information concerning the pricing of all of the contracts that they offer to
non-domestic customers within the Proposed Segment. Ofgem would be
well placed as the sector regulator to receive, and follow up on, complaints
made by microbusiness customers concerning suppliers’ ongoing
compliance with the licence condition.

9.94

As regards enforcement, by introducing the proposed remedy by way of
order and new licence condition, Ofgem would also be able directly to
enforce against any breach of the new licence condition, without making an
application to the court (as compared to enforcing against a breach of the
order, for which a court application would be required).
 Timescale for the price transparency remedy

9.95

1159

In evaluating the effectiveness of the proposed remedy, we have considered
the timescale over which the Microbusiness Weak Customer Response AEC
would be expected to endure, and the timescale over which the proposed
remedy would be likely to take effect. As regards the Microbusiness Weak
Customer Response AEC, our view is that, absent the proposed remedy
(and the other proposed remedies we have provisionally decided upon
concerning this AEC), the detriment would persist. Whilst future market
developments such as the completion of the national programme for the roll-

See Appendix 9.1.
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out of smart meters and the implementation of our other proposed remedies
may go some way to addressing the Microbusiness Weak Customer
Response AEC or its associated detriment, they will not fully address either
this AEC or the associated detriment.
9.96

In this regard, we do not believe that the planned move to half-hourly
settlement for profile classes 1 to 4, which is expected to be completed in
2020, would fully address the Microbusiness Weak Customers Response
AEC or associated detriment, and that the proposed remedy would continue
to be necessary. This is because the lack of price transparency is the key
aspect of the feature that gives rise to the AEC. For these reasons, we have
provisionally decided that the proposed remedy would not be subject to a
sunset provision.

9.97

As regards the timescales for implementation, we consider that the proposed
remedy could be implemented by all suppliers within reasonable timescales.
For example, suppliers’ range of estimates to build online quotation tools
range from 6 to 18 months, with most giving timeframes of less than 12
months.1160 Suppliers choosing merely to provide links to one or more third
party online platforms would be able to implement this proposed remedy
within an even shorter timeframe (for example, shortly after having
concluded commercial negotiations with such platforms).

9.98

We therefore propose to set a deadline for implementation by suppliers
within 12 months of the publication of the final report by which time suppliers
would need to have their online quotation tools or third party online platforms
fully functional concerning the Proposed Segment. We consider that, in light
of suppliers’ submissions, this would give suppliers adequate time to prepare
their online quotation tool (or failing that, to put in place arrangements with
third party online platforms).
 Consistency and compliance with existing or expected laws or regulations

9.99

As part of our consideration of the design of the proposed remedy, we have
considered whether any elements of the proposed remedy would be
inconsistent with other relevant laws and regulations. A particular focus of
our assessment of this aspect of remedy design has been the interaction of
our proposed remedy with the forthcoming changes governing the move to
half-hourly settlement for profile classes 1 to 4 (see paragraph 9.285 below),

1160

Time periods given by suppliers indicate the time they would need to adapt/build the online quotation tools.
We considered that suppliers would most likely start building or modifying their online tools (and/or platforms)
once they had a good level of clarity of how the proposed remedy would work in practice. This would have to
include all the prescriptive detail. We considered that this would upon the publication of the final report.
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and Ofgem’s desire to move towards a more principles based system of
regulation concerning the retail supply markets, more generally (see Section
3). We will continue to keep the scope of such interactions under review as
we finalise our decision on our preferred remedy options.
 Conclusion on the effectiveness of the proposed remedy
9.100

In light of the above analysis, we provisionally conclude that this proposed
remedy would be effective in reducing the barriers to accessing and
assessing information faced by microbusiness customers, which is a feature
of the retail energy markets that gives rise to the Microbusiness Weak
Customer Response AEC, and the resulting customer detriment.
Assessment of proportionality of the price transparency remedy

9.101

In this section we set out our assessment of whether the proposed remedy
would be a proportionate remedy. We have done so by considering whether
the proposed remedy would:
(a) be effective in achieving its legitimate aim;
(b) not be more onerous than needed to achieve its aim;
(c) be the least onerous if there were a choice between several effective
measures; and
(d) not produce disadvantages that are disproportionate to the aim.1161
 Effective in achieving its aim

9.102

For the reasons set out above, we consider that the proposed remedy would
be effective in achieving its aim of increasing price transparency.
Accordingly, it would be effective in partly addressing one of the underlying
features that gives rise to the Microbusiness Weak Customer Response
AEC, and the resulting customer detriment.
 No more onerous than needed to achieve its aim

9.103

We have considered whether there were other channels to disclose prices
(eg via letters or over the telephone) that would be as effective as the online
means proposed under this remedy. However, we did not identify any such

1161

CC3, paragraph 344, citing the principles established in the Fedesa case, Case C-331/88, the Queen v
Minister of Agriculture, Fisheries and Food and Secretary of State for Health, ex parte: Fedesa and others, [1990]
ECR I-4023, paragraph 13.
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means, nor were any proposed by the parties. In addition, we considered
that letters might quickly become outdated as wholesale energy costs
changed, limiting their effectiveness as a means of increasing price
transparency. The disclosure of prices over the telephone would not reduce
search costs and a customer would be unable to compare prices across all
or most of the market. In contrast, online search, as proposed under the
remedy, would bring benefits to customers as a whole in terms of allowing
them to easily compare prices and reduce their search costs.
9.104

We considered whether a narrower Proposed Segment could be less
onerous, for example, if the Proposed Segment were to only include profile
class 4. However any such reduction in scope would result in non-domestic
customers in profile classes 1 to 3 being harmed, ie they would continue to
experience high search costs. Therefore, we concluded that a narrower
Proposed Segment would not be effective.

9.105

In addition, we propose to allow all suppliers the choice of the means of
price disclosure between the online quotation tool and third party online
platforms. They would therefore be able to choose the option that would
represent the more cost effective option for them. This would specifically
reduce the potential burden of the proposed remedy on small suppliers,
which might have insufficient resources to establish an online quotation tool.

9.106

We therefore conclude that this proposed remedy would be no more
onerous than needed to achieve its aim. In particular, we note that the
proposed remedy would not impose costs and restrictions on suppliers that
go beyond what is needed to achieve price transparency for non-domestic
customers in the Proposed Segment.
 Least onerous if there were a choice between several effective measures

9.107

As noted above, we have considered several variations concerning the
proposed remedy, and whether there may be alternative remedies that
achieve the same aim. However, we have provisionally found that the
proposed remedy is the only form of remedy that would be effective (for the
reasons discussed in paragraphs 9.103 above). We therefore do not
consider that there is a less onerous remedy that would be effective.
 Would not produce disadvantages disproportionate to the aim

9.108

The scope of the Proposed Segment is designed so that it would target the
non-domestic customers (including microbusiness customers) which most
commonly use such online systems to search for prices; and it would not
require suppliers to make available their prices to larger microbusinesses
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with considerably more resources to devote to negotiating their prices with
suppliers directly (see paragraphs 9.41 and 9.42 above).
9.109

Targeting our remedy on the Proposed Segment as opposed to the whole
microbusiness customer base (which formed part of our terms of reference)
would significantly reduce the costs borne by suppliers (see paragraphs 9.41
and 9.53 to 9.62 above). It would also reduce the proposed remedy’s
complexity during implementation: extending the remedy beyond the
Proposed Segment would significantly increase the number of price
permutations that the online quotation system (and the third party online
platform) would need to manipulate in order to produce a quote.

9.110

Finally, we have compared the potential costs of implementing the proposed
remedy via an online quotation tool to the size of the detriment that the
proposed remedy may be expected to address.

9.111

The Six Large Energy Firms provided the following cost estimates to amend
their current1162 online quotation tools in order to comply with the proposed
price transparency remedy: [] (£nil); []1163 (£100,000 to £150,000); []
(£200,0001164); [] (£250,0001165); [] (£1 million); and [] (£3 million to
£5 million). None of the parties brought to our attention that the running
costs of the online quotation tool would be significant, subject to the
functionality specified in the remedy design.

9.112

Certain other suppliers provided the following cost estimates to build new1166
online quotation tools in order to comply with the proposed price
transparency remedy: []1167 (minimal costs); [] (£40,000), [](£160,000
to £200,000); [] (£300,000); [] (£300,000 to £500,000); [] (£550,000);
[], [] (significant costs).1168

9.113

Additionally, based on suppliers’ responses to our provisional findings and
Remedies Notice, we understand that the third party online tool (ie the PCW
option) would not require significant set-up and running costs (see

1162

In its response to the Remedies Notice, Scottish Power said that it did not currently operate an online
quotation tool. []
1163 [] provided the set-up cost estimate for a brand new online quotation tool. It clarified that if the Proposed
Segment were to include meters with three registers (as opposed to only one or two meter registers), then the
costs would increase from £100,000 to £150,000.
1164 [] said that its costs would likely be in excess of £200,000 of development costs plus internal business
change costs.
1165 Subject to the precise design of the remedy
1166 Except for Good Energy, we observe that none of the other independent suppliers have an online quotation
tool on their websites.
1167 We observe that [] has an online quotation tool, which largely complies with the proposed price
transparency remedy. For instance, a microbusiness customer could obtain quotes by only entering its primary
information inputs.
1168 See Appendix 9.1 for suppliers’ submissions of the estimated costs.
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Appendix 9.1). Therefore the costs that this proposed remedy would impose
on suppliers can be reduced to a relatively insignificant level, if the suppliers
were to opt for the PCW option as opposed to the online quotation tool.
9.114

We have compared the estimated costs provided by the Six Large Energy
Firms to amend or build new online quotation systems, to our estimate of the
detriment of around £230 million per year. As regards the combined
estimated costs of all of the Six Large Energy Firms’ costs, the upper
bound1169 of their reported estimates to build/amend online quotation tools
totalled £6.6 million, although this included [] £5 million estimate, which is
substantially higher than the cost estimates provided by all other suppliers.

9.115

We consider that a more realistic1170 figure for all of the Six Large Energy
Firms could be derived by using [] estimate as a benchmark. Scottish
Power’s estimate is based on it building a new quotation tool, which would
normally be more expensive than modifying an existing system. If the
modification of an existing system were more expensive than purchasing a
new online system, then the supplier could chose the latter option. For the
Six Large Energy Firms,1171 this would give a total one-off cost of
approximately £750,000. For the approximately 30 suppliers within the
Proposed Segment, the total cost would add up to approximately £4.5
million. These figures, which relate to one-off set-up costs, are still
significantly lower than the estimated profits in excess of the WACC of
£230 million per year. We also consider these figures are an upper bound
because some suppliers might opt for the third party online platform, which
would be a cheaper option.

9.116

As regards our estimate of the likely benefits arising from increased price
transparency, we note that it was not possible to accurately predict the
increase in switching rates and any price reductions from increased
customer response that could result from this proposed remedy.
Nevertheless, using the Six Large Energy Firms’ upper bound estimates of
the costs incurred in implementing this proposed remedy via an online
quotation tool, we estimated that prices would only need to fall by 0.3% as a
result of this proposed remedy for the benefits to exceed the costs. Using a
more reasonable estimate of costs, prices would only need to fall by
0.03%.1172 Given the very small scale of this price reduction, and the likely
effectiveness of the proposed remedy in increasing the transparency of

1169

This includes the £5 million estimated by [], which we considered to be an outlier.
We also note that [] estimate was within reasonable range to the higher estimates provided by [].
1171 Excludes [] because it told us that it would not incur any costs to comply with the remedy because its
online quotation tool already met the design specifications that would be required under the provisional remedy.
1172 We have not conducted comparable analysis to include the independent suppliers due to a lack of availability
of data.
1170
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prices and in facilitating more effective competition, we are satisfied that
such price benefits could be expected even if only a small proportion of
microbusiness customers made use of the enhanced price transparency to
search for a lower priced energy supplier.
9.117

We have therefore provisionally concluded that the proposed remedy would
not produce adverse effects that would be disproportionate to its aim.
 Ofgem’s statutory duties

9.118

Where the CMA is considering whether to modify one or more of the
conditions of a retail gas or electricity supplier’s licence, in deciding whether
such action would be reasonable and practicable, the CMA must ‘have
regard’ to the relevant statutory functions of Ofgem.1173

9.119

Ofgem’s statutory functions concerning gas and electricity supply are set out
in Part 1 of the Electricity Act 1989 (EA89) and the Gas Act 1986 (GA86), as
amended by the Energy Act 2010, and include (among other things) granting
supply licences, keeping under review retail supply, and ancillary, activities,
publishing advice and information about consumer matters, taking action
under Part 4 of the 2002 Act, and requiring the provision of information.1174

9.120

Ofgem’s principal objective, in carrying out such functions, is to protect the
interests of existing and future customers of gas and electricity supply. For
these purposes, ‘consumers’ includes microbusinesses. The interests of
such consumers are taken as a whole, including their interests in (i) the
reduction of greenhouse gases, (ii) the security of supply, and (iii) the
fulfilment by Ofgem of the objectives set out in Article 40(a) to (h) of the Gas
Directive1175 and Article 36(a) to (h) of the Electricity Directive.1176

9.121

Ofgem is generally required to carry out its functions in the manner it
considers best calculated to further the principal objective, wherever
appropriate by promoting effective competition between (among other
things) suppliers of gas and electricity.1177 Before deciding to carry out its
functions in a particular manner with a view to promoting competition, Ofgem
is required to consider the extent to which the interests of consumer would
be protected by that manner of carrying out its functions and whether there

1173

Section 168 of the 2002 Act, and CC3, paragraph 347.
Sections 34, 34A, 35, 36, 36A of the GA86 [and equivalent provisions of the EA89].
1175 European Parliament and Council Directive 2009/73/EC of 13 July 2009 concerning common rules for the
internal market in natural gas and repealing Directive 2003/55/EC [2009] OJ L 211/94.
1176 European Parliament and Council Directive 2009/72/EC of 13 July 2009 concerning common rules for the
internal market in electricity and repealing Directive 2003/54/EC [2009] OJ L 211/55.
1177 Section 4AA(1)(1A), (1C) of the GA86; Section 3A(1)(1B), (1C) of the EA89; Powers and duties of GEMA.
1174
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is any other manner (whether or not it would promote competition) in which
Ofgem could carry out the functions which would better protect those
interests, having regard (among other things) to: (i) the need to secure that,
so far as economical to meet them, all reasonable demands for gas and
electricity supply are met and can be financed; (ii) achieving sustainable
development; and (iii) the interests of ‘vulnerable’ consumers.1178 Subject to
those considerations, Ofgem must also carry out its functions in the manner
it considers is best calculated (among other things) to (i) promote efficiency
and economy by licensed suppliers, and (ii) secure long-term supply and
with regard to the effect on the environment. Lastly, Ofgem must also have
regard (among other things) to the principles of transparency, accountability,
proportionality, and consistency with best regulatory practice.
9.122

In reaching our provisional decision to introduce a new licence condition
concerning gas and electricity supply that requires the publication of prices
for microbusiness customers with the Proposed Segment (either through an
online quotation tool made available on their websites or through third party
online platform(s)) (see paragraph 9.66 above), we have, as part of our own
application of the legal framework requiring us to decide upon proposed
remedies that are effective and proportionate,1179 explicitly taken into
account many of the above factors to which Ofgem must have regard when
carrying out its functions. We have therefore concentrated below on the
considerations not explicitly taken into account elsewhere in this section of
the provisional decision on remedies.

9.123

In particular, we do not consider that this proposed remedy would have an
adverse impact on suppliers’ ability to meet all reasonable demands for gas
and electricity supply, and nor does it engage Ofgem’s duty to have regard
to achieve sustainable development, to protect the interests of vulnerable
customers, to ensure security of supply and to consider environmental
concerns. In this regard, the proposed remedy will only impact the ‘efficiency’
limb of the considerations built into Ofgem’s statutory duties and functions.
The proposed remedy would incentivise suppliers to offer more attractive (ie
lower) prices in order to attract new microbusiness customers and retain
existing ones.

9.124

The proposed remedy would also enhance transparency by reducing search
costs for microbusiness customers in the Proposed Segment, and we would
expect this to facilitate the development of PCWs in the microbusiness
segments, which would further enhance microbusiness customers’ ability to

1178
1179

Those who are disabled or chronically sick, of pensionable age, with low incomes or residing in rural areas.
CC3, pp71–73.
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compare prices across suppliers, thus further reducing their search costs
(see paragraphs 9.45 to 9.46 and 9.67 above).
9.125

Lastly, not all suppliers voluntarily publish their prices and of those that have
online quotation tools not all disclose the prices of all their available
acquisition and retention contracts to microbusiness customers. We
therefore believe that the introduction of a new licence condition in the terms
proposed is a necessary measure, and consistent with best regulatory
practice.

9.126

We consider that the proposed remedy is consistent with Ofgem’s principal
objective of promoting the interests of existing and future customers.
 Conclusion on the proportionality of the proposed remedy

9.127

In light of the above, we conclude that the proposed remedy would be
proportionate to its aim.

Auto-rollover remedy
9.128

In our provisional findings report, we provisionally found that one of the
features of the SME retail energy markets that gave rise to the
Microbusiness Weak Customer Response AEC (and the resulting detriment)
was that some microbusiness customers were on auto-rollover contracts1180
and were given a narrow window in which to switch supplier or tariff.

9.129

An auto-rollover contract is a contract with a microbusiness customer that
provides for an initial fixed-term period (the ‘Initial Period’) and allows a
supplier to automatically roll the microbusiness customer onto a new fixedterm or non-fixed term period (the ‘Roll-over Period’) if, by the end of the
Initial Period, the microbusiness customer has not terminated the contract or
agreed to a new fixed-term period. An important characteristic of the autorollover contract is that the price applying during the Roll-over Period is not
explicitly negotiated between the microbusiness customer and the supplier.

9.130

The specific concerns we identified in relation to auto-rollover contracts
were:
(a) the use of termination fees and/or ’no exit’ clauses for the Roll-over
Period; and

1180

Remedies Notice, paragraph 53c.
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(b) microbusiness customers were being given a narrow window to give a
termination notice to their supplier during the Initial Period.1181
9.131

In the Remedies Notice, we invited views on a remedy that proposed
prohibiting auto-rollover contracts with termination fees and/or no-exit
clauses and a narrow window to switch contract or supplier.1182

9.132

The possible remedy broadly sought to give microbusiness customers on
auto-rollover contracts more flexibility to terminate these contracts, and
prohibit termination fees and/or no-exit clauses during the Roll-over Period.
The specific aspects of the proposed remedy that we have provisionally
decided upon are set out below.
Aims of the auto-rollover remedy

9.133

The aim of this proposed remedy would be to increase the ability of all
microbusiness customers on auto-rollover contracts to switch contracts or
suppliers. This would particularly help the microbusiness customers of those
suppliers that still contract on the basis of fixed-term auto-rollover contracts
with termination fees and no-exit clauses during the Roll-Over Period.

9.134

The proposed remedy would reduce the energy costs of microbusiness
customers in two ways.

9.135

By switching from higher priced auto-rollover contracts to lower priced
contracts, microbusiness customers would lower their energy costs. In
addition, by reducing the barriers to switching during the Roll-over Period,
this proposed remedy would encourage microbusiness customers to search
for the available acquisition and retention contracts. In addition, as a result of
this stronger customer response, we would expect the competitive constraint
on energy suppliers to increase, which should incentivise suppliers to reduce
the price of their available acquisition and retention contracts.

9.136

Therefore this proposed remedy would address the feature that some
microbusiness customers on auto-rollover contracts may have limited ability
to switch contract and/or supplier.
Parties’ views on the auto-rollover remedy

9.137

1181
1182

In light of their current practices (of having already ended auto-rollover
contracts with a fixed-term Roll-over Period), all of the Six Large Energy

Remedies Notice, paragraph 81.
Remedies Notice, paragraphs 81–83.
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Firms were supportive of the key components of this proposed remedy,
which were the prohibition of termination fees, and no-exit clauses. The Six
Large Energy Firms also pointed out that this remedy should be designed in
a way so that it would benefit all microbusiness customers currently in a RollOver Period.1183
9.138

There was further support for the key components1184 of this remedy from:
(a) certain of the independent suppliers such as Ecotricity, Good Energy,
and Ovo Energy;
(b) certain TPIs such as [], UIA and [];
(c) an industry body, the FSB; and
(d) a PCW, Make it Cheaper.1185

9.139

Certain parties such as [] and [] also highlighted that since they had
ended fixed-term auto-rollover contracts, they had observed increased
engagement from microbusiness customers.

9.140

Despite significant support for the key components1186 of this remedy, there
were a number of respondents (among some of the independent suppliers),
which did not support the remedy for the following reasons:
(a) Corona Energy, Ineco, Drax (Haven Power), and Gazprom stated that
banning auto-rollover contracts that included a termination fee or a noexit clause during the Roll-over Period could lead to microbusiness
customers being on higher prices. First, [] told us that banning autorollover contracts with fixed-term Roll-over Periods would force more
microbusiness customers on to relatively higher priced deemed or OOC
contracts. Second, the other three parties explained without the certainty
of a fixed term, suppliers could face increased customer churn risk. This
was the risk that suppliers would be unable to effectively forecast their
energy requirements to meet actual demand, given that microbusiness
customers could leave at short notice. As a result, suppliers would face
the risk that any energy purchased in advance for such microbusiness

1183

We note that this would ensure that microbusiness customers on fixed-term Roll-over Periods (when the
remedy becomes effective) also benefit from the remedy. With regards to existing customers, we have also
provisionally decided to implement the remedy 12 months after the publication of the final report, which would
give suppliers adequate time to amend their business practices to comply with the remedy (see paragraph 9.169
below).
1184 The prohibition of termination fees, and no-exit clauses.
1185 See Appendix 9.2 for further details on parties’ views on the auto-rollover remedy.
1186 The prohibition of termination fees and no-exit clauses.
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customers (which left) would need to be sold back onto the wholesale
market, potentially at a loss. They also added that it could lead them to
purchase more energy on the near-term market, which could expose
them to greater cost uncertainty. They concluded that the increased risk
could lead to suppliers increasing the price of the auto-rollover contract
to factor in the increased risk.1187 We note that suppliers could take a
number of actions to mitigate the risks described above, without having
to resort to price increases (please see paragraphs 9.178 to 9.183
below).
(b) IcoSS and Gazprom submitted that no action was required
currently given Ofgem’s recent amendments to the SLCs and its recent
RMR (please see paragraphs 9.143, 9.146 and 9.148 below) have
resulted in some positive changes.1188
(c) Ineco (a TPI) submitted that no action was required because switching
rates were better than in the domestic market.1189
9.141

Ofgem told us that it was supportive of the CMA’s measures designed to
increase engagement in the microbusiness segments. Ofgem agreed that
this remedy could deliver benefits for some customers. It also said that it
would like to work with the CMA to ensure that any potential negative
impacts of the policy on small suppliers were mitigated.
Design considerations of the auto-rollover remedy

9.142

The key measures of this proposed remedy would be to:
(a) allow microbusiness customers to give a termination notice to suppliers
up to the last day of the Initial Period;1190
(b) allow microbusiness customers to give a termination notice1191 to
suppliers at any time during the Roll-over Period (regardless of whether
the Roll-over Period is fixed or non-fixed);
(c) prohibit termination fees and/or a no-exit clause during the Roll-over
Period; and

Parties’ responses to the Remedies Notice. See Appendix 9.2 for further details.
Parties’ responses to the Remedies Notice. See Appendix 9.2 for further details.
1189 Parties’ responses to the Remedies Notice. See Appendix 9.2 for further details.
1190 ie amending SLC 7A.12B to allow microbusiness customers a longer notice period window.
1191 Subject to any minimum notice period that complies with SLC 7A(11).
1187
1188
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(d) prohibit the transfer of microbusiness customers that have given a
termination notice during the Roll-over Period to a more expensive
contract during the relevant notice period.1192
 Existing SLCs concerning auto-rollover contracts
9.143

In the context of the design of this proposed remedy, we have taken into
account existing licence conditions concerning auto-rollover contracts that
we are not minded to amend or remove. In particular, we have considered
the licence condition under which the minimum notice period to terminate a
microbusiness contract must be no longer than 30 days (SLC 7A.11) (the
‘Minimum Notice Period’). We have also considered the licence condition
under which a fixed-term Roll-over Period must not be longer than 12
months (SLC 7A.13A(c)).

9.144

First, we consider that a Minimum Notice Period of up to 30 days strikes a
reasonable balance between offering microbusiness customers the flexibility
to exit the auto-rollover contract, and allowing suppliers a practicable time
period to manage their commercial risk with regards to their forward
purchasing of energy. We also note that most suppliers also said that a 30day notice period would be reasonable. A longer termination notice period
might also be perceived by microbusiness customers as a barrier to
switching. Accordingly, we are not minded to amend or remove the Minimum
Notice Period.

9.145

Second, a fixed-term Roll-over Period must be no longer than 12 months
(SLC 7A.13A(c)). We understand that this was recently introduced by Ofgem
following its RMR. Ofgem told us that the purpose of this licence condition
was to offer suppliers a higher degree of security of supply, compared to the
security under a shorter notice period.1193 We are not minded to amend this
licence condition and, accordingly, suppliers would be able to roll
microbusiness customers onto a fixed-term Roll-over Period (as long as the
duration of this period does not exceed 12 months). However, we explain (in
paragraphs 9.149 and 9.152 below) that under the proposed remedy
suppliers would not be able to include certain provisions that restrict the
ability of microbusiness customers to switch contract or supplier during the
fixed-term Roll-over Period.

1192
1193

See Appendix 9.2 for evidence regarding the design considerations of the auto-rollover remedy.
Ofgem’s response to the Remedies Notice.
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 Which restrictions concerning the Initial Period should be addressed
9.146

Under the current regulatory framework, a microbusiness customer can give
a termination notice at any time up to 30 days before the end date of the
Initial Period (or a later day specified in the contract).1194 Customers are
typically rolled onto a new contract during the period just before the end date
of the Initial Period. The result is that microbusiness customers are unable to
give termination notice during the last 30 days of the Initial Period which is
when they would be rolled over and is therefore the time they are most likely
to contemplate switching.1195

9.147

Accordingly, the proposed remedy envisages that during the Initial Period:
(a) Microbusiness customers would be able to give a termination notice at
any time up to the last day of the Initial Period.
(b) The termination of the auto-rollover contract would take effect:
(i) at the end date of the Initial Period, if the termination notice is given
in accordance with the notice period stated in the contract or at least
30 days before the end date of the Initial Period; or
(ii) 30 days after the date when the termination notice has been served
by the microbusiness customer, if the termination notice is given in
the last 30 days of the Initial Period (ie in this case, the termination
of the auto-rollover contract would take effect during the Roll-over
Period).
 Which restrictions concerning the Roll-over Period should be addressed

9.148

Under the current regulatory framework, a microbusiness customer on a
fixed-term Roll-over Period can give termination notice at any time up to 30
days before the end date of the fixed-term Roll-over Period (or a later day
specified in the contract) (SLC 7A.12B). This means that they have to wait

1194

SLC 7A.12B. Prior to the implementation of the RMR, microbusiness customers could give termination notice
during the 30 days before the end of the Initial Period only. Hence, under the RMR, Ofgem introduced
SLC 7.A.12B to ensure that there was a wider window (than before the RMR) within which microbusiness
customers could provide termination notice during the Initial Period. This wider window currently runs from the
contract start date to up to 30 days before the end of the Initial Period.
1195 For instance, in its response to provisional findings, p79, paragraph 298, Centrica told us that one of the most
powerful triggers for customer engagement is the process customers go through when they are coming to the
end of a fixed-term contract. Centrica’s evidence showed that up to 60% of all customers in the domestic market
now contacted its sales team to talk through their options.
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until the end of the following fixed-term Roll-over Period to terminate the
contract.
9.149

However, we consider that microbusiness customers should be allowed to
give a termination notice at any time during the Roll-over Period (regardless
of whether the Roll-over Period is fixed or non-fixed). Accordingly, our
proposed remedy envisages that, during the Roll-over Period (fixed or nonfixed term):
(a) microbusiness customers would be able to give a termination notice at
any time;1196 and
(b) the termination of the Roll-over Period will take effect at most 30 days
after the date when the microbusiness customer has given a termination
notice.

9.150

The current regulatory framework also allows suppliers to include termination
fees or no-exit clauses for the Roll-over Period.1197 Under this proposed
remedy, we propose to prohibit suppliers from including termination fees or
no-exit clauses for the Roll-over Period. An absence of termination fees and
no-exit clauses concerning the Roll-over Period would enable a
microbusiness customer to engage to a greater degree in the microbusiness
segments by switching away from an onerous part of a contract that it may
feel it did not explicitly agree to or consider before accepting the autorollover contract.

9.151

Similarly, we propose prohibiting suppliers from charging termination fees in
relation to OOC1198 and evergreen1199 contracts for microbusiness
customers. Such a measure would ensure consistency with regards to
termination fees on all default contracts1200 in the microbusiness segments. It
would also be consistent with the domestic retail markets, where suppliers
tend not to charge termination fees on non-fixed term SVTs. We envision
that this would result in less confusion for microbusiness customers,

1196

We note that this is currently a requirement for non-fixed Roll-over Periods (SLC 7A.12A).
We note that, since the RMR, all of the Six Large Energy Firms and independent suppliers have ended these
restrictions on a voluntary basis. The independent suppliers include Ecotricity, Good Energy and Ovo Energy.
1198 OOC contracts apply to non-domestic customers, which have terminated their contracts, but have not yet
switched to a new supplier. Non-domestic customers are defaulted to this type of contract and will remain on this
tariff unless they take action to switch, with price changes being applied automatically (see provisional findings
report, Appendix 9.1, paragraph 29).
1199 Evergreen contracts have no termination date and the prices are changed periodically. We understand that
these contracts are of limited importance for acquiring new non-domestic customers (see provisional findings
report, Appendix 9.1, paragraph 29).
1200 We note that currently SLC 7.6 does not permit suppliers to apply termination fees on deemed contracts to
non-domestic customers.
1197
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especially those that might not be aware of the rules that apply to the various
types of default contracts.
9.152

Finally, in order to avoid suppliers engaging in practices that would have the
same effect as termination fees or no-exit clauses, the proposed remedy
would prohibit suppliers from transferring a microbusiness customer that has
served a termination notice during the Roll-over Period to a more expensive
contract during the notice period. This type of practice may be perceived as
a barrier to switching if a microbusiness customer would incur a cost (to
switch), which would be similar in substance to a termination fee. However,
suppliers would be able to transfer microbusiness customers to other
contracts during the Roll-over Period under the following circumstances:
(a) if the supplier has given notice of a price change prior to the termination
notice being served by the microbusiness customer, then the supplier
would be permitted to put in place the price change during the Roll-over
Period;
(b) if the microbusiness customer has served the termination notice and has
not switched to a new supplier/contract after the relevant notice period,
then the existing supplier would be permitted to place the microbusiness
on an OOC contract, which may have a different price to the auto roll
over contract; and
(c) if a microbusiness customer elects to change its contract after serving
notice to terminate the auto-rollover contract.

9.153

Separately, we have considered Scottish Power’s submission regarding the
modifications to the licence conditions in relation to grounds for objections
that a supplier can raise to a non-domestic customer seeking to transfer its
energy supply to another supplier. Having sought further views from Ofgem
and suppliers, our provisional view is not to amend the licence conditions in
relation to objections. This is because most objections made by suppliers
related to attempted transfers within a fixed term, and debt owed by the nondomestic customer to the supplier. These did not impact the restrictions
concerning the Roll-over Period, which we have sought to address.
 Scope of the proposed remedy

9.154

We provisionally consider that this remedy would be applicable to all
microbusiness customers on auto-rollover contracts, OOC contracts and
evergreen contracts, including those on these contracts when the proposed
remedy is implemented. This would be regardless of whether the
microbusiness customer is in the Initial Period or the Roll-over Period.
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 Implementation of the remedy
9.155

We propose to implement this remedy through:
(a) A CMA order that would:
(i) prohibit the inclusion of conditions in their existing and future autorollover contracts with microbusiness customers that:
— prohibit the microbusiness customer from giving a termination
notice up to the last day of the Initial Period.
— prohibit the microbusiness customer from giving a termination
notice up to the last day of the fixed-term Roll-over Period.
— impose a termination fees and/or ‘no-exit’ clause for the Rollover Period.
(ii) prohibit the transfer of microbusiness customers that have given a
termination notice during the Roll-over Period to a higher priced
contract during the notice period.
(iii) prohibit the inclusion of a condition in their existing and future OOC
and evergreen contracts with microbusiness customers that include
termination fees.
(iv) amend the supply licence conditions to incorporate these
requirements.
(b) A recommendation to Ofgem to make any necessary consequential
amendments to the supply licences.
Assessment of effectiveness of the auto-rollover remedy

9.156

In this section, we have considered whether the proposed auto-rollover
remedy would be effective in achieving its aim of increasing the ability of
microbusiness customers on auto-rollover contracts to switch contracts or
suppliers. As we explain below, our provisional view is that this remedy
would be effective in addressing the concerns regarding the limited ability of
microbusiness customers to engage, which was a feature that contributed to
the Microbusiness Weak Customer Response AEC, and the resulting
customer detriment.

9.157

In evaluating its effectiveness, we have considered the following factors:
(a) The effectiveness of the key design elements of the proposed remedy.
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(b) The extent to which the proposed remedy would be capable of effective
implementation, monitoring and enforcement.
(c) The timescale over which the proposed remedy would be expected to
take effect.
(d) The proposed remedy’s consistency and compliance with existing or
expected laws or regulations.
 Effectiveness of the key design elements
9.158

Our provisional view is that this proposed remedy would increase the ability
of microbusiness customers on auto-rollover contracts to engage in the
markets. Specifically, by allowing microbusiness customers to give a
termination notice to suppliers up to the last day of the Initial Period the
proposed remedy would allow them to engage, when they are most likely to
want to engage. Similarly, the measure that would allow microbusiness
customers to serve a termination notice and the measure to prohibit
termination fees and/or a no-exit clause during the Roll-over Period would
eliminate certain deterrents to switching, thus increasing microbusiness
customers’ ability to engage in the microbusiness segments. This latter
prohibition would be complemented by prohibiting the transfer of
microbusiness customers that have given a termination notice during the
Roll-over Period to a more expensive contract during the relevant notice
period, in order to prevent suppliers from circumventing the prohibition on
termination fees by recovering them through indirect means.

9.159

In our view, these design elements would increase microbusiness
customers’ ability to switch from relatively higher priced auto-rollover
contracts to acquisition and retention contracts, thus potentially reducing
their energy costs. This would also increase the competitive constraint on
suppliers’ contract prices to microbusiness customers.

9.160

We also consider that there would be no other effective means to address
our concerns regarding auto-rollover contracts as set out in the provisional
findings report. In this regard, we note that not all suppliers have ceased to
include (in their contracts with microbusiness customers) the particular
clauses with which we have concerns, namely clauses that: prevent a
customer giving notice within the last 30 days of the Initial Period; prohibit
giving a termination notice; impose a termination fee; or include a no-exit
provision during the Roll-over Period. As a consequence, we believe that the
proposed remedy would only be effective by prohibiting suppliers from
entering into contracts that include such restrictive clauses; and from
enforcing such clauses in existing contracts.
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 Implementation, monitoring compliance and enforcement of the proposed
remedy
9.161

In determining whether a proposed remedy is effective, we will have regard
to the operation and implications of the proposed remedy. We will also have
regard for the need of the proposed remedy to be clear to the persons to
whom it is directed; and also to other interested persons such as Ofgem
(which would have responsibility, together with the CMA, for monitoring
compliance), and microbusiness customers.

9.162

As regards the implementation of the proposed remedy, we have set out a
number of detailed specifications in paragraphs 9.147 and 9.149 to 9.152
above so that it will be clear to suppliers and straightforward for them to
implement.

9.163

As regards monitoring compliance with the proposed remedy, we note that,
by introducing a new licence condition that would be consistent with the
CMA’s order, Ofgem will be under a duty to perform a monitoring role and
can require the provision of information from suppliers concerning potential
breaches of a licence condition. The CMA would also be responsible for
monitoring compliance, as this proposed remedy would be implemented
through an order.1201

9.164

Monitoring compliance with the proposed remedy would involve periodically
checking suppliers’ contracts (with their microbusiness customers) to verify
that they are adhering to the terms of the order and licence condition (eg by
not including termination fees for the Roll-over Period). In addition, Ofgem
would be well placed as the sector regulator to receive, and follow up on,
complaints made by microbusiness customers concerning suppliers’ ongoing
compliance with the licence condition.

9.165

As regards enforcement of the proposed remedy, by introducing the
proposed remedy by way of order and new licence condition, Ofgem will also
be able directly to enforce against any breach of the new licence condition,
without making an application to the court (as compared to enforcing against
a breach of the order, for which a court application would be required).

1201

Section 38 of the GA86 and section 28 of the EA89; Section 26 of the Competition Act 1998; Section 225 of
the 2002 Act; Regulation 13 of the Unfair Terms in Consumer Contracts Regulations 1999; and, Regulation 21 of
the Business Protection from Misleading Marketing Regulations.
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 Timescale for the auto-rollover remedy
9.166

In evaluating the effectiveness of the proposed remedy, we have considered
the timescale over which the Microbusiness Weak Customer Response AEC
is expected to endure, and the timescale over which the proposed remedy
would be likely to take effect.

9.167

As regards the Microbusiness Weak Customer Response AEC, our view is
that, absent the proposed remedy (and the other proposed remedies we
have provisionally decided upon concerning this provisional AEC), the
detriment would persist. We note that not all suppliers currently include in
their contracts with microbusinesses the particular clauses with which we
have concerns (see paragraphs 9.146, 9.148 and 9.150 above).
Furthermore, we have seen no evidence that the suppliers currently using
such clauses have future intentions to remove them (absent our proposed
remedy). We also note that there is no current licence condition that
prevents any supplier from re-introducing such clauses in the future.
Therefore we have provisionally decided that the proposed remedy would
not be subject to a sunset provision.

9.168

As regards the timescales for implementation, we note that many suppliers
(principally the Six Large Energy Firms, and certain other suppliers) already
comply with the key components of this proposed remedy. Therefore, the
timescale for the implementation of this proposed remedy principally
concerns the other suppliers that would be required to change their practices
to comply with the CMA order.

9.169

As regards the future auto-rollover contracts, our proposed order would take
effect immediately upon publication of the CMA’s order. As regards the
existing auto-rollover contracts, we propose to set a deadline for
implementation by suppliers within 12 months of the publication of the final
report. We believe this would give suppliers adequate time to adjust their
forward purchasing strategies in the wholesale energy markets1202
concerning the Roll-over Periods to which they were already contractually
committed. For example, we understand that the furthest period ahead that a
supplier typically purchases energy for Roll-over Periods is 12 months
ahead.1203 As a result, any suppliers that had purchased energy on the
forward markets in this way would, from the date of the final report, be given

1202

SLC 7A.13A(c) permits a fixed-term Roll-over Period up to 12 months. In its response to the Remedies
Notice (remedy 8 on p6), Ofgem said that a fixed-term contract (including a 12-month fixed-term auto-rollover
contract) allowed a supplier to hedge the risk of short-term changes in wholesale electricity and gas prices.
1203 For its microbusiness customers on a fixed-term Roll-over Period of 12 months, which is permitted under
SLC 7A.13A(c).
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enough time to manage their risks in relation to the forward purchasing of
energy.
 Consistency and compliance with existing or expected laws or regulations
9.170

We have considered whether any elements of the remedy would be
inconsistent with other relevant laws and regulations.

9.171

A particular focus of our assessment was the scope of the remedy (as laid
out in paragraph 9.154 above) ie the proposed remedy would be applicable
to all microbusiness customers on auto-rollover contracts including those on
auto-rollover contracts when the remedy is implemented. However, as noted
in paragraph 9.169 above, we would be setting an implementation deadline
of 12 months with the publication of the final report, specifically concerning
existing auto-rollover contracts. Suppliers would therefore have 12 months to
amend their contractual terms and forward purchasing strategies.
Assessment of proportionality of the auto-rollover remedy

9.172

In this section we set out our assessment of whether the proposed remedy
would be a proportionate remedy to address one of the three features that
we identified in the microbusiness segments. We have done so by
considering whether the proposed remedy would:
(a) be effective in achieving its legitimate aim;
(b) be no more onerous than needed to achieve its aim;
(c) be the least onerous if there were a choice between several effective
measures; and
(d) not produce disadvantages that are disproportionate to the aim.1204
 Effective in achieving its aim

9.173

For the reasons set out in paragraphs 9.133 to 9.136 above, our provisional
view is that this proposed remedy would be effective in achieving its aim of
increasing the ability of microbusiness customers on auto-rollover contracts
to engage in the microbusiness segments of the SME retail energy markets.
Accordingly, it would be effective in addressing one of the underlying

1204

CC3, paragraph 344, citing the principles established in the Fedesa case, Case C-331/88, the Queen v
Minister of Agriculture, Fisheries and Food and Secretary of State for Health, ex parte: Fedesa and others, [1990]
ECR I-4023, paragraph 13.
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features contributing to the provisional Microbusiness Weak Customer
Response AEC, and the resulting customer detriment.
 No more onerous than needed to achieve its aim
9.174

We also consider that this proposed remedy would be no more onerous than
needed to achieve its aim. The proposed remedy would not impose any
upfront costs on energy suppliers. In addition, we have also provisionally
decided on setting a 12 months implementation deadline, after the
publication of the final report, which would give suppliers adequate time to
adjust their contracts and forward purchasing of energy in relation to existing
auto-rollover contracts (see paragraph 9.179 to 9.183 below).
 Least onerous if there were a choice between several effective measures

9.175

As noted above, we have considered whether there may be alternative
means that would achieve the same aim. However, we provisionally consider
that the proposed remedy is the only effective means of addressing the
concerns we have provisionally identified, for the reasons discussed in
paragraph 9.160 above.
 Would not produce disadvantages disproportionate to the aim

9.176

We estimated the profits of the Six Large Energy Firms in excess of the cost
of capital at approximately £230 million per year (see paragraph 9.16
above). We have not quantified the amount by which the detriment from the
independent suppliers would be reduced solely as a result of the proposed
auto-rollover remedy. However we note the beneficial impact on
engagement levels of microbusiness customers of the Six Large Energy
Firms that have already ceased entering into contracts containing the
restrictive clauses with which we have concerns (see paragraphs 9.137 and
9.139 above). For the reasons noted above, we believe that the proposed
remedy would have a positive impact on engagement levels and competition
in the microbusiness segments that would overall lead to lower prices.

9.177

As noted above, we consider that no upfront costs would be imposed on
suppliers as a result of this remedy, and we are therefore confident that this
proposed remedy would have greater benefits than costs and would be
proportionate to its aims.

9.178

Certain parties told us that the prohibition of termination fees and no-exit
clauses could lead to greater risks for suppliers, which could compel
suppliers to raise their prices to microbusiness customers on auto-rollover
contracts. However, we consider that customers would be unlikely to be
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charged a higher price solely because of the implementation of our proposed
remedy. We note that suppliers could take a number of mitigating actions to
manage any potential risk arising from the proposed remedy without having
to resort to price increases.
9.179

First, there would be no increased risk (for suppliers) with regards to the
effect of our proposed remedy on future contracts (on the date the CMA’s
order becomes effective) with a Roll-over Period. Our proposed remedy
would bring into line certain independent suppliers’ practices with the current
practices of the Six Large Energy Firms and other suppliers. Hence, we
believe that such suppliers would be able to adjust their risk and pricing
strategies so as to remain (or to become) competitive with the Six Large
Energy Firms and other suppliers, which are already conducting their
business in line with our proposed remedy.

9.180

Second, for microbusiness customers in the Initial Period (on the date the
remedy becomes effective), we note that a supplier would have enough time
to adjust its purchasing strategy concerning the Roll-over Period so as to
accommodate the new exit provisions. For example, a supplier that
previously bought energy 12 months ahead (usually during the last 30 days
of the Initial Period) for its customer on a 12-month fixed-term Roll-over
Period could adjust its purchasing strategy by purchasing 30 days ahead or
any other strategy it considered appropriate.

9.181

Third, for microbusiness customers in the Roll-over Period (on the date the
remedy becomes effective), we note that (for the reasons noted above) the
proposed implementation period of 12 months would allow a supplier
adequate time to adjust its purchasing strategy to take into account its risks.
Such a supplier would have 12 months to adjust its purchasing strategy for a
microbusiness customer on the Roll-over Period, which in itself cannot
exceed 12 months.

9.182

To the extent that any adjusted purchasing strategy might lead to a higher
price to microbusiness customers on the Roll-over Period (at the time the
remedy becomes effective), we note that suppliers could contact their
existing microbusiness customers that are on non-fixed Roll-over Periods
and offer them a fixed-term retention contract. However, if such a
microbusiness customer did not engage, and the supplier considered that it
was unable to manage its risks, then that supplier could choose to terminate
the Roll-over Period or offer a variable priced contract that tracked a
wholesale energy cost index. Our proposed remedy would not prohibit a
supplier from offering acquisition or retention contracts to that, or other,
microbusiness customers.
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9.183

In addition, suppliers could form a reasonable view on the overall customer
demand profile for microbusiness customers on Roll-over Periods. This
would be possible because such customers would have been with the
supplier for more than one year, and the supplier would have been able to
collate and analyse the necessary data to form a view on the overall demand
profile for all such customers. This would allow the supplier to broadly
purchase the correct volumes of energy to match actual demand. Also, the
supplier could choose to manage its risks by purchasing ahead only 30 days
based on the knowledge that the termination notice period would be 30
days, and it would also have the option to change its prices every 30 days
on auto-rollover contracts with variable prices during the Roll-over Period.
 Ofgem’s statutory duties

9.184

As stated above, where the CMA is considering whether to modify one or
more of the conditions of a retail gas or electricity supplier’s licence, in
deciding whether such action would be reasonable and practicable, the CMA
must ‘have regard’ to the relevant statutory functions of Ofgem.

9.185

In reaching our provisional decision to introduce a new licence condition
concerning gas and electricity supply that prohibits suppliers from entering
into (a) auto-rollover contracts with certain restrictions (as laid out in
paragraphs 9.146 to 9.153 above), and (b) OOC and evergreen contracts
with termination fees; we have, as part of our own application of the legal
framework requiring us to decide upon proposed remedies that are effective
and proportionate,1205 explicitly taken into account many of the above factors
to which Ofgem must have regard when carrying out its functions. We have
therefore concentrated below on the considerations not explicitly taken into
account elsewhere in this section of the provisional decision on remedies.

9.186

In particular, we do not consider that this proposed remedy would have an
adverse impact on suppliers’ ability to meet all reasonable demands for gas
and electricity supply, achieving sustainable development, the interests of
vulnerable customers, security of supply or environmental concerns. In this
regard, the proposed remedy would only impact the ‘efficiency’ limb of the
trilemma considerations built into Ofgem’s statutory duties and functions.

9.187

We note that the proposed remedy will also provide some protection to
microbusiness customers from becoming locked in to contractual terms that
they may not have been fully aware of (or may consider that they did not
agree to) at the time of entering into the contract. In this context, the

1205

CC3, paragraph 329.
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proposed remedy directly engages Ofgem’s principal objective of protecting
the interests of existing and future customers.
9.188

The proposed remedy may also enhance transparency by removing terms
and conditions that customers may not be fully aware of, or those that may
create confusion (for example, the prohibition of termination fees and no-exit
clauses on auto-rollover contracts). Additionally, the removal of termination
fees on all OOC and evergreen contracts would result in a consistent
approach of no termination fees being charged on all default contracts.

9.189

Not all suppliers have taken action themselves voluntarily to remove
termination fees concerning Roll-over Periods from their contracts with
microbusiness customers or to stop offering contracts with such termination
fees altogether, and so we consider that the introduction of a new SLC in the
terms proposed is a necessary measure, and therefore consistent with best
regulatory practice.

9.190

In light of the above, we consider that the proposed remedy is consistent
with Ofgem’s principal objective of promoting the interests of existing and
future customers.

Ofgem programme to promote microbusiness customers’ engagement
9.191

In our provisional findings report, we identified three features giving rise to
the Microbusiness Weak Customer Response AEC, two of which were that
microbusiness customers face actual and perceived barriers to accessing
and assessing information; and that microbusiness customers have limited
awareness of, and interest in, their ability to switch.1206

9.192

As discussed in Section 6, clear information is important to facilitate
customer engagement. However, there are many potentially plausible but
divergent arguments about the way in which information should be provided
to microbusiness customers in order to facilitate their understanding and
engagement. Without adequate testing, it is not possible to know which
approach will work best in practice.

9.193

According to Ofgem’s most recent data, a little less than half1207 of
microbusiness customers were on default1208 contracts in 2013. These
customers would benefit from additional or different information, and/or from
messaging to prompt them to switch to lower priced acquisition and retention

1206

Remedies Notice, paragraph 53.
Electricity (45%) and gas (49%).
1208 Default contracts comprise: Auto-rollover, deemed, OOC and evergreen contracts.
1207
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contracts. The proportion of microbusiness customers on default contracts
may have decreased recently, due to the implementation of the RMR rules
and the ending of fixed-term Roll-over Periods by the Six Large Energy
Firms and other suppliers. However, they still constitute a significant
proportion of the overall microbusiness customer base. Ofgem also told us
that the median term of the default contract was greater than one year. This
could suggest some degree of disengagement among these customers.
9.194

We have also observed that the Six Large Energy Firms have earned the
highest average revenues and gross margins on deemed and OOC
contracts, which were substantially higher than those relating to acquisition
and retention contracts.1209 We provisionally concluded that this implied that
most microbusiness customers on default contracts could benefit from
switching to acquisition and retention contracts.1210 We consider that
switching would be a positive development in the market, considering that
prices of default contracts to non-domestic customers (including
microbusiness customers) are significantly higher than those for fixed-term
acquisition and retention contracts.1211

9.195

Accordingly, we propose to recommend to Ofgem that it establish an
ongoing programme to identify, test (through randomised controlled trials
(RCTs), where appropriate) and implement (for example, through
appropriate changes to standard licence conditions) measures to provide
microbusiness customers with different or additional information to prompt
them to engage in the SME retail energy markets.

9.196

This proposed remedy would be similar to the Ofgem-led programme
remedy proposed in Section 6 for domestic customers (the ‘Domestic
Ofgem-led Programme Remedy’).
Aim of the proposed remedy

9.197

The overall aim of this proposed remedy would be to:
(a) identify the most appropriate form of information that should be included
in routine communications from suppliers (eg bills);
(b) reduce or minimise the complexity of those communications; and

1209

Provisional findings report, Appendix 9.1, paragraph 172.
Provisional findings report, Appendix 9.1, paragraph 172.
1211 For example, in response to the Remedies Notice, on remedy 8 (the auto-rollover remedy), Ofgem told us
that its April 2013 study had shown that electricity prices for micro-businesses with a non-fixed-term contract
(such as OOC and deemed) were on average 80% higher than negotiated contracts such as the acquisition and
retention contracts.
1210
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(c) provide microbusiness customers with different or additional information
or messaging that would prompt them to switch contract or supplier.
9.198

Accordingly, the ultimate aim of this proposed remedy is to address (in
whole, or in part) the feature that microbusiness customers face actual and
perceived barriers to accessing and assessing information. The proposed
remedy will also address, in part, the feature that microbusiness customers
have limited awareness of, and interest in, their ability to switch. Hence, this
remedy would work alongside the other remedies to address the
Microbusiness Weak Customer Response AEC (and the resulting detriment).
Parties’ views on the proposed remedy

9.199

In the Remedies Notice, we invited parties’ comments on a remedy that
would involve measures to provide microbusiness customers with different or
additional information to reduce actual or perceived barriers to accessing
and assessing information to help them engage.

9.200

In their responses to the Remedies Notice, parties said that they had noticed
increased engagement in microbusiness segments recently. They also
pointed out to the voluntary steps that had been taken by certain suppliers
that had also increased customer engagement. We note that one of the most
important of these voluntary steps was that certain suppliers stopped the
practice of fixed-term auto-rollover contracts (see paragraphs 9.137 and
9.139 above).

9.201

Nevertheless, parties were also supportive of the proposed remedy to test
measures to improve engagement before implementation.1212
Design considerations

9.202

The key elements that we have considered to design the proposed remedy
are set out below. We note that some of these elements are similar to those
of the Domestic Ofgem-led Programme Remedy and, accordingly, we crossrefer to these elements where relevant.

9.203

We have considered the following elements in the design of this proposed
remedy:
(a) what approach should be taken to identify and test the measures
concerning the information to be provided to microbusiness customers;

See Appendix 9.3 for parties’ views on prompts and what engagement measures are mandated by the
standard licence conditions.
1212
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(b) whether the identification and testing of those measures should be
Ofgem or supplier led;
(c) whether we should identify a shortlist of proposed measures for testing;
and
(d) how the proposed remedy should be implemented.
 What approach should be taken
9.204

Under the proposed remedy, Ofgem would have discretion to specify the
criteria to identify, test and review the measures concerning what, how and
when information would be presented to microbusiness customers.

9.205

However, regardless of the specific steps taken by Ofgem to identify and test
those measures, our view is that the overall approach of the Ofgem-led
programme would provide for:
(a) the specification of potential forms of information that microbusiness
customers should receive from suppliers in their routine communications
(eg bills, annual statements, price increase notices and fixed-term
notices) and messaging aimed at prompting customers to engage
(referred to below as ‘the measures’);
(b) rigorous testing (through RCTs, where appropriate) of the impact of the
measures identified prior to segment-wide implementation;
(c) the implementation of the measures considered most appropriate
following testing (for instance, through appropriate changes to the
standard licence conditions);
(d) ongoing monitoring of the impact of the implemented measures; and
(e) adjustments as appropriate, where measures may no longer have the
desired effect.
 Whether the programme should be led by Ofgem or suppliers

9.206

Our provisional view is that Ofgem would be better placed than suppliers to
take the lead in a programme to identify measures aimed at promoting
microbusiness customers’ engagement, for the same reasons as those
concerning the Domestic Ofgem-led Programme (see Section 6).
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 Whether we should identify a shortlist of proposed measures for testing
9.207

Contrary to our approach on the Domestic Ofgem-led Programme, we do not
consider it necessary to recommend (to Ofgem) a shortlist of measures to be
tested through RCTs.

9.208

In the domestic retail energy markets, we found some evidence regarding
the complexity of information provided in certain routine communications
between customers and suppliers, and evidence that Ofgem’s research on
the ‘clearer information’ component of the RMR rules has been inadequate
to date. However, in the microbusiness segments it has not been possible to
ascertain what routine communications from suppliers should be targeted by
this Ofgem-led programme. Based on this uncertainly as to which routine
communications Ofgem should look at, and how best to look at them, we
have not identified a shortlist of proposed measures for testing in the context
of the proposed remedy for microbusiness customers.
 How the remedy should be implemented

9.209

We propose to implement this remedy through a recommendation to Ofgem
to establish an ongoing programme to identify, test (through RCTs, where
appropriate) and implement (for example, through appropriate changes to
gas and electricity suppliers’ standard licence conditions) measures to
provide microbusiness customers with different or additional information with
the aim of prompting engagement in the SME retail energy markets.

9.210

Contrary to our approach on the Domestic Ofgem-led Programme, we do not
propose to mandate suppliers to participate in the Ofgem-led programme
concerning the microbusiness segments for a number of reasons, including
the following:
(a) RCTs are less well established as a testing tool among
microbusinesses, as compared with domestic customers.
(b) We have less evidence that ineffective microbusiness information is as
big a problem as it is in the domestic retail markets.
(c) Our other proposed remedies go some way to addressing the feature
that microbusiness customers face actual or perceived barriers to
accessing and assessing information. Accordingly, we do not consider
the proposed remedy to be critical to the success of the package of
proposed remedies aimed at promoting engagement in the
microbusiness segments, and therefore to address (in part) the
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overarching Microbusiness Weak Customer Response AEC (and the
resulting detriment).
Assessment of effectiveness of the proposed remedy
9.211

As we explain below, our provisional view is that the proposed remedy would
be effective in achieving its aim of (a) identifying the most appropriate form
of information to be included in routine communications from suppliers, (b)
reducing or minimising the complexity of those communications, and (c)
providing microbusiness customers with different or additional information or
messaging that would prompt them to switch tariff or supplier.

9.212

Accordingly, our provisional view is that the proposed remedy would be
effective in addressing (in whole or in part) the feature that microbusiness
customers face actual and perceived barriers to accessing and assessing
information that (among other features) gives rise to the Microbusiness
Weak Customer Response AEC (and the resulting detriment). It will also
address, in part, the feature that microbusiness customers have limited
awareness of, and interest in, their ability to switch.

9.213

In assessing the effectiveness of the proposed remedy, we have considered
the following factors:
(a) The effectiveness of the key design elements of the proposed remedy.
(b) The extent to which the proposed remedy would be capable of effective
implementation, monitoring and enforcement.
(c) The timescale over which the proposed remedy would be expected to
take effect.
 Effectiveness of the key design elements

9.214

We consider that the key design elements of the proposed remedy would be
effective in achieving its aim, for the following main reasons:
(a) The proposed remedy would provide for testing of the impact of the
measures prior to market wide implementation. It would also provide for
ongoing monitoring of the impacts of the various measures (see
paragraphs 9.204 to 9.211 above). Accordingly, Ofgem would be able to
identify the most effective measures to promote engagement.
(b) Ofgem would be better placed than suppliers to take the lead in a
programme to identify and test measures aimed at promoting customer
engagement (see paragraph 9.207 above).
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9.215

We also consider that the Ofgem-led programme would be responsive to
future developments in the markets. For example, the introduction of smart
metering has the potential to change how microbusiness customers engage
in the markets.
 Implementation, monitoring compliance and enforcement of the proposed
remedy

9.216

In determining whether a proposed remedy is effective, we have had regard
to how it would be expected to operate. We have also had regard for the
proposed remedy to be clear to whom it is directed, such as Ofgem and
suppliers.

9.217

As regards the implementation of the proposed remedy, we would expect
Ofgem to put in place a governance structure to ensure that there would be
effective oversight of the design and implementation of the programme.
 Timescale for the proposed remedy

9.218

In evaluating the effectiveness of the proposed remedy, we have considered
the timescale over which the Microbusiness Weak Customer Response AEC
is expected to endure, and the timescale over which the proposed remedy
would be likely to take effect. We consider that the detriment would persist
absent the proposed remedy, and notwithstanding that the impact of future
market developments, including the roll-out of smart meters, is somewhat
uncertain.

9.219

Moreover, we consider that the need for significant changes to suppliers’
communications to microbusiness customers to be made only after rigorous
testing to be an ongoing need, notwithstanding any market developments.
Therefore, we have provisionally decided that the proposed remedy would
not be subject to a sunset provision.

9.220

As regards the timescales for implementation, we note that Ofgem has a
research team that could take forward the proposed programme.1213 We
would expect Ofgem to begin developing initial plans for the programme
immediately following the CMA’s final report. We note that, as regards the
Domestic Ofgem-led Programme Remedy, we would expect that the first
trials could start by mid-2017. Ofgem could conduct evaluations of the trials
from late 2017 onwards and where the trials proved successful, the
interventions could be implemented from late-2018 onwards. However, as

1213

Ofgem’s Monitoring and Consumer Research Team.
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regards this programme concerning microbusinesses, Ofgem would have
greater flexibility in choosing what to test and how to conduct trials and we
would expect that trials could be commenced sooner. Subsequently we
would expect Ofgem to monitor the effectiveness of the interventions and
continue to update the programme on an ongoing basis. We would therefore
expect the remedy to start having an effect in addressing aspects of the
features identified in the provisional findings report, including the actual and
perceived barriers in accessing and assessing information, and customers’
lack of awareness of their ability to switch from the beginning of 2019.
Assessment of proportionality
9.221

In this section, we set out our assessment of whether the proposed remedy
would be proportionate to achieve its aim. We have done so by considering
whether the proposed remedy would:
(a) be effective in achieving its legitimate aim;
(b) not be more onerous than needed to achieve its aim;
(c) be the least onerous if there were a choice between several effective
measures; and
(d) not produce disadvantages that are disproportionate to the aim.1214
 Effective in achieving its aim

9.222

For the reasons set out in paragraphs 9.197 to 9.198 above, we consider
that a programme of rigorous testing (involving RCTs where appropriate)
would be effective in achieving its aim of reducing the complexity of the
information included in routine communications from suppliers and to
provide microbusiness customers with different or additional information or
messaging that would prompt them to switch contract or supplier.
Accordingly, it would be effective in partly addressing (in whole, or in part)
two of the features that gives rise to the Microbusiness Weak Customer
Response AEC, and the resulting customer detriment.

1214

CC3, paragraph 344, citing the principles established in the Fedesa case, Case C-331/88, the Queen v
Minister of Agriculture, Fisheries and Food and Secretary of State for Health, ex parte: Fedesa and others, [1990]
ECR I-4023, paragraph 13.
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 No more onerous than needed to achieve its aim
9.223

We also consider that this proposed remedy would be no more onerous than
needed to achieve its aim.

9.224

Given the need for an ongoing programme of rigorous testing, Ofgem is best
placed to identify, develop, test and implement measures to provide
microbusiness customers with different or additional information or
messaging to prompt them to engage in the markets. In designing the
programme, Ofgem would be required to assess the proportionality of the
various stages involved in the programme, including the testing involved in
each specific measure identified. In this regard, we would expect Ofgem to
take into account issues, such as the potential costs incurred by suppliers,
the duration of the testing process and for how long it will impose costs on
suppliers, as part of its proportionality assessment.

9.225

In addition, as explained above, we are not proposing to require suppliers to
participate in the Ofgem-led programme. Accordingly, we have chosen the
least onerous option. We consider that a programme within the proposed
parameters would be proportionate.
 Least onerous if there were a choice between several effective measures

9.226

We have considered whether there may be alternative remedies that could
achieve the same aim. However, we consider that there is no substantive
alternative to the proposed remedy that would be effective.
 Would not produce disadvantages disproportionate to the aim

9.227

We have provisionally concluded that the proposed remedy would not
produce adverse effects that would be disproportionate to its aim. We
estimate that the costs of extending the Ofgem-led programme remedy to
the microbusiness segments would be similar in nature and scale to those
identified in Section 6 for the domestic markets. We note that the Ofgem-led
programme would be proportionate given the scale of the detriment, and any
potential costs to suppliers would be subject to Ofgem’s obligation to
consider the proportionality of any testing.
 Relevant customer benefits

9.228

We do not consider that any relevant customer benefits will be lost as a
result of the Ofgem-led programme. No changes would be made to
information for microbusiness customers unless prior testing proves they
would be effective. The programme therefore provides for the identification
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and implementation of measures that will be proven to help microbusiness
customers engage in the market. In turn, this greater customer engagement
will help to promote competition.
The Database remedy
9.229

In the provisional findings report, we identified three features that give rise to
the Microbusiness Weak Customer Response AEC. Two of these features
were that microbusiness customers have limited awareness of, and interest
in, their ability to switch energy supplier; and that microbusiness customers
face actual and perceived barriers to accessing and assessing information
arising from certain aspects of the SME retail energy markets.1215

9.230

In the Remedies Notice and Supplementary Remedies Notice, we sought
views on possible remedies aimed at prompting customers that were on
default contracts that they had not actively chosen. Specifically, we
consulted on providing such customers with the information that they would
need so that they would be able to identify relevant options and make
informed choices.

9.231

A little less than half of microbusiness customers were on default contracts
in 2013 (see paragraph 9.193 above). These customers would benefit from
additional information or messaging to prompt them to switch to lower priced
acquisition and retention contracts. Ofgem also told us that the median term
of the default contract was greater than one year. This could suggest some
degree of disengagement among these customers.

9.232

In order to enable suppliers to prompt microbusiness customers of rival
suppliers on default contracts, the proposed remedy would require energy
suppliers to disclose certain details of their microbusiness customers that
have been on a default contract (eg auto-rollover, evergreen, deemed and/or
OOC contract) for three or more years (the ‘Disengaged Microbusiness
Customers’) to Ofgem, and would recommend to Ofgem that it retain, use,
and disclose this data (via a centrally managed database) to rival suppliers.
We are proposing a similar remedy for domestic customers who have been
on an SVT, or other default tariff, with the same supplier for three or more
years (see details in Section 6).

1215

Remedies Notice, paragraph 53.
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Aim of the proposed remedy
9.233

The aim of the proposed remedy would be to enable rival retail energy
suppliers to identify Disengaged Microbusiness Customers and prompt
these customers to engage in the markets. The ultimate aim of this proposed
remedy would be to partly address two of the features identified in the
provisional findings report giving rise to the Microbusiness Weak Customer
Response AEC (and the resulting detriment), ie that customers have limited
awareness of, and interest in, their ability to switch energy supplier and that
customers face actual and perceived barriers to accessing and assessing
information.
Parties’ views on the prompts to microbusiness customers on default
contracts remedy

9.234

We consider the core issues concerning the proposed remedy and its design
are similar between the microbusiness segments and the domestic retail
energy markets. Therefore, for the purposes of this proposed remedy, we
have taken into consideration the parties’ views in relation to a similar
remedy proposed for the domestic retail markets (see details in Section 6)
(including parties’ views concerning the application of the remedy to
prepayment customers) and applied their views to the microbusiness
segments.

9.235

We also note that in their responses to the Remedies Notice, and
subsequent submissions,1216 parties were generally supportive of measures
to promote engagement among microbusiness customers.
Design considerations

9.236

The key elements of the design of this proposed remedy are set out below.
We note that some of these elements would be similar to those of the
equivalent remedy proposed for domestic customers and, accordingly, we
cross-refer to these elements where relevant.

9.237

We have considered the following matters in the design of this proposed
remedy:
(a) what approach should be taken to prompt engagement;
(b) who should the proposed remedy target;

1216

See Appendix 9.4.
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(c) what should be the role of Ofgem and suppliers in implementing the
proposed remedy;
(d) how the proposed remedy should be implemented.
 What approach should be taken to prompt engagement
9.238

We recognise that microbusiness customers on default contracts already
receive certain information from suppliers.1217 However, as noted for the
equivalent remedy proposed for domestic customers, the incentives of a
supplier contacting its own Disengaged Microbusiness Customers and
alerting them of their ability to switch are quite different from rival suppliers
contacting such customers. As discussed above, we also propose to
recommend an Ofgem-led programme for identifying, testing and
implementing measures for promoting engagement.

9.239

We consider that the proposed disclosure to rival retail energy suppliers of
the details of the Disengaged Microbusiness Customers would further
contribute to prompting engagement. In particular, we consider that rival
suppliers would have an incentive to contact these customers to try to win
their custom. Hence, the proposed remedy would encourage existing
suppliers and/or new entrants to compete more intensively for the
Disengaged Microbusiness Customers.
 Who should be targeted by the proposed remedy

9.240

As explained in paragraphs 9.193 above, a little under half of microbusiness
customers are on default contracts.

9.241

We consider that instances when microbusiness customers roll on to default
contracts and choose not to move contract immediately could be explained
by a number of factors other than pure disengagement with the markets.
However, we also consider microbusiness customers on default contracts for
three or more years (with the same supplier) are more likely to be on such
contracts due to a certain level of disengagement. We are therefore of the
provisional view that the proposed remedy should apply to all microbusiness
customers on default contracts for three or more years.

1217

SLC 7A.
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 What should be the roles of Ofgem and suppliers in implementation
9.242

Under the proposed remedy, suppliers would be required to disclose certain
details of the Disengaged Microbusiness Customers to Ofgem. These details
would include the microbusiness customer’s full name, billing (or registered)
address, consumption address, fixed telephone number, current supplier,
name of their current contract, annual energy consumption, and
MPAN/MPRN) (the ‘Microbusiness Customer Data’).

9.243

We propose to recommend that Ofgem develops, operates and maintains a
secure cloud database to hold the Microbusiness Customer Data (in an
accessible format). Ofgem could use external IT/database experts to
develop this database. However, once the database is created, Ofgem
would operate, control and maintain it.

9.244

We consider that Ofgem, as the industry regulator, would be best placed to
collect and disclose the Microbusiness Customer Data to rival suppliers. This
is because we believe Ofgem would be able to represent the interests of the
Disengaged Microbusiness Customers fairly. In this regard, the incentives of
energy suppliers to control and share the Microbusiness Customer Data with
each other may not align with the interests of the Disengaged Microbusiness
Customers.

9.245

The database would also need to be updated regularly. Accordingly we
propose, as part of our order, to require suppliers to provide Ofgem with
updated information of any (new or existing) Disengaged Microbusiness
Customers every six months to enable Ofgem to remove the details of
microbusiness customers that have moved off default contracts, and to
include the details of microbusiness customers that have become eligible to
be on the database because they have been on a default contract with the
same supplier for a total of three or more years.

9.246

We also propose to recommend that Ofgem enters into agreements with
those suppliers that request access to the Microbusiness Customer Data.
These agreements would include restrictions on how the data would be used
by Ofgem and rival suppliers (the ‘Use Restrictions’), and any other
restriction concerning access to the Microbusiness Customer Data that
Ofgem considers appropriate (see further Section 6).

9.247

Rival suppliers would be allowed to prompt the Disengaged Microbusiness
Customers by sending them marketing correspondence by letter (see further
Section 6).
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 How the proposed remedy should be implemented
9.248

We propose to implement this proposed remedy through:
(a) a CMA order that would require suppliers to:
(i) disclose the Microbusiness Customer Data to Ofgem; and
(ii) provide Ofgem with updated Microbusiness Customer Data every six
months; and
(b) a recommendation to Ofgem to:
(i) create, operate and maintain a secure cloud database for the
purposes of holding the Microbusiness Customer Data;
(ii) hold the Microbusiness Customer Data;
(iii) enter into agreements with suppliers including the Use Restrictions,
and any restrictions concerning the access to the Microbusiness
Customer Data; and
(iv) provide access to the Microbusiness Customer Data by any rival
supplier that has entered into such an agreement.

9.249

We also propose that our order would expire after the sooner of five years,
or upon substantial completion of the smart meter roll-out (due by the end of
2020). We note that smart meters are expected to change the competitive
dynamic in the retail markets, and the way that microbusiness customers
and suppliers interact. Hence the database may no longer be required once
smart meter roll-out has been concluded.
Assessment of effectiveness of the proposed remedy

9.250

As we explain below, our provisional view is that the proposed remedy would
be effective in achieving its aims of enabling rival energy suppliers to identify
and market to the Disengaged Microbusiness Customers, and prompt them
to engage. Accordingly, the proposed remedy would be effective in partly
addressing two of the features giving rise to the Microbusiness Weak
Customer Response AEC. These two features are that customers have
limited awareness of, and interest in, their ability to switch supplier; and that
customers face actual and perceived barriers to assessing and accessing
information.

9.251

In evaluating the effectiveness of the proposed remedy, we have considered
the following factors:
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(a) The effectiveness of the key design elements of the proposed remedy.
(b) The extent to which the proposed remedy would be capable of effective
implementation, monitoring and enforcement.
(c) The timescale over which the proposed remedy would be expected to
take effect.
(d) Compliance with existing or expected laws or regulations.
 Effectiveness of the key design elements
9.252

We consider that the following key design elements of the proposed remedy
would be effective in achieving its aim. In particular:
(a) Rival suppliers would be able to easily identify the Disengaged
Microbusiness Domestic Customers.
(b) Ofgem’s role in operating, controlling, maintaining the database, and
providing access to it would ensure that it was set up and administered
fairly in the interests of microbusiness customers.
(c) The database would be readily accessible to rival suppliers upon request
(subject to entering into agreements with Ofgem containing the Use
Restrictions and any other access terms) and would include data that
was accurate and up-to-date. The proposed remedy provides for the
information to be updated every six months.
(d) Rival suppliers that have an incentive to compete for the Disengaged
Microbusiness Customers would have access to certain of their details.
(e) Rival suppliers would be able to provide the Disengaged Microbusiness
Customers with personalised information as they would know their
current supplier, contract and annual consumption.
 Implementation, monitoring compliance and enforcement

9.253

In determining whether the proposed remedy would be effective, we have
considered the operation and implications of the proposed remedy.

9.254

As regards the implementation of the proposed remedy, we have set out a
number of detailed specifications so that it would not only be clear to Ofgem
and suppliers to understand, but also be straightforward for Ofgem to
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implement (as the addressees of our proposed remedy). We note Ofgem
has already expressed broad support for the proposed remedy.1218
9.255

As regards monitoring compliance with the proposed remedy, we note that
this should also be straight forward. If any supplier failed to comply with the
order, Ofgem (as the recipient of the Microbusiness Customer Data) could
report this breach to the CMA. In addition, as sector regulator, Ofgem would
be well placed to receive any allegations of mistreatment of the
Microbusiness Customer Data by a rival supplier and would be able to take
action under the agreements (put in place concerning access to and use of
the Microbusiness Customer Data, or under a supplier’s licence).
 Timescales for the proposed remedy

9.256

As regards the timescales for implementation, following the publication of the
final report we would expect Ofgem to begin developing the database and
associated agreements. We would require suppliers to pass the
Microbusiness Customer Data to Ofgem by the end of 2017 at the latest. We
would therefore expect rival suppliers to start accessing the database, and
contacting the Disengaged Microbusiness Customers by the end of 2017.
The database would then be updated every six months from the beginning of
2018 onwards.

9.257 In evaluating the effectiveness of the proposed remedy, we have also
considered the timescale over which the Microbusiness Weak Customer
Response AEC would be expected to endure, and the timescale over which
the proposed remedy would be likely to take effect. We would propose our
order would expire after the sooner of five years or upon substantial
completion of the smart-meter roll out (due by the end of 2020). Smart meters
are expected to change the competitive dynamic in the retail markets, and the
way that customers and suppliers interact so the database may no longer be
required once smart meter rollout has been concluded.
 Consistency and compliance with existing or expected laws or regulations
9.258

1218

As part of our consideration of the effectiveness of the proposed remedy, we
have considered whether any elements of the proposed remedy would be
consistent with other relevant laws and regulations. As the Microbusiness
Customer Data does not involve personal data, we consider that the

Ofgem response to second supplemental notice of possible remedies, pp1–2.
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proposed remedy would be in compliance with UK and EU data protection
legislation.
Assessment of proportionality of the proposed remedy
9.259

In this section we set out our assessment of whether the proposed remedy
would be proportionate.
 Effective in achieving its aim

9.260

For the reasons set out above, we consider that the proposed remedy would
be effective in achieving its aim of enabling rival retail energy suppliers to
identify Disengaged Microbusiness Customers. Accordingly, it would be
effective in partly addressing two of the features giving rise to the
Microbusiness Weak Customer Response AEC (and the resulting detriment).
 No more onerous than needed to achieve its aim

9.261

Consistent with our approach in the domestic markets, we consider that the
proposed remedy would be no more onerous than needed to achieve its
aim. In particular, we have considered very carefully the requirements in
relation to the data suppliers would be required to disclose, the
microbusiness customers for whom suppliers would be required to disclose
data, the frequency with which suppliers would be required to update the
database, and the procedures providing for the disclosure and access to the
database, and consider that we have designed the proposed remedy so that
it would be no more onerous than needed to achieve its aim.

9.262

With regard to the data that suppliers would be required to disclose, it is our
view that the Microbusiness Customer Data would be sufficient for rival
suppliers to be able to identify and contact the Disengaged Microbusiness
Customers and to provide potential customers with personalised information
on the savings they could make by switching.

9.263

With regard to the microbusiness customers for whom suppliers would be
required to disclose information, we consider that an approach targeted
specifically at the Disengaged Microbusiness Customers would be more
proportionate than a similar remedy directed at all microbusiness customers
on default contracts or those that have been on default contracts for a
shorter duration than three years. In particular, our judgement is that if
microbusiness customers were to actively engage in the market every three
years, it is likely that would be sufficient for microbusiness customers to
exert an effective competitive constraint on suppliers.
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9.264

Finally, with regard to the frequency with which suppliers would be required
to update the database, we considered whether suppliers should be required
to do so more regularly than every six months. Our provisional view is that
six months is proportionate in the expectation that the process of extracting,
formatting and disclosing the Microbusiness Customer Data would be
moderately costly for suppliers. Otherwise we would consider whether a
requirement to update the database more frequently would be more
proportionate to the aims of the remedy. In particular, more frequent
updating would reduce the risk of rival suppliers contacting microbusiness
customers who had recently switched away from a default contract, based
on out-of-date information, causing annoyance and confusion.
 Least onerous if there were a choice between several effective measures

9.265

We have also considered whether there may be alternative designs of this
proposed remedy to achieve the same aim that are less onerous. For the
reasons noted above, we consider that the proposed remedy, as designed,
appropriately balances the need for the proposed remedy to be effective,
and proportionate, in terms of the proportion of suppliers’ existing customer
base to which the proposed remedy will apply (ie customers on a default
tariff for three or more years).
 Would not produce disadvantages disproportionate to the aim

9.266

Consistent with our approach in the domestic markets, we have provisionally
concluded that the proposed remedy would not produce adverse effects that
would be disproportionate to its aim. In this regard, we estimate that the
costs of extending the database remedy concerning domestic customers to
disengaged customers in the microbusiness segments would be similar in
nature and in scale to those identified in Section 6 for the domestic markets.
Any relevant customer benefits that may be lost

9.267

We do not consider any relevant customer benefits would be lost as a result
of the disclosure of details of the Disengaged Microbusiness Customers to
Ofgem and rival suppliers subject to the Use Restrictions. As noted above,
the proposed remedy would have several detailed design mechanisms to
mitigate the risk of customers receiving unwanted correspondence that could
disengage them further. Instead, the proposed remedy would provide
Disengaged Microbusiness Customers with relevant information, encourage
them to engage and switch to cheaper acquisition and retention contracts.
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Remedies relating to the Microbusiness Weak Customer Response AEC not
being pursued
TPI information disclosure remedy
9.268

One of the features of the retail energy markets identified in the provisional
findings report giving rise to the Microbusiness Weak Customer Response
AEC was that customers faced actual and perceived barriers to accessing
and assessing information arising from certain aspects of these markets.
The aspects contributing to the feature were a general lack of price
transparency and the role of TPIs.1219

9.269

In relation to the role of TPIs, we have observed that trust in TPIs was likely
to have been reduced in the microbusiness segments due to:
(a) alleged TPI malpractice; and
(b) customers not necessarily being aware of TPIs’ incentives (for example,
commissions that TPIs receive) not to give customers the best possible
deal.1220

9.270

In the Remedies Notice, we proposed certain measures that would require
the introduction of rules regarding the information that TPIs would have to
provide to microbusiness customers. The possible remedy would have
required TPIs to disclose the following information to microbusiness
customers:
(a) The extent to which they cover the whole of the market, eg by
highlighting those suppliers with which they have and do not have
agreements.
(b) How they are paid for their services, eg by commission from energy
suppliers.
(c) Whether they will provide the customer with the cheapest quote (or
cheapest quotes) among those firms with which the TPI has an
agreement to supply customers, or whether only a selection of quotes
will be provided.1221

1219

TPIs are intermediaries in the supply chain between the energy supplier and the retail microbusiness
customer. However, in some circumstances, these can include online TPIs (eg PCWs) and offline TPIs (eg
brokers). References to TPIs in this section relate specifically to brokers.
1220 Provisional findings report, paragraph 12.9.
1221 Remedies Notice, paragraph 77.
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Parties’ views on the TPI information disclosure remedy
9.271

In the Remedies Notice, we invited views on a number of questions on the
possible remedy. The key questions that we asked were whether this
possible remedy could be effective in improving transparency over TPI
incentives; and whether this possible remedy should be implemented in
addition to Ofgem’s draft Code of Practice (CoP).1222

9.272

In their responses to the Remedies Notice, all of the Six Large Energy Firms
and certain of the independent suppliers welcomed a remedy to improve
transparency over TPI and they supported Ofgem’s draft CoP. However,
some suppliers such as EDF Energy and RWE were in favour of direct
regulation of TPIs via a licensing regime.1223 The FSB also supported
Ofgem’s draft CoP, and said that the CMA should consider Ofgem’s draft
CoP when designing the remedy. The FSB supported greater transparency
regarding TPIs. All TPIs, which responded to the Remedies Notice, were
also in favour of Ofgem’s draft CoP, except for the UIA, a TPI, which has its
own code of practice. In relation to whether the TPI information disclosure
remedy should be implemented in addition to Ofgem’s draft CoP, most
parties said that either one or the other (but not both) should be
implemented, with most favouring Ofgem’s draft CoP.1224
Our position on the TPI information disclosure remedy

9.273

We have provisionally decided not to pursue the TPI information disclosure
remedy. Our provisional view is that the proposed price transparency
remedy would address in part, aspects of the feature of actual and perceived
barriers to accessing and assessing information that we have provisionally
found gives rise to the Microbusiness Weak Customer Response AEC in
particular, concerning the general lack of price transparency. It will also
enhance TPIs’ roles (in particular PCWs’ roles) in helping microbusiness
customers to access and assess information to help them engage (see
paragraphs 9.43 to 9.47 above). In addition, we note that we have received
inconclusive evidence regarding alleged TPI malpractice, in particular as
regards microbusinesses, in relation to which Ofgem is considering
implementing its draft CoP, which seeks to address similar areas to those
proposed under this possible remedy.

1222

Remedies Notice, paragraph 80.
EDF Energy said that even though it supported Ofgem’s CoP, it saw it as an interim measure until a direct
licensing regime was established.
1224 See Appendix 9.4 for further details on parties’ views.
1223
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 The price transparency remedy
9.274

We also note that the price transparency remedy would also constrain TPI
conduct (ie potential or alleged malpractice), which was the second aspect
that contributed to the feature. The price transparency remedy would reduce
search costs and would facilitate the development of PCWs (see paragraphs
9.43 to 9.47 above). This would enable microbusiness customers to
effectively assess and verify online whether the prices they were quoted by
TPIs were reasonable. This would act as a competitive constraint on TPIs,
which would be incentivised to offer competitive quotes to microbusiness
customers.
 Evidence base for alleged TPI malpractice

9.275

We have received inconclusive evidence regarding alleged TPI malpractice
in the supply of energy to SMEs and in particular microbusiness customers.
It is therefore unclear whether (and if so, how much) this is a significant
concern for microbusiness customers.

9.276

The evidence we received was primarily drawn from Ofgem surveys on
SMEs’ concerns with TPIs, which showed mixed and inconclusive results:
(a) Ofgem’s survey results showed overall negative perceptions of TPIs
among SME customers. However, the majority (81%) of customers
(SMEs including microbusiness customers), which used brokers, were
satisfied with them.1225
(b) The same survey showed that just 5% of SMEs that have used a broker
reported that they were charged for the broker’s services. However, of
those aware of the commission, most (92%) considered the fee to have
been at the right level.1226
(c) A Cornwall Energy Report (2011) pointed out that TPIs might be
presenting not the most advantageous offers to SMEs because suppliers
were skewing commission payments towards the deals they wanted to
sell.1227 This suggests that the root cause of alleged TPI malpractice
may not be TPIs, which may simply be responding to incentives set by
suppliers.

1225

BMG Research (2015), Micro and Small Business Engagement in Energy Markets (report for Ofgem).
BMG Research (2015), Micro and Small Business Engagement in Energy Markets (report for Ofgem).
1227 Cornwall Energy (2011), Brokerage services for micro-business energy consumers, report for Consumer
Focus, p14.
1226
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9.277

In their responses to the Remedies Notice, some parties stated that alleged
TPI malpractice was an issue with a few TPIs and that this did not represent
most TPIs, which performed a useful function in the markets. For example,
Energy UK told us that concerns regarding TPI malpractice applied to a
minority of TPIs. Furthermore, surveys for Ofgem such as those conducted
by BMG indicated issues (eg sales pressure tactics) among some TPIs, not
most TPIs.1228

9.278

Third, a recent survey done for Ofgem showed that only 11% of
microbusiness customers procured their current energy contract with the
help of a broker,1229 thus demonstrating limited TPI penetration in the
microbusiness segments. The survey noted that microbusiness customers
were more likely to contact suppliers directly to procure energy, rather than
procure energy through a TPI.1230 In the provisional findings report, we noted
that low TPI penetration among microbusiness customers could partly be
driven by the financial incentives of TPIs, which may prefer to focus on larger
businesses from which they can earn more commission.1231
 Ofgem’s draft CoP

9.279

We have also observed that Ofgem is considering implementing its draft
CoP. Having discussed further with Ofgem its intentions concerning its draft
CoP, we consider that it has a clear intention to take its draft CoP forward
and introduce it, following a consultation process with the industry.1232

9.280

In its response to the Remedies Notice, Ofgem told us that the measures
described in the TPI information disclosure remedy (see above) were
currently included in its draft CoP. However, Ofgem considered it would not
be appropriate for it to duplicate regulation by implementing these aspects of
the CoP alongside a remedy which addresses the same areas.1233

9.281

We also note that Ofgem’s draft CoP applies across retail supply to SMEs.
Hence, to the extent its draft CoP were to address concerns pertaining to the

1228

BMG Research (2015), Micro and Small Business Engagement in Energy Markets (report for Ofgem).
Provisional findings report, Appendix 9.1, sourced from The Research Perspective and Element Energy
(2013), Quantitative research into non-domestic consumer engagement in, and experience of, the energy market
(report for Ofgem), p31.
1230 Provisional findings report, Appendix 9.1, sourced from The Research Perspective and Element Energy
(2013), Quantitative research into non-domestic consumer engagement in, and experience of, the energy market
(report for Ofgem), p31.
1231 Provisional findings report, Appendix 9.1, paragraph 102.
1232 Discussed with Ofgem on 24 November 2015.
1233 Ofgem response to Remedies Notice.
1229
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SME markets, we are of the provisional view that Ofgem’s draft CoP may
effectively target such concerns.
9.282

Given the inconclusive evidence and the extent to which any concerns
regarding TPI malpractice or mistrust are specific to the microbusiness
segments, we consider that such concerns would more effectively be
monitored1234 and addressed by an Ofgem CoP concerning all SMEs.

Price cap remedy – protecting customers that are unable to engage to exploit the
benefits of competition
9.283

We have considered whether a price cap would be an appropriate remedy to
protect microbusiness that are unable to engage. Our provisional decision is
not to implement a price cap on the grounds that it would be a
disproportionate measure on the basis that we provisionally consider that the
package of remedies (see paragraphs 9.291 to 9.302 below) would
adequately address the Microbusiness Weak Customer Response AEC
and/or associated detriment. We also note that the microbusiness segments
are heterogeneous (see paragraph 9.12 above) and there is considerable
variation in consumption levels among different microbusinesses. These
factors would significantly increase the complexity of implementing,
monitoring and enforcing any price cap remedy in the microbusiness
segments and its associated costs to suppliers from doing so.

Creating the framework for effective competition
Settlement reform remedy
9.284

The remedies relating to gas and electricity settlement, discussed in
Section 5 above in relation to domestic customers, will also apply to
microbusiness customers.

9.285

The remedy concerning electricity settlement would move microbusiness
customers in profile classes 1 to 41235 into half-hourly settlement. These
changes would affect almost all (90% or more) microbusiness electricity
customers. In particular, Ofgem told us that its data suggested that the vast

1234

In its response to the Remedies Notice, Ofgem told us that there were approximately 1,200 TPIs engaged
with suppliers and considerably more that operated through aggregators. According to Ofgem, many TPIs
operating in the microbusiness space were ‘one man bands’.
1235 Profile class 1 – domestic unrestricted customers. Profile class 2 – domestic Economy 7 customers. Profile
class 3 – non-domestic unrestricted customers. Profile class 4 – non-domestic Economy 7 customers. For more
information of the use of profile classes in settlement see Elexon (2013), Load Profiles and their use in Electricity
Settlement.
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majority (88%1236) of non-domestic electricity customers would be covered
by looking at profile classes 3 and 4. It estimated also that 6% of nondomestic customers were in profile classes 5 to 8, though there were also a
small number of microbusiness customers in profile classes 1 and 2.1237
9.286

In Section 5, we reported evidence on the potential for demand-side
response in the domestic retail markets and in particular we noted that
according to one study shiftable electricity demand (see Section 5) could be
as high as 10 GW in 2025. Similar studies have been conducted for the
SMEs sector.1238 They tend to suggest that the potential for demand-side
responses might be of the order of 2 GW.1239

9.287

We discuss our provisional decision on remedies in relation to both gas and
electricity settlement, including aims, parties’ views, design, effectiveness
and proportionality of the remedy in Section 5.

Proposed package of remedies to address the Microbusiness Weak Customer
Response AEC: effectiveness and proportionality
9.288

We have discussed the rationale for each element of the proposed package
of remedies in the subsections above. In this subsection, we explain how the
elements in the proposed package of remedies would work together to be
effective and proportionate in addressing the Microbusiness Weak Customer
Response AEC and/or the resulting customer detriment.
Effectiveness of the package of remedies
 How the package of remedies would address the Microbusiness Weak
Customer Response AEC and/or resulting customer detriment

9.289

We provisionally conclude that the proposed package of remedies would be
effective in addressing the features giving rise to the Microbusiness Weak
Customer Response AEC and associated detriment.

9.290

As regards the first feature regarding microbusiness customers facing actual
and perceived barriers to accessing and assessing information, the price
transparency remedy would require suppliers to disclose online the prices of

1236

This would suggest the proportion of microbusiness customers affected by the changes would be higher than
88%, which affects all non-domestic customers.
1237 Email from Ofgem dated 15 September 2015. Note that Ofgem cited these proportions using Elexon and
Xoserve, June 2015 data.
1238 See Baringa (2013), Smart Metering Load Shift Analysis; and Baringa and Element Energy (2012), Electricity
System Analysis – future system benefits from selected DSR scenarios, Final report pack.
1239 See Baringa and Element Energy (2012), Electricity System Analysis – future system benefits from selected
DSR scenarios, Final report pack, p43.
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all their available acquisition and retention contracts to those microbusiness
customers suffering detriment more significantly from the lack of price
transparency, namely those in the Proposed Segment. This proposed
remedy would contrast with the current practice, where most contracts are
individually negotiated between microbusiness customers and suppliers, in
the context of many prices not being disclosed online.
9.291

Whilst our proposed remedy does not prohibit the individual negotiation of
contracts, we acknowledge that it may discourage that process by reducing
microbusiness customers’ search costs, and increasing the efficiency of
switching. Also, this proposed remedy would facilitate the development of
PCWs in the microbusiness segments thereby addressing the second
aspect of this feature identified in our provisional findings report concerning
the role of TPIs. These changes would reduce the search costs, increase
price transparency and as a result reduce the actual and perceived barriers
that microbusiness customers currently face in accessing information
regarding contract prices.

9.292

This feature will be further addressed in general, by the proposed remedies
involving the Ofgem-led programme concerning the information provided to
microbusiness customers and the proposed remedy requiring suppliers to
disclose details of certain microbusiness customers, via Ofgem, to rival
suppliers, would also address the actual and perceived barriers to accessing
and assessing information. Specifically, these proposed remedies would
reduce the barriers to accessing and assessing information, and hence
enable microbusiness customers to switch from default contracts onto lowerpriced acquisition and retention contracts.

9.293

We also consider that the proposed remedy requiring suppliers to disclose
the details of their disengaged microbusiness customers (the Database
remedy) would address, in part, the feature that microbusiness customers
have limited awareness of, and interest in, their ability to switch energy
supplier.

9.294

As regards the third feature concerning microbusiness customers on autorollover contracts, the auto-rollover remedy would address this feature so
that microbusiness customers would no longer face certain restrictions that
constrain their ability to switch contract or supplier. In addition, we consider
that the inclusion of termination fees in OOC and deemed contracts also
acts as a barrier to switching. We therefore consider the proposed removal
of termination fees for OOC and evergreen contracts would increase the
ability of those microbusiness customers to switch supplier or contract.
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9.295

By addressing each of the three features, we believe that our proposed
package of remedies would be effective in addressing the Microbusiness
Weak Customer Response AEC, and would also address the customer
detriment by reducing the energy costs for microbusiness customers that
switch from relatively higher priced default contracts on to acquisition and
retention contracts.

9.296

We have therefore provisionally concluded that our proposed package of
remedies would be effective in addressing, in large part, the Microbusiness
Weak Customer Response AEC, and the resulting customer detriment.
 Other aspects of the effectiveness of our proposed package of remedies

9.297

Based on our assessment of the effectiveness of each proposed remedy
contained within our package of remedies, we consider that the proposed
package of the four remedies as a whole (see paragraphs 9.22 above)
would be capable of effective implementation, monitoring compliance and
enforcement within reasonable timescales).

9.298

As regards monitoring compliance with the proposed remedies package, we
note that amendments to the licence condition in the context of the price
transparency and the auto-rollover remedies would place Ofgem under a
duty to perform a monitoring role. We also note that monitoring compliance
with the remedies concerning the Ofgem-led programme and the disclosure
of details of certain microbusiness customers to rival suppliers should be
straight forward since Ofgem would assist the CMA in monitoring compliance
with the requirement of suppliers to participate in the programme and the
requirement of suppliers to disclose the Microbusiness Customer Data to
Ofgem.

9.299

As regards enforcement, the CMA would be able to directly enforce against
any breach of order and Ofgem would be able to enforce against any breach
of new licence conditions, without making an application to the court (as
compared to a breach of the order, for which a court application is required).
 Timescale for the proposed remedies package

9.300

In evaluating the effectiveness of the proposed remedies package, we have
considered the timescale over which the proposed remedies would be likely
to take effect.

9.301

We also provisionally concluded that the package of remedies would have a
beneficial impact in addressing the Microbusiness Weak Customer
Response AEC, soon after its implementation. However, the success over
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the medium to long term of the price transparency and auto-rollover
remedies would depend upon increased microbusiness customer awareness
that all prices are being disclosed and that customers no longer face
restrictions on auto-rollover contracts. To this effect, we note that
microbusiness customers could be made aware of the benefits of these
remedies through the remedies to prompt microbusiness customers on
default contracts, and also through the outcome of the Ofgem-led
programme. Additionally, PCWs would have a greater incentive to advertise
their services to microbusiness customers, which would in turn increase
customer awareness.
9.302

In addition, we have ensured that the design of our proposed package of
remedies, and the elements within it, would be consistent with current and
expected laws and regulations that are applicable to the supply of electricity
and gas to the microbusiness segments.

9.303

Therefore, we have provisionally concluded that the proposed package of
remedies would be capable of effective implementation within a reasonable
timescale.
 Coherence of the package of remedies

9.304

We have considered whether there would be synergies between the various
remedies contained within our proposed package of remedies. We note that
none of the individual proposed remedies would work against the aims of the
other remedies or the features that give rise to the Microbusiness Weak
Customer Response AEC.

9.305

For example, the proposed remedies to prompt microbusiness customers on
default contracts would remind them to switch; the price transparency
remedy would facilitate switching by allowing them to discover competitive
prices more easily; as would the Ofgem-led programme which would also
enable them to switch; and the auto-rollover remedy would no longer
constrain them from switching. We therefore consider that these individual
remedies would mutually reinforce each other.

9.306

We have therefore provisionally concluded that our remedies represent a
coherent package, whose elements would be mutually reinforcing.
Proportionality of the package of remedies

9.307

We note that the proportionality of the package of remedies has been built
into its design. We have considered issues such as less onerous
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alternatives, costs (that do not outweigh benefits) and also the adverse
consequences of the package of remedies.
9.308

We discussed the proportionality of each individual proposed remedy above.
In this subsection, we explain how the proposed package of remedies would
be proportionate to address the Microbusiness Weak Customer Response
AEC and/or associated detriment. We have done so by considering whether
the proposed remedies package would:1240
(a) be effective in achieving its legitimate aim;
(b) be no more onerous than needed to achieve its aim;
(c) be the least onerous if there is a choice between several effective
remedies; and
(d) not produce disadvantages that are disproportionate to the aim.
 Effective in achieving its aim

9.309

We provisionally conclude that our proposed package of remedies would be
effective in directly addressing aspects of the features that give rise to the
Microbusiness Weak Customer Response AEC or the AEC itself and/or its
resulting customer detriment (see paragraphs 9.289 to 9.303 above).
 No more onerous than necessary to achieve its aim

9.310

In order to assess whether the proposed package would be no more
onerous than necessary, we have considered:
(a) whether each of the remedies within the proposed package of remedies
would be required to remedy the Microbusiness Weak Customer
Response AEC and/or associated detriment; and
(b) whether the design of each remedy within the package of remedies
would be no more onerous than it needed to be.

9.311

Based on our assessment of how the various remedies within the package
would contribute to addressing the Microbusiness Weak Customer
Response AEC and/or associated detriment, it is our provisional view that
each proposed remedy would make a distinct and material contribution to

1240

CC3, paragraph 344, citing the principles established in the Fedesa case, Case C-331/88, the Queen v
Minister of Agriculture, Fisheries and Food and Secretary of State for Health, ex parte: Fedesa and others, [1990]
ECR I-4023, paragraph 13.
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the overall effectiveness of the proposed remedies package. Even though
some of the proposed remedies would have overlapping aims/purposes, no
single proposed remedy would be a substitute for any other.
9.312

Whilst we believe that each proposed remedy would play an important role
in addressing the Microbusiness Weak Customer Response AEC and/or
associated detriment, we would expect each remedy’s contribution to the
overall impact of the package to vary. For example, the proposed price
transparency remedy would be key to unlocking competition on price, and
the other proposed remedies would be helpful in making sure that
microbusiness customers would then be aware, willing and able to take
advantage of that increased price transparency by finding cheaper available
contracts, and therefore enabling them to switch to those contracts.

9.313

This is because the proposed price remedy in our view, has the potential to
transform the microbusiness segments of the retail supply markets from
individually negotiated contracts with opaque prices into one with
transparent price disclosures (although individually negotiated contracts
could still prevail).

9.314

Based on our assessment above, we provisionally conclude that it would be
necessary to include each of the remedies in our proposed package in order
to achieve a comprehensive solution to the Microbusiness Weak Customer
Response AEC and/or associated detriment.

9.315

When reaching our provisional decision on remedy design, we have sought
to avoid imposing costs and restrictions on parties that go beyond what
would be needed to achieve an effective remedy. For example, in relation to
the proposed price transparency remedy, our approach to the Proposed
Segment would rule out the requirement for suppliers to develop complex
and costly online quotation tools concerning the largest microbusiness
customers. Similarly, the option to disclose prices via online quotation tools
would present a cost effective option for smaller suppliers. In relation to the
proposed auto-rollover remedy concerning existing auto-rollover contracts,
we have provisionally decided that an implementation period of up to 12
months (following the publication of the final report) would be reasonable to
allow suppliers adequate time to adjust their business practices and manage
risks.

9.316

Based on the above, we have provisionally concluded that our proposed
package of remedies would be no more onerous than necessary in order to
address the Microbusiness Weak Customer Response AEC and/or resulting
customer detriment.
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 Least onerous if there were a choice of effective remedies
9.317

For the reasons given above, we do not consider that there are other less
onerous remedies that would be effective in remedying the AEC and/or
associated detriment we have provisionally identified.

9.318

First, we consider that the online means of price disclosure proposed under
the proposed price transparency remedy is likely to be the most cost
effective and least restrictive way of reaching the target microbusiness
customer audience, compared to other means such as online price lists or
letters. In addition, we note that our concerns regarding termination fees on
fixed-term auto-rollover contracts, could not be addressed in any way, other
than how we have proposed in the remedy.

9.319

We have also considered whether other possible remedies not within our
package of remedies could address the Microbusiness Weak Customer
Response AEC and/or associated detriment. These included remedies that
were put to us by parties in response to the Remedies Notice such as
certain parties’ preferences for no action over the auto-rollover remedy. We
note that such alternative remedies would be of limited or no effectiveness,
and would not address the Microbusiness Weak Customer Response AEC
or associated detriment. We were not able to identify an alternative package
of remedies that would be both less onerous and effective in addressing the
Microbusiness Weak Customer Response AEC and/or associated detriment.

9.320

We therefore provisionally conclude that our proposed package of remedies
would be the least costly and least restrictive solution.
 Does not produce adverse effects and costs that are disproportionate to
the aim

9.321

We have considered whether the proposed package of remedies – or any
specific remedy within it – would likely produce adverse effects that would be
disproportionate to their individual aims of remedying the Microbusiness
Weak Customer Response AEC and/or associated detriment. Specifically,
we considered whether the benefits of the remedies package as a whole
would be likely to exceed the overall costs of the package. We summarise
below our estimates of the cost of each remedy in the package:
(a) We estimate that the price transparency remedy would be likely to
impose costs on the Six Large Energy Firms of approximately £750,000;
and on all 30 suppliers (including the Six Large Energy Firms) these
costs could amount to approximately £4.5 million if they all opted for the
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more expensive online quotation tool option (see paragraph 9.115
above).
(b) We do not expect the auto-rollover remedy to impose any consequential
costs on suppliers, as we expect them to be able to change their risk
management (see paragraphs 9.176 to 9.183 above).
(c) We estimate that the costs of extending the Ofgem-led programme
remedy to the microbusiness segments would be similar in nature and
scale to those identified in Section 6 for the domestic markets. We note
that the Ofgem-led programme would be proportionate given the scale of
the detriment, and any potential costs to suppliers would be subject to
Ofgem’s obligation to consider the proportionality of any testing.
(d) We note that the costs of extending the Database remedy to the
microbusiness segments would be similar in nature and scale to those
identified in Section 6 for the domestic markets.1241
9.322

In light of the above, we consider that the total costs associated with the
remedies package as a whole are unlikely to exceed around £750,000 for
the Six Large Energy Firms. For the approximately 30 suppliers in the
market, the costs of this remedy on suppliers are unlikely to exceed
£4.5 million. However, we note that these figures are likely to be an upper
bound of the cost estimates because we would expect several suppliers to
choose the third party online platform option (eg PCWs), which would be
significantly more cost effective, to comply with the price transparency
remedy.

9.323

By comparison we consider that there is substantial scope for price
reductions and that the remedies would still be proportionate (even if more
costly to implement than we have estimated) if they lead to a reduction in
prices for microbusiness customers, even if small (we have estimated that
the Six Large Energy Firms generated profits in excess of the cost of capital
from microbusiness customers of £230 million).

9.324

With regards to the Six Large Energy Firms, the package of remedies would
need to result in a very small 0.03%1242 reduction in prices for the benefits to
customers to exceed the costs of the package. By comparison, we consider
that prices for the microbusiness customers of the Six Large Energy Firms

1241

This position is consistent with the domestic retail markets, which contributes a far greater share of revenues
than the microbusiness segments.
1242 This is the same calculation as used to assess the proportionality for the price transparency remedy and
relates to the microbusiness customers of the Six Large Energy Firms.
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could have been on average 6% lower between FY 2007 to FY 2014 in a
better-functioning market (see paragraph 9.19 above).
9.325

We have therefore concluded that the benefits of the remedies package for
all microbusiness customers are likely to substantially exceed the costs that
it would impose on all suppliers in the microbusiness segments.
Consequently, the proposed remedies package would be unlikely give rise to
adverse effects that were disproportionate to its legitimate aim.
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10.

Governance of the regulatory framework

Introduction
10.1

Efficient and robust rules and regulations are fundamental to the wellfunctioning of energy markets. Because of the technical reality of electricity
and gas consumption and production, energy markets are highly regulated,
and the nature of competition in these markets is shaped by the design of
the regulatory regime to a much greater extent than in most other markets.

10.2

Government policies – particularly those designed to reduce harmful
greenhouse gas emissions – are also having an increasing impact on energy
prices and bills. On the basis of current announced plans, climate and
energy policies as a whole are expected to add 37% to the retail price of
electricity paid by households in 2020. Further, some policies – such as the
roll-out of smart meters – are expected to improve energy efficiency and
hence reduce energy bills. Given the central role that government policies
are expected to play in determining energy bills in the future, we believe it is
vital that policy decisions are robust, and informed by a transparent analysis
of their impacts on consumers.

10.3

In this section, we set out a package of proposed remedies which, by
addressing the provisional AECs we have identified, will help to ensure that
regulatory and policy decisions in the future are robust, efficient and timely,
and driven by a concern for the interests of current and future consumers,
wherever appropriate through competition. Our package is based on a ‘reset’
of the current regulatory framework, involving a recalibration of the roles and
responsibilities of Ofgem, DECC and industry participants.

10.4

Ofgem will be at the heart of this new regulatory framework, with a simpler
and clearer focus on competition and the interests of consumers, an
additional role to scrutinise and comment on government policies, greater
access to relevant financial information from industry and greater powers to
drive through changes to industry codes when these are needed to meet
broader policy objectives and are in the interests of consumers and
competition.

Summary of AECs and features
10.5

In our provisional findings, we noted past regulatory interventions that we
consider are likely to have led to detrimental outcomes for competition and
consumers. We have also identified changes to regulations and policies that
we consider would have improved competition and consumer welfare, and
yet were not implemented.
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10.6

We provisionally concluded that a combination of features relating to the
overall governance of the GB energy markets, and a combination of features
specific to industry code governance, each gives rise to an AEC. This is
because these features are likely to increase the risk of policies being
developed in the future that are not in consumers’ interests, or inhibit the
development of policies that are in their interests.

10.7

As regards the overall governance of the GB energy markets, we have
provisionally found that a combination of features of these markets give rise
to an AEC through an overarching feature of a lack of robustness and
transparency in regulatory decision-making which, in turn, increases the risk
of poor policy decisions which have an adverse impact on competition (the
Governance AEC). More particularly, these features are as follows:
(a) the lack of a regulatory requirement for clear and relevant financial
reporting concerning generation and retail profitability;
(b) the lack of effective communication on the forecasted and actual impact
of government and regulatory policies over energy prices and bills;
(c) Ofgem’s statutory objectives and duties which, in certain circumstances,
may constrain its ability to promote effective competition; and
(d) the absence of a formal mechanism through which disagreements
between DECC and Ofgem over policy decision-making and
implementation can be addressed transparently.

10.8

As regards industry code governance, we have provisionally found that a
combination of features of the GB energy markets give rise to an AEC
through limiting innovation and causing the GB energy markets to fail to
keep pace with regulatory developments and other policy objectives (the
Codes AEC). In particular, we are concerned that the Codes AEC has the
impact of limiting pro-competitive change. These features are as follows:
(a) parties’ conflicting interests and/or limited incentives to promote and
deliver policy changes; and
(b) Ofgem’s insufficient ability to influence the development and
implementation phases of a code modification process.

10.9

Both provisional findings have highlighted what we consider to be
inefficiencies in the structure and governance of the regulatory framework for
the GB energy markets.
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Structure of this section
10.10

The rest of this section sets out:
(a) our updated assessment of the detriment arising from the provisional
AECs we have identified;
(b) our strategic approach to designing remedies to address these
provisional AECs;
(c) a detailed assessment of the remedies that we are proposing to
implement in relation to the governance of the regulatory framework;
(d) a detailed assessment of the remedies that we are proposing to
implement in relation to the governance of industry codes; and
(e) an assessment of the effectiveness and proportionality of these
remedies as a package.

Updated analysis of detriment arising from provisional AECs
10.11

The provisional AECs we seek to address in this section relate to the
processes, structures and institutions involved in regulatory decision-making
in the energy sector. They – and the features contributing to them – are
systemic in nature, having an impact across all of the energy markets that
we have investigated. Further, given rapid changes in the regulatory and
technological environment, their effects are likely to be felt not just in past
regulatory decisions that have harmed customers but in the risk of future
decisions that are not in customers’ best interests. It is our provisional view,
therefore, that, while the detriment arising from these provisional AECs is, by
its nature, difficult to quantify, it is likely to be very substantial.

10.12

First, the costs of energy policies – the transfers and subsidies put in place
to achieve government policy objectives such as reducing greenhouse gas
emissions – will comprise an increasing proportion of customers’ energy
bills. On the basis of current announced plans, DECC estimates that climate
and energy policies will add 37% to the retail price of electricity paid by
households in 2020.1243

10.13

To take one example of policies that are expected to add to energy prices,
the government is set to invest billions of pounds in decarbonising electricity
generation over the next few years. The spending cap under the Levy

1243

2014 prices. Source: DECC (November 2014), Estimated impact of energy and climate change policies on
energy prices and bills.
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Control Framework – which covers the Renewables Obligation, feed-in tariffs
and CfDs – began at £3.3 billion for the period 2014/15 and will rise to £7.6
billion for the period 2020/21.1244 With such large sums of money at stake,
suboptimal regulatory design can lead to substantial consumer detriment.
10.14

For instance, we provisionally found that the cost of supporting an early form
of CfDs (under the FIDeR framework) allocated outside the context of a
competitive auction is £250–£310 million per year higher than it likely would
have been had the FIDeR projects been awarded CfDs at the auction
clearing price – a detriment equivalent to 1% of all customers’ electricity bills
(see paragraphs 5.197 to 5.209, in particular 5.201 of our provisional
findings report and Section 2 of the present document).

10.15

Second, because of the technical reality of electricity and gas consumption
and production, energy markets are highly regulated, and the nature of
competition in these markets is shaped by the design of the regulatory
regime to a much greater extent than in most other markets.

10.16

This is particularly the case for wholesale markets, which currently comprise
around 50% of the costs faced by electricity and gas customers. In our
provisional findings, in addition to our findings on CfDs, we noted evidence
of a detriment arising from the absence of charges for transmission losses.
Our updated analysis of this detriment, based on NERA’s ongoing work for
the CMA (see above in Section 2), supports our provisional finding, and
indicates that the absence of locational charges for transmission losses will
lead to a cost of between £134 million and £190 million over the period 2017
to 2026.

10.17

While in other respects we provisionally found the wholesale gas and
electricity markets to be operating at a broadly efficient level, the nature and
size of technological and regulatory changes expected over the next few
years is such that it is vital that the regulatory framework is sufficiently robust
to ensure that competition and customers’ interests are protected in the
future. And in retail energy markets, many of the competition problems that
we have identified – the settlement systems for gas and electricity, which fail
to give suppliers the right incentives and the introduction of the simpler
choices component of the RMR rules, which has stifled innovation – are
regulatory in nature, reflecting specific provisions in legislation, licence
conditions and industry codes.

1244

National Audit Office (27 November 2013), The Levy Control Framework.
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10.18

Within this context, we have noted that a lack of robust evidence and the
fragmentation of responsibility between stakeholders (DECC, Ofgem and
industry) have led to suboptimal outcomes. Our concern is that the existing
institutional and regulatory arrangements in the GB energy markets may
lead to future decisions that themselves have adverse effects on
competition. While it is not possible to quantify the potential detriment of
future decisions which may arise as a result of the current institutional
arrangements, the outcomes discussed above provide an indicator of the
likelihood and substantial magnitude of this potential detriment.

Strategic approach to remedies design
Overarching aim and principles
10.19

The overarching aim of the remedies that we are considering is to improve
the capacity of the regulatory framework to deliver good outcomes for all
energy customers. These remedies seek to achieve that aim either by
reducing the risk of policies being developed that are not in customers’ best
interests or by facilitating the development of policies that are in their best
interests.

10.20

To meet this objective, we are proposing to implement a range of remedies
relating to the roles of regulatory institutions and the relationships between
them, the design of key regulatory processes and the provision of
information to inform policy decision-making. While the proposed remedies
are varied, affecting the full range of regulatory instruments and processes
(legislation, licence conditions and industry codes), it is possible to group
them under two overarching principles:
(a) well-defined powers, roles and objectives aligned with the best interests
of customers; and
(b) robust analysis underpinning decision-making and improving
transparency.

10.21

In the rest of this section, we explore aspects of our proposed remedies
concerning the Governance AEC, or the Codes AEC, or both, under each of
these principles before summarising our proposed revised regulatory
framework.
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Well-defined powers, responsibilities and objectives aligned with the interests of
customers
10.22

The regulatory framework governing energy markets comprises a
combination of regulatory instruments, each with different decision makers.
Policy reforms may be implemented by measures taken by DECC (mainly
through legislation), Ofgem (mainly through licence conditions) and the
industry (through code self-regulation).

10.23

In principle, DECC is responsible for setting policy objectives. This includes
for instance the responsibility for setting targets relating to the structure and
pace of decarbonisation, for establishing acceptable parameters of security
of supply, and for identifying social policy priorities. However, in view of its
powers, duties and objectives, Ofgem inevitably also takes decisions which
develop further these policy objectives, and go beyond mere implementation.
And, as noted in our provisional findings, certain reforms that have
substantial impacts on competition and the delivery of policy objectives are
carried out through code changes (half-hourly settlement, transmission
losses, cash-out reforms), in which industry has a key governance role.

10.24

This multi-layered structure of regulation in part reflects the complex nature
of the sector and the need to leverage resources and expertise where they
can be found. We also recognise that the role of industry in code
governance arrangements is influenced by the desire to protect private
investors’ interests from regulatory instability. However, we are concerned
that:
(a) this fragmentation of responsibility increases the risk that a lack of
coordination may lead to inconsistent or even conflicting decisions being
made. It also increases the difficulty for both parties and stakeholders of
navigating the regulatory framework; and
(b) the combination of roles and responsibilities leads to some parties –
notably industry participants – having a role in decision-making but
facing incentives that are not always aligned with those of consumers.

10.25

In relation to the incentives of industry participants, we note that these often
differ between firms, leading to lengthy and costly regulatory processes and
delays in decision-making. Examples of this include the long-running
deliberations over whether to introduce locational charges for transmission
losses over the past 25 years, which we documented in our provisional
findings report.

10.26

We are also surprised to note some decisions that appear to us to be
fundamental to ensuring effective competition appear to be loosely governed
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under the industry codes, and not to have involved any formal role for
Ofgem. For example, in relation to competition for customers on prepayment
meters we understand, based on the relevant provisions set out in the
Supply Point Administration Agreement,1245 and parties’ submissions,1246
that there are no formal mechanisms in place to monitor the allocation of gas
tariff pages and to govern the distribution of tariff pages between
suppliers.1247 This is of particular concern since the lack of access to gas
tariff pages has been one of the factors inhibiting new entry into, and growth
within, the prepayment segments, to the detriment of customers. Given the
importance of gas tariff codes in entering, and growing within, both the gas
and electricity prepayment segments, we consider it essential that Ofgem
should control their allocation.1248
10.27

We accept that each stakeholder has a role to play in designing and policing
the regulatory framework of the energy markets, and that the delineation
between these roles may not always be clear-cut. However, we believe that
the current regime can be improved by ensuring that the roles,
responsibilities and statutory duties of each stakeholder are clearly defined
and aligned with the interests of customers.

10.28

Our proposed remedies seek to address these concerns through three
related measures:
(a) a recalibration of the current regulatory framework to create clear and
consistent roles and objectives for decision makers at the various levels
of regulation, aligned with the best interests of customers;
(b) a reinforcement of the role of an independent and authoritative regulator;
and
(c) a clear assignment of responsibilities and transparent, coordinated
implementation.
Clear and consistent objectives, aligned with the best interests of customers

10.29

In our provisional findings, we identified concerns relating to a lack of clear
and consistent objectives that were aligned with the best interests of
customers. In particular, with respect to the Codes AEC, our proposed
remedies seek to address these features by giving greater power and

1245

Specifically paragraph 2.14 of the Supply Point Administration Agreement.
In response to the addendum to provisional findings or to requests for information.
1247 Siemens put to us that, in the absence of ‘spare’ tariff pages, a request for a tariff page could only be
satisfied when another supplier released one of its tariff pages.
1248 See further details in Section 3 and our proposed remedies in Section 5.
1246
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responsibility to Ofgem to influence the code modification process, to ensure
that the decisions that are taken are fully aligned with the interests of
customers. The remedies include (for more details see paragraphs 10.351 to
10.439):
(a) new responsibilities for Ofgem to produce a strategic direction and a set
of strategic work plans for code modifications;
(b) new responsibilities for Ofgem and new powers for licensed code
administrators to initiate and prioritise code changes for the purposes of
delivering this strategic direction; and
(c) the creation of a backstop executive power to allow Ofgem to ‘call in’ an
ongoing strategically important code modification.
10.30

We also noted in our provisional findings that Ofgem’s objectives and duties
could be considered to be unclear and in need of clarification (see paragraphs 11.54 and 11.63). It is one of the features that contributes to the
Governance AEC that we have provisionally found. One of our proposed
remedies (see paragraphs 10.51 to 10.79) seeks to address this feature by
removing from Ofgem’s objectives and duties unnecessary constraints that
may prevent it from pursuing its primary objective of meeting the needs of
current and future consumers wherever appropriate by promoting
competition.
An independent and authoritative regulator

10.31

As the above discussion suggests, our proposed remedies will give greater
powers and responsibilities to Ofgem, particularly in relation to code
governance. In light of this we consider it particularly important that Ofgem is
both independent in practice and perceived to be independent from both
government and industry.1249 It is also key that Ofgem be regarded as
authoritative, and able to answer the range of questions stakeholders may
have about the effectiveness of competition in energy markets.

10.32

We noted in our provisional findings report that two of Ofgem’s most
important decisions in recent years (neither of which we consider to be fully
in customers’ best interests)1250 were taken against a backdrop of DECC
taking powers – or stating its readiness to take powers – to implement
changes in primary legislation in the event that Ofgem did not act, and that

1249

See below paragraph 10.88.
The introduction of the simpler choices component of the RMR reforms in 2013 and of SLC 25A in 2009,
prohibiting regional price discrimination.
1250
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the coincidence of DECC and Ofgem’s actions risked creating the perception
of a lack of independence on the part of Ofgem.
10.33

To bolster the perception of Ofgem’s independence, we propose to introduce
a remedy concerning the Governance AEC that would empower and require
Ofgem to comment transparently on DECC policy proposals, expressing its
views publicly on the relative merits and potential impacts of such proposals.
We believe that this would be in the interests both of transparency and of
confidence in Ofgem as an independent body. We also consider that our
proposed remedies to require Ofgem to publish periodic assessments of the
impacts of government policies (discussed below) would bolster its
perception by stakeholders as an independent, authoritative regulator.

10.34

We are aware that certain of Ofgem’s decisions have been the subject of
some criticism in recent years – and indeed we have provisionally found that
some of its decisions give rise to AECs. However, we believe that, with the
powers and responsibilities created by our proposed remedies and with the
current leadership it has in place, it can reinforce its position as an
independent, authoritative regulator, trusted by – but independent of – both
government and industry and acting in the interests of current and future
consumers.
Clear ownership of policies and transparent, coordinated implementation

10.35

We believe that the absence of mechanisms to coordinate government
policy objectives, Ofgem’s current objectives and duties, and the objectives
and processes enshrined in industry codes are likely to lead to inconsistent
approaches being taken to policy development.

10.36

The obvious risk of this fragmentation of decision-making power is a lack of
coordination in decision-making and implementation, leading to incoherent
outcomes. In our provisional findings report, we identified a few instances in
which the implementation of policy goals was delayed or suboptimal due to a
lack of coordination between DECC, Ofgem and the industry (see
paragraphs 10.130 to 10.156). We therefore believe it is essential to improve
the clarity of both the overarching policy objectives for the regulatory
framework and to ensure that all stakeholders are given clear direction as to
the implementation of these policy objectives.

10.37

We believe that policy objectives should be clearly stated by DECC
(following consultation with Ofgem and the industry). In turn, mechanisms
should be in place in order to ensure that these objectives are reflected in
the decision-making processes, and that their achievement is regularly
assessed. We acknowledge that steps have already been taken in this
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respect (with DECC having now the power to designate a Strategy and
Policy Statement), but believe that further actions need to be taken.
10.38

In particular, through our proposed remedies concerning both the
Governance AEC and the Codes AEC, we seek to increase coordination and
transparency of interactions between the different levels of powers. We
expect DECC to take responsibility for the full implementation of its policy
decisions, by ensuring that all the necessary analysis and implementation
steps are being taken by the appropriate stakeholders (including modification
to licences or industry codes where necessary). Similarly, Ofgem should
actively and transparently make its expertise available to DECC, and should
be held ultimately responsible for the outcomes arising from regulation
through standard licence conditions and industry codes (including ensuring
that the scope of industry-led regulation and the supervision of it is
appropriate).

10.39

More specifically, our proposed remedies concerning both the Governance
AEC or the Codes AEC, or both, provide, among other things, for:
(a) mechanisms facilitating coordination (such as action plans and joint
statements) where interventions from different stakeholders are required
to achieve a particular objective, with a view to avoiding delayed or suboptimal implementation;
(b) mechanisms empowering Ofgem to comment transparently on DECC
policies, with a view to contributing their expertise; and
(c) an efficient process, for which Ofgem is ultimately responsible, to deliver
in a timely manner industry codes changes which are in line with broader
policy objectives.

Robust analysis underpinning decision-making and improving transparency
10.40

To ensure that energy regulations serve customers’ needs, it is vital that
policy decisions are informed by robust analyses of their likely impacts. We
believe that, because of the magnitude of their impact and their complexity
(as discussed above), interventions in the energy markets will require a
particularly detailed level of analysis. Our provisional findings suggest that
existing processes have on occasion been insufficient as we have identified
a number of instances where regulatory interventions have led to poor
outcomes for consumers (see our provisional findings report, paragraphs
11.39 to 11.44, and 11.51).

10.41

In particular, we believe that negative outcomes might have been caused by
difficulties in assessing the impact of the regulatory framework on energy
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prices and bills, ineffective collaboration between stakeholders in cases of
disagreements, and a lack of relevant financial information. We believe that
the risk of poor outcomes may be reduced (and the features giving rise to
the Governance AEC addressed, in part) by setting up mechanisms that:
(a) facilitate transparent exchanges between DECC and Ofgem over policy
decision-making and implementation, so as to address disagreements
and facilitate consultation with the industry;
(b) ensure the performance of robust and authoritative analysis of the
overall impact or the regulatory framework, taking into consideration the
aggregate costs and impacts of policies on the various policy objectives;
and
(c) ensure that decision-making relies upon relevant financial information.
10.42

Through our proposed remedial action concerning the Governance AEC we
also seek to ensure that mechanisms be put in place with a view to
monitoring the markets on an ongoing basis, and in particular with a view to
creating and/or communicating effectively:
(a) robust and authoritative analysis of the overall impact of the energy
regulatory framework on different policy objectives, notably
decarbonisation, security of supply and affordable prices; and
(b) a clear transparent understanding of key aspects of markets outcomes
(we noted in paragraphs 11.8 to 11.21 of our provisional findings report
that there has been in recent years a lack of shared understanding about
key elements of the evidence base such as the price and bill impacts of
policy objectives and of energy firms’ profitability).

10.43

In addition, we believe that the ex post review of individual policies, as
required by the Better Regulation Framework Manual1251 is essential in this
area. These changes would allow DECC and Ofgem to identify areas where
interventions are required, either by removing/amending previous
interventions or by adjusting contemplated policies in order to prevent
overlaps or conflicts between interventions.

10.44

In order to better understand the interaction between interventions taken by
different stakeholders, and facilitate the assessment of their cumulative
impacts, we also believe it is appropriate to ensure that the frameworks for
analysis used over time and across decisions are consistent and easily

1251

See Better Regulation Framework Manual: Practical Guidance for UK Government Officials (latest version
March 2015, currently being updated).
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comparable. Transparent discussions between DECC, Ofgem and the
industry would in our view facilitate such consistency. In particular, as
discussed in more detail below, we have provisionally decided to
recommend the following with a view to addressing, in part, the features
giving rise to the Governance AEC:
(a) Setting up a clear process for Ofgem to comment publicly on draft
primary and secondary legislation that is relevant to its objectives and
duties.
(b) Pursuant to the principles set out in the Better Regulatory Framework
Manual, DECC should review regularly the impact of its policies; the
level of scrutiny should depend on the impact of each policy on business
and consumers.
(c) Ofgem should publish annually a state of the market report which would
provide analysis regarding issues such as:
(i) the evolution of energy prices and bills over time;
(ii) the profitability of key players in the markets;1252
(iii) the social costs and benefits of policies;
(iv) the impact of initiatives relating to decarbonisation and security of
supply;
(v) the trade-offs between policy objectives resulting from the extant
regulatory framework; and
(vi) the trends for the forthcoming year.
10.45

In order to support these three proposed remedies, we have provisionally
decided to recommend Ofgem to:
(a) enhance the existing regulatory reporting obligation pursuant to which
certain firms must submit financial reports to Ofgem; and
(b) create a new internal unit within Ofgem (eg an office of the chief
economist), which would build expertise across the different areas of the
energy markets with a view to performing some of the tasks above.

1252

Specifically those firms which are required to comply with the regulatory accounting reporting obligation (see
paragraph 10.218).
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Overview of the proposed new regulatory framework
10.46

Our proposed remedies concerning the Governance AEC and the Codes
AEC are individually incremental but in combination represent a substantial
reform package. They represent a ‘reset’ of the regulatory framework
governing the energy sector, clarifying and recalibrating the roles and
responsibilities of Ofgem, DECC and industry to help ensure that regulatory
and policy decisions in the future are robust, efficient and timely, and driven
by a concern for the interests of current and future consumers.

10.47

Ofgem will be at the heart of this new regulatory framework, with a simpler
and clearer focus on the interests of consumers, an additional role to
scrutinise and comment on government policies, greater access to relevant
financial information from industry and greater responsibility to drive through
changes to industry codes when these are needed to meet broader policy
objectives and are in the interests of consumers and competition.

10.48

We believe that the two overarching principles informing our proposed
remedies package are mutually reinforcing. For example, the roles given to
Ofgem to comment on and scrutinise the impacts of government policies on
the one hand, and undertake greater scrutiny of companies’ financial returns
on the other, will help both to:
(a) improve the robustness of the decision-making process, the quality of
regulatory decisions and transparency in public debates about energy;
and
(b) bolster the perception of Ofgem as an authoritative, trusted and
independent regulator, consistent with the greater responsibilities it will
have in relation to code governance and reform.

10.49

We also consider that our proposed reforms are fully consistent with the
government’s Principles for Economic Regulation1253 and its Better
Regulation Framework Manual. In particular, our proposed remedies should
ensure that new policy proposals and existing policies and regulations are
subject to robust scrutiny in terms of their costs and benefits. Further, our
proposed remedies to the code governance process and mechanisms to
improve coordination between DECC and Ofgem should serve to streamline
and rationalise the policymaking process.

10.50

We are aware that industry self-regulation is sometimes considered a ‘lighttouch’ approach to regulation. However, in our provisional view, the existing

1253

BIS (April 2011), Principles for Economic Regulation.
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model of industry-led code modifications has often led to burdensome and
time-consuming processes that have served to impede pro-competitive
change. We believe that by giving Ofgem greater responsibilities to proactively intervene where necessary to help deliver agreed policy goals and
benefit consumers, our proposed reforms will substantially reduce regulatory
burdens.
Governance of the overarching framework
Revision of Ofgem’s statutory duties and objectives
10.51

We have noted that one of the features giving rise to a lack of robustness
and transparency in regulatory decision-making is Ofgem’s statutory
objectives and duties which, in certain circumstances, may constrain its
ability to promote effective competition. In particular, we noted that Ofgem
considered that its duty to pursue its principal objective by ‘wherever
appropriate promoting effective competition’ had been progressively
downrated relative to other duties over the last ten years.

10.52

Ofgem’s perception that its duty to promote competition has been downrated
is a significant cause for concern, as it implies that Ofgem’s ability to
promote competition may be constrained. We noted that this view is
supported by the amendment to Ofgem’s principal objective and duties
brought about by the Energy Act 2010 (EA10) (see Appendix 10.1), and by
some interventions during the Parliamentary debate. This change qualified
Ofgem’s duty to promote competition in a way that may constrain Ofgem’s
margin of appreciation when deciding the best calculated manner to carry
out its functions.

10.53

In our Remedies Notice, we proposed that Ofgem’s statutory objectives and
duties be revised.
Aim of the remedy

10.54

The aim of this proposed remedy is to clarify Ofgem’s statutory objectives
and duties in order to remove any constraint (actual or perceived) on
Ofgem’s ability to pursue its principal objective (protecting the interests of
existing and future consumers) by promoting effective competition. The
proposed change would increase the robustness and transparency of
Ofgem’s regulatory interventions and, in turn, contribute to remedying the
Governance AEC that we have provisionally identified.
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Parties’ views
10.55

Most parties broadly agreed with our assessment that changes made by the
EA10 to Ofgem’s principal objective and duties may constrain Ofgem’s ability
to promote competition and to carry out efficient trade-offs between
competing objectives, and that a revision of Ofgem’s statutory objectives and
duties is necessary (or at least they acknowledged that it would be
beneficial) to assist Ofgem in regulating the market.1254 Centrica said that it
had observed a shift in Ofgem’s regulatory approach, away from the
promotion of effective competitive markets as the primary way of furthering
the interests of consumers. Several respondents said that competition
should be the principal mechanism by which Ofgem achieved its duties.

10.56

However, a few consumer bodies (ie Which?, National Energy Action)
expressed concern in relation to the proposed remedy. In particular, Which?
welcomed the proposed remedy but stated that a revision of Ofgem’s
objectives and duties should not lead to a ‘downgrading of Ofgem’s duty to
protect consumers’. Citizens Advice/Citizens Advice Scotland said that no
evidence had been presented to substantiate the argument that changes to
Ofgem’s statutory duties made in the EA10 had constrained its ability to
promote competition and whether they had either positively or negatively
affected subsequent regulatory decisions.

10.57

Some respondents argued that the role of promoting competition had not
been materially diminished by the EA10, given that the current hierarchy of
duties does not preclude Ofgem from promoting competition (Northern
Powergrid, Ovo Energy) and therefore that statutory change was not
necessary to enable Ofgem to promote competition. However, Ovo Energy
stated that Ofgem should have ‘a greater focus on competition matters from
a principle-based approach’.

10.58

Those respondents that support a revision of Ofgem’s statutory objectives
and duties were broadly in favour of a revision that would increase the
emphasis on Ofgem’s duty to achieve its objective by promoting effective
competition.

10.59

Various respondents (including EDF Energy, Centrica, E.ON and RWE)
suggested that a reinstatement of the configuration of Ofgem’s objectives
and duties that existed prior to the EA10, as suggested by the CMA in the
Remedies Notice, would be effective. EDF Energy noted that this would

1254

See for instance ESB; Gemserv; Good Energy; InterGen; Energy UK; First Utility; Spark Energy; EDF
Energy; RWE; Centrica; SSE; Scottish Power.
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(a) re-establish the promotion of competition as the principal objective, and
(b) remove wording that diluted the emphasis on competition (in particular
s16(3)(1C) EA10).1255 Centrica went one step further, suggesting not only to
remove Ofgem’s current duty to consider means other than competition
before proceeding with a course of action, but also to include in Ofgem’s
statutory objectives and duties a requirement to ‘seek to further the Principal
Objective wherever possible by promoting competition’ (rather than
‘wherever appropriate’, as it is currently the case).
Design considerations
10.60

Ofgem’s objectives and duties are set out in section 4AA of the GA86 and in
section 3A of the EA89 (see our provisional findings report, Appendix 10.1).
These sections are focused on the principal objective of protecting the
interests of existing and future consumers, although recognising the
existence of multiple subsidiary duties and objectives underpinning the
principal objective.

10.61

It is up to Ofgem to decide how to pursue its principal objective, provided
that, as currently set out in the GA86 and the EA89, its principal objective is
achieved ‘wherever appropriate by promoting effective competition’. As
noted in paragraph 11.60 of our provisional findings report, this requirement
gives Ofgem a wide margin of appreciation as to when it is appropriate to
pursue its principal objective by promoting effective competition.

10.62

However, as noted in paragraphs 11.53 to 11.57 of our provisional findings
report, Ofgem has expressed concerns with regard to its current objectives
and duties, noting that its competition duty had been progressively
downrated relative to other duties over the last ten years.

10.63

We noted in this respect that Ofgem’s objectives and duties were amended
by the EA10 (see Appendix 10.1) which, among other things, inserted in
both current sections 4AA of the GA86 and 3A of the EA89 a new paragraph
1C as follows:
(1C) Before deciding to carry out functions under this Part in a
particular manner with a view to promoting competition as
mentioned in subsection (1B), the Secretary of State or the
Authority shall consider—

1255

See EDF Energy response to the Remedies Notice, August 2015, paragraph 16.6.
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(a) to what extent the interests referred to in subsection (1) of
consumers would be protected by that manner of carrying out
those functions; and
(b) whether there is any other manner (whether or not it would
promote competition as mentioned in subsection (1B)) in which
the Secretary of State or the Authority (as the case may be)
could carry out those functions which would better protect those
interests.
10.64

The additional requirement set out by this paragraph in both the GA86 and
the EA89, qualifies the words ‘wherever possible by promoting effective
competition’ in a way that may constrain (or at least create the perception of
constraining) Ofgem’s margin of appreciation. It imposes an additional
procedural requirement on Ofgem when it decides to achieve its principal
objective through competition, ie a duty to consider whether there is any
other manner in which it could carry out its functions.

10.65

The Parliamentary debate shows that an underlying rationale of the EA10
reform to Ofgem objectives and duties was a concern that, in general,
Ofgem pursued consumers’ interests exclusively through competition, and
did not sufficiently consider whether other measures would have been more
appropriate in the short term. For instance, Ed Miliband described the aim of
the draft Bill as being to ‘change Ofgem’s remit to reflect the fact … that
relying on competition alone is insufficient to provide the consumer
protection that we need.’1256 In a similar vein, Lord Hunt interpreted the
impact of this reform as making ‘it clear that, where consumer interests are
threatened, Ofgem must consider measures other than the promotion of
competition in order to rectify the situation.’1257

10.66

We consider that Ofgem’s duty to pursue its principal objective by ‘wherever
appropriate promoting effective competition’ grants it an appropriate level of
discretion to determine on a case-by-case basis whether promoting
consumers’ interests is best achieved through competition or by other
means, and what procedural steps need to be taken for that purpose.

10.67

Therefore, in our view, it is appropriate to remove any unnecessary actual or
perceived constraint on Ofgem’s discretion in this context. To this end, we
propose to delete paragraph 1C from sections 4AA of the GA86 and 3A of
the EA89.

1256
1257

House of Commons debate, 24 November 2009.
Second reading at the House of Lords, 23 March 2010.
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10.68

For the avoidance of doubt, the purpose of this proposed remedy is not to
constrain Ofgem’s ability to carry out its functions in any manner which it
considers is most likely to further the principal objective. We acknowledge
that in certain circumstances the best way of protecting consumers’ interests
may be achieved by a means other than through competition. We therefore
do not believe, as some parties have suggested, that competition should be
given explicit priority as the preferred mechanism by which Ofgem should
seek to achieve its principal objective, and this is reflected in our provisional
decision to recommend a return to a form of wording closer to the one preEA10. It is our view that the wording ‘wherever appropriate by promoting
effective competition’ puts sufficient emphasis on the role of competition
within this context, and any further emphasis might unnecessarily constrain
(or even preclude) Ofgem’s ability to pursue its principal objective by means
other than competition.

10.69

Most respondents to our provisional findings report and Remedies Notice
have either supported this approach or at least acknowledged that there
would be some benefits in clarifying the role of competition, relative to other
types of regulatory interventions, in pursuing consumers’ best interests.

10.70

As a consequence, subject to the deletion of paragraph 1C from sections
4AA of the GA86 and 3A of the EA89, we are not minded to recommend any
further amendment to Ofgem’s principal objective and duties (and in
particular to the words ‘wherever appropriate by promoting effective
competition’) which would seek to reinforce the emphasis on competition.
Such an amendment is, in our view, not necessary and may, on the contrary,
cause further confusion. As noted above, it is Ofgem’s role to identify the
best way in which to carry out its functions, and to decide which steps it
needs to take in order to reach a view on this.

10.71

Therefore, we have provisionally decided to recommend that DECC initiate a
legislative process in order to delete paragraph 1C from both sections 4AA
of the GA86 and 3A of the EA89.

10.72

In practice, as this proposed remedy is not time sensitive, it is not necessary
in our view to initiate a legislative process for the purpose of this remedy
only. Instead, a provision to that end can be included within the next draft
energy act (or any relevant omnibus bill).
Assessment of effectiveness

10.73

Pursuant to our guidelines, we assess below the effectiveness of this
proposed remedy, and in particular:
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(a) whether this remedy is effective in contributing to the achievement of our
remedial action;
(b) whether this remedy is capable of effective implementation; and
(c) the timescale over which the remedy measures will take effect.
10.74

By removing from Ofgem’s principal objective and duties a requirement to
consider, before promoting competition, whether there is any other manner
in which it could carry out its functions, this remedy would be effective in
removing unnecessary procedural and substantive constraints on Ofgem’s
ability to pursue its principal objective. The amended statutory objectives and
duties, reverting to the balance set by the words ‘wherever appropriate by
promoting effective competition’, would put an appropriate emphasis on
Ofgem’s duties to promote competition (see in particular paragraph 10.66
above). This, in turn, will address one of the features giving rise to the
Governance AEC.

10.75

For the reasons set out in paragraph 10.72, we consider that this proposed
remedy is capable of effective and timely implementation by way of a
legislative change to be initiated by the government. In this respect, we note
that the government has made a commitment to give a public response to
any recommendation made to it within 90 days of the publication of a CMA
report.1258

10.76

This remedy would be implemented through a change in legislation.
Assessment of proportionality

10.77

For the reasons, set out above, we believe that this proposed remedy would
be effective in achieving its aim.

10.78

For the reasons set out above (see in particular paragraph 10.68), we
believe that this proposed remedy is no more onerous than necessary to
achieve its aim. We have not identified other remedies that would be
effective.

10.79

The incremental cost of the legislative process as envisaged in paragraph
10.72 above would be very low.

1258

See CC3, paragraph 95.
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Improving coordination between Ofgem and DECC on policy design and
implementation
10.80

Responsibility for setting up the legal framework and regulating the GB
energy markets is shared between different public bodies (principally DECC
and Ofgem) and the industry itself (with respect to certain areas that are selfgoverned through industry codes). In some cases, the implementation of a
particular energy policy requires a combination of measures taken by DECC
(mainly through legislation), Ofgem (mainly through licence conditions) and
the industry (through the amendment of codes). In our provisional findings,
we identified concerns relating to the overlap of DECC’s and Ofgem’s
functions and the interaction between measures adopted independently by
DECC and Ofgem. For example, we highlighted the inefficiency of
disjunctive implementation processes of DECC and Ofgem in the context of
moving to 17-day switching and P272 (half-hourly settlement of certain
category of customer). (Similar issues relating to industry codes are
addressed separately below.)

10.81

In our provisional findings, we found that institutional pressure by DECC
might have been one of the factors behind certain decisions taken by Ofgem
that we consider were not in the best interest of customers.

10.82

We noted that Ofgem’s decisions to implement SLC 25A and certain of the
RMR rules were taken against a backdrop of DECC taking powers – or
stating its readiness to take powers – to implement changes in primary
legislation in the event that Ofgem did not act. We do not know how material
this context was in influencing Ofgem, but we noted that the coincidence of
DECC’s and Ofgem’s actions risked creating the perception of a lack of
independence on the part of Ofgem.

10.83

We noted that it is always possible that DECC and Ofgem will disagree on a
particular area of policy, but noted that where such disagreements did occur,
it would be preferable if there were a mechanism through which such
disagreements could be surfaced transparently and that such a mechanism
would mitigate the perception of a lack of independence.

10.84

We also noted cases1259 in which the implementation of policy goals had
been delayed (or suboptimally implemented as a result of inconsistencies
between regulations) due to a lack of coordination between DECC, Ofgem

1259

See, for instance, 17-day switching and half-hourly settlement as examples of delayed implementation.
DECC’s capacity market reform and Ofgem’s EBSCR code modification provides an example of insufficient
consideration of the interplay between different policies.
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and the industry. Our expectation would be that there should be mechanisms
in place to mitigate these risks.
10.85

We provisionally concluded that these shortcomings were a feature of the
GB energy markets that contributed to the Governance AEC.

10.86

To address these issues, we proposed in the Remedies Notice two possible
mechanisms to increase the transparency and effectiveness of the
relationship between DECC and Ofgem, ie:
(a) an ex ante mechanism allowing Ofgem to set out its views on particular
DECC policy proposals; and
(b) a mechanism allowing Ofgem to seek formal directions from DECC with
respect to certain regulatory interventions.
Aim of the remedy

10.87

The proposed remedy should seek to facilitate rational debate between
DECC, Ofgem and the industry, and promote regulatory stability. The
benefits would be twofold. This package would, on the one hand, contribute
to increasing the robustness and transparency of DECC’s and Ofgem’s
decisions and, on the other hand, reduce the risk of inefficient
implementation of policy decisions.

10.88

In the Remedies Notice we also noted, for the reasons set out in paragraphs
11.75 and 11.76 of the provisional findings report, that preserving Ofgem’s
independence, both actual and perceived, is essential to the well-functioning
of the energy markets. The broad rationale for the creation of independent
economic regulators in privatised sectors of the economy is to provide
greater certainty to potential investors that they will have a reasonable
opportunity to earn a return on their investments if they operate efficiently.
The expectation is that delegating authority over certain decisions to an
independent, technocratic authority that will make decisions according to a
clear set of criteria established in advance will reduce ex ante estimates of
the risks of investment and hence the return on investment investors will
require. In a competitive market, the benefits arising from a reduced cost of
capital should in turn be passed through by energy suppliers to customers.
Parties’ views

10.89

Many parties welcomed the CMA’s assessment of the issues arising from
the overlap of DECC’s and Ofgem’s roles. Some parties also expressed
explicit support for the proposed remedy.
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Views on Ofgem being able to comment on DECC policies

10.90

Nine parties suggested that Ofgem should be able to comment on some of
DECC’s policies, but there were mixed views as to the potential scope of this
remedy. Most respondents suggested a fairly broad remit. Centrica said
Ofgem should be able to express views on any DECC policy as with any
other interested market participant. It also stated that where Ofgem believed
that a DECC policy conflicted with the objective of promoting competition, it
should also issue an open letter to DECC setting out its view in full, with an
obligation on DECC to respond. RWE felt that Ofgem should have the right
and duty to submit comments to DECC in the context of an impact appraisal
of policies that were likely to affect competition. Scottish Power argued that it
was appropriate for Ofgem to express views where a DECC policy had a
bearing on Ofgem’s regulatory functions, and in particular in case of conflicts
with its statutory objectives.1260 Similarly, EDF Energy argued that this
right/duty should relate to Ofgem’s statutory duties.

10.91

Other parties (Flow Energy, Ecotricity and National Energy Action) also
suggested that Ofgem should be able to comment on a wide range of
DECC’s policies. E.ON, however, proposed a narrower scope, suggesting
that Ofgem’s comments should be confined to issues relating to the delivery
of policies. Indeed, E.ON noted that the government has a democratic
mandate and that it should not be for an independent regulator to challenge
the broad aspects of policies.

10.92

Scottish Power also noted that although Ofgem’s views should normally be
made public in the interest of transparency, this should not preclude informal
dialogue between Ofgem and DECC while such policies were being
formulated.1261

10.93

E.ON and Flow Energy suggested that DECC should have to respond to any
Ofgem comments on policy.


10.94

1260
1261

Views on formal direction from DECC to Ofgem

Few parties expressed clear support for Ofgem having the right to seek a
formal direction from DECC. For Centrica, this right should only be used
where it found that any policy promoted by DECC conflicted with its duties;
and for RWE, only where Ofgem was implementing a decision or policy
promoted by DECC which was likely to deliver outcomes that deviated from
those expected to result from the operation of effective competition (in which

See Scottish Power response to Remedies Notice, paragraphs 17.3 & 17.4.
See Scottish Power response to Remedies Notice, paragraph 17.4.
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case such directions and the reasons for making them should be made
public).
10.95

A majority of parties argued that there was no need for Ofgem to seek a
formal direction from DECC to implement a certain policy. Some of these
parties noted concerns about the risk of undermining Ofgem’s independence
and weakening the accountability of its regulatory decisions1262 (eg EDF
Energy and E.ON) or suggested this could be an issue but highlighted EU
requirements for national energy regulators to operate independently of
government (Centrica and Citizens Advice/Citizens Advice Scotland, and
Scottish Power1263). RWE, however, suggested that if the mechanism was
implemented properly ensuring sufficient independence and compliance with
EU requirements for national energy regulators, then such a measure could
significantly strengthen Ofgem’s independence and perceived independence
and would help to drive out the uncertainty RWE and others had
experienced in recent years arising out of government intervention in
regulatory processes.

10.96

Some parties offered comments on how to make the proposal for a formal
direction work in practice. For example, Centrica suggested that any specific
DECC direction should be in direct response to a request for direction from
Ofgem (and remain within the bounds of such a request). Ecotricity
suggested that any direction must always be subject to consultation and
impact assessment.


10.97

1262
1263

Views on the relationship between DECC and Ofgem

Although our proposed remedy to set up a formal mechanism for Ofgem to
seek direction received limited support, most respondents acknowledged the
need for greater transparency in the relationship between DECC and Ofgem
and increasing clarity on their respective roles. SSE suggested that
‘introducing a formal mechanism for DECC/Ofgem policy reconciliation
would increase transparency and improve the quality of public debate and
policy decision-making’. Centrica expressed broad support for remedies
which ‘clarify roles and responsibilities, and improve the transparency of
regulatory decision making.’ Centrica noted that DECC’s responsibility for
setting overall energy policy and Ofgem’s role in overseeing and maintaining
competitive markets and the regulatory framework had been blurred at
times.

EDF Energy response to Remedies Notice, paragraph 17.5.
See Scottish Power response to Remedies Notice, paragraphs 17.5–17.10.
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10.98

Other parties and stakeholders expressed support for a clear separation of
Ofgem’s and DECC’s roles (Energy UK, ESB, University of Exeter,
Changeworks, CBI and the Highland and Islands Housing Association). In
this respect, Ovo Energy1264 stated that it would support anything that
promoted greater regulatory and policy certainty. Scottish Power was not
supportive of a remedy in the form proposed because it considered it might
reduce the independence of the regulator. It also argued that the precise
timing and history of any government influence on particular Ofgem’s
decisions (in respect of SLC 25A and the RMR tariff rules) was unclear and
the remedies proposed by the CMA would be unlikely to have prevented it.

10.99

Five parties referred to the Strategy and Policy Statement as an existing
mechanism that could help to establish clearer boundaries between DECC
and Ofgem. These parties included Ofgem, which stated that the Strategy
and Policy Statement was ‘one important route for providing more clarity
over our respective roles’. EDF Energy argued that although a Strategy and
Policy Statement had yet to be formally adopted by the government, it could
provide an ‘opportunity to promote regulatory certainty and increase
alignment between the Government’s energy policy objectives and the way
in which Ofgem regulates the sector.1265’ Similarly, the University of Exeter
suggested it would be helpful for ‘the Government to resurrect the discussion
surrounding its SPS (Strategy and Policy Statement)’ because ‘the process
of setting out key relationships and responsibilities between DECC and
Ofgem would provide a useful framework.’ For Citizens Advice/Citizens
Advice Scotland, the Strategy and Policy Statement’s effectiveness in this
respect would be limited because it would likely only contain high-level rather
than detailed content on policy design and would only be infrequently
updated, resulting in content gaps.

10.100 Some parties made more general comments about the value of introducing
some form of document setting out the roles of DECC and Ofgem in the
energy markets. Gazprom said it would support a framework which would
set out details as to the development of policies, the cost/benefit analysis
undertaken and any disputes arbitrated. First Utility suggested that such
documents could take the form of a Memorandum of Understanding
‘covering how Ofgem and DECC will work within their respective remits and
where these meet, setting out best practice for handling this.’

1264
1265

See Ovo Energy response to provisional findings and Remedies Notice, p32.
See EDF Energy response to Remedies Notice (August 2015), paragraph 17.7.
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Design considerations
10.101 As noted above, the aim of the proposed remedies package is:
(a) to increase the robustness and transparency of DECC’s and Ofgem’s
decisions; and
(b) to reduce the risk of inefficient implementation of policy decisions.
10.102 Having reviewed parties’ responses to the Remedies Notice, we remain
convinced that mechanisms allowing clearer roles for Ofgem and DECC, and
transparency as to their interactions, would improve the robustness and
transparency of policy decisions. This would include the proposal to require
Ofgem to comment on policy proposals and draft legislation that is relevant
to Ofgem’s statutory objectives and duties.
10.103 However, for the reasons set out below, we consider that a mechanism
allowing Ofgem to seek a direction from DECC as to how to use its power
would be ineffective and could have unintended consequences. We have
therefore considered alternative mechanisms that would pursue the same
objective, by clarifying the respective roles and responsibilities of DECC and
Ofgem, and by improving the coordination of their powers and interventions
when implementing policies.
Ofgem’s duty to comment on draft primary and secondary legislation relating
to the GB energy markets regulatory framework
10.104 Under the current regulatory framework,1266 Ofgem has a duty, when
expedient or requested by government, to give information, advice and
assistance with respect to any matter in respect of any function of Ofgem
under the GA86 and EA89. Moreover, it has the power to publish any advice
or information if it appears to Ofgem that such publication would promote the
interests of consumers. This effectively enables Ofgem to comment on any
government draft statutory instrument, and to respond to any public
consultation, when it considers it relevant to any of its functions.
10.105 Ofgem and DECC have put to us that, in practice, Ofgem provides such
advice or information in relation to draft policy instruments on an ad hoc
basis by means of private letters at staff level. It is, however, unusual for
Ofgem to publish these letters, or even to provide a summary of the
interactions between Ofgem and DECC. In our view, the absence of an
established practice by which Ofgem publishes views on DECC’s policy

1266

See, in particular, sections 34 & 35 of the GA86 and 47 & 48 of the EA89.
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proposals (and of any Ofgem statement providing a framework for such
publications), is not in the interests of transparency and an informed public
debate.
10.106 Further, because such public statements are rare, there is a risk that, if
Ofgem wished to make public comments on a particular proposal in the
future, the significance of any concerns that it raised would be overstated in
the public debate. In turn, awareness of this risk may effectively cause
Ofgem’s officials to err on the side of caution by keeping both technical and
substantive comments private.
10.107 In order to increase transparency in policy making – and help underpin
Ofgem’s independence – we believe Ofgem should publicly comment on
relevant draft legislation and policy proposals in a systematic way. In
particular, where relevant, Ofgem should highlight the potential impacts of
policy proposals, and expose any challenges or technical difficulties relating
to implementation. By publishing such views (referred to hereafter as
Opinions), it would openly contribute its technical expertise to the design of
policy initiatives with a view to making the decision process more robust. It
would also open a transparent discussion between DECC and Ofgem, which
would help to air differences and, by doing so, highlight areas potentially
requiring further analysis or future reviews. The publication of such Opinions
would serve to ensure a more coherent regulatory process, and reduce the
risk of suboptimal policy implementation due to a lack of coordination, as
indicated in paragraph 11.66 of the provisional findings report.


Scope of Opinions

10.108 Parties have made several suggestions as to the circumstances in which it
would be appropriate for Ofgem to comment publicly on draft policies. We
would expect Ofgem to comment publicly on the expected impacts of policy
initiatives that are relevant to Ofgem’s statutory objectives and duties.
10.109 Moreover, in order to keep this mechanism workable, it is in our view
appropriate to have some form of materiality threshold, ie limiting Ofgem’s
duty to comment on draft legislation and policy proposals that are likely to
have a substantial impact on the GB energy markets. We note that this may
include policies developed by government departments other than DECC.
For instance, fiscal measures developed by HM Treasury (eg the carbon
price floor) may have significant implications on GB energy markets and
therefore on Ofgem’s future activities.
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10.110 We would therefore expect the scope of these Opinions to vary depending
on the nature of the draft policies, and consider it appropriate for Ofgem to
have discretion to determine the level of detail to include in each Opinion.
10.111 These Opinions should complement (and be informed by) the ongoing
analysis of aggregate impacts of regulation on the energy markets that
would be performed by Ofgem (see paragraphs 10.157 to 10.214 below).
Indeed, such analysis would provide insight on the cumulative impact of
various government policies on the GB energy markets, and on existing
trends (eg the evolution of prices and energy companies’ profits over time).
10.112 In view of the technical nature of Ofgem’s role in this context, we expect
Opinions to broadly cover the following issues:
(a) the impact of draft legislation on each of the three key policy objectives
of decarbonisation, security of supply and affordability;
(b) the interaction between draft legislation and the existing regulatory
framework (including licences and industry codes);
(c) any necessary steps required to implement draft legislation (including
changes to licences or industry codes); and
(d) the likely overall effectiveness of draft legislation in achieving the
government’s stated objectives (and expected net benefits).
10.113 This proposed remedy would not preclude Ofgem from having iterative
confidential interactions with government departments at any stage of the
formulation of a policy, nor does it impose a duty to disclose a detailed
account of such interactions.


Timing for the publication of Ofgem’s Opinion

10.114 As per the scope of the Opinions, we consider it appropriate for Ofgem to
have discretion to determine the appropriate time for publishing such
Opinions, subject to a general principle that the Opinion should be published
in time for Parliament and/or government to take the Opinion into
consideration before reaching a decision. Moreover, where a draft piece of
legislation is subject to a consultation process, the appropriate time for
Ofgem to publish an Opinion would be in the early stage of this consultation,
in order to allow stakeholders to reflect on it before they formally respond
within the relevant consultation period.
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Response from DECC

10.115 We consider that DECC should seek to address material concerns raised by
Ofgem within the context of its appraisal of the policy proposal (eg within the
context of an impact assessment) and, where the proposal is subject to a
consultation, in the government’s response to it.


Implementation of this remedy

10.116 As noted above, Ofgem has wide-ranging powers to publish any advice or
information if it appears to Ofgem that such publication would promote the
interests of consumers.1267 In our view, these powers enable Ofgem to
publish Opinions as set out above. However, for this proposed remedy to be
effective, the publication of such Opinions needs to be established as
common practice. We have considered two non-exclusive options for the
purpose of implementing this proposed remedy:
(a) A recommendation to DECC to amend section 35 of the GA86 and
section 48 of the EA89 in order to include a duty on Ofgem to publish an
Opinion on all draft legislation and policy proposals which are relevant to
Ofgem’s statutory objectives and which are likely to have a material
impact on the GB energy markets; the exact scope, level of details and
timing of the Opinion would be left to Ofgem to determine, taking into
consideration the specific circumstances of each case and the principle
of proportionality.
(b) A recommendation to Ofgem to publish a statement by which:
(i) (if not included in legislation as per paragraph (a) above) Ofgem
would commit to publish an Opinion on all draft legislation and policy
proposals which are relevant to Ofgem’s statutory objectives and
which are likely to have a material impact on the GB energy
markets; and
(ii) Ofgem would set out the high-level principles underlying its
approach to preparing and publishing Opinions on all draft legislation
and policy proposals which are relevant to Ofgem’s statutory
objectives and which are likely to have a material impact on the GB
energy markets.

1267

See in particular sections 34 & 35 of the GA86 and 47 & 48 of the EA89.
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10.117 For the reasons set out below, we have provisionally decided to recommend
a legislative change, but recommend Ofgem to use its existing power to
implement this remedy in the shorter term.


Considerations relating to the effectiveness of this remedy

10.118 We consider that the publication by Ofgem of Opinions would significantly
improve the transparency over Ofgem’s assessment of the impacts of
contemplated legislation, and of the interaction with the existing regulatory
framework. Increased transparency would in our view improve the quality of
the policy development process, in particular by making the rationale for
interventions clearer, by exposing the views of different parties and by
reinforcing the perception of Ofgem’s independence and credibility. More
specifically, it would create opportunities to air any disagreements between
DECC and Ofgem, and highlight areas of policy interventions that require
particular attention within the context of their appraisal and/or ongoing
review.
10.119 We therefore believe that this remedy would contribute to addressing in part
the Governance AEC, ie the absence of a formal mechanism through which
disagreements between DECC and Ofgem over policy decision-making and
implementation can be addressed transparently.
10.120 As noted above in paragraph 10.105, Ofgem already has the power to
publish views on draft legislation and we therefore provisionally recommend
that Ofgem implements this proposed remedy as soon as possible following
our final report by issuing an Opinion on all draft legislation and policy
proposals which are relevant to Ofgem’s statutory objectives and which are
likely to have a material impact on the GB energy markets. However, we
believe that the creation of an established practice, so as to avoid the risk
identified in paragraph 10.106 above, would reinforce the effectiveness of
this proposed remedy in the longer term. To create such an established
practice, and provide stronger incentives to Ofgem, we consider it
appropriate to recommend that DECC amend section 35 of the GA86 and
section 48 of the EA89.
10.121 Such a legislative change, however, would not be time sensitive, so that it is
not necessary in our view to initiate a legislative process for the purpose of
this proposed remedy only. Instead, a provision to that end can be included
within the next draft energy act (or any relevant omnibus bill).
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Considerations relating to the proportionality of this remedy

10.122 The implementation costs arising from the proposed remedy would be very
low and, for the reasons set out in paragraphs 10.120 and 10.121, no more
onerous than necessary to achieve its aim.
10.123 As noted in paragraph 10.120, we considered an alternative, less intrusive
remedy, consisting in a recommendation to Ofgem, but concluded that it
would not be as effective in the long term.
10.124 We consider that the incremental costs for Ofgem to publish Opinions would
be low considering that it already reviews and provides views (albeit seldom
publically) on draft legislation. These incremental costs should be substantially outweighed by the benefits arising from the increased robustness and
transparency of the decision-making process. For instance, as highlighted IN
paragraphs 11.66 to 11.69 of the provisional findings report, a lack of
coordination and transparency between Ofgem and DECC has led to suboptimal outcomes in the past (eg both Ofgem and DECC seeking to remedy
the same ‘missing money’ problem) – the prevention of which justifiably
outweighing the concomitant costs.
10.125 This proposed remedy would also leave significant leeway for Ofgem to have
iterative confidential interactions with DECC, and to determine the timing and
content of Opinions. This would allow Ofgem to assist DECC throughout the
policy formulation process, and to allocate its resources efficiently. For these
reasons, we believe that this remedy would not produce disadvantages
which are disproportionate to the aim.
Mechanism for Ofgem to seek a formal direction from DECC
10.126 In our Remedies Notice, we noted that there are no formal powers for DECC
to direct Ofgem to implement a specific change, nor clear formal processes
for Ofgem and DECC to discuss transparently a strategy for the
implementation of DECC’s policies.
10.127 A number of parties commented on the possibility for Ofgem to seek a formal
direction from DECC. The intention behind this proposal was to give Ofgem
an instrument to express its disagreement with a policy set out by DECC,
and to give stakeholders some transparency with respect to the strategy for
implementing a policy.
10.128 Having reviewed parties’ responses, and carried out further thinking, we
consider that this proposal would not be effective in achieving this objective.
Although their roles and responsibilities interact, it is important to ensure that
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both government and Ofgem carry out their functions independently and in
compliance with their statutory objectives and duties. The principle of
Ofgem’s independence from both industry and government is enshrined in
European legislation,1268 and requires among other things to ensure that the
staff and management of the national regulatory authority (ie Ofgem) ‘do not
seek or take direct instructions from any government or other public or
private entity when carrying out the regulatory tasks’. Moreover, under the
GA86 and EA89, Ofgem is under a duty to carry out its functions in the
manner which it considers is best calculated to further the principal objective.
The proposed remedy risks undermining Ofgem’s independence (or the
perception of Ofgem’s independence).
10.129 Bearing these considerations in mind, we consider it inappropriate to seek to
pursue the objectives set out above through the mechanism of formal
directions. We discuss below alternative mechanisms that are in our view
more effective and proportionate in addressing the Governance AEC.
Mechanisms designed to clarify the role and responsibilities of DECC,
Ofgem and the industry, and to allow an efficient delivery of policy objectives
10.130 In our provisional findings, we identified a number of situations in which
implementation of policy goals had been delayed or suboptimal (eg
incomplete) due to a lack of coordination between DECC, Ofgem and the
industry. In our provisional findings we gave two types of examples of these
inefficiencies:
(a) The failure to implement, in a timely manner, all the regulatory changes
that are required for a policy initiative to be effective (for instance a
change to standard licence conditions or to an industry code which are
required in practice to give full effect to a statutory instrument). A
delayed (or imperfect) implementation can be caused either by a failure
to identify the need for consequential changes, or poor management of
the implementation process that leads to inconsistencies and/or delays.
Examples of this, set out in Appendix 11.2 to the provisional findings
report, relate to 17-day switching and half-hourly settlement, where
DECC decided not to adopt certain provisions by way of statutory
instrument, with the result that certain changes imposed by DECC were
not sufficiently supported by implementing measures.

1268

See Directive 2009/72/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council of 13 July 2009 concerning
common rules for the internal market in electricity and repealing Directive 2003/54/EC and Directive 2009/73/EC
of the European Parliament and of the Council of 13 July 2009 concerning common rules for the internal market
in natural gas and repealing Directive 2003/55/EC.
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(b) A lack of understanding of the interplay between parallel ongoing
changes. An example of this relates to Ofgem’s Energy Balancing
Significant Code Review carried out shortly after DECC’s proposals for
the introduction of a capacity mechanism.
10.131 We found in our provisional findings that the line between the respective
roles and responsibilities of DECC and Ofgem were often blurred, and this
may exacerbate the issues identified above.
10.132 To a certain extent, these issues could be mitigated by our proposed remedy
relating to the duty for Ofgem to comment on DECC’s policies. Indeed, that
remedy would give Ofgem the opportunity to raise concerns relating to the
implementation of a policy change (eg consequential changes, interplay
between DECC’s policy proposals and other regulations).
10.133 However, we are concerned that that proposed remedy on its own will not be
fully effective in achieving the objective set out above, and in particular will
not be effective in addressing the lack of coordination between DECC and
Ofgem (eg in the case of 17-day switching.
10.134 An attempt to clarify the respective roles and responsibilities of Ofgem and
DECC, and improve the coordination of their actions, led to the introduction,
by the Energy Act 2013 (EA13), of a mechanism – the Strategy and Policy
Statement – by which DECC can provide more clarity about the respective
roles of Ofgem and government.


Strategy and Policy Statement

10.135 A draft Strategy and Policy Statement was published in August 2014, but
DECC has not yet exercised its power to designate that document. In
principle, this document is to be reviewed every five years by DECC, in order
to reflect changes in policies.1269
10.136 The aim of the Strategy and Policy Statement is to ensure that policy and
regulation will be consistent and coherent in the energy markets. For this
purpose, the Strategy and Policy Statement should clearly set out:
(a) the government’s strategic policy priorities;

1269

It may also be reviewed in certain specific circumstances, for example after a general election, if Ofgem
notifies DECC that a policy outcome contained in the Strategy and Policy Statement is not realistically
achievable, or after a significant change in the government’s energy policy.
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(b) the policy outcomes to be achieved as a result of the implementation of
that policy; and
(c) the roles and responsibilities of those who are involved in
implementation of that policy.
10.137 The EA13 further provides that Ofgem, in response to the Strategy and
Policy Statement, must publish:
(a) a forward plan for each financial year, which sets out its strategy for
furthering the policy outcomes set out in the Strategy and Policy
Statement; and
(b) an annual report which must, in particular, include Ofgem’s assessment of:
(i) how it has contributed to the delivery of the policy outcomes
contained in the Strategy and Policy Statement; and
(ii) if it has failed to do any of the things mentioned in its forward plan
for that year.
10.138 In our view, the Strategy and Policy Statement will be a useful instrument to
provide additional clarity to stakeholders about policy priorities and the roles
and responsibilities of DECC, Ofgem and the industry in achieving these.
This would be a useful overarching framework for both Ofgem and the
industry (eg within the context of self-governance) that should facilitate
consistent regulatory interventions. We therefore recommend government to
designate the Strategy and Policy Statement as soon as practicable.
10.139 However, we note that, by its nature, the Strategy and Policy Statement is
unlikely to contain detailed provisions as to the implementation of specific
policies. We are concerned, therefore, that it will not effectively address
some of the factors that contribute to the Governance AEC, specifically the
lack of coordination between DECC and Ofgem with respect to the details of
the implementation of policies.
10.140 We believe, therefore, that it is necessary to complement the Strategy and
Policy Statement with mechanisms that would improve such coordination.
Such mechanisms would apply to specific policies the implementation of
which is complex and requires multiple changes to the existing regulatory
framework.
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Mechanisms to increase the transparency of the policy implementation
process

10.141 We note that joint initiatives have been undertaken in the past by DECC and
Ofgem in order to increase the transparency and coordination of their
actions. These are for instance:
(a) DECC’s and Ofgem’s joint consultation and implementation programme
regarding smart metering;1270
(b) a Memorandum of Understanding1271 between DECC and Ofgem
relating to the arrangements in the event of financial distress of an
energy network company; and
(c) DECC’s and Ofgem’s joint action plans setting out a number of
commitments by DECC and Ofgem to help independent energy
suppliers to enter and grow in their target markets.1272
10.142 DECC and Ofgem have also put to us that they interact regularly for the
purpose of discussing policy implementation. However, the outcome of these
interactions has not been transparent and therefore not open to consultation.
In our view, a transparent and coordinated approach between DECC and
Ofgem to implement policies should be more frequent and follow consistent
patterns.
10.143 We also note that any joint statements between DECC and Ofgem need to
be sufficiently detailed to ensure that they cover all the consequential
changes and effects that are required to achieve the expected net benefits of
a policy, as identified in the relevant impact assessments.
10.144 An example of a failure to do this is provided by DECC’s and Ofgem’s joint
consultation and implementation programme regarding smart metering, and
in particular its supporting document ‘Regulatory and Commercial
Framework’.1273 These documents address various aspects of the roll-out of
smart meters, but only briefly discuss whether amending the settlement
periods (ie a move towards mandatory or optional half-hourly settlement)
was required for the emergence of time-of-use tariffs. There was no clarity

1270

See Ofgem and DECC (July 2010), Smart metering implementation programme: Prospectus.
See Memorandum of Understanding between the Gas and Electricity Markets Authority, the Department of
Energy and Climate Change and Her Majesty’s Treasury.
1272 DECC and Ofgem (August 2013), Government and Ofgem Action Plan: Challenger Businesses (Independent
Energy Suppliers).
1273 Ofgem (July 2010), Smart Metering Implementation Programme: Regulatory and Commercial Framework.
1271
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provided as to what action should be taken to achieve the desired outcome
and who should be responsible.
10.145 Since ‘load shifting’ was a material aspect of the case in favour of the roll-out
of smart meters in DECC’s impact assessment, as highlighted in our
provisional findings report (paragraph 8.280), we consider that DECC and
Ofgem should have agreed on a set of concrete actions to ensure that such
benefits would be delivered, including clear responsibilities for taking forward
proposals for settlement reform. Further, as any such change was likely to
require a code modification and a change in commercial practices, DECC
and Ofgem should have considered more carefully parties’ incentives and
hence whether the required change would be likely to be delivered through
an industry-led process.
10.146 We believe that DECC and Ofgem should publish detailed joint statements in
circumstances where the implementation of a DECC policy objective is likely
to necessitate, in order to achieve its stated objective, parallel or consequential Ofgem interventions (eg through a licence change) or a code
modification.1274 The level of detail of this implementation strategy should
depend on the nature and complexity of the policy or on its consequential
implementation. However, we would expect these joint statements to cover
broadly the following main areas:
(a) an action plan setting out the list of regulatory interventions (including
code changes), and the relevant entity in charge of designing and/or
approving such interventions, that are necessary in order to implement
the policy;
(b) an estimated timetable for the completion of each necessary
intervention; and
(c) where appropriate, a list of relevant considerations that will be taken into
account in designing each regulatory intervention.
10.147 Publishing detailed joint statements would facilitate the engagement of
stakeholders, as these would have more clarity about the actual implications
of the proposed action plan. They would therefore be in a better position to
contribute their knowledge and expertise of the most legal and technical

Better coordination between Ofgem and the industry is also required where Ofgem’s regulatory interventions
require amendments to the industry codes. This issue is discussed in below, where we propose a greater role in
setting up a strategic vision for code governance, including the areas of codes that Ofgem consider needs to be
amended.
1274
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details of the industry, and to comment on DECC’s and Ofgem’s
expectations regarding code changes.
10.148 This in turn should be an effective way to raise, earlier in the process, possible legal or technical issues to be addressed, and to gain an understanding
of the likely effects of the relevant reform. It follows that these joint statements must be consulted upon before concluding the appraisal of the policy.
10.149 This process would also give more legal certainty to parties about the likely
pace and technical implications of a given policy, allowing them to roll out the
necessary internal changes (eg IT).
10.150 As noted above, some policy changes will require code modification
proposals to be raised by the industry. It is important therefore to ensure that
DECC’s strategic vision and policy objectives (as set out in the Strategy and
Policy Statement) are reflected in the code governance process. This
proposed remedy, which is focused on the relationship between DECC and
Ofgem, therefore works synergistically with our proposed remedies in
relation to code governance, and in particular the need for Ofgem to develop
a strategic plan for code modifications. We address this issue in our
discussion of our proposed remedies regarding code governance.
10.151 For the avoidance of doubt, nothing in this joint statement should prejudge
the outcome of any future appraisal, nor constrain Ofgem (or DECC) in the
way in which it exerts its functions in a manner that it considers is best
calculated at the time to further its principal objective.
10.152 Taking all the above factors into account, we have therefore provisionally
decided to recommend that DECC designates a Strategy and Policy
Statement, setting out its policy objectives, the respective roles of DECC and
Ofgem in meeting these policy objectives, and principles governing the
interaction between DECC and Ofgem. We have also provisionally decided
to recommend that, where appropriate, DECC and Ofgem publish joint
statements setting out a detailed plan of action for the implementation of
specific policies, with clear responsibilities assigned between them.


Consideration relating to the effectiveness of this remedy

10.153 This proposed remedy should help provide transparency to stakeholders
about the complete process of policy development and implementation, from
the high-level objectives of government policies to the assessment and
approval of the implementation measures needed to achieve these
objectives. It follows that public bodies, as well as private entities within the
context of consultations, will be in a better position to identify inconsistencies
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between contemplated regulatory interventions and the existing legal
framework, including consequential changes that might be required across
licences and industry codes. This in turn should lead to better project
management of the process of designing, assessing and implementing
policies. We therefore believe that it would contribute to addressing the
Governance AEC, in particular the feature concerning the absence of a
formal mechanism through which disagreements between DECC and Ofgem
over policy decision-making and implementation can be addressed
transparently.
10.154 We note, however, that this remedy would focus on the allocation of
responsibilities. It would then be the responsibility of each stakeholder
(DECC, Ofgem and, within the context of codes changes, the industry under
Ofgem’s supervision) to develop and implement the regulatory actions set
out in the joint statement. Within that context, our proposed remedy requiring
Ofgem to publish Opinions on relevant draft legislation (see above) would
further contribute to addressing this feature.
10.155 As noted above in paragraph 10.141, DECC and Ofgem have in the past
taken initiatives consistent with our proposed remedy. No change in
legislation is required and can be implemented by DECC and Ofgem
immediately. We are therefore confident that this proposed remedy is
capable of effective and timely implementation. We note in this respect that
government has made a commitment to give a public response to any
recommendation made to it within 90 days of the publication of a CMA
report.1275


Consideration relating to the proportionality of this remedy

10.156 This proposed remedy would in our view be effective in achieving its aim.
For the reasons set out in paragraph 10.155, we believe that this remedy is
no more onerous than necessary and the least onerous that we have
considered. The incremental costs of this proposed remedy, ie setting out
clear plans and consulting on the steps that DECC deems necessary to
implement certain policies, would be low and only incurred in a limited
number of circumstances set out in paragraph 10.146 above. In those
circumstances, it would only increase the transparency around work already
carried out to a large extent by DECC and Ofgem. Similarly, as regards the
designation of the Strategy and Policy Statement, this remedy should not
add any further costs that were not already contemplated by the EA13. We
believe that any such costs would be substantially outweighed by the

1275

See CC3, paragraph 95.
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benefits arising from the increased robustness and transparency of the
decision-making process.
Transparent analysis of impacts of policy and regulation
10.157 In the provisional findings, we noted aspects of the structure and
governance of the regulatory framework that have both contributed to the
development of policies which are not in the best interests of consumers,
and hindered the development of policies which are in the public interest. In
particular, we provisionally found that the lack of effective communication on
the forecast and actual impact of government and regulatory policies on
energy prices and bills is one of the features contributing to an overarching
feature of a lack of robustness and transparency in regulatory decisionmaking. In turn, this increases the risk of poor policy decisions which have
an adverse impact on competition.
10.158 In the Remedies Notice, we asked stakeholders for their views on how the
impacts of energy policies both before and after implementation could be
communicated more effectively, with a focus on the trade-offs that result
from those policies across the differing – and sometimes conflicting –
overarching policy objectives within the energy sector (eg reducing
emissions, safeguarding security of supply and ensuring that energy prices
are affordable, often referred to collectively as ‘the trilemma’). In particular,
we requested feedback on:
(a) the existing practice on ex ante and ex post assessment of the impacts
of energy policies;
(b) the gaps in the current analysis, whether assessments are sufficiently
disseminated to appropriate parties (and who those appropriate parties
might be); and
(c) whether there was a need for further analysis of (and/or better
communication of) the impacts of policies by Ofgem, DECC or a new,
independent body.
Aim of the remedy
10.159 The aim of this proposed remedy can be seen as comprising two elements:
(a) providing a clear and trusted assessment of the GB energy markets and
regulation, including an analysis of the forecast and actual impacts and
trade-offs resulting from energy policies that have been implemented
(including updating forecasted impacts) and an overview of commercial
trends in the GB energy markets; and
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(b) improving the communication of that analysis in order to inform public
debate and policymaking.
Parties’ views
10.160 Parties responding to the consultation1276 expressed widespread agreement
with the CMA’s provisional finding that there is a lack of effective
communication of the ex ante and ex post impacts of policies and the tradeoffs between different policy objectives, which gives rise to a provisional
AEC, and general support for this part of the remedies package proposed to
address this AEC. The parties agreed that a clear communication of policy
impacts ex ante and ex post, and of the interactions and trade-offs between
forthcoming and existing policies, was essential to public debate around
energy prices and effective future policy-making.


Views on the existing analysis

10.161 Parties’ responses supported our view that there are typically some
shortcomings in DECC’s analysis, including the lack of a cumulative
evaluation of policies and independent scrutiny. While some parties were
aware that DECC published ex ante impact assessments on all new
individual policies, they pointed out that impact assessments focused only on
the specific impacts of the policy under consideration and that there was little
consideration of interactions with other policies. One party noted the recent
move towards the retrospective evaluation of policies and said that this
complemented impact assessments, although it observed that the number of
policies selected for review might be limited due to the resources involved.
Parties also commented on the need to ensure that analysis conducted by
policymaking institutions was subject to challenge or scrutiny by an
independent, external body (it was clear that some stakeholders were
unaware that all of DECC's impact assessments are currently scrutinised by
the Regulatory Policy Committee).
10.162 The parties’ responses flagged that there is a need for the ex ante and ex
post assessment of policy impacts and trade-offs to be presented in a
holistic way, and in a format which consumers are able to understand. They
suggested that this should include the likely impact of policies on bills,
presented on a ‘pence per unit’ basis, to enable comparison against current
rates paid by customers across the GB energy markets, and a simple

1276

Respondents included the Six Large Energy Firms, several small suppliers (Ecotricity, Opus Energy, First
Utility) and consumer groups. The suppliers' trade body, Energy UK, stated that it looked forward to working with
the CMA on its suggestions.
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explanation of suppliers’ costs and how they might vary. As well as
highlighting the omissions in the analysis currently available, the parties
identified various issues concerning the quality of that analysis, including:
(a) a lack of transparency, particularly in relation to the underlying
assumptions relied upon;1277
(b) inconsistency, either with information subsequently published or as
compared with information provided by other institutions, which impacts
adversely on efficient decision-making concerning investment (particularly when coupled with the transparency issue, noted above);1278 and
(c) the use of counterfactuals, whereby DECC presents the benefits of a
policy as compared with a counterfactual where no action is taken
(rather than a counterfactual where another policy approach is adopted),
or which incorporates changes in bills resulting from causes other than
the policy intervention, creating confusion.


Views on who should perform the role set out in the proposed remedy

10.163 The parties also felt that the information already in the public domain often
lacked independence. They noted that there were unclear incentives to
provide objective analysis and that this undermined trust and public
confidence in the information: parties observed that there was an incentive
for DECC to exercise confirmation bias, as the body responsible for
developing policy, but that there was also a risk of confirmation bias by
Ofgem,1279 and that Ofgem had previously shown a tendency to bow to
political pressure, despite its formal independence. It was clear from the
parties’ responses that they identified a need for an independent body to
perform the role of disseminating reliable information, in a form accessible to
all stakeholders, which set out clearly and credibly the impact of policies and
trade-offs across different policy objectives. Some parties specified, for
example, that this information should be produced on a regular basis, or that
it should have a common structure.

1277

One party cited as an example the impact assessment for DECC's original proposals for an Energy
Companies Obligation (ECO) which, in its view, lacked transparency around the assumptions as to customer
contributions in relation to Green Deal financing plans taken out by consumers. This made it hard to identify any
confirmation bias in DECC's assessment. The assumptions as to contributions subsequently turned out to have
been inaccurate, with the result that the projected cost of ECO to consumers was underestimated.
1278 Examples cited included the figures published by the Office for Budget Responsibility relating to low carbon
generation at the time of the summer 2015 budget were projected to be over £2 billion higher in 2019/20 than had
been estimated at the time of the March 2015 budget.
1279 The impact assessments produced for the RMR rules were cited as an example of this.
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10.164 On that basis, a few parties were strongly in favour of a new institution being
established in order to perform the new role set out in the proposed remedy.
RWE submitted that there was a need for a new institution with
responsibilities separate to those of DECC and Ofgem. Under its proposed
approach: DECC and Ofgem would retain responsibility for setting out
policies’ estimates of impact and the role of the new institution would be to
provide its independent view, identifying where it takes a different view on
impact and explaining the origin and nature of the differences.
10.165 However, the majority of respondents were neutral or supported the role
being performed by Ofgem, as a body independent from government. The
need for independence was given as the reason why DECC would not be
the appropriate body to perform this function. Parties acknowledged that
extending the remit of existing organisations to encompass this function was
likely to be easier than creating a new institution for this purpose and that
Ofgem had the appropriate skills and resources to conduct the analysis and
communicate its analysis to consumers (subject to the proper exercise of its
independence). They noted that Ofgem also had access to a substantial
amount of market data and regulatory reporting, by virtue of its existing
functions, which could be fed into its analysis (this might include, potentially,
the additional financial reporting envisaged below).
10.166 Where there were aspects of the analysis which fell outside Ofgem’s area of
competence, Ofgem could seek input from the other bodies such as the
Committee on Climate Change, which already produced reports on the
impact of meeting carbon budgets on energy bills. Ofgem’s role in relation to
regulatory reporting (see our proposed remedy on financial reporting below)
would also promote efficiencies, as the creation of a new body might result in
an additional regulatory reporting burden being placed on industry
participants. One party also commented that the body performing the role
would need to have sufficient authority that its conclusions would contribute
to improving policy.
10.167 Whether the role was housed within an existing institution or a new institution
set up, the point was made that a clear delineation of responsibilities was
essential.
Design considerations
10.168 Assessments seeking to improve the understanding of the impacts of energy
policies (and therefore contribute to increasing the robustness of regulatory
decision-making) may be considered to vary along two dimensions. First, the
assessment may take place at two different stages in the policy development
cycle:
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(a) The assessment of draft legislation or regulatory interventions before
adoption (ex ante). Ex ante appraisal enables policymakers to consider
the benefits of a proposed policy as against the costs before deciding
whether or not to go ahead with its introduction.
(b) The ongoing assessment (ex post) of the impact of the regulatory
framework on the GB energy markets. Ex post evaluation of the impacts
allows policymakers to reflect on the extent to which policies have
achieved their objective, permitting lessons to be learned and facilitating
improved future policymaking.
10.169 Second, assessments vary according to the extent to which they cover
individual policies or packages of several policies. Broadly speaking,
assessments can be considered to fall within one of two categories,
addressing either:
(a) the impact of individual policies, ie the appraisal of draft legislation (ex
ante), which enables the costs and benefits of the policy to be fully
explored, and the review post-implementation of existing legislation,
which facilitates the evaluation of the policy’s effectiveness; or
(b) the aggregated impact of a package of energy policies on the GB energy
markets, which provides a clear picture of the interplay between policies,
the trade-offs within policies and their influence on the GB energy
markets.
10.170 The table below shows the different types of assessment against these two
dimensions.
Table 10.1: Overview of policy assessments

Impact of individual policy

Cumulative impact of policies

Ex ante
assessment

Impact assessments/policy
appraisals

Projected impact of package of
policies

Ex post
assessment
(evaluation)

Evaluation of individual
policies

Evaluation of package of
policies/ongoing monitoring

10.171 In the paragraphs below, we consider the existing level of assessment
available and then propose changes that, building on the existing framework,
will contribute to remedying the Governance AEC.
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Current level of analysis on policy impacts and trade-offs


Assessment of individual policies

10.172 As regards the assessment of individual policies that currently takes place,
initiatives from government are subject to an impact assessment at the
proposal stage.1280 DECC typically produces an impact assessment in
respect of each policy proposal which it seeks to introduce, prior to
implementation. Assessments are carried out on an individual basis.
Although a template is followed to ensure consistency of approach, this does
not allow for comparison across policies or any kind of cumulative
evaluation, as each assessment focuses on an individual policy in isolation,
and against a case-specific baseline. Trade-offs between policy objectives
are typically considered as part of the impact assessment. For example,
although a particular policy proposal may focus primarily on one policy
objective (such as reducing emissions), the effect on other objectives is
generally also considered as part of the cost-benefit analysis, either in
monetised form, or otherwise quantified or, where neither is possible, as a
qualitative assessment. Distributional implications (notably impacts on
energy bills and prices) are also generally included.
10.173 Impact assessments carried out by government are subject to independent
scrutiny by the Regulatory Policy Committee. The Regulatory Policy
Committee is an independent advisory body the remit of which is to ensure
that decisions are made on the basis of a robust, evidence-based
policymaking process. The role of the Regulatory Policy Committee is to
deliver external scrutiny of regulatory and deregulatory proposals put forward
by government to ensure that the evidence and analysis presented in impact
assessments are fit for purpose. It does not comment on the merits of policy
proposals; its opinions are expressed as a red/amber/green rating, with a
red-rated ‘not-fit-for-purpose’ opinion denoting not a flawed policy, but that
the evidence as presented in the impact assessment is inadequate. All
impact assessments must be assessed as ‘fit for purpose’ by the Regulatory
Policy Committee.1281 The process permits the re-submission of impact
assessments where these are not initially given a green rating. DECC has a
strong track-record of producing ‘fit for purpose’ Regulatory Policy
Committee assessments; since the Regulatory Policy Committee was

1280
1281

See The Green Book and Better Regulation Framework Manual.
They are then cleared by the Reducing Regulation sub-committee.
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established in 2011, it has assessed 85% of DECC’s impact assessments as
fit for purpose1282.
10.174 According to central government guidance, as enshrined in the so-called
Green Book1283 and Magenta Book,1284 policies should be reviewed in the
context of a policy cycle, according to which they should not only be subject
to ex ante appraisal but to ex post evaluation. In practice, evaluation has
been carried out less systematically than appraisal.
10.175 Going forward, as a result of the Better Regulation Framework Manual,
policies that impose a regulatory burden on businesses will be exposed to a
post-implementation review. Review clauses should impose a statutory duty
to carry out post-implementation reviews of the measure in a specified
timescale, usually within five years of it coming into force. Review clauses
are mandatory for all measures that regulate business (including both
domestic and EU-derived measures).1285
10.176 The purpose of a review is to establish whether, and to what extent, the
measure has achieved its original objectives. For that purpose, government
shall publish a report of its review, including a post-implementation review
impact assessment, and must obtain approval from the Regulatory Policy
Committee. In particular, the review must address the following three
questions, with a view to concluding whether the measure should be
removed, renewed without any changes or amended: (i) are the policy
objectives that led to the introduction of the measure still valid and relevant?
(ii) if the objectives are still valid and relevant, is regulation still the best way
of achieving those objectives, compared to the possible alternatives? (iii) if
regulation is still justified, can the existing measure be improved?
10.177 DECC is currently in the process of identifying matters for priority evaluation.


Assessment of the aggregate impact of a package of policies

10.178 There is already extensive information and analysis in the public domain in
relation to energy policy (see paragraph 11.48 of the provisional findings).
For example, the Committee on Climate Change has a remit to report to
government on emissions reductions, including assessment of the impacts of

1282

Impact assessments are also subject to peer review by other government departments; however, this is a
more informal process and the reviews are focused primarily on the likely impacts of policies on the area of
business for which those departments are responsible.
1283 HM Treasury, The Green Book: Appraisal and Evaluation in Central Government.
1284 HM Treasury (April 2011), The Magenta Book: Guidance for Evaluation.
1285 Certain exceptions exist, for example time-limited measures that are subject to an existing ‘sunset’ clause
which causes them to expire within one year of coming into force (sunset clauses provide for automatic expiry of
the measure on a specified date).
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policies aimed at tackling climate change on energy bills and prices. DECC
produces an annual report on the estimated impacts of energy and climate
change policies on energy prices and bills, and National Grid has a statutory
obligation to report on gas security of supply. The National Audit Office has a
remit to report on the value for money of government expenditure and
policies.
10.179 Ofgem carries out analysis on a wide range of areas, including security of
supply1286 and energy prices and profits, and publishes various indicators
designed to track, among other things, the profitability and the customer
service performance of individual suppliers (see in this respect our proposed
remedy on financial reporting below). We note also that Ofgem has
committed to report annually on the retail energy markets, which has led to
the publication in September 2015 of the first Retail Energy Market report.
10.180 The purpose of these publications is to ‘foster understanding, trust and
confidence’ among stakeholders by publishing more information about the
markets Ofgem regulates. They seek to track the contribution of the retail
and wholesale markets – including the way in which Ofgem regulates them –
in achieving the outcomes for consumers set out in its strategy. However,
Ofgem does not scrutinise in this context government policies, which is an
essential element of understanding the GB energy markets.
10.181 Despite the range of the analyses available, none takes a holistic approach
and provides a picture of the overall impact of the regulatory framework on
the GB energy markets; instead, different institutions tend to focus on
specific elements of the trilemma (eg the Committee on Climate Change on
reducing emissions, National Grid on security of supply, Ofgem on the
functioning of the markets).
10.182 While we understand this reflects the remit of each of these institutions, the
segmentation of this analysis hampers in our view the objective to ‘foster
understanding, trust and confidence among stakeholders’ in policy regulation
and energy markets, and does not appropriately carry out a balanced and
objective assessment of the policy trade-offs deriving from the trilemma.
10.183 Analysis has been done within government in the past setting out the
aggregate impact of a broad range of climate change and energy policies in
terms of social costs and benefits,1287 but this analysis has not been
systematically updated (or at least communicated to an external audience).

1286
1287

Ofgem (June 2014), Electricity Capacity Assessment 2014.
See, for example, the Analytical Annex to the UK Low Carbon Transition Plan.
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10.184 Another concern relating to the existing analysis available in the public
domain relates to the lack of independent scrutiny (or apparent lack of
independent scrutiny) in relation to certain aspects of energy policies. For
example, where policies are evaluated by the policymaking body (eg
DECC’s assessment of the impacts of energy and climate change policies
on energy prices and bills), there is a risk of engendering at least a
perception of confirmation bias. Independent assessment is therefore
important in order to evaluate existing policies and to ensure effective
policymaking in the future. Trusted analysis is also crucial to inform the
public debate on energy. Without such trust, effective debate is undermined.


Communication of the existing analysis

10.185 In the provisional findings, we observed that, although the existing analysis
covers a broad range of policies, this information is inadequately
communicated:
In our view, however, these analyses should be communicated
more effectively to a wider audience, in particular interactions
between policies and policy trade-offs within policies. Clearer
communication around these issues may increase the
transparency of the information already available and improve
the quality of the public debate and policy decision-making.
(paragraph 11.50)
10.186 The existence of disparate analyses, focusing on individual policies and/or
on different policy objectives, creates considerable challenges for
stakeholders to get access to, and link, all the available analysis. It might
also lead to inconsistencies and confusion, as observed by some parties in
their responses, and contribute to an overall lack of transparency, which in
turn, inhibits productive debate and effective policymaking.
Proposed remedy
10.187 As stated above, the aim of this proposed remedy is to provide a clear and
trusted assessment of the impact of policy interventions in the energy
markets and to improve the communication of that analysis to all stakeholders (including policymakers, industry, media and public audience), with a
view to informing public debate and assisting in the effective formulation of
energy policy.
10.188 In order to achieve the aim of the remedies package, we consider below the
changes that, in our provisional view, should be made in the following areas
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(a) the assessment of the forecast impacts of individual policies by
government (ex ante policy appraisal);
(b) the assessment of the actual impacts of individual policies by government
(ex post evaluation); and
(c) the independent assessment of the aggregate impact of a broad package
of climate change and energy policies (both ex ante and ex post).
10.189 We also consider how to ensure the effective communication of the above
assessments to a wider audience. The overall objective is to inform public
debate in this area and assist in the effective formulation of energy policy.


Assessment of the forecast impacts of individual policies – appraisal by
government

10.190 As already mentioned, initiatives from government are typically subject to an
impact assessment at the proposal stage, which in turn is subject to
independent scrutiny from the Regulatory Policy Committee.
10.191 The format of the impact assessments requires that the policy objectives, the
expected impacts and any alternate policy options considered are all set out
in detail and a cost-benefit analysis carried out. The assessment is then
subjected to the independent scrutiny of the Regulatory Policy Committee
which performs a quality assurance role, for example by conducting a
sensitivity analysis of the impact assessment or picking up on any
assumptions based on out-of-date data.1288
10.192 Our view is that DECC’s processes are fit for purpose and that the some of
the remedies proposed in this section (ie Ofgem’s publication of Opinions on
draft legislation and Ofgem’s evaluation of the broad range of policies
governing GB energy markets) will facilitate in the future government’s
appraisal of draft legislation.


Assessment of the actual impacts of individual policies – evaluation by
government

10.193 As regards the review post-implementation of individual policies, we believe
that the requirement, introduced by the Better Regulation Framework
Manual, for government to carry out reviews of its policies will provide
valuable insights to policymakers. The evidence for this review will be based

1288

Some parties commented on the quality of this analysis, around the lack of transparency in relation to
assumptions underpinning the analysis, the inconsistencies with information published by other institutions, and
the use of confusing counterfactuals. We believe that these comments should be addressed to DECC directly.
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on actual impact, rather than forecast impact. A comparison between actual
impacts and forecast impacts might also assist government in future
appraisal processes.
10.194 One potential issue may be the amount of resources which DECC chooses
to dedicate to this exercise: the Better Regulation Framework Manual
permits a range of approaches, from a full review for high-impact measures
to a light-touch, desktop exercise;1289 however, the Better Regulation
Framework Manual makes clear that, where the policy being reviewed has
an impact of more than £50 million, a substantial review is expected. While it
is too early to assess the effectiveness of post-implementation reviews by
government of individual policies as envisaged by the Better Regulation
Framework Manual, we are satisfied that the role of the Regulatory Policy
Committee provides a form of checks and balances on the quality of these
reviews and do not propose any changes to this process at this point.
10.195 We therefore fully support the requirement under the Better Regulation
Framework Manual to carry out a regular review of individual policies and
believe it will contribute to increasing the robustness of the decision-making
process. In our view, for the reasons set out above, evaluation by the
government of its own policies must be complemented by a regular,
independent evaluation of the broad range of policies governing the GB
energy markets. We therefore believe that the proposed remedy set out
below will facilitate the government’s evaluations of individual policies.


Independent evaluation of the broad range of policies governing GB
energy markets – state of the market assessment

10.196 As already outlined, various institutions carry out analyses of broad policy
areas (see paragraph 11.48 of the provisional findings report). In our view,
however, these analyses should be communicated more effectively to a
wider audience, in particular interactions between policies and policy tradeoffs within policies (eg concerning the trilemma). Also, meaningful ex post
evaluation of policy impacts and trade-offs is in our view currently hampered
by a lack of information concerning how wholesale energy costs, network
costs, policy costs and profits contribute to changes in retail prices (and in
energy companies’ profitability).
10.197 Having regard to all of the above, we believe there is a need for a more
effective assessment of the cumulative policy impacts on the GB energy

1289

Better Regulation Framework Manual: Practical Guidance for UK Government Officials (March 2015,
currently being updated), paragraph 1.8.19.
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markets. In our view, a holistic and thorough review of the effects of energy
policies on GB energy markets has the potential to inform public debate and
improve future policymaking in this area. A key facet of this review would be
the clarification of generation and retail profitability and the contribution to
price increases made by wholesale energy costs, network costs, profit costs
(and similar). As noted above, we have provisionally found that this lack of
financial transparency is one of the features that has hindered robust and
transparent regulatory decision-making, giving rise to the Governance AEC.
The changes to financial reporting of revenues, costs and profits by
generators and suppliers proposed in the context of the remedy relating to
the financial reporting (see below) will contribute directly to an assessment of
the state of the GB energy markets which is fit for purpose.
10.198 A more effective assessment of the cumulative policy impacts on the GB
energy markets should provide both an ex post evaluation of actual impacts
of climate change and energy policies as well as a projection of the forecast
impact of these policies, taking into consideration structural changes in the
foreseeable future (eg delayed implementation of legislation, changes in
generation portfolio).
10.199 The parties’ responses supported a proposal for an independent body to
perform the role of disseminating reliable information, in a form accessible to
all stakeholders, which sets out clearly and credibly the impact of policies
and trade-offs across the different limbs of the trilemma. Having reviewed
the parties’ submissions, we consider that Ofgem is the appropriate
independent authority to conduct this ‘state of the market’ assessment. The
proposed role is compatible with Ofgem’s existing remit and would require
Ofgem, as the sector regulator, to draw on its extensive knowledge of the
markets. As noted by one of the responding parties, where Ofgem is not well
placed to comment (eg on some aspects of climate change, as its remit
extends only to gas and electricity, rather than other relevant areas such as
transport and agriculture), it can draw on the analysis of other institutions, eg
the Committee on Climate Change. Giving this role of publishing cross-policy
impacts and trade-offs to Ofgem would also create efficiencies due to the
existing regulatory reporting regime, which affords it access to significant
amounts of industry data; these would be maximised by the proposed
remedy relating to financial reporting (see paragraphs below).
10.200 For the above reasons, we think that Ofgem is well-placed to perform the
role due to its status as an independent, non-departmental public body.
However, in order to strengthen its independence and remove any risk
(actual or perceived) of confirmation bias, we have provisionally decided to
recommend the creation of a new unit within Ofgem (eg an office of the chief
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economist), distinct from the policy teams within the organisation. Such an
office of the chief economist would be tasked with producing the state of the
markets assessment on behalf of Ofgem.
10.201 Due to the complexity of the subject area, achieving a comprehensive and
holistic assessment of the actual impacts of policies in the sector, and the
trade-offs between different policy objectives, would be challenging. DECC
highlighted in particular the difficulties involved in translating wholesale
prices into retail prices due to the individual hedging strategies adopted by
energy companies and the impact these have on the way in which savings
are passed on to consumers. Although there will undoubtedly be challenges
inherent in producing an holistic and wide-ranging assessment, Ofgem’s
sector knowledge and understanding of the energy markets nonetheless
make it best-placed to address these. Also, centralising expertise within an
Office of the Chief Economist could help overall understanding of the impact
of a wide range of climate and energy policies, and increase consistency
over time and across areas in the economic evaluation of policies.
10.202 As stated above, we envisage that Ofgem’s assessment will set out policy
initiatives implemented across the energy sector during the review period
and provide analysis on the following areas:


how energy prices and bills have evolved over the period of the review
and what has contributed to this, including the cost of regulation;



a periodically updated assessment of the social costs and benefits of
climate and energy policies;



the profitability of energy firms, and in particular the Six Large Energy
Firms, on the basis of the data acquired as a result of the financial
reporting remedy proposed below;



the impact of initiatives to reduce emissions, including a tracker to
measure progress against decarbonisation targets;



the effectiveness of measures introduced to maintain security of energy
supply and progress against targets;



the interplay between these two areas and the affordability of prices
(trilemma trade-offs); and



relevant trends and drivers for the forthcoming year, such as forecasts
as to the likely direction of wholesale costs.
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10.203 We envisage that this assessment would be published once per year, in line
with Ofgem’s commitment to report annually on retail markets. This would
also be consistent with the publication of certain other annual reports
addressing discrete aspects of the energy markets and which would inform
Ofgem in carrying out this task. (See paragraphs 10.178 to 10.184. This
includes, for instance, Ofgem’s electricity capacity assessment, DECC’s
annual report on the estimated impacts of energy and climate change
policies on energy prices and bills, and the Committee on Climate Change’s
annual report.)
10.204 We envisage that the audience for the assessment will include stakeholders
of all kinds, such as government, industry participants, media contacts and
consumers. The different sections of the audience will have different
expectations and requirements. As explored above, there is a need for
government and industry to understand the detailed analysis which can then
inform debate and the development of policy, whereas the media and
consumers require a more accessible digest (eg in the form of an executive
summary, which could be supported by media briefings). We envisage that
Ofgem would be well placed to decide how to leverage its existing channels
in order to communicate its findings to all of these stakeholders in the most
appropriate manner. We therefore do not propose to be prescriptive in this
regard.


Considerations relating to effectiveness

10.205 As noted above (see paragraph 10.169), appraisals and evaluations of
policies should focus on two key aspects:
(a) the impact of individual policies; and
(b) the aggregated impact of energy policies on the GB energy markets.
10.206 We consider that the existing level of assessment of the aggregated impact
of energy policies is insufficient and contributes to the Governance AEC (and
in particular to the lack of effective communication on the forecasted and
actual impact of government and regulatory policies over energy prices and
bills). We have therefore provisionally decided to recommend Ofgem to carry
out such an assessment annually. We believe that Ofgem has the level of
independence and expertise to provide robust and trusted analysis to all
stakeholders. To reinforce the effectiveness of this proposed remedy, we
have also provisionally decided to recommend Ofgem to establish an
internal unit with relevant cross-cutting expertise (eg an office of the chief
economist).
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10.207 As this new unit would essentially draw on existing resources and expertise,
it could therefore be achieved in a relatively short time. Some recent
initiatives taken by Ofgem show in our view that it is already committed to
carry out analysis of this nature that may foster understanding, trust and
confidence among stakeholders (see paragraphs 10.179 and 10.180). We
therefore believe that this proposed remedy is capable of timely and effective
implementation.
10.208 We consider that such a state of the market assessment produced by Ofgem
would also facilitate DECC’s appraisal and evaluation of policies. Similarly,
our recommendation to Ofgem to publish Opinions on draft legislation (see
paragraphs 10.104 to 10.125 above) will facilitate DECC’s appraisal of
individual policies.
10.209 We believe that the benefits that would arise from a trusted and independent
assessment of the markets would provide benefits to the decision-making
process and public debate.
10.210 For these reasons, we believe that this proposed remedy would contribute to
addressing the Governance AEC by providing clear and trusted assessment
of the GB energy markets and regulation, and improving the communication
of that analysis in order to inform public debate and policymaking.


Considerations relating to proportionality

10.211 In terms of the assessment of the state of the market, the main costs of this
proposed remedy would be related to the recruitment and staffing costs
attached to establishing a new unit (eg Office of the Chief Economist) within
Ofgem. The level of these costs might be comparable to the costs incurred
during the development of the state of the market report produced by Ofgem
prior to the market investigation reference being made to the CMA, although
these would be reduced by economies of scale and increased productivity
over time. Also, as some of these analyses are already being carried out
within Ofgem (although not in a centralised way), only the incremental costs
should be considered. In any event, we believe that such costs would be
largely outweighed by the benefits arising from the proposed remedy.
10.212 In terms of the analysis of individual policies in accordance with the Better
Regulation Framework Manual, the proposed approach (of supporting the
innovation brought by it, including reviews of policies) does not attract any
costs over and above what is currently planned.
10.213 For these reasons, we believe that our proposed remedy is no more onerous
than necessary to achieve its aim.
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10.214 We considered (and consulted upon) the possibility of creating a new institution to perform the role of producing the state of the market assessment. The
sole advantage of this proposal would have been that a new institution would
be fully independent from policy development. However, the disadvantages
of this approach included the significant additional costs it would incur,
diseconomies of scale and issues around credibility/visibility in an already
crowded space. As set out above, the majority of parties supported using an
existing body rather than creating a new body. Although it has a role in policy
development, Ofgem is independent of government and our proposal provides for an additional degree of independence through the establishment of
a separate office within Ofgem to take on the new remit. We therefore
believe that our proposed remedy is the least intrusive of the remedies we
have considered.
Regime for financial reporting
Introduction
10.215 We provisionally found that a lack of a regulatory requirement for clear and
relevant financial reporting concerning generation and retail profitability was
a feature of the GB gas and electricity markets that, in combination with
other features set out in paragraph 10.7, gave rise to the Governance
AEC.1290 This proposed remedy seeks to address weaknesses in the current
reporting regime so that Ofgem in the future will be better placed to make
decisions using relevant information on the revenues, costs and profitability
of the principal firms active in these markets.
10.216 We also believe that the proposed remedy will provide Ofgem with
information that will allow it to provide a clear and trusted assessment of the
GB energy markets (see above our proposed remedy relating to the annual
publication of a state of the market assessment by Ofgem). This information
will also be relevant in preparing Opinions (see proposed remedy above) on
government’s draft policy proposals that are likely to have a material impact
on energy markets. This in turn will inform the public debate and enhance
government’s ability to design and implement appropriate policies.


Ofgem’s current reporting regime for the Six Large Energy Firms

10.217 Each year Ofgem obtains profit and loss accounts for certain firms’
generation and retail supply activities (‘segmental statements’). Specifically,

1290

Provisional findings, paragraph 11.86.
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pursuant to sections 16B and 19A1291 of the gas and electricity supply
standard licence conditions respectively, Relevant Licensees (as defined in
the standard licence conditions1292) are required to prepare and publish on
their website a consolidated segmental statement1293 in respect of
information relating to the revenues, costs and profits of their activities in the
generation and supply of electricity and the supply of gas and electricity to
any premises.
10.218 We note that currently only the Six Large Energy Firms qualify as Relevant
Licensees and therefore, in the section below, we discuss this proposed
remedy with reference to the Six Large Energy Firms. For the reasons set
out in paragraphs 73 to 75 of Appendix 10.3, we are not proposing to
change this definition.
10.219 We described the evolution of the current reporting regime from when it was
first proposed in 2008 to the current position in Appendix 11.1 of our
provisional findings. The key elements of the current regulatory reporting
regime (ie as reflected in the 2014 segmental statements) are that:
(a) the profit and loss accounts are segmented by broad generation
technology and broad retail customer type, in line with each of the Six
Large Energy Firms’ organisational structure;
(b) no balance sheets are provided;
(c) wholesale energy revenues and costs are measured diversely (and
therefore not comparably1294 across firms);1295
(d) figures are prepared on a (modified) historical cost accounting basis;

1291

The current requirements under this reporting regime are set out in Standard Condition 16B of Electricity
Generation Licences (p53) and Standard Condition 19A of the Electricity (p104) and Gas Supply Licences
(p100). These licence requirements are supplemented by Ofgem’s reporting guidelines.
1292 Relevant Licensee means the holder of a supply licence gra if (a) it supplies, or it and any of its affiliates
jointly supply: i. electricity to more than 250,000 domestic customers; or ii. gas to more than 250,000 domestic
customers; or iii. electricity to more than 250,000 non-domestic customers; or iv. gas to more than 250,000 nondomestic customers, respectively; and (b) it or any of its affiliates is a holder of an electricity generation licence.
1293 We note that the term ‘consolidated’ in ‘consolidated segmental statements’ is misleading in the context of
this regulatory reporting regime. This is because the purpose of the regime is to provide segmental rather than
consolidated financial information and because, although the retail supply and generation profit and loss
accounts are added together to give a total, this does not constitute the outcome of a full consolidation across
this part of the value chain.
1294 We discuss the qualitative characteristic of financial information that is comparability in Appendix 10.3,
paragraphs 59–63.
1295 See provisional findings, Appendix 10.5, Annex A.
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(e) there are no prior year comparatives;1296 and
(f) the profit and loss accounts are audited and published in the form
mandated by Ofgem.
10.220 Ofgem publishes every year a document comparing and contrasting
revenues, costs and profits across firms and across time, together with some
commentary.1297


Description of the feature: lack of a regulatory requirement for clear and
relevant financial reporting concerning generation and retail profitability

10.221 We note that Ofgem has put considerable effort into setting up and
improving this financial reporting obligation since its introduction in
September 2010,1298 and that this has influenced some of the Six Large
Energy Firms which have adopted market-based transfer charging practices
since then. In our view, however, the segmental information produced under
this regime is not sufficient for Ofgem to be able to undertake and interpret
the Six Large Energy Firms’ profitability in generation and retail supply in a
way that provides a clear understanding of outcomes in all of the relevant
markets.
10.222 As an example, Ofgem has not been able to assess if, and to what extent,
each of the Six Large Energy Firms has made profits in excess of their cost
of capital and interpret that profitability by distinguishing between the Six
Large Energy Firms’ performance as suppliers and their performance as
purchasers of energy. As a result, Ofgem’s ability to assess the state of
competition in the energy markets, identify issues and then take appropriate
actions will be seriously hampered.
10.223 We also note that the Six Large Energy Firms are not under a requirement to
provide a balance sheet for their generation operations despite the fact that
the costs of investment in fixed assets can be very significant. We have
noted a fundamental lack of comparability between firms1299 due to
inconsistencies in the reporting of their generation activities. While we have
provisionally not found evidence of excessive profitability in generation in the

Since their inception in respect of the 2009 financial year, each of the Six Large Energy Firms’ published
segmental statements provided results for the current period only even though each of the Six Large Energy
Firms had also been active in the immediately preceding prior period in both generation and retail supply.
1297 For example, the revenues, costs and profits of the large energy companies in 2013. For 2014 this analysis
was included in Ofgem’s Retail and Wholesale Market Reports.
1298 Ofgem (2010), Update on Energy supply probe remedy: publication of segmental generation and supply
accounts by energy companies.
1299 See Appendix 10.3, paragraphs 59–63 for a discussion of comparability.
1296
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recent past,1300 Ofgem should, in our view, be in a position to make its own
assessment in the future. This lack of comparability between firms is likely in
our view to hamper Ofgem’s future ability to assess the nature of competition
in generation markets and identify appropriate actions.
10.224 In parallel, there has been a lack of stakeholder confidence in, and
understanding of, the information provided under this financial reporting
obligation, particularly around transfer charging.1301 We believe this has
contributed to a lack of shared understanding of market trends and of the
nature of competition, which has contributed to the overarching feature that
we have provisionally identified, ie a lack of robustness and transparency in
regulatory decision-making.


Our proposed remedy and envisaged outcome

10.225 The remedy we proposed in the Remedies Notice sought to ensure that
Ofgem regularly obtains the financial information from the Six Large Energy
Firms that will allow it to undertake and interpret robust profitability analysis
in both the generation and retail markets. This analysis, in conjunction with
other relevant evidence, will then allow Ofgem to provide a trusted
assessment of the state of competition in generation and retail markets, and
in turn make better decisions. This same information would also make an
important contribution to other stakeholders gaining confidence in the
robustness of the reporting of the financial performance of the Six Large
Energy Firms as generators and retail suppliers, and therefore an
understanding of their businesses.
Aim of the remedy
10.226 The purpose of the proposed remedy is therefore to ensure that Ofgem
obtains from the Six Large Energy Firms clear and relevant financial
information so as to be able to assess and interpret generation and retail
profitability. This analysis will then allow Ofgem, in conjunction with other
relevant evidence, to assess the state of competition in GB generation and
retail supply markets, take relevant decisions and provide a clear and trusted
assessment of the energy markets that will inform the public debate.

1300

See provisional findings report, paragraphs 4.88 & 4.89.
Transfer charging can be used to transfer profits from one part of the value chain (eg retail supply) to another
one (trading or generation). If these other parts of the value chain are either not subject to reporting requirements
(eg trading) or make losses (eg generation), then the true extent of profitability can be disguised. Such a concern
was evident in, for example, the questioning by the Energy and Climate Change Committee of the Six Large
Energy Firms in 2013. See transcript Energy Prices, Profits and Poverty, 29 July 2013.
1301
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10.227 Ofgem and other stakeholders, as set out in Appendix 10.2, raised wider
concerns over current segmental reporting, beyond Ofgem’s ability to
perform such analysis. It is therefore also important that stakeholders have
confidence that, regardless of the organisational structure of each of the Six
Large Energy Firms, the financial information produced is relevant,
complete, understandable and comparable across each of the Six Large
Energy Firms. Achieving this outcome, which is important to building trust in
the sector, is therefore also an aim of this proposed remedy.
Views of stakeholders


Comments on the provisional AEC

10.228 We received a range of responses from the Six Large Energy Firms, other
retail suppliers and generators, consumer advocates and academics
regarding this possible financial reporting remedy. Some of the responses,
particularly from the Six Large Energy Firms, prefaced their responses to this
possible remedy by challenging whether there had been any link between
deficiencies in the current reporting regime and adverse effects on
competition.
10.229 We have not, at this stage, made a final decision regarding the existence
and form of any AEC and/or resulting detriment. We have based our
provisional decision on remedies on our provisional findings, with the
proposed remedies set out here designed to address the feature giving rise
to the Governance AEC of a lack of a regulatory requirement for clear and
relevant financial reporting concerning generation and retail profitability. Our
final decision on any AEC, and appropriate remedies, will take into account
the responses to our provisional findings as well as responses to this
provisional decision on remedies.


Comments on the possible reporting remedy

10.230 In this section we have focused on stakeholders’ comments on this proposed
remedy that specifically address its design, effectiveness and proportionality.
These comments relate not just to the formal responses to the Remedies
Notice but also any comments relevant to the development of the remedy in
hearings we held with the Six Large Energy Firms and Ofgem after we
published our provisional findings report.
10.231 We have included a thematic summary of stakeholders’ responses regarding
the remedy and a summary of responses on a stakeholder-by-stakeholder
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basis in Appendix 10.2. We highlight some of this feedback in the discussion
below concerning the design of the reporting remedy.
Design considerations
10.232 We have identified four key deficiencies in the existing regulatory financial
reporting obligation:
(a) Some firms’ activities are separated along firm-specific divisional lines
rather than relevant market lines.
(b) Firms are not required to provide a balance sheet as well as profit and
loss account.
(c) Wholesale energy costs for retail supply are not disaggregated in a
manner that allows Ofgem to understand, for the purposes of its
regulatory functions, the level of profitability of the Six Large Energy
Firms’ retail activities on a comparable basis.
(d) Firms are not required to provide prior period comparatives.
10.233 In this section, we explain the impact of these deficiencies on Ofgem’s ability
to carry out its statutory functions and set out our proposed enhancements to
address each of them. These enhancements will, in our view, ensure that
Ofgem receives on a regular basis ‘clear and relevant financial information’
regarding the Six Large Energy Firms, and therefore will contribute to
remedying the proposed Governance AEC. Later in this section we consider
how to implement this remedy.


A: Separation of firms’ activities along market rather than divisional lines

10.234 The Six Large Energy Firms are all large businesses active in a number of
different geographical markets (including the GB energy markets). We have
found in their current financial reporting to Ofgem that the activities which
each of the Six Large Energy Firms groups into its generation and retail
supply divisions differ across the Six Large Energy Firms. This reflects their
different choices about the best way to organise themselves internally across
their value chain (ie divisional lines), and not necessarily the different
markets in which they compete (ie market lines).1302 However, our view is
that Ofgem needs financial information based on market definitions, rather

1302

By this we mean that each of the Six Large Energy Firms makes its own choice on what it considers to be the
most effective organisational set-up for its organisation as a whole. However, we do not see each of the Six
Large Energy Firms to be competing in different product markets as regards GB generation and retail supply.
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than on firms’ operating divisions, to assess the state of competition in these
markets.
10.235 More specifically, one shortcoming of the current regime relates to the
accounting for wholesale energy. For some of the Six Large Energy Firms,
transfer charges across market boundaries are not always based on market
prices for products available in the market at the time of the purchase or
sale, and even when transfer charges are broadly based on such principles,
they are sometimes based on bespoke products that are relatively illiquid.
10.236 Our provisional view is that the solution to this deficiency is for the Six Large
Energy Firms to report their activities along market lines, which are more
relevant to the purpose of helping assess the competitiveness of markets,
rather than for the Six Large Energy Firms to simply report on the activities
which each one has grouped in their ‘generation’ and ‘retail supply’ operating
divisions for that period. This would also have the effect of enhancing
considerably cross-firm comparability.
10.237 Several stakeholders, including all of the Six Large Energy Firms, told us
that regulatory reporting requirements should not in any way constrain their
ability to run their businesses in the way that best fitted their commercial
interests. Our view is that the proposed reporting would not preclude the Six
Large Energy Firms from maintaining their own divisional structures
(including for the purpose of their annual reports). However, those of the Six
Large Energy Firms that chose to base their accounting along divisional lines
rather than market lines would be required, under the proposed remedy, to
produce a separate set of accounts for regulatory reporting purposes only.
10.238 Reporting along market lines for the purpose of our proposed remedy entails
the following principles:
(a) The Six Large Energy Firms should report all activities that relate to a
particular market (as defined for that purpose by Ofgem) regardless of
how these activities are allocated for statutory or internal reporting
purposes.
(b) Reporting in relation to each relevant market should be done on a standalone basis, taking into account (as per (c) and (d) below) those goods
and services a firm in one market provides to itself in another (transfer
charging).
(c) Transfer charging (for the purpose of (b)) should be based on goods and
services transacted freely between one independent party active in one
market and another independent party active in another market.
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(d) Transfer prices should be based on the prevailing prices for that good or
service as per (c) as at the time of sale or purchase.
10.239 In Appendix 10.3 we elaborate on these principles and on the principles for
identifying relevant markets and segments within markets.
10.240 We also propose that the Six Large Energy Firms should use only standard
wholesale products, and not bespoke products, as the basis for transfer
charging between the different markets in respect of internal supply. We
believe that such a measure will help ensure that transfer charging is seen to
be robust, reliable, consistent over time, and comparable between the Six
Large Energy Firms.
10.241 We propose to recommend that Ofgem publish the Six Large Energy Firms’
financial statements prepared along market lines (and not on a firm-specific
divisional basis as is currently the case).


B: Provision of balance sheet as well as profit and loss account

10.242 The Six Large Energy Firms are not currently required to prepare balance
sheets alongside their profit and loss accounts either for generation or retail
supply. As a result, Ofgem cannot undertake an analysis of the profitability of
the Six Large Energy Firms’ generation and supply activities, which would
involve calculating the return on capital earned by such firms and comparing
that return to a benchmark ‘normal’ rate of return1303. When undertaking our
profitability analysis within the context of this investigation, we also found
that not all of the Six Large Energy Firms were able readily to provide robust
balance sheet information, even at a broad market level.
10.243 This is a particularly important issue for generation, as it is a very capitalintensive activity. Working capital requirements (debtors and creditors) are
also significant and can differ materially across markets and market
segments (eg retail domestic direct debit customers versus standard credit
customers).
10.244 We propose that the Six Large Energy Firms should be required to prepare
balance sheets at least to cover all generation markets and all retail supply
markets separately. This should be done along market lines (for reasons
akin to those set out in paragraph 10.234. The profit and loss account would

1303

Currently Ofgem can compare margins across the Six Large Energy Firms (albeit not necessarily on market
lines). However, an assessment of margins (or profits) does not enable an assessment of profitability because
the latter requires all costs of supply to be taken into account, including those that relate to balance sheet items.
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need to tie in with the balance sheet, the profit in the former reconciling1304
with the change in net assets in the latter.1305,1306 Providing a balance sheet
on such a basis will enhance the integrity of the profit and loss account by
helping to ensure that no items are missing and that revenues and costs in
the profit and loss account are consistent with values given in the balance
sheet.
10.245 Some of the Six Large Energy Firms have submitted that preparing balance
sheets without also revaluing assets to their current value would not assist
Ofgem.1307 We disagree. The purpose of this requirement is to provide the
information Ofgem needs as a starting point to undertake and interpret the
Six Large Energy Firms’ profitability in the different relevant markets. This
does not preclude Ofgem needing, on occasion, to make adjustments to that
information, subject to it determining that any change is proportionate to the
aim it needs to achieve. Indeed, we recognise that Ofgem may need to
update certain assets or liability values to undertake and interpret its
profitability analysis. Balance sheets as per our proposal, although imperfect,
will at least provide Ofgem with balance sheets that are complete and
internally consistent with suppliers’ profit and loss accounts, which will be a
considerable advantage when undertaking a profitability assessment.
10.246 We propose to recommend that Ofgem publishes the Six Large Energy
Firms’ balance sheet information, prepared along the market lines as set out
in paragraphs 10.234 to 10.241, as a minimum for generation and retail
supply separately.


C: Disaggregation of wholesale energy costs for retail supply between
standardised opportunity cost and residual elements

10.247 The cost of wholesale energy is the single largest cost item in the profit and
loss account for retail suppliers. However, the amounts reported for
wholesale energy reflect each firm’s purchasing strategy regarding both the
timing1308 and choice of wholesale product. As wholesale energy prices can
trend upwards or downwards over time, the level of reported costs, even for
standard wholesale products, can be heavily influenced by the timing of

1304

The reconciling items would relate to transactions with owners, such as dividend payments.
See Profits determined on the basis of comprehensive income, paragraphs 52–54, within Appendix 10.1
(Profitability approach) to the provisional findings report.
1306 This requirement would not involve a fundamental change of approach to current reporting for the profit and
loss account, rather it might mean that certain profit and loss items, which are currently treated as reconciling
items between these profit and loss statements and the segmental statements for statutory reporting, would need
to be reported on the face of the profit and loss account. See Appendix 10.3, paragraph 34.
1307 Appendix 10.2, paragraph 15.
1308 ie how far ahead of the delivery period a firm agrees to purchase wholesale energy.
1305
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purchases. Likewise, bespoke purchases delivered in the current period may
well reflect prices negotiated some time ago and as part of a broader, multiperiod agreement.
10.248 In addition, reporting wholesale energy costs on the basis of each of the Six
Large Energy Firms’ individual purchasing strategy has done little to address
the persistent question as to why retail prices for some domestic and small
business consumers appear not to have tracked changes in prevailing
wholesale energy prices.1309 There is currently no mechanism by which the
Six Large Energy Firms can be held to account following marked changes to
the prevailing cost of wholesale energy.1310 The perceived lack of
relationship between wholesale and retail prices has led to a persistent
concern that the prices paid by many consumers for energy might not reflect
the outcome of a process of strong rivalry between retail suppliers.
10.249 Historically, however, no consensus between stakeholders has been
reached to identify the most relevant way to measure wholesale energy
costs for the purpose of understanding this relationship and the level of
profitability of the Six Large Energy Firms in their retail activities. At least
three different approaches have been advocated by different stakeholders:
(a) an ‘accounting’ approach based on incurred costs (outturn or forecast
depending on context);1311
(b) an approach based on costing wholesale energy on the basis of
prevailing wholesale spot prices;1312 and
(c) an approach based on costing wholesale energy on the basis of
prevailing wholesale forward prices, typically one year ahead.1313
10.250 We discuss the merits of each approach in turn.
10.251 An accounting approach would be to use the costs incurred by each retail
supplier for this purpose. However, simply taking reported historical costs
(eg as reported in segmental statements), would not reflect competitive
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See provisional findings report, Appendix 7.2: Cost pass-through.
We note that the concern about the relationship between cost and price of retail energy has not been limited
to wholesale energy costs. Stakeholders seeking to promote the interests of consumers have also had the desire
to be confident that changes in retail prices attributed to changes in level of network costs and the cost to retail
suppliers meeting environmental and social obligations, were also reflective of the cost of provision. The
difference between wholesale energy on the one hand, and network and environmental and social costs on the
other, is that there has been no consensus across all stakeholders about how to measure the cost of wholesale
energy for these purposes.
1311 See Appendix 10.2, paragraphs 8 & 11, for examples.
1312 See the provisional findings report, Appendix 10.5, Annex B for an example.
1313 See provisional findings report, Appendix 7.2 as an example of this approach.
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market dynamics. In a competitive market, one would expect retail suppliers
to be constrained by the prices that rivals offer customers (and therefore the
costs that these rivals incur to supply those customers).
10.252 One possible variant of this ‘accounting’ approach would be to substitute the
historical cost of any bespoke purchases with an estimate of the cost of
purchasing the same volumes of gas or electricity using standard wholesale
products at the same point in time as when the bespoke purchases were
contracted for.1314 Another variant of this ‘accounting’ approach is to use a
stylised purchasing strategy such as implemented in Ofgem’s SMI. Whilst
such an approach was not firm-specific, it was intended to broadly reflect the
costs that would have been incurred by a firm typical of the Six Large Energy
Firms.1315
10.253 The most ready, and easily implementable, alternative approach to
measuring wholesale energy costs would be to substitute actual purchase
costs with purchase costs based on wholesale ‘spot’ prices prevailing at the
time of delivery. This approach has an intuitive appeal in that, in a market
characterised by perfect competition, the market-clearing wholesale price (ie
spot) will equate to the marginal cost of production/supply at the point of
delivery, be it in relation to generation or wholesale gas supply.1316 The
limitation of such an approach is that it analyses wholesale prices from the
perspective of a generator and/or wholesale gas supplier deciding whether it
should run a generation plant or physically supply gas, not from the
perspective of a retail supplier.1317 Furthermore, as explained below, for a
retail supplier to purchase all the volumes it requires at, or near the time of
delivery, could constitute an imprudent approach to managing the risk of
adverse price movements concerning wholesale energy. We note that such
an approach historically has been a major contributory cause of several retail
suppliers, both small and large, going bankrupt.1318
10.254 A third candidate approach that is often advocated would be to estimate,
over a series of successive points in time, the total cost that a retail supplier
would expect to incur to supply a customer using the prices for standard
wholesale products1319 prevailing at each point in time.1320 Such an
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This is the approach we put forward in our Remedies Notice, paragraph 108(a).
See also second footnote to paragraph 10.276.
1316 See provisional findings, Appendix 4.1 regarding discussion of generation supply stack model.
1317 As explained in paragraphs 25–28 in Appendix 10.3, between generation and wholesale gas supply, there is
a trading ‘market’.
1318 See Appendix 3, Exits from the supply markets since 2000 (to 2006), of Supplementary evidence submitted
by Energywatch to the Select Committee on Business and Enterprise, dated 28 July 2008.
1319 These products would be forward products.
1320 See graph titled ‘Not laughing’ in article titled ‘The Energy Business’, The Economist (13 February 2016) as
an example.
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approach, however, would not take into account the cost to retail suppliers of
meeting the actual demand of their customers in subsequent reporting
periods, that will also be a function of, among other things, the extent of the
departure from seasonally expected weather norms experienced for that
period and the accuracy with which the retail supplier has been able to
forecast its customer numbers over that same period.
10.255 No consensus has emerged on which, if any, of these approaches is most
relevant to assessing the intensity of competition in the GB retail supply
sector and profitability of firms.
10.256 However, for the reasons set out in paragraphs 10.247 and 10.248, we
consider there is a compelling need for developing a common measure of
wholesale energy costs that can be applied across the Six Large Energy
Firms. This would make the relationship between wholesale and retail prices
more transparent and therefore lead to a greater understanding of the nature
of competition in the retail markets.
10.257 In our Remedies Notice we proposed to assess the cost of wholesale energy
used within retail supply solely on the basis of market prices for standard
wholesale products.1321 The Six Large Energy Firms pointed out certain
limitations of such an approach and the alternative ‘spot’ pricing scenario
analysis we had previously carried out.1322 They submitted that the former
did not necessarily reflect their actual purchase costs and that the latter
reflected an imprudent approach to purchasing which would substantially
increase the likelihood of a supplier becoming insolvent, if wholesale costs
were to rise sharply.1323 We have therefore revised this aspect of this
proposed remedy.
o

Our revised proposed remedy concerning the costing of wholesale
energy costs for retail supply

10.258 Businesses tend only to commit to deliver goods or services at a future point
in time for an agreed price if they are also able to purchase their major inputs
for meeting this commitment at the same time. Such an approach affords
businesses a degree of confidence about the profit margins they will

1321

This is the first variant of the accounting approach discussed in paragraph 10.251.
Provisional findings report, Appendix 10.5, Annex B (Wholesale spot scenario analysis).
1323 Appendix 10.2 paragraphs 8–12.
1322
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eventually earn.1324 This is particularly the case when the prices of certain
major inputs can unexpectedly rise sharply.
10.259 We have observed that energy firms also tend to adopt this approach. For
example, we understand that generators only sell forward for an agreed
price if at the same time they are also able to secure the fuel and carbon
allowances required for a given price. Similarly, when agreeing a contract to
supply in retail markets on a fixed-term fixed-rate basis, retail suppliers tend
to seek at the same time to purchase forward at a given price in the
wholesale markets the energy they expect to supply over the term of the
contract.
10.260 The extent to which suppliers are able to purchase wholesale energy forward
therefore influences the range of retail tariffs that firms are willing to offer
their customers. Centrica stressed this aspect of the operation of the retail
market to us.1325 Retail suppliers may be reluctant to supply customers
under a particular tariff at a given price unless they can at the same time
purchase the wholesale energy they expect to supply at that given price in
forward markets, at least on an approximate basis.
10.261 By purchasing forward when taking on a commitment to supply their
customers on a particular tariff at a given price, retail suppliers minimise their
exposure to subsequent movements in wholesale energy costs without
resorting to costly insurance products. By not purchasing ahead of taking on
a commitment to supply retail customers, suppliers would also avoid the risk
of paying more for wholesale energy than they could expect to recover in a
highly competitive retail market.1326
10.262 We describe the cost of purchasing in line with this approach set out in the
paragraph above as the purchase ‘opportunity cost’, rather than a historical
or current (‘spot’) cost. At the point at which a retail supplier commits to
supply its customer on a particular tariff at a given price, we could expect a
prudent retail supplier to purchase forward its expected wholesale energy
requirements in order to be confident that it will in due course be able to
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We note that this practice is called hedging. We, however, tend to avoid the use of the term hedging because
it can relate to purchasing wholesale energy for transactions a firm forecasts that it will enter into, rather than
ones that it has contractually entered into. As we explain later, we make a distinction between these two types of
‘hedging’.
1325 Appendix 10.2, paragraph 10.
1326 We note that a ‘highly competitive’ market represents a more exacting standard than the “well-functioning”
market referred to in our Guidelines. We are proposing the ‘highly competitive’ standard for this analytical
purpose (ie to determine a measure of the purchase opportunity cost) rather than for normative purposes (ie this
is how the retail market should operate).
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meet its obligations in relation to its customers.1327 Under this approach, the
(expected) cost of pursuing the opportunity to supply an individual customer
is therefore the prevailing wholesale market price at the point of taking on
the commitment to supply, ie the date of the contract between the retail
supplier and customer. This amount represents the cost of the other
commercial opportunities foregone by the retail supplier.1328,1329
10.263 Costs calculated on this purchase opportunity cost basis would at the same
time reflect the costs of purchasing wholesale energy that one might expect
to observe in highly competitive markets. In such a retail market, suppliers
who had not purchased key inputs ahead of having a guaranteed profitable
outlet for them, would be compelled to factor into their prices the prevailing
cost of satisfying the obligation to supply.
10.264 Reporting on the basis of incurred cost (or an approximation thereof) as the
Six Large Energy Firms currently do in their segmental statements is likely to
cause a problem when interpreting profitability because reported
performance will reflect a mix of (a) a firm’s performance acting as a retail
supplier, and (b) the outcome of the way in which that firm has actually
purchased its wholesale energy, the latter of which may not be directly
relevant for assessing the nature of competition in the retail markets.
10.265 We propose that the Six Large Energy Firms should disaggregate their
actual wholesale energy purchase costs for their retail supply businesses
between an opportunity cost calculated on a standardised basis and a
residual amount. We propose to achieve this by recommending the
introduction of a reporting rule that involves standardising the point ahead of
delivery at which it is deemed that the Six Large Energy Firms take on the
commitment to supply. This point would be the point at which each of the Six
Large Energy Firms becomes contractually committed to supply energy on a
particular tariff at a given price for the volumes that the customer will
demand. For example, for a one-year fixed-term fixed-rate tariff, this point
would currently be roughly two weeks before the start of the 12-month
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A retail supplier could, of course, choose not to purchase at this point and rely on near time and spot
markets. However, such a retail supplier would be taking on the risk of adverse price movements that could
threaten it with bankruptcy. Historically such an approach has not been sustainable over the longer term. See
paragraph 10.253.
1328 While, in principle, such a firm could sell on any energy it had already purchased, it would remain under an
obligation to supply the customers it had previously contracted with. So, were the firm to sell on this energy in
practice, it would then have to purchase the requisite amount of wholesale energy once again at the
subsequently prevailing price. The firm would, therefore, leave itself exposed to unexpected movements in
wholesale energy prices between the point at which it sold the energy it had originally bought and the point at
which it purchased the energy for the second time.
1329 See also paragraph 10.254 as an example of this approach.
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delivery period. For the SVT, this point would be approximately a month
ahead of delivery.1330
10.266 Under this proposed approach, while requiring more granular information on
wholesale energy costs to be published by each of the Six Large Energy
Firms than is currently the case, the information would help Ofgem
disaggregate outturn financial performance for each of the Six Large Energy
Firms between (a) its performance acting as a prudent retail supplier
operating in a highly competitive market, and (b) the outcome of the way in
which that firm has actually purchased its wholesale energy.
10.267 Our proposal to recommend that Ofgem mandates that each of the Six Large
Energy Firms disaggregates its wholesale energy costs for retail supply for
reporting purposes in line with the approach described above, should not be
interpreted as our advocating that energy firms, and in particular the Six
Large Energy Firms, should necessarily purchase their wholesale energy in
this way.
10.268 We propose that firms calculate the opportunity cost of their wholesale
energy purchases on this standardised basis using standard wholesale
products. This is for two main reasons. Firstly, this approach will strip out any
variations in cost arising from the use of non-standard products. Standard
products are products which guarantee the supply of a stipulated quantity of
energy over a stipulated period whereas non-standard products feature
other potential benefits or disadvantages, which effectively means they are
bundled products.1331 Secondly the prices for the standard wholesale
products are the result of a market process that we have provisionally found
to be competitive and are readily observable and verifiable (see Section 5 of
our provisional findings report).
10.269 We set out further details of how we propose the Six Large Energy Firms
should estimate the opportunity cost of their wholesale energy purchases on
a standardised basis for each type of tariff, including evergreen tariffs such
as the SVT, in Appendix 10.3. We propose to recommend that the
methodology described in Appendix 10.3 be incorporated either directly into
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See Appendix 10.3, paragraph 53 for further detail of this proposed treatment of the SVT tariff for the purpose
of calculating purchase opportunity costs.
1331 For example, long-term gas contracts can feature the option to buy more in one period to meet exceptional
demand at the price stipulated in the contract at the expense of being able to buy less in another future period.
This is a valuable ‘swing’ option to a retailer supplier who otherwise might have to buy extra energy at an
elevated spot price reflecting the exceptional demand at that point in time. Another example is that a purchaser of
intermittent energy, like wind, takes on the added cost of addressing any shortfalls/excesses between what the
wind farm was predicted to supply and what it actually did supply.
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a standard licence condition or guidance that is directly linked to the
condition.
o

Residual wholesale energy costs

10.270 There will be some actual cost that retail suppliers have incurred that is not
captured within this measure of the purchase opportunity cost. We call this
the residual cost. This residual cost will reflect the cost to the retail supplier
of holding positions in the wholesale energy market arising either from
purchasing wholesale energy in advance of the point at which it becomes
contractually committed or, having taken on a contractual commitment to
supply, the firm holding an open position before it contracts for its expected
wholesale energy needs closer to the point of delivery. In this way, the
residual cost will reconcile the purchase opportunity cost with the actual cost
incurred.
10.271 Some retail suppliers may wish to offer a degree of price smoothing on their
variable tariffs by changing prices less frequently than the maximum
frequency allowed under the contract with their customer or in accordance
with the notice period mandated by the regulator for price changes.1332
These suppliers may in practice seek to purchase the volumes they expect
to supply at the smoothed price somewhat further ahead of delivery than the
point at which they become contractually committed to supply their
customers at a given price. For suppliers which seek to provide a degree of
price smoothing, an element of this residual cost will therefore reflect the
incremental purchase cost (on an opportunity cost basis) of supplying energy
on this smoothed basis.
10.272 To ensure the integrity of the financial statements, it is important that both
the opportunity and residual cost elements of wholesale energy purchases
are identified in the profit and loss account. Otherwise retail suppliers would
not be able to fully account on the face of the profit and loss account for all
of the wholesale energy they have actually purchased in order to supply their
customers, and thereby report the profits they had actually made from
supplying their customers in the period.
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Retail suppliers are free to change the price of their evergreen variable tariffs such as the SVT as often as
they like subject to the domestic customers’ ability to terminate the evergreen contract after giving a maximum
notice period of 28 days (SLC 24.6). See Standard Condition 24.6 of the Electricity (p209) and Gas Supply
Licences (p191).
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o

Publication

10.273 The Six Large Energy Firms currently publish their wholesale energy
purchase costs for retail supply on a historical cost basis disaggregated
between their domestic and non-domestic customers for both electricity and
gas. For the purposes of the proposed remedy, we propose that the Six
Large Energy Firms should be required to disaggregate their wholesale
energy purchase costs between the estimated purchase opportunity cost
and residual cost elements on the face of the published profit and loss
account. In the notes to the segmental statements, we also propose that the
Six Large Energy Firms breakdown these cost elements by broad tariff
type.1333
o

Envisaged outcome

10.274 With this information Ofgem would be in a better position than it currently is
to interpret any individual firm’s profitability in the retail markets because
there would be a mechanism to identify each of the Six Large Energy Firms’
wholesale energy purchase cost on a common, standardised basis. In
particular, Ofgem would be able to:
(a) assess the actual profitability of each of the Six Large Energy Firms,
given the purchasing decisions it has made (which includes the
incremental impact on profit of each of the Six Large Energy Firms
entering transactions on the basis of expected customer behaviour at a
portfolio level); and
(b) use such profitability assessment to inform a judgement on whether
retail competition is working effectively, by stripping out the impact of
individual firms’ purchasing strategies and isolate that profitability that
would have been reported had the Six Large Energy Firms, in respect of
wholesale energy purchases only, acted as prudent retailers supplier
operating in a highly competitive market.
o

Ex ante financial information and the SMI

10.275 As a complement to accounting information, it is possible to produce
forward-looking (ex ante) financial information. This information substitutes,
for example, a forecast bill for a typical consumer on a typical tariff for
outturn revenues and a forecast of the cost of supplying that customer for
outturn costs. As set out in Appendix 11.1 to our provisional findings report,
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We note that the cost of complying with this proposed requirement relates to the cost of calculating the
estimate of the purchase opportunity cost by broad tariff type, and not the cost of publishing this information.
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Ofgem developed alongside the ex post reporting regime its own reports
which sought to track the relationship between costs and prices. This
initiative became known as the Supply Market Indicator (SMI). In May 2015,
Ofgem suspended the SMI ahead of a review of the information it collected
and published so that it could provide greater transparency about the market
to inform the energy debate.1334
10.276 In its most recent form the SMI sought to compare the expected annual bill
under the SVT of one of the Six Large Energy Firms for a domestic customer
with typical energy consumption against the costs1335 that Ofgem forecast
that such a retail supplier would need to incur in order to supply that typical
customer. Having established the forecast bill total and associated costs,
Ofgem then inferred a retail supply margin that the chosen firm of the Six
Large Energy Firms concerned might be expected to earn in the following 12
months. For the wholesale energy cost element of this calculation, Ofgem
estimated the cost it expected a firm typical of the Six Large Energy Firms to
have actually incurred based on an 18-month stylised hedging strategy.1336
10.277 There is a potential read-across between the purchase opportunity cost
approach we are proposing and the calculation of wholesale energy costs
within the SMI. We therefore considered the relevance of this information to
Ofgem’s ability to infer trends in the strength of the competitive pressure on
SVT prices over time. As already noted in paragraph 10.252, we observe
that the measure of wholesale energy costs within the SMI is one that
reflects a forecast of costs that would be historically incurred, not the one
that might be expected to inform prices in a market characterised by
vigorous competition.
10.278 We also observe that to annualise the prevailing SVT prices in order to
estimate the expected annual bill builds into the analysis an expectation that
such an outcome would be compatible with the workings of a competitive
market. We consider that outcome to be unlikely. The enduring characteristic
of retail markets is that the market cost of its key input, wholesale energy, is
both volatile and subject to discontinuities. As a consequence changes in
wholesale cost would be expected in a competitive market to fairly rapidly
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Ofgem announces review of markets data.
Note that Ofgem did not attempt to forecast all costs that a retail supplier would need to incur, rather only the
costs that would be accounted for in each Six Large Energy Firm’s profit and loss account for retail supply. Such
an approach would, for example, omit the costs of servicing working and other operational capital.
1336 In 2008 as part of its Supply Probe work, Ofgem researched how the Six Large Energy Firms actually
purchased wholesale energy. On the basis of its findings Ofgem used a strategy where costs are based on firms
starting to purchase energy 18 months ahead of the time of delivery as its central assumption to track the
relationship between wholesale costs and the domestic retail prices of the Six Large Energy Firms. See
paragraphs 1.10 & 1.13 of Ofgem’s Methodology for Supply Market Report, 31 January 2012.
1335
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impact retail prices, how quickly depending on the extent to which suppliers
had already committed to supply their existing customers for a given price in
the future.
10.279 Citizens Advice told us that we should not focus exclusively on ex post
financial reporting and there was also a need for current analysis/forwardlooking projection of the costs of retail supply which would help consumers
understand the drivers of price rise or price cut. Citizens Advice was therefore concerned about the prospect of a protracted suspension to the SMI.1337
10.280 In this regard, the purchase opportunity cost approach can also be used to
forecast wholesale energy costs on an expected basis. In the paragraphs
above we have described this approach applied on an outturn basis (ie the
purchase opportunity cost of the firm meeting actual demand in the historical
period) because this proposed remedy deals with outturn financial
statements.
10.281 However, the purchase opportunity cost approach can be used to estimate
the level of energy costs that a firm would expect to incur at any one point to
meet the expected demand of its customers.
10.282 We therefore consider that the purchase opportunity cost would provide a
helpful, and likely better, basis against which the Six Large Energy Firms
might explain movements in the pricing of their tariffs with regard to changes
in wholesale energy prices, rather than using a forecast of the costs as per
the approach used by Ofgem’s SMI (ie what Ofgem would expect the Six
Large Energy Firms to incur were they each to be consistently implementing
an 18-month rateable hedging strategy for the SVTs they offer).
10.283 As segmental financial statements appear only once per year, typically
several months after the balance sheet date (which, in the case of SSE, is
three months later than the other Six Large Energy Firms1338), Ofgem may
want a more timely, if less complete, tool to monitor the trend in the
relationship between wholesale costs (ie wholesale energy, network costs
and social and environmental costs) and prices. This analysis would be akin
to our cost pass-through analysis which stops at t=0, and makes no attempt
to predict the level of future prices.
10.284 Were Ofgem therefore minded in future to develop a revised tool to monitor
the linkage between movements in wholesale prices and retail prices, then

1337
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Appendix 10.2, paragraphs 35 & 146.
See discussion of SSE’s year end in Appendix 10.3, paragraph 71.
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we would encourage Ofgem to consider the purchase opportunity cost
approach for measuring wholesale energy costs.


D: Prior period comparatives

10.285 Ofgem’s decisions involve making judgements based on evidence, including
that relating to the financial performance of the Six Large Energy Firms.
Consequently, financial information about one of the Six Large Energy Firms
is more useful if it can be compared with similar financial information about
the other Six Large Energy Firms and over time.
10.286 Currently the Six Large Energy Firms are required to report their profit and
loss figures only for the current period. This has meant, historically, that
whenever the Six Large Energy Firms changed their accounting policies or
basis of transfer charging from one period to the next, then there was no
mechanism to systematically make sure that figures for the prior year were
restated, and that the firm appropriately described the changes in the basis
of preparation.
10.287 We therefore propose to recommend that the financial statements provided
to Ofgem, both the profit and loss account and balance sheet, should include
prior period comparatives based on the same accounting rules. The external
audit opinion would cover both current and prior period figures. This is
standard practice for statutory reporting.
10.288 This will enable Ofgem to undertake and interpret profitability analysis
confident that for two adjacent periods the information has been presented
on a comparable basis. In the published profit and loss accounts and
balance sheets the Six Large Energy Firms would provide comparative
figures.
10.289 In Appendix 10.3 we discuss in further detail the importance of comparability
in financial information. We explain in that appendix how other elements of
our proposed reporting remedy would contribute to greater comparability of
the segmental financial information for generation and retail supply across
each of the Six Large Energy Firms than has previously been the case.


Implementation mechanism for proposed enhancements to existing
reporting remedy

10.290 In our Remedies Notice we proposed that any reporting remedy would be by
way of a recommendation to Ofgem rather than by way of order. Either
approach would in principle be possible: either Ofgem can modify the
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relevant licence conditions or we could issue an order that the Six Large
Energy Firms report in a certain way.
10.291 A revised reporting regime would be a key tool for Ofgem to ensure it
receives the relevant information it needs to perform its statutory functions,
and take decisions that are in the best interests of existing and future
consumers. Our proposed remedy therefore identifies how certain – highly
relevant – financial information should be reported and suggests at least
generation and retail supply be covered. We have provisionally decided not
to recommend in any more detail the precise formats for the segmental
financial statements. These are decisions that Ofgem is best placed to take.
10.292 The proposed financial remedy is also likely to need to be updated on a
regular basis, a role that would naturally fall to Ofgem. Ofgem may develop
its own proposals to enhance the reporting regime, and we believe it would
be efficient to manage any such enhancements as part of a single
implementation programme. Ownership by Ofgem is also critical to the
longer-term success of the financial reporting project.
10.293 We have therefore provisionally decided to implement the proposed
enhancements to the existing financial reporting regime by way of a
recommendation to Ofgem.
Considerations relating to effectiveness
10.294 The proposed remedy seeks to revise the current financial reporting regime
by way of a recommendation to Ofgem to introduce licence conditions for
each of the Six Large Energy Firms to:
(a) report their generation and retail supply activities along market lines;
(b) report balance sheets as well as profit and loss accounts for these
activities;
(c) disaggregate wholesale energy costs for retail supply across broad tariff
types between a standardised purchase opportunity cost and a residual
element; and
(d) report prior year figures prepared on the same basis as current period
figures
10.295 We now consider the effectiveness of our proposals as a whole in terms of
the objectives we set out for the aim of the remedy above.
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Effectiveness in providing relevant financial information for Ofgem

10.296 We consider that the proposed financial information will provide a robust
starting point for Ofgem to undertake and interpret profitability analysis. This
analysis will then allow Ofgem, in conjunction with relevant other evidence,
to assess the state of competition in the markets, identify issues and then
take appropriate decisions.
10.297 The first and third proposed measures set out above will at the same time
greatly enhance the cross-firm comparability of the financial information and
the fourth measure will enhance comparability from one period to the next.
Many stakeholders articulated their criticism of the existing reporting regime
in terms of the lack of comparability of the financial information produced
under it.
10.298 With clear and relevant financial information, Ofgem will also be in a much
better position to more effectively:
(a) investigate developments within markets;
(b) monitor effectiveness of existing remedies and implement any new
remedies; and
(c) evaluate policy impacts on bills.
10.299 The information will also contribute to Ofgem’s ability to carry out an
independent evaluation of the broad range of policies governing GB energy
markets, as contemplated by other parts of this governance remedies
package.


Effectiveness in enhancing stakeholder confidence in the segmental
financial information produced by the Six Large Energy Firms

10.300 By strengthening the principles under which the Six Large Energy Firms
transfer costs and revenues into retail supply and generation, the revised
reporting regime should provide the comparability and financial
accountability of the Six Large Energy Firms that stakeholders have called
for.
10.301 We have observed in our provisional findings report (paragraphs 11.9 and
11.10) that there is a lack of shared understanding of the factors that have
led to price increases, and that it is possible that the public debate is poorly
informed about the factors driving such price increases. We consider our
proposal for the Six Large Energy Firms to disaggregate their wholesale
energy costs by broad tariff type between that element that a prudent retail
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supplier would incur in a highly competitive market and the remainder would
provide a better basis for public debate and understanding.
Considerations relating to proportionality
10.302 We now consider the proportionality of our proposals as a whole in terms of
the relevant considerations as set out below.


Effective in achieving its legitimate aim

10.303 As explained above, each of the four proposed enhancements to the existing
financial reporting regime are designed to enhance Ofgem’s ability to
perform its functions effectively. As a result, we consider that each proposed
enhancement will be effective in achieving this aim by addressing the feature
of a lack of a regulatory requirement for clear and relevant financial reporting
concerning generation and retail profitability, which in turn should increase
Ofgem’s ability to carry out its functions effectively. The information produced under the remedy is also designed to improve public understanding of
the Six Large Energy Firms’ financial performance in generation and retail
supply, and therefore help Ofgem providing clear and trusted analysis to
other stakeholders (including DECC). This in turn should increase the
robustness and transparency in regulatory decision-making.


No more onerous than needed to achieve its aim

10.304 Each proposed enhancement is designed to improve the relevance of the ex
post financial information available to Ofgem. This can only be achieved
through some sort of financial reporting remedy. We have recognised that
there will be a financial cost to the Six Large Energy Firms of complying with
the new reporting requirements. However, in limiting our recommendation to
those markets in greatest need of this level of transparency (generation and
retail supply), and not recommending that Ofgem adopts the new reporting
enhancements more broadly (to additional markets) or more narrowly (to
granular segments) we believe the proposed remedy is no more onerous
than necessary to achieve its aim. In addition, as noted in paragraphs 25 to
28 in Appendix 10.3, we have provisionally decided not to order the Six
Large Energy Firms to report separately on their activities in trading markets.


The least onerous if there is a choice between several effective
measures

10.305 Each proposed enhancement is in response to a clearly identified reporting
deficiency, ie a lack of a particular design feature of the current reporting
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regime. As a result we set out a single solution to remedy the lack of each
design feature, ie a reporting regime with the design feature. We have
reached our proposed remedy having completed detailed analysis of the Six
Large Energy Firms’ businesses, and having taken into account their
representations, we have designed the remedy so that each of the proposed
enhancements is no more onerous than needed to remedy the identified
deficiency.


Does not produce disadvantages which are disproportionate to the aim

10.306 In the following paragraphs, we consider the likely costs of implementation
for each proposed design enhancement before considering the benefits in a
holistic way.
10.307 Costs of implementation will be incurred in part by Ofgem, but principally by
the firms subject to the proposed remedy, namely the Six Large Energy
Firms. Some costs would be one-off and some would be ongoing. There
may also be changes in the information that would need to be audited. The
starting point for analysis is the cost to the Six Large Energy Firms of
ongoing compliance with the current segmental reporting framework
(including Ofgem’s SMI) and the administrative costs to Ofgem of setting and
revising reporting requirements. The cost of imposing this proposed remedy
is the incremental costs brought about by the enhancements to the existing
reporting regime.
o

Assessment of costs: separation of firms’ activities on market rather than
divisional lines

10.308 Most of the Six Large Energy Firms are now in a position to report broadly
along market lines. For retail supply in particular, the Six Large Energy Firms
either report wholesale energy at the cost to the firm or as a transfer charge
into retail supply on the basis of standard wholesale products available at
the time of purchase.1339 Departures from the principle of reporting along
market lines arise chiefly because some of the Six Large Energy Firms have
transferred some activities intrinsic to their role as retail suppliers or
generators in GB into their trading divisions. As a result, the associated
transfer charges are not along market lines.
10.309 Where this is the case, there will be a need for such firms to modify their
transfer charging approach only for regulatory reporting purposes. We have
not investigated in detail what each individual firm concerned might need to

1339

See provisional findings, Appendix 10.5, Annex A.
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do and any associated cost. However, we have looked at what one of the Six
Large Energy Firms, SSE, has recently done (for its 2014/15 financial year)
in order to overhaul the basis of its transfer charging. SSE told us that this
investment was part of a wider investment to monitor and manage the risks it
took on when buying and selling commodities for generation and retail
supply. SSE had spent £[] of a [] wider investment on a reporting
module which had enabled it to report its generation and retail supply
activities on the basis of how they would have interacted with the external
market had they not been part of an integrated group.1340
10.310 Our view is that one of the Six Large Energy Firms with the most to do in this
area is likely to be EON. Hitherto EON has reported its generation activities
on a (non-market) toll generator basis and its retail supply activities as
though E.ON is always able to purchase shaped wholesale energy products.
However, E.ON is in the process of splitting itself up1341 and will need to
revise its systems accordingly. RWE has a separate issue in that, although it
ultimately reports its generation activities on a full function basis, it achieves
this outcome by transferring across the net profit or loss on optimising its
generation fleet as initially accounted for within its trading division. As a
result, it is not practical for RWE to present all revenues and costs as they
would be reported by a stand-alone full-function generator.
10.311 The costs of implementation will therefore be quite specific to each of the Six
Large Energy Firms and their individual circumstances. Whatever the
individual costs may be for some of the Six Large Energy Firms, it is the
case that most of the Six Large Energy Firms either do, or have the
capability to, report along market lines.
o

Assessment of costs: provision of balance sheet

10.312 Similarly, the costs of implementing this design enhancement will depend on
whether firms already do or have the capability to report along market lines.
Therefore there should be little incremental cost, at least so far as reporting
at a pan-generation or pan-retail supply basis for the firms who do/can report
along market lines.
10.313 However, as discussed in paragraph 9 in Appendix 10.3, one issue we found
when conducting our profitability analysis was that not all of the Six Large
Energy Firms’ working capital balances (debtors and creditors) for their retail
supply operating divisions reflected their external payment terms and as a

1340
1341

Appendix 10.2, paragraph 48.
Appendix 10.2, paragraph 89.
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consequence these balances were not stated along market lines. Some of
these Six Large Energy Firms then asked us to restate these balances in our
profitability analysis. These Six Large Energy Firms would therefore need to
restate these balances to reflect external payment terms in order to comply
as the difference between the two would be material to an assessment of
their total capital employed.
o

Assessment of costs: disaggregation of wholesale energy costs for retail
supply between standardised opportunity cost and residual elements

10.314 The cost of obtaining this disaggregation relates to gathering the necessary
input information, doing the calculations and obtaining assurance on these
calculations through a suitable audit opinion. Although not prepared for the
same purpose, this activity is broadly comparable to the activity Ofgem
undertook in order to estimate wholesale energy costs for the currently
suspended SMI.1342 Our proposed remedy, however, requires a two-stage
calculation1343 to identify opportunity purchase costs on a standardised basis
and such costs to be disaggregated by broad tariff type. This process would,
therefore, be likely to result in some extra cost to be incurred in order to
perform these calculations, and these costs would be incurred by the Six
Large Energy Firms.
o

Assessment of costs: prior period comparatives

10.315 Firms constantly strive to maintain and improve the quality of their financial
reporting. From time to time this may result in changes in the basis of
preparation. The cost of implementation is therefore the cost of restating the
prior period figures and procuring an audit opinion that extends to prior year
comparatives.
10.316 The Six Large Energy Firms will incur costs in restating their prior year
comparatives whenever they materially change the basis of preparation for
their segmental statements. This will depend on how often they need to
make material changes. This approach is universal practice in statutory
reporting and is what firms would seek to do for internal management
purposes.

Albeit it the SMI’s coverage relates to domestic customers only, whereas this proposed enhancement to the
reporting of wholesale energy costs would cover all retail customers, ie SME and I&C too.
1343 See Appendix 10.3, paragraphs 49 & 50.
1342
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Assessment of benefits of remedy

10.317 With the enhanced information that would be produced under this proposal
Ofgem would be much better placed to undertake and interpret the Six Large
Energy Firms’ profitability. Ultimately this will enable Ofgem to make better
decisions in its role as regulator. It will also put Ofgem in a stronger position
to address stakeholder concerns about profitability as well as perform the
analysis to support its full range of responsibilities. This would minimise the
risk of undue pressures on Ofgem and thereby help avoid the risk of illadvised interventions either on the part of Ofgem or other (government)
bodies.


Assessment of proportionality of remedy

10.318 It is challenging to quantify the benefits expected to arise from this proposal.
However, we believe these benefits, which are expected to arise from better
policy making in the future, are likely to be considerable for the reasons set
out at the beginning of this section. We note in particular that Ofgem’s
perceived inability to resolve the debate over the Six Large Energy Firms’
profitability was one of the factors that contributed to the reference for this
market investigation.
10.319 We also note that the costs are those that need to be incurred to ensure that
all of the Six Large Energy Firms, not just those which currently possess the
relevant reporting capability, are properly financially accountable for their
generation and retail supply activities.
10.320 We therefore consider that the benefits are likely to greatly exceed the
associated costs. This proposed financial reporting remedy is,
fundamentally, about providing Ofgem with information essential to it being
able to perform its functions effectively and it being seen to do so.
Assessment of the proposed remedy against the relevant statutory functions
of Ofgem
10.321 Where the CMA is considering whether to modify the licence conditions of
entities involved in the transmission of electricity, in deciding whether such
action would be reasonable and practicable, the CMA must ‘have regard’ to
the relevant statutory functions of Ofgem.1344

1344

Section 168 of the 2002 Act and paragraph 347 of CC3.
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10.322 Ofgem’s statutory functions concerning the transmission of electricity are set
out in Part 1 of the EA89, as amended by the EA10, and include (among
other things) granting transmission licences, promoting efficiency and
economy on the part of persons authorised by licences or exemptions to
transmit, distribute or supply electricity, and to secure a diverse and viable
long-term energy supply.
10.323 Ofgem’s principal objective in carrying out such functions is to protect the
interests of existing and future consumers of gas and electricity supply.1345 In
reaching a decision to make a recommendation that Ofgem modify a licence
condition, we must therefore assess the proposed remedy against Ofgem’s
principal objective, as set out above.
10.324 In our provisional findings, we noted that the lack of robustness in decisionmaking and implementation increased the risk of poor policy decisions which
have an adverse impact on competition. We have also identified within the
context of this investigation regulatory interventions which have had an
adverse impact on the interest of existing and future consumers (see, for
instance, the simpler choices component of the RMR rules, SLC 25A).
10.325 As part of our own application of the legal framework requiring us to decide
upon proposed remedies that are effective and proportionate,1346 we have
noted that this proposed remedy would contribute to increasing the
robustness of the policy decision-making and implementation. It will provide
Ofgem with financial information relevant to carrying out its functions
effectively, including by providing clear and trusted analysis to other
stakeholders (including DECC).
10.326 We consider therefore that this proposed remedy, by reinforcing the
robustness of the decision-making process, and reducing the risk of poor
regulatory interventions by Ofgem or DECC, will be in the best interests of
existing and future consumers.

1345

See, among others, section 3A and section 6B of the EA89.
These objectives include, among other things, a requirement on the national regulator to take all reasonable
measures for a competitive, secure and environmentally sustainable internal market in electricity within the
European Community, and ensuring appropriate conditions for (i) the effective and reliable operation of electricity
networks, taking into account long-term objectives; (ii) developing competitive and properly functioning regional
markets within the European Union; (iii) eliminating restrictions on trade in electricity between member states;
(iv) eliminating restrictions on trade in electricity between member states; (v) facilitating access to the network for
new generation capacity; (vi) ensuring that system operators and system users are granted appropriate
incentives, in both the short and the long term, to increase efficiencies in system performance and foster market
integration; (iv) ensuring that customers benefit through the efficient functioning of their national market; and
(viii) helping to achieve high standards of universal and public service in electricity supply, contributing to the
protection of vulnerable customers.
1346
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Proposed package of remedies: effectiveness and proportionality
Assessment of effectiveness
Introduction
10.327 In our provisional findings, we identified an overarching feature of a lack of
robustness and transparency in regulatory decision-making giving rise to the
Governance AEC. This feature is underpinned by four features, relating to
the decision-making process:
(a) the lack of a regulatory requirement for clear and relevant financial
reporting concerning generation and retail profitability;
(b) the lack of effective communication on the forecasted and actual impact
of government and regulatory policies over energy prices and bills;
(c) Ofgem’s statutory objectives and duties which, in certain circumstances,
may constrain its ability to promote effective competition; and
(d) the absence of a formal mechanism through which disagreements
between DECC and Ofgem over policy decision-making and
implementation can be addressed transparently.
10.328 Each proposed remedy that we are considering complements each other
and seeks to improve DECC’s and Ofgem’s decision-making and
implementation process by addressing, in whole or in part, one or more of
these underlying features. We assess below
(a) whether this proposed remedies package is effective in achieving the
overarching aims of our remedial action;
(b) whether this proposed remedies package is capable of effective
implementation; and
(c) the timescale over which the proposed remedy measures will take effect
Assessment against aims of the remedies


Robust analysis underpinning decision-making and improving
transparency

10.329 For the reasons set out above, in order to ensure that robust analysis is
carried out and made available to all stakeholders, therefore informing the
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policy debate and the decision-making process, we propose to recommend
the following:
(a) DECC to initiate a legislative change so as to set up a clear and
established process for Ofgem to comment publicly, by publishing
Opinions, on all draft legislation and policy proposals which are relevant
to Ofgem’s statutory objectives and which are likely to have a material
impact on the GB energy markets; pursuant to this remedy, and for the
reasons set out above, Ofgem would be in a better position to openly
contribute its technical expertise to the design of policy initiatives with a
view to making the decision-making process more robust and
transparent.
(b) Ofgem to publish annually a state of the market report which would
provide analysis regarding issues such as (i) the evolution of energy
prices and bills over time, (ii) the profitability of key players in the
markets (eg the Six Large Energy Firms), (iii) the social costs and
benefits of policies, (iv) the impact of initiatives relating to
decarbonisation and security of supply, (v) the trilemma trade-offs, and
(vi) the trends for the forthcoming year.
(c) Ofgem to enhance the existing financial reporting obligation so as to
ensure that in their reporting the Six Large Energy Firms:
(i) separate their activities on market rather than divisional lines;
(ii) provide a balance sheet as well as profit and loss account;
(iii) disaggregate their wholesale energy costs for retail supply between
standardised opportunity cost and residual elements; and
(iv) provide the previous period as a comparative using the same
accounting rules.
10.330 In order to support these three proposed remedies, we have provisionally
decided to recommend Ofgem to create a new unit (eg an office of the chief
economist) within Ofgem, which would build expertise across the different
areas of the energy markets with a view to publishing annually a state of the
market report as set out above.
10.331 We believe that the implementation of these remedies, in combination with
the existing current processes, would improve DECC’s decision-making. Our
remedy relating to Ofgem’s role in giving Opinions on draft legislation would
contribute to the robustness of DECC’s impact assessments, and to the
consistency of approach over time and between stakeholders in carrying out
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analysis. Also, DECC’s assessment of contemplated or existing policy
interventions would in our view be greatly facilitated by the existence of an
ongoing analysis of the market by Ofgem, which would provide a shared
understanding of market trends and of the nature of competition. In
particular, this would allow DECC to consider more easily the aggregate
impacts of the regulatory framework on, and the trade-offs between, different
policy objectives.
10.332 A better designed financial reporting obligation on the Six Large Energy
Firms will address specifically the first underlying feature we have identified
in our provisional findings. It will allow Ofgem to carry out more robust and
detailed analysis on certain key aspects of the markets, making Ofgem’s
state of the market reports and Opinions more authoritative.
10.333 The creation of a new body internal to Ofgem, such as an Office of the Chief
Economist, with cross-cutting expertise, would in our view facilitate Ofgem’s
exercise of its new functions summarised above, and in turn the
effectiveness of our remedial action in improving the robustness of the
analysis underpinning the decision-making process.


Well-defined powers, roles and objectives aligned with the interests of
customers

10.334 Many initiatives have been taken in the past in an attempt to clarify policy
objectives and the respective roles of Ofgem and DECC, in particular the
proposal that DECC publish a Strategy and Policy Statement every five
years. We strongly support this approach and expect Ofgem to take this
Strategy and Policy Statement into consideration in setting out annual work
plans for its work and for industry code governance (as regards codes, see
below paragraphs 10.397 to 10.403). However, we are concerned that this
might be insufficient to address issues arising from Ofgem’s statutory
objectives and duties (as per the second underlying feature we identified in
our provisional findings) and from the implementation of policy (as per the
fourth underlying feature we identified in our provisional findings.
10.335 In order to ensure that powers, responsibilities and objectives of stakeholders are well defined, we have provisionally decided to recommend that:
(a) DECC introduces a plan for a new law which would include a provision
deleting paragraph 1C from both sections 4AA of the GA86 and section
3A of the EA89;
(b) in circumstances where the implementation of a DECC policy objective
is likely to necessitate, in order to achieve its stated objective, parallel or
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consequential Ofgem interventions (eg through a licence change) or a
code modification, DECC and Ofgem publish detailed joint statements
setting out:
(i) an action plan setting out the list of regulatory interventions
(including code changes), and the relevant entity in charge of
designing and/or approving such interventions, that are necessary in
order to implement the policy;
(ii) an estimated timetable for the completion of each necessary
intervention; and
(iii) where appropriate, a list of relevant considerations that will be taken
into account in designing each regulatory intervention.
10.336 As noted above in paragraph 10.73, the recommended changes would
remove unnecessary constraints from Ofgem’s statutory objectives and
duties which may lead to suboptimal decision-making.
10.337 As noted above in paragraph 10.153, clear and transparent plans regarding
decision-making and implementation of specific policies would in our view
increase transparency about the complete process of decision-making,
therefore putting stakeholders in a better position to identify inconsistencies
between contemplated regulatory interventions and the existing legal
framework, including consequential changes that might be required across
licences and industry codes. This in turn should lead to better project management of the process of designing, assessing and implementing policies.
10.338 As noted below, our proposed remedies relating to code governance contain
a recommendation to Ofgem to provide a strategic direction to the industry
and to reflect these strategic objectives in annual work plans set out for each
code.
10.339 Together, these proposed remedies will in our view ensure that at each level
interventions following consistent objectives are pursued, and will facilitate
the coordination between these interventions so as to achieve swift and
effective implementation.
The proposed remedies are capable of effective implementation and
timeliness
10.340 The proposed remedies that we have explored in this section seek to
improve certain aspects of the decision-making and implementation process.
In doing so, we are seeking to bolster the ability of relevant stakeholders to
regulate these markets efficiently, and therefore to reduce the risk of the
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detriment that we have observed continuing. However, the responsibility of
any future intervention, and the quality of such decisions, rests ultimately
with DECC, Ofgem and, in the context of code governance, the industry.
While better processes reduce the risk of suboptimal interventions, it is in our
view essential that stakeholders comply not only with the letter of our
proposed remedies, but also with the broader spirit, and the overarching
principles that underpin them. In practical terms, this means that the
effectiveness of our proposed remedial actions will depend to a large extent
on the support from stakeholders, and in particular DECC and Ofgem.
10.341 As noted in our guidelines, before making a recommendation to another
public body, the CMA will form a view as to the likelihood that the recommendation will be acted upon. In reaching this view, the CMA must have
regard both to the stated policy of the body to which the recommendation is
to be directed and to the possibility that that stated policy may change, either
in light of the CMA’s recommendation or subsequent events (and if so, over
what time period).1347
10.342 In this section we have noted that the government’s Green Book and Better
Regulation Framework Manual have put significant emphasis on the need for
robust economic assessment of policy initiatives. We have also noted that
Ofgem considers that monitoring markets forms a crucial part of its role.1348
We believe that our proposed remedies package is not only consistent with
these policies but would support them in seeking to achieve better results,
and ultimately better decision-making. Finally, we note that the government
has made a commitment to give a public response to any recommendation
made to it within 90 days of the publication of a CMA report.1349 We are
therefore confident that DECC and Ofgem will act upon these
recommendations in a timely way.
Assessment of proportionality
10.343 For the reasons set out above, we believe that the remedies package as a
whole will help to increase the robustness and transparency in regulatory
decision-making. Each of the proposed remedies will contribute to this aim
by helping to address one of the four features that give rise to the
Governance provisional AEC.

1347

CC3, paragraph 331.
See, for instance, Ofgem, Wholesale Energy Markets in 2015, paragraph 1.1.
1349 See CC3, paragraph 95.
1348
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10.344 The first feature is addressed by our recommendation to enhance the
existing financial reporting obligation set out in the standard licence
conditions.
10.345 The second feature (lack of effective communication on the forecasted and
actual impact of government and regulatory policies over energy prices and
bills) is addressed by our remedies that seek to reinforce the level of
analysis carried out by DECC, before and after implementation of primary
and secondary legislation, and by Ofgem on an ongoing basis (as
summarised above).
10.346 The third feature (Ofgem’s statutory objectives and duties) is addressed by
our recommendation to clarify Ofgem’s principal objective.
10.347 The fourth feature (absence of a formal mechanism through which
disagreements between DECC and Ofgem over policy decision-making and
implementation can be addressed transparently) is addressed by the
remedies that seek to improve coordination between Ofgem and DECC on
policy design and implementation.
10.348 We believe that this remedies package is no more onerous than necessary
and the least onerous as a package to address effectively the Governance
AEC. Each of these remedies individually contributes to addressing the
overarching feature by increasing the robustness of policy decision-making
and implementation. These should not therefore be seen as alternative but
as complementary remedies.
10.349 For the reasons set out above, we consider that this remedies package
would only incur low implementation costs. Some remedies would put some
limited additional burden on DECC’s and Ofgem’s resources, seeking to
improve the robustness of the decision-making and implementation process.
However, for the reasons set out above, we would expect these costs to be
low as Ofgem and DECC are already required to carry out similar actions,
and to be partially netted off by efficiency gains arising from an improved
process. While we have noted that our financial reporting remedy should
only have limited impact on the Six Large Energy Firms that already report
on market lines, we acknowledged above that some of them would have to
modify their transfer charging approach for regulatory reporting purposes.
10.350 However, in the light of the substantial impact of the regulatory framework
and other public interventions in the GB energy markets, amounting to
several billions each year, and the concrete risk of inefficient outcomes
arising from such interventions (as identified in our provisional findings), we
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consider that the costs of this proposed remedies package are justified by
their aim and expected benefits.
Codes governance
Introduction and relevant context
10.351 In our provisional findings report, we provisionally found that a combination
of features of the wholesale and retail gas and electricity markets in GB
relating to industry code governance gives rise to the Codes AEC through
limiting innovation and causing the energy markets to fail to keep pace with
regulatory developments and other policy objectives. In particular, we are
concerned that the Codes AEC has the impact of limiting pro-competitive
change. The underlying features of the Codes AEC are the following:
(a) parties’ conflicting interests and/or limited incentives to promote and
deliver policy changes; and
(b) Ofgem’s insufficient ability to influence the development and
implementation phases of a code modification process.
10.352 The functioning of the governance framework for codes has a significant
impact on consumers’ interests and competition. Since privatisation, and as
the GB energy markets have undergone the process of liberalisation, the
role of codes within the wider regulatory framework has evolved
dramatically. Originally, codes were mainly a tool for setting out common
technical rules and standards for the upstream part of the sector.1350 Under
the current regime, codes perform two additional critical functions: firstly,
they enable the implementation of high-level policy objectives such as
security of supply; and, secondly, they underpin dynamic competition within
the retail energy markets by ensuring a level playing field between new
entrants and incumbent businesses.
10.353 Codes are therefore critical for the functioning of the regulatory framework,
but they are also largely responsible for the complexity of that system.
Indeed, following the introduction of eight1351 codes since privatisation, the
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The two industry codes set up at the time of privatisation, the Grid Code and the Distribution Code (defined in
Appendix 11.2 to our provisional findings report as the ‘technical codes’) were intended to provide technical rules
relating to the upstream part of the sector.
1351 In Appendix 11.2 to our provisional findings report we identified the following codes as having been
introduced since privatisation (they are collectively referred to as the ‘commercial codes’): for gas, the Uniform
Network Code, the independent Gas Transporters’ Uniform Network Code and Supply Point Administration
Agreement; and, for electricity, the Balancing and Settlement Code, the Connection and Use of System Code,
the Master Registration Agreement, the System operator – Transmission owner Code and the Distribution
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codes now include 10,000 pages of legally binding rules. The sheer
complexity of this system may increase the risk of certain inefficiencies1352
and introduces substantial costs which might disincentivise both Ofgem and
the industry from engaging efficiently with the code governance framework.
10.354 First, and most straightforwardly, the complexity of codes and the related
governance arrangements creates significant compliance costs for industry
participants. These costs are likely to discourage parties from fully engaging
with consultations and other relevant processes. This is a particular concern
due to the fact that these costs will weigh most heavily on smaller parties,
which are a major potential source of pro-competitive innovation.
10.355 Second, this complexity may also be a hindrance to effective regulatory
actions and enforcement by Ofgem. In our provisional findings, we noted that
Ofgem has experienced difficulties in taking forward certain key regulatory
actions. The complexity of the code regime may also be the cause of a
reluctance on the part of Ofgem to intervene in areas which are governed
primarily by codes (as shown for instance by the small number of Significant
Code Reviews launched by Ofgem since it established that process1353). We
are further concerned that complexity may, in certain circumstances,
increase the risk of circumvention and render enforcement more difficult.
10.356 In light of the above, we are concerned that Ofgem has not sufficiently
sought to develop its expertise, powers and involvement in the code
governance framework in a manner commensurate with the increased
importance of that framework to competition and consumers’ interests. In
addition, we are concerned that the current system does not contain
sufficient mechanisms which enable the consideration of the long-term
development of codes within the broader regulatory framework (including
system-level issues such as the appropriate scope and complexity of codes).
Aims of our remedial action
10.357 The aim of our remedial action is to ensure that regulation set in codes
keeps pace with technical and commercial developments in the GB energy
markets and promotes effective competition, consistently with DECC’s and
Ofgem’s strategic objectives and policies. The proposed remedies package

Connection and Use of System Agreement. We note that this list does not encompass two further codes that are
outside the scope of this report: the Green Deal Arrangements Agreement and the Smart Energy Code.
1352 For instance, the complexity of the system increases the risk that analysis to assess the benefits of a
particular modification proposal is duplicated due to a lack of coordination between stakeholders (which typically
results in Ofgem using its ‘send back’ powers to require a code panel to carry out further analysis, causing further
delays).
1353 See Appendix 10.4.
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should recalibrate the roles and incentives of Ofgem and code administrators
while maintaining industry’s involvement – which is required given the
technical nature of many code provisions – for the purpose of driving forward
the delivery of code changes that affect competition and consumers’
interests. This in turn should facilitate the longer-term development of the
code governance framework under the supervision of Ofgem, which is
ultimately responsible for the overall regulation of the energy markets.
10.358 To achieve that aim, our proposed remedies seek to clarify Ofgem’s
responsibility for the establishment and delivery of a strategic direction for
codes, and to revisit code administrators’ roles in supporting the industry and
Ofgem in their respective functions. As regards Ofgem, these proposed
remedies aim to increase its ability to engage more proactively with the code
regime to fulfil its responsibilities, in particular to ensure that modification
proposals are prioritised by the industry to support DECC’s and Ofgem’s
strategic objectives, and that the analysis supporting recommendations from
code panels is sufficient for Ofgem to take a decision. To facilitate such
engagement, these proposed remedies create additional discretionary
mechanisms through which Ofgem can input into modification processes and
discuss cross-cutting issues.
10.359 In similar fashion, the proposed remedies package should recalibrate the
powers and incentives of the code administrators so that they are able to
develop modification proposals in a timely manner that supports Ofgem’s
decision-making. In particular, this remedies package seeks to ensure that
code administrators’ incentives are consistently aligned with those of energy
customers and that their performance is monitored by Ofgem and improved
over time.
10.360 Taken together, the changes described above should balance the powers
and responsibilities allocated to the relevant stakeholders efficiently, taking
into account the:
(a) resources and expertise of each stakeholder group, as well as their
independence from commercial interests (ie ability to act in the interests
of consumers); and
(b) relative importance of each modification proposal and the need to
prioritise scarce resources (eg focus Ofgem’s attention on material
modification proposals).
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Potential longer-term aims
10.361 We noted in paragraph 10.353 above our concern that the expansion of the
code regime is largely responsible for the current complexity of the
regulatory framework governing energy markets. Exacerbating the
complexity of the code system is the presence of a network of decentralised
specialist entities that each govern a separate aspect of the codes regime. In
general, we observe that it can be difficult to coordinate decentralised
entities that by their nature act pursuant to code-specific objectives and the
interests of different sets of stakeholders. This difficulty increases the risk
that the delivery of cross-cutting pro-competitive code changes is
delayed.1354
10.362 Both government and Ofgem have stated policies seeking to reduce the
overall burden of the regulatory framework on the industry. Our analysis and
respondents’ submissions indicate that there is broad agreement that the
current complexity of the system greatly increases regulatory compliance
costs, impedes effective monitoring and regulatory decision-making and, in
some cases, the delivery of pro-competitive innovations. We consider,
therefore, that there is widespread appetite for reforms that would tackle this
system-level issue of complexity within the code regime. However, under the
current regime no single stakeholder has the necessary combination of
expertise, capacity and incentive to drive forward the reform process.
10.363 We believe that some of the remedies that we are considering would support
DECC and Ofgem in this task of broader reform. Alongside those changes,
this proposed remedies package would establish processes that will prompt
and facilitate the gradual streamlining of the code regime. We expect Ofgem
to keep reviewing the code governance regime and use these processes
when appropriate so as to ensure that the regime is fit to handle pending
system-level challenges including, for instance, the need to transpose the
EU network codes.
10.364 In the light of the above, this proposed remedies package should put in
place a regulatory framework that creates appropriate incentives and fora for
stakeholders to address the system-level issues related to complexity and
consider the benefits of consolidation in the long term as well as to align the
decisions taken with the legislative objectives.

1354

For example, Ofgem has put to us that the delays in the delivery of BSC MP 272 were partly attributable to
the absence of adequate coordination mechanisms that could ensure the identification of necessary
consequential modification proposals to other codes.
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Parties’ views
General comments
10.365 A number of parties (Drax, ESB, Northern Powergrid, Gemserv) have put to
us that Ofgem’s ongoing Code Governance Review, which seeks to
implement incremental changes to the current governance arrangements,
represents the best method to address the issues that we have identified.
Therefore, they have submitted that the CMA should refrain from
implementing any of its proposed remedies in this area in order to allow the
Code Governance Review process to run its course.
10.366 In contrast, Ofgem has proposed a remedy that represents a structural
change to the current code governance regime.1355 Indeed, it proposes the
creation of a new single code body in charge of managing all aspects of the
codes. Several of the Six Large Energy Firms (Centrica, SSE) have also
argued for some form of centralisation of code management, though their
suggestions envision a central body that would be more limited in scope,
such as one entitled to set a ‘strategic direction’ for code development,
project manage the change process or set, oversee and consult on
improvements to the market rules.
Views on the licensing of code bodies (code administrators and delivery
bodies)
10.367 By licensing the activities of code administrators and code change delivery,
this proposed remedy aims to give Ofgem the power to efficiently monitor
performance of the relevant code bodies, give them directions and impose
sanctions when appropriate. A secondary aim of this proposed remedy is to
further the harmonisation of the governance and modification arrangements
across codes.
10.368 The majority of respondents agreed with the proposed aim of this remedy. In
general, respondents (Ofgem, EDF Energy, Centrica, RWE, E.ON, ESB,
[], Co-operative Energy, Ecotricity) agreed that providing Ofgem with
greater means to oversee code administrators would have a positive impact
by harmonising arrangements and raising standards and service offering.
Ofgem has also noted that licensing enables this accountability to be
redirected towards the purpose of delivering positive outcomes for
consumers.

1355

See Ofgem’s response to our provisional findings report.
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10.369 RWE agreed that the creation of a separate licensable activity for code
administration would address concerns where there are conflicts of interest
by transferring code administration to an independent body. Two (out of four
total which responded) of the code administrators (Elexon, Gemserv) agreed
with the objective of the proposed remedy.
10.370 Scottish Power and Ecotricity posed the concern that this change would
enable Ofgem to act through the code administrators in a way that would
both undermine the code administrators’ independence and the principle of
industry code ownership.
10.371 Respondents provided a wide range of views in relation to the best method
to achieve the proposed aim of this remedy. Some respondents chose to
emphasise the potential downsides to a licensing regime for code
administrators. The main criticisms raised by respondents were that it would
be costly to implement (SSE, Gemserv) and complicated to operate (SSE,
ESB) as well as that it would offer little benefit (ENGIE and unnecessary
bureaucracy into the system (Total). Several respondents (Scottish Power,
Drax, ESB, Elexon, Energy UK) argued that strengthening the Code
Administration Code of Practice (see our provisional findings report,
paragraph 11.127) would be a more flexible, cheaper and easier method to
provide Ofgem with a sufficient level of oversight over code administrators.
10.372 Some respondents focused on the separate issue of whether a mandatory
tendering regime for code administrator services should be considered as an
alternative to or duplication of the proposed licensing regime. Several of the
Six Large Energy Firms (RWE, EDF Energy, SSE) were open to the idea of
a competitive tender regime as an additional means to ensure that code
administrators meet the necessary requirements for independence, expertise
and resource capacity. Gemserv felt that the main aim of this proposed
remedy should be to introduce ‘full code administration contestability’ and
that a tender regime was a better means to achieve that aim than a licensing
regime.
10.373 Ofgem submitted that there were challenges associated with setting up a
tendering regime in this context but that it was both feasible and beneficial.
Centrica also felt that any tender process would need to strike a balance
between selection in terms of both cost and ability.
Views on the grant to Ofgem of executive powers to draft code changes and
set timetables
10.374 This proposed remedy aims to provide Ofgem with the powers to direct code
changes and introduce mandatory timetables so that it can ensure that key
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modification proposals that further consumers’ interests or impact competition are developed and implemented in a timely and efficient manner.
10.375 A majority of respondents (across all categories of respondent) did not
support this remedy, with three criticisms raised in particular. Firstly, some
respondents (Good Energy, ICOSS, [], Engie) argued that this proposed
remedy would not add value as it would essentially lead to a duplication of
Ofgem’s current powers under the Significant Code Review process. Those
respondents noted that the net impact of this proposed remedy would be to
increase the level of uncertainty and bureaucracy surrounding the code
modification arrangements. Secondly, some respondents (Ofgem, Scottish
Power, Ecotricity) stated that they were concerned that Ofgem may not have
a sufficient level of detailed technical expertise to undertake a greater level
of responsibility in relation to the development of code modifications. Thirdly,
some respondents (EDF Energy, SSE) were concerned that this change
would increase regulatory risk as a result of undermining the ability of
industry participants to appeal Ofgem decisions in this context. In addition,
EDF Energy stated that the current approach and role of industry and code
administrators meant that the risk of unintended consequences was
minimised, resulting in a better outcome for consumers.
10.376 Ofgem noted two additional reasons as to why it was not appropriate for it to
perform the expanded role contemplated by this remedy. Firstly, responsibility for project managing the development and delivery of individual
modification proposals did not sit naturally within Ofgem’s functions as an
economic regulator. Secondly, allocation of this role to a licensee would be
preferable as, in that case, there would be strong accountabilities against
which performance could be measured and enforced.
10.377 Notably, each of the respondents (Centrica, SSE, E.ON) that indicated some
form of support for this proposed remedy stated a preference that a much
more limited version of the remedy be taken forward. Where Ofgem does
have powers to raise its own code modification, Centrica considered it
important that industry had the ability to appeal ‘on the merits’ of the case.
Some of those respondents felt that the proposed remedy should merely
grant Ofgem additional powers to intervene in order to establish indicative or
mandatory timetables in certain, more limited ranges of circumstances, such
as for those modifications which have been raised as a result of the SCR
process. Other of those respondents argued that Ofgem could add value by
providing some form of ‘strategic direction’ to the industry in relation to
Ofgem’s desired direction for code development.
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Views on the creation of an independent code adjudicator
10.378 The aim of this proposed remedy is to streamline the approval stage of the
modification process by transferring responsibilities during that stage from
Ofgem to a newly created code-specific adjudicator.1356
10.379 Almost all respondents responded negatively or in a lukewarm fashion to this
proposed remedy (and some parties appeared to be unclear about the role
and purpose of the proposed new body). Only RWE, SSE and EDF Energy
supported the idea in principle, but made clear in their respective responses
that they would need more detail on the remit of the proposed adjudicator to
reach a final view on the matter. RWE has suggested that an independent
code adjudicator, separate but working with a new entity dedicated to project
managing code changes, should be appointed to make decisions on change
and to take on the role currently carried out by Ofgem in relation to industry
code modifications. In addition, EDF Energy stated that it could not support
the remedy at this stage as the creation of a code adjudicator would bring
additional cost, and risk unintended consequences.
Design considerations
10.380 We recognise upfront that a material proportion of modification proposals
appear to be processed efficiently by the existing industry-led governance
arrangements. In particular, we note that the scheme of self-governance,
which Ofgem introduced in 2010 to provide a streamlined process for
modification proposals deemed by the relevant code panel to be immaterial,
appears to have led to quick approval and implementation of modifications,
and we have not received submissions that this process has been used
inappropriately.1357 We consider that there is scope to expand the efficient
usage of the self-governance scheme and that, to this end, Ofgem could
publish additional guidance on how to interpret the key materiality criterion
(see paragraphs 47 to 53 of Appendix 10.4 for a further assessment of the
self-governance procedures).

1356

This remedy is based on a submission by RWE in response to our provisional findings that queried whether
Ofgem is the appropriate body to evaluate code changes given that it must act according to a statutory basis
which encompasses issues not clearly related to the codes (eg sustainability, security of supply).
1357 However, as noted in paragraphs 18 and 19 of Appendix 10.4, we consider that compared to the industry and
code administrators, Ofgem has limited knowledge of certain code provisions and in particular those provisions
that have not been the subject of an SCR process or submitted to Ofgem by a code panel. We are concerned
that this may also include provisions that may potentially lead to competition issues – such as provisions relating
to the allocation of gas tariff pages (see paragraph 10.26 above). As the regulator in charge of pursuing the best
interests of existing and future consumers, it is in our view essential that Ofgem has an adequate understanding
of the substantive provisions of codes, a clear direction for code governance and the ability to influence the
initiation and development of code changes.
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10.381 We are also mindful that, to the extent practicable, our remedies package
should not exacerbate the regulatory burden on the industry and the systemlevel issue of complexity (as noted above in paragraph 10.353).
10.382 In light of the above and of our provisional AEC finding, we have sought to
narrow the scope of our remedies to those areas where we have
provisionally found that the current arrangements have a negative impact on
consumers’ interests and/or competition. In general, the design of our
remedies seeks to improve the efficiency of those arrangements by adjusting
the high-level incentives and roles of the relevant stakeholders rather than
by tinkering with procedural details. The remedies considered below would
entail a more proactive role for Ofgem in those situations in which code
changes are being considered that are likely to have a significant impact on
consumers and competition. While in the shorter term this would take the
form of more formal engagement from Ofgem with respect to such
modification proposals, including directly ‘calling them in’ where necessary,
we expect that over time its involvement will increasingly take the form of
influencing the activities of licensed code bodies and industry.
10.383 Under the current regime, Ofgem has two main functions in relation to
delivering code changes that impact on consumers’ interests and/or
competition: first, to review (and, where appropriate, approve – it must
approve unless there is a negative impact) all material code changes (its
‘gatekeeper’ function); and, second, to deliver complex or cross-cutting code
changes through a SCR when the ordinary industry-led process has failed to
do so (its ‘gap-filling’ function).
10.384 We support Ofgem’s gatekeeper role. Ofgem is uniquely qualified to perform
this function due to the strict legal requirements which protect its
independence. Ofgem’s obligation to consider its wider statutory duties and
objectives in deciding on code changes also helps to ensure that the codes
regime is adequately ‘joined up’ with the wider regulatory framework.
10.385 Analysed as a package, however, we consider that there are several
interrelated issues with Ofgem’s current functions and role in relation to
codes including a lack of role clarity, the absence of a truly strategic role,
and a lack of adequate discretion to intervene in the codes regime.
10.386 The particular configuration of Ofgem’s functions has led it to intervene in the
codes regime in a reactive and somewhat ad hoc manner. For instance, the
code changes that Ofgem reviews as part of its gatekeeper function are
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almost solely1358 the product of industry initiative. Similarly, Ofgem has, in
the past, not seemed to be willing to exercise its gap-filling function until it is
clear that the ordinary industry-led process has failed to address an issue or
is incapable of doing so. From an external perspective, this makes it hard to
understand whether or how interventions are consistent with a single codes
agenda and, as a result, the extent to which Ofgem and the industry are
responsible for system-level developments.
10.387 Our concerns with respect to Ofgem’s role in the current regime are the
following:
(a) In the absence of wider strategic expectations or objectives set by
Ofgem in those contexts, industry participants are not given strategic
signals which they can use to guide their allocation of resources across
the portfolio of pending and ongoing code changes, which increases the
risk that they allocate their resources inefficiently in the light of Ofgem’s
expectations, which may lead to delays in modifications processes and,
ultimately, the delivery of code changes beneficial to consumers’
interests and/or competition.
(b) Ofgem’s functions do not drive it to grapple with important system-level
issues such as whether there is inefficient duplication across codes and
whether the substantive scope of the codes is appropriate, undermining
its ability to assess the impact of the wider regulatory framework.1359
(c) Ofgem’s ability to intervene in the code regime is limited to either
providing informal input through its attendance at code panel meetings
and responses to relevant consultation documents, or to exercising its
SCR powers to influence the initiation and prioritisation of code changes.
While the former tends to be of low impact, the SCR process is an
inflexible and resource-intensive1360 tool that is only appropriate to
address the most significant and complex code issues. This leaves
Ofgem without the discretion to opt to intervene in an intermediate
capacity in situations in which its input may be highly beneficial (eg
scoping of analysis).
10.388 We are also concerned that, in the context of some codes, code administrators do not play a sufficient role in supporting the code governance

1358

The exception to this rule would be code changes initiated following the SCR process, which has occurred
infrequently in practice.
1359 An example of the issues that may result from the current arrangement is the inefficient governance of the
distribution of gas tariff pages, as noted in paragraph 10.26 above.
1360 One indication of this fact is that the SCR processes so far have taken much longer to complete (40 months
on average) than Ofgem’s anticipated time frame (18 months).
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arrangements. Currently, the core role that code administrators perform is
secretarial in nature.1361 Some code administrators seem to have limited
resources and expertise to assist the industry and Ofgem beyond a
secretarial role. This is particularly problematic given the need of smaller
code parties for support to engage with codes, due to their complexity, in
particular in the contexts of submitting and progressing modification
proposals. Therefore, we consider that there is scope to expand the role of
code administrators to take on project management responsibilities that do
not sit naturally with Ofgem, given its role of economic regulator.
10.389 A related set of issues flows from the inconsistent status and accountability
of the various code administrators. As noted in our provisional findings, there
is no uniform model for selecting or funding code administrators. We also
noted with concern in that document that there is no direct mechanism by
which Ofgem can hold those code administrators accountable for their
performance.1362 Further, it is not clear that the incentives of these code
administrators are always aligned with those of consumers.
10.390 The above factors have led us to believe that additional mechanisms are
needed to ensure that code administrators are appropriately incentivised to
perform to a consistent standard and with the right set of objectives. We
consider that combining clear accountabilities for code administrators with an
expanded manager role for those entities would help to ensure that there is
a clear ‘owner’ of day-to-day responsibilities linked to the delivery of code
changes (see Appendix 10.4, paragraphs 25 to 43 and 57).
10.391 As a separate matter, we note that in our Remedies Notice we proposed a
remedy that would provide Ofgem with the powers to direct code changes
and introduce mandatory timetables for the purposing of ensuring that key
modification proposals (ie those that further consumers’ interests and/or
impact competition) are developed and implemented in a timely and
efficiently manner.
10.392 In response to that proposed remedy, a number of respondents have
submitted to us that they have concerns relating to Ofgem’s ability to direct
code changes. In particular, Ofgem has put to us that it does not have the

We note that in 2010 Ofgem’s Code Governance Review introduced a secondary role for code administrators
to act as ‘critical friend’ for the purpose of facilitating industry participants’ engagement in the governance and
modification arrangements. We note further that while some code administrators perform an additional range of
substantive functions, including, for instance, the performance of analysis, we note that such work tends to be
undertaken on an ad hoc basis rather than as part of a clearly defined role.
1362 Typically, each code administrator performs services pursuant to a bespoke contractual arrangement with the
relevant code parties. We also note that the code administrators must submit annual reports setting out how they
have performed against KPIs included within the Code Administration Code of Practice. However, the Code of
Practice is non-binding and Ofgem cannot sanction code administrators directly as they are not currently licensed
entities.
1361
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capacity or the appetite to play a greater role in governing codes through an
enhanced SCR process. In addition, various parties (including Ofgem) have
stated that resource-intensive SCRs are not an efficient use of Ofgem’s
expertise or scarce capacity. They claim that Ofgem’s capacity could be
better leveraged if it were employed in the task of providing the industry with
an early steer concerning Ofgem’s expectations of:
(a) the code changes (across all codes) it views as important to further the
interests of consumers and/or competition; and
(b) the scope of analysis required during the development stage of key
modification proposals.
10.393 Taking into account the above, parties’ submissions and the reasons set out
in Appendix 10.4, we have revised our proposed remedies package, as
described further below.
Revised remedies package to clarify and recalibrate Ofgem’s and code
administrators’ respective roles and functions in relation to codes
10.394 Our revised remedies package shifts Ofgem’s role in this context so that it is
centred on a core responsibility to oversee the strategic development of the
codes. To ensure that Ofgem has adequate support to fulfil this new
responsibility, this proposed remedies package seeks to expand the role of
code administrators so that they can progressively take on more of the dayto-day project management of modification proposals.
10.395 We note that the high-level adjustments described above retain the close
involvement of industry in the development of codes. This approach reflects
both our analysis and parties’ submissions which indicate that robust
ongoing engagement by the industry is an essential ingredient of a wellfunctioning code governance framework due to the technical nature of code
provisions, which require a level of knowledge and expertise that it would be
difficult and inefficient to replicate within Ofgem (see also paragraph 18 of
Appendix 10.4). However, we consider it equally essential that Ofgem, as
the regulator in charge of pursuing the best interests of existing and future
consumers, remain ultimately responsible for the overall regulation of the
energy markets, and therefore for the well-functioning of the codes
governance arrangements.
10.396 Our general approach to designing this revised remedies package has been
to provide Ofgem (and code administrators) with appropriate tools to fulfil the
responsibilities set out in our recommendations without prescribing the
precise means by which those respective responsibilities should be fulfilled.
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In particular, Ofgem should consider on an ongoing basis whether the tools
set out in this remedies package create the most efficient balance of
responsibilities between the relevant stakeholders in the light of the ongoing
evolution of the sector.
New responsibility for Ofgem to produce a strategic direction
10.397 We believe that Ofgem should publish a strategic direction in which it sets
out its expectations for the strategic development of the codes over the year
to come (the ‘strategic direction’). This form of strategic direction would
enable Ofgem to translate DECC’s Strategy and Policy Statement (see
paragraphs 10.135 to 10.140 above) into appropriate signals as to how it
expects high-level policy decisions to be implemented via code changes.
Ofgem should ensure that the steer covers a sufficiently broad time horizon
(3+ years) to give the industry an understanding of the volume, nature and
proximity of all relevant future changes.
10.398 Given our wider goal of ensuring an efficiently joined up system of regulation
of the energy markets (see paragraphs 10.35 to 10.39 above), we consider
that this strategic direction should be developed and published alongside
Ofgem’s annual report in response to the Strategy and Policy Statement
(which when designated will set out the government’s high-level policy goals
for energy). In the process of developing this document, Ofgem should
consult the code panels, code administrators and code parties to ensure that
the strategic direction is capable of providing a meaningful steer to those
stakeholders and of forming a basis for the strategic work plans (see
paragraphs 10.401 to 10.403 below).
10.399 In terms of impacts, we consider that a strategic direction for codes would
help identify areas requiring code changes, in the context of Ofgem’s and
code administrators’ powers to initiate and prioritise modification proposals
that have a significant impact on consumers’ interests and/or competition
(‘strategically important modification proposals’). On a general basis, the
strategic direction would provide code panels with a helpful metric against
which they could more efficiently allocate capacity across the portfolio of
code changes. Further, the strategic direction would also improve the ability
of code panels to interpret what should be considered as ‘material’ for the
purpose of determining which modification proposals should be eligible for
self-governance.
10.400 Ofgem would be able to implement this remedy simply by publishing
guidance stating that it intends to carry out this function. As it develops the
strategic direction, Ofgem should coordinate with DECC to ensure that the
strategic direction and Strategy and Policy Statement are appropriately
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joined up in terms of their content. In addition, Ofgem should correspond
with the relevant stakeholders and issue directions, if necessary, to ensure
that it receives their input in developing the strategic direction.
New responsibility for Ofgem to lead the production of a set of strategic work
plans
10.401 We consider that Ofgem could provide considerable incremental value if it
developed, in collaboration with the relevant code bodies, a series of
documents that set out the changes needed to deliver the strategic direction
for each code. For that purpose, we propose that Ofgem should develop a
series of code-specific ‘strategic work plans.’
10.402 As such, each strategic work plan would contain an indicative list of areas
requiring change to implement the strategic direction (ie strategically
important modification proposals). These work plans would help to identify
key pinch points, risks and dependencies over the relevant time horizon. We
consider that Ofgem should establish a development process that ties into
the development of the strategic direction and which uses the input of each
code panel and code administrator to a degree commensurate with the
expertise and capacity of those entities. Ofgem should also consider whether
there is incremental value in producing a consolidated cross-code strategic
work plan.
10.403 Ofgem could implement this proposed remedy by publishing guidance on its
website about the form and purpose of the strategic work plans. Ofgem
should correspond with the relevant stakeholders and issue directions, if
necessary, to ensure that it receives their input in developing the strategic
work plans.
Creation of the ‘consultative board’ to serve as a forum for addressing crosscutting code issues
10.404 This proposed remedy would involve a recommendation to Ofgem to create
a standing forum (the ‘consultative board’) that would function primarily as a
stakeholder management tool. The purpose of the consultative board would
be to serve as a flexible forum at which Ofgem and other stakeholders could
discuss and consider a range of cross-cutting issues such as matters linked
to the development and delivery of Ofgem’s strategic direction, best practice
considerations and the system-level functioning of the code regime.
10.405 We recognise that Ofgem already has the ability to attend and input at the
various meetings held by the individual code panels. However, following our
analysis and parties’ submissions, we consider that those fora tend to focus
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by their nature on code-specific issues and do not foster the discussion of
cross-cutting issues such as those described above. Therefore, in our view,
an additional complementary forum dedicated to the discussion of such
issues at which all industry stakeholders could participate would create
incremental value.
10.406 We consider that the first capacity in which a consultative board would be
beneficial relates to the strategic direction and work plans, as it would
provide a forum for Ofgem, code administrators and the industry to discuss
the development of these documents and ensure consistency across codes.
10.407 A second capacity in which the consultative board could be beneficial is that
it could improve the efficiency and provide additional oversight of
(strategically important) modification proposals. Centrica suggested that a
single ‘design authority’, taking the role played today by code administrators,
would be able to better coordinate cross-code change, resolve areas of
contention, prioritise, and generally help project manage proposals such that
they are delivered more promptly than today. While we do not propose the
creation of an authority with formal powers to (partially) replace code
administrators, we believe that the consultative board would provide support
to Ofgem, code administrators and the industry so as to improve their ability
to contribute to the delivery of (strategically important) code changes and
improve the overall quality of the project management. An illustrative range
of functions that the consultative board could perform in this context includes
the following:
(a) In relation to the scoping of analysis: providing a formal venue for Ofgem
to contribute its initial views on the terms of reference of work groups.
(b) In relation to the performance of analysis: improving the quality of
analysis by ensuring that work groups are composed of members with
the relevant expertise and, where appropriate, making additional
resources available for the purpose of obtaining such expertise1363 as
well as reviewing discrete pieces of analysis performed during the
development stage (following a request by the relevant code
administrator).
(c) In relation to cross-code changes: helping the code administrators to
perform their functions, in particular in relation to identifying cross-code
impacts.

1363

In certain circumstances, Ofgem (or another stakeholder) may consider it beneficial to have additional
analysis performed which goes beyond the relevant code’s objectives (and thus would not be analysis included
within the remit of the relevant work group or budgeted by the relevant code panel).
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10.408 A third capacity in which the consultative board could be beneficial is that it
could serve as a forum in which stakeholders could consider and tackle longterm system-level issues, such as revisiting the scope of codes, governance
arrangements or reducing the complexity of the regime (eg by harmonising
certain processes).
10.409 We do not consider it necessary to prescribe in our recommendation to
Ofgem rules relating to the composition and governance of this board, nor to
the frequency of the meetings. We would expect the consultative board to be
composed of a comprehensive range of stakeholders, including code
administrators and parties for each industry code, with Ofgem serving as
chair. While Ofgem should seek cross-industry input, it should not design the
consultative board’s compositional structure in a way that may lead to
significant costs or additional resource constraints for some or all industry
participants. We note that the consultative board would not be a separate
entity with its own powers and would thus only be able to act pursuant to the
exercise of Ofgem’s, code administrators’ and industry’s respective powers.
Ofgem to undertake periodic wholesale reviews of the code regime
10.410 Over time, Ofgem is likely to improve its understanding of strategic and
cross-cutting code issues through its involvement in the development of the
strategic direction and work plans as well as through engagement with
stakeholders within the consultative board. We consider that Ofgem could
capture the value of that understanding by undertaking wholesale reviews of
the codes regime on a periodic basis. Ofgem could then use the findings of
those reviews as a basis for making changes aimed at improve the efficiency
of the regime, such as consolidating certain codes or reallocating powers
and responsibilities between stakeholders.
New powers for code administrators to initiate and prioritise code changes
for the purpose of delivering Ofgem’s strategic direction
10.411 As noted above, we consider that there is scope for code administrators to
perform certain key project management functions for modification
proposals, where such project management is appropriate in the light of the
complexity of the task and/or the substantive impact that the proposal may
have on competition and consumers. In principle, and for the reasons set out
in Appendix 10.4, we consider that code administrators could perform these
functions by virtue of their expertise in the relevant code processes and their
quasi-independent status.
10.412 This proposed remedy would involve a recommendation to Ofgem to grant
code administrators the powers to initiate and prioritise code changes which,
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in their view, either are necessary to deliver the strategic direction or capable
of improving the efficiency of the code governance or modification
arrangements.
10.413 The first aspect of this power would enable code administrators to fulfil their
project management role more effectively by enabling them to increase the
resources devoted to the development of changes that they consider to be
complex or cross-cutting. Ofgem, as part of its implementation of this
proposed remedy, should consider whether it is appropriate to grant itself
some means to overrule code administrators’ use of this power (eg a binding
direction).
10.414 The second aspect of this power would lead to better utilisation of code
administrators’ expertise in code governance and modification processes
and would thus improve the efficiency of the modification arrangements.
10.415 As code administrators would be subject to a licence pursuant to our
proposed remedies package, Ofgem would be in a position to monitor code
administrators’ performance of these functions and, as the case may be,
issue formal directions so as to influence their behaviour as appropriate.
10.416 In the long term, we would expect the role of code administrators to increase
and to progressively take more responsibility from the industry in terms of
management of code processes and performance of analysis, under the joint
supervision of Ofgem and industry.
Ofgem to initiate and prioritise code changes for the purpose of delivering its
strategic direction
10.417 This proposed remedy would involve a recommendation to Ofgem to take
powers to initiate and prioritise code changes which, in its view, are
necessary to deliver the strategic direction.
10.418 Ofgem’s initiation of a code change under this power would trigger an
obligation for the relevant stakeholders (eg the relevant code administrator
and code panel) to develop and submit an end-to-end project management
plan (including both the development and implementation stages) to Ofgem.
The code administrator would then have an ongoing responsibility to report
to the consultative board on the delivery of that plan.
10.419 Ofgem would have the option but not the obligation to contribute to the
delivery of that plan, for instance, by agreeing to take responsibility for
performing a discrete piece of the required analysis. This would grant Ofgem
the discretion to tailor its input into the process in a way proportionate to the
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materiality of the relevant code change and reflective of its own ongoing
capacity.
10.420 Ofgem would also have the complementary ability to bestow ‘strategically
important status’ on any ongoing modification proposal initiated by another
stakeholder that Ofgem considers to be strategically important in the light of
the strategic direction. In the event that Ofgem bestows that status on a
particular code change, the modification process to develop that modification
proposal would be subject to the same enhanced project management
process described above.
10.421 To implement this remedy, Ofgem would need to modify the relevant licence
conditions to set out the process for it to raise modification proposals under
each of the codes.1364
10.422 This proposed remedy should grant Ofgem the ability to provide input
directly into a specific aspect of the modification processes to ensure the
timely and effective delivery of its strategic direction. However, we are keen
to ensure that Ofgem does not find it necessary to expend a significant
proportion of its resource in this way, as this outcome would contradict our
aim of focusing Ofgem’s role on strategic level input. Therefore, we would
expect such granular interventions into the modification process may
sometimes take the form of directions given to code panels and code
administrators, rather than actual formal interventions, so as to ensure that
modification proposals deemed strategically important are raised and
prioritised by code administrators and code panels, and that the appropriate
scope and level of analysis is carried out by working groups so that Ofgem
can reach a decision as to their approval. In certain circumstances, Ofgem
should proactively consider whether it is appropriate to commission an
independent third party to provide additional project management, for
instance to facilitate the implementation of complex or cross-cutting code
changes.
10.423 The table below provides a visual overview of the modification route that
would be followed by all code changes that do not qualify for selfgovernance (as noted above, the self-governance procedures would not be
affected by our proposed remedies). However, the actual level of
involvement of code administrators and Ofgem would vary from case to
case, depending on the complexity and materiality of the modification
proposal. For instance, we would expect that changes which are unlikely to
have a significant impact on competition to follow a similar process to the

1364

Under most codes, Ofgem is only entitled to raise modification proposals for the purpose of ensuring the
consistency of the GB codes regime with EU legislation.
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current ordinary procedure, with limited or no involvement by the consultative
board or Ofgem (other than for the approval or rejection of the modification
proposal).
10.424 On the contrary, we would expect ‘strategically important’ modification
proposals to be prioritised by code administrators and code panels for the
purpose of delivering Ofgem’s strategic direction. As a result, such
modification proposals will be subject to closer oversight by the consultative
board (in particular when cross-code changes are involved), stronger project
management by code administrators and possibly direct contributions to the
performance of analysis from Ofgem and/or third party experts appointed for
that purpose by Ofgem following discussions at the consultative board
(again, the level of each of these actions would depend on the complexity
and materiality of the relevant modification proposal).
Table 10.2: The end-to-end functions required to deliver a modification proposal

Function

Performing entity

Initiation

Either industry, code administrators or
Ofgem

Prioritisation

If appropriate, code administrators or
Ofgem

Creation of work groups (setting
remit, selecting members etc)

Code administrators, if appropriate with
oversight by consultative board (Ofgem)

Performance of analysis

Industry with possible intervention from
code administrators/Ofgem

Project management

Code administrators (with additional formal
powers as set out in licence)

Drafting legal text

Industry, with support from code
administrators and, if appropriate oversight
by consultative board

Approval

Ofgem

Implementation

Industry/delivery bodies, with possibility of
project management by code administrators
or third party appointed by Ofgem

Creation of a backstop executive ‘call in’ power
10.425 This proposed remedy would involve a recommendation to Ofgem to
intervene to ‘call in’ an ongoing strategically important modification proposal
in certain exceptional circumstances.
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10.426 Ofgem’s exercise of this power would transfer all procedural and substantive
control in relation to the modification proposal at issue from the industry and
relevant code administrator to Ofgem. Ofgem would then be in a position
either to carry out the remaining required functions itself or to appoint third
party experts to do so on its behalf. To maximise the deterrent effect of this
power, and ensure that it does not become a means for the industry to
exploit Ofgem’s resources, we consider that Ofgem should pass on any
consequential costs it incurs following the exercise of the call-in power to the
relevant licensees. We note, however, that any such decision by Ofgem to
exercise the call-in power and impose costs in the way envisioned above
would need to be subject to robust procedural and judicial safeguards.
10.427 Though we consider that it is for Ofgem to define what constitutes
exceptional circumstances for the purposes of this power, we expect that it
would include at least the following two scenarios. Firstly, Ofgem could
consider it inappropriate, as a matter of principle, for certain code changes to
be dealt with primarily by means of self-regulation due to the significance of
their impact on consumers’ interests and/or competition.1365 In such cases, it
would not be sufficient for Ofgem to influence discrete steps of the
modification process (as envisaged in our proposed remedy through the
consultative board). Secondly, there may be instances in which Ofgem
determines that the ordinary industry-led process has failed to deliver a
strategically important modification proposal in a timely manner. To
implement this change, as a baseline Ofgem would need to publish
guidance indicating the factors that it would take into account in determining
when to utilise the call-in power.
10.428 Additional legislative measures would need to be implemented in order to
permit Ofgem to make code changes directly via its call-in power. We
therefore recommend that DECC initiate a legislative process with a view to
granting Ofgem an open-ended power to make code changes in the special
circumstances identified above.
10.429 We consider that this proposed remedy, together with our proposed remedy
for Ofgem to take powers to initiate and prioritise strategically important
modification proposals, would form an effective substitute for Ofgem’s
current SCR powers (for a further assessment of Ofgem’s SCR powers see
paragraphs 54 to 57 of Appendix 10.4).

1365

Possible examples could include provisions that are necessary to achieve the benefits of a strategic policy
such as half-hourly settlement, which is needed to support the roll-out of smart meters or measures intended to
ensure gas security of supply.
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Supporting remedy: DECC to make the provision of code administration (and
delivery) services a licensable activity
10.430 This proposed remedy would involve a recommendation to DECC to make
the provision of code administration (and delivery) services a licensable
activity. The purpose of this proposed remedy is for Ofgem to have
appropriate sight of all relevant code development issues so that it can
exercise its discretion to intervene in the most effective manner. To achieve
this objective it is necessary to establish a clearer role for code bodies by
licensing those entities and codifying their powers and responsibilities.
10.431 We do not seek to prescribe precisely which activities should be subject to
such a licence. However, we note that the objective of this proposed remedy
is to ensure that code bodies act in the interests of competition and
consumers and that Ofgem is capable of monitoring the performance of all
code bodies that administer and/or project manage modification proposals
effectively and intervening to address non-performance, where appropriate.
In light of that objective, we consider that, for the purposes of the proposed
licence, the classification of ‘code administration (and delivery) services’
should include most of the required activities listed in Table 10.2 above. We
note that under this construction, both code administrators and code-specific
delivery bodies would need to be licensed following the implementation of
this remedy.
10.432 Another objective of this remedy is to enable code bodies to take on greater
responsibility in relation to the project management of modification
proposals. For code bodies to evolve most effectively into ‘code managers’
Ofgem should refrain from micro-managing their behaviour, to the extent
possible. This is important to ensure that those entities do not become reliant
on formal directions from Ofgem to determine the most appropriate method
to fulfil their codified duties.
10.433 We note that [] has suggested a series of additional reforms, such as the
standardisation of relevant websites that could be implemented in the short
term before the introduction of the licence proposed by this remedy in order
to start making code bodies more accountable. We consider that those
reforms would provide incremental value and would help to ensure an
efficient transition to a licensing regime but, given their incremental nature,
they would be more appropriately taken forward by Ofgem as part of its
ongoing CGR.
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10.434 Following our analysis and our review of parties’ submissions (including
Ofgem’s), we consider that the proposed licence for code bodies services
should include (but not be limited to) the following conditions:1366
(a) requirement to carry out its functions having regard to the objectives of
the relevant industry codes, Ofgem’s Strategic Direction and Ofgem’s
principal objective and duties;1367
(b) effective coordination with Ofgem in relation to developing the crosscodes strategic work plan and the relevant code specific strategic work
plan;
(c) effective coordination with other code bodies in relation to delivering
code changes with cross code impacts;
(d) timely delivery of code changes set out in the strategic work plan;
(e) effective project management of all modification proposals, including, in
particular, appropriate consultation of all relevant code parties;
(f) transparent provision and presentation of all relevant information
including, in particular, through a clear and helpful website;
(g) effective performance of the critical friend role;
(h) minimisation of delivery costs; and
(i) appropriate reporting of cross-cutting governance issues to Ofgem.
10.435 We consider that licensing code administrators and delivery bodies in the
manner contemplated above would be a transparent and effective means of
incentivising those entities to take up their new role in supporting Ofgem to
deliver the strategic direction in a timely and efficient manner.
10.436 An important additional benefit of licensing code bodies is that this change
would enable Ofgem to exercise its discretion to open up the market for code
administration (and delivery) services to full competition. We expect that
Ofgem would be able to establish a competitive tendering regime for the
licences required following the implementation of this remedy. We also
expect that effective competition within the market for code administration
(and delivery) services would lead to some consolidation as the tendering
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We note that it is for Ofgem to determine the extent to which these conditions would apply to delivery bodies
which do not actively engage in the administration or project management of modification proposals.
1367 We consider this to be appropriate since Ofgem will carry out its gatekeeper functions in respect of all
modification proposals with a view to pursuing its principal objective and duties.
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process would enable efficient entities to take on additional roles and
responsibilities. This outcome would go some way to fulfilling this proposed
remedies package’s long-term objective of streamlining the codes regime.
10.437 We have considered whether, as an alternative, a package of measures
centred only on a competitive tendering regime and not including any form of
licence for code administration (and delivery) services would be capable of
achieving the aim of this proposed remedy. However, the first issue that we
note in relation to the alternative package described above is that Ofgem
would potentially face change-control issues, as Ofgem would not be able to
unilaterally modify tender agreements. It would also have to make
amendments to each tender agreement individually through a series of
bilateral negotiations, which could lead to delays and inefficiencies. The
second issue with the package considered above is that Ofgem’s only
enforcement option would be to initiate court proceedings which may prove
to be costly, lengthy and, in some cases, unsuccessful. Therefore, we
consider that this arrangement may not adequately incentivise code
administrators’ behaviour to perform at the level needed for those entities to
play a greater role in the code governance framework, as contemplated
under this remedies package.
10.438 In implementing this remedy, Ofgem should consider whether it is
appropriate to modify the licence conditions of certain code parties as an
additional means to incentivise the behaviour of code bodies that would be
licensed pursuant to this remedy (ie those code parties which are
responsible for funding code administrators and which may seek to influence
their actions).
Summary of the proposed remedies package
10.439 In summary, we consider that a package of remedies consisting of the
following key elements would be effective in remedying the Codes AEC:
(a) In relation to its approach to intervening within the code regime, the
following recommendations to Ofgem:
(i) to publish a cross-cutting strategic direction for code development;
(ii) to oversee the annual development of code-specific work plans for
the purpose of ensuring the delivery of the strategic direction;
(iii) to establish and administer a consultative board that would bring
stakeholders together for the purpose of discussing and addressing
cross-cutting issues;
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(iv) to take powers to initiate and prioritise modification proposals that, in
its view, are necessary for the delivery of the strategic direction;
(v) in exceptional circumstances, to intervene to take substantive and
procedural control of an ongoing strategically important modification
proposal, as appropriate; and
(vi) to modify licence conditions to grant each code administrator the
power to initiate and prioritise modification proposals that, in its view,
are necessary for the delivery of the strategic direction or to improve
the efficiency of the governance arrangements.
We would expect Ofgem to implement this proposed recommendation
by way of amendments to the relevant standard licence conditions,
and/or by ensuring that appropriate industry code modifications are
developed and implemented, so as to set up the necessary processes
and mechanisms for it to carry out these functions.
(b) A recommendation to DECC that it should enact legislation to grant
Ofgem the power to modify codes in certain exceptional circumstances.
(c) A recommendation to DECC that it should require a licence for the
provision of code administration (and delivery) services and, in the
process of designing the associated licence conditions, ensure that such
licence conditions are appropriately targeted to incentivise code
administrators to take on the expanded role envisaged under this
remedies package and minimise the regulatory burden on those entities.
Effectiveness of this remedies package
10.440 In terms of impacts, we consider that our remedies package would increase
the efficiency and robustness of the code modification processes, by giving
Ofgem appropriate tools to influence the development and delivery of
strategically important modification proposals.
10.441 The strategic direction, and associated work plans, would identify areas
requiring code changes and would also provide a systematic framework for
Ofgem’s and code administrators’ exercise of their powers to initiate and
prioritise strategically important modification proposals.
10.442 Code administrators (and delivery bodies), as licensed bodies with better
defined powers and responsibilities, and appropriate funding, would be able
to step into the process where appropriate to support Ofgem and code
panels in their respective functions.
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10.443 The creation of a consultative board would be a forum allowing Ofgem to
engage more proactively with strategically important modification proposals.
The consultative board would provide parties with a forum to surface crosscutting or complex issues related to the development or implementation of
code changes at an early stage, thus lessening the risk that such issues
result in delays. Similarly, it would create a framework for Ofgem to engage
early with strategically important modification proposals, so as to ensure that
the analysis carried out during the development stage is appropriate. The
consultative board would, among other things, discuss the appointment of
third party experts for the purpose of carrying out detailed analysis or
managing the implementation process (although we would expect that, over
time, these roles would be progressively taken over by code administrators).
It also will contribute to giving Ofgem a better grasp of the code regime, with
respect to its substantive scope, which in turn will facilitate the broader policy
objective, set out above, of promoting a streamlined and predictable
regulatory framework.
10.444 Together, the measures described above should contribute to ensuring that
the code regime is capable of keeping pace with wider technical and policy
developments, including, for instance, the pending challenge of transposing
the EU network codes.
10.445 We have also considered whether to include in our proposed remedies
package further measures such as those proposed by Ofgem in its response
to our provisional findings (see paragraph 10.366). We note that one of the
objectives of Ofgem’s proposed measures is to consolidate and simplify the
codes regime (or at least the provisions relating to retail markets), which
would be governed by a single entity.
10.446 While we accept that this would have some benefits, by reducing the
complexity of certain code processes and costs for industry parties, we
consider that designing our proposed remedies package in such a way as to
achieve that objective directly would go beyond addressing the Codes AEC.
In particular, it would require merging certain (parts of) industry codes, as
well as creating a new body which would centralise a number of functions
carried out by different stakeholders. We also note that it would only be
feasible to make these changes in the much longer term and following
significant institutional change that would entail significant implementation
costs. Taking into account the above, we have deliberately designed our
proposed remedies package in a way that is effective in addressing the
Codes AEC within a reasonable time frame (see paragraph 10.447 below),
which also supports Ofgem’s long-term objective.
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10.447 We expect this proposed remedies package to show results in the short and
medium term. The measures within this proposed remedies package that
involve a recommendation to Ofgem could be implemented and take effect
within a relatively short period, once Ofgem has had a chance to develop the
details of the proposed measures and consult stakeholders, as appropriate.
We note that, as DECC must follow the normal legislative process in order to
create a new licence for code administration (and delivery) services, the
licensing remedy will likely be implemented and take effect in the medium
term. We expect that Ofgem would award licences to each of the current
code administrators (and delivery bodies) and then consider whether it would
be appropriate to initiate a competitive tender for those licences.
10.448 A number of the proposed remedies considered within this package involve
recommendations to Ofgem to change its approach to intervening in the
codes regime. We consider that there is a high likelihood that Ofgem would
implement our recommendations on the basis of its submissions to us and
the consistent thrust of its ongoing work on the Code Governance Review.
We note that Ofgem has the ability to modify the relevant standard licence
conditions to alter the role of code administrators and it has done so in order
to implement the proposals of its Code Governance Review. We note further
that DECC has the power to create new licences for designated activities
within the energy sector and recently exercised this power in September
2013 to establish a new licence for smart meter communication services.
10.449 For the reasons set out above, we consider that our proposed remedies
package would be effective in targeting the features of the Codes AEC that
we have provisionally identified, and is capable of effective implementation
within a reasonable time frame.
Assessment of proportionality
10.450 We have assessed whether the proposed Ofgem-led programme would be
proportionate on the basis of our guidelines. Specifically, our assessment
has considered whether our proposed remedies package:
(a) is effective in achieving its legitimate aim;
(b) is no more onerous than needed to achieve its aim;
(c) is the least onerous if there is a choice between several effective
measures; and
(d) produces adverse effects which are disproportionate to the aim.
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10.451 For the reasons set out above, and in Appendix 10.4, we have provisionally
concluded that our proposed package of remedies would be effective in its
legitimate aim of remedying the Codes.
10.452 In reaching our provisional decision on remedy design, we have sought to
avoid imposing costs and restrictions on parties that go beyond what is
needed to achieve an effective remedy.
10.453 The measures of our proposed remedies package that impact Ofgem leave it
a wide margin of discretion over the precise nature of its involvement within
the codes regime. This enables Ofgem to take a proportionate approach,
allocating its resources only to those projects where its interventions are
needed or appropriate, due to the complexity or materiality of the
modification proposal in question.
10.454 We have also sought to ensure that our proposed remedies package retains
close industry involvement in codes and, in turn, and does not unnecessarily
disrupt legal certainty in this area of regulation. We believe that our proposed
remedies package would maintain a key role for the industry, while
increasing transparency and facilitating formal and informal engagement
between the industry, Ofgem and code bodies.
10.455 We also consider that our approach to licensing code administration (and
delivery) services should minimise the regulatory costs for affected entities.
In particular, we note that our proposed remedy recommends the use of
clear outputs-based conditions rather than prescriptive rules as a means to
incentivise those entities toward desired behaviour. We note further that
code administrators are already incentivised to perform pursuant to some of
the proposed outputs-based licence conditions due to their inclusion in the
(non-binding) requirements set out in the Code Administration Code of
Practice.
10.456 We also note that, pursuant to our proposed remedies package, Ofgem
would perform a periodic review of the codes regime for the purpose of
assessing its functioning. In particular, this mechanism would enable Ofgem
to review the appropriateness of the allocation of roles and responsibilities
across the various stakeholders put in place by this remedies package. This
mechanism increases the flexibility of this remedies package and lessens
the risk that it will lead to a governance framework that is unnecessarily
onerous for any of the main stakeholders.
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10.457 We also considered other possible ways of addressing the Codes AEC.
These included measures that we had put forward ourselves for consideration and some alternative measures that were put to us by parties in
response to the Remedies Notice.
10.458 We provisionally found that each of the following alternative measures were
less effective and/or more costly than the proposed remedies package set
out above:
(a) a set of measures centred on a grant to Ofgem of stronger powers to
make changes directly to codes, for the reasons given in paragraph
10.392 above;
(b) an alternate approach to driving the behaviour of code administrators,
under a contractual tendering regime, for the reasons given in paragraph
10.437 above; and
(c) Ofgem’s proposal to create a single code entity, for the reasons given in
paragraph 10.446 above.
10.459 Finally, we considered whether the proposed remedies package – or any
specific measure within it – was likely to produce adverse effects which were
disproportionate to the aim of remedying the Codes AEC.
10.460 Our proposed remedies package would require Ofgem to invest more
resources in monitoring and supervising code changes that are likely to have
a significant impact on competition and consumers. However, we consider
that by focusing Ofgem’s role on strategic determinations, and influencing
code administrators and code panels, the associated costs should be limited,
and certainly significantly less burdensome than those which Ofgem
currently expends under the SCR process. We also expect that the strategic
signals provided by Ofgem to the industry through its new functions will lead
to significant efficiency gains as parties are able to better allocate their
resources across the portfolio of pending and ongoing code changes.
10.461 Our proposed remedies package also contains powers for Ofgem to direct
some or all aspects of a given modification procedure (in particular under the
call-in power). However, we expect that these powers will be used only in
exceptional circumstances, if at all, and thus should not lead to significant
costs for Ofgem. We also note that the existence of these powers may act as
an incentive on the industry to comply with Ofgem’s directions.
10.462 While code administrators (or at least, some of them) would need additional
resources to perform their expanded role efficiently (and, if appropriate, to
appoint third party experts to carry out additional analysis or perform certain
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functions to ensure that a certain modification proposal is developed and
implemented efficiently), these costs are a form of centralisation of costs.
Therefore, they are likely to lead to certain economies of scale and/or scope,
for example by avoiding duplication or repetition of analysis (for instance, in
circumstances where Ofgem would use its send-back power as a result of
unsatisfactory analysis being submitted to it as part of a code panel
recommendation).
10.463 We believe that better project management would reduce the time frames of
complex modification proposals and, in turn, reduce the costs borne by
industry as a result of engaging with the code modification processes. These
benefits would, in our view, offset to a significant extent the additional costs
incurred by code administrators and other delivery bodies. The net cost is
therefore justified by the benefits arising from a better overall code
governance framework.
10.464 We also note that, as the majority of this proposed remedies package will be
implemented by means of recommendations to Ofgem, it is therefore
ultimately for Ofgem to ensure that its interventions to implement this
remedies package are not disproportionate to the expected benefits.
Why we propose not to move forward with the new code adjudicator
10.465 As stated in our Remedies Notice, the aim of this possible remedy was to
streamline the approval stage of the modification process by reducing the
number of disagreements occurring between the industry and the decision
maker. Pursuant to this possible remedy, decision-making authority during
the approval stage would be transferred from Ofgem to a new ‘code
adjudicator’ created for that purpose.
10.466 After further consideration of this possible remedy, we have provisionally
decided that there are issues relating to its underlying rationale as well as to
its proportionality in the light of our Codes AEC provisional finding.
10.467 RWE’s main comment in support of a new code adjudicator was that
decisions on code changes should only be assessed against the relevant
code objectives and not the broader issues contemplated by Ofgem’s
statutory basis. In all other contexts, Ofgem must take its statutory basis into
account when making decisions. For this reason, we consider that restricting
Ofgem’s decisions on code changes in the way contemplated by this remedy
would run contrary to our wider aim of ensuring a predictable regulatory
framework. In addition, this change would introduce a risk that the codes
could develop in a manner inconsistent or even contradictory to the wider
regulatory regime.
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10.468 We also recognise that there are efficiency gains from having a decision
maker that has some degree of involvement in the modification process prior
to the approval stage.
10.469 With regards to the proportionality of this remedy, we note that this remedy
proposed to address the underlying features of the Codes AEC by changing
the decision maker responsible for approving code changes. On the basis of
our analysis and submissions put to us by several parties, we consider that
the aim of this possible remedy would not facilitate the resolution of either of
those features. Moreover, we consider that it is feasible to implement an
effective solution to the Codes AEC without including this possible remedy.
Therefore, implementing this remedy would also be disproportionate.
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11.

Provisional decision on remedies

11.1

In our provisional findings report and addendum, and pursuant to the
updated analysis contained in our provisional decision on remedies, we have
provisionally identified a number of AECs leading, in aggregate, to
substantial levels of detriment for customers.

11.2

In this section we summarise our proposed remedies to address these
provisional AECs and the detriment arising from them.

The CfDs AEC
11.3

The remedies package proposed to address the CfDs AEC and/or
associated detriment is as follows:
(a) A recommendation to DECC to undertake and consult on a clear and
thorough impact assessment before awarding any CfD outside the CfD
auction mechanism.
(b) A recommendation to DECC to undertake and consult on a clear and
thorough assessment of the appropriate allocation of technologies and
CfD budgets between pots.

The Locational Pricing AEC
11.4

The remedies package proposed to address the Locational Pricing AEC
and/or associated detriment is as follows:
(a) An order (the ‘Locational Pricing Order’) on National Grid (and
amendments to National Grid’s licence conditions) that would set out,
among other things:
(i) the formula to calculate the transmission loss factors (which
ultimately feeds into the imbalance charges) for this purpose;
(ii) an obligation on National Grid to create a load flow model;
(iii) an obligation on National Grid to create a networking mapping
statement and collect annually relevant network data;
(iv) an obligation on National Grid to appoint third party agents to collect
metered volumes data and to calculate annually the transmission
loss factors pursuant to the principles set out in the order and using
the models created, and information collected, pursuant to the order;
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(v) an obligation on National Grid to direct Elexon, as appropriate, to
update the networking mapping statement and carry out other
administrative tasks that are necessary to the calculation by the third
party agents; and
(vi) an obligation on National Grid to raise any consequential code
modification.
(b) A recommendation to Ofgem to support National Grid by taking
necessary steps that might facilitate the implementation of the Locational
Pricing Order.
Electricity Settlement AEC
11.5

The remedies package proposed to address the Electricity Settlement AEC
and/or associated detriment is as follows:
(a) A recommendation to DECC to consult on amending the provisions of
the Smart Energy Code that prohibit suppliers from collecting
consumption data with greater granularity than daily unless a customer
has given explicit consent to do so.
(b) A recommendation to Ofgem to:
(i) conduct a full cost benefit analysis of the move to mandatory halfhourly settlement, including analysis of costs, benefits and
distributional implications as well as mitigating measures;
(ii) start the process of gathering evidence for the analysis as soon as
practicable;
(iii) consider the cost-effectiveness of alternative design options for halfhourly settlement such as a centralised entity responsible for data
collection and aggregation; and
(iv) consider options for reducing the costs of elective half-hourly
settlement, including (i) whether any of these options are likely to
delay or accelerate the adoption of mandatory half-hourly
settlement; and (ii) any challenges that may arise or benefits that
may accrue from the existence of two settlement systems, including
in particular the possibility of gaming/cherry picking behaviour.
(c) A recommendation to both DECC and Ofgem that they publish and
consult jointly on a plan setting out:
(i) the aim of the reform for half-hourly settlement;
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(ii) a list of proposed regulatory interventions (including code changes),
and the relevant entity in charge of designing and/or approving such
interventions, that are necessary in order to implement the halfhourly settlement reform;
(iii) an estimated timetable for the completion of each necessary
intervention; and
(iv) where appropriate, a list of relevant considerations that will be taken
into account in designing each regulatory intervention.
Gas Settlement AEC
11.6

The remedies package proposed to address the Gas Settlement AEC and/or
associated detriment is as follows:
(a) A recommendation to Ofgem to ensure implementation of Project Nexus
by 1 October 2016 through monitoring closely the progress made by the
industry in meeting intermediate milestones and to take (where
appropriate) further measures to achieve this objective.
(b) An order on gas suppliers (and amendments to gas suppliers’ standard
licence conditions) to submit all meter readings for non-daily metered
supply points in GB to Xoserve as soon as they become available, and
at least once per year, save for non-daily metered supply points with a
smart or advanced meter, which must be submitted at least once per
month.
(c) A recommendation to Ofgem to:
(i) take responsibility for the development and delivery of a
performance assurance framework to increase accuracy of the gas
settlement process as soon as reasonably practicable, and at the
latest within one year of our final report;
(ii) establish a project plan and allocate responsibility to Uniform
Network Code parties to take actions for its implementation;
(iii) supervise its implementation; and
(iv) take appropriate steps to ensure that failure to meet targets under
the performance assurance framework are sanctioned.
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Prepayment AEC, RMR AEC and Domestic Weak Customer Response AEC
11.7

The remedies package proposed to address the Prepayment AEC, the RMR
AEC and the Domestic Weak Customer Response AEC (together, the
Domestic AECs) and/or associated detriment comprises the proposed
remedies set out below.

Proposed remedies specific to the Prepayment AEC
11.8

The remedies proposed to address part of the Prepayment AEC and/or
associated detriment are as follows:
(a) A recommendation to Ofgem to:
(i) modify suppliers’ standard licence conditions to introduce an
exception to SLC 22B.7(b) so as to allow a supplier to set prices to
prepayment customers on the basis of grouping regional cost
variations which are applied to other payment methods within the
same core tariff;
(ii) deprioritise potential enforcement action pending the modification of
SLC 22B.7(b) against any supplier to a prepayment customer that
sets prices to prepayment customers on the basis of grouping
regional cost variations which are applied to other payment methods
within the same core tariff;
(iii) take responsibility for the efficient allocation of gas tariff pages; and
(iv) take appropriate steps to ensure that changes to the Debt
Assignment Protocol are implemented by the end of 2016, and in
particular in areas relating to objection letters, complex debt and
issues relating to multiple registrations; including setting out clear
objectives and a timetable with appropriate milestones, supervising
progress against such objectives and milestones, and to take all
steps, if and when necessary, to ensure delivery of these changes.
(b) The acceptance of undertakings from the Six Large Energy Firms or,
absent such undertakings including the following three components:
(i) a cap on the number of gas tariff pages that any supplier can hold
(at 12);
(ii) an obligation for suppliers to provide relevant information for Ofgem
to monitor the allocation of the gas tariff codes; and
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(iii) a condition that allows Ofgem to mandate the transfer of one or
more gas tariff pages to another supplier.
(c) Absent such undertakings, we would recommend that Ofgem introduces
a new licence condition in suppliers’ standard licence conditions to
include the three components set out above.
Proposed remedies concerning the RMR AEC
11.9

The remedies proposed to address the RMR AEC and/or associated
detriment, as well as part of the Prepayment AEC and the Domestic Weak
Customer Response AEC and/or associated detriment are as follows:
(a) A recommendation to Ofgem to:
(i) modify gas and electricity suppliers’ standard licence conditions to:


remove the following conditions (the ‘Conditions’):
— the ban on complex tariffs (SLC 22A.3 (a) and (b));
— the four tariff rule (SLC 22B.2 (a) and (b));
— the ban on certain discounts (SLCs 22B.3-6 and 22B.24-28);
— the ban on certain bundled products (SLCs 22B.9-16 and
22B.24-28);
— the ban on certain reward points (SLCs 22B.17-23 and
22B.24-28);
— the prohibition against tariffs exclusive to new/existing
customers (SLC 22B.30 and 22B.31); and
— make any necessary minor consequential amendments; and



introduce an additional standard of conduct into SLC 25C that
would require suppliers to have regard in the design of tariffs to
the ease with which customers can compare value-for-money
with other tariffs they offer;

(ii) deprioritise potential enforcement action pending the removal of the
Conditions against any supplier that operates in breach of the
Conditions;
(iii) remove the Whole of the Market Requirement in the Confidence
Code and introduce a requirement for PCWs accredited under the
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Confidence Code to be transparent over the market coverage they
provide to energy customers.
Proposed remedies concerning the Prepayment AEC and the Domestic Weak
Customer Response AEC
11.10

The remedies proposed to address part of the Prepayment AEC and part of
the Domestic Weak Customer Response AEC and/or the associated
detriment are as follows:
(a) A recommendation to Ofgem to establish an ongoing programme (the
‘Ofgem-led programme’) to identify, test (through randomised controlled
trials, where appropriate) and implement (for example, through
appropriate changes to gas and electricity suppliers’ standard licence
conditions) measures to provide domestic customers with different or
additional information with the aim of promoting engagement in the
domestic retail energy markets, including a recommendation to conduct
randomised controlled trials concerning the following shortlist of
measures:
(i) changes to the information in domestic bills and how this is
presented including a market-wide cheapest tariff message;
(ii) changes to the specific messaging that domestic customers receive
in bills once they move, or are moved, on to an SVT and/or other
default tariffs; and
(iii) changes to the name of the default tariffs.
(b) Either the acceptance of undertakings from gas and electricity suppliers
to participate in the Ofgem-led programme, or, absent a satisfactory
number of undertakings being agreed with suppliers, either:
(i) a recommendation to Ofgem to modify gas and electricity suppliers’
standard licence conditions to introduce an obligation on suppliers to
participate in the Ofgem-led programme or requiring the provision of
prescribed information;
(ii) an order on gas and electricity suppliers to participate in the Ofgemled programme or requiring the provision of prescribed information,
(including associated amendments to suppliers’ standard licence
conditions); or
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(iii) a recommendation to DECC to introduce legislation imposing a
requirement on suppliers to participate in Ofgem-led research
programmes.
(c) An order on Gemserv to give PCWs access upon request to the ECOES
database on reasonable terms and subject to satisfaction of reasonable
access conditions.
(d) An order on Xoserve to give PCWs access upon request to the
SCOGES database on reasonable terms and subject to satisfaction of
reasonable access conditions.
(e) A recommendation to DECC to make the following changes to the
current specifications of Midata phase two:
(i) Participation in Midata is mandatory for all gas and electricity
suppliers.
(ii) The scope of Midata is expanded to include the following data fields:
meter type, Warm Home Discount indicator, consumption data and
time-of-use for those customers on Economy 7 meters or other time
of use tariffs.
(iii) PCWs are given the ability to seek customer consent on the
frequency with which they can access the customer’s data through
Midata; are required to present at least two options to a customer
when seeking consent to access Midata (including one option
concerning access on an annual or ongoing basis); and are given
the ability to send updated tariff comparison information based on
any subsequent access granted to a customer’s Midata.
(f) An order on gas and electricity suppliers requiring the disclosure to
Ofgem, subject to certain use restrictions, of (i) certain details1368 (the
Domestic Customer Data) of their domestic customers who have been
on one of their standard variable tariffs (or any other default tariff) for
three or more years (the Disengaged Domestic Customers), and (ii)
updated Domestic Customer Data every six months, for the purposes of
a creating, operating and maintaining a secure cloud database
containing the Domestic Customer Data and allowing rival suppliers to

This would be the customer’s full name, billing address, consumption address, fixed telephone number,
current supplier, meter type (eg unrestricted, Economy 7 etc), name of their current tariff, annual energy
consumption, MPAN/MPRN and, as regards a customer on a restricted meter, certain additional consumption
data by specified time periods and details of the customer’s standing charges and volume rates. For the
avoidance of doubt, the Domestic Customer Data would exclude details relating to any Disengaged Domestic
Customer that opted out following receipt of an Opt-out Letter.
1368
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access and use the data for the purpose of postal marketing. The order
would also require suppliers, prior to disclosing the Domestic Customer
Data to Ofgem, to send a prescribed letter to each Disengaged
Domestic Customer, explaining the proposed use of the customer’s
details, and including an opt-out mechanism for the domestic customer,
at any time, to object to and prevent the proposed disclosure and use of
their details.
(g) A recommendation to Ofgem to (i) create, operate and maintain a secure
cloud database for the purposes of holding the Domestic Customer
Data; (ii) hold the Domestic Customer Data; (iii) enter into agreements
with suppliers including, access to, and use restrictions concerning the
Domestic Customer Data; and (iv) provide access to the Domestic
Customer Data by any rival supplier that has entered into such an
agreement.
(h) An order on gas and electricity suppliers with more than 50,000
domestic customers (and amendments to suppliers’ standard licence
conditions) (i) requiring such suppliers to make all their single-rate
electricity tariffs available to all (existing and new) domestic electricity
customers on restricted meters,1369 and (ii) prohibiting such suppliers
from making their single-rate electricity tariffs available to domestic
electricity customers on restricted meters conditional upon the
replacement of their existing meter.
(i) An order on gas and electricity suppliers (and amendments to suppliers’
standard licence conditions) requiring suppliers to (i) remind their
domestic electricity customers on restricted meters, in their regular
communications with them, that they have the option to switch supplier
or to switch to a single-rate tariff without having to change their meter or
incur replacement costs, (ii) provide their domestic electricity customers
on restricted meters contact details for Citizens Advice, and (iii) provide,
on a timely basis, Citizens Advice with the information it may reasonably
require concerning customers on restricted meters in the format
specified by Citizens Advice.
(j) A recommendation to Citizens Advice to become a recognised provider
of information and support to domestic electricity customers on restricted
meters.

1369

Including Economy 7 meters.
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(k) An order on gas and electricity suppliers (and amendments to suppliers’
standard licence conditions) requiring suppliers to ensure that the annual
bills paid by prepayment customers (assuming a pre-determined
consumption level) do not exceed a specified benchmark reference
level, for a period until the end of 2020.
The Microbusiness Weak Customer Response AEC
11.11

The remedies package proposed to address the Microbusiness Weak
Customer Response AEC and/or the associated detriment is as follows:
(a) An order on gas and electricity suppliers (and amendments to suppliers’
standard licence conditions):
(i) requiring suppliers to disclose the prices of all available acquisition
and retention contracts to non-domestic customers falling within a
defined category (the ‘Proposed Segment’) either through an online
quotation tool made available on their website, or through one or
more third party online platforms (and including a web link on their
own website to direct non-domestic customers to such third party
online platform(s));
(ii) requiring suppliers to disclose the prices of all their out of contract
and deemed contracts on their websites;
(iii) prohibiting the inclusion of conditions in their existing and future
auto-rollover contracts with microbusiness customers that:


prohibit the microbusiness customer from giving a termination
notice up to the last day of the initial fixed-term period;



prohibit the microbusiness customer from giving a termination
notice up to the last day of the fixed-term roll-over period; and



impose a termination fee and/or no-exit clause for the roll-over
period;

(iv) prohibiting the transfer of microbusiness customers that have given
a termination notice during the rollover period of an auto-rollover
contract to a higher priced contract during the notice period; and
(v) prohibiting the inclusion of a condition in their existing and future
out-of-contract, and evergreen contracts with microbusiness
customers that include termination fees.
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(b) A recommendation to Ofgem to make any necessary minor
consequential amendments to the suppliers’ standard licence conditions.
(c) A recommendation to Ofgem to establish an ongoing programme to
identify, test (through randomised controlled trials, where appropriate)
and implement measures to provide microbusiness customers with
different or additional information with the aim of promoting engagement
in the microbusiness segments of the SME retail energy markets.
(d) An order on gas and electricity suppliers requiring the disclosure to
Ofgem, subject to certain use restrictions, of (i) certain details1370 of their
microbusiness customers that have been on a default contract for three
or more years (the ‘Microbusiness Customer Data’); and (ii) updated
Microbusiness Customer Data every six months, for the purposes of
creating, operating and maintaining a secure cloud database containing
the Microbusiness Customer Data for the purpose of postal marketing.
(e) A recommendation to Ofgem to (i) create, operate and maintain a secure
cloud database for the purposes of holding the Microbusiness Customer
Data; (ii) hold the Microbusiness Customer Data; (iii) enter into
agreements with suppliers including, access to, and use restrictions
concerning the Microbusiness Customer Data; and (iv) provide access to
the Microbusiness Customer Data by any rival supplier that has entered
into such an agreement.
Governance AEC
11.12

The remedies package proposed to address the Governance AEC and/or
the associated detriment is as follows:
(a) A recommendation to DECC to initiate a legislative programme with a
view to:
(i) deleting paragraph 1C from both sections 4AA of the Gas Act 1986
and 3A of the Electricity Act 1989; and
(ii) set up a clear and established process for Ofgem to comment
publicly, by publishing opinions, on all draft legislation and policy
proposals which are relevant to Ofgem’s statutory objectives and

This would be the microbusiness customer’s business name, billing address, consumption address, fixed
telephone number, current supplier, name of their current contract, annual energy consumption, and
MPAN/MPRN.
1370
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which are likely to have a material impact on the GB energy
markets.
(b) A recommendation to DECC and Ofgem to publish detailed joint
statements concerning proposed DECC policy objectives that are likely
to necessitate parallel, or consequential, Ofgem interventions, setting
out (i) a proposed action plan for the regulatory interventions needed
and responsibility for these, (ii) an estimated timetable, and (iii) where
appropriate, a list of relevant considerations in designing the policy.
(c) A recommendation to Ofgem to:
(i) publish annually a state of the market report (the ‘State of the
Market Report’) which would provide analysis regarding issues such
as (i) the evolution of energy prices and bills over time, (ii) the
profitability of key players in the markets (eg the Six Large Energy
Firms), (iii) the social costs and benefits of policies, (iv) the impact of
initiatives relating to decarbonisation and security of supply, (v) the
trilemma trade-offs, and (vi) the trends for the forthcoming year;
(ii) create a new unit (eg an office of the chief economist) within Ofgem,
which would build expertise across the different areas of the energy
markets with a view to publish annually the State of the Market
Report; and
(iii) modify the licence conditions of the Six Large Energy Firms’
generation and supply licences by introducing requirements to:


report their generation and retail supply activities on market
rather than divisional lines;



report a balance sheet as well as profit and loss account
separately for their generation and retail supply activities;



disaggregate their wholesale energy costs for retail supply
between a standardised purchase opportunity cost and a residual
element; and



report prior year figures prepared on the same basis.

Codes AEC
11.13

The remedies package proposed to address the Codes AEC and/or the
associated detriment is as follows:
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(a) A recommendation to Ofgem to:
(i) publish a cross-cutting strategic direction for code development (the
‘Strategic Direction’);
(ii) oversee the annual development of code-specific work plans for the
purpose of ensuring the delivery of the Strategic Direction;
(iii) establish and administer a consultative board that would bring
stakeholders together for the purpose of discussing and addressing
cross-cutting issues;
(iv) initiate and prioritise modification proposals that, in its view, are
necessary for the delivery of the Strategic Direction;
(v) in exceptional circumstances, intervene to take substantive and
procedural control of an ongoing strategically important modification
proposal, as appropriate; and
(vi) modify the licence conditions of code administrators to introduce the
ability for the administrator to initiate and prioritise modification
proposals that, in its view, are necessary for the delivery of the
Strategic Direction or to improve the efficiency of governance
arrangements.
(b) A recommendation to DECC to initiate a legislative programme with a
view to:
(i) giving Ofgem the power to modify industry codes in certain
exceptional circumstances; and
(ii) making the provision of code administration and delivery services
activities that are licensed by Ofgem and specifying that such
licence conditions will include appropriate targets to incentivise code
administrators to take on an expanded role to be able to deliver
pursuant to the Strategic Direction.
Provisional decision on remedies
11.14

We have provisionally decided that we should introduce the package of
remedies summarised in this section.

11.15

In our judgement, these represent as comprehensive a solution as is
reasonable and practicable to the AECs and resulting customer detriment
that we have provisionally found.
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Next steps
11.16

The parties to this investigation and any other interested persons are
requested to provide any views in writing, including any suggestions for
additional or alternative remedies that they wish the CMA to consider, by
7 April 2016 either by email to energymarket@cma.gsi.gov.uk or in
writing to:
Project Manager
Competition and Markets Authority
Victoria House
Southampton Row
London
WC1B 4AD
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